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TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

M. R. 1. is informied that his suggestion is premature, as he will 

sec in our next Number. 

The project of a “ Constant Reader^ e.KCceds our means. 

Mr. Langham’s communication came too late for insertion in 

this Number, and we apprehend that its subject is of too temporary 

a nature to stand over till April; if, therefore, he will favour os 

with his address the MS. shall be returned. 

The Olead has reached us, but we have no niche for poetry. 

The inforin^on desired by ** An Old may be obtained 

at Somerset House, but wc cannot satisfy his misgivings respecting 

the Royal Society of lAtcrature; upon that subject wc coincide 

in opinion with him, and shall not hesitate to avail ourselves of 

his hints. 

The letter from a Member of the London Institution, came loo 

late to be answered: his project, wc believe has already been enter¬ 

tained without success. 

Tho insertion of B/s paper is a suf/icient reply to the contents 

of its ejfivclopc: there were tliroc errors in his cipher. 

Mr. Maegrigor's pamphlet reached us too late. 

Mr. J. T, Todd will see that wc have availed ourselves of his 

communications: wc hojie again to hear from him iii the course 

of his journey. 

Umlcr the signature oi Romiuiojlix we recognise uu old corre- 



The chaugc suggested by TYPOo'nAFi|t^8 has long been in^ 

contemplation. As to thc,^/-o«s errors he tal^s of, they amount 

to the pnntipg of a instead of x, and of + instead of x. Upon the 

whole, we doubt whether any work of similar miscellaneous Con¬ 

tents is more' accurately printed than the late Numbers of this 

Journal. 
\ 

- 

We are much obliged by the ingenious suggestions of our Cor¬ 

respondent at Ashburton. We request that he will again atten¬ 

tively .peruse the paper in. our Journal to which he adverts, and the 

mmm extended work there quoted: we think he will then find the 

principal part of his plan anticipated. 

We have in vain endeavoured to decipher the “ Observations 

on Defensive Fortidcation.” 

Wc cannot reprint extracts from odier Journals of an old date, 

to the amount required in the papers with whicb^wc have been 

favoured from Wexford; but shall be happy to receive any new 

information, or practical details upon the subject of the Ilev. Mr. 

Rice’s letter. 

Crito Edinensis has our thanks, and shall be attended to, 

but we cannot submit to which he proposes, 

T« ^<1 fjLetdu¥y xpi yaf n-aSeiir, is liot an apt quotation for the case 

in question. Does 2 pretend to say there is no science in Medi¬ 

cine ? or what is his object ? 

S. evinces much spiiit of observation. The insect to which 

he Alludes, is probably the Staphylinus riparias of Linnaeus, 'I'hcrc 

arc at least 300 species of the same Linneean genus, that fold up 

their wings in a similar manner under short Elytra^ or wing cases. 

We observe the same thing in the Forficula, or earwig, of which 

S, will find an interesting account in Adams on the Microscope, 

Our correspondent should persevere In hi^ observations on the 

CEconomy of Insects; he has before him an inexhauslible field ol 



Dr. Walker’s Natural History of the neighbourhood of'Hud- 

dcrsfifld reached u8.^.o late for insertion. 

Dr. Fitton’s Paper on the History of English 6eology/ has been 

withdrawn by the Author, with a view to its appearance in. a 

separate publication. 
^ .n ■ ■ — 

We regret that want of room has obliged us to exclude Mr. 

Slight’s Report relative to the Portsmouth Philosophical Society. 



ROT AC’: INSTITUTION. 
' *t, aUIEMAKUMTREET. 

Th^ Mem^n and Siubscribers are informed, that the Lectures 
will commence on Saturday the 2d of February, at two o’Clock, 

*^^and that the following Arrangements have been made for the Season. 

On Experimental Chemistry^ and on the Ptinciples of some of the 
Chemical Arts. By WiLLiAUfl^uoMAaBRAKOE, Esq., Sec. R.S. 
Lond. and F.R.S. Edin., I^fessor of Chemistry to the Royal In- 
8titution.^To commence on Saturday the 2d of February, at Two 
o'clock, 'and to be regularly continued on each succeeding Satur- 
di^ at same hour till further notice. 

Qn the Application of Natural Philosophy to the useful Purposes 
of Life; illustrated by appropriate Apparatus. By John Mil* 
riNaroN, Esq., Civil Engineer, Professor of Mechanics to the 
Royal Institution.—^To commence on Thursday the 7th of Fc- 
bruaiy, at Two o’Clock, and to be regularly continued on each 
succeeding Thursday, at the same hour, till further notice. 

On Comparative Physiology^ comprising Philosophical Views of 
tho' Functions of Animal Life, as connected with Organization. 
ByF. M. Roust, M.D., F.R.S.—To commence on Tucsd.ay the 
12th of February, at Two o'Clock, and to be regularly continued 
on each succeeding Tuesday at the same hour, till further notice. 

On Botany. By Sir James Edward Smith, M.D., F.R.S., 
Pres. Linn. Soc., Professor of Botany to the Royal Institution.— 
To commence after Easter. 

On the Engraved Hieroglyphics of Canaan, Egypt, and Chaldea. 

By John Landseer, F.sq., T.A.S., A.R.A., Engraver to the King. 
To commence after h^tcr. 

On Music, By W, Crotch, Mus. D. Professor of Music in 
the University of O.xford.—To commence after Easter. 

The Spring Course of the Lectures and Demonstrations on 

Chemistry delivered by Mr. Brandr, in the Laboratory of this 
Institution, will commence on Tuesday the 12th of February, 
1822, at Nine in the morning precisely, and will be continued 
every Tuesday, Thursday, and Satuiday at the same hour, until 
the end of Mav. 



TO CORRBSPONDENTS. V, 

2. on the Decomposition of Nitrogen has been received; we 

anxiously look for the experimentum cruets. 

Several communications have reached us relating to' the de* 

struction of smoke; we shall avail ourselves of those of Mr. 

James Roberson and D., but there are weighty reasons for de¬ 

ferring the consideration of this matter. 

The Letter to the Trustees of the British Museum is not in 

our way ; Britannicus may have it back again. 

We have not Mayow’s Tractatus at hand, but H. of Man¬ 

chester will find that the passage adverted to, runs nearly as 

follows : “ Vix concipi potest unde augmentum illud antimonii, 

nisi fl pnrticulisnitro-Mreis,Jixis inter calcinandum, procedat” 

Our friend at Milan is right. 

Johnson is informed that Bonplaud has seen an immense 

plain in the interior of South America covered with innumera¬ 

ble masses of meteoric iron. 

“ Fiatjuslitia, runt Cfeliim” is perhaps right in theory, but 

certainly wrong in practice. 



TO X^ORRESPONDENTS, 

Under the apprehension of more controversy, we have de¬ 

clined three pa^s bearing upon the Oil Question; with the 

permission of our correspondent at Glasgow, we shall uscy 

his information upon another occasion. Mr. Parkes too 

has been so obliging as to favour us with a reply, connected 

with the same subject, which we have been compelled to 

return. 

A general Index of Reference to the contents of the iirst 

twelve volumes of this Journal will be published in the course 

of the Spring. 
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October, 1821. 

Art. I,—Onanaticient Monument of Sculpture in Stonct 

represeufing the Theban Sphinx; ^vhich was recenilp di$~ 

covered at Colchester, in Essex. By E. W. A. Hay, Esq.^ 

A.B., F.A,S.* 

1 HERE is not perhaps any single t)bjec't'bf ancient art, that 

has been ever found in this country, which offeri^o much interest, 

not merely to the antiquary, but to the artist and to the historian, 

as this very extraordinary and beautiful sculpture lately dis¬ 

covered. '' * ' 

The engravings (Fig. I, 2, 3, and 4t,) arc after drawings made, 

as nearly as the perspective would admit, according to a scale 

of one quarter the size of the original. They represent the four 

principal views of the Sphinx, whiclt the sculptor has exhibited 

as having already slain some victim of her wiles; her blood¬ 

thirsty passion would seem to be already satiated : she sits as 

it were satisfied with her prowess, and in perfect serenity, over 

the mangled remains of her unsuccessful opponent. 

• Tn a letter which the writer of this article publi^hed lately at Colches¬ 

ter, upon the same subject, he aunounced his inlentioii ol transmilling tbo 

four drawings, here engraved, to the Society of Antiquaries of Loudon, for 

the purpose of insertion in their Archmological publiratioii. The drawings 

have been exhibited to the society, and excited considerable interest with 

that learned body ; but, as the forthcoming volume of the Archa?ologia was 

already completed, and in the press, and there was not any probability 

of part of another being published within a twelvemonth from tlie present 

time, it was thought desirable to convey to the public, some knowledge of 

this Lurioiis discovery, through the circulation of this Quarterly Journal. 

t The hgures 1 and 2 present the right and left views of the monument: 

the figures S and 4, shewing the front and rear views, will be given ,in thp 



This singular figure, from its beauty, inight naturally 

be expected, to.the Most marble, has been sculptured in 

freestone. The material appears, from its good quality, to hg-ve 

been brought Tr'om the Isle of Portland ; since it is not known 

that any stone of the same kind has been found in a native state 

in the neighbourhood of Colchester. The Romans brought, no 

doubt, from Portland, much of the materials for their finer works 

at that place where they planted their first colony* In Britain, 

and which long remained one of their principal military stations. 

This Sphinx was found in the midst of a great number of 

fragments of another species of stone, equally unkno.wu at Col¬ 

chester as a native product, and vulgarly called Swanage, from 

the place where it is dug in the Isle of Purbeck, which is in the 

immediate vicinity of Portland. 

The general dimensions of our antique arc as follows: 

Length of the base,.S.GV Inches. 

Medium breadth of the base, .10 

Height from base to top of Sphinx’s head, . 25 

The face of the Sphinx, measuring from under 

the chin to the crown of the head, . . 

The stone was found at tin: depth of about two feet from 

the surface of the soil, in trenching the ground around the 

General Hospital lately erected at Colchester. It was dis¬ 

covered in an almost perfect state, there being (uily a few marks 

of injury, and those slight; excepting upon the left side of the 

work that lay uppermost. The fracture of ihc nose of ilic 

Sphinx, as well as a blow u{)on the man’s forehead, were, with 

some other less material bruises, the almost unavoidable elFects 

of the labour upon discovery. 

But the circumstances of the spot where this relic has been 

found, as well as the great beauty and the peculiar character of 

the work, have stimulated impiiry, and merit some discussion. 

Notwithstanding all that has been written upon the early 

history of Colchester, it may be useful, as a preliminary sU'p to 

our consideration of the probable history of the monument in 

question, to refer those who retain any hesitation upon affixing 



the Colonia Camulodunum of the Romans at Qolchester, to the 

ArchtEologia. Mr. Walford, adducing sever^authorities upon 

^hose judgment and learning the most scrupulous may be will¬ 

ing to rely,has, in the 16th volume of that publication, concluded 

an interesting dissertation upon the situation of Camulodunum 

in these terms: “ I hope the preceding observations, which 

from my own personal inspection I have found very accurate, 

will be the means of preventing any future controversies or differ¬ 

ence in opinion upon the subject; and that all will agree with 

Bishop Stillingfleet, Dr. Stiikeley, Dr. Mason, Mr. Morant, Mr. 

Gough, and the Rev. Mr. Leman, that Colchester,and not Malden, 

was the Colonia Camvlodunum of Richard of Cirencester*.” 

Having premised thus much, I proceed to present such 

hypotheses upon the probable age, authors, and history of 

the monument under review, as may be fairly deduced from a 

consideration of its own character, of various remains of anti¬ 

quity found near it, and of the historical records immediately 

aj)plicable to the place of discovery. 

'I'he adjustment of the hair of the Sphinx, is the same as that 

of the younger empress Faustina; yet it resembles almost as 

closely the. dress that we have frequent occasion to notice upon 

Roman monuments of an earlier time. But when we consider 

the evidence of the sculpture itself, whose chaste, yet cultivated 

character is as far distant from the rude operations of the earliest 

British workmen, as it is from the meretricious stylo of any 

middle time in this country; we need not hesitate to ascribe 

our Sphinx to the cliisel of some eminent Roman sculptor, and 

of the be.st age. 

The coarse nature of the material militates against the proba¬ 

bility of this line piece of work having been imported from 

Italy. We may therefore be allowed to conclude, that it was 

wrought in this island; for it is acknowledged that the Romans 

brotight artists hither with them, and they may also have been 

invited over by the British Princes f- 

• See Ppgge mi the Coin.* of Cunobdin, and Riiding's Annuls of the 



Of the Roman origin of this monument, we have irresistible 

proof -in the griililE' mass, found in and around the very spot 

where the Sphinx was discovered, of antique remains : sucliufs 

bricks, tiles, pottery, fragments of bron/e, and other relics, 

that are decidedly of Roman fabric ; and which, as well as the 

Sphinx, lay concealed in a soil that apparently had not for cen¬ 

turies been disturbed beyond the depth of the plough-share. 

But my attention has been particularly attracted by die portion 

of a sepulchral inscription, to the memory of one or more le¬ 

gionary Roman soldiers: this was dug up a few days sooner 

than the Sphinx, and at the distance of no more than about 

twenty-five paces from it. The following cut is a faithful copy, 

although the engraver has formed the letters with less sliarp- 

ness and care, and represented them as being more mutilated, 

than the state of the original will justify. 

Tt'w 

ABr Bi ■ 
BIS / 

E© m > A 

EG XX 

V S IC 
.-'MSL WAV' 
IK1 T^A NAM 

M 

This fragment is moreover of itself extremely curious, as 

making a distinct mention of the Third Imperial Legion, 

(LEGionis III. AVgustoe) a portion of the Roman forces^ of 

whose appearance in Britain I cannot find any trace by all the 

references I have been able to make. The stone has 10,V inches 

by 8 of surface, and is 1^ of an inch thick- Let jt be noticed, 



is further an extraordinary relic, as, excepting one other frag¬ 

ment of a sepulchral inscription, which is of^c same material, 

cut with greater delicacy, and found at Colchester about twelve 

years ago*, no Roman remains of a similar kind are known to 

have been discovered either at Colchester, or even within the 

county of Essex. This, from the long residence of the Romans 

in that quarter of the island, is indeed almost unaccountable; 

but may be judged of by tlic void it has occasioned in Horsley’s 

Britannia lionuina^. 

We have now to offer an unexpected testimony in favour, not 

only of the Roman origin of our stone Sphinx, but also of the 

peculiar reverence in which, perhaps, that very same beautiful 

ligurc of sacred legend, or at least the more common and less com- 

jdicate mystic symbol, was held at Camulodunum; by the for¬ 

tunate finding of a bronze Sphinx, of which the following en- 

grviving presents a view, the same in size as its original 

The bronze is perfect, excepting the loss of the wings, which, 

from the appearance of the back, have evidently been torn off. 

This, which I deem to have been one of the lam of an inha¬ 

bitant, was dug up la&t summer within a few yards of the spot, 

* Now ill niy imssc.ssioii. 

t Since this article went to the pres?*, Jolin Disney, Esq., of tin* H,Mlc,near 

Iiif;atesU>ne in Essex, has l)eenso obliging as to make known tome a small 

soenlehial nionunicnl i:i his jios.scssion, w hieh was found at Eolehester in 

j71^, and heurs the following^ inscription. It is a tablet of marble, eight 

inches hnig, by four and thrce-(|uarU'r.s liigh, ha\itig a border of foliage and 

olher work in an inferior !?l>le ; 
roNsinu-AM'.aiA i ilia v a-ri*n \x\ coNJirjivNArALiJ MATrn v A xxxv. 



oi)r otone Sphinx was discovered. The Uttle image ex¬ 

hibits, itf^.jts prej^t state, no further compound than of the 

lion andl the yirgih ; and) from the arrangement of the hair re ¬ 

sembling that of Julia Mxsa, or of her daughter Julia Soemias 

(mQther of the Emp^pr Heliogabalus), as well as from its infe¬ 

riority of style and execution, it is doubtless of. a later time than 

the large Sphtdi; not appearing to claim any earlier date than 

about the beginning of the third century of our era. 

But, although I do not feel myself at liberty to refer the age 

of our stone monument to an earlier time than that of the first 

Emperor Claudius, as will be hereafter shewn; yet I consider 

that we are fully authorized in tracing the respect for the Sphinx 

symbol^ that would appear to have been entertained by the inha¬ 

bitants of Colonia Camulodtinum^ as well by the indigenous 

Briton, as by the Roman colonist, to a higher origin, even to 

the time of Augustus. We learn from Pliny, from Suetonius, 

and from Dion Cassius, that the image of a sphinx was, during 

a certain period of the life of Augustus, employed by that em¬ 

peror as his seal. We find also the figure of the sphinx upon 

the Roman coins of * his time: but what comes more directly 

No. 1, No. 2. 

• Upon the passage referred to in Suetonius, Laivinus Torroiitius lias the 

following comment: ‘‘ (Dc Sphinge) et codem fortassis referendum quod 

T. Carisii, qui sub Anguslo III. vir iiionetalis fuit, numisniata spliiiigem 

praeferunt/’ See also Morclli and Illustrations by Agostini in Reg, Imp, 
Rom. Numtsm. No. 17, tab. 12. 

t No, 1. ** Obv. CVNO, The bust of a winged figure, possibly a Victory. 

Rev. TASCIO, A Sphinx, from a coin of Augustus.—No. 2. Obv. CVNO. 

A Sphinx. Rev. CAM. Qu. A Hritish warrior with the head of an enemy 
in his riffht hand?" Sec British Coins, olate 4 and Nf>^. a^nd in Rn. 



in aid of oUi^^rgument is, that we meet with the same 

repeatedly upon the coins of Cunobelin. 

'v^his illustrious British prince * had, according to Dicfft Cas¬ 

sius, his royal seat at Camulodunum; and more of his coins are 

found at and near to Colchester^ than ln' &y other part of the 

island. Of the three here given, Nos. 1 and 2 have been 

already published; No. 3 is now, I believe, fo^he first time, 

presented to the public: the original is in the possession of 

Mr. William Keymer, of Colchester, where it was found about 

twenty-five years ago. I possess also a small brass coin of Cu¬ 

nobelin, found at the same place in 1819 ; it is in a bad state of 

preservation, but bears upon both sides a very Striking resem¬ 

blance to No. 3; yet mine appears to have had the wheel under 

the right paw of the sphinx, as we find exhibited in Gem, 

No. 206 of Agostini, in No. Ill of Tassie, and elsewhere. This 

addition No. 3, from the action of its sphinx may have also 

had, but it seems to have suffered corrosion upon that part. 

Cunobelin is said to have cherished a friendship for the Ro¬ 

mans, to have attended Augustus in his wars, and so well to 

have behaved himself, that he grew into particular favour with 

that emperor, and accompanied him to Rome, where he was 

saluted by the title of Friend to the Republic: moreover, that 

during his residence there, Teiiuant (his father, and immediate 

predecessor on the Trinobantinc throne,) paid no tributef- 

The attachment for the Roinan emperor, at least the politic 

respect which our great British chief I might have entertained, 

or merely put forth, in regard to his powerful protector, may be 

in some measure estimated by the appearance of the head of 

Augustus impressed upon the coins of Cunobelin who, as 

Mr.Pegge whites, “omitted no opportunity of making his court 

to that emperor.” We find also some notices in Suetonius, of 

the continued friendship that appears to have subsisted between 

* Dw»n L. GO. 
f See /Hsiori/ of (’oh'hisier by Morant; w Ih) in this matter, docs in common 

with oilier respectable wrilers, give credit to (Jooflrey of Monmouth. 

t Or as Hiivtcr styles iiin», the hndrafioti, (Hoss, I o. CtoiobeUnih', 
i IVirac on bis Fifth No. 1. Also Kudina's Annals^ v. 1. ii. an 



the Iceni and Trinobantes and the Romans; ev^l^^mihe time 

of Juliu$ Cssar to that of the first Claudius. « , . 

Mafljmt thus epitomizes from Tacitus, from Dion Cassius,..' 

and bihers, the victorious invasion by the latter (Emperor, and 

the events which inp^diately followed: “ Claudius took Camu- 

lodunum, where he placed a colony of veterans. In honour of 

this victory he^pras divers times saluted /iterator, contrary to 

the Roman custom, which permitted it ^ut ^ce in one expe¬ 

dition. After this he ordered the Britons to be disarmed; but 

to those that yielded, be remitted the confiscation of their goods, 

which so endeared him to tliem, tluit they erected a temple and 

an altar to him at Camulodunum,, and honoured him as a god.” 

This is the only Roman temple of which we have any account 

as having been erected at Colchester; and that building I ap¬ 

prehend to have stood upon the very spot where the stone Sphinx 

was disebvered. The situation is peculiarly striking, as it ac¬ 

cords better than any other that can be chosen in or around the 

town, with the probable position of that sacred edifice. This 

will readily be acceded, when its elevated situation be taken 

into view, with its neighbourhood to the grand military way, and 

the presentation under such an aspect of its hallowed fane to 

all those in intercourse between the great camp at Lexden* and 

the capital of the Trinobantes. Since some may be unwilling 

to give credit to my position as taken in reference to the Roman 

way, objecting that such roads were not constructed so early as 

the reign of Claudius; I beg to observe, that, although these 

roads may not have been extended generally throughout Bri¬ 

tain so soon as the first century of our sera, yet there must, 

without doubt, have been, from the first establishment of the 

Roman conquest, a grand public street leading from so principal 

a camp as that of Lexden (where such extensive vestiges still 

remain) to the great Roman colony established at the Trinoban- 

tine metropolis of Camulodunum. I'o others again who may 

remark, that the spot where I would fix the temple, is without 

the ancient walls, I beg to recall the words of Tacitusf, by 



whom that no walls existed around the town at the 

time.of tl^is temple. Indeed, had there been„<euch a circuit of 

* defence, we should bear in mind, that it was by no meane un¬ 

common with the Romans to construct teqy}les without their 

towns; and they s^m, with all other hatmhs of antiquity, to 

"have preferred high places fbr such holy purpose. 

My conjecture'is singularly supported by the very great mass 

of building materials, tha% have been thrown up during the late 

foundation of the General Hospital. It must have been evident 

to all those who witnessed, as I did, the recent disturbance of 

the soil upon the identical spot under consideration, that some 

very large building had stood on the same ground ; but, at an 

early period, of which no local tradition now remains. 

I have already pointed at the Roman character, of the anti¬ 

quities discovered upon the spot: to which I might add the 

coins of that people, which are found there ftom the time of 

Julius Caisar to that of the Constantines. 
# 

Considering tlie pains that have been taken at Colchester, 

for many successive centuries, to remove from their foun¬ 

dations all remains of Roman edifices convenient in the 

erection of the buildings, which succeeded at every period; the 

quantity of stones and Roman bricks dug out from the present 

hospital garden did appear extraordinary. I observed not only 

red bricks and tiles of undoubted Roman manufacture, but 

have also remarked, at the same place, several specimens of a 

costlier species of wliite tile, evidently the fabric of that people. 

Amidst a large quantity of unhewn stone, Avhich has been lately 

thrown out, and was probably used in foundation, and other 

works equally removed from the eye, there have been disco¬ 

vered many and well hewn fragments of Swanage; mucli of 

which stone is observable also in the castle, and among other 

Roman materials in the walls of the town, in the churclies, and 

in other ancient buildings at Colchester. 

While the workmen were digging last year for the foundation 

of the hospital, I remar'ted continually the bones of oxen, deer, 

pigs*, and fowls, amongst the Roman remains: and, fi'om 



similar observations that have occurred upon the sites of other 

Roman temples, it is far from being unreasonable to consider 

these^wnes as relics of sacrifice. 

We know that it was a custom with the Romans, as with the 

Greeks and the E^ptians, to place images of the Sphinx in the 

pronaos of their temples. It is precisely to such a purpose, 

that I suspect'our beautiful sculpture in stone to have been' de¬ 

dicated, in the vestibule of the temple of Claudius * * * §. 

But it maybe asked,Why, in such a situation, should a mutilated 

victim be exhibited under the fangs of the Theban Sphinx f ? 

I cannot certainly venture in an unhesitating tone to attempt 

an explanation of this peculiarity. Yet, if we adopt’the views 

of Hofiinann, this exhibition of the utter destruction of the vic¬ 

tim may be fairly accounted for, and may be shewn to have 

been perfectly adapted to the supposed situation of this Sphinx, 

as a warning en^em for all who presumed to pass the holy pre¬ 

cincts, to enter even the porch of the temple. Hofiinann | con¬ 

siders the fable of the Sphinx, destroying such as did not un¬ 

derstand her mysteries, to intimate that those who observed 

not the precepts of the gods, were abandoned to her, as to the 

infernal minister of that divine wrath, which would not fail to 

consign the disobedient to torments and to death 

In reply to any hesitation that may be felt in granting the 

claims advanced for the Roman origin of our anti([ue stone, 

upon the ground of the victim being thus introduced; I beg 

* In the same temple, it is supposed that the worship of Camulits was 

also maintained. This may have been a native appellation oftlic God IVlars, 

thus latinized, as it was in many other parts of Europe; where the worship 

of the Deity under that designation, would, from various and authentic re¬ 

cords, appear to have been observed. 

t See Pausanias, Bocot. c. 20. The base of our figure appears to have 

been left in a rude state; this may be allusive to the rock, upon which the 

oracular monster was said to have her residence; and whence she rushed 

to destroy those who could not solve the riddles she propounded, 

t Lexicon, Vo. Sphinx. 

§ Pausanias, describing the celebrated tcmplyand statue of the Olympian 

Jupiter, says—** Before his feet the Tlieban youth are seen forced away by 

Sphinxes; and under the Sphinxes, Apollo and Diana are pierrina with 



leave to observa^- that it is oaly requisite to turn to Mo^(fbu» 

con *, to Hoffmann t> to Easpe t, or to Millie among the 

'mass of antiquarian authority to which we might refer, fer tile 

with the inmge of the Grecian 

Sphinx. Yet, in the careful attachment, is sometimes 

perhaps too exclusively retained, for precedent; we may be 

called upon to give an example from antiquity, of the de¬ 

struction of a victim of the Sphinx, being shewn as already 

completed. The following view of an Amethyst Gem, copied 

from the Traitc des Pierres Gravies of Maricttc 1), is for tliis 

exhibition of a victim conjoined 

purpose very satisfactory. 

|ffln!iimniini[nii| ] 

* T. 2, part. II. c. xvii. t Lwicon, Vo.Sphinx, 

t DcftcTijf^lre Catalogue oj Tassie^B No. 851J0, 

^ (hikrie Mytholog. 1*1.142, No. 602. 
II 1 here be^y leave to express my thanks to the leavued medallist in the 

Hritish Museum, Taylor Combe, Esq. ; for his obliging? courtesy in having 

iMiinteil niif n*: ivi*ll >:A\prn1 of CuuobclilU which WOrC 



We have here GSdipus expounding the enigma of the 

Sphinx v'ho it seated on a rock; whence she would seem 

to ha^’e thrown, as if in defiance, under the hero’s eye, the 

bones of some one,jf^o had unhappily preceded him. Again, 

we find at No. Iw' of Tassie's Oems, a fine engraving upon 

carnelian f, which Mr. Raspe has classed amongst the Egyp¬ 

tian antiques, having a Sphinx winged and sitting, with a 

death's head at her feet. No. 8,601 of the same collection, is 

taken from an ancient engraving upon onyx J, which represents 

(Edipus explaining the enigma of the Sphinx, who is sitting 

upon the top of a rock,” Here also may, as I think, be dis¬ 

cerned a human scull at the bottom of the rocA§. 

But what shall we say upon that very extraordinary reverse 

of the preceding coin, No. 2 of Cunobelin; representing, as 

Mr. Ruding questions doubtfully, “ a British warrior, with the 

head of an eneffiy in his right hand ?” and upon the obverse 

is a Sphinx! 

I have elsewhere observed, that the head of the man u{)on the 

Colchester stone has many portrait-like peculiarities; that the 

hair is moreover short, appearing as if artificially curled; that 

although it would represent a middle-aged man, yet that it is 

beardless:. all which circumstances combined in suggesting my 

first idea, that It had trot been modelled after the head of any 

individual of an ordinary class. The closely-shaven beard, as 

well as the carefully-curled hair, were fashions, not only with 

the Romans of high rank, bui, I remark, that upon all the 

coins of Cunobelin, as well as uno.i those of an earlier BritiaU 

stamp, in every instance, excepting wliere a divinity seems to 

have been personified, the heads are dressed with short hair; 

where the state of the art could attain the expression, it appears 

• According to the vulgar tale of the Sphinx’s riddle, as proposed to 

her by Qidipiis, whose rolutiun of it, is said to have been the caiise of 

her destraction; it was: M'hat animal is it, that in the mornuig w.^lks 

on four legs, at noon on two, and at night on three ? To which the Hero 

answered- •“ Man." 

t Ctih. Ilor. Gori Mus. Flor. II. No. 91,2. 

i StoschMSS. Cat. 11,7. 



curled, iind the faces are always beardless. Mr. Pegge has 

also noticed, that although, according to Ceesar *, the Britons 

wore their hair long, but shaved it on every part of the body, 

except the head and upper lip, yet that tl^re are no signs of 

the flowing hair upon the coins ; the reasM for which he ap¬ 

prehends to have been, that their princes were exempt from this 

general rule. 

I am inclined to differ from Mr. Ruding, in his description 

of the above coin. No. 2, and to consider that, from the 

costume of the human flgiire, it is meant for the image of some 

Roman divinity : this idea receives support from the altar near 

to it, as well as from the reverse of another coin of Cunobelin, 

given by Mr. Ruding in his Appendix t. Scarcely can the re¬ 

verse of the coin. No. 2, be thought to represent the effigy of a 

Roman emperor; much less a priest, or any one at sacrifice, the 

back being turned to the altar. 

But, before any attempt at a conclusion, I refer again to the 

British coins, engraved in Mr. Ruding’s work. Plate ii. No. 22. 

Rev'. “ Probably a Briton driving his chariot over a falling 

enemy.” Nos. 23, 24, 26, and 63, following, appear to re¬ 

present the same thing; and in Nos. 28 and 29, the hand un¬ 

derneath the (horse or other) four-footed animal with a human 

head, and raised, as it were, in a supplicating posture, seems to 

be a similar indication. In all these examples, (as well as in 

some other coins of the same class), the quadruped has the 

head of a man, or rather of a woman; and in Nos. 23, 24, and 

63, it is distinctly winged. Further, upon the head of many 

of tlje same monsters, we may perceive a cap or coif, resem¬ 

bling that upon the head of the Sphinx, in the coin No. 3, here 

engraved. 

Thus, in the absence of every chance for obtaining from his¬ 

tory, any lights by which to penetrate this dark matter; we 

can only attempt to guide ourselves by such interpretation, as 

may not be thought too extravagant in an apposition of those mo¬ 

numents of antiquity, that are supposed to be remains of nearly 

the same time in this country. 



In « former pobHcation upon the Colchester Sphinx, 1 had 

hazarded a supposition, that the head of the mutilated victim ^ 

might have been designed, in conjunction with the more an< 

cient emblem of Grecian allegory, to allude to the united wis> 

dom and strength of the Roman army, having in co-operation 

with a native Trinobantine force, succeeded in'the destruction 

of the power of some great chief of another district of the 

island. 

Yet, further than mere conjecture, I dare not adventure: 

hero therefore I dismiss this abstruse subject, with these rude 

sketches of theory perhaps presumptuous. I may have al¬ 

ready incurred the charge, of wildly expatiating upon what 

time has placed, as I fear, far beyond the ken of the most 

learned inquirer. Indeed could we see through all the dark¬ 

some distance of its history, the amplest results might prove, 

like many of thus fruits of antiquarian labour, to have been 

scarcely worthy our ungrateful toil. 

There now remains little more, for our immediate purpose, 

than to point out the probable circumstances that may have 

preserved unto our time, this Stone Sphinx ; which I apprehend 

to have been a principal decoration of the temple erected at 

Camulodunum, in the time of the first Claudius. 

This Sphinx had probably been placed upon a pedestal, and 

perhaps companion to another; as we see in Montfaiicon, that 

a Sphinx was erected upon either side the entrance to the tem¬ 

ple of Diana Pergrea. It has evidently been designed, to be 

seen at an elevation somewhat above the level of the eye ; for 

the only parts of the work, which have not been highly 

finished, excepting around the base, are the upper edges of the 

wings at their contact. 

The temple at Camulodunum is recorded by Tacitus to have 

been destroyed by the natives, irritated with the tyrannous 

sway of the Romans 'at that station*. The historian says ex¬ 

pressly, that this temple which had been erected in honour of 

the deified Claudius, was looked upon by the inhabitants as a 

fortress, built for the purpose of their eternal bondage; and 



reptes'eiUing the Theban Sphuix. 15 

that the priests, appointed, as in appearance, for objects only of 

religious service^^ wasted the substance of the people. The 

soldiery, having no proper citadel at the time of the British 

irruption into their settlement, fled for shelter within the walls 

of the temple; there they endeavoured, but in vain, to defend 

themselves for two days, when it was taken by storm. The 

temple would appear to have been destroyed with the rest of 

tlie colonial buildings, which were burnt or razed to the ground 

by the exasperated Britons. The Sphinx fell, as we may sup¬ 

pose, in the undiscriminating ruin; and although the statues of 

Claudius,, or of the Roman Mars himself might be objects so 

hateful, as to merit the more particular enmity of Boadicea 

and her people; yet the less prominent magnitude of our 

relic might escape the observation of the wild destroyers; and 

might have lain concealed for centuries, and would probably 

have still remained so for as many ages tHoie, had not the 

most unexpected accident brought it to light, from amidst 

the confused variety of ruin whence I so lately assisted in dis¬ 

interring it. 

The engravings here presented, arc sufficiently satisfactory 

for a general view of the sculpture; and, as a contemplation of 

the original can alone enable one to form a correct idea of its 

beauties in detail, I shall subjoin only a few words, with 

respect to the chief characteristics of the Colchester Sphinx. 

It comprises every component part of the allegoric monster 

of classic fable. The stone presents us with the bust 

of a young maiden of graceful delicacy, conjoined in a gra¬ 

dual transition, that is adjuitted by the intermediate form of 

the body of a bitch, with the ponderous yet evidently active 

powers of a lion’s hinder quarter. This portion of the sym¬ 

bolic figure, is completed by that most expressive emblem the 

serpent, which forms the tail; and it is introduced with con¬ 

siderable skill in tortuous foldings, that keep it, without undue 

constraint, within the narrow limits, that the confined size of 

the material has imposed upon the artist. The back of the 

Sphinx is furnished with the wings of an eagle, beautifully 

raised, though not expanded. Thus, our various emblem. 



which may perhaps, without oflPence to his^pr^ atyle^ a 

** Gentile Cherub,” in the language of a late Hitter up^ Pagan 

Idolattiy *; or again, a Symbol of the Great Universal Mother .of 
* 'I 

Mythology: or in other terms, (to adhere to expressions of md^ 

common use), this Pahtheic Sign combines^ a striking manner 

the principal attributes eL^ppoitioned to theif host of gods, by the 

fancies of the heathen: we will not . Wait here to inquire, 

whether these several images were tHe offspring of grateful love, 

or of the more effective impulse of fear, in the original sim¬ 

plicity of very early times; whether they were altogether, or in 

part, a corrupted copying, or, as some deem them, a perverse 

depravation, of sacred record; or otherwise the mere result of 

hieroglyphic painting and poetic fancy. These mystic signs, 

thus arbitrarily adapted and conjoined, arc now brought before 

us into one view, by the,^first antique ropy of Grecian art of 

this occult charac^r, that has ever been discovered in Brilainf- 

With respect to the origin of the Theban Sphinx^ of which so 

many varied tales have been promulgated, and of whoso name 

so many etymons have been advanced; it may be sufficient 

here to observe, that the Grecian Sphinx is, no doubt, inune-^ 

diately derived from that of Egypt. The Egyptian Sphinx hin 

hitherto been more commonly acknowledged the prototype of 

all the others; as supposed to be derived from a simple em¬ 

blematic reference to the annual inundations of the Egyptian 

valley, by the waters that descend from the hills of Abyssinia, 

and overflow the banks of the Nile, while the sun is passing 

through the signs of Leo and of Virgo I have not however 

* See ike Origin of Pagan IMatryj by G. S. Fabrr, B.D., for much cu¬ 

rious speculation on this subject. 

t 1 should not omit noticing that, under the very roughly-hewn base 

of the Sphinx, is clearly engraven a large and well-formed Roman S, of 

somewhat more than five inches in height. Jt appears from its situation 

(removed altogether from the eye of the spectator) to indicate, not so 

much the artist’s name, or any circumstance intended to be recorded; 

as simply the intention of the inferior workman, who having been em¬ 

ployed to prepare the block for the sculptor, thus marked it as a parti¬ 

cular stone selected and set apart by the latter, for the representation of 

the Sphinx. 



yet {Spuad.jRtitt.my one has combated with sufficient evidence, 

an iijl^otlie^ I have recently proffered, of this fa¬ 

bulous form havi:^ been taken by the Egyptians, from the 

Cj^iiaic' or Assyria^ Sphinxes. The Mithraic figures of an- 

cie^ Persia, that forth the wonder of modern travellers, 

among the wreek of Persepolis, are 4oubtless co^ate with, or 

directly copied from,, those of Babylon, which have from time 

to time been discovered' amid the ruins of that most ancient 
V** ' ^ 

city; and are in some instances found there of precisely the 

same form as the Egyptian Sphinx^. 

But wandering amid the mazes of conjecture, Tainly en¬ 

deavouring to obtain a clear idea of this antique matter, the 

reader may be looking anxiously forward to the end of our 

almost hopeless inquiry; and may well be disposed to exclaim 

with the outwearied pa .icnce of Milphio in the play : 

Si ncquoo facere, ut abeas, egomet abiero : 
Nam isiiquidcm hereto oratioui Oedipo 
Coajoctore opus cst, qui Sphyngi interpres fult. 

P}4mtm—PotKulu8j Act. Z. 

Art. II. Some additional Facts relating to the Division 

of the Eighth Pair of Nerves^ communicated hi a Letter 

to thr Editor of the Journal of the Rot/al Listitution, 

bu A, P. W. Philip, M.D., F.R.S. Ed., ^c. 

I r A KNOT, in any way, refer to the division of the eighth 

pair of nerves, without taking the opportunity to acknowledge 

the very candid and liberal manner in which Mr. Broughton 

appear still more likely; if tlie etymon of its name be allowed (accord¬ 

ing to the Abb6 Pluclic) to bo found iu the Hebrew, signifying nothing 

more than Superatmmlance^ Si)kang^ redundantia, Job \xii, 11. and 4 Reg. 

ix. 17. and Paraph. Chaldaic. in Proverb, iii, 10. * Vino torcularia redunda- 

bant.*”—History of the Heavens, v. 1. b. 1. c. 1. 

• I allude more particularly to a very ancient Gem in fine preservation, 

which, with several others of extreme curiosity, has been found within 

tlicse few years, upon the Site of Babylon, by Captain Lockett, who 

brought them to this country, and with a sight of which 1 have very recently 

been favoured by Mr. Landseer, to whom they are intrusted.—See Af'- 

chteoheia. Vol. xviii.. Art. 45. 



18 Philip on the Effects iff dividing 

has, in the last Number of the above Journal, stated the rcstilU* 

of the experiments lately performed at the Rbyal Institution. 

It appears, from the observations of that gentleman, that it 

is admitted by all ^ho witnessed these experiments, that after 

the eighth pair of nerves are divided In the neck, and the lower 

portion folded back, little, if any, progress is made in the 

digestive process; whereas, if the divided ends are not dis¬ 

placed, its progress is still considerable. 

An interesting question here arises, whether in the latter case 

the nervous influence is still conveyed in consequence of the 

divided ends of the nerves remaining in actual contact, or in 

consequence of its passing through moisture or other inter¬ 

vening bodies. 

In order to determine this question, the following experiment 

was made, in which Mr. Cutler, Assistant Surgeon to the 

second regiment of lafe Guards, had the goodness to assist me. 

A rabbit was kept Avilhout food for twernty-four lioiirs, and 

then allowed to cat as much parsley as it chose; as soon as 

it ceased to cat, the eighth pair of nerves were divided in 

the neck, without displacing thorn. Tt was evident, htUh to Mr. 

Cutler and myself, that at tlio moment tlic division of the 

nerves was made, tlie ends so rolracted as to cause them ' 

to separate from each other to about the distance tlio sixth 

part of an inch. The auiuial was allowed no food after the 

operation. It was found dead at the end of eight hours. 

On the stomach being opened, it apjjearod that digeslittn of 

the new food had made considerable progress. The neck was 

examined, and the divided ends of the nerves were found to 

have remained at the above-mentioned distance from each other. 

This experiment was repeated in all respects in the same 

manner. The ends of tlie nerves now retracted to the distance 

of a quarter of au inch from each other on both sides. The ani¬ 

mal lived about six hours, and the digestion of the new food 

whs far advanced. 

Idr. Brodic examined the state of the food and the position 

of the divided nerves in this rabbit, and both he and Mr. Cutler, 
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fluencc had, in the foregoing experiments, passed from the upper 

to the lower portiq^ of the divided nerves. 

Tlie following facts, relating to die division of the eighth 

pair of nerves and the power of galvanism in obviating its 
effects, appear now to be admitted on all hands,-— 

That after these nerves are divided in the neck, and the lower 

portions folded back, little, if any, progress is made in the 
digestive process. 

That if the lower portions, thus folded back, be connected with 

the positive end of v voltaic battery of a certain power, the other 

end of the battery being connected witli the skin over the sto¬ 

mach, the efforts to vomit which follow the division of the 

nerves do not take place, and digestion goes on as perfeedy, as 

far as can be judged from the appearance of the contents of the 

stomach, as in the healthy animal. 

That when, instead of tlie lower portions being folded 

back, they, as well as the upper portions, are allowed as 

much as possible to remain in the natural position; digestion 
makes great progress, notwithstanding the divided ends so 

retract as to be separated from each other by the distance of a 
quarter of an inch. 

Tliiit llie dilliculty of breathing occasioned by the division of 

the eighth pair of nerves in the neck is prevented by the influence 

of the voltaic battery applied in the way above pointed out. 
The reader will judge how far these facts tend to establish 

the identity of the nervous influence and galvanism. 

But in judging of this question, it is necessary in addition to 

the foregoing facts, to keep in view those which seem to prove 

that the nervous influence is altogether distinct from, and has no¬ 
thing in common with, the sensorial and vital powers, and pos¬ 

sesses no properties but those of a chemical agent; and that 
the influence of the voltaic battery is not only the best of all 

stimuli to the muscular fibre, and capable of passing along the 

nerves in' either direction, but is also capable of raising the 
lii/inD* sirtpriniift blAofl. while it Cau OroduCC nO 
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such effect either on venous blood, namely, that which has 

already undergone the effects of the secreting power, or on ar- 

terious blood, wiiich has lost the vital principle. I need not 

here refer to the well-known facts of electricity being evidently 

conveyed by the nerves and under the power of the will in 

certain animals, and the newly dead brain forming, with other 

parts of animals, a galvanic apparatus. 

It has been said that the restored digestion and free breathing 

produced by the influence of the voltaic battery after the irftcr- 

ruption of the nervous influence, may arise from the former 

acting as a stimulus to the secreting surfaces; but it will appear, 

I think, that this explanation which is derived from the laws of 

the muscular system, is founded on a false analogy. It is 

proved, by the most simple experiments, that after the nerves 

of a muscle have been divided, the application of a slimuhis 

still calls it into action; the cause of wliicli is explained 

by those experiments which prove that the muscular power 

is independent of the nervous system, and only affected 

by its influence in the same way as by other stimuli. But with 

respect to the secreting power, all ihc experiments on the subject 

combine to prove that it so immediately depends on the nervous 

system, that it ceases to exist as soon as the influence of that 

system is withdrawn. 

It may be proper to add, that .the cxpci'imcnt which proves 

that the division of the nerves only destroys the secreting power 

when one portion of them is folded hack, is an expcrimcntion 

crucis respecting the sul)jcct of my laic discussion with Dr. 

Alison. It appears from it, that it is not the Injury done to the 

nerve, but the interniptiou of the nervous influence, which 

destroys the secreting power. 

Mr. Field found that an opening made in the trachea of a 

horse, large enough freely to admit of the introduction of two 

Angers, had no effect in relieving the dyspnoea occasioned by 

division of the eighth pair of nerves. 
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Art. III. On Secret Writing, in reply to Mr. Chenevix’s 

Challenge. By the Rev. Edward Hincks, A.M., and 

formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Dublhi. 

Tuc expedients which have been adopted by persons who 

have occasion to carry on a correspondence necessary to be ‘ 

concealed, and yet liable to be intercepted, have been very 

numerous. More than one might be pointed out, by which ab¬ 

solute inscrutability is attained with a very trifling expenditure 

of trouble : but as our regularly-bred physicians refuse to ad¬ 

minister thp nostrum of a quack, even in diseases where its 

healing efficacy is acknowledged by every one but themselves; 

so professional cipherers have always exhibited an unwillingness 

to have secrecy obtained by any other means than a literal 

cipher. I employ this term to distinguish from syllabic and 

verbal cipliers those in which the letters of the sentence to be 

concealed arc separately expressed by characters, either simple 

or eoinplex, in (he cipher, f am not, of course, sufficiently ac- 

qiiainti d with the diplomacy of the present day, to be able to 

stale whether secretaries for foreign affairs, and their agents, 

arc so precise in their ideas as to docline to be secret, unless 

they can be so secundum artem; but if they be, they are cer¬ 

tainly more scrupulous than their predecessors of the 17th 

century were; and yet I much doubt if they can better baffle 

those whom violence or treachery might put in possession of 

their despatches. 

My intention, in the present paper, is to expose the futility of 

literal ciphers; among the rest those of Mr. Blair, (Rees’s 

Cildopeedia, Article Cipukr,) and of Mr. Chenevix, {Journal of 

Science, &c., No. XIX.) I do not mean to assert, that no literal 

cipher can be contrived so as to be sufficiently secret; but that 

this cannot be cifected without a key, so extensive and com¬ 

plicated that it might be applied with equal facility to syllables, 

as to letters. And if so, a syllabic cipher is unquestionably 

preferable; inasmuch as, being equally secret, it is written and 

read with about one-third part of the labour. 
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nification of the symbols is varied, the other, in which it is per¬ 

manent. In the former, the number of syihbols is generally 

small, and the cipherer depends for secrecy on the intricacy of 

the law according to wHicIi their signification is changed, or on 

die lehgth of the period of the change. Under any circum- 

dtdntei tlUh ihethod is bictreniely troublesome; but, if the law 

oT v4iiatidn 'b6 hot of the Very iiihpleit nature, the labour of 

both the irei^der and ^ irritei* bf the cipher will be prodigious; 

and if the laiV be simple, it is plain that die period of the cipher 
canMutnin ho more tod, (as Mr. C. ctdls them,) than the cipher 

chaVactersi atid this, T think, insufficient (with die 

wftuatbhhiber of characters^ at least,) to defy the powers of a 

decipherer. I consider, in fact, this kind of literal cipher so 

obVibUsty fib^ri'ot to the other, that I should scarcely have 
hh^cedft, but for the purpose Of explaining Mr. C.*s first spe- 

ditnOnS, tNOs. 1—12,) in which he has employed it. 

The geiVri of this method is to be found in the dial-cipher of 
thO EncyOTopO^dia Britannica; and, in fact, the key to these s]>c- 

ciniens rday be thost commodiously exhibited in the form of a 

did. liCft there be constructed a circle of paste-board, move- • 

able on a pivot in its centre, and attached to a larger circle 
concentric With it; let the interval between the two peripheries, 

and the rim of the inner pasteboard circle, be each divided into 

thirty equal compartments, and in the former let the alphabet, 

with MV.U.’s four additional symbols, be arranged in the follow¬ 

ing order; abcde4fghijk81mnopqrst^uvw 

a y z ; on the rim of the inner circle let the following letters 
be'afrraniged, viz., c c e a a i i n nt) ossttrruubcdfghkl 

in p y. Set the indicator, or capital letter prefixed to the 

cipher, to correspond with the first of the diree e*s, and in tbrs 
position of the dial the signification of each letter in the outer 

c^cle will be the corresponding letter in the inner circle. This 

positidn of the dial will explain the first division of the cipher; 
for‘the following division the inner circle must be moved for¬ 

ward drbUckward, (as the position of *Mf. C/s arrow deter¬ 

mines,) through one compartment; aad'sbfOr the other division; 



ward at the end of each division. If a capital letter occur in the 

middle of the sentence, as in Nos. 2 and 3, set the dial for that in¬ 

dicator, and the key of the first division following it will be 

given.—^Then proceed as before. In Nos. 1 and 6 the divisions 

correspond witli words,.in Nof,. 9 and 10 with letters; in fact, 

4hey are perfectly arbitrary in their lengths. 

By help of a key, constructed as I have described, it will be 

easy to read the concealed sentence. Nos. 6, w hich is this 

Monuments of learning are durableand to correct the key, 

sentence, line, 2, word 3, which should be ** many” and not 

“ five.” Other errata, proceeding probably from Uie careless¬ 

ness of the printer, are to be found in several of the ciphers. 

It will be remarked, that in this cipher (and it is the case in 

all Mr. C.'s,) j must be represented by i, and v and w by u; but 

the letters q, x and z, are also omitted in the present key; and as 

none of them occurs in cither of the sentences given, it is im-' 

possible to tell what contrivance Mr. C. uses to represent them; 

the letter marked k in the key will probably suflficc for them all. 

But see Mr. C.’s character of a complete cipher, (p. 92). How 

can this be applied to any of those that he has proposed I 

It would also appear from Mr. C.’s being able to cipher 

“ Europe in 200 ways. Emancipation in 1280,” (,p. 93,) that 

he had Jive symbols for e in this key; there appear, how¬ 

ever, to be only three. Has Mr. C. any contrivances to repre¬ 

sent this letter, not exhibited in any of his 12 specimens ? or are 

we to understand the passage in p. 93 as applying not to this 

variable key, but to the permanent one of No. 18? 

I pass now to the second kind of literal cijjhers, or those in 

which the symbols retain each a permanent signification. Se¬ 

crecy is in such ciphers to be looked for, by having a consi¬ 

derable number of characters, especially to represent those 

letters which are of most frequent occurrence. It is evident 

that a si^fficient supply of symbols for the most extensive key 

of this sort that could be required, would be furnished by the 

series of natural numbers, commencing suppose with unity, and 

continued ud libitum; a, point, or .comma, being interposed 



alphabet) accompanied by the sevenJ vowel pomti that may 

belong to them, would also afford an amply .sufficient number 

of characters: but the difficulty of dictation by the person 

holding the key to his amanuensis, is no small objection to 

,the use of these. A friend of n^ne has composed a cipher con> 

sisting of nipe radical characters, those composing the won'- 

known figure if,) which, with one, two, three, or more points at 

pleasure, above, below, or in the body of the character, com¬ 

pose a sufiicient variety of symbols for any purpose; but the 

last-mentioned objection applies with even greater force to this 

systetn. Besides, the use of any of these sets of symbols, and 

especially of the two last, requires very complex characters to 

be frequently written; while, at the same time, it affords none 

of that additioncU secrecy, which the employment of professedly 

coinpleic characters will often confer on a cipher. I shall return 

to the consideration of this additional secrecy. I now proceed 

to describe some of the principal ways in which cipherers have 

sought to procure a multiplicity of symbols, by combining to¬ 

gether characters of a few different kinds. The varieties, of the 

complex symbol will always be in number that power of the. 

number of varieties in each part, whose exponent is the number 

of parts. In Lord Bacon’s cipher there were five parts-, and 

two. varieties only in each part. . This gave for the number of 

symbols 32, the fifth power of 2; In the line writing, (Piu-ie 2. 

Cyclopmdia, Art. Cipher,) there are three positions of 

and three lines to a symbol, which gives 27 svmbuis. In the dot 

writing, (plate 3,) four dots composing a symbol, we have 81 

■ symbols. Symbols composed of two letters are in number 676; 

if with the letters be mingled a point, as Mr. Blair has done, 

there will be formed 729 different symbols, the square of 27; 

and so in other cases. To commence with Lord Bacon’s cipher. 

^ From the smallness of the number of possible symbols, 32, (of 

which, if my memory do not fail me, but 26, or 24, were in 

u^,) it is plain that his lordship looked to elude the vigilance, 

rather than to defy the skill, of a decipherer. His professed 

object, if I recollect rightly, (but 1 have no access at present to 



any given pawage in such a manner as to convey any given 

secret meaning; and this in such a manner as to excite no sus¬ 

picion in the mind of any casual inspector of the writiag that 

such secret meaning was involved in it. It is necessary in his 

Lordship’s method that the -.secret meaning should be much 

shorter than the outward visible contents of the letter; not ex¬ 

ceeding one-fifth of it. For the conveyance of very laconic 

messages this method is, I think, unrivalled; though an im¬ 

provement wotild be required in the formation of the two alpha¬ 

bets, which, as exhibited by Lord 6., are neither sufficiently 

distinct, nor sufficiently void of suspicion. Perhaps it might be 

better to compose the characters of five words, than of five 

letters, and to have the variation consisting in the correctness 

or incorrectness of their orthography. A mis-spelt word, or 

one improperly made to commence with a capital, or abbreviated, 

might supply the place of one of his Lordship’s crooked letters; 

and if the outward epistle was that of a servant, or mechanic, 

or other ignorant person, this would create no suspicion; 

while the multitude of expletives used by such persons in 

their correspondence, would much facilitate the composition of 

the cipher. The employment of the names and style of such 

persons as I have alluded to, altliough in a somewhat different 

n.anricr, has been, it would seem, a common trick in diplomacy; 

ana, unless Privy-Councils and Secretaries of State were egre- 

Q mistaken in their suspicions, the endeavours of an exiled 

monarch lo reeo''er possession of his throne, have been often sha¬ 

dowed under those of a turned-off servant to get back to his 

place, or of an ale-house-keeper to have his license restored. 

1 have spoken at greater length than I otherwise should on 

Lord Bacon’s method, as it has been, I think, unfairly repre¬ 

sented in Mr. C.’s paper. The difficulty of writing it is much 

exaggerated, and the real source of its secrecy is lost sight of. 

1 now proceed to Mr. Blair’s different methods of secret 

writing. Of the dot or line writing with 27 characters, it is 

needless to say any thing, as it can have no pretensions to in¬ 

scrutability. That with 81 has not yet received a fair trial, as 
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and the latter served to unravel whatever intricacy was attached 

to tl|£ former. I believe that, with a diiTerent and unknown 

key; it would be possible to decipher a long specimen of this 

sort of writing, but certainly not one of a few sentences only, 

or which concealed only the important words of the writing, 

I must however own, that I think still greater secrecy would be 

attained if, of the 81 characters, only about 40 were used to 

express the letters of tlie alphabet, and the remaining half ap¬ 

plied to (he syllables and short words of most frequent recur¬ 

rence. The cipher of 729 characters has certainly no need of 

any lOdditional contrivances to increase its secrecy, as with a 

new key, even arranged on a similar plan to the present one, 

which is by no means necessary, detection is entirely out of the 

question. But wherefore use above 700 literal characters, 

wh^ 100 is sufficient to produce absolute secrecy; and even 

half that number, if syllabic characters be interspersed ? 'I'hc 

cipher is, beyond a doubt, sufficiently copious, without in the 

smallest degree diminishing its secrecy, to express by separate 

characters all the particles, pronouns, auxiliary verbs, and ter¬ 

minations, as well those that belong to the grammar, as those 

that make up the great body of the dictionary, and will have a 

number yet to spare for the proper names, and other w'ords, 

that may be beforehand selected, as specially likely to occur in 

the correspondence. But to employ a cipher, possessing such 

means as this, in the manner Mr. B. has done, to denote merely 

the letters of the alphabet, appears to me a waste of time and 

trouble, to as little purpose as if he had turned the force of a 

steam-engine to draw a cork, or to crack a nut. What I have 

objected to tlic dot writing of 81 characters, will apply with 

apply witli equal force to the hgure-cipher which admits 100 

characters, each composed of two figures. But, in his appli¬ 

cation of this method, Mr. B. has adopted a very happy con¬ 

trivance, the description of which leads me .back to a subject 1 

promised to return to—the additional secrecy produced by the 

employmeht of complex characters, above what the same num¬ 

ber of simple ones would create. This additional sccrccy con- 



be sure berore he commences the task of deciphering, how 

many of the simple characters he is to consider as coale^ng 

into a single complex one. The difficulty thus occasioned is 

not eluded as easily as might at first be supposed, namely, by 

trying first one number, then another, till the right one be ascer¬ 

tained ; for, of the elementary characters, some may compose 

perfect characters by themselves, while others are always found 

as ingredients in complex ones. This is the case in Mr. B.'s 

figure-cipher in the Cycloptedia. To accommodate it to the 

same key by which the other ciphers are read, it was necessary 

to reduce the number of complex characters from 100 to 81. 

This he accomplished by selecting one of the ten figures for a 

perfect character, while the other nine were always used in 

combination with each other. Tliis 82nd character was used 

by Mr. 1». as a null, making the intervals between the different 

words. 15y doubling it, and combining it with another complex 

character of the same nature, the different stops in a sentence 

might, with very little trouble, be expressed; but, if I recollect 

right, this has not been attempted by Mr. B. The existence of 

a single character of this sort may be detected by observing 

what elementary character is never found with an odd number 

of characters between its consecutive appearances; this rule 

however fails, if more than one such character be found in the 

system. Other contrivances increasing the confusion produced 

by complex characters to those ignorant of the key, but afford¬ 

ing no additional trouble to him that possesses it, whether for 

writing or reading, have at different times occurred to me; and 

I have formed out of them a system, which 1 think possesses as 

much practical utility as any literal cipher hitherto published, 

the key being extremely simple, and yet of such a nature as 

even if it were intercepted, or partially discovered, not to make 

known the entire meaning to a person ignorant of a particular 

secret connected with it, which may be readily understood and 

remembered, but which could scarcely be guessed. This may 

be useful in case it should be necessary to commence a secret 

correspondence with a person abroad, to whom there is no op- 
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could be done, I am «ot so partial to my own method aaio think 

thay^is would not be preferable. Though I do not fear that 

any^ecimens I should give would be correctly and^Uy read,, 

yet I shall abstain from making the trial at present, as I do not 

feel myself called upon to offer any reward for the discovery, 

and without one, few would probably choose to make the at¬ 

tempt. 

It will now be expected that I should say something of Mr. 

Chenevix’s ciphers 13—18. In these he has connected with the 

use of permanent characters a contrivance hitherto, I agree with 

him, never adopted. I own, however, I suspect the reason why 

it was never adopted, to be, not that it was never thought of, 

but that when thought of, it was always rejected. My objec¬ 

tions to it are very great on many accounts, but as I do not 

choose to describe the novel contrivance, I must decline stating 

them to the public. The want of sccrccy, which, when Mr, C. 

reads the remainder of this paper he must be convinced it 

possesses, is alone a sufficient objection to it. On this subject 

it is very plain tltat he has greatly deceived himself. His 

opinions that “ tlte security is at least one hundred times as 

great with a double as with a single key,” and that eitlicr of 

them exceeds in power “ the limit (m—1)",” (he should have 

said m”— 1), are both very erroneous, and show that he has 

very little acquaintance with the principles of the art of deci¬ 

phering. Incorrectly as the specimens 17 and 18 are printed, 

especially the former, he will here see that they have not escaped 

detection, any more than those where a known sentence, ciphered 

by the same key, was given along with them. Perhaps Mr. C. 

may be surprised to learn that I deciphered No. 17 in consider¬ 

ably less time than No. 18. The frequency of small and com¬ 

mon words it would therefore seem is of more service to a deci¬ 

pherer, and of course of more dis-scrvice to the employers of 

the method, than the trilling difference of one or two keys being 

used in the different parts of the sentence. I am not very 

sanguine in my expectations of the reward offered for decipher¬ 

ing these specimens, and yet I think the following sentences 
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Nos. 15 kod 16. I have already given that of Nos. 6 and 12. 

I then give the translations No. 17, into the cipher us^ in 

No. 18, and vice versd; thus showing that I can not only^eac; 

but write in Mr. C.’s most secret ciphers. As to the composition 

of these, or similar keys, I am not aware'that it is very difficult, 

when the method is so completely discovered as it has been by 

me. This Journal, at any rate, would not be the proper place 

for publishing the specimen of such a key. 

Sentence ciphered in Nos. 15 and 16. 

Should this sentence also escape detection, the security of the 

cipher will receive additional confirmation. 

Substance of No. 17, in cipher of No. 18. 

Ijy a84uaf cxkzoi rbq4i ^gamtuy az imktz koop yammrafa 

8gii vcca faay(p srdxfaii tzxlmpj qb4yxd mkmoiicvuw Iddd 

Srpp^qauss^Sd ii mdfzttrfd^d faaffa mmm Isaxn kldb^ 

wuyzkfmg. 

Substance of No. 18, in cipher of No. 17. 

i(pilbd3rrl pxed^^ ijmhismmpn tmej zx isodzmp nmmmoix 

nd(j)opp efgmtt stllxbprr x(pxw4cce nfacrl oxahhaa wwoccod* 

dlxcinadvd cdo<p8pplf hisgdv llxcfew mmrpp facimponn axy 

cfmld^ec jripragxfs tt hhknip II plllSs glgamx wxlsfeaa4m 

gxsup<i(i dfnmhgalm pwSfn tt cfcdqtt qklamk tzxt pgkx 

pccctq. 

gli ddeaa zyinijhc bdyfl ukifyyyy oyl ItSfoj Im. 

The last sentence contains my address in the cipher of 

Nos. 13 and 16. 

Art. IV. Contributions towards the Chemical Knowledge of 

Mineral Substances. By the late Martin Henry Klaproth. 

[Continued from Page 250, of Vol. XI.] 

Analysis of the Ferro^arsenical Sxilphurct of Copper, or Fahlerz, 

from Freiberg, 

Th£ usual difficulties of ascertaining the relative quantity of 



nation of tbia ore, and being unable to obtain sttlUfactory 

by any humid process, I proceeded as follows 

A. 

a. 200 grmns of finely pulverized fahlerz were heated to 

redness in a small glass retort; the neck of the retort contained 

after this operation 17 grains of red aulphuret of arsenic. 

b. llie residuary ore had fused into a lead-gray mass ; it was 

pulverized, mixed with half its weight of charcoal powder-and 

submitted to a second sublimation, the retort being kept at a 

bright red heat for one hour; it thus afforded a crystallized 

sublimate of pure arsenic, weighing 22.5 grains. 

c. The residue was now taken out of the retort and exposed 

upon a red-hot plate so as to burn away the charcoal, during 

which the fumes of arsenic were also perceived to escape. After 

this operation the residuary ore weighed 14G grains, so that it 

had sustained a loss of 54 grains, which, however, cannot be 

regarded as correctly indicating the loss of arsenic and sulphur, 

since it is probable that during the combustion of the charcoal 

a portion of oxygen was absorbed so as to increase the weight 

of the residue. 

d. The roasted ore was now digested in nitric acid diluted 

with its weight of water, and the blue solution passed through 

a filter, upon which there remained 7 grains of a mixture of 

charcoal and red oxide of iron, which being separated by muri¬ 

atic acid, 3 grains of charcoal remained. 

e. On adding the muriatic solution of iron to the preceding 

nitric solution, a portion of muriate of silver was thrown down, 

which being carefully collected and reduced, afforded 0.80 

grains of silver. 

f. The aolntion was now mixed with sulphuric acid and 

evaporated to dryness; the residue was perfectly soluble in 

water, so that it contained no lead. Excess of ammonia was 

therefore added, which separated oxide of iron, weighing after 

havinghecn dried, mixed with oil and ignited, 45 grains; and 

being perfectly attractable by the magnet. 

results 



with stiRphuric acid and precipitated by zinc, gave 82 grains 

of copper. 
B. 

The above processes afforded no indications of antimony, 

which, if present, probably escaped with the arsenic: 100 grains 

of the ore, therefore, were roasted witliout the addition of 

charcoal, and then digested in muriatic acid and dissolved by' 

the aid of nitric acid, added drop by drop. The filtered solu¬ 

tion, which was of a green colour, was concentrated by evapo¬ 

ration, supersaturated with potassa, boiled, diluted, and filtered. 

The filtered alcaline liquor after having been neutralized with 

sulphuric* acid, and mixed with carbonate of potassa, was 

scarcely rendered perceptibly turbid. 

C. 

To endeavour to ascertain the relative proportion of sulphur 

to that of arsenic, 200 grains of the pulverized ore, mixed with 

half thoir weight of charcoal powder, were submitted to sub¬ 

limation. A few drops of moisture and some fuetid gas was 

evolved, and the sublimate in the neck of the retort was opaque, 

reddish brown, and of a metallic lustre; but that in the dome of 

the retort consisted of pure arsenic. The sublimate weighed 

.05 grains: it was pulverized and digested in weak solution of 

pofassa in a gentle heat; the liquid acquired a brown colour, 

and left uudissolved 23 grains of metallic arsenic in the form of 

a heavy black powder; it afterwards deposited 1 grain more of 

arsenic, and the solution became colourless; the addition of 

acids separated the sulphur in the form of egg-yellow flocks. 

The colour of the sulphur, and the colourless appearance of its 

alcaline solution, indicated the existence of a portion of remain¬ 

ing arsenic. 

Amidst these obstacles to accurate results*, I am induced to 

estimate the proportion of sulphur at 10 per cent., and to assume 

the following as the components of 100 parts of this ore 

• To the above Klaproth'has added two other analyses of Fahlerz, but at 
they are nearly similar to that given in the text, and equally open'io fallacy 
as far 'as concerns the detonnination of lire weights of sulphur and 
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Copper . 
Silver . 
Arsenic 
Iron 
Sulphur 

. kg 
• . e 

f 

Loss 

4V 
.4C 

24.1( 
22,5C 
10 
2 

Analysis of an Antimonial Sulphuret of Copper, (GraugiUtigerz,) 

from Kapnik. * 

a. 300 grains of this ore in picked and clean crystals were 

reduCied to powder and digested in a mixture of three ounces of 

nitxic acid, (sp. gr. 1.230,) and an ounce and a half of water. 

There was some evolution of nitrous gas, which was increased 

by heat, and when the action ceased the liquid was poured off, 

and the residue again digested in two ounces of nitric acid di¬ 

luted with one of water; the insoluble portion was then col¬ 

lected and washed upon a filter. 

b. To the pale blue nitric solution concentrated by evaporation 

muriatic acid was added, which produced a slight turbidness, 

and the mixture being heated, afforded only half a grain of a 
precipitate, which did not behave like pure muriate of silver. 

c. The solution was next divided into three equal portions. 

1. One-third was evaporated nearly to dryness, and the green 

saline mass moistened with sulphuric acid which presently 

formed a clear solution, indicative of the absence of lead ; the 

solution was supersaturated with caustic ammonia, which left 

an insoluble portion of precipitate, which being collected and 

ignited weighed 3.5 grains. It was dissolved in muriatic acid, 

and the solution decomposed by prussiate of potassa. After 

the separation of the blue precipitate, carbonate of potassa occa¬ 

sioned a slight brown deposit which weighed 0.25 grains, and 

examined by the blow-pipe appeared to be oxide of manganese, 

-so that the proportion of iron may be assumed at about 3.25 
grains* The dark-blue ammoniacal liquor was now super¬ 

saturate with sulphuric acid, and the copper being separated 

bv the immersion of a nlate of clean iron wei^rhed 37.5 errains. 



of caustf^ fxytaisa and boiled; when cold, the precipitated 

oxide'^aa aeparated by filtration, and the filtered liquor beug 

neutralized with muriatic acid was mixed whilst boiling hot 

with carbonate of potaasa, a white precipitate was thus formed, 

which after ignition weighed 6.5 grains. This precipitate be¬ 

came yellow when heated, and again white when cold, which 

seemed like oxide of zinc; it readily formed a colourless solu¬ 

tion with dilute sulphuric acid, and afforded crystals of sulphat 

of zinc. These 6.5 grains of oxide I consider as equivalent to 

5 grains of zinc. 

3. Since,the long digestion in nitric acid rendered it probable 

that a portion of the sulphur of the ore had become acidified, 

the remaining third of the solution was devoted to the determi¬ 

nation of its quantity; it was therefore mixed with muriate of 

baryta, and the precipitate when collected, washed, dried, and 

ignited, weighed 66 grains, which I consider as equal to 9.25 

grains of sulphur. 

d. The yellowish-white insoluble matter, remaining after the 

action of nitric acid, was digested in muriatic acid; the solution 

was of a straw-yellow colour, and the sulphur separated in 

yellowish flocculi; it was collected, washed with very dilute 

muriatic acid, and dried; its weight was then 57.25 graitis; 

burned upon a hot plate it left 1 grain of residue, which being 

fused upon charcoal with borax, yielded a globule of copper 

weighing 0.75 grains. 

e. The muriatic solution, concentrated by gentle evaporation, 

gave no trace of muriate of lead; it was divided into 3 equal 

parts. 

1. One of these third parts was diluted with ten parts of 

water, which rendered it turbid, muriatic acid was therefore 

added so as just to restore transparency; hydro-sulphuret q| 

ammonia was then dropped in, which ga>e a precipitate of a 

pure orange-colour. 

2. The second third of the muriatic solution was largely di¬ 

luted with water, and the white precipitate being collected and 

moderately heated rveighed 30 grains. Ihe remaining liquid 

saturated with carbonate of potassa afforded a greenish-gray 
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precipitate which consisted of oxide of antimony and copper, 

which, when dry, scarcely weighed of a grain. 

The remaining third .of the muriatic solution was diluted 

with d parts of water, and rendered again transparent by an 

adequate addition of muriatic acid; a plate of zinc was then 

immersed, which effected the separation of 22 grains of metallic 

antimony. 

The components, therefore, of 100 parts of the ore under 

examination are. 

(c 1.) 37.501 

(dl.) 0.25} ■ ■ ■ 
(c3.). 
(c2.). 
(cl.). 
(c3.) 9.251 

(d3.) 18.75 5 

(ft) . 

37.75 

22 

5 

3.25 

Copper . . (cl.) 37.501 
^ m m \ • • • • v/s/O 
(dl.) 0.255 

Antimony . (e 3.).22 

ZiQ^ • • • 2.^ •••••*• 5 

Iron ...(cl.).3.25 

Sulphur . . (c 3.) 9.25^ 

(d3.) 18.75> • - • • 

Silver . . (i) J, 

Oxide of manganese (c 1.) > 

Loss . . . 3.75 

loo 
(Here follow five other analyses of varieties of the same ore, 

upon which the author observes, that copper, antimony, iron, 

and sulphur, are alone to be regarded as the essential compo¬ 

nents; silver, mercury, and zinc, being merely accidental 

additions.) 

Analysis of a Cupreous Sulphuret of Lead and Antimony, from 

Clausthal in the Hartz. 

a. It was ascertained by previous trials that the quartzosc 

matrix of the purest parts of this ore bore the proportion of 

about 13 to 100. 

226 grains, therefore, of the ore were heated to redness in 

a glass retort, but nothing sublimed, and the ore appeared 

merely to have undergone imperfect fusion. 

b. It was therefore reduced to powder, and digested in 4 



The mixture was then further diluted with four ounces of water, 

and the digestion continued at a higher temperature tiU^the 

residue acquired an uniform gray colour; the whole wal'^^ea 

poured on a 61ter. 

c. The nitric solution was concentrated by evaporation and 

mixed with muriatic acid, which produced no further change 

than that the original sky-blue colour became green; the ad¬ 

dition of sulphuric acid, however, caused an abundant deposition 

of sulphate of lead, which being separated, the remaining solution 

was supersaturated with caustic ammonia, by which the brown 

oxide of iron was obtained, and after mixture with oil and ig¬ 

nition, it afforded 10 grains of magnetic oxide of iron. 

d. The ammotiiacal solution was mixed with sulphuric acid 

in excess, and a plate of zinc, then immersed, gave 23.5 grains 

of copper. 

e. The insohi)>lc residue of the ore was boiled in muriatic acid 

with the addition of a little nitric acid, and this operation was 

repeated witli frcsli acid so long as it acted; the remainder was 

placed upon a filter and washed, first with very dilute muriatic 

acid, and then with water. It weighed, when dry, 64 grains; 

its sulphur was burned oif at a gentle heat, and left 28 grains of 

incombustible residue; so that the snlphxir consumed amounted 

to 36 grains. 

f The remainder, boiled again in muriatic acid, was found to 

consist entirely of siliceous sand, and weighed 26 grains. 

g. The several muriatic solutions were concentrated by slow 

evaporation and afforded abundant acicular crystals of muriate 

of lead; these were carefully collected, and the evaporation 

continued as long as they could be obtained; they were then 

washed with alcohol acidulated by muriatic acid, dissolved in 

hot water, and converted by the addition of sulphuric acid into 

sulphate of lead, the quantity of which, including that separated 

in process c, amounted to 120.5 grains, equivalent to about 

85 grains of lead. 

h. The remaining muriatic solution, now free from lead, and 

which by the test of hydro-sulphuret of ammonia appeared to 

contain nothing but antimony, was decomposed by a sufficient 



addition of water, and the precipitate collected, dried, and 

hea^, weighed 51.5 grains, which by collateral experiments 

wafflDtind equivalent to 39.5 grsdns of antimony. 

So that 100 grains of the cupreous sulphuret of lead and 

anUmony consist of 

Lead . . • i 9^ • • 
. . 42.50 

Antimony • (A) . . . . 19.75 

Copper . .(d).- . . 11.75- 

Iron . . • (c) . . . . 5 

Sulphur . . (c) . . . . 18 

Loss . . . 3 
100 

Anahfiis of the Sulphuret of Bismuth and Copper. 

This is a massive ore of a steel-gray colour, soft, and giving 

a black streak. 
A. 

As a preliminary trial, 100 grains of the powdered ore were di¬ 

gested in a moderate heat with nitric acid ; sulphur and fine sili¬ 

ceous sand remained: the solution was filtered, somewliat diluted, 

and tested by muriatic and sulphuric acids, neither of which 

caused any turbidness, so that neither silver nor lead were 

present. Water in larger quantity being added, a white oxide of 

bismuth separated, and a plate of iron, immersed ip the resi¬ 

duary solution, threw down the copper. 

B. 

a. To determine the relative proportions of the ingredients of 

this ore, two hundred grains were boiled in muriatic acid, and 

nitric acid added, drop by drop, as long as it produced any 

action. The insoluble portion was carefully collected, washed 

and dried, end being duly heated the sulphur burned away 

to the amount of 17.5 grains. The residue was again di¬ 

gested in nitro-muriatic acid, and the portion which resisted its 

action was properly washed, dried, and heated so as to burn off 

the remaining sulphur, which amounted to 3 grains, leaving a 

siliceous residue weighing 37 grains. 
h. Thp Rollltinn was pvannrnfprl till it anmiirprl tVip Qrkr\aoran/.a 
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of a grass-green saline mass, \rhicli was redissolved and largely 

diluted, by which a milky mixture was obtained; this wadset 

aside in a warm place, where it deposited a white precipitate, 

which was collected, washed and dried by heat: it weighed 94 

grains. 

c. To determine the proportion of metallic bismuth contained 

in this precipitated oxide, 100 grains dl^ pure bismuth were di- 

jested in muriatic acid, nitric acid being gradually added till 

the metal was dissolved; this solution was then evaporated in 

a sand heat to a saline mass, which was put into a large quan¬ 

tity of waj:er, and the precipitate washed and dried as before; 

it weighed 122 grains. The remaining acid liquor was neutra¬ 

lized with carbonate of potassa, by which a further portion of 

oxide of bismuth, amounting, however, only to grain, was 

obtained. So that it appears from this experiment that the $4 

grains of precipitate obtained in the analysis from 200 grains 

of the ore, are equivalent to 77 grains of bismuth. 

d. TIiu filtered liquor remaining after the separation of the 

oxide {b), was of a blue colour; it was saturated with potassa to 

separate the copper, which, though at first thrown down in the 

form of a blue precipitate, became, after having been some time 

gently heated, of a brown colour; it was collected, edulcorated, 

dried, and ignited, and was then found to weigh 70.75 grains, 

equivalent to 56.5 grains of copper. 

Hence, 200 grains of this ore have yielded 

Bismuth.77 grains 

Copper.56.5 

Sulphur.20.5 

Silica.87 
191 

But as the silica is to be considered as derived from the 

quartzose matrix of the ore, the components afforded by 100 

parts of the pure ore will stand thus— 
Bismuth ..47.24 

Copper.34.66 

Siiinhiir.12.5S 



[Klaproth attributes the loss, amoupting to 5.52 per cent., to- 

oxjr|jeD)'and aopposes that the bismuth is not contained in the 

ore'entirely in the metallic state.] 

Analysis of the Blue Iron Ore of Eckartsberg, 

This ore occurs in l^ney-shaped masses of an indigo-blue 

colour; a tint which it derives from exposure to air, fpr when 

recently taken from the strata in which it is found it is nearly 

white. It is soft and easily friable. 

A. 

a. 100 grains gradually heated red-hot in a small retort lost 

20 grains, and acqtllted a brown colour, llie loss consisted of 

pure water. 

b. Exposed in a crucible to a more intense heat, the ore 

melted into a steel-gray slag, of a metallic lustre, and slightly 

magnetic. 

B. 

a. 100 grains of the ore were mixed with a solution of caustic 

soda, and evaporated; the dry mass being softened with water, 

there remsuned brown oxide of iron, which was collected, edul¬ 

corated, dried, triturated with a little oil, and ignited in a close 

crucible. It gave 47.60 grains of black oxide of iron. 

b. The alcaline liquor was neutralized with nitric acid, and 

tested by ammonia, which afforded no precipitate : the ammonia 

being again supersaturated with nitric acid, acetate of lead was 

added, which caused a precipitate of phosphate of lead, 

weighing, after having been washed, dried, and moderately 

heated, 142 grains, equivalent to 32 grains of phosphoric acid. 

100 parts, therefore, of this reniform blue iron ore, con¬ 

sists of 

Black oxide of iron (B a).47.50 

Phosphoric acid . (B 6).32 

Water .... (A a).20 



Analysis of the granular Chromic-Iron Ore, from Steiermarl^ 

The specific gravity of this ore, freed from the talcose matrix 

in which it is embedded, is =: 4.500. 

a. 100 grains lost by moderate ignition 2 grains, and acquired 

a perfect metallic lustre; it was levigated, mixed with a lixivium 

containing 500 grains of caustic potassa, put into a polished 

iron crucible, evaporated to dryness, and moderately ignited for 

an hour; the mass at first frothed up, but afterwards entered- 

into quiet fusion, and whi-n cold was of a sap-green colour; it 

was readily soluble in warm water, depositing a reddish-brown 

precipitate, which was collected upon a filter, washed, dried, 

and digested in boiling muriatic acid. 23 grains remained in¬ 

soluble, which were fused with potassa, and treated as before, 

by which the insoluble portion was reduced to four grains, and 

was ultimately rendered entirely soluble by another repetition of 

fusion and solution, 

b. The muriatic solutions were mixed with caustic ammonia, 

by which a brown precipitate was formed, weighing, when duly 

washed, dried, and ignited, .3.5 grains. It was again dissolved 

in muriatic acid, when it left two grains of silica, so that the 

weight of the oxide of iron was 33 grains. 

c. The green alcaline liquors were carefully neutralized by 

nitric acid, during which alianina separated, amounting, after 

having been dried at a red heat, to 6 grains. 

d. The neutralized liquor, after the separation of the alumina, 

appeared of a fine orange colour. A cold nitric solution of 

mercury was added to it, till no further precipitation ensued, 

and till the supernatant liquid appeared colourless and trans¬ 

parent. The precipitate, which was of the colour of fine vermilion* 

weighed, when edulcorated and dried, 3G9 grains. The mercury 

was driven off by moderate ignition in a platinum crucible, and 

there remained pure oxide of chrome of a dark grass-green 

colour, weighing 55.5 grains. lUO parts, therefore, of the above 



Oxide of chrome . .(d) . . . . 55.50 

Oxide of iron . . .(6) . . . . 33 

Alumina . . .. . .(c) . . . . 6 

Silica .... . .(b) . . . . 2 

Loss by ignition . .(a) . . . . 2 

98.50 

Art. V, A Letter respecting the Construction of a Balancet 

from Capt. Henry Kateh*. 

London, Aug. 8th, 1821. 
Dear Sir, 

I OBSERVE in the last number of the Quarterly Journal, 

edited at the Roytd Institudon, the description of a Balance 

from a drawing by Mr. Children. I should not have troubled 

you merely to claim this as my own arrangement, but to notice 

an error, m the description where the beam is said to be ** of 

platinum;" it should have been “ of bell-metal,” which com¬ 

bines the essential desideratum lightness with the requisite 

degree of strength. 

This beam had its origin in a wish to render the hydrostatic 

balance less expensive without diminishing its accuracy and 

sensibility, and it has in every respect answered my expec¬ 

tations. 

Dr. Wollaston has contrived the following additionalapparatus, 

which he finds particularly convenient. The annexed wood-cut 

represents the bottom of the case supporting the balance, A and 

B the scale pans. Four slips of wood, or brass, are connected 

by pins forming centres of motion at a, b, and c, the centre c, 

being fixed to the case. Four brass pins, e, f, g, h, of a suffi¬ 

cient length, project perpendicularly from the side pieces. These 

• We need scarcely observe that we were not aware to whom Mr. 
Robinson was indebted for the plan of the very useful balance of which 

we have given an account in our last Number. We merely saw the instru¬ 
ment in the possession of Mr. Children, who was kind enouah to famish 



pins are to be brought into lateral contact with the scale pans 

by means of the ends k, /, when the beam is elevated above its 

support. The knife edge being then lowered upon the agate 

planes, and the pins withdrawn, any want of equilibrium be* 

comes instantly perceptible. 

W. T. Brande, Esq. 

I am, dear Sir, 

Yours very faithfully, 

Hen&t Kater. 

Art. VI. On Pitchstone. Mac Culloch, M.D. 

F.R.S., Sfc. 

The information to be procured respecting this rock is so 

scanty, from its limited occurrence and the imperfection of the 

observations hitherto recorded, that I cannot pretend to place 

its geological history in a very luminous point of view. There 

is reason to suspect that some of the remarks on its position 

have been warped by theoretic views of the same nature as those 

which have influenced the corresponding observations on the 
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occurriog ia beds uader trap, have been occasionally 

founded with it, as I lately remarked in a communication on 

the subject of jasper. Under these doubts, I can only pretend 

to give its history as far as it can be deduced from the facts 
visible in Scotland. Hereafter, when it has been an object of 

more accurate research, its true history will, probably, be more 

completely elucidated- 
In its geological connexions, as well as in some of its mineral 

characters,, it approaches very nearly to many members of the 

trap family; although it presents, at the same time, some very 

remarkable differences. It is also important to remark, as it 

appears to strengthen the connexion between this rock and that 

family, that it is fopnd in those districts or countries where trap 

exists. 

It has been said to occur in the form of strata in many parts 

of the European continent; but no example of this disposition 

has yet been observed in Britain. Those masses which have 

been mistaken for strata in the island of Arran, arc no more 

entitled to that name than the masses of trap which are so 

often found similarly placed; they arc merely veins holding a 
parallel or conformable direction to the rocks by which they 

are included, as will be more fully pointed out immediately. 

It will also be found that the stratiBed pitchstones of Europe, 

so often described, and so well known, do not appertain to this 

species of rock, and that the whole of the observations on these 
rocks are founded on a mineralogical error; that they have 
arisen from confounding the resinous looking jaspers, described 

under that head in a preceding article, with true pitchstone. 

These substances are, indeed, stratified; but they differ from 

pitchstone, not only in their several characters and chemical 

composition, but in every essential circumstance of their geolo¬ 

gical origin and position, This, ^t least, I may affirm of every 

specimen of pitchstone from these strata \yhich has hitherto fallen 

under my inspection; and X have little doubt ths^t. a fuller and 

- an unprejudiced re-examination of these imaginary strata, will 

confinn these views; by proving that they arc truly jaspers. 
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stratified rocks, these are conformable veins, like those 

Arran. 

In every situation except one, where this rock occu|^s in 

Scotland, it forms veins, generally so decided in their characters, 

and intersecting in so marked a manner the accompanying strata 

at angles, as to permit no doubt respecting their real nature. 

In a few instances these veins are parallel to the beds in which 

they lie; but, in this respect, they differ in no way from the in¬ 

truding masses of trap that so often occupy similar positions. 

These veins are rarely continued for a long space, more com¬ 

monly terminating abruptly among the surrounding rocks. 

The ramification of these veins are so rare that I have hitherto.- 

observed it only in one instance; one of the pitchstone veins of 

Egg being divided round a mass of chert. 

The only mass of pitchstone in Scotland of which the true 

position appears at first sight doubtful, is that which forms the 

Scuir of Egg, which is rather, however, a substance intermediate 

between that rock and basalt, and which is at the same time 

porphyritic. It stands insulated in the form of a narrow irre¬ 

gular wall on the surface of a mass of trap. So far it resembles 

abed as little as it does a vein. But that it is not a bed depo¬ 

sited on the trap, nor a stratified rock, is evident from this; that 

the same mass of trap lies above the latest of the secondary 

strata containing coal, into which it also intrudes in the usual 

mariner. If this pitchstone mass were, therefore, a stratified 

rock, it must be considered not only as later than the latest 

stratified rocks of which we have any knowledge in Scotland, 

but posterior also to the trap which succeeds these at a distant 

interval of time. Under any view, therefore, it is no part of the 

secondary strata. It is more probably the remains of a vein 

which has once existed in that trap on which it seems now to 

stand. The degradation of that rock may easily be imagined 

to have left the more durable pitchstone in the position it now 

occupies : and of this degradation, the surrounding rock, which 

is of a loose amygdaloidal character, gives ample evidence. 

The columnar structure is no objection to this view, as that 



jectioa that this structure is parallel to the sides; siace trap 

veins occasionally exhibit the same disposition of their columnar 

parts, .... « 

As there is so striking an analogy in many particulars be¬ 

tween pitchstone and basalt,^ it is very conceivable that, if not ^ 

found in regular strata, it may at l^t exist in the form of large 

overlying masses, like the trap rocks; land probably some of the 

foreign examples may be referred to this variety of position. 

If the preceding remarks are not jtidged sufficient ground for 

excluding pitchstone from the regularly stratified rocks, the 

following argument will, perhaps, be considered valid. It is 

found in granite, in red sandstone, in the more recent sand¬ 

stones, and in the latest trap rocks. It thus occupies a variety 

of discordant positions which no rock has yet been known to do 

except the intruding substances of the trap family. In granite, 

or trap, it is obvious that it could not be stratified; nor are we 

acquainted in nature with any rock which is found in the form of 

veins, and in that of regular and true strata also. Even where 

it occurs apparently inter-stratified among the sandstones, it 

must therefore be considered as a parallel vein. 

Pitchstone presents some other remarkable analogies to trap. 

It is often porphyritic, or contains imbedded crystals, or irre¬ 

gular grains of feldspar, and occasionally of quartz also. This is 

an interesting circumstance in its history, as it is found only in 

the unstratified rocks, (with the exception of granitic gneiss,) or 

in those which intrude among the truly stratified substances in 

the form of veins. The porphyritic structure is, indeed, so com¬ 

mon in the pitchstones of Scotland, that the instances of it far 

exceed those of the simple rock; particularly in the island of 

Arran. It is, perhaps, rare to find any mass which, in some 

place or other, does not contain imbedded crystals of feldspar, 

or, at least, rounded and irregular grains. 

The amygdaloidal structure, which is so common in the 

rocks of the trap family, is, however, so rare in the pitchstones, 

that only one Instance of it has yet occurred to me in the various 

specimens which I have examined. This specimen was from 



tiadelstein; resemblrag, in every respect but its base, the well- 

known basaltic amygdaloids. 

** Tjbe entanglement of fragments of the including strata in 

trap veins, has always been esteemed a proof of the intrusion of 

these, veins among the stratified rocks, and as further indicating 

a degree of violence, simulttmeous .with or preceding the intru¬ 

sion of the vein. This very ten^arkable circumstance is suffi- 

ciently common in trap veins to have fallen under the observa¬ 

tion of every geologist conversant in districts where these rocks 

abound; but in pitchstone veins it is so rare, that as yet I 

have only observed one example of it. This is in the well- 

known vein at the end of Brodick Wood in Arran. The includ¬ 

ing strata consist of the red sandstone, an^l^e fragments of the 

same sandstone are insulated in the middle of the vein. If this 

occurrence is as yet solitary, it must be recollected that it does 

not happen, perhaps, in one trap vein of a thousand ; so that it 

may be merely a question of chances, depending on the much 

greater rarity of veins of pitchstone. The fact, even if solitary; 

is valuable, as establishing, in another important particular, 

the resemblance between pitchstone and the trap rocks. 

Admitting, or presuming, with most modern geologists, the 

igneous origin of the trap rocks, there is found in some pitch- 

stones a remarkable circumstance, which, together with the 

analogies already pointed out to these, seem strongly to indicate 

an igneous origin for them also. Nothing indeed of this peculiar 

nature has occurred in any of the porphyritic traps that have 

come under my examination. In those pitch-stones which are 

of a porphyritic character, the crystals, or rather grains of feld¬ 

spar, are rounded but irregular. When broken, it will be found 

that the feldspar retains its usual plated structure in the centre of 

the grain, but that it gradually becomes confused, or loses 

its character; while the outer surface is a coating of white 

enamel such as is produced by the fusion of feldspar. Tliis 

feldspar is in some cases the glassy variety, in others the com¬ 

mon ; and, the change on the crystal is precisely that which 

may be induced by the regulated action of the blow-pipe. 



coDverted into enamel. These singular varieties occur in the 

hill of Glamich in Sky« as well as in Arran; and, it is interest* 

ing to remark farther, the connexion which they possess with 

pearl-stone. 

In tracing the progress of common pitch*stone to pearl-stone^ 

it will sometimes be seen that a spheroidal concretionary, but 

indistinct, structure exists in some of these, which, by a gra¬ 

dually increasing distinctness of the concretions, causes them 

to pass into the latter substance. In others it may be observed, 

that the enamel grains just mentioned, are the centres of a 

spheroidal concretionary tendency; and that such varieties are 

in fact imperfect pearl-stones. , In the pearl-stones of decided 

character, it wdl. be found that the grains or spherules 

contain a.central enamel, and these varieties have been called 

pearl-stone porphyry. It is, moreover, interesting to observe, 

that in other cases the enamel and the investing pitch-stone 

spherule seem to have entered into combination; the result 

being a pearl-stone of a distinct and peculiar character, but in 

which the enamel grains may still in some part or other be 

discovered. 

I may, lastly, remark, while on the subject of the porphyritic 

structure, that in some rare instances, of which Arran affords an 

example, the feldspar crystals consist of successive concentric 

prisms, a layer of pitch-stone being interposed between each, 

SO as to produce a compound crystal. 

There is no stronger proof of resemblance between pitch-stonc 

and,the trap rocks, than the transition from that substance to 

basalt, a change which is far from being uncommon. The 

rock which forms the Scuir of Egg already mentioned, holds a 

place pretty nearly intermediate between the two. Nor are 

similar transitions rare in basaltic veins in many other cases ; 

particularly where one such vein traverses another of a larger 

size. In many places, and remarkably at Loch Scavig in Sky, 

the basaltic ramifying veins that traverse the hypersthene rock, 

become gradually finer in texture as they divide, until the 

minute filaments are converted into perfect pitch-stone. 



found in the Cucbullin hills, the outer laminee of which ere 

pitch-stone, graduating into the common matter of the vei^; 

But Lamlash presents the most striking instance of this nature: 

here a vein of basalt passes through a vein of greenstone; and 

the outer parts or walls, to the depth of about half an inch, are 

formed of a glossy black pitch-stone. In some parts of its course 

this outer lamina is very decided smd distinct, but in others it gra¬ 

duates into the basalt of the vein by an intermediate substance 

similar to that which forms the Scuir of Egg. A confirmation 

of this peculiarity, though of a less marked nature, is found in 

one of the well-known veins of Egg, where the outer part of 

the vein is a remarkably perfect and brittle pitch-stone, while 

the inner is formed of the intermediate substance just de¬ 

scribed. 

From all these circumstances it may be concluded that pitch- 

stone possesses a strong affinity to the trap rocks, both in its 

geological relations and in its origin, being among the latest 

of the intruding rocks. 

In one respect it presents an important character of difference. 

While in ail cases veins of trap are very persistent, and can in 

many places be traced to a fundamental mass, those of pitch- 

stone are remarkably limited in extent, and have never yet 

been found connected with any principal body of the rock. 

Veins of pitch-stone vary considerably in breadth, ranging 

from many yards to a few inches. In the case above alluded 

to, where basalt veins become pitch-stone during the progress 

of ramification, they descend almost to the dimensions of a 

thread. 

In composition they are not always and invariably the same 

throughout. Independently of the rare cases in which veins 

composed of basalt in the middle are formed of pitch-stone at 

the sides, it sometimes happens that pitch-stone of many differ¬ 

ent qualities will be found in the same vein. In these cases 

the most perfect or vitreous-like parts are placed as in the 

former ipstances, at the outer sides of the vein; and, in the 

same cases, they present differences of colour as well as of 
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Occastonally, diese veint like those of tx6p’pt«9ent a 

^position, the lamina being parallel to iaa^(^ 

instances, it sometimes happens that there is a V^Huigi^of sui** 

Stance where each lamina terminates; the .pitK^HUt^e parsing; 

into chalcedony and into chert. In a jGsw.hi!^|||4|ea^ Uu^J^sent 

a prismatic tendency at right angles to. the cOtttsaSj(^j|liSl^TeiiL; 
and if the Scuir of Egg be also avein, ihey‘^8t furtheifbe 

conceived capable of dividing into regular coluiftns parallel to 

■'Its sides.'' 

In respect to the internal disposition of pitch-stone as ft rock> 

iit is various, presenting^ ^any remarkable peculiarities of 

structure, both on the great and small scale. In Arran, it i| 

found imperfectly prisumtic on a very large scale; the prisms 

being at right angles to the plane of the vein. In Egg, the 

prisms are smaller, but capable of .being easily detached, in 

many cases, and often of very perfect forms; being at tlic 

same time placed in various intricate directions with regard to 

. the plane of the vein, and in such a manner, that tiie ends of 

the several prisms are extenuated, by being compressed between 

the middle parts of those adjoining. Ibe laminar disposition 

of the veins noticed in a preceding paragraph^ S<)metimes also 

occurs on a scale so large as to divide the vei^^to two or 

three separate portions, which arc most frequently marked by 

some corresponding change of character in - the. ditfereut 

laminse. 

The smaller varieties of structure are numerous, and 

often very remarkable. Among these, a laminar concretionary 

structure is not unfrequent; and the lamellx which vary much 

in size, are either straight or curved. In some cases they are 

as thin as paper; in others they are thick, and further sepa¬ 

rable by joints at right angles to the planes of the lamellse. 

Thus they become divisible so as sometimes to present a minute 

prismatic disposition. 

Occasionally these prisms present also some curved surfaces 

together with the straight, so as to form columns on a very 

small scale, which arc further jointed, in some very rare in- 



'«re very near, the parts separate into hrre^ 

g^ar spli^idil fotrcis. In some rare cases of the jointei^ 

6<]Samaa^^^uetore, a central atom of feldspar or of enamel, is 

fou&d«iq:4iOi^|^t«''. This structure presents a considerable 

‘•re8emblah.ee to ^Mibf pearl-stone, here considered as a variety 

of- pit^k.t|^''aM-^ specimens of this nature actually pass 
intd that ss^bstance. 

9 

'«Analogous-to this is a spheroidal concretionary structure 

•‘M&'re of less perfect, and varying.in sise, but commonly minute.' 

^ a transition from this, or by the greater perfection of the 

spheroidal ,structure, pitch-stone becomes at length an ag* 

gregate of irregular grains; and It thus passes, as in the 

fofmer case, into pearl-stone', which, from this and the pre¬ 

ceding fact, can only be considered as a variety of pitch-stone, 

and is accordingly ranked here as a variety. The sphernles 

or grains of pearl-stone frequently also contain a central atom 

of feldspar or enamel as already-noticed, like the variety men¬ 

tioned in the preceding paragraph ; a circumstance which con¬ 

firms this view of its nature, and which is perhaps very inti¬ 

mately connected with the peculiarity of its structure. 
^ i 

The last Obvious variety of structure to be noticed in pitch- 

stone, is th^^'rphyritic, already mentioned in pointing out its 

analogy to the trap rocks. This varies much in the magni- 

t>tde, perfection, or number of the included crystals, producing 

corresponding differences of aspect. It was already observed, 

that the larger crystals are rounded, and converted into a white 

or grey enamel on the exterior, while in lieu of the smaller there 

are only fb be found spheroidal grains formed entirely of the 

same enamel. 

Independently of these obvious varieties of structure, pitch- 

stone sometimes gives indications of an internal arrangement, 

which, as in the case of tlie trap rocks, is only detected on 

wethering . Many of the varieties become of a pure white on 

the surface after exposure to air, scaling off in successive crusts 

that resemble white enamel, as they still retain the vitre<^s 

aspect an(J fracture. At the same time the exposed surfaces are 

covered with undulating lines, resembling certain varieties of 



marbled paper, and evidently resulting from some correspond* 

. ^ difference laminar structure; the lamina most sensible 

tb atmospheric action being thus detected, although invisible 

in the fresh rock. In a further progress to decomposition, 

pitch*stone is at length converted into .a fine clay, forming in 

water a very tenacious paste; and it appears to be very readily 

acted on by the water, as may be witnessed in Arrau. It does 

not always weather to a white enamel, becoming occasionally 

brown, and more rarely turning into a black powder. Occa¬ 

sionally it exhibits the kind of bloom seen on a plum, or on 

certain kinds of bottle-glass. 

It must here also be remarked, that notwithstanding its 

vitreous aspect, pitch-stone often contains a great deal of loose 

water, which is easily separated by drying, as in many other 

rocks. In these cases it is tender, but becomes brittle after 

the water has evaporated. 

The lustre of pitch-stone varies exceedingly, according to its 

several states or varieties; passing from the most perfectly 

vitreous to one scarcely more glossy than that of the finest 

basalt. 

The colours are various, greyish white, pale ochre-yellow, 

brown, olive brown, olive green, dark reddish brown, dark 

bottle-blue, and black. In Scotland the darker colours, and 

the olive greens in particular, are predominant. 

The ordinary transitions of pitch-stone are into chalcedony, 

chert, and semi-opal: it appears also to pass into a substance 

not easy distinguishable from the conchoidal shining jasper 

found among the clay strata that are entangled lb trap or 

volcanic rocks, with which, as I formerly remarked, it appears 

to have been occasionally confounded. The transitions into 

basalt have been already noticed. 

Such is a general sketch of its geological and mineral cha¬ 

racters, as far as my limited knowledge extends. The more 

minute particulars will be found in the synopsis of varieties. 

It is scarcely necessary to define it, further than to say, that 

in a general way, it is distinguished from all other rocks by its 



obsidian, with which it possesses, in faeft, no affinity or transi¬ 

tion, by its inferior hardness. For a fuller definition I 

refer to the various systems of mineralogy which are in the' 
hands of every one. 

SYNOPSIS OF PITCHSTONE. 

FIRST DIVISION. Simple. 

A. Amorphous, massive. 

a. With a simple conchoidat fracture. 

b. With a flat conchoidal fracture. 

c. With a splintery conchoidal fracture. 

d. With'a splintery granular fracture, and of various aspects, 

according to the size of the parts. 

e. With a mixed fracture, the conchoidal being also gra¬ 

nular. 

f. With a mixed fracture, the large conchoidal presenting a 

minute additionally conchoidal surface. 

g. The conchoidal fracture covered with minute scales, so as 

to give, on a superficial view, a porphyritic aspect. 

B. Concretionary. 

a. Flat, lamellar; the lamellm thick or thin; it even be¬ 

comes schistose or papery, or fine scaly. 

b. Curved lamellar. 

c. Prismatic; the prisms simple or jointed; with plain or 

with curved surfaces. 

d. Columnar; similarly, either simple or jointed: the con¬ 

cretion is also sometimes partly columnar, and partly prismatic • 

or has plane and curved sides. 

e. Spheroidal; large. This is generally combined with the 

columnar. The small spheroidal concretionary, is arrai^ed 

with the'pearl-stones. 



/. Very imperfectly spheroidal, concretioaary; also passes 

into the porphyritic. 

V Sometimes different structures are intermixed in the same 

rock, as the columnar and prismatic with the lamellar. The 

lamellar pitch-stone sometimes contains lamellae of chert, or of 

cherty chalcedony, into which it also passes. 

SECOND DIVISION. PoarnYRiTic. 
I 

A.. Pitch-stone porphyry of mineralogists. 

tt. With distinct crystals of glassy feldspar. 

These are sometimes so transparent as to be nearly invisi- 

ble on a fresh fracture. 

b. With distinct crystals of common feldspar. 

c. With rounded, or shapeless particles of the same. 

d. With imbedded spherules, consisting of a grain of feldspar 

surrounded by a grey enamel, or of the grey enamel alone. 

§. This enamel is sometimes blended with the surrounding 

rock. When the spherules are numerous, this porphyry passes 

into pearl-stone. 

e. With imbedded crystals or grains of quartz, ot of quartz 

and feldspar both. 

y. With grains of quartz surrounded by chert, and blending 

with the surrounding rock; or with grains of chert alone. This 

variety is analogous to d. 

g. Porphyritic; but the grains, which are chiefly of quartz 

and chert, are further condensed in lamells, which alternate 

with a slightly porphyritic pitchstone. 

THIRD DIVISION. CoNCRETiONAny-spHEROiDAL: 

Pearl-stone. 

A. Consisting of simple pitch-stone; the grains irregular, and 



B. Some, or all of the grains, containing a central substance 

of another kind; pearl-stone porphyry. ’■ 4; 

a. With grains of feldspar, or of feldspar and enamel, or of 

enamel only. 

b. With quartz, or quartz and chert. 

c. With both quartz and feldspar. 

4. With a central atom of clay, 

FOURTH DIVISION. Amyodaloidal. Containing 

imbedded nodules of another Mineral.' 

A. Pitch-stone containing imbedded zeolites. 

§. As yet this variety has occurred only in Baffin’s Bay. 

The colours of pitchstone are various. They are princi¬ 

pally dull white, pale ochre, pink, pale green, greenish grey, 

ochre yellow, ochre red, yellow brown, fawn colour, red brown, 

greenish brown, olives of various hues down to blackish green, 

dark blue, and black. These colours are sometimes also inter¬ 

mixed ; and thus, pale and dark green, or pale and dark grey, 

are interlaminated, producing a striped surface. The colours of 

pearl-stone are much more limited, possibly because the sub¬ 

stance is more rare. Those of the porphyritic varieties are 

numerous, as tliis rock is more frequently porphyritic than 

simple. 

§. As the porphyritic varieties may possess any of the modir 

fications of the simple rock as a base, many additional aspects 

result from this causTe. 

§. Besides the passage into chert and cherty chalcedony 

already noticed, pitchstone passes into basalt, and, as is sup¬ 

posed, into opal and semi-opal. In the passage to chert, it is 

sometimes found to contain minute grains or particles of chal¬ 

cedony, discernible only by the lens. This variety often pos¬ 

sesses a remarkable spheroidal concretionary structure, which. 



ARTk/VII. A Translation of Rev’s Essays on the CaU 

^nation of Metals^ 8cc. 

[Cominunicatcd by John George Cbiiorbn, Esq. F. R. 3., 4’cO 

Cmtinned from Vol. XI. p. S71. 

^SSAT XI. 

Air is rendered heavier by the separation of its lighter parts. 

Ik discuwing the third method by which air becomes 

heavier, namely, by the separadon of its lighter parts, I begin 

wiH this incontrovertible truth, that if from any.thing its 

lighter part's be taken away, the reminder will be heavier; 1 

do not say that it will be heavier than the whole original quan¬ 

tity, but than a portion of it equal in bulk to the remainder. 

Separate the silver which that knave of a goldsmith mixed 

with the gold in King Hiero’s crown, the remaining gold will 

be heavier than an equal portion of the entire crown; what in 

this case you do by art, nature effects by her industry, having 

no other tool but heat, which serves her worthily in the work. 

Observe the preparers of salt, who receive the sea water into 

their pans, through canals; they know that the sun’s heat subtil¬ 

izing the water, will sublime it into air, leaving them the salt, the 

heavier part, at the bottom. The alchymist, true ape of nature, 

desirous to imitate her, places his infusion of rhubarb over a chaf¬ 

ing dish, that the liquor exhaling the extract may remain behind. 

But if he want that part, which being subtilized, flies off, he 

stops it by the way, (sly fellow as he is) (Cauteleux qu’il est,) 

by means of the heat which he applies to his alembic. By 

this scheme he obtains the brandy, which is lighter than the 

wine, from which it rises, and the wine lighter than the leM re¬ 

maining after the whole distillation. In this manner heat icts 

on all sorts of liquors, rarefying some parts, thickening others, 

and always separating them by the diflerence it occasions in 

their respective weights, (par peser plus ou moins.J It pro¬ 

duces the same effects on air; to observe which, turn your 

face, I beg, towards that plain over which the sun has all the 



in immediate contact with it, is lighter than it was in the morn¬ 

ing? just the reverse; it is much thicker, and consequently 

heavier; for how can the heat have subtilized the air, without 

having caused it to ascend, and how have caused it to ascend 

without the descent of. a heavier 1 Nothing rises by its own 

power, it is the falling down of ancrther body which pushes it 

up. Doubtless it has separated the most subtle, and raised it 

on high, leaving the heavier below, as happens in the distilla¬ 

tion of liquors. But if this argument do not convince you of 

the thickening and increased weight of this heated air, at least 

believe th^ evidence of your own senses. I undertake to nmke 

you feel that it is so by the touch of your hand, ancU'see it with 

your eyes. Now, whilst it is mid-day, do you not feel the air 

warmer to the touch, than it was a quarter of an hour after sun¬ 

rise ? It is not however that the sun has imparted a higher de¬ 

gree of heat to it, since that never varies,'and it disperses it at 

a constant rate within the sphere of its activity; for in like man¬ 

ner as its rays transpierced the air without resistance, and com¬ 

municated all its light to it in a moment, so did it communi¬ 

cate its heat, which has not itself increased, though its action 

is greater, from the greater density of the matter it acts 

on; for the more subtle parts being gradually raised up, 

the others remain below in greater number, and more 

united in the self-same place; and from this greater union 

comes this greater action. This may be made clearer by 

considering the nature of elementary fire, which although hot 

in the utmost degree, nevertheless does not burn, in conse¬ 

quence of its extreme rarity, but red-hot iron burns violently^ 

not that it is hotter (for how can its heat exceed the utmost de¬ 

gree) but because it is denser, containing more parts in an equal 

spime. So much for the touch, let us proceed to the other 

sense. When the sun began this morning to send its rays on 

the horizon, the air, by its subtlety, was wholly invisible; but 

now do you not see how it trembles over the furrows ? It is 

because it is thicker, and has acquired more body that it is in 

some measure visible to you. Thus, I think, 1 have sufficiently 



step further, and add, that if th^ simple heat of the sun thus 

thicken our lower air, and make it heavier, driving upwards its 

more subtle parts, and keeping the denser and more solid 

(drues) below', what will not the vehement and long-continued 

heat from the mouth of a red-hot furnace effects A quantity 

of brandy placed over it in a vessel 'will disappear, common 

water, and all sorts of liquors, will exhale in a few hours. The 

air nevertheless will remain there, {there being no other body 

to 611 its place) but it will be an air of the utmost possible den¬ 

sity and weight; an ajr, as I i^ay say, no longer air, but that 

ha^^st its nature, having changed its subtle 6uidity/or a vis¬ 

cid grossness, (gromtreti visqueuse.) For the violence of the 

£re, subtilizing all the air that comes near it, will drive an im¬ 

mense quantity of it to a distance, leaving around itself, of this 

immense quantity, only a kind of dregs, which from its gluti¬ 

nous weight cannot 6y off. 

Essay XII. 

Ftre, by its heat, can thicken homogeneous Bodies. 

I know not what fatal calamity has seized the sciences, that 

when an error has arisen in them, and they are, as it were, inured 

to it by time, their professors will not endure its abatement. The 

doctrine of the preceding essay has already been taken in dudgeon, 

(formaHseJmd it has been objected to me, that since 6re thickens 

heterogeneous bodies, by separating their more subtle parts, as 

being of a different nature, it cannot do the same with homo¬ 

geneous bodies, inasmuch as it acts uniformly on all their parts, 

and has no other action than that of distending and dilating 

them equally; so that, on this account, air^cannot be thickeipsd 

and made heavy by the force of heat. I recognise this doc¬ 

trine, (thus opposed to my belief,) as derived from the school 

of philosophers, whom I honour for their great insight into 

nature ; but I frankly avow, that I have never sworn by the 

words of any of them. If truth be with them, I receive it;— 



in this matter. Homogeneous bodies, they say, are those 

whose parts are all of the same nature, or which have the 

same name and definition as the whole. I certainly agree that 

6re acting on such bodies, does, of its own accord and nature, 

Cde soy et. par sa nature,J dilate them x] but reason teaches 

me, and experience confirms it, that,^y accident, as we say, and 

in consequence of the subtilization and separation of some 

parts, the others remain thick and heavy. If that be denied 

me, and the aforesaid doctrine must be rigorously investigated, 

as if fire, neither by itself nor by accident, could thicken honm> 

geneous bodies, I challenge it as false, and could bring forward 

a cloud of instances to the encounter; but the courteous reader, 

for whom I labour, will be contented with a few. 

Vitriol is a homogeneous body, for its parts have the same 

name and definition as the whole. Now, if this be put in a 

retort, fire so acts upon it, that it shews us separately its 

phlegm, its oil, and its colcothar, parts which differ in thick¬ 

ness and weight. Turpentine is a homogeneous body, the 

smallest part being no less turpentine than the whole mass ; if 

this be put in an alembic, fire, by its action, dilates some of 

its parts, and thickens others, separating its water, spirit, oil 

and colophony, whose difference in respect of weight'and 

subtlety is notorious. I have already spoken of wine, (also a 

homogeneous body,) which fire, displaying its powers on it in 

distillation, extends and dilates till it extracts its brandy 

and weak water (eau petite,) as it is called; and the residuum 

is thicker in proportion to the quantity of this water or phlegm 

that has been drawn off. But why do I take the trouble to bring 

forward these examples, since it is evident, that from all such 

bodies, salt, sulphur, and mercury, parts which sensibly differ 

in teniSty and weight are extracted by the help of fire; it is 

not true, therefore, tliat fire dilates all their parts equally. I 

well foresee that some will endeavour to evade this, by saying 

that the instances I propose are of compound bodies, and 

that it would be otherwise with those that are simple. Yet, 

forsooth, hqve I proved the falsity of this maxim, taken, as 



mogeoeous bodies. But let us see if it be more consistent vith 

truth when applied to simple bodies. 

Essay XIII. 

Fire Sicken Water. 

Water, unquestionably, is a simple body, and it is equally 

certain, that fire acting on it, dilates some of its parts, and 

thicken# odiers; albeit, as Thave said already, first action 

iliqpToper and natural to it, and the second accidental. Pour a 

barrel of water into analembicj heat it according to the rules of 

art, and draw off first a gallon (pet*) of it. It is certain that the 

water of this gallon will be more subtile thfin that which you 

put into the alembic. If any one stimulated by the desire of 

contradiction deny' it, let him be refuted by the chemists; who 

not being able to make their extracts conveniently with common 

watm*, are accustomed to use distilled water or dew, (which is 

nothing else than water passed through the great alembic of 

nature,) for such water being more subtle, better penetrates 

the substance of the simples, and more readily draws out their, 

virtues and tinctures. Moreover, its greater, diuretic effects, 

and its less weight, (the inseparable companion of a less degree 

of thickness), give ample proof of the truth of my assertion. 

But if the water of this gallon be more subtle than the water 

pot into the alembic, that which remains must be thicker, 

inasmuch as a thickening is a necessary consequence of the 

separation of the subtle part. This will be more evident if 

you continue the distillation; for, drawing off gallon after 

gallon, till no more remains, the last will be sensibly heavier 

and thicker than the first; and this sensible diffeTif#i|^e will 

ensue by small, but imperceptible, degrees, from the first to the 

second, from the second to the third, and so on consecutively 

to the last. Nor will this difference be only from gallon to 

gallon, but from glass to glass, indeed, from drop to drop; 

for since the two extreme drops must manifestly differ in thick- 



ness and weight, this difference must continually be increasing 

from the beginning to the end, by the increase of the number of 

drops arising from the distillation. From this it appears, that, 

as in heterogeneous bodies, fire separates the parts that are of 

different natures, so in homogeneous bodies, it disjoins the parts 

which differ in tenuity, and then weight assumes the office of 

giving them rank, and of assigning to each its place, espe* 

cially in fluids, the heaviest portions of which, always gaia 

the bottom, making their way through those that are less so, 

and necessarily falling down in them. So that if all tl^ 

water that 'could distil from the above*mentioaed pipe, fell 

in order into a tube of sufficient length, and of the size (ff 

a quill, it is credible, that the second drop woxdd sink 

in the first, and the third in these two, and so consecu¬ 

tively to the last, which being the heaviest, would pass 

through all that preceded it, occupying^the lowest place; 

so that the drop which sought the first, would, at the end, 

find itself in the highest place. Now, although, this con¬ 

tinual traversing occasions some degree of mixture to the parts, 

yet would it not be such, but that the distinction in weight 

of the high and low portions would always be very discernible. 

But as we cannot see this sinking of the drops by the eye, if 

any one call it in question, let him apply and dexterously join 

the mouth of one phial full of water to the mouth of a similar 

phial full of claret wine, and he will behold a similar thing; for 

the water being the heavier, will descend into the lower f^ial 

through the wine, manifestly forcing it to mount into the upper. 

Does not the wine itself arrange its more subtle parts at the 

upper part of the barrel, and its grosser at the bq^^m, by means 

of the ^eater weight of one than of the other ? 

The common people think also, and not without reason, that 

the first glass we pour out of the gallon is more subtle and 

vaporous than the following. This difference observed in so 

small a vessel might lead some to imagine, that if we were to 

make a tube only an inch wide, and several toises in length, fill 

it with wine and leave it for some time at rest, the upper por- 



and efficacy. A pretty invention, certainly, to draw ofF brandy 

without fire, if the fact be so, (si la chose allait ainsi;] and the 

difficulty of making the instrument did not prevent the use of 

it. AU these observations serve me as a bridge to pass to this 

general assertion, that in all fluids, as well compound as simple 

or elementary, the upp^ parts always differ in subtlety and 

weight from the lower; and that this difference is distinguished 

by as many degrees as their matter is divisible by their height 

into distinct parts: so that if we conceive a line drawn from the 

ipwest part of one of the fluid elements (as air) to its highest 

Surface, just so many degrees of weight and subtldly will there 

be in that element, as the line can be divided intb different 

parts, (I mean materially to avoid sophistry,) and the upper 

part of all will always be thinner and lighter than the second, the 

second than the third, and so on to the end. For to attribute 

to all the parts of each element the same body, (corpulence) is to 

belie our sense, which compels us to consider air (for instance) 

more subtle at the summit of a mountain, than in the plain at 

its foot. And, in like manner, when the heat of tlie sun, or of 

our fire, subtilizes it here below, it mounts on high, unques¬ 

tionably, till it meets with its like, according to the degree of 

subtlety it has acquired. Besides, if this equality prevailed 

through the whole elements, there would be no reason why one 

portion of it should be below, and one above, when the air is 

calm. For to commit that to chance and hazard, would be to 

shock the incomparable wisdom of the Author of nature, who 

has made nothing in it without number, weight, and measure; 

and has established such order throughout, that nothing happens 

fortuitously and without cause. I conclude, therefore, that this 

arrangement is derived from weight, and no otherwise.. But to 

conclude this essay, I say that every one may now see that fire 

acting on the simple body, water, does not equally distend all 

its parts, but by dilating some it separates them, whence follows 

the thickening of others. Thus the maxim in dispute is not 

true. But it will be said this must be shewn of air, on which 

the pivot of the controversy turns. That is their last refuge. 



Essay XIV. 

Fire can thicken Air. 

Thz reasons discussed in the 11th Essay, are sufficient to 

satisfy an unprejudiced mind that fire heating air subtilizes and 

separates some of its parts, and that this separation is neces- 

safily followed by the thickening and increase of weight of the 

others. But since this truth is obstinately contested, in order 

to exhibit it more clearly, 1 demand that a laboratory be pre¬ 

pared for in the region of elementary fire, adjoining that of 

air, and in it I will shew them ocularly what they are unwilling 

to believe. For as the vessels which we here call empty are 

nevertheless full of air, so will they be there full of fire. And 

since when we pour water into an alembic, the previously- 

enclosed air is expelled, so will fire give place to the air which 

in that region shall be poured into the alembic; and when put 

upon the furnace will distil over drop by drop into the receiver, 

and the first measure of it that is collected will be more subtle 

than the second, the second than the third, and so on to the end. 

What is more, the difference in subtlety and weight between the 

first and last measure will be as perceptible as in those of dis¬ 

tilled water. Now if any one laugh at my demand, let him know 

that the great Archimedes required, in a like case, that a spot 

should be given him in the region of air where to place his 

engine, and he then promised to lift up the whole earth. (Aif iru 

(TTM, xat Tqi' ynr xtyqo-fti.) Not that he supposed that what he 

demanded could be done, (for in the estimation of the wisest 

men he was neither roadman nor fool,) but he made it, confident 

in the certainty of his demonstrations, and for clearer evidence 

of the truth of his assertions. My demand too has no other 

object. Whoever would see a thing approaching to this, with¬ 

out having recourse to an impossibility, let him place an alembic 

of extraordinary dimensions on a furnace, and having fixed a blad¬ 

der, emptied of its air, to the highest part of the head by a small 

pipe, begin to heat it; the air of the alembic will then begin to di- 
1...A- . .It* S •1* > 



out and fill the bladder. Let another similar bladder be filled and 

fitted in like manner, and so on to the end. I say that the last 

bladder will be heavier than the first; whoever doubts it, let 

him make the experiment, proceeding exactly as directed. By 

this train of thought my mind elevates itself to greater things, 

which, however, I shall not mention now, as they are irrelevant 

to this subject, and difficult not only^fto practise but even to 

understand, f come to another demonstration, by which (fte 

truth that I defend will be more than evident (plus que visible.) 

Plant a cannon directly On its breech, its mUzzIe pointing 

upwards, and throw into it a red-hot baU of the, size of its 

bore. It is certain that the air contained in the cavity of the 

gun is so thin in substance and small in quantity, that the ball, 

in passing, will impress on it its full degree of heat; notwith¬ 

standing this, if you pht your hand into the muzzle, you will 

easily keep it there at first, but in a short time you will be 

unable to do so; not that the air has increased in heat, for it 

will rather have decreased, as well as the balLwhich gradually 

cools; but, because being thickened by the separation of the 

more subtle parts of a large quantity of air which will 

rush out quickly, (d’wn abondance d’air, qui s'y portera grand 

errs) it will act more powerfully, as I have said elsewhere. 

In the second place, the air which will be seen trembling above 

the muzzle of the gun, (which does not take place at first,) 

compels Us to oonfess, that it is thickened; for, it cannot be 

said that these are vapours or exhalations rising from the gun, 

for every thing about it is too dry and solid to suffer the escape 

of any of its own substance. Thirdly, if the air were not 

thickened above the mUzzle it would not render tlie objects 

beyond it, seen through it, confused. Nor can my opponents 

excuse their disbelief on account of the tremulous .motion 

(brandillement) of the air, since I distinctly see that lady’s 

beauties through the sur, which she agitates with her fan, and 

also all sorts of objects through an atmosphere violently dis¬ 

turbed by the north wind, when it blows and whistles bois¬ 

terously. Lastly, if a flock of wool much extended (esparpilK) 



if it be pushed some distance into the mouth, it will suddenly 

rise up again, which would assuredly not happen if the air 

were not thicker than on (d Vescart) one side of the cannon 

where the flock of wool descends readily. These reasons 

though not gross, are nevertheless so palpable that they must 

convince every one that heat has thickened the air just above 

the muzzle of the gun. But if it has thickened ife- before the 

mouth, what, 1 pray ycSf, must it have done at the bottom of the 

bore next the ball? Unquestionably when that comes out 

after it is cold, you will see it more inclining to a whitish hue 

than before it was heated red, as if the thickened and adhe¬ 

sive air gave it that colour, which in time tarnishes and wears 

ofi*, especially in a damp place, since the surrounding air, 

moistening that which adheres to the ball, redu6es it to its ori¬ 

ginal state. By way of dessert I will serve up one remark to 

the reader, which perhaps will .be to his taste. They who 

worthily practise medicine are sometimes called in to visit an 

aisthmatic patient, who panting in bed in a hot chamber, fetches 

hi|breatlj with great difficulty, which the physicians observing, 

they have the window thrown open, conduct the patient to it, 

and make him inhale the outer air, to his great relief. If you 

ask these gentlemen whence the sick man receives so imme¬ 

diate comfort, they will tell you, it is because the air of the 

chamber being too hot cannot furnish that necessary refresh¬ 

ment to the heart, which the external air by its coolness, af¬ 

fords. But gentlemen, my honoured colleagues, having unde¬ 

ceived myself on this point by the preceding meditations, suffer 

me, I pray you, to undeceive you also. It is not the heat of 

the air of the chamber that occasions the panting, as not being 

capable of sufficiently refreshing the heart, but rather it is its 

thickness, which retards its course across the obstruction (lite¬ 

ral) of the lungs, so that it cannot furnish the heart regularly 

(d temps) with sufficient matter for the generation of the vital 

spirits, which fresh air being more subtle, can better effect. 

Now, that you may not fancy I advance this without reason, 

observe the feverish patient who lies in the same chamber, 
wVinm nsMiAnoH nir fiii(¥ii>iAnt1v rr^fr/^sViPfi. nItliAiinrU Via iin« 



^eater need of it; and, if fever were to come on to tiie-asth* 

matic patient (which you wish for his advantage,) and dissipate 

the matter that closes the vessels of the;,lungs, would not ;the 
•tt _ * 

same air then sufficiently refresh the sick man, now that the 

need of it is increased ? Does not the'^yg^e thing happen if 

this clearing of the lungs be affected diasulphur, which, 

as you welP know, t^mpoundi^^'sidplhilir, pepper, and 

mustard'Seed in' giy^h quantities. Ilhat then must have 

thickened the' air of the chamber, by driving off the more 

subtle parts which some proclaim (jchante) as so impossible. 

I already perceive that to elude the force of so mspiy reasons 

and experiments, I shall be told that the instances I have pro¬ 

duced, may indeed be proved in our gross and impure air, but 

that it would be otherwise in pure air if such can be found in 

nature: and, certainly 1 desire nothing better to induce me to 

cry victory. For what ? do they believe that I imagine the 

' Sieur Brun and the rest, who have found the increase of weight 

in question,'.have obtained a purer air by bills of exchange 

from beyond the confines of nature ? 

(To be continued.) 
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Akt. Vni. A further Inquiry into the Nature of the Pro-~ 

dhteU of the slow Combustion of Ether. By J. F. bsywlH 

FJl.S. md M.R.I. 

Shortly after the publication of my first paper* upon the 

acid discovered by Sir Humphry Davy during his researches 

into the nature of flame, it was suggested In me by my 

Mr. Richard Phillips, that most of the prcf>evtics uf:;tha«isalts 

described by me, as well as the equivalent number of the acid 

derived from their analysis, agreed very closely with those of 

the acetic acid. Although 1 must own that at the time 1 

thought the evidence sufficiently conclusive against their iden¬ 

tity, yet with the promise of his assistance 1 willingly undertook 

a further series of experiments upon the subject. The results 



t shall now as concisely as. possible describe, as being in them¬ 

selves interesting, and as famishing rather a curious anecdote 

of progress of thd investigation. 

I prepared a large quantity of the acid from sulphuric ether 

in the manner described in my former paper, making use of a 

lamp with three bnrn^rs, which greatly accelerated the opera¬ 

tion. The flrst'^'pimducVjl Iff off from it at a 

low heat ohe-thitd'of the quantity. This 1 did, to get rid of 

any ether with which it might have been contaminatedyto the 

influence of vHiich Mr. Phillips seemed to think some of the 

singular restilts which I had before obtained, might have been 
owing. ^ 

The liquor condensed from this distillation had not the 

slightest smell of sulphuric ether. It was inflammable, and 

burned with a pale blue flame, leaving but a small taste¬ 

less fluid residue. The spirit had a pungent, suffocating 

smell, and its taste was hot and rather acrid. It did not 

change the colour of liioius. It evaporated without leaving 

any residue, with a very gentle heat. Neither water, alcohol, 

not ether produced any change in its appearance. When 

dropped into the solutions of muriate of gold and nitrate of 

silver, and wariied, it produced no precipitation of those 

■.'jinetals. 

pu 

jjbe t atid thus purifled was intensely sour, of a peculiar 

smell, which when received into the lungs, produced 

great itritation. Some pure acetic acid was procured, with 

which a small quantity of sulphuric ether was mixed, and with 

the two the following comparative experiments were made, with 

tlil^ssistance of Mr. Phillips in his laboratory : 

Exws. 1;— Som 'j solution of the muriate of gold was put into 

a tesWube, with a quantity of the acid : upon the appli¬ 

cation of a very gentle heat the mixture became turbid, and 

appeared green by transmitted light. The gold was instan¬ 

taneously reduced, and completely coated the inside of llie 

glass. Some of the mixture of acetic acid and ether was 

likewise dropped into muriate of gold, but no change ensued 

even when stronfflv heated. 



Exp. 2.—A little of the acid mixed \rith some solution of 

nitrate of silver produced an instantaneous turbidness. The 

mixture appeared blue by transmitted light, and the tube in 

which the experiment was made, was shortly lined with me¬ 

tallic silver. The mixture of acetic acid and ether produced 

no effect upon some of the same solution. 

£xp. 3.—Some of the acid Was. ^lropped into a solution 

of muriate of platinum. When heated no change ensued. 

Upon examining the muriate of platinum it was found to be 

very acid. The excess was carefully neutralised with soda, 

when upon treating it as before a violent action^took place, 

some of the liquid was thrown out of the tube, and the whole 

turned intensely black. Upon standing at seat for a few. 

minutes the tube became coated with metallic 'particles of pla¬ 

tinum, interspersed with a black powder not of a metallic 

appearance. The acetic acid and ether produced no effect 

upon the neutral solution. 

Exp. 4.—Some of the acid was neutralized with carbonate of 

barytes : the solution was set to evaporate with a very gentle 

heat, but it underwent a certain degree of decomposition as it 

became very brown and pasty, and no crystals were obtained 

from it. For the sake of preserving tlie acid, the barytes was very 

carefully precipitated by dilute sulphuric acid. The sulphate 

of barytes was separated by the fdter. After this process, the 

recovered acid still retained its property of reducing the 

metallic salts. 

Exp. 5.—The acid was saturated with potash, and furnished, 

by very careful evaporation, long prismatic transparent crys¬ 

tals. The solution of this salt reduced the metallic solution 

with as much ease as the pure acid. No such effect was pro¬ 

duced by acetate of potash. 

Exp. 6.—Some peroxide of mercury, prepared from nitric 

acid, was put into a glass with some of the acid, and gently 

warmed. A very bulky white salt was instantly formed, which 

appeared to be nearly, if not wholly, insoluble in water. An 

equal quantity of the peroxide was treated in the same way 



parent colourless solution resulted, which was not at all 

altered by heat. 

Exp. 7.—quantity of peracetate of mercury was formed 

by dissolving peroxide of mercury, prepared from nitric acid, 

in acetic acid. Into a portion of this solution a small quantity 

of the acid was dropped^and, upon heating the mixture, an 

instantaneous precipitation of the bulky white salt obtained in 

Exp. 6 took place, in such a quantity that the whole mix* 

ture became solid, and the glass tube in which the experiment 

was made was upset without spilling a drop. It is hardly 

necessary to mention, that no such effect was produced by the 

mixture of acetic acid and ether. 

After these experiments w’hich were often repeated and 

varied in ways which it is unnecessary to detail, we thought 

that the distinct and peculiar nature of the acid formed during 

the slou^ombustion of ether was sufficiently established, and 

Mr. Phillips kindly requests me to state that he had no longer 

a doubt existing in his mind. 

By a curious chance, I had no sooner satisfied others with 

regard to this subject, than I had reason to entertain doubts 

myself upon this very point. Being engaged in following up 

another branch of the subject in my own laboratory, (,the object 

of our joint inrpnry being considered accomplished,) I had 

occasion to prepare some peracetate of mercury. For this 

purpose I took some peroxide of mercury ■per se, and put it 

into acetic acid in a gentle heat. To my groat surprise instead 

of dissolving entirely as the nitrous red oxide had always done, 

a large quantity of white insoluble salt was formed, exactly 

resembling that obtained in former experiments by the acid 

from ether. 

Something of the true explanation of these apparently con¬ 

tradictory results soon occurred to me, and I immediately set 

about the following experiment to elucidate the matter. 

Exp. 8.—Some protoxide of mercury was put into acetic 

acid and warmed, a spongy white salt of a silvery micaceous 

appearance was speedily formed, which was nearly insoluble in 

cold water. Some of the same protoxide was treated with the 



acid from ether^ and an exactly similar salt resulted. Both 

products were carefully dried upon filtering paper, and set 

apart. At the end of a few days they were examined : the first 

was wholly unaltered in its. appearance, but the second had 

assumed a g^ey hue, and was found upon examination with a 

lens, to be full of minute globules of rayived mercury. 

From hence it would appear that tne acid formed during the 

slow combustion of ether is in fact the acetic, but combined 

with some substance of a highly disoxygenlsing nature, different 

from ether. In this manner we can account for the rapid 

reduction of the metallic oxides in the former experWents, and 

also for the instantaneous change of the soluble peracetate of 

mercury into the insoluble proto-acetate. In the latter case it 

is clear that the disoxygenating substance (whatever its nature 

may be,) took from the oxide of mercury in the^racetate one 

proportion of its oxygen, and precipitated the salt in the form 

of proto-acetate. 

Upon this view of the subject it would seem to follow that 

the peroxide of mercury formed per se differed from the per¬ 

oxide formed from nitric acid, in containing either combined 

or mixed a portion of protoxide. To bring this idea to the 

proof, I proceeded as follows. 

Exp. 9.—Fifty grains of the peroxide of mercury (red 

precipitate,) were put into pure muriatic acid. The whole 

dissolved readily, except a slight cloudiness. Fifty grains of 

the peroxide per se were treated in the same manner. A consi¬ 

derable quantity of grey insoluble matter remained, which being 

separated weighed 0.7 grains. It consisted chiefly of metallic 

mercury in a state of minute division, mixed with a very small 

portion of calomel. The quantity of this latter indicated, con¬ 

trary to my expectation, but a very minute proportion of pro¬ 

toxide, but it is obvious that tlic metallic mercury during 

the process of solution in the acetic acid, combined with one 

proportion of the oxygen of the peroxide, forming thereby pro¬ 

toxide both by composition and decomposition. Wliy this 

should happen during the action of the acetic, and not during 

the action of the muriatic acid, is not perhaps at the first view 



of the subject quite clear, but I think upon consideration may 

be satisfactorily explained. In the former, a predisposing affi¬ 

nity exists between all the ingredients obviously tending to 

such an arrangement, resulting from the combined attraction of 

the mercury for oxygen, and of the acetic acid for the pro¬ 

toxide, but in the latter no such predisposing force can exist. 

When muriatic acid is put to the mixture of mercury and per¬ 

oxide, a double decomposition takes place; the two propor¬ 

tions of oxygen in the oxide combine with two proportions of 

iiydrogen derived from the acid, and water and a bichloride are 

formed, the metallic mercury remaining untouched: for, al¬ 

though we can readily enough conceive in the former instance 

that the play of affinities should produce the permanent ar¬ 

rangement of the proto-acetate of mercury, it is impossible 

to imagine that any predisposing affinity should determine the 

composition of protoxide of mercury, and at the same time 

its decomposition, as must have been the case if protochloride 

of mercury had been formed from the mixture of metal and per¬ 

oxide ; that is to say, protoxide of mercury must have been 

formed by the action of the metallic mercury upon the peroxide, 

merely for the purpose of being again decomposed by tbe 

agency of the acid, the whole arrangement being determined 

by the affinity of two substances which in point of fact did not 

exist. 

I believe that it is the general opinion that the red preci¬ 

pitate is a more impure preparation of the peroxide of mercury 

than the oxide jper sc; but these experiments would seem to 

prove the contrary. Certain it is, that in medicine the former, 

■which is of very low price, is not considered to answer the 

same purposes as the latter, which is a costly drug. Might 

not a due mixture of metallic mercury with the former assimi¬ 

late the properties of the two ? It is right to mention that the 

oxides which i employed were obtained from Messrs. Allen 

and Co. Plough-court, the accuracy of whose preparations arc 

well known. 

But to return to the immediate object of this paper. 1 rn 
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deavoured in various ways to separate the acetic acid, fortnhd 

during the slow combustion of sulphuric ether, from the substance 

with which it appeared to be combined, so as to produce the 

latter in an isolated state, but withoiit success. It appeared 

to undergo such rapid decomposition when exposed to but a 

moderate heat, that, combined at the same time with the speedy 

decomposition of most of the acetatis, I cQuld'.Aot effect my 

purpose. The salts which I obtained in a crystallized form 

held this substance in combination with them, so that their so¬ 

lution produced the same effects as the acid of which they were 

composed; It is owing to this circumstance that ;aost of the 

8alts,,as I described in my former paper, burned with flame, 

and afterwards glowed like a live coal, and the results of the 

analysis which I made of the acid by means of the salt of 

barytes and chlorate of potash are explained, and the source of 

the excess of hydrogen clearly demonstrated. Thus the very 

same causes seemed to fix distinctive characters upon the lampic 

acid as contributed so long to separate the pyroligneous, the 

formic, and other modifications of the acetic acid. 

Notwithstanding the failure of my endeavours to separate the 

substance of which I was in search, from its combination's I 

am enabled to throw considerable light upon its nature and 

formation by the discovery of an analogous compound, which is 

easily obtained in an isolated form. This compound is pro¬ 

duced by the slow combustion of nitric ctlier. 

Exp. 10.—When nitric ether is substituted for sulphuric in 

the aphlogistic lamp, the platinum wire glows as readily, but 

the fumes of the former arc of a denser nature than those of the 

latter. 'Iliey possess a more suffocating and more disagreeable 

smell, and are more inflammable, so that greater caution is 

requisite in adjusting the wire to prevent their breaking out into 

flame. After the process has been carried on a short time witli 

the apparatus described in my former paper, an incrustation 

may be observed forming about the wire, a considerable quantity 

of liquid is condensed in the receiver; and by continuing the 

process, around the mouth, and upon the top of the alembic-head, 



is deposited' a resinou8*looking substance of a bright yellow . 

colour. These products were collected and examined as fol» 

lows , - 

Exp. 11.—The liquid was purified from any spirituous or 

etherial mixture by careful. distillation. The 6uid condensed 

from this rectification was colourless, inflaminabley and of a 

pungent very disagreeablasmell. It was not affected by mix¬ 

ture with water, or alcohol, and did -not affect the colour of 

litmus. The residual liquor was of a bright yellow colour, of 

a hot, aerjd, and nauseous taste, and turned litmus paper- red. 

Its smell wm suffocating, and very unpleasant. It effected the 

reduction of the metals from their solutions in tlie same way as 

the lampic acid, but even more speedily. It instantly converted 

per-acetate of mercury into proto-acetate. 

Exp. 12.—-^he resinous substance was highly inflammable' 

It burned rapidly with a hissing noise and scintillation, leaving 

a very bulky coal, such as is formed by the decomposition of a 

quill or other abimal matter. It was soluble both in water and 

alcohol, but very sparingly in ether. Its taste was bitter, 

astringent, and very unpleasant. 

Exp. 13.—^I'he solutions of this matter produced the same 

effect upon the metallic salts as the distilled liquid ; and when 

the acid of the latter was neutralised by an alkali, much of the 

resinous substance was obtained by gentle evaporation, 

Exp. 14.—Its vapour, when heated, smelled very strougly of 

ammonia. A small piece of it was placed in a glass tube with 

a piece of turmeric paper, and upon the application of heat, the 

colour of the paper was turned to red, 

Exp. 15.—It did not burn out of the contact of oxygen. 

Exp. 16.—With the assistance of Mr. Faraday, I attempted 

to analyse this curious and interesting substance by means of 

per-oxido of copper. A quantity, weighing 1,8 grains, was 

taken, which was at first rather tough and tenacious. Being 

exposed to a very gentle heat, it lost in weight 0.2 grains, and 

became more hard and brittle. It was then triturated in a 

mortar, and well mixed with a large quantity of per-oxidc of 



ductB of the decomposition were received over mercury. The 

quantity of gaseous matter, with all corrections made, amounted 

to 7.37 cubic inches. Upon examining the oxide of copper 

after the operation, it appeared that some of the carbon had 

escaped decomposition. It was, therefore, again triturated and 

mijit^ed in «(|, mortar, and returned into the tube. A further 

quantity of gas was thus obtainedj:;'«mounting to 0.32 cubic 

inch. This added to the former produce, made the whole 

7.69> cubic inches. This gaseous matter could not be fired with 

hydrogen, and produced no change in nitric oxide. Lime water 

was copiously precipitated by it. After these preliminary trials 

it was found that 6.23 cubic inches were absorbed by potash; 

and the residue, 1.46 cubic inch, possessed all the negative pro> 

parties of azote. Thus the calculated results of the analysis 

stand 
Grs. 

6.23 inches carbonic acid = 0.79 carbon 

1.46 ditto azote . . . = 0.43 azote 

Loss . • . =r 0.38 hydrogen 

1.60 

Now, the nearest definite proportions to these would be 

Grs. 

0.75 carbon 

0.43 azote 

0.34 hydrogen 

1.52 

Or upon the scale of equivalents, 

4 proportions carbon.3.00 

I ditto azote.1.75 

11 hydrogen .1.37 

Which arc further equivalent to 

4 proportions of sub-carburetted hydrogen, 4.00 



To Uiis singular compound, possessed of such distinctive 

cliaracters, it will, no doubt, be deemed right to give a name, 

and I will venture to suggest that Hydro-carburet of Azote^ 

will not inappropriately express its composition. 

Exp. 17.—Some solution of muriate of platinum was taken, 

in which all excess of acid was neutralized ca|ffully by soda. 

When the solution of hydro^arburet of azote was added to it, 

and gently warmed, a violent action, almost amounting to an 

explosion, took place; much of the mixture was thrown about, 

and a very black precipitate was formed. This consisted of 

metalli^platinum, mixed with a large quantity of a deep black 

powder. The latter was separated on a filter, and gently 

warmed, to dry it. It had scarce parted with its moisture when 

it exploded with flame and noise, and nothing was left but 

reduced plenum. 

Exp. 18.—A small lamp trimmed with nitric ether with the 

wire glowing, was placed under a bell-glass full of atmospheric 

air, and surrounded with water. A great absorption took place, 

amounting to one-fourth, when the lamp was extinguished. 

Upon examining the residual air and the water, the former was 

found to contain a large proportion of nitric oxide, and the latter 

of nitric acid. When nitric ether alone was placed in the same 

situation, an absorption, after some time, took place; and the 

water contained nitric acid, but no nitric oxide was formed. 

These experiments were repeated, with the same results, after 

having put some pieces of potash into the ether. 

It was with a view of throwing some light upon the changes 

produced in the air by the slow combustion effected by the 

aphlogistic lamp, that the last experiments were instituted; but 

as this inquiry has led me into a wider field than I had at first 

anticipated, and in which I am still engaged, I shall reserve 

this further discussion for a future communication, and shall 

conclude this paper with a brief recapitulation of the principal 

facts established. 

It appears, then, that the acid formed during the slow com¬ 

bustion of ether is the acetic, but combined with some compound 



the product from ralphuric ether, it is less volatile, and more 

energetic in its action upon oxygenated bodies than ether. 

Owing to its easy decompo8ition,4ts point Of volatilization, and 

ignorance of its peculiar affinities, it has not yet been separated 

from its concomitants, and exhibited in a distinct form. 

In the product from nitric ether, this compound proves to be 

a triple combination of carbon, hydrogeb, and azote, hitherto 

unknown. Its effects upon metallic oxides appear to be quite 

analogous to those of thPe compound produced from sulphuric 

ether, but it is easily separable from the other products. It 

forms a fulminating combination with platinum. f 

Art. IX.—some new Electro^Magnetical Motions, and 

on the Theory of Magnetism. By M. Faraday,, C’Ac/nt'ca/ 

Assistant in the lioyal Institution. 

In making an experiment the beginning of last week, to 

ascertain the position of the magnetic needle to the connecting 

wire of a voltaic apparatus, 1 was led into a scries which 

appear to me to give some new views of electro-magneti^' 

action, and of magnetism altogether; and to render more dis¬ 

tinct and clear those already taken. After the great men who 

have already experimented on the subject, I should have felt 

doubtful that any thing 1 could do could be new or possess an 

interest, but that the experiments seem to me to reconcile con. 

siderably the opposite opinions i*i:!i, are entertained on it. I am 

induced in consequence to publioh this account of them, in the 

hope they will assist in making this important branch of know¬ 

ledge more perfect. 

The apparatus used was that invented by Dr. Hare of Phi¬ 

ladelphia, and called by him a calorimotor; it is in fact a 

single pair of large plates, each having its power heightened by 

the induction of others. Consequently all the positions and 

motions of the needles, poles, ^c., are opposite to those pro¬ 

duced by an apparatus of several plates; for, if a current be 



the zinc to the copper, it will be in each connected pair 

of plates from the copper to the zinc; and the wire 1 have 

used is t^t connection between the two plates of one pair. In 

the diagrams I may ^ve occasion to subjoin the ends of 

the connecting wire, marked Z and C, are connected with the. 

zinc and copper-plates respectively; the sections are all hori¬ 

zontal and seen from above, and the arrow-heads have been 

used sometimes to mark the pole of a. needle or magnet which 

points to the north, and sometimes to mark the-direction of 

motion; no difficulty can occur in ascertaining to which of those 

uses an^articulai head is applied. 

On placing the wire perpendicularly, and bringing a needle 

towards it to ascertain the attractive and repulswe positions 

witli regard to tlie wire; instead of finding these to be four, one 

attractive and one repulsive, for each pole, I found them to be 

eight, two attractive jind two repulsive for each pole: thus 

allowing the needle to take its natural position across the wire, 

which is exactly opposite to that pointed out by Oersted for 

the reason before-mentioned, and then drawing the support 

away from the wire slowly, so as to bring the north pole, for 

instance, nearer to it, there is attraction, as is to be expected; 

but on continuing to make the end of the needle come nearer 

to the wire, repulsion takes place, though the wire still be on 

the same side of the needle. If the wire be on the other side 

of |he same pole of the needle, it will repel it when opposite 

to most parts between the centre of motion and the end; but 

there is a small portion at th'' . -.-.d where it attracts it. Fig. 1, 

plate iii, shews the positions o' attraction for the north and 

south poles, fig. 2, the positions of repulsion. 

If the wire be made to approach perpendicularly towards one 

pole of the needle, the pole will ^ass off on one side, in that 

direction which the attraction and repulsion at the extreme 

point of the pole would give; but, if the wire be continually 

made to approach the centre ef motion, by either the one or 

other side of the needle, the tendency to move in the former 

direction diminishes; it then becomes null, and the needle 



reversed, and the needle powerfully endeavours to pass the 

opposite way. 

It is evident from this that the centre of the active portion of 

either limb of the needle, or the true pole, as it may be called, 

is not at the extremity of the needle, but may be represented 

by a point generally in the axis of the needle, at some little dis¬ 

tance from the end. It was evident, also, that this point had a 

tendency ta<revolve round Uie wire, and necessarily, therefore, 

the wire round this point; and as the same effects in the op¬ 

posite direction took place with the other pole, it was^ evident 

that each pole had the power of acting on the wire'by itself, 

and not as any part of the needle, or as cohiiected with the 

opposite pofe. 

By attending to fig. 3, which represents sections of the wire 

in its different positions to the needle, all this will bf plain; the 

active poles are represented by two dots, and the arrow-heads 

shew the tendency of the wire in its positions to go round 

these poles. 

Several important conclusions flow from these facts; such as 

that there is no attraction between the wire and either pole of a 

magnet; that the wire ought to revolve round amagnetic pole, and 

a magnetic pole round the wire; that both attraction and re¬ 

pulsion of connecting wires, and probably magnets, ai'c com¬ 

pound actions ; that true magnetic poles are centres of action 

induced by the whole bar, ^c. ^c. Such of these as I have 

been able to confirm by experiment, shall be stated, with their 

proofs. 

The revolution of the wire and the pole round each other 

being the first important tiling required to prove the nature of 

the force mutually exerted by them, various means were tried 

to succeed in producing it. The difficulty consisted in making 

a suspension of part of the wire sufficiently delicate for the mo¬ 

tion, and yet affording sufficient mass of matter for contact. 

This was overcome in the following manner:—A piece of brass 

wire had a small button of silver soldered on to its end, a little 

cup was hollowed in the silver, and the metal being amal- 



placed upside down for an upper centre of motion; for a 
lower centre, a similar cup was made of copper, into which a 

little mercury was put; this was placed in ajar of water under 

the former centre. A piece of copper wire was then bent into the 

form of a crank, its ends amalgamated, and the distances being 

arranged, they were placed in the cups. To prevent too much 

friction from the weight of the wire on the lower cup, it had 

been passed through a cork duly adjusted in size, and that being 

pushed down on the wire till immersed in the water, the friction 

becainoiyvery little, and the wire very mobile yet with good 

contacts. The plates being then connected with the two cups, 

the apparatus was completed. In this state, a magnetic pole 

being brought to the centre of motion of the crank, the wire 

immediately made an effort to revolve until it struck the mag¬ 

net, and that being rapidly brought round to the other side, the 

wire again made a revolution, giving evidence that it would 

have gone round continually but for the extension of the magnet 

on the outside. To do away with this impediment, the wire 

and lower metal cup were removed, and a deep basin of mer¬ 

cury placed beneath; at the bottom of this was a piece of wax, 

and a small round bar magnet was stuck upright in it, so that one 

pole was about half or three-fourths of an inch above the sur¬ 

face of the mercury, and directly under the silver cup. A 

straight piece of copper wire, long enough to reach from the 

cup, and dip about half an inch into the mercury, had its cnd.s 

amalgamated, and a small round piece of cork fixed on to one 

of them to make it more buoyant; this being dipped in the 

mercury close beside the magnet, and the other end 

placed under the little cup, the wire remained upright, for the 

adhesion of the cork to the magnet was sufficient for that pur¬ 

pose, and yet at its lower end had freedom of motion round the 

pole. The connection being now made from the plates to the 

upper cup, and to the mercury below, the w'ire immediately 

began to revolve round the pole of the magnet, and continued 

to do so as long as the connexion was continued. 

When it was wished to give a large diameter to the circle 



and a little loop of platinum passed round the magnet and wire, 

to prevent them from separating too far. Revolution again 

took place on making the contrexion, but more slowly as the 

distance increased. 

The direction in which the wire moved was according to the 

way in which the connexions were made, and to the magnetic pole 

brought into action. When the upper part of the wire was con¬ 

nected with the zinc, and the lower with the copper plate, the 

motion round the north and south poles of a magnet were as 

in fig. 4 and 6, looking from above; when the connexions'were 

reversed, the motions were in the opposite direction. 

On bringing the magnetic pole from the centre of motion to 

the side of the wire, there was neither attraction nor repulsion; 

but the wire endeavoured to pass ofl’ in a circle, still having the 

pole for its centre, and that either to the one side or the other, 

according to the above law. 

When the pole was on the outside the wire, the wire 

moved in a direction directly contrary to that taken when the 

pole was in the inside; but it did not move far, the cudeavnur 

was still to go round the polo as a centre, and it only moved till 

that power and the power which retained it in a circle ubonl its 

own axis were equipoised. 

The next object was to make the magnet revolve ronnd the 

wire. This was done by so loading one pole of the small mag¬ 

net witl» platinum that the magnet would float upright in a basin 

of mercury, with the other pole above its surface; then con¬ 

necting the mercury with one plate, and bringing a wire from 

the other perpendicularly into it in another part near the float¬ 

ing magnet: the upper pole immediately began to revolve roiiiid 

the wire, whilst the lower pole being removed away caused no 

interference or counteracting effect. 

The motions were again according to the p()lc and the con¬ 

nexions. When the upper part of the wire was in contact with 

the zinc plate, and the lower with the copper, the direction of 

the curve described by the north and south poles were as in 

fig. 6 and 7. When the connexions were reversed, the motions 



Having succeeded thus far, I endeavoured to make a wire 
and a magnet revolve on their own axis by preventing the rota¬ 

tion in a circle round them, but have not been able to get the 

slightest indications that such can be the case; nor does it, on 

consideration, appear probable. The motions evidently belong 

to the current, or whatever else it be, that is passing through the 

wire, and not to the wire itself, except as the vehicle of the cur¬ 

rent. When that current is made a curve by the form of the wire, 

it is easy to conceive how, in revolving, it should take the 

wire with it; but when the wire is straight, the current may re¬ 

volve without any motion being communicated to the wire 

through which it passes. 

M. Ampere has shewn that two similar connecting wires, by 

which is meant, having currents in the same direction through 

them, attract each other; and that two wires having currents in 

opposite directions through them, repel eaeh other; the attraction 

and repulsion taking place in right lines between them. From 

the attraction of the north pole of a needle on one side the wire 

and of the south on the other, and the repulsion of the poles on 

the opposite sides, Dr. Wollaston called this magnetism verti¬ 

ginous, and conceived that the phenomena might be explained 

upon the supposition of an elactro-magnetic current passing 

round the axis of the conjunctive wire, its direction depending 

upon that of the elcetric current, and exhibiting north and south 

powers on the opposite sides. It is, indeed, an ascertained 

fact, that the connecting wire has different powers at its opposite 

sides; or rather each power continues all round the wire, the 

direction being the same; and hence it is evident that the at¬ 

tractions and repulsions of M. Ampere’s wires arc not simple, 

but complicated results. 

A simple case which may be taken of magnetic motion, is the 

circle described by the wire or the pole round each other. If 

a wire be made into a helix, as M. Ampere describes, the 

arrangement is such that all the vertiginous magnetism, as Dr. 

Wollaston has named it, of the one kind, or one side of the wire, 

is concentrated in the axis of the helix, whilst the contrary kind 
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of wire to make a pole pass one way rowd it, all tends, to cAtry 

that pole to a particular spot, whilst the opposite power is dif¬ 

fused and much weakened in its action on any one pole. Hence 

the power on one side of the wire is very much concentrated, and 

its particular effects brought out strongly, whilst that on the other 

is rendered insensible. A means is Urns obtained of separating, 

as it were, the one power from the other: but when this uf‘done, 

and we examine the end of the helix, it is foui^ 

semblejt magnetic pole; the power is concentrated 

mity of the helix; it attracts or repels one pole in all directions ; 

and I fii^d that it causes the revolution of the connecting wire 

round it^ Just as a magnetic pole does. Hence it ,^ay,* for the 

present^be considered identical with a magnetic pole; and I 

think that the experimental evidence of the ensuing pages 

will much strengthen that opinion. 

Assuming, then, that the pole of a magnetic needle presents 

us with the properties of one side of the wire, the phenomena it 

presents with the wire itself, offers us a means of analysis which, 

probably, if well pursued, will give us a much more intimate 

knowledge of the state of the powers active in magnets. When 

it is placed near the wire, always assuming the latter to ,bo con¬ 

nected with the battery, it is made to revolve round it, passing, 

towards that side by which it is attracted, and from that side by ' 

which it is repelled, i. e., the pole is at once attracted and re¬ 

pelled by equal powers, and therefore neither recedes or ap¬ 

proaches; but the powers being from opposite sides of the 

wire, the pole in its double effort to recede from one side and 

approach the other revolves in the circle, that circle being evi¬ 

dently decided by the particular pole and stale of the wire, and 

d< .i;iciblo from the law before mentioned. 

The phenomena presented by the approximation of one pole 

to two or more wires, or two poles to one or more wires, offer 

many illustrations of this double action, and will lead to more 

correct views of the magnet. These experiments arc easily 

made by loading a needle with platinum at one pole, that the 

other may float above mercury, or by almost floating a small 
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which i» some mercury with which to connect the wires. In 

describing diem I shall refrain from entering into all their vari¬ 

ations, or pursuing them to such conclusions as are not directly 

important. 

Two similar wires, Ampere has shewn, attract each other; and 

Sir H. ,Davy has shewn that the filings adhering to them attract 

froin to -another on the same side. They are in that 

^hiich the ndh.h and south influence of the different 

wires awli^t each other. They seem also to neutralise each 

the parts that face, for the magnetic pole is quite 

inactive between them, but if put close together, it moves 

round the outside of both, circulating round them^tiS round 

one wire, and their influences being''in the same directibm 

the greatest effect is found to be at the farther outside sur¬ 

faces of the wires. If several similar wires be put togetlier, 

side by side like a ribbon, the result is the same, and the 

needle revolves round them all; the internal wires appear to 

lose part of their force, which is carried on towards the 

extreme wire in opposite directions, so that the floating pole 

is accelerated in its motion as it passes by the edges that they 

form. If, in place of a ribbon of parallel wires, a slip of metal 

be used, the effect is the same, and the edges act as if they 

contained in a concentrated state the power that belonged to the 

inner portion of the slip. In this way we procure the means 

of removing, as it were, in that direction, the two sides of the wire 

from each other. 

If two wires in opposite states be arranged parallel to each 

other, and the pole be brought near them, it will circulate 

round either of them in obedience to the law laid down; but 

as the wires have opposite currents, it moves in opposite direc¬ 

tions round the two, so that when equidistant from them, 

the pole is propelled in a right line perpendicular to the 

line which joins them, either receding or approaching; and 

if it approaches, passing between and then receding: hence 

it exhibits the curious appearance of being first attracted by 

the two wires, and afterwards repelled. (Fig. 8.) If the con- 



nexion with both wires be inverted, or if the pole be changed, 

the line it describes is in the opposite direction. If these 

two opposite currents be made by bending a piece of silked 
wire parallel to itself, fig. 9, it, when connected with the 

apparatus, becomes a curious magnet; with the north pole, for 

instance, it attracts powerfully on one side at the line between 

the two currents, but repels strongly to the right or left; whilst 
on the other side the line repels the ndrth pole, but attracts it 
strongly to the right or left. With the south,pole the attrac¬ 
tions and repulsions are reversed. 

When both poles of the needle were allowed to come ihrO" * 
action on the wire or wires, the effects were in accordance with 
those described. When a magnetic needle was floated on 

water, and the perpendicular wire brought towards it, the 

needle turned round more or less, until it took a direction per¬ 

pendicular to, and across the wire, the poles being in such 

positions that either of them alone would revolve round the 
wire in a circle proceeding by the side to which it had gone, 
according to the law before stated. The needle tlicn approaches 

to the wire, its centre (not either pole) going in a direct line 
towards it. If the wire be then lifted up and put down on the 
other side the needle, the needle passes on in the same line 

receding from the wire, so that the wire seems here to be 

both attractive and repulsive of the needle. This effect will be 
readily understood from fig. 10, where the poles and direction 

of the wire is not marked, because they arc the same as before. 

If either be reversed, lhe_ others reverse themselves. The 

experiment is analogous to the one described above ; there the 

pole passed between two dissimilar wires,here the wire between 
two dissimilar poles. 

If two dissimilar wires be used, and the magnet have both 

poles active, it is repelled, turned round, or is attracted in 

various ways, until it settles across between the two wires ; 

all its motions being easily reducible to those impressed 

on the poles by the wires, both wires and both poles being 

active in giving that position. Then if it happens not to be 



midway between the two, or they are not of equal power, it goes 

slowly towards one of them, and acts with it just as with the 

single wire of the last paragraph. 

Fig. 11 and 12 exhibit more distinctly the direction of the 

forces which influence the poles in passing ^between two dissi¬ 

milar wires: fig. 11, when the pole draws up between the wires; 

fig. 12, the pole thrown out from between them- The poles and 

state of the wire are not marked, because the diagrams illus¬ 

trate the attraction and repulsion of both poles: for aoy. parti- 

cula^ole, the connexion of the wires must be accordingly. 

-‘''Irene of the poles be brought purposely near either wire 

in the position in which it appears to attract most strongly, still 

if freedom of motion be given by a little tapping, the needle 

will slip along till it stands midway across the wire. 

A beautiful little apparatus has been made by. M. de la 

Rive, to whom I am indebted for one of them, consisting of a 

small voltaic combination floating by a cork; the ends of the 

little zinc and copper slips come through the cork, and are 

connected above by a piece of silked wire which has been 

wrapped four or five times round a cylinder, and the wires tied 

together with a silk thread so as to form a close helix about one 

inch in diameter. When placed on acidulated water it is very 

obedient to the magnet, and serves admirably to transform, as 

it were, the experiments with straight wires that have been 

mentioned, to the similar ones made with helices. Thus, if a 

magnet be brought near it and level with its axis, the apparatus 

will recede or turn round until that side of the curve next to 

the nearest pole is the side attracted by it. It will then approach 

the pole, pass it, recede from it until it gains the middle of the 

magnet, where it will rest like an equator round it, its motions 

and position being still the same as those before pointed out. 

(Fig. 13.) If brought near cither pole it will still return to the 

centre; and if purposely placed in the opposite direction at the 

centre of the magnet, it will pass oft’ by either pole to which 

it happens tu be nearest, being apparently first attracted by 

the polo and afterwards repelled, as is actually the case; will, 

if any circumstance disturbs its perpendicularitv to the maanet. 



turn half way rouad; and will then p^a on to the magnet 

again, into the position first described. If, instead of passing 

the magnet through the curve, it be held over it; it stands in 

a plane perpendicular to the magnet, but in an opposite direction 

to the former one. So that a magnet, both within and without 

this curve, causes it to direct. 

When the poles of the magnet are brought over this floating 

curve, there are some movements and positions which at first 

appeaca^nomalous, but are by a little attention easily reduci¬ 

ble to the circular movement of the wire about the pole.- 1. 

do not think it necessary to state them particularly. * ■ " 

The attractive and repulsive positions of this curve may be seen 

by fig. 13, the curve in the two dotted positions is attracted by 

the poles near them. If the positions be reversed, repulsion 

takes place. 

From the central situation of the magnet in these experiments, 

it may be concluded that a strong and powerful curve or helix 

would suspend a powerful needle in its centre. By making a 

needle almost float on water and putting the helix over a glass 

tube, this result has in part been obtained. 

In all these magnetic movements between wires and poles, 

those which resemble attraction and repulsion, that is to say, 

those which took place in right lines, required at least cither 

two poles and a wire, or two wires and a pole; for such as 

appear to exist between the wire and either pole of the battery, 

are deceptive and may be resolved into the circular motion. 

It has been allowed, I believe, by all who have experimented 

on these phenomena, that the similar powers repel and the 

dissimilar powers attract each other; and that, whether 

they exist in the poles of magnets or in the opposite sides 

of conducting wires. This being admitted, the simplest cases 

of magpietic action will be those exerted by the poles of 

helices, for, as they offer the magnetic states of the opposite 

sides of the wire independent, or nearly so, one of the other, 

we arc enabled by them to bring into action two of those 

powers only, to the exclusion of the rest; and, from experiment 

it annears that when the nowers are similar, renulsion takes 
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place, and when dissimilar, attraction; so that two cases of 

repulsion and one of attraction are produced by the combination 

of these magnetic powers 

The next cases of magnetic motion, in the order of simplicity, 

are those where three powers are concerned or those produced 

by a pole and a wire. These are the circular motions de¬ 

scribed in the early part of this paper. They resolve them¬ 

selves into two, a north pole and the wire round each other, 

and a south pole, and the wire round each other, law 

wl^/th governs these motions has been stated. 

Then follow the actions between two wires, these when simi¬ 

larly electrified attract as M. Ampere has shewn; for then the 

opposite sides arc towards each other, and the four powers all 

combine to draw the currents together forming a double at¬ 

traction; but, when the wires are dissimilar they repel, because, 

then on both sides the wire the same powers are opposed, 

and cause a double repulsion. 

The motions that result from the action of two dissimilar 

poles and a wire next follow: the wire endeavours to describe 

opposite circles round the poles; consequently, it is carried 

in a line passing through the central part of the needle in which 

they arc situated. If the wire is on the side on which the circles 

close together, it is attracted ; if on the opposite side, from 

whence the circles open, it is repelled, fig. 10. 

The motions of a pole with two wires are almost the same 

as the last; when the wires are dissimilar, the pole endeavours 

to form two opposite circles about the wires; when it is on that 

side the wires on which the circles meet, it is attracted; when 

on the side on which they open, it is repelled, figs. 8, 11, 12. 

Finally, the motion between two poles and two dissimilar 

wires, is an instance where several powers combine to produce 

an effect. 

M. Ampere, whilst reasoning on the discovery of M. Oersted, 

was led to the adoption of a theory, by which he endeavoured 

to account for the properties of magnets, by the existence ef 

* This is perhaps not slrictlv true, because, though tha oonnuile 
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coBceatric currents of electricity in them, curi^ged round the axis 

of the magnet. In support of this theory, he first formed the spiral 

or helix wire, in which currents could be made to pass nearly 

■perpendicular to, and round the axis of a cylinder. The ends of 

such helices were found, when connected with the voltaic appa- 

ratus to be in opposite magnetic states, and to present the appear¬ 

ance of poles. Whilst pursuing the mutual action of poles and 

wires, and tracing out the circular movements, it seemed to me 

that infbrmation respecting the competency of this theory 

might be gained from an attempt to trace the action-o£L,*he 

helix, and compare it with that of the magUet more rfgOr- 

ously than had yet been done ; and to form artificial electro¬ 

magnets, and analyze natural ones. In doing this, I think I 

have so far succeeded as to trace the action of an electro¬ 

magnetic pole, either in attracting or repelling, to the circulating 

motion before described. 

If three inches of connecting wire be taken, and a magnetic 

pole be allowed to circulate round the middle of it, describing a 

circle of a little less ihan one inch in diameter, it will be moved 

with equal force in all parts of the circle, fig. 14; bend then 

the wire into a circle, leaving that part round which the pole 

revolves perpendicularly, undisturbed, as seen by the dotted 

lines, and make it a condition that the pole be restrained from 

moving out of the circle by a radius. It will immediately be 

evident that the wire now acts very differently on the pole in the 

difierent parts of the circle it describes. Every part of it will 

be active at the same time on the pole, to make it move through 

the centre of the wire ring, whilst as it passes away from that 

position the powers diverge from it, and it is either removed 

from their action or submitted to opposing ones, until on its 

arriving at the opposite part of the circle it is urged by a very 

small portion indeed of those which moved it before. As it 

continues to go round, its motion is accelerated, the forces 

rapidly gather together on it, mitil it again reaches the centre of 

the wire ring where they arc at their highest, and aftenvards 

diminish as before. Thus the pole is perpetually urged in a 



be conceived to be coupled by a plane, then the centre of that 

plane is the spot vrhere the powers are most active on the pole, 

and move it with most force. Now this spot is actually the 

pole of this magnetic apparatus. It seems to have powers over 

the circulating pole, making it approach or attracting it on the 

one side, and making it recede or repelling it on the other, with 

powers varying as the distance; but its powers are only ap¬ 

parent, for the force is in the ring, and this spot is merely the 

place wherathey are most accumulated; and though it^ems to 

haw opposite powers, namely, those of attracting and repelling; 

/St.this is merely a consequence of Its situation ia the circle, 

the motion being uniform in its direction, and really and truly 

impressed on the pole by its motor, the wire. 

At page 81, it was shewn that two or more similar wires put 

together in a line, acted as one; the power being, as it were, ac¬ 

cumulated towards the extreme wires, by a species of induction 

taking place among them all: and at the same time was noticed 

the similar case of a plate of metal connecting the ends of the ap¬ 

paratus, its powers being apparently strongest at the edges. 

If, then, a series of concentric rings be placed one inside the 

other, they having the electric current sent through them in the 

same direction; or if, which is the same thing, a flat spiral of 

silked wire passing from the centre to the circumference be 

formed, and its ends be in connexion with the battery, fig. 15, 

then tlie circle of revolution would still be as in fig. 14, passing 

through the centre of the rings or spiral, but the power would be 

very much increased. Such a spiral, when made, beautifully 

illustrates this fact; it takes up an enormous quantity of iron 

filings, which approach to the form of cones, so strong is the 

action at the centre; and its action on the needle by the difterent 

sides, is eiiaineutly powerful. 

If in place of putting ring within ring, they be placed side 

by side, so as to form a cylinder, or if a helix be made, 

tlien the same kind of neutralization takes place in the inter¬ 

mediate wires, and accumulated effect in the extreme ones, 

as before. The line which the pole would now travel, sup- 



and outer surface of the cylinder, woul^ be through the axis 

of the cylinder round the edge to one side, back up that side, 

and round to the axis, down which it would go, as before. In 

this case the force would probably be greatest at the two ex¬ 

tremes of the axis of the cylinder, and least at the middle 

distance on the outside. 

Now consider the internal space of the cylinder filled up 

by rings or spirals, all having the currents in the same direc¬ 

tion : ^ direction and kind of force would be the same, but 

very much strengthened : it would exist in the strongest degree 

down the axis of the mass, because of the circular fprm, and- it 

would have the two sides of the point in the centre of the sim¬ 

ple ring, which seemed to possess attractive and repulsive powers 

on the pole, removed to the ends of the cylinder; giving rise to 

two points, apparently distinct in their action, one being at¬ 

tractive, and the other repulsive, of the poles of a magnet. Now 

conceive that the pole is not confined to a motion about the 

sides of the ring, or the flat spiral, or cylinder, it is evident that 

if placed in the axis of any of them at a proper distance for 

action, it, being impelled by two or more powers in equal circles, 

would move in a right line in the intersection of those circled, 

and approach directly, to, or recede from, the points before 

spoken of, giving the appearance of a direct attraction and re¬ 

pulsion : and if placed out of that axis, it would move towards 

or from the same spot in a curve line, its direction and force 

being determined by the curve lines representing the active 

forces from the portions of wire forming the ends of the cylinder, 

spiral, or ring, and the strength of those forces. 

Thus the phenomena of a helix, or a solid cylinder of 

spiral silked wire, are reduced to the simple revolution of 

the magnetic pole round the connecting wire of the battery, and 

its resemblance to a magnet is so great, that the strongest pre¬ 

sumption arises in the mind they both owe their powers, as M. 

Ampere has stated, to the same cause. Filing^of iron sprinkled on 

paper held over this cylinder, arranged in curved lines passing 

from one end to the other, shewing the path the pole would 



pel as do those of a and in almost every point do Uiey 

agree. The following experiments will illustrate and confirm 

the truth of these remarks on the action of the ring, helix, or 

cylinder; and will shew in what their actions agree with, and 

differ (for there are differences) from, the action of a magnet. 

A small magnet being nearly floated in water by cork, a ring 

of silked copper wire, fig. 16, having its ends connected with 

the battery, was brought near its poles in different positions; 

sometimes the pole was repelled from, sometimes attracted into, 

the ring, according to the position of the pole, and the con- 

•'’hextons with the^battery. If the wire happened to be opposite to 

the pole, the pole passed sideways, and outwards when it was re¬ 

pelled, and sideways and inwards when it was attracted; and on 

entering within the ring and passing through, it moved sideways 

in the opposite direction, endeavouring to go round the wire. 

The actions also presented by M. dc la Rive’s ring are actions 

of this kind, and indeed arc those which best illustrate the re¬ 

lations between the ring and the pole; some of them have been 

mentioned, -and if referred to, will be found to accord with the 

statement given. 

With a flat spiral the magnetic power was very much 

increased; and when the rings were not continued to the ■ 
centre, the power of the inner edge over the outer was well 

shewn either by the pole of a needle, or iron filings. With the 

latter, the appearance was extremely beautiful and instructive; 

when laid flat upon a heap of them, they arranged themselves 

in lines, passing through the ring parallel to its axis, and then 

folding up on either side as radii round to the edge, where they 

met; so that they represented, exactly, the lines which a pole 

would have described round the sides of the rings: and those 

filings which were in the axis of the rings, stood up in perpendi¬ 

cular filaments, half an inch long and so as to form an actual axis 

to the ring, tending neither one way nor the other, but according 

in their form and arrangement with what has been described; 

whilst the intermediate portion also formed long threads, bend¬ 

ing this way and that from the centre, more or less, according as 



With a helix the phenomena were iq|p:«sting, because ac¬ 

cording to the view given of the attractions and repulsions, that 

is of the motions toward and from the ends, some conclusions 

should follow, that if found to be true in fact, and to hold also 

with magnets, would go far to prove the identity of the 

two. Thus the end which seems to attract a certain pole on 

the outside, ought to repel it as it were on the inside, and that 

which seems to repel it on the outside, ought to appear to 

attract it (mi the inside; i* e., that as the motions on the inside 

and outside arc in different directions for the same pole, it 

would move in the one ease to and in the other case front thc^ 

same end of the helix. Some phenomena of this kind have 

been described in explaining figs. 8, 11, 12, and 13 ; others are 

as follows. 

A helix of silked copper wire was made round a glass tube, 

the tube being about an inch in diameter; the helix was about 

three inches long. A magnetic needle nearly as long was floated 

with cork, so as to move about in water with the slightest 

impulse; the helix being connected with the apparatus and 

put into the water in which the needle lay, its ends ap¬ 

peared to attract and repel the poles of the needle according 

to the laws before-mentioned. But, if that end which at¬ 

tracted one of the poles of the needle was brought near that 

pole, it entered the glass tube, but did not stop just within side 

in the neighbourhood of this pole (as we may call it for the 

moment) of the helix, but passed up the tube, drawing the 

whole needle in, and went to the opposite pole of the helix, 

or the one which on the outside would have repelled it. On 

trying the other pole of the magnet with its corresponding end 

or pole of the helix the same effect took place; the needlc- 

pule entered tlic tube and passed to the other end, taking the 

whole needle into the same position it was in before. 

Thus each end of the helix seemed to attract and repel 

both poles of tlie needle: but this is only a natural consequence 

from the circulating motion before experimentally demonstrated, 

and each pole would have gone through the helix and round 



It has been stated'thi^ the poles circulate in opposite direc* 

lions round the wires, and they would consequently circulate 

in opposite directions through and round the bclbc; when, 

therefore, one end of the helix was near that pole, which 

would, according to the law stated, enter it and endeavour to 

go through, it would enter^^ and it would continue its course 

until the other pole, at first at a distance, would be brought 

within action of the helix; and, when they were both equally 

within the helix and consequently equally acted their 

tendency to go in different directions would counterbalance 

eaclr other, and the needle would remain motionless. If it 

were possible to separate the two poles from each other, they 

would dart out of each end of the helix, being apparently 

repelled by those parts that before seemed to attract them, as 

is evident from tlie first and many other experiments. 

By reversing the needle aud placing it purposely in the helix 

in that position, the poles of the needle and the corresponding 

poles of the helix as they attract on the outside, are brought 

together on the inside, but both pairs now seem to repel; and, 

whichever end of the helix the needle happens to be nearest 

to, it will be thrown out at* This motion may be seen to exhibit 

in its passing state, attraction between similar poles, since the 

inner and active pole is drawn towards that end on the inside, 

by which it is thrown off on the outside 

These experiments may be made with the single curve of 

M. de la Rive, in which case it is the wire that moves aiul 

not the magnet, but as the motions are reciprocal, they may 

be readily anticipated. 

A plate of copper was bent nearly into a cylinder, and its 

edges made to dip into two portions of mercury; when placed 

in a current it acted exactly as a helix. 

A solid cylinder of silked wire was made exactly in fashion 

like a helix, but that one length of the wire served as the 

axis, and the folds were repeated over aud over again. This 

* The magnetizing power of the helix is so strong that if the experiinriit 

be made elowly the needle will have its magnetism changed, and the 



as well as the former helix, had poj^the same ia every 

respect as to kind as the north and south poles of a mag¬ 

net; they took up filings, they made the connecting wire 

revolve, they attracted and repelled in four parallel positions 

as is described of common mt^ets in the first ^j^ages of this 

paper, and filings sprinkled on paper over them, formed curves 

from one to the other as with magnets; these lines indicating the 

direction in which a north or south pole would move about 

them, -'i' 

Now with respect to the accordance which is found between 

the appearances of a helix or cylinder when in the voltaic - 

circuit, and a cylindrical common magnet, or even a regular 

square bar magnet; it is so great, as at first to leave little 

doubt, that whatever it is that causes the properties of the one, 

also causes the properties of the other, for the one may be 

substituted for the other in, 1 believe, every magnetical experi. 

meat: and, in the bar magnet, all the effects on a single pole or 

filings, ^c., agree with the notion of a circulation, which if the 

magnet were not solid would pass through its centre, and back 

on the outside. 

The following, however, are differences between the ap¬ 

pearances of a magnet and those of a helix or cylinder: one 

pole of a magnet attracts the opposite pole of a magnetic 

needle in all directions and positions; but when the helix is 

held along-side the needle nearly parallel to it, and with oppo¬ 

site poles together, so that attraction should take place, and 

then the helix be moved on so that tlic pole of the needle 

gradually comes nearer to the middle of the helix, repulsion 

generally takes place before the pole gets to the middle of the 

helix, and in a situation where with the magpiet it would 

be attracted. This is probably occasioned by the want of con¬ 

tinuity in the sides of the curves or elements of the helix, in 

consequence of which the unity of action which takes place 

in the rings into which a magnet may be considered to be 

divided is interfered with and disturbed. 

Another difference is that the poles, or those spots to which the 



or helix, and where djftmotiye power may be considered perhaps 

as most concentrated^s in the helix at the extremity of its axis, 

and not any distance in from the end; whilst in the most regular 

magnets it is almost always situate in the axis at some distance 

in from the end: a needle pointing perpendicularly towards the 

end of a magnet is in a line with its axis, but perpendicularly 

to the side it points to a spot some distance from the end, whilst 

in the helix, or cylinder, it still pointy to the end. This varia¬ 

tion is, probably, to be attributed to the distribution of tl|C ex¬ 

citing cause of magnetism in the magnet and helix. In the 

latter, it is necessarily uniform every where, inasmuch as the 

current of electricity is uniform. In the magnet it is probably 

more active in the middle than elsewhere: for as the north pole 

of a magnet brought near a south one increases its activity, and 

that the more as it is nearer, it is fair to infer that the similar 

parts which are actually united in the inner part of the bar, have 

the same power. Thus a piece of soft iron put to one end of a 

horse-shoe magnet, immediately moves the pole towards that 

end; but if it be then made to touch the other end also, the 

pole moves in the opposite direction, and is weakened; and it 

moves the farther, and is made weaker as the contact is more 

perfect. The presumption is, that if it were complete, the two 

poles of the magnet would be diffused over tlic whole of its mass, 

the instrument then exhibiting no attractive or repulsive powers. 

Hence it is not improbable that, caused by some induction, a 

greater accumulation of power taking place in the middle of the 

magnet than at the end, may cause the poles to be inwards, 

rather than at the extremities. 

A third difference is, that the similar poles of magnets, though 

they repel utmost distances, yet when'brought very near to¬ 

gether, attract each other. This power is not strong, but I do 

not believe it is occasioned by the superior strength of one pole 

over the other, since the most equal magnets exert it, and since 

the poles as to their magnetism remain the same, and are 

able to take up as much, if not more, iron filings when together, 



not take up so much. With similar h.4iisjx>le8, this attraction 

does not take place. 

Tile attempts to make magnets resembling the helix and the 

flat spirals, have been very unsuccessful. A plate of steel was 

formed into a cylinder and then magnetized, one end was north 

all round, the other south; but the oqtsidc and the inside had 

the same properties, and no pole of a needle would have gone 

up the axis and down the sides, as with the helix, but would 

have jKopped at the dissimilar pole of the needle. Hence it is 

certain, that the rings of which the cylinder may be supposed to 

be formed, are not in the same state as those of which the helix 

was composed. All attempts to magnetize a fla^ circular plate 

of steel, so as to have one pole in the centre of one side, and 

the other pole in the centre of the opposite side, for the purpose 

of imitating the flat spiral, fig. 15, failed; nothing but an irre¬ 

gular distribution of the magnetism could be obtained. 

M. Ampere is, I believe, undecided with regard to the size of 

the currents of electricity that are assumed to exist in magnets, 

perpendicular to their axis. In one part of his memoirs they 

are said, I think, to be concentric; but this cannot be the case 

with those of the cylinder magnet, except two be supposed iu 

opposite directions, the one on the inside, the other on the out¬ 

side surface. In another part, I believe, the opinion is advanced 

that they may be exceedingly small; and it is, perhaps, possible 

to explain the case of the most irregular magnet by theoretically 

bending such small currents in the direction required. 

In the previous attempt to explain some of the electro-magnetic 

motions, and to shew the relation between electro and other 

magnets, I have not intended to adopt any theory of the cause 

of magnetism, nor ttt oppose any. It appears very probable 

that in the regular bar magnet, the steel, or iron, is in the 

same state as the copper wire of ihc helix magnet; and, per¬ 

haps, as M. Ampere supports in his theory, by the same means, 

namely, currents of electricity ; but still other proofs are want¬ 

ing of the presence of a power like elcctrieity than the magnetic 



wire, and the powei^^manating from them, I have merely 

spoken of them as two, to distinguish the one set of effects 

from the other. The high authority of Dr. Wollaston is at¬ 

tached to the opinion that a single electro-magnetic current 

passing round the axis of the wire in a direction determine(| by 

the position of the voltaic poles, is sufficient to explain all the 

phenomena. 

M. Ampere, who has been engaged so actively in this branch of 

natural philosophy, drew from his theory, the conclusion that a 

circular wire forming part of the connexion between the poles of 

the battery, should be directed by the earth’s magnetism, and 

stand in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic meridian and the 

dipping needle. This result was said to be actually obtained, but 

its accuracy has been questioned, both on theoretical and experi¬ 

mental grounds. As the magnet directs the wire when in form 

of a curve, and the curve a needle, I endeavoured to repeat the 

experiment, and succeeded in the following mannerA voltaic 

combination of two plates Vas formed, which were connected by 

a copper wire, bent into a circular form; the plates were put into 

a small glass jar with dilute acid, and the jar floated on the sur¬ 

face of water: being then left to 'tsclf in a quiet atmosphere, 

the instrument so arranged itself that the curve was in a plane 

perpendicular to the magnetic meridian ; when moved from this 

position, cither one way or the other, it returned again; and on 

examining the side of the curve towards the north, it was found 

to be that, which, according to the law already stated, would 

be attracted by a south pole. A voltaic circle made in a silver 

capside, and mounted with a curve, also produced the same 

cfl’ect; as did likewise, very readily, M. do la Rive’s small ring 

apparatus *. When placed on acidulated water, the gas liberated 

from the plates prevented its taking up a steady position; but 

when put into a little floating cell, made out of the neck of a 

Florence flask, the whole readily took the position mentioned 

above, and even vibrated slowly about it. 

As the straight connecting vvire is directed by a magnet, there 
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is every reason to believe that it will stsUn the same way with 

the earth, and take a direction perpenmcular to the magnetic 

meridian. It also should act with the magnetic pole of the 

earth, as with the pole of a magnet, and endeavour to circulate 

round it. Theoretically, therefore, a horizontal wire perpendicular 

to t^e magnetic meridian, if connected first in one way with a 

voltaic battery, and then in the opposite way, should have its 

weight altered; for in the one case it would tend to pass in a 

circle downwards, and in die other upwards. This alteration 

should take place differently in different parts of the #orld. 

The effect is actually produced by the pole of a magnet, hut I 

have not succeeded in obtaining it, employing only the polarity 

of die earth. 

Sept. 11, 1821. 

Art. X. Letter from Dr. Hastings fo the Editor, respecting 

tfie Division of the Eighth pair of Nerves. 

Sin, 

As the accuracy of my experiments on the par vagum, con¬ 

tained in a former Number of your Journal, has been established 

by those since conducted at the Royal Institution, I should 

not add one sentence to what has been already written on the 

subject, had not Mr. Broughton in his reply made personal 

allusions, which compel me to state. 

That my observations were made in consequence of the ac¬ 

cusation of inaccuracy, brought against me by that gentleman ; 

and that I have again, with great care, compared them with his 

first paper, and can perceive no instance in which they are not 

fully applicable to it. In what part of Mr. Broughton’s first 

paper does he say, that the contents of the stomachs of the 

rabbits operated on, were compared with those of the stomachs of 

healthy rabbits, similarly fed, and killed at the same time ? where 

does he say that the eighth pair of nerves in the dog were found- 

after death divided, or that he took care to place the animal in 

such a situation, that he must have observed it, if it had vomited 

any part of the milk ? where docs he say that he found the 



change doea he menti^in what he calls digested parsley, 

ccp^, change of colour find does he not talk of the chyme o# 

the rabbit resembling mucus, and being often found in greatest 

quantity in the cardiac portion of the stomach ? 

I am sorry that the discussion of this question, which 

it has been my wish to divest of all personality, should 

have produced any angry feelings in Mr. Broughton's mind; 
and remain, 

Sir,, Your obedient Servant, 

CiiAHLEs Hastings. 

Ifbrcesfer, July l%th, 1821. 

Aut. XI. Meteorological Observations. By J. F. 
Daniell, Esq., F.H.S., and M.R.I. 

I HAVE now completed the second year’s observations with 

my hygrometer and the instruments connected with it, and 

propose, in this paper, to give a condensed abstract of their 

results. I have ceased to publish, quarterly, the Meteorological 

Journal at length, from a conviction that its utility, in such a 

state, is very doubtful, and that it would unprofitably occupy 

the room of more important or entertaining matter. Mr. 

Howard, in his late laborious work upon the climate of London, 

has shewn the proper use to be made of such accumulations of 

facts; it is only by collecting the means of different seasons, 

thereby neutralizing errors of observation and accidental irre¬ 

gularities, by arranging them in periods chosen according to the 

influence of particular circumstances, and by carefully collating 

and comparing them, however tedious the operation, that we 

can hope to arrive at certain consequences and useful results 

from the preliminary labour. Many, indeed, appear, at present, 

to be the observers of meteorological phenomena, to judge by 

the registers which regularly contribute their expletive powers 

to every magazine and journal which issue from the press; but, 

for want of proper direction and concert, tlieir perseverance, it 

is to be feared, is wholly fruitless. The observers Uiemselves 



lafe^ attempt to reason upon their obsei^ations, and no one will 

ever* be found willing to sacrifice time in arranging 

volumes of materials, when the veryjaccuracy of fhe instruments 

with which they have been collected, may be doubted. But 

vtho can wonder at this want of co-operation, or to whom shall 

we look to turn this labour into a useful channel, when even 

the correctness of the tables published in the Transactions of 

the.Royal Society, has been publicly called in question by Mr. 

Ho^rd, Mr. Dalton, and Dr. Thomson ? The parade of such 

observations,, when confidence in their care has once beto sus¬ 

pended, is worse than useless;—it is injurious to science. 

Mr. Howard, in my humble judgment, has done more for the 

advancement of meteorology than all his predecessors or con¬ 

temporaries, by his careful digest of observations contained in 

his admirable, and, I may add, entertaining, work. He has not 

only collected and arranged stores from which all future culti¬ 

vators of the science must be content to draw, but has traced 

the path of useful application. At an humble distance I shall 

endeavour to tread in his footsteps; my only motive for holding 

the same course being a wish to establish the use of an instru¬ 

ment, which my own experience, as well as the acknowledgment 

of others, assure me, is entitled to be considered as a standard. 

Had Mr. Howard followed up the public approbation with which 

he has been pleased to honour my hygrometer by its adoption in 

practice, I should most willingly have surrendered into his abler 

hands the labour of observation ; but as no one has yet under¬ 

taken to record its indications, I shall sedulously, if painfully, 

persevere, although the necessary division of my time is one, 

amongst other causes, which unfit me for the task. 

With regard to the construction of the instrument, I have 

made one alteration which facilitates the observation. The con¬ 

densation ball is now formed of black or other deep-coloured 

glass, and the dew is seen by reflected light, as upon a. mirror. 

The most careless person may thus seize the exact moment of 

deposition with certainty; and, as no previous practice is ne¬ 

cessary, the improvement may, probably, contribute to render 
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The fom in e^iehl^ve extracted the obserTationa from tof 

register, the times of'^erving, and the division of the period*, 

are the first things that require remark. I have constructed 

three tables, which will be found to contain the greater part of 

the results necessary for our purpose. The first is similar to this 

one for the preceding year, published in the tenth volume of the 

Journal, p. 131. It contains the means of the different periods 

in large figures, and extremes in smaller, shewing the range of 

the several instruments in the respective intervals. The diinsron 

of the year is into halves, quarters, and half-quarters, ndtichl 

have found to be convenient and comprehensive. The grouping 

of the quarters represents Autumn, Winter, Spring and Summer; 

and agrees with that adopted by Mr. Howard, except that he 

commences each quarter with the second, instead of the first, 

week of the month. The reasons which he has assigned for de¬ 

parture from the customary division, are conclusive; mine, which 

was made before I had any knowledge of his work, approaches 

sufficiently near to excuse me from the laborious drudgery (not 

easily appreciated but by those who have undertaken such a 

task,) of recalculating the results. The commencing with Au¬ 

tumn was accidental. It was with this season that I began first 

to observe regularly, and of course at this season the first year 

ended. If this irregularity should be thought inconvenient, 

from the nature of the division, it may be easily rectified, llie 

hours of the day at which the observations are made, are a con¬ 

sideration of greater moment; they are, nine in the morning, five 

in the afternoon, and eleven at night; very rarely, indeed, vary¬ 

ing an hour from the appointed time. The maximum and mini¬ 

mum of temperature, by a register thermometer, may be added 

to these. If the selection of three periods in the day had been 

guided merely by meteorological considerations, I do not mean 

to say that these would have been the most proper; I think not: 

but it is not a question that is easily determined. They are not, 

however, destitute of peculiar advantages. The first object of 

repeated meteorological observations is to obtain accurate mean 

results. The most proper method of effecting this, even for the 

temperature, where we are assisted bv an instrument which 



marks the changes in the absence of the observer, is still a sub¬ 

ject of some dispute. The most we ct^iope for is a near ap¬ 

proximation. Now the results of the barometer contained in 

the first column of Table 1, and those of the hygrometer in the 

second, third, and fourth columns, must be regarded first as the 

means of the particular hours' at which the respective obser¬ 

vations were made. It is further probable, that the former may 

be taken, without much fear of serious error, as the medium of 

the whole 24 hours. No particular known cause tends to pre¬ 

vent this assumption. But with regard to the latter, very 

different. The fall of the temperature during the night must 

exercise a very important influence upon the atmospheric vapour; 

and therefore the results of the second, third, and fourth 

columns, cannot be received as those of the 24 hours, without 

further inquiry. 

The register thermometer has been the means of our attain¬ 

ing to a much greater degree of certainty with regard to tem¬ 

perature than we could ever have hoped to have arrived at by any 

other method. The same instrument will assist us much in our 

present inquiry. By referring to Tab. 3, (which is a table of 

temperature only, and which will be more fully explained hiere- 

after,) it may be observed that the mean lowest temperature of 

the night is constantly several degrees below the mean consti¬ 

tuent temperature of the vapour derived from the tliree before- 

named periods of the day. Now it is obvious, that once during 

the night the constituent temperature of the vapour cannot 

exceed that amount, nor is it at all probable that it should 

fall below it. Speaking from experiment, observation, and 

calculation, I have no doubt that a precipitation of vapour 

takes place during some period of every night in the year. I 

do not now allude to the deposition of dew from the cold pro¬ 

duced by radiation, (the amount of which for the whole year 

is likewise shewn by the table of temperature,) but to a preci¬ 

pitation in the body of the atmosphere itself. In the most 

cloudless nights of the whole year, when the stars are bright, 

and the disc of the moon perfectly sharp and well defined, by 



that the point of depcnUion is often three or four degrtees above 

the existing temperature of the air; proving thereby that parti¬ 

cles of water, though invisible, are floating in the atmosphere. 

The ball of the instrument, being hotter than the surrounding 

medium, forms an atmosphere of vapour, from these round 

itself, of greater density than the general one, and which,' con¬ 

sequently, is precipitated at a higher degree. The notice of 

such an effect is perpetually recurring in my register. Thus 

then'&we are justified in adding another observation of the 

hygrometer, though indirectly obtained, to the three already 

recorded, by assuming the minimum temperature of the night 

as the minimum temperature of the vapour. The mean of 

these four observations form, I have no doubt, a very near 

approximation to the mean of the whole day. I have calculated 

these results for the last year, and have included the pressure 

of the vapour so corrected in the fifth column of Table 1. The 

constituent temperature of the vapour, corrected for both 

years, is included in the seventh column of Table 3. The dif¬ 

ference is not so great as might at first be supposed. 

The mean degrees of dryness require correction upon the 

same principle, but in a somewhat different manner. The same 

fourth observation, so obtained, is available for tliis purpose; but 

the register-thermometer furnishes us with another datum of im¬ 

portance to this correction, namely the maximum of heat. I 

have made this the basis of another observation, by assuming the 

medium of the constituent temperature of the vapour found 

by the fore and afternoon experiments, and taking the dif¬ 

ference of that and the greatest temperature. The degrees of 

dryness, so corrected, are included in the sixth column of 

Table 1. It will be observed that they scarcely differ from 

the former; so that half the dryness of the day, at its maximum 

heat, may be considered as the average degree of the twenty- 

four hours. 

The same remarks apply, in a great degree, to the amount of 

evaporation contained in the seventh column; but the correction 

in this case would be so exceedingly small that I have not 



maUng the force of evaporation from thU^esnlte of the hygro¬ 

meter, appeus to me to be fully as correct as that in common 

me, and, if any method could be devised of measuring accurately 

Ae velocityjof the wind, would be infinitely preferable. The ca¬ 

pacity of the atmosphere for moisture at any given time is mea¬ 

sured ; the rapidity with which that capacity is saturated is 

dependant upon the temperature of the body which yields the 

moistinre. These conditions vary almost ad infinitum. They 

vary on the laud and on the water, they vary in sunsbineffi^ in 

the, shade, they vary as land is more or less clothed with 

vegetation, or as water is more or less deep. The hygrometer 

is capable of following and appreciating all these changes, but 

the common gauge can only give the amount of evaporation 

from the shallow body of water in the place where it has been 

fixed. After all, the estimation of the mean evaporation from 

the surface of the earth is the most difficult problem of metero- 

logy. From the eea, and other deep bodies of water, whose 

temperature is tolerably equable, the process is pretty regular; 

but one part of a field exposed to the sun is often yielding 
moisture at the rate of eight or nine grains per minute from a 

circular surface of six inches diameter, while another part is 

ohly yielding one grain and a half. 

The eighth and ninth columns contain the quantity of rain 

and the means of temperature, measured and calculated in the 
usual way. In Table 2, are inserted the mean results of both 

years in small figures, and the general mean in large. My 

great object has been to study facility of comparison, and I 

purpose, if I should continue my task, to collate in such a 

table the results of the current year, with the general average of 

all. This average will increase in accuracy as we proceed, and 
will, in a course of years, furnish a perfect standard by which to 

judge of the progress of the seasons. 1 am happy to find that the 

results which I have obtained with the barometer and ther¬ 

mometer correspond very closely with those deduced by Mr. 

Howard from a long series of years. 

Table 3 is a general table of temperature, in which I have 



to, but which I am i|||ined to think may have much influenoe 

upon the general question. The first colun!& contains the mean 

temperature, as usually estimated; the Second and third, the 

mean highest and lowest; the fourth, the temperature at night, 

on the earth’s surface, of such substances as are best fitted for 

radiation; the fifth the mean temperature of similar bodies 

exposed to the full influence of the sun’s rays. This last is 

only complete for three quarters of a year, the idea having 

occt^d to me last winter. My motives for adopting it I shall 

pres^ly explain. The sixth column registers the mean con¬ 

stituent temperature of the vapour, and the seventh, the same 

corrected for a night observation as before explsdned. The 

extremes of all are included in small figures under their respec¬ 

tive columns. 

I shall divide the remarks I have to offer upon these par¬ 

ticulars into two parts; the first shall include such observations 

as regard general consequences from the whole series, and 

the second shall consist of a short compai irion of the several 

particulars of the two years. 

The total weight of the atmosphere, and the grand problem 

of the variations of the barometer, arc the first things that 

require our attention, and here it is worthy of remark, that 

no connexion can be traced between these fluctuations and the 

variations of the vapour. The barometer, in the last half quarter 

of the winter, when the pressure of the vapour is least, averages 

considerably higher than in the last half quarter of the summer, 

when the same pressure is greatest. A very cursory exami¬ 

nation of the first and second columns of Table 2 will furnish 

plenty of instances of the like discrepancy. This result was 

certainly contrary to my expectations. Mr. Howard has in¬ 

ferred from his admirable system of averages, that “ the winter 

barometer gains in its average .021 inches upon the autumnal; 

the vernal .030 inches or half as much more upon the winter; 

the summer .045 inches or half as much more still upon the 

vernal; but in the autumnal average, the whole difference is 

lost again, and the barometer comes back to its lowest level.” 



to Witter; which is at one time convert^ into vapour, perma¬ 

nent as a part of^e atmosphere for the season; at another 

^smissed in rain. In elucidating this connexion he continues, 

Now in the hrunal quarter, where we find the average of the 

barometer lowest, the temperature is lowest also; and there is 

every reason to conclude that the atmosphere in our district, 

and for many degrees of latitude and longitude around us, 

contains at this season, the lowest proportion of ponderable 

vapour.” But this reasoning does not agree with t^ fact 

which he had just before stated; namely, that the averageof the 

barometer is lowest in the autumnal quarter. Neither is the 

amount of this difference nearly sufficient to identify it with 

that of the vapour; it does not reach 0.1* inch while the 

excess of the. summer vapour over the winter exceeds 0.2 

inches. Moreover, if this influence were really appreciable in 

this manner, it is one of so constant a nature as must have 

shewn itself invariably in every recurrence of the seasons, not 

requiring to be elicited by a long series of averages. 

But that there is a connexion between the great fluctuations of 

the atmosphere and the vapour which it contains at least in its 

precipitation, is evident from the following fact: of 674 observa¬ 

tions of rain, hail, and snow, during the two years, only .04 took 

place, while the barometer was above the average of the season 

as deduced in Table 2. Of these 94 the greater part were 

very partial showers, chiefly in the winter quarters. Of the 

general results of the barometer alone, I shall not attempt to 

speak: the subject has been so ably elucidated by Mr. Howard, 

with such ample provision of observations, that it would be 

presumption in me to follow him, especially with such short 

experience. I am happy to observe that the mean of both 

years’ observations agree with the mean as deduced by him for 

London: those periods where I differ, I consider as only oscil¬ 

lating round the true point, to which in a series of years they 

will be amenable. 

The variations in the quantity and pressure of the aqueous 

* In Mr. tluward’s work. Vul. 11.. uuiie 281. this diflcreucc is iiiisnrinli:il 



vapour appear to b^finore equable, and to be regulated by 

more certain laws. In the winter the al^unt is least, and in 

the summer greatest, reaching very nearly to double. The 

spring and autumn quarters are intermediate^ the latter having 

a slight excess over the former. There is, therefore, an evi¬ 

dent connexion between these fluctuations and those of the 

mean temperature, which exactly follow the same gradation. 

Even the accidental small variations of the mean temperature, 

froj^the average, are uniformly accompanied by a corresponding 

auction in the vapour. The utmost range appears to be from 

0.090 to 0.631 inches, the mean pressure 0.327 inches, or rather, 

taking into the account the correction for the night, 0.313. 

As we have been unable to trace any general effect produced 

upon the motions of the barometer by the variations of the 

vapour, so are we unable to discover any influence of the former 

upoil the latter. 

But although the force of the vapour increases with the mean 

temperature, and reaches its maximum at the same period of the 

year, they do not travel together with equal steps. Mr. Howard 

deduces the difference of the heat of the seasons exactly equal; 

viz., 1degrees for each quarter. There can be no doubt that 

this is correct. My own tables agree as nearly with the determi¬ 

nation as can be expected, from so short a series. The difference 

comes out from them, spring above winter, 13°; summer above 

spring, 11°; autumn below summer, 12°; winter below autumn, 

12°. But the gradation of the constitutent temperature of the 

vapour is as follows;—Spring above winter, 9°; summer above 

spring, 11°; autumn below summer, 8.^; winter below autumn, 

11°. The circumstances of the case prove, I think, that this 

series approximates very nearly to the correct progression. If 

the difference had been equal, as in the mean temperature, the 

dryness also of the seasons would have been equal: but now, 

from winter to spring, tlie capacity of the air for moisture in¬ 

creasing faster than the supply, the degree of dryness must 

also increase; we accordingly find it in the table rising from 

1 J° to 7°. From spring to summer the increase is nearly equal, 

consequently the degree of dryness remains the same, 7°. 
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12°, and tbat of the vapour only about^°. We accordingly 

find that the drynesaj^s to 4°, which again diminishes, though 

at a less rate, from autumn to winter. The exact correspondeuce 

of the consequences, and their precise march, we cannot expect 

to ascertain, hut from tha average of a series of years; but 

enough, 1 think, 19 apparent, to enable us to speculate a little 

upon their causes. The sea, and other deep bodies of water, 

are, no doubt, the grand reservoirs from whence is supplied the 

greater pact of the vapour of the atmosphere; and the cq^ng 

and heating of such bodies are regulated by particular ISws. 

It is a well known fact, that the heat of water cannot be raised 

above 40°, till every particle of the mass, however deep, has 

attained that temperature; but that beyond this, the superficial 

water may be heated, without affecting the lower stratum. So 

in cooling, the whole volume must be cooled down to 40° before 

the superficial water can fall below tbat point. Now the Spring 

quarter, from March to May, includes, probably, the period 

when the whole body of water, in this climate^of the globe, rises 

to the point of 40°. A large portion of heat must, therefore, 

be expended, in warming its entire bulk ; and, consequently, 

its increase cannot keep pace with the surrounding air. In the 

next quarter, however, having attained its maximum of density, 

the whole heat is expended upon the superficial water alone; 

and the increase of heat in the upper stratum of water, and 

consequently, in the vapour, is commensurate with that of the 

air. The autumn again includes the point at which the whole 

mass of heated water must fall to 40°; which point being 

passed, the cooling of the upper stratum keeps pace with the 

cooling of the air. Daily observations upon the superficial 

temperature of the sea would greatly tend to elucidate this 

subject. 

The rate of evaporation is in compound proportion to the 

heat of the water yielding the vapour, the degree of dryness, 

and the velocity of the wind. In the calculation taken in the 

tables, the temperature of tlic air has been always taken as the 

temperature of the evaporating fluid ; whereas it is obvious that 

this can seldom, if ever, be the true state of the case. Did we but 
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and at different periods of the year, we should obtain, by the 

substitution, a much more useful result. evaporation from 

the land must be much more irregular than that from the 

ocean and other deep accumulations of water: it must vary 

with almost every moment of the day, and every variety of 

situation. The fallow-field, and the field of com, yield their 

nmisture with different facility; and sun-shine and shade must 

produce still greater modifications. 

IjAve found, from experiment, after a shower of rain, while, 

the temperature of the air has been 66, and that of the vapour 

60, that the temperature of a running stream has been 62; of 

wet grass, when the sun had been shining upon it, 69; of wet 

sand, 76; of stagnant water, 67; of damp garden-mould, in the 

sun, 84. So that at the very same moment of time these situa¬ 

tions were respectively yielding at the rate of 0.18 grains, 0.89 

grains, 1.82 grains, 0.67 grain;, and 3.16 grains, per minute, 

from a surface of 6 inches diameter. Not that vapour of these 

' various degrees of force existed at one time; for it is evident 

that those which were above the temperature of the air must 

have been instantly precipitated, and as instantly redissolvcd at 

the general temperature. 

The facility and rapidity with which vapour of such different 

degrees of force in its nascent state is resolved into one general 

mass of equal density, is very worthy of observation. I have 

often endeavoured to detect it before its change, with the hy¬ 

grometer, but witlr equivocal success. For example, when the 

temperature of the air was 56, after sun-set, and the hygrometer 

denoted the dew-point to be 47,1 placed myself in the middle of 

a stream whose temperature was 63; the precipitation took 

place at 50, only 3° higher than before. As the water was here 

yielding vapour of 16° higher temperature than the general 

average, I expected to have found it more nearly approaching 

the point of saturation; especially as there was very little air 

stirring. From hence we must conclude that it diffuses itself 

with immense velocity, which, perhaps, we shall have the less 

difficulty in conceiving, when we call to mind that the rising 



by one of0.339 inch^ When the general atmosphere approaches 

more nearly to the pwt of humidity, this rise of hotter vapour 

from water is very visible in the cloud which is often observed 

to bang over the course of rivers in a\calm evening. In certain 

situations, also, where the free rise of vapour is opposed by 

impending obstacles, a small increase of elasticity may be 

observed. Thus, after a succession of wet days, when the wea* 

ther had again become clear and settled, I have observed the 

temperature in the open country to be 64°, and the of 

' deposition 53°, when in the heart of a large wood they were 

respectively 62 and 55; the foliage of the trees forming a me¬ 

chanical obstruction to equal diffusion. 

It would be easy to reduce the data contained in the tables to 

the number of inches evaporated from a given surface, but in 

the present state of our knowledge it would be useless, or, what 

is worse, might tend to mislead. It is amusing to observe the 

attempts that are made to make the result.s of the common 

evaporating-gauge tally with those of the rain-gauge, when 

die former, so far from representing tlie circumstances of those 

bodies which yield the great body of vapour on the earth’s surface 

probably docs not correspond in all essential particulars with 

a dozen puddles in the course of the year. The results of the 

hygrometer accommodate themselves more easily to the ever- 

varying circumstances, but even from these we can only at 

present infer the capacity of the atmosphere for moisture, modi¬ 

fied by the velocity of the winds. 

The quantity of rain which falls in different seasons is pro¬ 

bably the most variable result that meteorology affords; but 

nevertheless some general principles may be derived from the 

observation. The greatest quantity falls in the driest half of 

the year; and this quantity, when no other circumstance mo¬ 

difies the conditions, appears to be in direct proportion to the 

quantity of vapour in the air. Thus, in the two half years 

from September to February, and from February to August, 

the average of the barometer is exactly similar, but the quan¬ 

tity of vapour in the latter exceeds that in the former by one- 



time, the degpreeof dryness is more than doable, and the force 

of evaporation more than treble. It is alao perfectly evident 

that the height of the barometer has a ve^Pmaterial influence, 

as well as the temperature. To illustrate the former, without 

the latter, let us take the quarter of a year from Masqh 

to May 1820, and compare it with the same quarter of 1821. 

The force of vapour was nearly alike, and the temperature of 

the latter rather higher than that of the former; nevertheless 

the rain of this quarter was more than double; the height of 

the Jiii^omcter, in the first, being rather above the mean, while 

in th^ latter it was 0.14 inch below it. The power of tern- 

perature in modifying the precipitation is strikingly illustrated 

in the two half-quarters of October and November. In 1821 the 

barometer was lower, and the force of the vapour higher, than 

in 1820. Nevertheless, the quantity of rain in the latter was 

double that in the former, for the average mean temperature 

was 5i° lower. The joint influence of the two will not fail to 

strike any one who takes the trouble to inspect the tables. 

We now come to the consideration of temperature; and I 

have endeavoured to give a complete view of the subject in 

tlie third table. 1 have therein included three series of obser¬ 

vations not usually taken into account. The first is the 

greatest effect of radiation at night, the second the highest 

temperature of the sun in the course of the day, and the third 

the constituent mean temperature of the vapour. 

I can add nothing to the ingenious views of Mr. Howard with 

regard to mean and extreme temperature in general. My motive 

for including observations upon radiant heat both from and to 

the earth were, first, their probable importance to vegetation 

and agriculture, and, secondly, their obvious connexion both 

with the production and precipitation of vapour. The medium 

effect of radiation from the earth at night, it will be seen, is 

about 4°: the maximum which 1 have observed is 13°. It will 

probably strike many people with surprise, to find that there is 

but one period of six weeks in the year in which vegetation, 

in particular situations, is not exposed to a freezing tempo- 



meter so situated is not subject to fall as much as fcix or 

seven degirees belMK the point of cwgelation. The effect of 

situation is extreml^ curious in modifying this process.. In 

tite latter end of the month of September 1821, in a garden 

]^taced in a sheltered situation in a valley surrounded by low 

hills, I observed that all the vines and Dahlias were frost¬ 

bitten and turned quite black, while in another garden not 

100 yards distant, upon the gentle acclivity of a hill, no sigUh 

of frost were to be seen. At another time, early in the autumn, 

in the same situation, the grass has been quite rigid wit^fioar 

frost, while upon the hill 'nothing but a light dew was to be 

perceived.- The effect of this cold upon vapour is sometimes 

very visible. In sheltered situations, and in very calm weather,, 

a low mist may often be seen rising in the meadows, when the 

surrounding spaces are quite clear. If the ground which this 

mist covers be examined, it will constantly be found to be 5° 

or 6° below the heat of the clear regions. The slightest 

breeze is sufficient to mix the air of the two, and to dissipate 

the cloud. This will often even be effected by a person merely 

walking through it. 

With regard to the quantity of dew deposited upon filamen¬ 

tous substances, I have found that a piece of cotton exposing 

a flat circular surface of two inches diameter, gained in weight 

twenty grains, when the force of the vapour was .481 inch, 

and the radiating thermometer 8° below the lowest standard, 

that is to say when the two thermometers were respectively 

58 and 50. At another time, when they were only 45 and 37, 

the same piece of cotton had only gained eleven grains, the 

force of the vapour being .316, and the difference of tempe¬ 

rature the same. It is most probable, that in neither instance 

had there been any loss from evaporation, as at the time of 

examination the hygrometer denoted the complete saturation of 

the atmosphere. Calculating from these experiments, and the 

mean force of vapour and radiation, the average deposition of 

dew for every night in the year, upon a like surface, would be 

about six grains. 



of the sun are still very incomplete; but I cannot help hoping, 

that when sufficiently advanced, they will ^rd matter for useful 

speculation. What is the difference of effect in different 

years ? What are its effects in maturing th^ fruits of the earth ? 

What is its connexion with the production of vapour ? How is 

its energy spent when veiled from the earth by clouds ? Its 

average for the half year, from March to August, was 27° above 

the mean highest in the shade, its maximum effect 144°. 

Many reflections readily suggest themselves upon this subject, 

buti^.would be premature to indulge in them at present. 

The mean constituent temperature of the vapour stands in an 

interesting relation to the other particulars of general tem¬ 

perature. Its connexion with the average of the mean is very 

obvious, and it appears to be influenced, in some measure, by 

the mean lowest, which it never exceeds by more than 4^°. 

The average degree of dryness for the whole twenty-four hours, 

by this comparison, would appear to be 1° below that obtained 

by the three direct experiments, and the correction before 

applied. But it must be remembered, that although the force 

of the vapour is affected by the maximum cold of the night, 

the degree of dryness is not liable to its influence. After the 

point of humidity is once attained, which it generally is long 

before the minimum, a further reduction of temperature does 

not alter the circumstances; so that an observation of the 

lowest temperature of the night as included in the general 

mean temperature, is not applicable to this purpose. 

I have now, in conclusion, a few remarks to make upon the 

comparison of the two years. They will not be found to differ 

much in their general averages, but in their particulars very 

materially. The year 1819—1820 was, however, drier than 

the year 1820—1821, and a greater depth of rain fell,in 

ihc latter than in the former. The first was also distinguished 

very much more by extremes than the second, all the instru¬ 

ments except the barometer denoting a very much wider 

range. 

The autumns differed very essentially in their characters. 
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..warmer, than 1820. The depth of rain was, however, greater; ' 

for the barometer not so high, and the vapour was more 

dense. As this is me season of the year when the most im¬ 

portant fruits of t^e earth come to maturity, and the securing 

of them in good order is the most anxious care of the human 

race in these latitudes, the state of the weather at this time 

acquires a proportionate interest. In 1819 it was remarkable 

for being dry, clear, and warm. The finest harvest that had 

been known for years was housed in the most satisfactory 

manner. Not only in this country, but throughout Eurc^, it 

formed almost an epoch, and corn-fields, orchards, and vine¬ 

yards, shared in the general benefit. The mean results of 

this period may therefore be considered as the standard of a 

fine season. The turnip-fields indeed, so important a part of 

English agriculture, suffered from great drought and never 

recovered, but the grasses, and pasture in general, though 

burnt in the beginning of the autumn, revived with the rains in 

the last half-quarter. 

In the year 1820 the harvest was much later. The crops of 

corn, though abundant, were not of so fine quality as the last, 

and were much mildewed ; hut upon the whc/le, this was also 

reckoned a productive harvest. The weather vus still too dry 

for the turnip-crops. " 

'I'he second half-quarters of tho autumn were j^reoisely 

similar in point of dryness, but in JS20 the temperature ex^ 

ceeded that in 1819 as much as il fell below it in the first six 

weeks, making the averages of the whole quarters prceiMly 

the same. This accession of heat probably prevented the pre¬ 

cipitation of the usual (luautity of water, for the amount of 

rain was less than half. 

lire winters differed still more widely than the autumns. 

The first was remarkable for its severity, and the second for its 

mildness : the respective mean temperatures being 33 and 38. 

In this quarter the latter regained the dryness which it was 

behind in the preceding; and the means of the two half-years 

were exactly similar. This state of the atiuospliere is reckoned 



cold-season of 1819-1820, or in the dry season of 1820-1821. 

were any complaints made. The last winflr half-quarter of 

1821 was particularly remarkable for a very high average of 

Ihe barometer. 

In the first half-quarter of the spring the year 1820 was 

very backward ; tlie wheats looked very indifferent, and vege¬ 

tation altogether very unpromising. The blossoms of fruit- 

trees were very much injured by frosts and cold winds. In the 

corresponding period of 1821, the weather, on the contrary, 

was exthiordinarily fine and open. The operations of hus¬ 

bandry were unusually forward; the wheat was vigorous and 

firmly rooted, and every appearance of vegetation as flat¬ 

tering as could be wished. Tire former period was distin¬ 

guished from the latter, by being 1° drier, and 21° colder, a 

much higher barometer, and half the quantity of rain. 

In the second half-quarter, the advantage began to turn in 

favour of the fiist year. The tempcialure was higher, and the 

dryness continued. There was a sufficiency of rain, in the 

form of warm showers ; the appeal ance of the wheat improved, 

and barley and oats promised very w'cll. In the second year 

vegetation was <.hecK< u by cold north winds: pasture was not 

forward, but stih <tic whole prospect w'as good. At the com¬ 

mencement of the summer of 1820, the weather lurned extra¬ 

ordinarily not; the change was vciy sudden, and the produce 

,of ‘fhe fidlds made astonishing progress to maturity. Tlio 

harvest commenced caily, and, although the weather was rather 

unsettled, was well seemed. The produce of all kinds was 

abundant, though not of the first quality. 

The^summer of 1821 was extremely backward, but favour¬ 

able for growing wheats. The lowness of temperature was 

considered, at the time, rather favourable, as tending to check 

over-luxuriance of vegetation: barley, however, suffered ma¬ 

terially from this cause. Near the usual harvest-time, the 

corn, though full-oarcd, had hardly completed the flowering 

process. Oats were heavy, full-cared, and promising. Turnips, 

and all kinds of pasture, particularly fine and luxuriant. A 
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gaccesftion of hot days, at the latter part of the 8uminer»> 

quarter, raised the average temperature above the corre- 

.sponding period of the first year, and rapdtyll^ought on the 

ripening of the grain. Nothing was now wanting, Imt a 
favourable dry period to house the harvest. The rea^ang did 

not begin till the 25th or 2dth August, more than a fortnight 

later than the usual time. 

This summer must be reckoned altogether wet and cold, and 

owing to this, it is feared that the vintage on the Rhine, the 

Elbe, and in Switzerland, will entirely fail. 

The great characteristic features of the two years were, in 

thh first, a cold winter and a hot summer; and in the second, 

' a very mild winter, and a backward cold summer. 

ERRVl’iV I\ TABLE, Vul. X, p. Ul. 
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Art. XII. An Accuunt of tome Observations and lixperi- 

menls made bi/ Mr. Green, during his ascent in a Balloo^ 

from Portsea, on the 6lh of September, 1821. 

[Communicated by U. H. Solly, Esq., F.R.S. and 

Mr. Green has the merit of being the first person who has. 

'tried experiments upon the buoyant |>ower3 of coal-gas. In 

some of his preliminary trials, lie ascertained that the ascensive 

force of a small balloon three feet in diameter, when filled with 

this air, was equal to eleven ounces, and when filled in the com¬ 

mon way with hydrogen not more than fifteen ounces. He has 

since made three voyages in a balloon filled from the street- 

pipes, thereby reducing the expense of such hscents to a mere 
comparative trifle. 

During his last ascent he made sonto experiments of much 







them at no distant period, may, probably, furnish data of the 

utmost importance. The operation of filling the balloon com¬ 

menced about eleven o’clock on I'hursday the 6th of September, 
at Portsea, under the superintendence of the engineer of the 

gas company; the operation was completed by half-past twelve. 

The mornings although cloudy, seemed nevertheless to presage 
favourably. At half-past one, Mr. Green took his seat in the 
car^ a.id immediately began to useend slowly and majestically. 

On leaving the ground the barqmetor stood at 29.7 and the 

thermometer at 74^. Tlie balloon took a N.E. direction, and 

he found that he could ascend to a great height without enter¬ 
ing the clouds. After he had attained a height of about 4,500 

feet, he launched a parachute with a cat which fell in safety; 

its descent was very rapid for about 300 feet, it afterwards 

became distended, and its oscillation was very inconsiderable: 

it reached the earth in about eight or nine minutes after its se¬ 

paration from tlie balloon. He now ascended with great ra¬ 
pidity to upwards of 10,000 feet. After completing his obser¬ 

vations which are annexed, Mr. Green at twenty minutes after 
two determined to descend. By repeatedly discharging ballast 
the descent was rendered gradual, till half-past two; at this time a 

heavy shower of rain added considerably to the weight of the 

balloon, and occasioned likewise the condensation of the gas, 

aG.cclerating the full in a manner that might have been dan¬ 

gerous, had it not been checked by throwing out a large quan¬ 
tity of ballast, lie at last landed in safety in a meadow near 

Frimley, Surrey, having completed a voyage of forty-five miles 

in forty-five minutes, in a direction N-N.E. from Portsmouth. 
During this voyage, the attention of Mr. Green was chiefly 

directed to the indications of the barometer, thermometer, and 

DanieH’s hygrometer. Uis observations on those instruments 

are included in the following table. 



HME. Barom. Therm. Dew 
Point. 

15^ before 2 29.7 74 

— 2 26.8 70 

B 23.2 72 

B 21.4 69 64 

B 20.5 45 32 

12 — 2 20.3 38 25 

26 — 2 21.9 37 

28 — 2 26.1 rain 

At the point of greatest altitude Mr. Green filled two bot¬ 

tles, which had been previously prepared and filled with dis¬ 

tilled water, with the atmospheric air; these have been since 

examined at the laboratory of the Royal Institution by Mr. 

R. H. Solly and Mr. Faraday; the first was weighed and 

opened under distilled water of the temperature of 60°, 660.5 

grains of water entered, the whole quantity which the bottle 
would hold being 1,910 grains. The second bottle, when full, 

held 1,916 grains of water; the quantity which entered when 

opened was 636.7 grains. 
The average of these two experiments gives rather more than 

one-third for the diminution of density of the atmosphere at the 

height to which Mr. Green ascended. This agrees very nearly 

with the results of the barometer. The analysis of the air con¬ 

firmed the observation of M. Gay Lussac, that no difference can 

be detected in the atmospheric air taken from great altitudes 

and at the surface of the earth: the experiments were made by 

explosion with hydrogen, and the comparison of the condensa¬ 

tion made over mercury between the air of the bottles and that 

of the laboratory; the differences were perfectly immaterial, 
sometimes on one side and sometimes on the other, evidently 

arising from unavoidable errors in experimenting. 



Remarks by Mr. Daniell. 

It is much to be regretted that Mr. Green omitted to take 

the point of deposition before he commenced his ascent, or 

after he had again landed, as such an observation would have 

added greatly to the value of his experiments; as they stand, 

they will, however, form a valuable addition to any future ob* 

servations which it is to be hoped that he may be induced to 

make. Some interesting particulars may even now be derived 

from them. I have subjoined a calculation of the different 

heights as observed by the barometer, and the density of the 

vapour at those heights, as indicated by the hygrometer. The 

different degrees of dryness are also added in the following 

table. 

TIME. Barom. Therra* 
Dew 

Point. 
Force of 
Vapoor. 

Height. 
Feit. 

Dry¬ 
ness. 

1.5 before 2 29.7 74 

11 — 2 26.8 70 2952 

7 — 2 23.2 72 7288 

4 — 2 21.4 69 "64 .597 9893 5° 

10 after 2 20.5 45 32 .200 11059 13° 

12 — 2 20.3 38 25 .156 11293 13° 

26 — 2 21.9 40 37 .237 8813 3° 

28 — 2 26.1 48 48 .351 3630 0° 

The state of the atmosphere on the day of Mr. Green’s as¬ 

cent was evidently not favourable for ascertaining the grand ques¬ 

tion of the rate of decrease in the density of the aqueous va¬ 

pour, when the atmosphere is undisturbed. By an experiment 

which I made myself in the country not very distant from the 

point at which he descended, the degree of precipitation on the 

earth’s surface, at two o’clock, was 64°, exactly the same as 

he found it at the height of 9,893 feet; so that it is very pro¬ 

bable that there was but little difference in the density of the 



the temperature agrees with this supposition, which also- ac¬ 

counts for the great height to which the balloon ascended with¬ 

out entering the clouds; thus the dryness would have decreased 

from 10°, on the surface of the earth to 5°, and before the next 

observation I should conjecture that the aeronaut must have 

passed the point of precipitation through a bed of clouds. After 

crossing this plane the temperature and the force of the vapour 

rapidly decreased, and the degree of dryness increased with the 

ascent. 

'llie condition of the atmosphere appears to have varied con¬ 

siderably witli the progress in-Iand, and in receding from the 

sea the force of the vapour seems to have decreased, and the 

temperature of the air still more rapidly. Tlic point of deposi¬ 

tion in the descent was passed in a shower of rain, at a 

distance of not more than 3,630 feet above the surface of the 

earth, Uic constituent temperature of the vapour having fallen 

16°, and the temperature of the air not less than 24° in the 

short space of thirty-five minutes. The increase of the density 

of the vapour towards the surface of the earth, was much more 

gradual during the descent over the land than during the as¬ 

cent over the sea: was the difference owing to a large body of 

vapour rising from the sea ? The tcm])erature of the water at 

the time would have been a valuable addition to the observations. 

It is to be hoped that Mr. Green will be enabled to persevere 

in his exertions, as a continuation of such observations cannot 

fail to be of the utmost use to science. It would be desirable 

also that he should be a little more particular in noticing the 

diflexcut indications of the atmosphere, that is to say, the course 

of the wind on the surface of tlu: earth, and the direction of the 

different currents—-the height of the clouds and the temperature 

when crossing them, and whether there is more than one stratum 

at different heights. Now that he is aware of the tendency of 

the difi'erent experiments, there are, no doubt, many particulars 

which will readily suggest themselves to him, and he will not, 

of course, neglect to make observations before his departure, 



Art. XIII. Proceedings of the Royal Socielj/. 

The following papers have been read at the table of the 

Royal Society, since our last report. 

May 31. Some experiments on temperature, with a view 

of determining the ratio of temperature, and the point of 

absolute cold, by John Herapatii, Esq., communicated by 

Davies Gilbert, Esq., F.R.S. 

June 7. An account of the re-measurement of the cube, 

cylinder and sphere, used by the late Sir George Siiuck- 

HiTUGH Evelyn, in his inquiries respecting a standard of 

weights and measures: by Capt. Henry Kater. 

21. An account of observations made at the observatory of 

Trinity College, Dublin, since 1818, for investigating the paral¬ 

lax and aberration of the fixed stars, and the effects of lunar 

nutation : by the Rev. John. Brinkley, D. D. 

28. On the effects produced in the rates of chronometers by 

the proximity of masses of iron: by Peter Barlow,Esq., 

communicated by John Barrow, Esq. 

July 5. Some positions respecting the influence of the vol¬ 

taic battery, in obviating the effects of the division of the 8th 

pair of nerves, by A. P. Wilson Philip, M. D., communicated 

by B. C. Brodie, Esq. 

On the magnetic pbaenomena produced by electricity, and 

their relation to heat, occasioned by the same agent: by Sir 

Humphry Davy, Bart., P. 11. S. 

12. An investigation of some theorems relating to the 

theory of the earth, and the principle of equilibrium in 

fluids, by M. IIoene Wronski, communicated by John 

Pond, Esq., Astronomer Royal. 

Ou the peculiarities that distinguish the Manatee or Dugong 

of the West from that of the East Indies, by Sir Everahd 

lIo.Mr., Bart., V. P, R. S. 

On a new compound of Chlorine and Carbon, by Messrs. 

R. Phillips zmd Faraday, communicated by the President. 

On the Nerves ; giving an account of some experiments on 

their structure and functions, which lead to a new arrangement 

of the svstem, by Charles Bell, Esq., communicated by 



Art. XIV. ANALYSIS OP SCIENTIFIC BOOKS. 

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, for 

the Year 1821. Part I. 

In the limits assigned to this portion of our Journal^ it will 
not be possible to enter into a detailed account of the im¬ 
portant papers contained in the present half-volume of the 
Philosophical Transactions; we shall therefore aim at pre¬ 
senting our readers with a succinct view of the principal no¬ 
velties which they contain, and with the heads of the leading 
subjects which they discuss. 

The chemical papers, once forming so prominent and import¬ 
ant a feature in the publications of the Royal Society, nave 
lately suffered a serious defalcation, both in number and inte¬ 
rest: in the part now before us there is, however, a very inte¬ 
resting essay on the compounds of chlorine and carbon, by 
Mr. Faraday, the chemical assistant in the laboratory of tlie 
Royal Institution: there is also a communication from Dr. 
Henry on the aeriform compounds of charcoal and hydro¬ 
gen, which may be considered as supplementary to a memoir 
on the same class of bodies inserted in the Transactions 
for 1808. 

Physiology was so favourite a study with the late president, 
and his means of patronising and propagating the pursuit were 
so extensive, and generally so well directed, that the Trans¬ 
actions, during the long series of yearS which he filled the chair 
of the Society, were the depositary of the principal investiga¬ 
tions and discoveries in that department of knowledge; and 
comparative anatomy, which may be regarded as its basis, was 
proportionally promoted under the same auspices; it is, liow- 
ever, remarkable, when the botanical propensities of the late 
Sir Joseph Banks are taken into the account, that the structure 
and physiology of vegetables have been very sparingly and imper¬ 
fectly noticed in the publications of the scientific body over 
which he presided; whereas the anatomy and functions of the 
animal creation are prominently treated of, and sumptuously 
illustrated, in almost every volume of the Transactions pub¬ 
lished during the last five-and-twenty years. For these con¬ 
tributions we are principally indebted to the indefatigable 
exertions of Sir Everard Home, who has thus shown that the 
abstract pursuits of science are not incompatible with laborious 
and extensive surgical avocations, and who, in furnishing the 
student with an example of the true means of acquiring pro¬ 
fessional celebrity, has also opened to himself an inexhaustible 
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leisure and retirement which declining years necessarily bring 
with them. This part of the Transactions contains two com- 
iniinicatioiis from Sir Everard upon physiological subjects; 
under the same head we may class an account of the urinary 
organs of two species of frogs, by Dr. Davy; and two letters 
addressed to the President, showing a singular influence of the 
male upon the progeny of the female. 

Geology has not of late years constituted any prominent fea¬ 
ture in the Transactions of this Society; this is partly to be 
attributed to the speculative tone of much that has been 
r/ritten upon this subject, and which renders it unflt for the 
Transactions of a society for the promotion of natural know¬ 
ledge ; and partly to the magnificent publications of the Geo¬ 
logical Society; in which, with much that is light and trifling, 
there are many papers of standard excellence and laborious 
research. How far this and other similar philosophical asso¬ 
ciations aflect the general interests of British science, is a 
question of such pith and moment, as to require extended and 
serious consideration. In our opinion, (which has certainly 
not been hastily, and we trust not superficially formed) with 
much good, they have been productive of more harm; they 
have in some instances perhaps brought talents into the field 
which might otherwise nave lain dormant; they have also 
excited a temporary interest in the welfare and pursuit of 
science among a class of persons whose names are only known 
as contributors to the funds of the establishments; but then, 
they have created petty dissensions and paltry jealousies among 
those who once were friends and colleagues, and have 
tended to scatter and subdivide the forces of science in a way 
most unpropitious to its true welfare. We remember when 
all that was eminent in philosophy and excellent in art was 
to be found at the weekly meeting of the Royal Society in 
Somerset-Place; he who wanted information sought and 
found it there; strangers assembled to converse with the 
learned of the land; and, though a hostile breeze now and 
then rufllcd the good understanding and friendly intercourse 
of the members, it soon subsided into a prosperous calm. But 
now, the forces of science are not merely scattered but dis¬ 
united, and among philosophers as among politicians, we 
have, under other names, torics, whigs, and radicals. He who 
wants to consult the learned and examine the records of 
science, is driven from the east to the west, and from the 
north to the south; up stairs, down stairs, and even some¬ 
times into my lady’s chamber, before he can find the object of 
his search and inquiry; losing that time which might be occu- 
piad in digesting and extending his information, in traversing 
the most opposite quarters of the metropolis, mounting into 



only to be had in Albcraarle-street, or the agreeable reverse; 
and at length finding that, for want of method and good under¬ 
standing, he loses a week in London in search of that which 
a day would effect in Paris. We, however, by no means intend 
to hold up the literary and scientific establishments of France 
as deserving unalloyed praise or unqualified imitation; there 
is about them, that jobbing servility, and cringing subser¬ 
viency, which betrays their shackles and dependence. 

But, not to lose time in the further enumeration of the 
serious and multiplied inconveniences which obviously result 
from the divisions and subdivisions into which the scientific 
establishments of the metropolis are split, let us, briefly as may 
be, inquire whether any tangible remedy is at hand, which, 
while it includes the advantages of the disunion, may at the 
same time heal the dissensions which it creates, and fill up the 
cha.sms which it has induced. 

Should government be seriously memorialized and appealed 
to in behalf of the semi-bankrupt state of our scientific bodies 
in general? should we humbly pray relief, and suggest 
the benefit that would accrue from the establishment of hono¬ 
rary rewards, and other distinctions, which very moderate 
pecuniary aid would confer? Should they be told that the 
apartments of the Royal Society in Somerset-House arc alto¬ 
gether inadequate; that they are out of repair; that the 
valuable library is scattered through various rooms for want of 
one large enough to receive it; that the Society has been 
obliged to dispose of a variety of instruments and apparatus 
in consequence of the expense of hiring an apartment for their 
preservation ? should not the Society at once pray for a palace 
in the new street, appropriately convenient and magnificent, 
and humbly request that the sum of 50,OOOZ. be furthrt- granted 
to the body to defray various necessary expenses, and to esta¬ 
blish a fund for its future exigencies ? Should we not hint at 
the Jardin des Plantes, and its sumptuous museum and amphi¬ 
theatre ; at the palace of the Institute, and the magnificent 
hall of the Louvre appropriated to its members. To this and 
much more, the Chancellor of the Exchequer might reply 
nearly as follows: “ Gentlemen; His Majesty’s government has 
at all times shewn its disposition to promote the objects of science 
when fit opportunity has presented itself, but under existing 
circumstances, I should not feel justified in advising the in¬ 
creased expenditure which the adoption of your request would 
involve: Uie Parisian establishments, to which you have 
alluded, have not conferred such exaltation and improvement 
upon science as to render them objects of our imitation, for 
with means derived from private sources, you have achieved 
conquests in the dominions of knowledge which arc without 



Batiks, who, as president of the Royal Society during a very 
extended period, must have been well acquainted with the 
real interests of science, thought lit to bequeath a small 
fraction of their enormous property, to the establishment of 
scientific prizes, or to any other similar purpose, it would be 
presumption on the part of His Majesty’s government to adopt 
a measure, whichj however plausible in appearance, must be 
open to objections and liable to misapplication." We do not 
mean to consent to this reply, because we are convinced that 
even in the present slate of things, a very few thousand pounds, 
granted with discernment to the calls of science, would pro¬ 
duce effects incalculably beneficial; we are also convinced that 
the llumford and Copley medals, which are so judiciously 
bestowed by the council of the Royal Society*, have been pro¬ 
ductive of much honourable emulation; but yet we think the 
opposite argument fairly inferable from the premises. 

If, however, we are not in error, the remedy of the evils 
adverted to is not necessarily dependant upon extraneous aid. 
That the Royal Society, as the parent establishment, claims 
precedence, will not be disputed; let it therefore stand at the 
iiead of a Scientific College, and let the other Societies arrange 
themselves as committees, each as heretofore pursuing their 
individual avocations, under a chairman, a president, and 
officers of tlieir own; let the meetings of the Royal Society, 
and of the various scientific committees, be held under the 
same roof, and their publications appear in the same volume, 
either as communications to the Royal Society, or as the 
Transactions of the various committees; let the books, instru¬ 
ments, and collections also be preserved in the same building; 
and let the expenses of the whole be defrayed from a general 
fund raised as heretofore, by subscriptions to the Society and 
its coininitteus, but rendered infinitely more effective by con¬ 
centration upon one object, instead of being frittered away in 
the small items of separate establishments. 

AVe arc quite aware that this scheme will be called Utopian 
and chimerical, but much that has been thought impossible has 
come to pass ; the steam-engine has done wonders in this way; 
and when gas-lights were first talked of, we remember one 
of the must eminent and profound men of science in this 
or any other country, asserted that “ a company might as 
well be formed for lighting T.ondon with a slice of the moon, 
as for carrying the gas from pit-coal through the streets of the 
metropolis.” It is not therefore impossible, wc even trust, not 

Wc wish itiind born pcruiitled to us to i|Uote Dr. Wollaston’s admirable 
disrtoiirsc to the Koyal Society, upon the SUlh of Novemlirr last, when the 
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improbable, that if there were that desirable uaion among Bci^n-> 
ti6c establishments to which we have adverted, the nation might 
atleastaiford such assistance as wouldenaMe them to be suitably, 
and even sumptuously, lodged. We have indeed heard that it is 
in contemplation to remove Carlton Palace, to continue the new 
street down to Westminster Abbey, and to erect in an open 
part of it, opposite to the Horseguards and Whitehall, a building 
appropriated to the Royal Society and the Royal Academy: if 
this be so, we trust that the British Museum will not be forgotten; 
and that its treasures will be removed to some repository less 
frail than that which now contains them; not one of those eva¬ 
nescent combinations of lath,plaster,cement and brickbats,which 
adorn Waterloo-Place, but a good honest stone building, which, 
in our opinion, could not be better situated than upon the site 
of the present edifice. It has, indeed, been rumoured, that the 
Duke of Bedford has thrown difficulties in the way of such an 
undertaking; but surely the ungracious impediment of which we 
heard could not come directly from a person possessed of less 
patriotism than his Grace, for the houses which surround the 
garden of the present Museum would be rather improved than 
injured by the erection of a series of courts and galleries for 
the reception of the various collections; there is “ rottenness" 
somewhere, or something would, long ere this, have been accom¬ 
plished towards redressing those grievances of which wc have 
only given a scanty outline, and of which not only the scientific 
world, but the public at large, have a right to complain. 

The casual mention of the Geological Society led us to this 
digression, which is not, wc hope, altogether misplaced in an 
examination of the labours of the Royal Society, to which we 
now revert. One geological paper is contained in this part of 
the transactions, relating to a subject which requires more at¬ 
tention than it has received; and if the author be not in error, 
he has discovered a fact of much curiosity, and some impor¬ 
tance. The mountain limestone of Plymouth lies directly upon 
clay-slate, and is remarkably scanty in organic remains; it in¬ 
cludes certain caverns, perfectly insulated, some of which are 
incrusted with stalactite, and present nothing remarkable. In 
others, Mr. Whidbey, the author of this communication, has 
discovered certain fossil bones; these caves were without any 
stalactitical incrustation, having only a little dry clay at the 
bottom, and we beg the reader’s attention to the following par¬ 
ticulars : “ The cavity was entirely surrounded by compact 
limestone rock, about eight feet above high-water mark, fifty- 
five feet below the surface of the rock, one hundred and seventy- 
four yards from the original face of the quarries, and about one 
hundred and twenty yards in that direction from the spot where 
the former bones were found in 1816." The bones, as appears 



ceros, the bear, and an animal of the deer kind, and of another 
animal of the size of the bear. Mr. Whidbey abstains from any 
speculations respecting the catastrophe by which these bones 
were thus entombed in the solid rock, and properly enough rests 
content with a naked statement of what he considers to be the 
fact. 

The late volumes of the Philosophical Transactions have 
abounded in important contributions to physical science, and 
the part before us is, in this respect, not deficient; it includes a 
paper on the magnetic pheenomena produced by electricity, by 
Sir H. Davy; two important communications, results of the 
accurate diligence of Captain Kater; and a notice from the same, 
respecting a volcanic appearance in the moon; and lastly, an 
account of a micrometer made of rock crystal, byMr.Dollond. 

Having thus generally surveyed the contents of this volume, 
we shall proceed in a few instances to particularize their 
details. 

i. O/t the black Rete Mucosum of the Negro, being a Defence 
against ike scorching Effects of the Sun's Rays. By Sir E. 
Home, Bart., F.R.S. 

As black surfaces become infinitely more heated than white, 
by exposure to the sun's rays, it has long puzzled physiologists 
to account for the black colour of the negro; or to develope the 
ends attained by that intensity of colour bestowed by the un¬ 
erring hand of nature upon the Inhabitants of tropical climates. 
In this paper Sir Everard has rendered it probable that the 
blistering and irritation which Europeans, not accustomed to 
much exposure, suffer from the scorching rays of an equatorial 
sun, is attributable to a peculiar effect of the solar radiant matter, 
unconnected with the heat which it excites. By the black 
colour of the negro’s skin the radiant matter of the sun is ab¬ 
sorbed, and converted into sensible or thermometric heat, and 
is thus disarmed of its mischievous tendency. 

If we expose the back of the hand to very intense sunshine, 
uncovered, or covered with any thin white tissue, it becomes 
infiamed and blistered; but if similarly exposed under a cover¬ 
ing of black, it suffers no inconvenience, though the temperature 
in the former case falls far short of that excited in the latter. 

Having described a variety of experiments to this ppint. Sir 
Everard very properly takes opportunity to observe that “ the 
same wise Providence which has given so extraordinary a pro¬ 
vision to the negro for the defence of his skin while living within 
the tropics, has extended it to the bottom of the eye, which 



to a strong light, the retina from its transparency allowing it to 
pass through without injury.'’ “ That the nigrum pigraentum is 
not necessary for vision, but only provided as a defence against 
strong light, is proved by its being darker in the Negro than in 
the liluvopean, and lighter in fair people than in dark, and there¬ 
fore lightest in those countries farthest removed from the effects, 
of the sun.” “ In the monkey it is dark, and in all animals 
that look upwards. In all birds, exposed to the sun’s rays, it is 
black. In fishes, the basking shark which lies upon the surface 
of the ocean, has a nigrum pigmeutum. The turbot and skate 
which lie upon banks of sand in shallow water, have nigrum pig- 
mentum. In all ruminating animals and birds of prey, there is 
a broad tapetum at the bottom of the eye. The owl, that never 
sees the sun, has no nigrum pigmentum.” “ The coup defied 
I attribute to the scorching effects of the sun’s rays upon the 
scalp. The Egyptian ophthalmia I consider to be the effect of 
the sun’s rays, and the glare of reflected light.” 

ii. On the Magnetic Pheenomena produced Inj Electricity, in a 
Letter frmn Sir H. Davy, Bart., F.il.S., to W. H. Wol¬ 
laston, M.D., P.R.S. 

The intimate connexion, if not the identity, of magnetism 
and electricity, has long been suspected, and indeed partly <le- 
monstrated; the recent discoveries of M. Oersted have com¬ 
pletely proved the subsisting relation of these powers of matter, 
and have set a number of persons to work at the repetition and 
extension of his inquiries. In our last Number we have trans¬ 
lated M. Biot’s communication to the Parisian Academy of 
Sciences upon tins subject, and upon a former occasion (vol. x. 
p. 361,) our readers have been presented with an outline of the 
recent discoveries connected with it. Since the date of this 
paper, Sir Humphry has himself extended his interesting expeii- 
ments and observations ; and in .luly last, he read a second me¬ 
moir to tire Royal Society, in which much that is left Incomplete 
and undetermined in the paper now before us, is perfected and 
cleared up; ot this we shall give an account in due lourse. 

iii. Communication of a simjular Fact in Natural History. By 
the Right Hon. the Eaul of MoiiTON, F.il.S. 

iv. Particulars of a Pact nearly similar to that related try Lokd 
Mouton, by Danikl Giles, Esq. 

Under these mysterious titles the following facts will be 
found. Some years ago Lord -Morton, desirous ofdomesti- 
Oiltilll? llic* f^nrlf^avmirpfl i ik'itil*! filial 



of tl)at species, but succeeded only in obtaining a male; he 
therefore tried to breed from the male quagga and a chestnut 
mare, and the result was a female hybrid of decidedly mixed 
origin; the mare was afterwards bred from by a black Arabian 
horse, and this latter produce exhibits in colour and mane a 

, striking resemblance to the quagga. It is curious enough that 
features not belonging to the dam should be communicated 
through her to the progeny of another male. 

Mr. Giles says, “ I will now give the best account I can of 
my sow and her produce.” She was of Mr. Western’s black and 
white breed. Ten years ago she was bred from by a boar of 
the wild breed, of a deep chestnut colour; the pigs, (her first 
litter,) were duly mixed, the colour of the boar being in some 
of them very predominant. Tlie sow was afterwards twice bred 
from by Mr. Western’s boars, and in Ijoth instances chestnut 
marks were prevalent in the litter, which in other instances 
had never presented any appearance of the kind. 

V. TI,i: Croonian Lecture. Microscopical Observations on the 
followuKj Subjects: On the Brain and Nerves; showing that the 
Materials of ivhich they are composed exist in the Blood. On 
the Discovery of Valves in the Branches of the Vas Breve, 
lying between the villous and jnuscular Coats of the Stomach. 
On the Structure of the Spleen. By Sir Evkrard Home, 

Bart. V. P. li. S. 

This lecture will be read with much interest by those who 
are bold enough to fathom the depths of modern physiology, 
and who put that confidence in Mr. Bauer’s microscopical ob¬ 
servations which we think they deserve. He examined the 
optic nerve and found it to consist of many bundles of fine 
fil)res, formed of very minute globules united by a soluble trans¬ 
parent jelly. “ By tlu' discovery of this transparent substance,” 
says Sir Evetard, “ we become acquainted with the nature of the 
medullary structure of the nerves, and can form some idea of their 
action, which till now 1 confess mysell' to have been totally 
unacquainted with. The nerves as well as the retina are com¬ 
posed of this ncwly-discovcred transjy.irent substance which is 
very elastic and soluble in water, and globules of and 

■u/oiT parts of an inch in diameter. Its transparency and solu- 
bility account for its having remained concealed; and were it 
not coagulable, iii which state it becomes opaque, its existence 
might even now be considered as equivocal.” The brain is 
also, as Mr. Bauer’s observations show, a conglomerate of 
globules and soluble mucus, the former arranged into fibres and 
bundles, lield together by the latter. It is pervaded by blood¬ 
vessels, but the arteries never anastomose, and the veins, which 



office of lymphatics, carrying the absorbed matter into the supe¬ 
rior longitudinal sinus. 

Our readers are probably aware that among metaphysicians 
there is some slight discrepancy of opinion respecting the head¬ 
quarters of the sensorium and the seat of the soul. Physio¬ 
logists have also differed respecting the functions of the various 
parts of the brain ; after the trash that has lately been current 
upon these subjects, we feel particularly indebted to Sir Everard 
for the following sterling facts: 

That the cortical part of the brain is the seat of memory, is an opinion 
1 have long entertained, from finding that any continued undue pressure 
upon the upper anterior jparl of the brain entirely destroys memory, and a 
less degree materially diminishes it. Pressure upon the dura mater, where 
the skiHl has been trepanned, puts a temporary st(»p to all sense, which is 
restored the moment that pressure is removed; and the organ appears to 
receive no injury from repeated experiments of this kind having been 
made. In hydrocephalus, when the fluid is in large quantity, and there 
only remains the cortical part of the brain and pons Verolii connecting it to 
the cerebellum, sdl the functions goon, and the memory can retain pas¬ 
sages of poetiy, so as to say them by Heart; but a violent shake or the 
head produces instant insensibility. Pressure in a slight degree upon the 
sinciput, produced in one case complete derangement, with violent excess 
of the passion of lust, both of which went oil upon removing, by the crown 
of the trepan, the depressed bone.’’ 

A little further on, adverting to the abundance and office of 
the transparent mucus, Sir Everard says, “ There can be no 
doubt that the communication of sensation and volition more 
or less depend upon it.” Indeed, it is evident that those func¬ 
tions cannot be ascribed to any individual component of the 
brain and nerves, but belong to them as entire structures. 

The remainder of this part of the lecture is taken up in 
attempting to show that the above-mentioned mucus exists 
ready formed in the blood, and .that it is the medium by 
which the colouring matter is attached to the surface of the red 
globules,’’ and that fat may exist in the blood. 

Having dismissed the structure of the brain, the next portion 
of this lecture is devoted to a subject which some of our 
readers will perhaps consider as of paramount importance; 
namely, to the provision for carrying off the fluids taken into 
the stomach, whenever the quantity or quality interferes with 
the process of digestion. 

“ To do this by the route of the thoracic duct, was not only too circuitous 
to correspond with the general simplicity of the operations of nature, hut 
was mixing these heterogeneous liquids in too crude a state, with the ge¬ 
neral circulation of the blood. That there was some unusual mode of 
conveying fluids from the stomach to the urinary bladder, 1 have upon a 
fonner occasion established, since they arrived there when both the pylorus 
and thoracic duct were tied up, and the spleen was removed out of the 
body ; but till the fact of valvular vessels supplying the office of absrtr- 
bents was ascertained, any opinion respecting the route of fluids from the 
stomach, must continue to be entirely hypothetical.*’ 



such Vessels, and to describe tlieir situation and appearance, 
aided by engravings of Mr. Bauer’s admirable drawings. 

“ To show th^ course of the absorbed fluids, as well as to give a clear 
idea of every thing counected with so imperiaM a discovery, a drawing uf 
^ spleen, the vas breve« and cardiac portion of the stomach, is annexed 
[PI. IV ;J and as the trunk of the splenic vein forma one of the trunks of 
the vena ports, the liquids are directly carried to the liver, forming a part 
of the materials employed ,in producing the bile; the remainder only 
returning by the vena cava to the heart. 

“ This additional quantity of liquids passing along the splenic vein, 
accounts for its being five times the size of the artery, as well as for the 
blood in that vein having a greater proportion of serum than the blood in 
any oUier, which has been long asserted, and which I found by actual 
experiment to bo the case; but being unable to account for it, as I can 
DOW, I was willing to admit that the mode ef measuring might be er¬ 
roneous.** 

The remaining section of this lecture is dedicated to the 
structure and uses of the spleen. Ii is shown to consist of 
blood-vessels, between which there is no cellular membrane, 
the interstices being tilled Avilh scrum, and with the colouring 
matter of the blood from the lateral orifices in the veins 
when these vessels arc distended, which scrum is afterwards 
removed by the absorbents belonging to the organ, and carried 
into the thoracic duct by a very large absorbent trunk; 
so that from this mechanism “ the spleen appears to be 
a reservoir for the superabundant serum, lymph globules, 
soluble mucus, and colouring matter, carried into the circu¬ 
lation immediately after the process of digestion is com* 
pleted.’* 

vi. On two new Compounds of Chlorine and Carton, and on a new 
Coinpound of Iodine^ Carbon^ and Hydrogen. By Mr. M. 
Faraoay, Chcynical Assistant in the Royal Institution. 

In a former number of our Journal we have abstracted the 
material facts contained in this paper*, (vol. x., p. 386;) our 
readers will there observe that the author has described the 
properties of two new compounds of chlorine and carbon; in 
conjunction with Mr. Phillips, he lias more recently ascer¬ 
tained the existence of another combination of the same ele¬ 
ments in different proportions, so that chlorine and carbon 
which a year ago were not known to be susceptible of chemical 
union, arc now shown to constitute three distinct compounds. 

I'he various direct and collateral researches by which the 
nature and properties of these bodies are determined and 
illustrated, arc am^ly and explicitly given in the paper before 
us, which we consider as a truly valuable contribution to che- 

published at lengtii iu Mr. Pliillips’s Annals of PJii~ 



mical science; Mr. Faraday is simple and perspicuous without 
being superficial or hasty; he has sometimes handled the 
more abstract parts of chemistry, but has always kept clear 
of that affected jargon which characterizes a set of writers that 
may be designated the Berzelian School, and who are fond of 
mystifying and obscuring the simplest facts and doctrines of 
the science, by symbols and algebra: nothing is easier than 
to write a, b, c, instead of 1, 2, 3 ; to represent carbon by a 
great C, and chlorine by a little c, and then to call the chlo¬ 
ride of carbon C + c, and the bichloride C + c*, and so forth; 
but what then ? chemistry is not yet ripe for these innovations; 
and when it is, they must come ^om abler heads than those of 
their present propounders. 

vii. An Account of the Comparison of various British Standards 
of linear Measure. By Captain Henry Kater, F.R.S. 

Captain Rater’s communications to the Royal Society have of 
late been numerous and important; they are not, generally speak¬ 
ing, of a popular cast, and have not therefore attracted that gene¬ 
ral notice which is bestowed upon productions carrying more sail 
with less ballast; independently too of their intrinsic value, they 
are written in a style peculiarly clear and intelligible. Nothing 
is hastily thrust forward in an unfinished state, with the mere 
view of prc-occupying the ground ; no immature opinions arc 
started for the purpose of anticipating the results of others 
engaged in similar pursuits *. 

The paper before us, one only of several connected with the 
same subject, contains the details of a laborious series of in¬ 
quiries connected with the .Reports of the Commissioners of 
Weights and Measures ; for the third and last of which we refer 
to the last volume of this Journal, p. 378. Our readers will 
also there find the results of some further inquiries instituted 
by Captain Kater, relative to the re-measurement of Sir George 
Shuckburgh’s cube, sphere, and cylinder, the details of which 
he has also given to the Royal Society, whose Transactions 
arc certainly the fit repository for these and all similar docu¬ 
ments. 

viii. An Account of the Urinary Organs and Urine of tvio Species 
of the genus liana. By John Davy, M.D. F.R.S. 

The bull-frog, (rana faiirina, Cuvier,j and the brown toad, 
(bvfo fuscus, Laurenti,) arc the two species to which the author’s 

* rf^mnrks to ns bv sweonitJH nnil iinlinniidnil 



observations are limited in this paper, which is dated from 
Ceylon: the former inhabits the lake of Colombo; the latter 
abounds in the houses and streets of the Pettah. The specific 
gravity of the urine of the bull-frog is about 1003, and common 
salt, with a little phosphate of lime, and a trace of urea, are 
the only ingredients detected in it The specific gravity of the 
urine of the brown-toad is 1008; its constituents similar to 
the above, but the proportion of urea more considerable. For 
the anatomical facts we must refer to the paper itself; the fol¬ 
lowing physiological observations are important in relation to 
the treatment of urinary disorders; as such we quote them at 
length. 

- Perhaps additional facta are not required to prove, that the secretion 
of the kidneys of animals depends more on the intimate and invisible 
structure of these organs, than on the kind of Toud the animals consume ; 
were such factn wanting, there would be no difficulty in fuTnishing them. 
How different is the urine of the brown-toad and that of any species of 
small lizards! yet flies are the favourite and common diet of both animals. 
Other remarkable instances might be mentioned, of similarity of diet and 
difference of uriuury secretion : and, rice versri, instances might be afforded 
of difference of diet and similarity of urine : 1 will mention one only ; it 
is that of parrots and snakes; their urine, as I have found, being much the 
same, consisting chiefly of uric acid, though tlieir diet is altogether differ¬ 
ent, the birds feeding entirely on vegetable matter, and the reptiles en¬ 
tirely on animalmatter. But let me nut be supposed to maintain (hat tile 
urinary secretion depends entirely on the organ, quite independent of the 
nature of the fond or of the bloocf, from which the elements of the urine are 
derived. It appears to be pretty satisfactorily proved, that cofteris parifmSj 
there is a certain relation between the nature of the food and of the urine. 
Whilst this has been generally admitted, the relation between the organ 
and the secretion has berii less insisted on, though perhaps not less curious 
an<l deserving of attention/’ 

ix. Ah Accomit of a Micrormier 7nadc of Rock Crystal. By 
(t. Doli.ond, F.R.S. 

Rock crystal lias been applied to telescopes in various ways 
for the purposes of micrometrical measurements: Mr. Dollond's 
improvement consists in making a sphere or lens from a piece 
of rock crystal, and adapting it to a telescope in the place of 
the usual oyo-glass, and from its natural double refracting pro¬ 
perty rendering it useful us a micrometer. 

The advantages of this application of the crystal consist in 
the saving of the time required to find the proper angle for 
ciiUing it, and working its surfaces with sufficient accuracy; 
in being able to take the angle on each side zero, without re¬ 
versing the eye-tube, and also to take intermediate angles 

the more purpogte, as wc presume, of laying claim to the merit of future 
discoveries, to which they are less entitled than the Marquis of Worcester 
to the invention of the steam-engine, or Roger Bacon to that of gun¬ 
powder. 



between zero and the greatest separation of the images without 
exchanging any part of the eye-tube, it being only required to 
move the axis in which the sphere is placed. It also possesses 
the property of an eye-tube or lens not intended for microme¬ 
trical purposes, for wnen the axis of the crystal is parallel to 
that of the object glass, only one image will be formed. A 
plate is annexed to this paper, illustrative of the contri* 
vance. 

X. The Bakerian Lecture: on the best kind of Steel and Form for 
a compass^necdle. By Captain Henky Kater, F.R.S. 

On the return of the expedition under the command of 
Captain Ross, which sailed in search of a north-west passage, 
it appeared that the compasses became nearly useless from the 
diminution of directive force, in consequence of the vicinity 
of the magnetic pole. Some of the azimuth compasses then 
employed were of Captain Kater’s invention ; he was therefore 
naturally anxious that the next expedition, (under the command 
of Lieutenant Parry,) should be furnished with instruments 
combining as much power and sensibility as possible ; with this 
intention, our author undertook the experiments which form the 
subject of the valuable practical document before us, and from 
which he draws the following inferences : 

** 1. That the best material for compass-needles is ebek sprinf^; but care 
must be taken in forming the needle to expose it as seldom as possible 
to heat, otherwise its capability of receiving magnetism will be much 
diiDinished. 

2. That the best form for a compass-needle is the pieced rhombuSy in the 
proportion of about five inches in length to two inches in width, this form 
being susceptible of the greatest directive force. 

** S. That the best mode of tempering a compass-needle is, first to harden 
it at a red heat, and then to soften it from the middle to about an inch from 
each extremity, by exposing it to a heat sufficient to cause the blue colour 
which arises again to disappear. 

4. That in the same plate of steel of the size of a few square inches 
only, portions are found varying considerably in their capability of receiving 
magnetism, though not apparently difleriDg in any other respect. 

**• 5. That polishing the needle has no e£tect on its magnetism. 
6. That the best mode of communicating magnetism to a needle, fappears to be by placing it in the magnetic meridian, joining the opposite 

tofes of a pair of bar magnets (the magnets being in the same line), and 
aying the magnets so Joined flat upon the needle with their poles upon its 

centre; then having elovated the distant extremities of the magnet^ so that 
they may form an angle of about two or three degrees with the needle, they 
are to he drawn from the centre of the needle to the extremities, carefully 
preserving the same inclination, and having joined the poles of the magnets 
at a distance from the needle, the operation is to be repeated ten or twelve 
times on each surface. 

" 7. That in needles from five to eight inches in length, their weights 
being equal, the directive forces are nearly as the lengtlis. 

8. That the directive force does not depend upon extent of surface, but 
\r% nAafllflft t\f nAarlv fliA aomp Ipnirth sinrl l/irm. le »a thp mnae 



^ soft iron, depends, as Mr. Barlow has advanced, on extent of surface, 
and is wholly independent of the mass, except a certain thickness of the 
iron, amountine to about two-tenths or an inch, which is requisite for the 
complete devetopement of its attractive energy. 

xi. Notice respecting a Volcanic Appearance in the Moon^ in a 
Letter addressed to the President. By Captain Hknat Kater, 

F.R.S. 

We have heard of volcanos in the moon, but when we con¬ 
sider the fallacies to which observations of her surface are 
liable, even when made with the most experienced eyes and 
perfect instruments, we are induced to doubt the identity of 
most of these appearances with terrestrial volcanic phenomena, 
and to applaud Captain Kater for the caution shewn in the 
title of this letter, where he calls the luminous spot which he 
discovered, not a volcano, but a volcanic appearance* On 
Sunday evening, the 4th of February, 1821, the moon being 
two days old, and the evening clear, Captain Kater observed 
a luminous spot in the dark part of her orb; its appearance 
was that of a small nebula, subtending an angle of three or 
four seconds, and of variable brightness. A luminous 
point/' says our author, would suddenly appear in its centre, 
and as suddenly disappear, and these changes would some¬ 
times take place in the course of a few seconds. On the 5th, 
6th, and 7th, it was again observed, but not afterwards." We 
should have mentioned that the telescope which Captain Kater 
used was a Newtonian, of 6i inches aperture, with a power of 
seventy-four. An engraving accompanies this paper. 

xii. A farther Account of Fossil BoneSy discovered in Caverns^ 
enclosed in the Limestone Rocks at Plymouth. By Joseph 

WlllDREY, Esq. 

Wc have already given the essence of this paper; it includes 
Mr. Whidbey’s account of the situation of the caverns, and Sir 
Everard Home’s catalogue of the relics, which we think are 
not quite properly called fossil bones; this, however, might 
easily be determined by chemical analysis. They are deposited 
in the museum of the College of Surgeons. 

xiii. On the Aeriform Compounds of Charcoal and Hydrogen^ 
with an account of some additional Experiments on the Ga^es 
from Oil and from Coal. By William Heniit, M. D. 
F.R.S., ^'C. 

The labours of Dr. Henry have tended more perhaps tlian 



perties of those compound inflammable gaseous bodies of 
which charcoal and hydrogen are the principal constituents, 
and which arc evolved during the destructive distillation of 
various vegetable and animal products. Much, however, still 
remains to be eflTected ; it remains to be ascertained whether 
there are two or more definite combinations of carbon and 
hydrogen, or whether the supposed varieties are merely mix¬ 
tures of one definite compound (olefiant gas) with variable 
proportions of pure hydrogen; the exact nature, too, of the 
gases from coal and oil is by no means made out; indeed wc 
do not know whether the anomalies which they present to 
the analyst, are referable to the presence of some highly in¬ 
flammable and volatile oily vapour, or to the existence of some 
hitherto unexamined compound of hydrogen and carbon; wc 
arc inclined to lean to the former opinion, for the illuminating 
power of the gas from oil is diminished by violent com¬ 
pression ; by subjection to intense cold ; by long exposure to 
water; and by passing it through alcohol; and in all these 
cases it loses oily matter, and requires consequently less oxygen 
for its perfect combustion. Whether there be two definite 
compounds of carbon and hydrogen, or one only, is a question 
which should be determined before the other ramifications of 
this inquiry can be satisfactorily traced; in the Bakerian 
lecture for 1820, Mr. Brandc has advanced the former opinion ; 
Dr. Thomson was the first to oppose it in the late edition of 
his System; but we have already canvassed and quashed his 
criticism *. 

Dr. Henry also argues in favour of the existence of light 
hydrocarbonate; such parts of his argument as hinge upon 
Dr. Thomson’s authority wc shall not notice; the others are 
chiefly the following. The gas obtained from tlm clayey 
bottom of a stagnant pool contained its volume of carbonic 
acid, and of nitrogen; the jmre portion required two vo¬ 
lumes of oxygen for combustion, and gave one volume of 
carbonic acid; its specific gravity was about .55(5. Now as 
these results agree with those obtained by Sir H. Davy in his 
analysis of Jire-damp, Dr. Henry says there appears no reason 
for refusing to consider carburetted hydrogen (light) as a 
true chemical compound, and were any additional argument 
necessary to establish its definite nature, he observes that it 
might be derived from tho action of water, which absorbs it 
in a constant proportion, and again evolves it unaltered when 
heated. But with great deference for Dr. Henry’s opinion, 
wc suspect that this latter point has not been sufficiently veri¬ 
fied, and even if admitted, we doubt whether it would justifv 
the inference which is here drawn from it. 



Dc. Henry then says, that “ the process by which carburetted 
hydrogen gas is evolved in natural operations is no doubt the 
decomposition of water, and admits of being explained on the 
atomic theory of Mr. Dalton, by supposing two atoms of char¬ 
coal to act at once on two atoms of water,” 8fc. Now we con¬ 
fess that we have great doubts as to the above origin of car- 
buictted hydrogen gas, and. rather suspect that the decomposi¬ 
tion of vegetable and animal matter, is its principal, it not 
exclusive, source in nature; arising perhaps in coal-mines, from 
the action of whin dikes upon the coal, as suggested by Dr. 
Hutton; and derived in stagnant pools from the decomposition 
of the organic relics contained in the mud. As to the absence 
of carbonic oxide in the products of stagnant water, we would, 
in the first place, ask, has its absence been satisfactorily ascet' 
tained? and, secondly, admitting that it does not exist, why 
should we expect the presence of a compound which neither 
fermentation, putrefaction, nor respiration produce, and which 
is only sparingly and equivocally generated during the action 
of heat on pit-coal ? 

'I'he next portion of Dr. Henry’s paper relates to the action 
of chlorine on carburetted hydrogen; a subject, putting the 
purity of the carburetted hydrogen out of the question, so full 
of difficulties, so mixed up with the joint agency of light, heat, 
and water, upon the mixed gases, that we cannot presume here 
to review it in all its bearings, and shall therefore rest con¬ 
tent with thanking Dr. Henry for the new facts which he has 
stated in relation to it. 

In his “ Experiments on the tjas from oil," Dr. Henry has 
shewn that the gas obtained at diflerent times from oil of the 
same quality is by no means uniform in composition. The 
readers of this Journal w'ill probably require an apology for this 
mere mention of the “ oil questionbut the following remark, 
coming from a person of Dr. Henry's experience and accuracy, 
we think weighty in relation to it. “ So far,” he says, “ as my 
experience goes, no temperature short of ignition is sufficient 
for the dcconqiosition of oil into permanent combustible gases ; 
but the lower the heat that is employed, provided it be adequate 
to the effect, the heavier and more combustible is the gas, and 
the better suited to artificial illumination.” This paragraph is 
also important to the manufacturer of oil gas for domestic use, 
hut least he should be led into error, we would observe that 
although Dr. Henry is perfectly correct, it still does not answer 
to the manufacturer to obtain the gas in Messrs. Taylors' stoves, 
at the lowest possible temperature, that is, a dull red heat, for 
at that temperature, much cmpyreumatic condensible vapour 
is produced, and the bulk of the gas proportionably diminished : 
and though it he perfectly true that (he increased bulk of the 
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decomposition, and consequent expansion of the ohedant 
portion, and therefore attended by a certain diminution of illu¬ 
minating power, still, as far as economy is concerned, it will be 
found advantageous to make oil gas at a bright, or cherry-red, 
heat. 

The next section of Dr. Henry's paper contains the results 
of his experiments on coal gas, which arc conducted with his 
usual skill and patience, but the analyses are so much affected 
by the questions discussed in the concluding section, that we 
shall prefer employing our remaining space in calling the reader’s 
attenUon to the author’s “ inferences respecting the composition of 
that part of the gas from coal and oily which is condensed by contact 
with chlorine*^ By a variety of experiments. Dr. Henry con¬ 
siders it as proved, that that portion of oil and coal gas, which 
is condensible by chlorine, (light being excluded), is of a spe¬ 
cific gravity of 1.4 to 1.2, and consequently, that it is not pure 
olfiantgas. Again, both Dr. Henry and Mr. Dalton, agree 
that the portion of oil and coal gas condensible by chlorine, 
requires for its entire combustion not three volumes of oxygen 
(which would indicate olefiant gas,) but four volumes and a 
half; so that as our author himself remarks— 

It is evident from these facts that the aeriform ingredient of oil gas 
and coal gas. which is reducible to a liquid form by chlorine, is not identical 
with the olefiant gas olitained by the action of sulphuric acid on alcohol, 
but considerably exceeds that gas in specific gravity and combustibility. 
Two views may be taken of its nature; for it may either be a gas 
generis^ hitherto unknown, and constituted of hydrogen and charcoal in dif¬ 
ferent proportions from those composing any known compound of those 
elements; or it may be merely the vapour of a highly volatile oil, mingled 
in various proportions with olefiant gas, carburetted hydrogen, and the 
other combustible gases. Of these two opinions, Mr. Ualton is inclined 
to the first, considering it as supported by the fact that oil gas, or coal {'as, 
may be passed through water, without being deprived of the ingredient 
in question; and that this anomalous elastic fluid is absorbed by agitation 
with water, and again expelled by* heat or other gases, unchanged as to its 
cheniicalpropcrties, as we have both satisfied ourselves by repeated experi¬ 
ments. On the other hand, 1 have found that hydrogen gas, by remaining 
several days in narrow tubes in contact with fluid naphtha, acquires the 
property of being affected by chlorin^ precisely as if it were mixed with a 
small pro|>ortioD of olefiant gas ; and lam informed by Dr. Hope, that oil 
gas, wiien forcibly compressed in Gordon’s ^lortable gas lamp, deposits a 
portion of a highly volatile essential oil. The smell also of the liquid which 
IS condensed on the inner surface of a glass receiver, in which oil gas or 
coal gas has been mixed with chlorine, denotes the presence of chloric 
ether, evidently however mingled with the odour of some other fluid, which 
seems to me to bear most resemblance to that of spirit of turpentine. This 
part of the subject is well worthy of further investigation ; but having de¬ 
voted to the inquiry all the leisure which I am now able to command, 1 must 
remain satisfied at present with such conclusions as are safely deduciblo 
from the foregoing investigation.” 

We entirely agree with Dr. Henry that this subject deserves 
further investigation, and as no one can be better qualified for 
its prosecution than himself, we trust that he will resume and 
complete that which he has so ably commenced. It is not only 
interesting as an abstract chemical inquiry, but may also prove 
important in its relations to the economy of gas illumination. 



LECTIONS. No. VII. 

i. An Essay on the easiest and most convenient Method of 

calculating the Orbit of a Comet from Observations. By 

William Olbeus, M.D. 8vo. Weimar, 1797. 

[Continued from Vol. XI. p. 183.] 

Section II. 

On some Equations of the First and Second Order, which have 

been proposed for determining the Equations of Comets. 

§ 40. 

Now the chord k" being 7) ([® ” ~ + iy"'~^y')* 

+ (z'" — z')*); if we dcvelojie this formula, and remember 

that r'® = a,'® + »;'» + z'% and i*'"® = +2"'^, we shall 

find k" = (r * + r""i — 2x' x" — 2j/'y‘" — 2z' z'") : and since 

we had x' — cos a' — R' cos A', y = sin «' — R' sin A' 

z = tang 0 ; and x'" =: M^' cos a,'" — R cos A'", f" r= M ^ 

sin ot" — R'" sin A'", z'" = M^' tang B'"we obtain x' x" + 

y y"' = R' R'" cos (A'" - A') - g' R'" cos (A'" - «') - Mg' 

R' cos (A' - «!'■) + Mg'« cos - «';) and z' z'" = Mg'« 

tang B' tang 0''; so that the whole equation becomes k"^ = r'® 

+ r'"® - 2 R' ir cos (A'"-A') +2g' R" cos (A'"-*') + 2M 

g' R' cos (A' - a" ) - 2 Mg'* cos (»'" - - 2 Mg'* tang 0 

tang 0"; for which wc may write A = y (F + Gg' + Hg'»). 

§41. 
Now T being the time between the first and third observa¬ 

tion, wc have, from LAMnEiir’s very elegant theorem, 

(['■' + ’’ - ('■' + “)• 

sul)stituted, in this equation, the values of r', r" and A", we should 

uriive at an equation of enormous difficulty; it might, how¬ 

ever, be reduced to the 12th' degree by substituting for the 

equation of Lambeht ilic approximation of Duse'jouu, 

(/ 4- r'"') A"s 
T» =: i-; and even to the 6tli, by supposing 

r' + r" r'» -I- r'"* 
- MM / %S lirkWAVAt* of oil 



sible when r' and r" differ but little from each other, and A" and 

T are very small. There is, however, no occasion for these 

awkward abbreviations; for although the value of cannot be 

found immediately from Lambert’s formula, yet it may be 

obtained by a few easy trials,' since we have three equations, 

/ = V (R'* - 2 R' cos (A' - «') ( + sec® |3' j'®) 

r'" =: V (H"* - 2 R'" cos (A'" - «"') Mj' + sec® 0"' M® g'®) 

— n/ (F + G? + Hg'*); in all which the coefficients of g' 

are known magnitudes, expressed in numbers; so that we 

have only to assume a value for g', and we obtain those of »■' r" 

and A" by the extraction of the square root only. From these 

wc may find without difficulty, by means of the table of the 

descent towards the sun in a parabola, or by an easy direct 

reckoning, the time that ought to elapse between the observa¬ 

tions, according to the assumed value of g'. This time, com¬ 

pared with the ol)servcd time, immediately shews whether we 

ought to increase or diminish the value of g’, in order to come 

nearer to the observation. In this manner wc approximate 

rapidly to the truth, and may at last employ a simple interpo¬ 

lation. It will seldom bt; necessary to make more than four, 

or at most five, suppositions; and the first of them will not 

require any accuracy of calculation : at least the determination 

of the true value of g' from these three e<piations will always be 

much more convenient than the solution of a single equation of 

the 6th degree. 

§42. 

As soon as the value of ( is determined, the determination of 

all the elements readily follows ; for the computation gives us 

at oucc r, r\ g', and g'"= Mg'. Now if we call the heliocentric 

latitudes, in the first and thiid observations, a' and a", we have 

. , tang^'g' , . tang0"e'" 
sin A — -j-, and sin A zr-—-, If also wc pul 

T T * 

t'" for the heliocentric elongations of the comet from the 

earth , we find .h.=: ... = £*(£•:::*■") 
r cos V r ' cos x' r cos V 



bt; called C' and C''. If now we put cot w =-^ 
tang x'sin {C'—C') 

“ cot (C'" —C'), we shall have « the distance of the comet in 

longitude, at the time of the first observation, from the ascend¬ 

ing node; and consequently C* — u the longitude of the node. 

The inclination of the orbit is obtained from the formula tang 

i rr ^ . For the two heliocentric distances of the comet 
sin ft) 

from its node in the plane of its orbit, w"', we have cos 

cos x' cos ft/, and cos cos x"' cos (C/'—C'+o)); and xC* — 

is the diflerence of the two true anomalies. Now if we make p 

the true anomaly, in the first observation \vc have, from the 

known properties of the parabola, tang i ? = cot 
2 

—coscc 

?4 - u V • • 
• —» whence we have the longitude of the porihe- 

r o 

liiim ; and the distance w at the pcriheliuni is found r= r' cos’ 

\ (p ; the time may also readily he found either l»y direct coni- 

putalion, or hy a lahlo. [Or since wc must previously have 

determined the values ofj-', r" and A’, mc may obtain that of 

k (r"'_r')- 
Tt from the equation A, Note :5; =: [. 

2ir — 

+ ’•")■'-/O’ 

The lonsri tilde of the and then cos ^ = 
*2^ 

““ ( * • 

V xfz! * 
node may also be deduced from its langont —- — 

yz — y z 

Note 2, Tit.] Notj'. communicated by tlio Aittfior. [It may be 

somewhat move convenient to employ llu; formula tang (« -|- 

C"-C' sin (x"' + X') -I 

=.T. J Sill 

§ 43. 

ll is natural, as soon as ^ is found, to have the curiosity to 

calculate all the elements of the orbit, althoui^h there is no 

actual necessity to do so, until further corrections have been in¬ 

troduced ; and, as L.\j>LACii has justly remarked, iu so long a 



labour. We might therefore be contented to determine either 

the longitude of the node and the inclination of the orbit, or the 

time and distance of the perihelium, according to the mode of 

correction which we might prefer. Thus if ;ij be = u'" — u', or 

the angle formed by the two positions of the revolving radius, 

+ r""* — k'* 
we have cos x —-thence ^ by the formula 

tang ^ (p=cot h X — 

2rr' 

r' 
; which enables us to de- 

r'" sin I X 

termine the time and distance. We may also find ^ more 

k''-(r"-ry , (r'"+ry-k''^ 
directly, since sin* | -^ -» 

^ r T r 

whence cot» 4 x = 

V r[r"'+r'r- A"=)-2/ 

r[k‘*-(y' — ry 

consequently tang ^ p ~ 

§ 44. 

It will be convenient to recapitulate the formulas immedi¬ 

ately necessary for the computation, that the whole may be 

tillior 
found together. We first fiud to = —7^--— then M = 

** sin (A —a ) 

-—tang g*) t ^ coefficients of 
(tang0^ — TO sin [A' —<»"])< 

r'» =: R'* — 2 R' cos (A' - «') -1- sec® 

r'"» = R'"* - 2 R cos (A'" - a'") M§'' sec* 0" 

*''*=: r'* + r'"* - 2 R' R'" cos (A'" - A') + 2R'" cos (A'" —«') 

-h 2M R'* cos (A'i'— 2 Mcos («"'_«') g'*—2M tang/?, 

tang 0" f'*; hence wc obtain by a few trials, and from it 

all the other elements of the orbit, by means of the formulas in 

§. 42 and 43. 

§ 45. 

Even a superficial comparison of this method with any other 

tliat has been hitherto proposed, will be sufficient to show its 

superior conciseness and convenience. It has also the ad- 



observations of a comet. It is true that the proportion, in 

which the chords are supposed to be divided, is not mathema¬ 

tically correct; but this source of error is by no means very 

material: Euler and Lambert have supposed the same for 

the orbit of the comet; I have only extended the supposition to 

that of the earth, and by this extension the inaccuracy will 

never be considerably increased, and frequently even diminished. 

None of the direct methods which have been proposed is so 

accijrate; for they all take for granted, either tacitly or ex¬ 

pressly, that the portion of the comet’s orbit is a right line de¬ 

scribed uniformly ; or if the arcs be assumed, with Laplace, 

so small that the supposition creates no error, these arcs must 

be determined by means of an awkward interpolation. I shall 

also show, in the next section, how easily the error arising from 

the imperfection of the supposition may be corrected. 

4G. 

This method of calculation may, however, be more com¬ 

pletely illustrated by an example; and I shall take for this 

purpose that of the comet of 17(39, partly because the ele¬ 

ments of its orbit arc so well established, and partly because 

it has been the most frequently employed for an example of 

other methods. The observations are from Ping rf/’s Cometo- 

graphie. 

Timi'S A 

Sept. 4 14h 80° .56' 11" 17° 51' 39" S 

8 14 101 0 54 22 5 2 

12 14 124 19 22 23 43 55 

For these three observations we have 

1()2° 
A 

42' .5" 
Ldij R 

.00.3132 

166 35 31 .002665 

170 20 20 .002184 

ti Jt Vi 
f' 

/ 

_1 ^...1 rr_o .1.. 



The computation for M will stand thus 

Log tang 0' 9.()08237 

-Log sin (A"—a") 9.9.'5929f) 

= Logm 9.648938 

|l.ogsin (A"-*') 9.998750 

iLog sin (A"-*'") 9.827766 

_|Log tn sin (A"—«') 9.647688 

“ iLog 7« sin (A"—*'") 9.476704 

Tang 0" .43963 

.sin (A"-«"') .29971 

Tang 0"-7a sin (A"-»"') . 13992 

OTsin(A"-a') .44431 

Tang 0 .32221 

7H sin (A"—a.') -tang 0 .12210 

Log.12210 9-()s67l6 

-Log. 13992 9.14.58S0 

= Log M 9.94c7336 

We nc-Kt compute the Ibrmnlas 

■/•'*= R'»-2 ll' cos (A'-a) g' + scc ‘^0 and 

r'".—IV'*—2 R'" cos (A'"—«'") M g' + see M* wliich 

become 7-''= 1.01453—0.288.54 / + l.10393 

7'"-= 1.01011 - 1.21482 §'+-.9086.y ; then for the 

chord , A-'=7-'^ + r"^—2 R' R'" cos (A'"-A')+2 R'" cos (A'"-a') 

^' + 2 R' cos (A'-OIVV—^ M ‘’(’s («'"-<*') f'*—2 tang 0 

tang 0" M ; and the calculation stands thus 

(1) Log 11' .003132 % (2) Log R'" .00218 

+ T.og R'" .002184 + liOg cos (A'"- -a') 7.89400 

+ Log cos I'A'"-A') 9.995976 

= Log 1.00298 0.001292 

- Log .007875 7.89618 

(3) Lug M 9.940836 (4) l.og M 9.940836 

+ l.og R' .003132 + Log cos (a'" — »') 9.861377 

+ Logcos(A'-*"V’'-S{^-i274 “ Log .63418 9.802213 
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(5) Log M 9.94083(5 

+ Log tang/S' 9.50817.3 

+ Log tang 0" 9.643090 

= Log .12362 9.092099 

Tlien adding twice each of these numbers to r'*we have 

r"+r"'"=2.02464—1.50336 5'+2.01262 

—2.0059G +1.39382 5-1.51560 5* 

k"‘=r. .01868- .10954e'+ .49702 

Our three equations therefore become 

r"'= ^(1-01011—1.21482 5'+ .90869 g'-) 

/•'= s/(1.01453— .288.54 g'+1.10393 g'O 

k"=z^{ .01868- .10954 g'+ .49702 g'O. 

hi which if wc take g'=:l, wc have r'=:1.40..., j-"'ir.84..,, 

and k''=.G2..., giving the lime in which the area is described 

26.88 days; while the observation gives only 8 : consequently 

this value of g' is much too great. 

We will therefore take r=.5 ; then »•' will be 1.07, r"'£:=.80. 

and A"=.297, and the time 11.83 days, which is still too great. 

We may next try g'=:] ; giving j'=1.02, ?•'"=.84, 4"=:.194, and 

the time 7.79 days, or somewhat too small. Hence it maybe 

inferred that the true value of g' cannot ditl’cr much from .35. 

Wo may therefore compute more accurately for .345 and .350, 

and we shall find 

g'=.345 

r'=: 1.02294 

r'":= .8.3616 

k"= .20012 

T= 7.9271 

g'=350 

1.02409 

r"'=:.83411 

r=: .20304 

Tz=8.0410 

Consequently the error of tlie former supposition is —.0729, 

of the latter +.0410; whence the true value of g' is .34820; 

and by an easy interpolation we find ?'=1.02367, r'"=.83504 ; 

and Log g'"=Log M g'=9.4826G5. 

§ 47. 

In order to determine the whole orbit, we obtain (lie heliocon* 



Sin X = ; whence 17'.34*, V"=:9® 12'.i9". 
T 

For the elongations from the earth, we have 

Sin•= ghence.'=19°47'.47",and.''=15°.25M6": 
r cos X 

consequently the heliocentric longitudes of the comet are 

0,*2®.29'.5'', and C'"=0*.5°.54'.3". By means of the expression 

cot —77:-cot (C'"—O'), we find W = 
tang X sm (C — C; ^ ' 

whence the longitude of the descending node, since 

the latitudes are south, will ho C'—(tf=:0*.2°.29'.5"— 

= 11*.25°.18'-7". The inclination is Ibund, from the equation 

tang irr 4l°,21'.30'^ In the next place, we have 
^ sin w ‘ 

cos m'=cosx' cos «, and cos w'^^rcos x"' cos (C'"—C' + w), 

consequently ?t'r=9®.32'.54', 14*^.0 .40% and w"" — 

=:4°.27%46'. Hence we find taking the third observation, 

because it is nearer to the sun, by means of the formula tang 

i ? = cot J X - */ 

J 
— .-r-, ; which gives J ^ = 67^.5GM2% 

s'n3% r 

and the true anomaly of the comet in the third observation 

135°.52'.24'. If we add to <p the distance of the comet from 

the y , or m"% = 14°.0%40'% we obtain the distance of the peri- 

helium from the descending node r= 149^.53'.4"; consequently, 

the longitude of the pcrihelium is 4*,25°.ir.li'% The distance 

V at the perihelium is r"' cos ^ ~ (p r=: . 11782; whence we find 

the time from the third observation to the perihelium, 

24d.20h.22m.; and the time of tho perihelium October 7, 

10b.22m. 

[Note.—It must here be remarked that it has been usual 

with all astronomers, since the time of Halley, to apply tho 

term Longitude of the Perihelium to the sum of two angles 

lying contiguous to each other in different planes; one the 

longitude of the node, reckoned 011 the ecliptic, the other the 

distance of the perihelium from the node, measured on the 

plane of the orbit. To reduce the longitude of the perihelium 

to the ecliptic, in the common sense of the term, would bo of no 



§ 48. 

The elements thus found are these; 

Longitude of the a 5*.26°.18'.7'' 

Inclination of the orbit 41®.21'.30" 

Longitude of the perihelium 4*.25°.ir.ir' 

Distance at the perihelium .11782 *''**'' 

Time of the perihelium 1769* October 7 I0h.22m. 

If now we compare these elements with those which are 

already known, they will approach very near to them, and they 

ag^ee almost exactly with those which Lambert has deduced, 

from observations, like these, before the perihelium, but com¬ 

puted with much greater labour and by frequent repetitions. 

The inclination is somewhat too great in both cases, probably 

from some irregularity of the observations. Pino re' has com¬ 

puted the orbit by Laplace’s method from the same observations 

which I have employed: but the distance and time of the 

perihelium, which arc the only elements that he has determined, 

differ much more from the truth than mine : and a very super¬ 

ficial comparison is sufficient to shew the superior conciseness 

of this method. 
^ 49. 

The errors of the method and those of the observations being 

combined in this example, I shall add a second, from which 

the latter are excluded. The following longitudes and latitudes 

of the comet of 1681 are not derived from observation, but 

computed by Halley, according to his parabolic theory of 

this comet; so that it will appear from this instance, how 

accurately we may determine again, by the method here ex¬ 

plained, the distances from the earth and sun. 

Times a B A LogR 
b m 

Jan. 5. 6* 1| 
• 0 // / 
0 8 49 49 

Q </ / 
26 15 15 

• 
9 ^6 h 18 9.99282 

9. 7 0 0 18 44 36 24 13 54 10 0 29 2 9.99303 

13. 7 9 0 96 0 31 22 17 30 10 4 33 20 9.99325 

Consequently t'=4.0411, <"=4.0055, and T=8.0466. Hence 

we find Log M=.137562, and the three quadratic equations 

r'=>/(.96754-.59292 5' +1.24328 

V(.96941 - .40185 {'+2.20087 5'*) 

l''=^/(.019726-.122756 e'» + .265982 {'>) 
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Now assuming 5=1, r'becomes 1.27, r"'=1.65, A"=d.40; 

and T= 19.75, instead of 8.0466, that is 11.7 days too much. 

If we take §'='.5, we have r'rr.QO, r"'=1.14, A"=:.155, and 

Ts=6.15 days, or 1.9 too little. Hence we may conclude, that 

^ cannot be very different from .56; and we find for 

^=i.56 

jl 

r'= 1.01262 »•'= 1.01662 

r"'cs 1.19773 r'"=1.20641 

A"=. 18546 r=.19020 

T=8.0121 T= 8.2402 

The error of the former supposition is —.0345, the differ¬ 

ence of the two values of T .2281 : consequently, the true 

curtate distance 5' is .56151, and we have 

r-^LOlSO r'"=l.l991. 

Now, according to Halley's theory, the true values were 

r'= 1.0144 and r"'=: 1.2000; so that our method gives these 

distances perfectly correct to the third place of decimals. 

§ 50. 

These examples are suflicient to show the convenience ami 

conciseness and certainty of the proposed method; upon 

which I shall make a few further remarks. In order to deter-' 

mine the time from the distances and the chord, we have the 

formula Trr r"'+A" — (r'-f r"'~-^ ; and in 

order to find it the more readily, tables have been computed 

upon these principles; taking B=---, and D 

2 
we find the respective times in the tables, and 

their difference, or, if the angle is greater than 180®, their sum 

gives the value of T. Such tables are to be found in the Berlin 

* eol lection, but they arc not very accurate; Pinor£ has im¬ 

proved and corrected them, in his Cometographie. 

Since these tables are only calculated to hundredth parts of 

B and D, I have only found it convenient to employ them 

when no great accuracy is required, as in the fiist preliminary 

experiments with a value of If we wish for great precision, 
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alone are scarcely ever sufficient for the purpose. In this case 

it is much easier to compute the proper times immediately from 

B and D. This may be done very conveniently by the formulas 

Log s'=: Log B + J log B +1-4378117 and Log s''=Log D 

+ J log D-f 1.4378117, the time T, in which the space in 

question is described, being expressed by s'—s", in days. If, 

for instance, we take r', as in the last article, =: 1,01262, r"'= 

1.19773, and &"=,18546, the computation will stand thus 

r= 1.01262 
+r'"= 1.19773 

= 2.21035 

Half 1.10517 

]k" .09273 

B= 1.19790 
D=: 1.01244 

LogB .07842! Log D .005369 
iLogB .039211 -iLogD .002685 
Const Log 1.437812 Const Log 1.437812 

Log s' 1..0.'5.')4.t4 Log s" 1.445866 
s' 35.9290 s" 27.9169 

Hence s'—s"s=T:=8.0121 days. If we require the time to 

seconds, we must .ake out the fifth place of decimals, for 1"= 

.0000116, and .0001 day is 8".64. 

§ 51. 

In calculations of any length, it is always an advantage to 

have some check by which we may from time to time examine 

their accuracy. In the present instance we have several such 

expedients. At the end of the calculation it will be also of 

advantage to compute x again from the elements which have 

been determined, and thence to find the geocentric longitude 

and latitude for the time of the middle observation : the one of 

these steps checks the calculation, at least the latter part of it, 

the other serves as a test of the accuracy of the elements of 

the orbit. I find, for instance, from the elements of the comet 

of 1769 determin^ in §§ 47, 48, for the 8 September 14h, the 

true anomaly 13^.19'.55", and the logarithm of the distance 

from the sun 9.96915.5, whence the geocentric longitude is 

3\10®.5'.57". the latitude 22°.5'.52" S. The error of loneritude 
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in —2^67", in latitude +30"; quantities not at all considerable 

for the first rough estimate. 

§ 52. 

We have many tables for finding the true anomaly of a comet 

from the time given, and the time from the anomaly, which are 

to be found in astronomical works and collections. But the 

most convenient and complete is unquestionably that which is 

contained in a book not very bulky and but little known, 

though extremely valuable, entitled. An Account of the Dis¬ 

coveries concerning Comets, by Thomas Barker, Gent, 4. Lend. 

1757. Pp. 54, 1 plate. The second table in this little work 

gives, for every five minutes of the true anomaly, tl\e cor¬ 

responding parabolic area, and the logarithm of the distance, 

with the first differences, supposing the distance at the perihelium 

unity; and hence the true anomaly and distance from the sun 

may be found for every comet, and for every given time, Avitli 

perfect accuracy, by a calculation which is much simpler than 

that which is required by the common tables. It is much to be 

regretted that Barker’s essay was not known to PiNouii'. The 

mode of finding the orbit, described in it, is that of Nkwton, 

adapted to calculation by tlu; author, and illustrated by a 

particular specification of all the triangles and proportions re¬ 

quired in it. Wc find three valuable observations of the great 

and celebrated comet of 1744, almost six weeks earlier than 

those which are more commonly known, communicated to 

BARKF.n. by Morris; they arc 

8 
Long. 

/ 
T.at. N, 

O ! 

1743 Oct. 22 2 26 46 7 35 
27 2 24 14 8 28 

Nov. 1 0 
0^ 21 25 9 26 

The hour was not recorded, but Barkeu supposes that it 

may have been about 8 or 9 in the evening, or 8h. 17m.; and 

he finds that these observations agree with the parabolic 

elements of the comet. [The table is also reprinted in Sir 

Henry Englejield's Essay On the Determina^^ of the Orbits of 

Corners, according to the Methods of Father Boscovich and AT. 

de Laplace^ 4. Lond. 1793. Pp. 204, 4 plates; but without 
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beea completely re-calculated| as an appendix to Dr. Olbers's 

Essay, together with a table of the anomaly in a very eccen¬ 

tric ellipsis, computed by a formula of Laplace.—Preface of 

the Editor, Mr. von Zach.] 

§ 53. 

Before I conclude this section, I must observe in the last 

place, that Mr. Schulze has proposed, in the Memoirs of the 

Acade^ny of Berlin for 1782, a method which somewhat re¬ 

sembles mine in the principles on which it depends, and in the 

general progress of the calculation. But the computation is 

much more circuitous, and less convenient; principally because 

the chord of the earth’s orbit is not supposed to be divided in 

proportion to the times, and because instead of the curtate 

distance from the earth, the distance of the comet from the 

sun in the first observation is employed as the principal un¬ 

known quantity to be determined. There is also a slight over¬ 

sight with respect to the choice of observations. Mr. Schulze 

observes that Lambfut has demonstrated that when the in¬ 

tervals arc nearly equal, the revolving radius in the middle 

observation divides the chord of the comet’s orbit very nearly 

in proportion to the times: pout im qtio^i emploie des observa¬ 

tions assez distantes enifellesr ’J'his iniglit have been supposed 

to be an error of the press ; but in applying his method to the 

cninot of 1770, he actually selects the remotest observations 

which he possessed, making an interval of iuore than 80 days, 

and very naturally obtains elements of the comet from these, 

which difier from the truth in an unusual degree. 

Section IV. 

Correction of the Elements of an Orbit which has been 

determined, 

§ 54. 

Some correction of the method explained in the preceding 

section will alv^ays be required : partly on account of its own 

imperfection, and partly on account of the errors of observa¬ 

tion, which must have so much the more effect on the elements 



§ 55. 

Supposing us to be in possession of a long scries of ob¬ 

servations, we may proceed immediately to employ the most 

distant of them for the correction of the elements, in a manner 

which will hereafter be explained. But if, as often happens, 

the comet has only been seen for two or three weeks, it will be 

sufficient to correct the errors depending on the mode of com¬ 

putation, by a process which is very easy and convenient: and 

in this case it will be best to begin with distances somewhat 

remote from each other, for instance, at an interval of 12, 14, 

OF 16 days, especially when the apparent distance of the comet 

from the sun is not too small. 

§ 56. 

It has often been observed that our method would be ma¬ 

thematically correct if the revolving radii actually divided the 

chords of the orbits in the precise proportion of the times ; for 

then in fact we should have correctly : since, however, 

this is seldom exactly true, we have in reality 5'"= (M + v) 

f+h', and knowing the elements pretty nearly, we may now 

find the value of the corrections v and k. 

h 57. 

For the orbit of the earth, we have ad : dc—R' sin (A"—A) 

; R'" sin (A'"—A"); [since Sa=ll' and Sc=R"', and the sines 

of the angles at d arc tlic same in the two triangles compared]. 



For ifie orbit of the ^cornet, having obtained (§ 41), we must 

determine the time and distance for the perihelium, and then 

the true anomaly at the time of the middle observation. 

Hence, as we have already 9 and the difference of the true 

anomalies between the first and second observation being r, and 

between the first and third <r, we have ^ and 

—t; and then for the chord of the orbit of the comet 

we have AD : DC=r?'' sin t : r*’* sin <r : being ho,wever here 

the true anomaly at the time of the first observation]. 

[7b be continued,^ 

vi- An easy Method of computing the Aberration of the Stars. 

By the Rev. John Brinkley, D. D., Professor of Astronomy 

in the University of DxMin. 

Tables for finding the constant Arc and Maximum of Aberra- 

tion in Declination for any Star. 

Rule. 

Tab. I- X sin Dclci. * + Tab. II. a 

Tab. 111. X sin Dccli. » a 
I 

tai} K (or Arc for Abcrr. in Decli) =: — 

(K nearer 0° or 180®) //t r= 
cos K 

(K nearer 90'" or 270®; 711 = -r~ 
sin K 

Aberration in N.P.D. =: — m cos (K G Long. 

When a is + & a— K is in 2d Quadrant. 

a + & a' + K is in 3d Quadrant. 

a — Sc a— K is in 1st Quadrant. 

a — & a' d- K is in 4th Quadrant. 

N. C. When Decimation of Star is S. its sine is negative. 



Example. 

To find K and m for Capella 

fAR 1820 = 2. 15° 51' 

IDecli. • 45° 48' N j 

Tab. I = -^1800 log. 1. 2553 

Decli. * log. sin • 9.8555 

— 12,90 1.1108 

Tab. II. =: + 5,62 

Tab. III. = +4i96 log. 0. 6955 

Log. sin. Decli. • 9.8555 

+ a' log. 10.5510 

— a log. 0. 8627 

o =-7,29 log. 0. 8627 tan. 9.6883 

Ar.Comp. cos. K 0. 0463 s 
- K = 11.4°0' 

m = 8,ll . . 0.9090 

For Aberration in AR in Time. 

Aberration in AR = twcos (K — O Long.} 

log tan K = log tan AR + log sec. 23°. 28' 

K is in the Quadrant opposite to that in which AR is O 

log m = const, log. 0. 1303 + log sin AR + log sec D + 

log co-sec K 

Example. 

JAR » Cassiopeia'= 7°. 35'} 

I Decli. = 55°. 33 N J 

tan. 7°. 35' 9. 1243 
sec. 23 28 10. 0375 

s 
K == G. 8° 15'. tan. 9. 1618 

s. ° ' 
const, log. 0. 1303 O Long. 8. 5. 4. 

sin 7°. 35 9.1205' 

sec. 55°. 33 10. 2474' 

K 6. 8.15. 

CO sec: K 10.8432 cos 1.26.49 9.7382 
0. 3414 

»» =: 2, 20 0. 3414 
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Art, XVI.—The Clock's daily Rate and Error akone time 

of the Day being knoum, a Table to Jind its corresponding 

Error throughout the day. By James South, Esq. 

F.R.S., &c. 

To the person attached to (he pursuit of practical astronomy, 

the employment of observing is by no means an ungrateful 

one; but it too often happens that observations, when made, 

require some reductions or corrections before they can be 

converted to any useful purpose; a circumstance which has 

a considerable share in causing the science to be pursued with 

less advantage by private individuals, than it otherwise would 

be. Indeed, in this respect, astronomy seems to labour under 

greater inconveniences than any other department of natural 

knowledge, unless it be that of chemistry, in which perhaps 

the amusement of making experiments is sometimes not a little 

marred by the consciousness that the wasliing of apparatus, ^c., 

must be the inevitable consequence. 

Unable altogether to remove the drudgery of reducing obser¬ 

vations, it behoves us, where we can, to lessen it; and, for this 

purpose, I beg to offer the accompanying tables shewing the 

error of the clock for any part of the day, its rate and error at 

one time of it being known ; nor can I allow this opportunity 

to escape me, without earnestly recommending the amateur 

observer, to ascertain the precise state of his clock every night, 

previous to his quitting his observatory. He will find that a 

constant and uniform attention to the clock, will Insensibly 

entail upon him, habits of accuracy in his other observations ; 

nor do 1 know any one thing which distingnishes the accurate, 

from the slovenly astronomer so much, as the manner in which 

the performance of the transit-clock, is watched and registered. 

* The calculations upon which this table is founded, were 
extended to five places of decimals, .so that the third place 
here given may be considered correct; and, for the couve- 
niouce of the travelling or nautical astronomer, a table for 
reduciiitr sldin'cal to mean solar lime is subioiiied. I'or wliifdi I 
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004 

1 0.004.005 
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0.10 

6.000 .000 .000 

10.001 .001 .001 

20.001 .002 .002 1.002 

301.002 .002 .003 .003 

// 

0.15 o.i'e 0.17 
.001 

004 

,004 

,005 

009 .010 .011 

014 .015 .016 

,018 .020 .022 .023 

.023 .025 .027 .029 

027 .030 .033 .035 

.032 .035 038 .041 

H. M. 
0 5 

,037 

.041 

.046 

.050 

055 

060 

.043 

.049 

.054 

.060 

.065 

.070 .076 

064 .070 .076 

069 .075 .081 

073 .080 

078 .085 .092 .099 

082 .090 .098 .105 

087 

092 .100 

.103 

.001 

.002 

.003 

.004 

006 .006 

007 .007 

013 .014 

020 .021 

027 .028 

033 .035 

1 0 

2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

5 0 

040 .042 045 6 0 

047 .050 .052 7 0 

053 .057 

060 .064 

0 8 0 

8 9 0 

,067 .071 .075 10 0 

.073 .078 2 11 0 

.080 .085 .090 12 0 

.087 .092 .098 13 0 

,093 .099 .105 14 0 

.100 .106 .112 15 0 

.107 .113 .120 16 0 

.113 .120 .128 17 0 

.120 .127 .135 18 0 

.127 .135 .143 19 0 

.133 .142 .150 20 O 

.140 .149 

.147 .156 

.153 .163 

57 21 0 

65 22 0 

73 23 0 
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.001 .001 .001 

.001 

0".23 b".24 0".25 

LIJiLlil 
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5ii 

[III 

[•ijj 

Lj/fl 

Bii] 

isJ 

Siij 
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[iffl 

nil] 

K 

[•iB 

.001 .001 .001 

.002 .002 

.00.3 .008 

.005 .005 

.008 .008 

.016 .017 .018 

.024. .025 .026 

.032 .033 

.040 .042 

.048 .050 

.0.55 .058 .061 

.063 .067 .070 

.071 .075 .079 

.079 .083 .087 

.087 .092 .096 

.095 .100 

.103 .108 

.111 .117 

.119 .125 

.127 .133 

.135 .142 

.043 .150 

.1.50 

.158 

.166 

.174 

.182 .192 .2 

.006 .006 

.008 .008 

.009 .010 

.018 .019 

tUj 

7 

jii 

Ul] 

Tufj 

iSi] 

[111] 

STij 

.083 

9 

9 

.038 

.048 .0.50 

.057 .060 

67 .070 .073 

77 .080 .083 

.090 .094 

.092 .096 .100 .104 

.101 .105 .110 .115 

.110 .115 .120 .125 

.119 .125 .1.30 
I 

.128 .134 .140 

38 .144 .150 

47 .153 .160 

.1.56 .163 

5 .172 

4 .182 

3 .192 

193 .2 

Wm 

.211 .220 ,2.30 

/t 

0.27 
H. M. 

.001 0 5 

.002 10 

.004 20 

.006 30 

.008 40 

.009 50 

.011 1 0 

.023 2 0 

.034 3 0 

.045 4 0 

.056 5 0 

.067 6 0 

.079 7 0 

.090 8 0 

9 0 

.112 10 0 

.124 11 0 

.135 12 0 

.146 13 0 

.157 14 0 

.169 15 0 

.ISO 16 0 

.191 17 0 

.202 18 0 

.214 19 0 

.225 20 0 

.236 21 0 

.247 22 0 

.259 23 0 



6.28 6.29 6.30 

.001 .001 .001 

.002 .002 .002 

.004 .004 

// I// 

0.31 0.32 I 

.006 

.008 

.010 

.012 

.023 

.035 

.047 

.058 

.070 

.082 

.093 

.105 

.117 

.128 

.140 

.152 

15 0.175 

16 0.1S7 

17 0.198 

18 0.210 

19 0.222 

20 0.233 

21 0.245 

22 0.257 

23 0.268 

004 .004 

006 .006 

008 .008 

010 .010 

012 .013 

024 .025 

036 .038 

048 .050 

060 .063 

072 .075 

085 .088 

097 .100 

109 .112 

.121 .125 

133 .137 

145 .150 

’ .163 

.175 

.181 .ISH 

.193 .200 

.205 

.217 

.230 .238 

.242 .2.50 

.254 .263 

.266 .275 

.278 .287 

.005 

.007 

.009 

1 .001 

2 .002 

I 
.039 

.052 

.065 

.078 

.090 

.103 

.116 

.129 

.U2 

.1.55 .160 

.168 .173 

.181 .187 

.194 .200 

.207 .213 

.220 .227 

.233 .240 

.245 .253 

.258 .267 

.271 .280 

.284 .293 

.297 .307 

.33 0.34 0.35 

.001 .001 .001 

.002 .002 .002 

nnr. 005 .005 

007 

.0091.009 .010 

.012 .012 .012 

.014 .014 .015 

.028 .028 .029 

.041 .043 .044 

.055 .057 .058 

.069 .071 .073 

.082 .085 .087 

.096 .099 .102 

.110 .113 .117 

.124 .128 .131 

.137 .142 .146 

.151 .156 .160 

.165 .170 .175 

.179 .184 .190 

.192 .198 .204 

.206 .213 .219 

.220 .227 .233 

.234 .241 .248 

.247 .255 .262 

.261 .269 .277 

.275 .283 .292 

.289 .298 .306 

.302 .312 .321 

.316 .326 .335 

r™ 

5i#j 

II. M. 
0 5 

0 10 

0 

o
 

01 

0 30 

0 40 

0 50 

1 0 

2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

5 0 

6 0 

7 0 

8 0 

9 0 

10 0 

11 0 

12 0 

13 0 

14 0 

15 0 

16 0 

17 0 

18 0 

19 0 

20 0 

21 0 

22 0 

23 0 
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0 20 

0 30 

0 40 

0 .50 

1 0 

2 0 

.003 

6.38 0.39 

.001 .001 

s!r 

Srt] 

S 

33 

49 

65 

81 

98 

T 

S 

T 
T 

T 

V 

V 

V 
5 
R 

// // 
0.43 0.44 

.001 .oos 

.003 .003 .003 

.008 

.009 

12 .012 .012 

15 .015 .015 

18 .018 .018 

.006 

.009 

( 
\ 
L 

r 

T 

T 

T 

08 

23 

39 

54 

.185 

.200 

14 0.21C 

15 0.231 

16 0.247 

17 0.262 

18 0.278 

19 0.293 

20 0.308 

21 0.324 

22 0.339 

23 0.3.)5 

.163 

.179 

.195 

.211 

.228 

.244 

.260 

.276 

.293 

.309 

.325 

.341 

.358 

.374 

.273 .280 .287 .293 

.290 .297 .305 .312 

.307 .315 .323 .330 

.325 .333 .340 .348 

.342 .350 .358 ..367 

.359 .367 ..376 .385 

.376 .385 .394 .403 

35 

53 

.068' 

.085 

.102 

.120 

.137 

.154 

.171 

.183 

.205 .210 .215 

.222 .228 .23.3 

.239 .245 .251 .257 .263 14 0 

256 .262 .269 .275 .281 15 0 

.393 .403 .422 

3 u 

4 0 

5 0 

6 0 

7 0 

8 0 

9 0 

10 0 

11 0 

12 0 

13 0 

14 0 

15 0 

16 0 

17 0 

18 0 

19 0 

20 0 

21 0 

22 0 

23 0 
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dUs d!49 K50 

.00^ 

.010 

.013 

,OKf 

.019 

0.038 

.058 

.003 

.007 

.002 .002 .003 .002 

.004 .004 .(^4 .004 

.01^ iOfO .01(7 

.Old .014 .014 

.017 .017 .017 

.007 

.01^1.011 

.007 .007 TMui. 

.011.011 0 30 

.015 .015 0 40 

.018 .010 0 50 

^.020 .020 .02; .021 1022 .022 

9 .040 .041 .042 .ols .d4s .0441.045 

.060 .061 .063 .064 .065 

.077 .078 .080 .082 .083 085 .087 

.068 

2 ^ 

^ /> 

.090 4 0 

.096 .098 .100 .102 .104 .106 .108 .110 .113 5 0 

.115 .117 .120 .123 .125 .127 .1.80 .132 .135 6 0 

.134 .137 .140 .143 .146 .149 .152 .155 .157 7 0 

.153 .157 .160 .163 .167 .170 .173 .177 .180 8 6 
I 

.173 .176 .180 .184 .187 .191 .195 .199 .203 9 0 

.204 .208 .212 .217 .221 .225 10 0 .192 .196 mm 

.211 .215 .220 

.230 .235 .240 

.249 .255 .260 

.268 .274 .280 . 286 

.288 .294 .300 .306 

307 .313 .320 .327 

.326 .333 .340 .347 

.345 .352 .360 ..368 

.234 .238 .243 .247 11 0 

.255 .260 .265 .270 12 0 

.276 .282 .28V .292 13 0 

.298 .303 .309 .315 14 0 

.319 .325 .331 .338 15 0 

.340 .347 .353 .360 16 0 

.361 .368 .375 .383 17 0 

.383 .397 .405 18 0 

.364 .372 KETil .388 

.383 .392 .400 .408 

.403 .411 .420 .429 

.422 .431 .440 .449 

.441 .450 .460 .470 

.404 .412 .420 .427 19 0 

.425 .433 .442 .450 20 0 

446 .455 .464 .473 21 0 

.468 .477 .486 .495 22 0 

.489 .498 .508 .518 23 0 
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H. M. ■ d'.65 ■ 0.67 d!68 d'.OO d'.70 
it 

0.71 B H. M. 
5 .002 .002 .002 

10 .005 .005 .005 

m .009 .009 .009 .009 .010 .010 .010 

.014 .014 .014 .014 .014 .015 .015 .015 

1 0 40 .018 .018 .019 .019 .019 .019 .020 .020 0 40 

0 50 .022 .023 .023 .023 .024 .024 .024 .025 .025 0 50 
1 0 .027 .027 .028 .028 .028 .029 .029 ,030 .030 1 0 

2 0 .053 .054 .055 .056 .057 .058 .058 .059 .060 2 0 

3 0 .080 .OSl .082 .084 .085 .086 .088 .089 .090 3 0 

4 0 .107 .lOS .110 .112 .113 .115 .117 .118 .120 4 0 1 
5 0 .133 .135 .138 .140 .142 .144 ,146 .148 .150 5 0 

(; 0 .]6’0 .102 .165 .168 .170 .173 .175 .177 .180 6 0 

7 0 .1S7 . 190 .193 .195 .198 .201 .204 .210 7 0 

s 0 .213 .217 .220 .227 .230 .233 .2.37 .240 8 0 

9 0 .240 .214 .248 .255 .259 .263 .266 .270 9 0 

10 0 .257 .271 .275 .279 .283 .288 .292 .296 .300 10 0 

11 0 .293 .298 .303 .307 .312 .316 .321 .325 .330 11 0 

12 0 .320 .325 .330 .335 .340 .3.50 ..355 ..360 12 0 

13 0 .347 .352 .358 .363 .308 .374 .379 .385 .390 13 0 

14 0 .S73 .379 .385 .391 .397 .403 .408 .414 

o
 • 14 0 

ir> 0 .400 .406 .413 .419 425 .431 .438 .444 ,450 15 0 

IG 0 .427 .433 AW .4ot3 .460 .467 .473 .480 16 0 

17 0 .453 .460 AGH .475 .482 .489 .496 .503 ,510 17 0 

IS 0 .480 ,487 .495 .503 .510 .518 .525 .532 .540 18 0 

19 0 .515 .523 .530 .538 .546 .554 .562 .570 19 0 

20 0 .533 .542 .550 .558 .567 .575 .583 .592 .600 20 0 

21 0 .500 .569 .578 .586 .595 .604 .613 .621 .630 2) 0 

22 0 .587 .596 .605 .614 .623 .633 .642 .651 .660 22 0 

23 0 .013 .023 .633 .642 .652 .661 .071 .680 .690 2.3 0 
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r. B // 0.74 
// 
0.75 6.76 

// 
0.77 0.78 6.79 m 

H. M. 
5 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 0 6 

.005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .006 0 10 

!0 .010 .010 .010 .011 .011 .011 .011 .011 0 20 

•0 .015 .01.5 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 0 30 

.020 .021 .021 .021 .021 .022 .022 .022 .022 0 40 

0 .025 .026 .026 .026 .027 .027 .027 .028 .029 0 50 

0 .0.30 .031 .031 .032 .032 .033 .033 .034 1 0 

•OSl .062 .063 .063 .064 .065 .067 .068 2 0 

.091 .092 .094 .095 .096 .098 .099 .101 3 0 

0 .122 .123 .125 .127 .128 .130 .132 .133 .135 4 0 

1 .152 .154 .156 .1.58 .160 .163 .165 .167 .169 5 0 

0 .1S3 .185 .188 .190 .192 .195 .198 .200 .203 6 0 

0 .213 .216 .219 .222 .225 .227 .230 .233 .236 7 0 

0 .24,3 .247 .2.50 .253 .257 .263 .267 .270 S 0 

0 .274 .277 .281 .285 .289 .293 .296 .300 .304 9 0 

0 ..304 ..30S .313 .317 .321 .325 .329 .3.33 .338 10 0 

0 .3.35 .339 .344 .348 .353 .358 .362 .367 .371 11 0 

..3G5 .370 ..37,1 .380 .385 .390 .395 .400 .405 12 0 

0 .395 .401 .400 .412 .417 .423 .428 .433 .439 13 0 

0 .420 .432 .438 .443 .449 .455 .461 .467 .473 14 0 

0 .456 .402 .469 .475 .481 .488 .494 .500 .506 15 0 

R ,487 .493 .500 .507 .513 .520 .527 .533 .540 16 0 

1 .517 ..524 .531 .538 .o4o .353 .560 .567 .574 17 0 

0 .548 .5,55 .563 .570 .585 .593 .600 .60S IS 0 

0 .578 ..5S6 .594 .602 .610 .618 .625 .633 .641 19 0 

0 -OOS .617 .625 .6.33 .642 .650 .658 .667 .675 20 0 

0 .639 .647 .656 .665 .674 .683 .691 .700 .709 21 0 

1 .669 .678 .688 .697 .706 .715 .724 .733 .743 ■22 0 

1 .700 .709 .719 .728 .738 .718 '7\‘7 m 4 O 4 .767 .776 23 0 
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■ „ „ —6.92 6.93 
*!• Al* 

0 5 .003 .003 .003 r 
t I to: 

m 

0.96 0.9 

.003 .003 

0 10.006 .006 .006 .007 .007 .007 

.013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 

.019 .019 .019 020 .020 .020 

.02;) .026 .026 .026 .026 .027 .027 

.032 .032 .032 .033 033 .033 .034 

.038 .038 .039 .039 .040 .040 .040 

.076 .077 .078 .078 .079 .080 .081 

.114 .115 .116 .118 .110 .120 .121 

.152 .153 .1.55 .157 158 .160 .162 

.190 .192 .194 .196 .198 .200 .202 

.228 .230 .233 .235 .237 .240 243 

.265 .268 .271 .274 .277 .280 .283 

.303 .307 .310 .313 ..317 .320 ..323 

.341 .345 .349 .853 .356 .360 .364 

.379 .383 .388 ..392 .396 .400 .4o4 

.417 .422 .426 .431 .435 .440 .445 

.460 .465 .475 .480 .485 

.493 .498 .504 ..509 .515 .520 .525 

.531 .537 .543 .548 -554 .560 .566 

.569 .575 .581 .588 .594 .600 .606 

.607 .613 .620 .627 .633 .640 .647 

.645 .652 .659 .666 .673 .680 .687 

.683 .690 .698 .705 .712 .720 .728 

.720 .728 .736 

.758 .767 .775 

.796 .805 .814 

.834 .843 .833 

.872 .882 .8911.9 

.760 .768 

.792 .800 .808 

.831 .840 .849 

.871 .880 .889 
I 

.910 .920 .9.30 

> 
T 

T 

T 

s 

3 .0Q3 

.007 

H. M. 

0 5 

0 10 

.014 .014 0 20 

.021 .021 

.028 .028 

.034 .035 

.041 .042 

.083 .083 

.124 .125 

.165 .167 

0 50 

1 0 

2 0 

5 0 

6 0 

7 0 

8 0 

0 

10 0 

11 0 

12 0 

13 0 

14 0 

15 0 

16 0 

17 0 

IS 0 

19 0 

20 0 

21 0 

22 0 

23 0 
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il V' „ ^ 2.00 3.00 4.00 5. 
.0 6 3.007 0.010 c 

0 10 3.014 0.021 C 

0 20 3.028 0.042 C 

0 30 0.042 0.063 ( 
0 40 0.056 0.083 ( 
0 50 0.069 0.104 ( 
1 0 0.083 0.125 0.167 

2 0 0.167 0.250 0.333 

3 0 0.250 0.375 0.500 0.625 

4 0 0.333 0.500 0.667 0.833 

5 0 0.417 0.625 0.833 1.042 

C 0 0.500 0.750 

7 0 0.5S3 0.S75 

S 0 0.667 1.000 

9 0 0.7.50 1.125 

10 0 0.S33 1.250 

11 0 0.017 1.375 

12 0 1.000 1.500 

13 0 1.0S3 1.625 2.167 

14 01.167 1.750 2.333 

15 01.250 1.875 2.500 

16 01.333 2.000 2.667 

17 01.417 2.125 2.833 

18 01.500 2.250 

10 01.583 2.375 

20 01.667 2.500 

21 01.750 2.625 

22 01.833 2.750 .3.667 

23 01.917 2.875 3.833 

0.031 0.035 

0.062 0.069 

0.125 0.139 

0.187 0.208 

0.250 0.27S 

.243 0.278 0.812 0.347 

.292 0.333 0.375 0.417 

.583 0.667 0.750 0.833 

1 125 1 250 

1.333 1.500 1.667 

1.667 1.875 2.083 

2.000 2.250 2.500 

2.333 2-625 2.917 

2.667 3.000 3.333 

3.375 3.750 

3.750 4.167 

4.125 4.5S3 

4.500 5.000 

.333 4.875 5.417 

.667 5.250 5.833 

5.000 5.625 6.250 

5.333 6.000 6.667 

5.667 6.375 7.083 
I 

6.000 6.750 7.500 

6.333 7.125 7.917 

6.607 7.500 8.333 

7.875 8.750 

1 8.250 9.167 

8.625 9.583 
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A TABLE, 

SHEWING THE ACCELERATION OF SIDEREAL 

ON MEAN SOLAR TIME. 

Houra Min. See. 1 M. S. Sec. Mia. Sec. 

1 0 9.830 0 5 0.014 28 4.587 
2 0 19.659 0 10 0.027 29 4.751 
3 0 29.488 20 0.055 30 4.915 
4 0 39.388 30 0.082 31 5.077 
5 0 49.147 40 0.10.9 32 5.242 
6 0 58.977 50 0.135 33 5.406 
7 1 8.S06 1 ... 0.164 34 5.670 
a I 18.636 2 ... 0.338 35 5.734 
9 1 28.466 3 ... 0.491 36 5.898 

10 1 38.296 4 ... 0.655 37 6.061 
11 1 48.125 5 ... 0.81.9 38 6.225 
12 I 57.955 6 ... 0.983 39 6.389 
13 2 7.784 7 ... 1.147 40 6.553 
14 2 17.614 8 ... 1.311 41 6717 
15 2 27.443 9 ... 1.474 42 6.881 
16 0 37.273 10 ... 1.638 43 7.04 4 
17 2 47.102 11 ... 1.802 44 7.208 
IS o 5G.932 12 ... 1.966 4.5 7.372 
19 3 6.761 13 ... 2.129 46 7.536 
20 3 16.591 14 ... 2.293 47 7.700 
21 3 26.420 15 ... 2.457 48 7.863 
22 3 36.250 16 ... 2.()21 40 8.027 

?3 3 46.0S0 17 ... 2.785 50 8.191 

24 3 55.909 18 ... 2.949 51 8.355 
1 19 ... 3.112 .52 8.519 

20 ... 3.276 53 8.681 
21 ... 3.440 54 8.846 
‘’2 3.604 55 9.040 
23 ... 3.768 5(> 9.174 
24 ... 3.932 57 9.338 
25 ... 4.099 58 9.502 
26 ... 4.259 59 9.665 
27 ... 4.423 60 9.830 
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Art. XVII. Miscellaneous Intelligence. . 
» ^ « 

I. Mechanical Science. 

§ The Arts, Manufactures, &c. 

]« Application of the Air Pump,—Mr. John Oldham of 'the 1 
Bank of Ireland* has recently applied the air pump to many 
operations in the arts, and in which substances are to be im**^ 
pregnated with fluids, and with great success; thus, in the 
sizing of paper, for instance, the paper is piled up evenly in a 
vessel capable of being rendered air-tight, an exhaustion is 
made, the size introduced, and the air’s pressure admitted; 
when the fluid passing into the pores of the paper rises it regu¬ 
larly, and without injury to the fabric. In the same way paper, 
silk, flax, cotton, and woollen staples, either raw, spun, or 
woven, may be dyed very regularly. In the processes of boiling, 
soaking, or pickling food, &c., this process may be used to re¬ 
move me air and introduce the fluids, and its application is 
easy and evident in numerous similar cases. An apparatus of 
this kind is erected at the Bank of Ireland for wetting bank-note 
paper preparatory to its being printed on; an immense quan¬ 
tity of this paper is wetted without delay, and without any in¬ 
jury to the paper. 

2. Adhesive Pelt.—Mr. William Wood of Bow, Middlesex, has. 
discovered that a light felt of hide or hair, or mixture of hide, 
hair, and wool, when saturated with tar is highly elastic and 
water-proof, and conceiving the useful application of the sub¬ 
stance as a lining for the sheatlnng of ships, he manufactures 
it in an expeditious and economical manner, in sheets of suit¬ 
able size for that purpose ; such sheets being attached to the 
external sides and bottom of the ship, by simply nailing with 
copper nails, arc covered with planking. The substance he 
terms adhesive felt; it possesses the property of elasticity in 
so considerable a degree, as to stretch uniformly without frac¬ 
ture or injury either to its texture or its complete impermea¬ 
bility to water, whenever the ship’s seams are opened by strain¬ 
ing in hard weather, or in more dangerous cases of the starting 
of planks, or the breaking of timbers as in stranding. In all 
such cases this material forms an impenetrable and elastic case 
or garment for the whole ship’s bottom, and in the case of the 
opening of seams by straining, it recovers its first dimensions 
with the return of the part so opened in the release of the 
strain; in such cases it generally falls into the openings in a 
certain degree so as to render them afterwards more secure 
against a recurrence. He also finds it to be a complete pro¬ 
tection against every destruction of worm in all climates ; this 
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destVuctive animal is never known to penetrate the material in 
the slightest degree. The hair» or hair and wool, is pre¬ 
pared for felting by the operation of dressing or bowing, as 
in the|)ractice of hat-making, and is tilted in the usual manner. 
Sh^ts or portions, thus felted, are dipped into die melted tar 
ana pitchy, certain stated proportions to each other, and then 
undergo a slight compression to take away the extraneous or 
dripping quantity of the material; they are then exposed for a 
short time to air to dry and cool, and are considered tit for 
use.—‘iVcKJ Monthly Magazine, July, p. 347. 

3. The Apograph.^^ThXs is a ncwly-inventcd instrument for 
copying drawings upon paper, copper, or any other substance 
capable of receiving an impression, and upon any scale. It is 
said, the arts furnish no instance of an instrument resembling 
it either in its operation or appearance, except, perhaps, the 
pantograph, from which it differs in the position of the beam in 
an horizontal plane, and in the addition of a counterpoise to 
return the hand when the beam is not vertical, and in other re¬ 
spects. Mr. Smith, of Ayr, is the inventor. 

4. New Madder Lake.'—Mr. Field, after seven years of much 
labour, has prepared a lake from madder which, in point of 
brilliancy and strength both for oil and water-colours has, till 
within a short time, had nothing comparable to it in the arts, 
it is also of a very durable nature.—New Monthly Mag. Sept. 

6. Contamination of Salt for Mufiufacfuries.—The following 
question having been ])ropo‘>ed to the Acadenny of Sciences by 
the French Ministry : What are the processes to be adopted 
in contaminating common salt without injury to the soda ma¬ 
nufactories, which will not permit of its rc-appropiiation to the 
uses of common life by any secret process, or at so little ex¬ 
pense, as to make the chances or the profits encourage fraud 

The academy in answering say, that it is impossible to re¬ 
solve the question because of the high price of salt, but that 
the following means will render the fiaud the most difficult. 

1. Colour the salt by of wood charcoal, 
2. Infect it by of oil, distilled from animal substances, 

or ik of tar. 
3. To make the mixture in the magazines. 

IT. CllJlMICAli SciF.NCK. 

§ Chemistry, Electricity, Maoxettsm. 

1. On the Analysis of Alkaline Minerals, by M. Bcrthier.— 
M.Bcrthicr, remarks in his paper on this important part of Analyti¬ 
cal Chemistry, that the use of barytes is inconvenient from the 

, necessity there is of repeatedly heating it with the mineral to be 
analyzed before the action fe complete, and uncertain from the 
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circumstance that every time an alkaline glass is heated very 
highly with fixed bases in quantity sufficient to combine with the 
silica a portion of the alkali is volatilized, amounting in some 
cases, even to one half. Boracic acid complicates the analysis, 
and especially that part of it which relates to the alkali. 

Here M. Berthier has been induced to suggest, in place of either 
those substances, the use of oxide of lead, and has found it so 
convenient in his own experiments as to have employed it con-' 
stantly for more than a year at I’Ecole dcs Mines. At first, car¬ 
bonate of lead in the proportion of three to one of the stone was 
used, but on fusing this in platinum or silver vessels, though a 
mass was obtained perfectly soluble in acids, yet the crucibles 
were fremiently acted upon, because a portion of lead was some¬ 
times reduced by something in the stone, or by the fumes of 
the fuel. 

To obviate this inconvenience, nitrate of lead was used, and 
the following is the process: The mineral is to be pulverized and 
then exactly mixed with two parts of nitrate of lead and one 
part of ceruse also pulverized. The mixture is to be placed in 
a small covered platinum crucible, and this placed in another 
crucible also to be covered; they arc then to be heated red for 
a quarter of an hour without being uncovered : the fusion takes 
place tranquilly and without swelling, and a yellow or brown 
transparent liquid glass is obtained. The crucible is then taken 
out of the furnace, and its contents poured into water, as much 
of it being taken out with a spatula as may be, and then the 
crucible itself plunged into the water. The glass splits into 
small portions and is readily acted on by acids. It is then bdilcd 
with nitric acid, and from time to time the portions of silica are 
crushed with an agate or porcelain pestle. The silica remains 
in a gelatinous state. The lead is precipitated by sulphuric acid, 
the liquor being tested ultimately by sulphuretted hydrogen that 
no portion may remain. The solution is then boiled with car¬ 
bonate of ammonia, and the precipitate analyzed by the or¬ 
dinary method. Finally, the liquid is to be evaporated to dry¬ 
ness, the salts calcined in a platinum crucible, the residuum 
collected and weighed. This residuum contains the alkali in the 
state of sulphate, and almost always mixed with sulphate of 
magnesia. It may be treated as follows : 

1. Precipitate the sulphuric acid by acetate of barytes, collect 
the precipitate and weigh it; precipitate the barytes by carbonate 
or oxalate of ammonia. Evaporate the clear solution to dryness, and 
collect the salt left: it will be a mixture of alkaline subcarbonate 
and caustic magnesia; weigh it, and expose it to tlieair. If it con¬ 
tains potassa it will deliquesce; wash off the alkali from the mag¬ 
nesia, and weigh the latter, then ascertain whether the alkaline 
carbonate be of potassa, soda or lilhia. When the sulphates 
first obtained are neutral, it is sufficient to determine very 
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exactly the quantity of sulphuric acid and magnesia, to learn 
the nature of the alkali. 

Or, 2. Precipitate the magnesia and sulphuric acid by barytes 
water, and the excess of barytes by carbonate of ammonia; 
evaporate, calcine, and the alkaline subcarbonate is left pure. 
The magnesia may be separated from the sulphate of barytes 
by means of an acid. 

Or, 3. Precipitate the magnesia by lime water, the lime by 
carbonate or oxalate of ammonia, evaporate, calcine, then the 
magnesia is obtained immediately, and the alkali in the state of 
sulphate. 

In examining a mineral for alkali, in the first instance, one 
part of it powdered may be mixed with three parts of ceruse, 
the mixture put into a crucible so large as to half fill it, 
that crucible placed in another, and the whole heated to white¬ 
ness, until it be perfectly fluid. Remove the small crucible, and 
when cold, collect the glass, and those parts to which it adheres. 
Pulverize it and boil in common muriatic acid. When it has 
acted sufficiently, evaporate to dryness, and then wash with re¬ 
peated small portions of boiling water. I'he silica will be left 
with most of the lead in the state of muriate. Precipitate the 
solution by lime water, which throws down all the other earths 
and oxides, and then precipitate the lime by carbonate of am¬ 
monia, boiling both together, evaporate to dryness, add a little 
sulphuric acid to the residue and heat it, the alkali remains as a 
sulphate. If there be no magnesia present, the lime water may 
be spared, and the precipitation at once made with carbonate of 
ammonia.—ilraw. de Chim, xvii. p. 28. 

2. Compounds of Molybdenum, Chromium, Tungsten, Antimony, 
(§*c—The following results are from a paper on the composition 
of several inorganic combinations by M. Berzeliiifi. They arc 
to be considered as the most accurate results to be obtained by 
that chemist. 

(Molybdic acid 
I Oxide of lead 

Molybdenum . 
Oxygen , . 

1 Chromic acid 
(Oxide of lead 
(Chromium 
tOxygeii . . 

, .fChromium 
Chromic oxide 

Sulphuret of tungsten • 

Tim blue substance which remains after the decomposition by 
heat of tungstate of ammonia in close vessels, is of a particular 

Molybdate of lead 

Molybdic acid 

Chromate of lead 

Chromic acid 

39.180 - 100 
(50.815 - 155.2 
6H.G13 - 100 
33.387 - 50.12 
31.853 100 
G8.147 - 213.924 
53.98 - 100 
4G.02 - 85.65 
70.11 - 100 
29.89 - 42.64 
74.891 - 100 
25.109 - 33.53 
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nature. It dissolves in caustic alkalies rather more slowly than 
the yellow acid of tungsten, and loses its colour. The solution 
yields the ordinary tungstates. If heated in an open cylindri¬ 
cal vessel, it becomes yellow at the surface* but remains blue 
within; a proof that its change of colour is produced by the ac¬ 
cess of air. When heated until the yellow colour was perfect, 
it gained in weight, but the increase was never more than 
0.0025, or at the very utmost 0.003 of its weight. 

I have found that tungsten forms an oxide beneath the acid. 
It may be produced by passing hydrogen gas over red hot tung¬ 
stic acid in a tube. When the hydrogen passes without deposit¬ 
ing vapour of water, the acid is reduced to the state of oxide. 
This oxide is a chocolate-coloured powder which does not in 
the moist way combine either with acids or bases. It takes 
fire at a temperature much below redness, and burns like tin¬ 
der: 100 parts of the oxide produce 107 of tungstic acid, from 
whence it follows that the oxygen in this oxide is to that in the 
acid as 2 to 3. 

On the much disputed and uncertain subject of the oxides of 
antimony, M. Berzelius after remarking on the difficulty of 
giving an accurate result, states that he has found two data 
which are easy to verify and important in their evidence: the 
one is, that 100 of antimony oxidated by nitric acid, and heated 
red, and sufficiently to decompose all antimonic acid, gives 
124.8 of antimonious acid. The second equally invariable 
point is, that when antimonious acid is mixed with yjure anti¬ 
mony, pulverized and heated in close vessels without access of’ 
air, the acid is converted into fusible oxide combining with a 
portion of the mixed metal, equal to oue-tliird of that in the 
antimonious a(?id, ]>roving that the ratio between the oxygon 
in the oxide and that in the acid is as 3 : 4. The composition 
is as follows : 

Oxide of Antimonylj^”^'*”^^^^ 
iOxygen 

Antimonious acid ^Antimony 
j Oxygen 

Aiitiinoiiic acid (Antimony 
(Oxygen 

84.32 
l.'i.GS 
80.13 
19.87 
70.34 
23.06 

I hc oxygen being as 3, 4, and 5. 

100 
18.6 

100 
24.8 

100 
31 

Silica (Si lie urn 
1 <^^xygrn 

Dcutoxide of Coppcrl^”^*^'^ 
** (Oxygen 

. 49.641 - 49.716 

. .')0.359 - 50.284 

. 79.825 - 100 

. 20.175 - 25.272 
Afniales de Chim. .wii. 1. 

3. Oxide, of Chromiiim.-^\1 tlic hydrated green oxide of chro- 
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iiiunr be heated by an alcohol lamp, it will lose its water, and 
become of a deep green, nearly black. Let it be weighed, and 
then heated to redness, it will appear to inHame at the moment 
vividly. The cold oxide is of a fine green, has lost nothing in 
weight, but is insoluble in acids, or at least the loss in weight 
is so small as not to surpass 0.0025, and is occasioned by a 
little acid that adheres to it, notwithstanding its being precipi¬ 
tated with excess of ammonia. The acid becomes evident to 
the smell at the moment of ignition. This phenomenon is of a 
similar nature with the ignition of many metallic antimoniates, 
gadolinitc, and the hydrate of zircon.—Berz.An, Chim, xvii. 12. 

4. Carhuret of Nickel.—Carburet of nickel, when obtained 
by heating the oxide with resin and oil, is, according to Mr. 
Ross, a substance very much resembling plumbago in its appear¬ 
ance, but is more micaceous. When nickel, reduced as above, 
and consequently containing carburet, was reheated to fusion, a 
portion of the compound rose to the surface, having the ap¬ 
pearance of micaceous iron. It is not acted on by nitric acid, 
and may therefore be obtained by dissolving out the nickel by 
that acid.—of Phil, ii. p. 149. 

5. On the Alloys of Chromhun, Iron., and Sled.—M. Berthier 
has lately been engaged on these conipoiinds, and has given 
much interesting iiiformation respecting them, in a paper pub¬ 
lished in the Annedes de Chimic^ xvii. p. 55. Chromium has so 
strong an afliiiity for iron, that the j)roseuec of the latter metal 
very much facilitates the reduction of tlie former, and the com¬ 
binations which result are, according to M. Derthier, more ana¬ 
logous to sulphurets and phosphiirets than to alloys. The 
oxide of chrome also has so strong an alliuity for the oxide of 
iron, as fretpicully to prevent its reduction, an elFcct that is not 
observed with any other substance. 

Oxide of chromium heated very intensely, in a crucible lined 
with charcoal, was completely reduced, and gave a button that 
had suffered hasty fusion, was brittle, hard, grey in some 
places, grey-black in others, perhaps containing carbon in com¬ 
bination. 

Mixtures of oxide of iron and oxide of chromium, in various 
proportions, were heated in crucibles lined with charcoal, and 
reduced, giving yierfcct combinations of the two metals. These 
alloys are generally hard, brittle, crystalline, of a whiter grey 
than iron, and very bright, less fusible, much less magnetic, and 
much less acted on by acids than iron, and these characters arc 
more marked in proportion as more chromium is present. An 
alloy, resulting from an equal mixture of per-oxidcs of iron and 
oxide of chromium, gave a rounded button, full of cavities, lined 
with prismatic crystals, its fracture crystalline. Its colour 
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whiter than platinum, and hard enough to scratch g^asa IHce a 
diamond. It was easily reducible to powder in a oiortar, and 
its powder was metallic. Strong acids, and even nitro-muria- 
tic acid, scarcely acted on it *. 

Chromate of iron, being heated in a crucible lined with char¬ 
coal, the iron was only reduced into a minor state of oxidation, 
and acted on the magnet. Without the presence of the oxide 
of chrome, the iron would have been reduced. 

On heating chromate of iron with an equal quantity of glass, 
containing 16 per cent, soda, there was reduction of part of the 
metals, and a loss of 10 per cent, which M. Berthier thinks is 
iron and chrome volatilized, because a metallic scoria appeared 
on the surface of the crucible f: and this loss was greater on 
adding borax, and increased with its quantity. 

The best method of obtaining the alloy from chromate of iron, 
is to fuse it in a crucible lined with charcoal, with .30 of lime 
and .70 of silica, or with 1. of alkaline glass, or better still 
with .40 of borax; and to obtain as much chromium as pos¬ 
sible, a portion of oxide of iron should be added. 

In consequence of the experiments described, p. 319, Vol. ix. 
of this Journal, M. Berthier was induced to try the effect ob¬ 
tained by adding a portion of this alloy to steel. Two alloys of 
cast-steel and chromium were made, one with 0.01, the other 
with 0.015 of chromium. These both forged well, the first bet¬ 
ter than cast-steel. A knife and a razor were made from them, 
and both proved very good; their edges were hard and solid, 
but their most remarkable character was the fine damask they 
took, when washed over with sulphuric acid. This damask, 
was composed of white silvery veins, and nearly resembled that 
given by the alloy of stool and silver. The white parts are pro¬ 
bably pure chromium, on which acids have no action. There 
is room to suppose that chromic steel will be found proper for 
the manufacture of damask blades, which will be solid, hard, and 
have a fine appearance, and also for many other instruments. 
It was prepared by fusing together cast-stcel and the alloy of 
chromium and iron. 

G. On the Combination of Oxides with Chlorine^ JodinCy and 
Cyanogen^ hy M. Granville.—I'he compounds formed by the 
union of oxides with chlorine, &c., have never been examined 
ill a general manner. Messrs. Vauquelin, and Thomson have 
been engaged with some of them, but still a chasm exists 
in the chemical knowledge of substances with regard to these 
compounds. M. Granville has added to the number which was 

* Query, the proportion of these properties due to carbon combination 
with the iron ? 

t May not this loss be alkali ? 
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kno^ to exist, and has given the composition of many of them 
obtained •y direct analysis. 

The substance known in this country by the name of bleach- 
ing-powder, is *a subchloride of lime; it consists of 

Hydrate of lime, 1 atom - 67.914 
Chlorine - 1 atom - 32.086 

when put into water, half the lime is liberated, tad a solution of 
neutral chloride of lime is obtained, which consists of 

Hydrate of lime, 1 atom - - 51.416 
Chlorine - 2 atoms * - 48.584 

This solution is not altered by long boiling, for it still destroys 
the colour of indigo, and that even after evaporation, provided it 
has not been perfectly dried. Acids liberate chlorine, even the 
carbonic acid of the air can effect this decomposition. 

The chloride of hydrated baryta is not a sub, but a neutral 
chloride, being formed of 

2 atoms of chlorine - 29.28 
1 atom of hydrate baryta - 70.72 

Its properties are the same as those of the neutral chloride of 
lime. 

Hydrate of zinc dissolves readily in chlorine, and the solu¬ 
tion, when boiled for a ([uarter of an hour, strongly discolours 
indigo; cvaj)oratcd to dryness, it leaves oxide of zinc, and 
disengages a little chlorine. On being analyzed, it was found 
to contain 

oxide of zinc, - - 53.2 
chlorine, 1 atom - - 46.8 

The chlorides of magnesia and of the oxide of copper re¬ 
semble that of the oxide of zinc. 

Hydrated per-oxidc of iron, dried between paper, when 
placed in chlorine gas, immediately liquefied, and gave a deep 
rod solution that discoloured indigo. When boiled, the chlo¬ 
rine was disengaged, and oxide of iron deposited. 
^ Oxides of alumium, bismuth, antimony, tin, tellurium, were 
not dissolved by chlorine; per-oxide of barium was reduced to 
protoxide, and then a chloride of that oxide formed. The pro¬ 
toxide of lead, nickel, cobalt, and manganese were peroxidized. 

Hence chlorine appears capable of combining with most of 
the metallic oxides, which are not reducible by heat; of those 
with which it will not combine, some do not act at all on it, 
except at high temperatures; others peroxidizc, and thus lose 
their tendency to combine with it, just as they lose in part their 
affinity for acids. Desiccation converts tlic chlorides of oxides, 
either into metallic chlorides, or chlorates; all of them, except 
theaub-chloride oflime, are, in their composition, analogous to 
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the metallic chlorides, into which they may be transformed hy 
losine their oxygen. 

When red oxide of mercury is boiled with solution of chlorine, 
or when treated by a boiling solution of corrosive sublimate, a 
black crystalline matter is obtained, which is a combination of the 
red oxide, and the deutochloride of mercury. It is aUo formed 
by precipitating a hpt solutiop |»(Jcorrosive sublimate by potassa, 
not in excess. When an^Jy^d it gave as its composition, 

* 

5 atoms of deutoxide - 79.942 
1 atom of deutochloride - 20.058 

This compound, M. Granville remark^ l^nds tc^ Mrengthen 
the opinion, that the cl^Mides dissolj^gl^wntcr, wiSy^ bciiig 
converted into murihtcii*J^ntherwis€‘it must be adn\ittcd that 
decompositions and recompositions ofwatei aie effected by very 
weak causes, such as the affinity of chloiide of mercury for 
oxide of mercury, or the cohesion of the oxido-chloiid^ 

The precipitate obtained by pouiing muriate of antplony into 
water, is an oxido-chloride of antimony. It fuses iVifhout de¬ 
composition, and IS composed of 

Protoxide of antimony, 7 atoms . . . . 82 01 
Chloride of antimony, 1 atom . ... 17 99 

% 

The similar pieparation of bismuth is also an oxido-chloiide; 
it has the same propertU'S as the compound of antimony, unil 
when analyzed oave, as its composition, 1 atom chloiide of 
bismuth, 4 atoms oxide of bismuth. 

Chlorides combine with ammonia a'* well as with oxides. 
The composition of the foHow 111.5 tinarc given:—-Ammnma 
chloride of phosplnniis, 

Chloride of phosphorus, I atom.63,^>02 
Ammonia, 7 atoms.•. 36.498 

Ammonia chloride of tin, 

Chloiide of tin, 1 atom.79.06 
Ammonia, 4 atoms.20.94 

Ammonia chloiide of mcrciirv, 

DeiUo-chloride of mcicury, 1 atom . . .^4.09 
Ammonia.^ ■ 5.91 

Iodine app( iib to eomhnu* with oxidts in the way that 
line does. The compound ^^llll h.i e and stiontia appear each 
to c'onsist of mu atom of the oxide, and one atom of iodine. 
Those foimcd by oxide of /me, potassa, ^c., appealed to b^ 
pcifect; l)ut the coinpOMtion is not given. 

In addition to wh.it M. fj.iv Lussac has said of the combina¬ 
tion of cyanogen with oxides, M. Gianville adds that the hy- 
diate of 'stioniiau instantly absoibed niue'h cyanogen Hydrate 
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oflMve did same, and became black. Hydrate of ma2:neRi«, 
^Iried in the air, also absorbed the gas. The.cyanides of linie 
and strontian contain 1 atom of oxygen, and 2 atoms of 
cyanogen. 

A combination of oxide of mercury and cyanide of mercury 
also exists; it is probably form^^. of ,. . 

3 atoms of cyanide of mercury,,..- . ..... • 
2 atoms of peroxide ..^92 

Ann. de Chim, xrii., p. 37. 

7.. On SaM/^^JBaset bif -Pr. G. Brugnatelli.—Dr. 
Brugnat'elir>'^in pur8u^i:inifi^^xperttJitt||^ou>lLric acid, has dis¬ 
covered a new salifiable base. This ^nslidice, with his experi¬ 
ments on i!,*^have been described in a memoir read to the Royal 
Institute at Milan, on January 4, 1821. An abridged account 
of ft'is inserted in the Giornalc de Fisica, t. iii., p. 464. 

TTie ne^^ubstance is produced by the action of liquid acids 
on ^ic acid. 'Those that have been used are the sulphuric, nitric, 
mumtic, and acetic; and the uric acid may be either that of cal¬ 
culi or of birds or snakes. It is formed by adding concentrated 
sulphuric acid, for instance, in small quantities at a time, to 
uric acidj'Until a thick paste is formed ; it will occasion swelling 
the liberation of gas, and a particular odour. When these 
signs have ceased, add water, the mass will become very white ; 
and on standing, will separate into two parts. The solid por¬ 
tion is a neutral combination of the new basu with sulphuric 
acid. The fluid is a pardon of this compound dissolved in the 
excess of acid, and cohfahiuig b.npuritics, 'I'he sulpliate is but 
little loluiiS' la water, but the solution, decomposed by alkaline 
sybcarboiiaU'S,. yields a white light flocculent substance, which 
is the base in question. M&viatic acid is, perhaps, bolter than 
the sulphufic for the preparation of this substance, inasmuch as 
the muriate is more soluble. Acetic acid requires boil.og to 
form it, and nitric acid produces it among other pi oducts ‘.t tlm 
tiinc pf its violent action. 

Tlte docculcnt matter collected on a filter, u]>>)cars like gela¬ 
tine; in drying4ksjilits, uud when pulvcrh.cd has 

appearatice^w an earth. It has no ta.sle or cmell. If is 
buy soluble'jA^water, alcohol, acids, and alkalies. 'I’ise iiii- 

icid solution is eminently distinguished by its property of 
j a very fine azure prtcq>iiatc with triple prussiate of 

lOtassa, and which may reuddy be distinguished, aftei a few 
iriments, l^roin that caused by iron. It may, perhaps, be ap- 

jp^able to dyeing or painting. The neutral combination of the 
substance with acids does not give the blue precipitate, it re¬ 
quires for this purpose excess of acid. 

This substance combines with various simple bodies. With 
iodine it forms a compound at cominou tempoiatuies, o! a 

VoL. XII. N 
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dull yellow colour, resolved by heut into its ' 
fused with sulphur uiey unite to^eU^^^fte 

pound with phosphorus is of a 6ne red colour/4Q wbe{ijd&S'^ 
solved in water, occasions the formation of phosphutd|t^ , 
drogen, and a phosphate. 

This substance has extraordinary powers of resisting-heat. 
It might be taken for an earth, or metallic oxide, ill thiil re¬ 
spect. The following are given as experimental demonstrations 
of its properties. An acid solution, put on a plate of zinc, 
gave a yellow spot with metallic splendour. This, well 
washed, dissolved in an acid, and tested by triple prussiatc of 
potassa, gave a blue-white precipitate; the blue colour being at¬ 
tributed to the new substance. The solution that had acted on 
the zinc gave no blue colour with the test, but only a white. 

A portion of it mixed with lamp-black and oil, and heated 
violently in a crucible for half an hour, left a reddish crust, the 
solution of which, in acids, gave an azure precipitate with the 
triple prussiate. 

The azure matter burnt in the fire with facility, and left a re¬ 
siduum of a bright red colour, if the heat had been intense; but 
if moderate and continued, the residuum is scarcely red, and 
when placed in water produces flocculi of the substance and 
bubbles of the gas. 

Ammonia dissolves the substance, making it first yellow, then 
green; when heated moderately, a residuum is obtained of a 
yellow metallic colour; if more heated it becomes white, and 
docs not seem to differ from the substance first dissolved. Tlie 
yellow matter dissolved in dilute acid gives a red tint to ferro- 
pTussiate of potassa, which exposed to the air becomes green. 
Other changes take place. 

Nitric acid appears to alter the nature of the new substance. 
When it is added in a concentrated state to the substance or its 
salts, the prussiate does not then produce a blue precipitate, but 
a yellow tinge. Sulphuric acid, when assisted by neat offers 
similar phenomena. 

One cannot help suspecting, that the blue precipitates in 
these experiments are occasioned by iron, and yet it is difficult 
to conceive how that metal, if present, should escape the ob¬ 
servation of Dr. Brugnatelli. Further experiments are required, 
and of a more decisive nature, to clear up this matter. 

8. Effccti of Coj^cr on Vegetation.—Some time since (says 
Mr. Phillips) 1 accidentally spilt some solution and oxide of 
copper near the root of a young poplar tree, in a short time the 
tree began to droop; the leaves on the lower branches dying 
first, and eventually those on the upper ones. On cutting a 
branch from the tree, 1 observed that the knife was covered 
with copper to the whole breadth of the branch, shewing that 
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THe been absorbed, and had undoubtedly pfove<J‘ 
latal to the ^'of the tree.—Ann. Phil. ii. p. 77. 

Succinic Add, by M. Julien.—^The distillation of this 
, acid IrADp^mnber in the general way produces it in a very small 
'quality: by coarsely powdering the amber, and then mixing 
with it previous to distillation part of sulphuric acid, di-^ 
luted with an equal weight of water; the succinic acid will be 
produced in about twice the quantity got in the old way. The 
acid is easily purified by crystallization from sulphurous 
and sulphuric acids with which it will be found contaminated. 
I believe the adding of sulphuric acid, in order to increase the 
production of succinic acid was first noticed in a late German 
paper; I have forgotten by whom it was there advised, that the 
diluted acid after being mixed with the amber should be eva« 
porated: this makes the process tedious, and is not necessary; 
the distillation of the mixture without any previous evaporation 
will be found more advantageous.—Annals of Phil. ii. p. 76. 

10. Woulfe's Apparatus improved.—^The following form of 
Woulfe's apparatus is due to the Marquess llidold. The boU 
ties have three apertures as usual, and the middle one intended 
for the purpose of cleaning the bottle, or the introduction of 
materials, is closed either by a cork or a stopper; tubes de¬ 
scend by the other two into the bottles, as is usual, one a little 
way in the other nearly to the bottom; these tubes are small, 
they are fastened into the neck of the bottle and do not rise far 
above, perhaps three inches, before they terminate; each of 
these tubes is surrounded on the exterior of the bottle by a 
considerably larger tube as high as themselves, and fastened 
by cement on to the top of the necks or lubulars.so as to form a 
little vessel to receive mercury round the outside of the smaller 
tube. The connexion is then easily made between one or more 
of these bottles by glass tubes bent twice at right angles, and 
of such size as easily to slip in between the two tubes before 
described : when the lower ends are immersed in the mercury 
all is tight, and the apparatus may be set to work. This con¬ 
trivance allows a little motion to the bottles without endanger¬ 
ing them ; they are instantly connected or unconnected at plea¬ 
sure, and they act to a certain extent as tubes of safety. 

11. Prize Question.—^The Society of Apothecaries of Paris 
have offered a prize of 600 francs for—1. The best determina¬ 
tion in what manner charcoal acts in discoloration, and what are 
the changes it undergoes during the action. 2. What is the in¬ 
fluence exercised during the operation by any foreign substances 
which the charcoal may contain. And, 3. To establish whether 
the textufe of animal charcoal is not one of the essentia] causes 

N s 
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of its more marked action on colouring substances. 
300 francs will also be given for the best vegetable'ans^is^ 
such analysis to be made on a substance used in m^ic^e, 
or in the arts. The time is limited to April 1822. 

12, Laws of the Propagation of Hcaf.—In conse^llj^c of 
the investigation of M. ucllevuc into the nature of meteofolited, 
M. Emer has been led to examine the manner in which intense 
heat is suddenly propagated in solid bodies. He is engaged in 
drawing up a memoir on the movement of heat in solid bodies, 
in which he considers the points of equal heat, and the points of 
equal motion of heat in bodies that split and break by the action 
01 fire, and are uniform in all parts. He deduces the law by 
which the ruptured surfaces of these detonations and separations 
caused by violent dilatation are formed, and concludes— 

1. That it is at protuberances, and particularly at corners and 
edges tliat this sort of mutilation should commence. 

2. That the fragments should generally affect mamillary 
forms, or those of pyramids complete or truncated, or prisms. 

3. That the bases of the pyramids, and one face of the 
prisms are the surfaces of the fracture, and are always con¬ 
vex towards their middle, and over the larger part of their 
surface. 

4. That the other faces arc often concave, as if for the most 
part they were the fractured surfaces of die previous fragments. 

5. That in general the fracture surface of a principal frag¬ 
ment is its largest face, and that it is only the smaller fraginents 
which arc occasioned by the breaking up of these that present 
anomalies. 

6. That each fragment separated is impelled by the result of 
the forces of dilatation, which result is perpendicular to the 
surface of the fracture. 

M. Emer has made many useful applications of his theory 
to the arts and sciences.—Journ. de Phys. xcii. p. 158. 

13. Phosphorescence of IFounds.—It is known that light is 
emitted from organized bodies, when putrefaction takes place 
under certain circunvstanccs : the same phenomenon sometimes 
occurs in wounds, and doubtless a greater number of instances 
would be recorded, were they often dressed in the dark. Baron 
Percy who, during twenty-five years of war, has had under his 
care more than a million wounded, has often been deprived of 
the advantage of light. It was thus that he observed in a young 
soldier the phosphorescence of a slight wound in the leg, for 
more than fifteen days. In this case it might perhaps be at¬ 
tributed to the man’s having applied compresses dipped in urine 
to the wound : but sometime afterwards at the siege of JManheim 
a vivid light, a true ignis fatuus existed, for more than six days, 
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mm till wound of an officer, who had been dressed with coin- 
Messes wetted with pure water only. Baron Percy lias since 
nad fiiequent opportqnities of observing similar facts. 

I . » 

v 
14ij[On the Phosphorescence of luminous Insects.—This subject 

IS tr^ted by M. Macair in a Memoir published in the hihl, Uni- 
vers. 1821. The insects on which his experiments were princi¬ 
pally made, were the Lampyrus nociiluca and S})lendidida, known 
by the common name of glow-worms. The following are some 

the general and striking results. 
Solar light appears to have a constant influence on these 

animals. Some were put into boxes, from which the light was 
shut out, and when the boxes were opened in the evening, they 
rarely gave any light; but the same worms, in the same boxes with 
glass tops, and placed in the sunshine, shone brilliantly in the 
ensuing evening. 

Heat caused these animals to become luminous, and they re¬ 
mained so as long as the heat was continued ; it began at 22° 11. 
was brightest at 33° R., the insect then soon died, but the light 
continued; at 4G° it ceased. When the animals were thrown 
into water of 3.0° or 40°, they died instantly, hut the light con¬ 
tinued brilliant: at 10° higher all light was extinguished, and 
could not be restored. Cold, on the contrary, destroys the 
luininousness of the insect. 

When the luminous part of the animal is cut off, the light di¬ 
minishes, and in four or five minutes is gone. In a few minutes 
the rings move and the light re-appears, but more weakly, and 
then fades away. This continues two or three days, but the light 
is faint; if the part be warmed, then the light is brilliant, and 
by renewing it may be restored for two or three days together as 
often as is desired. 

When the abdomen of a worm is opened the luminous matter 
is found within, formed by a particular organization. It appears 
as a yellowish white matter on the last three lings semi-trans¬ 
parent, wliich in the microscope appears organized, and consist¬ 
ing of grains confined in a ramifying fibriic structure, shining 
brightly in the dark. The interior surface of the ring is very 
transparent, but not phosphorescent. The substance is trans- 
iucid, becomes opaque by drying, and then ceases to shine. It 
is heavier than water. Preserved openly in water it shines with 
a yellowish-green light for two or three hours, and then ceases 
shining. Heat and galvanism rcjiroducc the light as long as the 
substance is not quite opaque. Up to 33° R. the light increases; 
at 42° it ceases, and the substance is then white and opaque like 
albumen. In a vacuum it ceases to shine, but reshincs with air. 
It shines more in oxygen than in other gases. When burned it 
gives ammonicul results. Concentrated acids extinguish the 
light and coagulate the substance. It is not soluble in oils. 
Ether and alcohol destroy the light, and coagulate the sub- 
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stance. Potassa dUsoWes the ftihstance. It is not solnble in 
boiling water, but becomes more consistent in it From 
chemical character M. Macair concludes the substance to be 
albumen principally, and the cause of the cessation of li^ht to 
be the coagulation of the albumen and its cons^uent opacity. 

The general conclusions are—1. that a certain degree of heat 
is necessary to the voluntary light of glow-worms. 2. That a 
slightly increased heat increases the light, but much more heat 
destroys it. 3. That all bodies capable of coagulating albumen 
destroy the phosphorescence of this matter. 4. That the light 
does not appear except in gases containing oxygen. 5. That 
the pile excites it, but common electricity does not. 6. That 
the luminous matter is principally albumen. 

15. Relation of a remarkable electrical Phenomenon.—^The fol¬ 
lowing relation is made by M. Allemand of Fleuvier Neuchatel, 
toM. Pictet, and is published in the Bib. Univer., June 1821. 
M. Allemand, on the 3d of May, about ten o'clock in the 
evening, was caught in a violent storm of wind and rain. The 
thunder becoming frequent and strong, he thought it proper 
to close an umbrella he had with him, and hold the upper 
metallic point in his hand, lest it should attract the light¬ 
ning. The night, dark of itself, was made more so by the 
great rain. Suddenly he perceived a light from above, and 
looking upwards found the edge of his hat luminous. Sup¬ 
posing at the moment the hat was on (ire, he, without redection^ 
passed his hand over the light to extinguish it. It however only 
shone more strongly, a circumstance which caused some con¬ 
fused ideas on the nature of the light. The hand being filled 
with water from the hat, on shaking it, M. Allemand saw that 
the interior of it shone as if it.were a polished metal reflecting 
a strong light. 

Being at this time near the farm of Chaux, about ten or twelve 
minutes* walk from Fleurin, and fifteen or twenty from Motiers, 
M. Allemand, considered for a moment what he had best do, and 
concluded on continuing his progress. Having once filled his hand 
with the electrified water with impunity, he ventured to repeat 
the experiment, and did it fifteen or twenty times, endeavouring 
to ascertain whether it had odour, or produced any decrepitation 
or sound; but nolhing of this kind could be perceived, nothing 
but the bright light which seemed like a brilliant varnish on the 
hand. The liglit remained for an instant only. At a few hun¬ 
dred paces further on, the light on the hat still continuing, M. 
Allemand was surprised by the appearance of another light less 
bright tlian the former, on the smooth surface of the umbrella- 
handle, at the place where generally a plate of metal is placed 
for the name, but which plate had been removed from this um¬ 
brella. At first the finger was passed over it to extinguish it. 
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but .the"phenomena were ju8^ as before, and both the rubhiog 
and rubbed surface shone brightly. Afraid of the metul about 
the umbrella, it was throwA.down, and M. Alleniand went on his 
way, rubbing his hat on the sleeve of his coat; but in this way 
only rendering the light brighter. The thunder was more frequent 
than before, but still at some little distance. The crown of light 
continued until M. Allemand arrived near Motiers, and he at¬ 
tributed its cessation to the high poplar trees in the neighbour¬ 
hood of that place. 

Stopping at Motiers only a short time, he took a guide with 
a lantern to find the umbrella. Having done so he sent back 
the man, and went on himself towards Fleurin. 

As the tempest had diminished, he used the umbrella; and 
as soon as the light of the lantern was sutficiently removed, he 
again remarked luminous appearances. These occurred at each 
end of the whalebone ribs, on the metal point which terminates 
them; the light was not so bright as the electric star, but were 
brilliant points like a yellow red metal, highly polished, and 
would, M. A. remarks, have appeared very beautiful if he had 
been collected enough to admire them. 

M. Allemand explains these effects by supposing the atmosphere 
sursaturated with electricity, and that a portion of it was con¬ 
tinually passing to the ground, through his hat, umbrella, and 
himself. 

16. On Voltaic Electricity^ by M. Pictet.—The following 
thoughts,on Voltaic Electricity arc by M. Pictet of Geneva. 

In reflecting on this subject, we have been led to a few con¬ 
siderations that tend to explain the well-known fact of the great 
heating power, and weak chemical action of the voltaic appa¬ 
ratus, with few plates of large surface, compared to the appa¬ 
ratus of many small plates which produces little heat, but has 
much decomposing power. 

Two very different actions may be distinguished in the voltaic 
apparatus. 1. The chemical action of the fluid which, in at¬ 
tacking the plates, disengages the electro-caloric, and in quan¬ 
tity greater as the action is more rapid. 2. An electro-motive 
force resulting from the reciprocal action of the two metals of 
each pair of plates, and by which the electro-caloric is put in 
movement in a direction according to the position of the plates. 

This electro-motivC force is probably exerted in a scries of ac¬ 
tions separated by very short periods of time, or time prescribed, 
and equal in each apparatus for a time given. The existence 
of these vibrations is indicated by the characteristic trembling 
produced by the voltaic action on the nervous and muscular 
system by the galvanic shock. Let us suppose 100 of these vi¬ 
brations in a second. A little more or less is of no consequence. 

la the voltaic apparatus, with few plates and large surface. 
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an immense number of points in tbe same jacte6. on at 
once by the (hiid ; licncc rapid and pj>nsidertCwpaii|g^geme^t 
of electro-caloric 'which is immcdi^dlly tirgedi^jm^ by th,u 
electro-motive' force, and conveyed conwj^v's^ ^ese 
large plates without being numerous, ought to pnSlace )f^eat 
calorihc effect, because cacli voltaic element 5r pair, ^oduces 
in a tempusculc given, a (piantity of electro-caloric at least 
portionatc to its surface, and perhaps even in a higher ratio. 

It is not the same with the apparatus of many small plates. 
The quantity of electro-caloric disengaged in the tcmpascnl^. 
given, being proportionate to the surface of the plates tfill'flc 
inconsidcrai)le, because of the smallness of that surfh^el It is 
urged forward by the electro-motive force at the instant of it^ 
production, and it traverses the scries of elements without ever 
becoming considerable, because the initial disengagement was 
small, and cooling would diminish its quantity whilst passing 
the numerous metallic communications from one couple to 
another. 

On the other hand, this apparatus will be fai more effectual 
in producing clmmical decompositions than the odier, because 
1 lie chemical action is prol)ably clopendant on the electro-motive 
notion, and it increases with it, and this in a given interval of 
time; it is much mote fVc(pient, and consequently more produc¬ 
tive in an apparatus with many plates than in one with few: thus, 
for instance, suppose lOOof the clectro-motivc and decomposing 
vibrations in a second of time, an apparatus with six pair of 
large plates would only produce GOO of tlicse active vibrations 
in a second, wliilst an a])paratus with 500 pair of small plates 
would prQduce 5i)0 x lOO 60,000 similar vibrations in the 
same time. 

It may be also that the extreme abundance, and so to speak, 
violence of the electro-caloric'current in the apparatus with 
large plates, injures its chemical effect by the mechanical im¬ 
pulsion which the current exerts on its entrance into the fluid 
to bo deroinjiosed ; whilst in the many small plated njiparatus, 
the ciinent of elect io-c<iIoric being less powerful, and the vibra¬ 
tions more numerous, the polar decomposing effect is more 
energetic. 

'riiesc tiioiifjlils, M. Pictet judiciously adds, are merely given 
as CAwjcLturrs ! tlicy wait the result of experiments, to be either 
confirmed or rejected.—Bih. Univcr. xvi. p. 293. 

17. Elcclyo-Mtiifnctic Luilimnenh invented hy M. dc la Rive. 
—-Two excellent little instruments have been invented by M. 
de la Rive, of Geneva, to illustrate the variou.s phenomena of 
cicctro-magnotisra, with very little trouble, and at a very tri¬ 
fling expense. 'I'lie first eonsist.s of a small voltaic coinliijiation 
attac’bed to a (oik ; the plate of zinc is nearly half an inch wide, 
and extends about an inch and a half below the cork, its 
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iippef through the cork to the upper surfiiee; 
the slip^jKon]^''is tH».^ainc width as the zinc, but passes 
round .^posed to both its surfaces as in Dr. 
WoUytx^n^Ponstniebbn^l its upper end also appears through 
the ^k. * V piece of copper wire, covered witlr silk thread, is 
cdilcd fire or six times, and tied together, so as to form a ring 
ll^ut an inch in diameter, and the* ends of the wire are con¬ 
nected, one with the zinc, and the other with copper slip above 
the *^febrk. When this small apparatus is placed in water 

■^•^ghtly acidulated by sulphuric acid, the voltaic apparatus is 
aetj^ve ^qygh to make the ring highly magnetic; and by pre¬ 
senting 'a' magnet to it in different directions, k may be at¬ 
tracted or repelled, and presents all the phenomena of a mo- 

f bile conducting wire. 
^ The other apparatus is also a little voltaic combination hung 

from a cork, but the plates are connected together, not by a 
ring of wire, but by a helix. The helix is made of similar wire 
to the ring, it is about one-third of an inch in diameter, and the 
two ends of the wire are returned through the helix till near 
the middle, when they arc made to p.iss to the outside between 
the spirals, then being connected with the upper ends of the 
plates, the helix lies on the cork, with its two ends equally 
<listant from the centre, the course of the electricity being along 
the wire, from one end of the helix to the other, and then back 
to the plates. When placed on acidulated water the helix be¬ 
comes magnetic, and its extremities become opposite magnetic 
poles, being attracted and repelled by the ])oles of a magnet, 
just as another magnet would be in the same situation.—Bib. 
Univer. xvi. p. 201. 

These little instruments took their rise from the floating 
needle of M. Naef. This was composed of a strip of silvt i 
and one of zinc connected together, bent, and floated on cork. 
These, when placed on acid, were attracted and repelled by 
the magnetic pole.—Bib. Univcr. xvi. p. 120. 

18. Contact in Voltaic Electricity.—In making experiments 
in voltaic electricity and elcctro-inagnctism, where numerous 
repetitions of contact between wires arc recpilred, it is ex¬ 
tremely useful, if these wires arc copper, to rub the ends over 
with a little nitrate of mercury ; an amalgam is thus formed on 
the surface of the cop^ier, which does not oxidate or become 
dirty as copper itself does, but remains bright, and fit for voltaic 
contact for a long time. M. F. 

19. Magnetism by EUctricity.’^M. Van Bcch has remarked, 
that a very slight degree of common electricity is sufficient to 
produce magnetism in a needle. A helix was made, and an un¬ 
magnetized needle placed in its interior; then one end being 
held in the hand, the other was brought near the conductor of 
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an electrics^ ipackine, and sparks passed to it. After a num¬ 
ber of these Had been taken, the needle, on examination, 
proved to be magnetic.*^£16. Univer, xvii. p. 23. T •' 

20. New Mectro-Magnetic Apparatus*—Since the paper ru, tht 
preceding pages has been printed^ I Have bad an .apparatus 
made by Mr. Newman, of Lisle-street, for the revolutions of the 
wire round the pole, and a pole round the wire. When Hare*s 
calorimeter was used to connect with it, the wire revolved so 
rapidly round the pole, that the eye could scarcely follow the- 
motion, and a single galvanic trough, containing ten pair of 
plates, on Dss Wollaston’s construction, had power enough to 
move the wire and the pole with considerable rapidity.. If con¬ 
sists of a stand, about three inches Hy six, from one end ol. 
which a brass pillar rises about six inches high, and is theipl 
continued horizontally by a copper rod over the stand; at the 
other end of the stand a copper-plate is fixed with a wire for 
communication, brought out to one side; in the middle is a 
similar plate and wire ; these are both fixed. A small shaliotir 
glass cup, supported on a hollow foot of glass, has a platb of 
metal cemented to the bottom, so as to close the aperture, and 
form a connexion with the plate on the stand; the hollow foot 
is a socket, into which a small cylindrical bar magnet can be 
placed, so that the upper pole shall be a little above the edge of 
the glass ; mercury is then poured in until the glass is nearly 
full; a rod of metal descends from the horizontal arm, perpen¬ 
dicularly over this cup; a little cavity is hollowed at'l^e end' 
and amalgamated, and a piece of stiff copper wire fe also 
amalgamated, and placed in it as described in the paper, except 
that it is attached by a piece of thread in the manner of a liga¬ 
ment, passing from the end of the wire to the inner surface of tlie 
cup; the lower end of the wire is amalgamated, and furnished 
with a small roller, which dips so as to be under the surface of 
the mercury in the cup beneath it. 

The other plate on the stand has also its cup, which is nearly 
cylindrical, a metal pin passes throigh the bottom of it, to 
connect by contact with the plate belo^ and to the inner end 
of the pin a small round bar magnet is attached at one pole by 
thread, so as to allow the other to be above the surface of the 
mercury when the cup is filled, and have freedom of motion 
tlierc; a thick wire passes from the rod above down perpendi¬ 
cularly, so as to dip a little way into the mercury of the cup; 
it forms the connecting wire, and the pole can move in any di¬ 
rection round it. When the connexions are made with the f)illar, and either of the wires from the stand plates, the revo- 
ution of the wire, or pole above, takes place; or if the wires 

be connected with the two coming from the plates, motion takes 
place in both cups at once, and in accordance wltli the law 
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stated^n the paper. This apparatus may be much reduced ia 
size, and made very much more delicate and "'sensible. 

M. F. 

III. Natural History. 

§ Medicine, &c. 

^ 1.0^ the Use of Iodine in Medicine, by Dr. Coindet.—Since 
the^first discovery of the use of this substance, in cases of bron- 

'cho^ele, particular notice has been taken in this Journal of the 
reisults of its application, and the conclusions to be drawn from 
them. See x. 191, and xi. 407. In another memoir, published 

Dr. Coindet, and of which the principal points will be con- 
xiensed below, a new, and in many cases better mode, of admi¬ 
nistering it is pointed out, and its good effect in schrofulous 
cases detailed, with the advantages which will probably result 

its use in this disease. 
', appears that many of the dangerous symptoms caused by 

iodine, may be attributed, some to its local action upon the 
mucous membrane of the stomach, which with some persons, 
cannot bear the remedy uninterruptedly administered, or in in¬ 
creased doses, with impunity; and others to its particular action 
on the lymphatic system. 

The symptoms belonging to these two actions differ essen¬ 
tially. The second action is that which, when properly directed, 
gives till remedy its usefulness. In order to avoid the first. 
Dr. Coindet endeavoured to introduce it into the system by 
other ways than the stomach. An ointment was made, of 1| 
ounce of hogs*-lard, and half a drachm of hydriodate of po- 
tassa. A piece of the size of a nut was prescribed night and 
morning, to be rubbed in on the goitre, or the enlarged scro- 
phulous glands, or those of the neck. In the first case of its 
administration in this way, the tumour softened after eight days 
of friction; in fifteen days the diminution was much greater, 
and the tumour had chided into many small lobes, distinct 
one from another ; at the end of a month it had entirely dis¬ 
appeared, without any other effect being produced by the iodine. 

After that twenty-two persons were treated in the same way. 
Above half the number were cured in between four and six 
weeks, and the others to a greater or less degree. 

Iodine, thus introduced into the absorbent system, presents 
the same results as when administered internally. The dura¬ 
tion of treatment, the thickening and softening of the skin, the 
softening of the goitre, its diminution and separation into many 
cists, tumours, or lobes, the cessation of oppressed respiration, 
and alteration of voice, are exactly the same. 
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In most caft|8 this mode of treatment sufficed alone to remote 
the tumour; when it did not, a small quantity administer^jlL 
internally completed the cure. In one case, when th|$ 
had been applied by the stomach, but only with parti^jelttCf^M^,' 
external application of it almost entirely.removed^t|^*g^lie4r''' 

Though none of the dangerous symptoms, som!^|n^ 
ing the former mode of administration had been ^served ae* 
coinpanying the latter treatment, yet Dr. Coindet took alibis/ 
usual precautions, and when the action on the goitre was wcjl " 
established, suspended the application of iodine fbr^eight 
ten days; it was then resumed, and thus any evil resulting 
a saturation of the system with iodine, or a too rapid action on 
the lymphatics avoided. 

In all these cases the utmost attention was paid to the local 
treatment of the goitre, inasmuch as it contributes powerfully 
towards the cure. It consists principally in the application of 
leeches, and sometimes emollient fomentations. The leeches fre¬ 
quently removed pain, and sometimes when iodine alone would 
not act on the goitre, the application of leeches decided the 
cure. It is not sufficient, therefore, in cases of the goitre, scro- 
phula, or other disturbed states of the lymphatic system, to 
prescribe iodine in a careless or common way, but the other 
indications must be attended to, to ensure the success to be ex¬ 
pected from so powerful a remedy. 

From the power of this remedy on the absorbent system, Dr. 
Coindet was induced to try its effects in cases of scjrpphula 
without fever, or indolent swellings of the glands of tl^,neck, 
and with great success. It was given in solution, in smaller 
doses than for the goitre, and combined with bitters or some 
aromatic syrup. Tlie course of the cure was the same as for 
the goitre. The tumours became loose, mobile, small, and 
soft, but the enlargement of the cellular structure feeling like 
an empty cist, was sometime before it entirely disappeared. 
In two cases mentioned the cures were decided and rapid. 

The application of the iodine externally in these cases was 
almost as effectual as internally, but the latter mode was gene¬ 
rally preferred, because of the tonic effect of the remedy in 
small doses. Sometimes iodine would have no effect at all, a 
result which occurs now and then with the goitre. 

Dr. Coindet, led by the powerful action of this remedy on 
the absorbent system, then extends his views to some further 
applications of it. The use of it alternately with mercury, or 
the iodide of mercury, is proposed in complicated cases of scro- 
phula and syphilis, and in those cases where the syphilitic 
virus of the parent causes the dcvolopcment of scrophula in the 
child. From the analogy existing between diseased ovaries, and 
the affections of the thyroid glands, the probable use in the for¬ 
mer cases is pointed out, and as in some goitres which appeared 
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to serous cists, a cure was effected, it is^)|lso suggested 
that ihdine may be useful in cases of dropsy. ^ • 

, to"'proposing these various views of the probable use of 
a»Sodihe> Dr. Coindet disclaims any idea of making it an universal 
4n|j^ne. He remarks that all these diseases have something 
' and that the action of the remedy on the absorbent 

principle on which he founds his hope of its utility 
them:—Univer^ xvi. p. 320. 

Use of Nitrate of Silver in Medicine.—The Ghrnale di 
■*>iFi^a', tony xi., contains at p. 355, a paper by 11 C. Sementini, 
'An the use of nitrate of silver in cases of epilepsy. After re- 

nmiiLing on the difficulty which occurs in treating such cases, 
^nd {he good effects that have been observed in using the ni¬ 
trate of silver, and its superiority in this respect over all other 
remedies, both as to the effect it produces, and the little incon¬ 
venience it causes; the Cavalier states, that to secure the good 
effects belonging to it, the nitrate of silver should be well tritu¬ 
rated with the vegetable extract, in combination with which it 
is given ; that the first doses should be small, and the quantity 
gradually increased to six or eight grains, or even more, in a 
day: t^at the use should not be continued very long together; 
and that the patient should keep out of the action of light. 
The latter precaution is necessary, to prevent the discoloration 
of the skin, which sometimes happens after a long and copious 
use of this remedy. The precaution, however, only regards 
avoiding the meridian sun-light. 

It frequently happens, in the use of this medicine, that a 
species of cutaneous eruption, consisting of small pustules, 
occurs. This may be regarded as a certain proof of the good 
effects of the medicine. 

In the early part of this paper, II C. Sementini, in endeavouring 
to remove the impression existing against nitrate of silver, be¬ 
cause of its poisonous qualities, remarks, that being mixed with 
vegetable extract, it is not really the salt, but the oxide, that is 
given ; and, therefore, the observations of M. Orfila, on the ni¬ 
trate as a poison, have nothing to do with the power of the re¬ 
medy. At the same time, as an argument for using the nitrate 
in place of the oxide, it is remarked, that at the moment of de¬ 
composition a combination is, proliably, effected between the 
extract and the oxide; and that actually the salt is found most 
efficacious. 

Being assured of the use of nitrate of sliver in epileptic affec¬ 
tions, and reasoning upon its tonic effect, 11 C. Sementini was 
induced to try its powers as a remedy in cases of paralysis. The 
first instance quoted is of a gilder, who, probably from the fumes 
of mercury, had become very paralytic. An eighth of a grain 
of nitrate of silver was prescribed at first, but the dose was in¬ 
creased every other day; by the time that three grains were 
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taken the goC^il^U were evident, and in twenty days more 
the man waa ^rfectly restored. In another instance every part 
of the body anS dimbs were paralyzed but the head. A small 
quantity was given at drst, but it was increased to eight grains 
per day, and it effected a cure. 

Three other instances are then adduced, in all of which cures 
were effected: and the Cavalier expresses his hopes that in the 
hands of other medical men, it will be found as effective and as 
important as in his own. 

3. Use of Chlorine in Hydrophobia,—In a book published by 
Doctor Previtali, of which notice is taken in the Giornale di 
Fisica, tom. iii., p. 357, an extended account is given of the 
successful administration of chlorine in cases of hydrophobia. 
Several persons were bitten by a dog, some of these died with 
all the symptoms of hydrophobia, others .were treated with the 
chlorine, and though the symptoms returned once or twice on the 
early cessation of the remedy, yet they were vanquished by its 
continuance, and a perfect cure effected. The medicine consists 
of four scruples of saturated solution of chlorine, with four 
Ounces of aromatic water and half an ounce of syrup of lemons, 
to be taken daily. The cases seem perfectly authenticated, for 
the authorities being earnest to obtain all possible knowledge 
upon the subject, a correspondence took place in consequence, 
which is published, and contains the progress of the cures. 
The symptoms which occurr^^d when the remedy was inter¬ 
mitted ; and the immediate effect of the remedy, on adminis¬ 
tration, were of the most decided nature. •• 

Some account is given in the Gazetta di Milano of Septchnber 
13, 1820, of the application of solution of chlorine as a remedy 
in cases of spotted fever, by Dr. Sacco, of Milan. Reasoning 
from its effect on infectious matter, and finding that two, or 
even three, ounces of the solution might be drank at once with¬ 
out injury, he administered it in cases of spotted fever, and found 
that in two or three days the effect was to reduce the disease to 
a simple fever, to shorten the period of its duration, and to lessen 
the diminution of strength, and other bad consequences, that- 
remain after the fever is removed. And from the constant good 
effect produced in these, and similjar cases. Dr. Sacco 
states his conviction that it will be of the utmost service in 
the putrid fever, yellow fever, plague, and all other contagious 
disorders. 

The dose prescribed by Dr. Sacco is one ounce of the solu¬ 
tion in three ounces of water, repeated four times a day; a 
spoonful of honey being taken after each dose. He also directs 
that the body should be washed three times a day with the same 
solution. 

4. Medical Prize Q^estion.—The Academic Society of Nantes 
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havfL>proposed a prize of 300 francs for the .liies^nswer to the 
queries, “ What are the origin, the causes, a1id%i^ nature, of 
the yellow fever ?” ** What are the means to prevent it?” 

§ 11. ‘Minekalogt, Geology, Meteorology, &c. 

1. N^w Mineral Substance.—Mr. J. Deuchar found, a few 
weeks ago, a new mineral substance imbedded in lime> 
stone, melts at a candle, and burns on a wick, or on paper. 
Jn the cold it is insoluble in alcohol, potash, or oil of turpen¬ 
tine, nor is it acted upon in the cold after five days* exposure to 
sulphuric, muriatic, or nitric acids.—Annals of Philosophy^ ii. 
p. 236. 

2. Remains of Art in a Limestone Formation.—The following 
geological fact is stated by Professor Silliman, as translated 
from Count Bournon’s Mineralogy: 

During the years 1786,7, and 8, they were occupied near Aix, 
in Provence, in France, in quarrying stone for the rebuilding, 
upon a vast scale, of the Palace of Justice. The stone was a deep 
grey limestone, and of that kind which are tender when they come 
out of the quarry, but harden by exposure to the air. The strata 
were separated from one another by a bed of sand, mixed with 
clay, more or less calcareous. The first which were wrought pre¬ 
sented no appearances of any foreign bodies, but after the work¬ 
men had removed the first ten beds, they were astonished when, 
taking away the eleventh, to find its inferior surface, at the 
depth of forty or fifty feet, covered with shells. The stone of 
this‘l^a having been removed, as they were taking away the 
sand which separated the eleventh bca from the twelfth, they 
found stumps of columns and fragments of stones half wrought, 
and the stone was exactly similar to that of the quarry. They 
found moreover coins, handles of hammers, and other tools, or 
fragments of tools, of wood. But that which principally com¬ 
manded their attention was a board, about an inch thick, and 
seven or eight feet long; it was broken into many pieces, of 
which none were missing, and it was possible to join them again 
one to another, and to restore its original form, which was that 
of the boards of the same kind used by the masons and quar> 
rymen; it was worn in the same manner, rounded, and waving 
on the edges. 

The stones, which were completely or partly wrought, had 
not at all changed in their nature, but the fragments of the 
board and the instruments, and the pieces of instruments of 
wood, had been changed into agates, which were very fine, 
and agreeably coloured. Here then (observes Count Bour- 
non) we have the traces of a work executed by the hand of 
man, placed at the depth of fifty feet, and covered with eleven 
beds of compact limestone; every thing tended to prove 
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that this bad been executed upon the spot where,the 
traces exist^^ The presence of man had then preceded.}ihe 
formation oObis stone, and that very considerably, since bo 
was already at such a degree of civilization that the arts wiire 
known to him, and that be wrought the stone, and formed.eOri 
lumnft out of it. 

3. On Meteorolites, by M. Fleuriau de Bellevue.---A <||||||Mr, 
by M. Fleuriau de Bellevue, was read to the i|iwlfe3|r1&f. 
Sciences last year, on meteoric stones, and particulaify onr 
those which fell near Jonzac, in the department of ^Chare^te^ 
This paper is long, and contains much minute investigations 
those appearances, which, accompanying these phenomena, 
ford the only means of ascertaining their real natuf^'’< We 
'shall, probably, take an opportunity of abstracting aim con* 
densing this paper; in the mean time the following'conclusions 
are presented as those drawn by M. Bellevue. 

1. The appearances presented by the crust of meteorolites 
seem to prove that their surface has been fused whilst rapidly,, 
traversing the flame of the meteor, and rapidly solidified into a 
vitreous state on leaving that flame. 

2. They prove that in the first moments the movement of the 
meteorolites was simple, that is, that they did not turn round 
on their own axis whilst those two eflects took place. 

3. That the impulse each meteorolite has received has almost 
always been perpendicular to its largest face. 

4. That tlie largest face is almost always more pr, less 
convex. 

6. Our meteorolites (those of Jonzac) offer new proo^ pf-the 
pre-existence of a solid nucleus to bolides or meteors. ' 

6. This nucleus could not contain the combustible matter 
which produces the inflammat/mn of the meteor. 

7. It cannot have suffered fusion during the appearance of 
the phenomena. 

8. The gaseous matter which surrounds this nucleus is dis¬ 
sipated without producing any solid residuum. No trace of 
this matter appears ever to exist in the crust of the meteoro¬ 
lites. 

9. Meteorolites are fragments of those nuclei which have 
not been altered in their nature, but simply vitrified at their 
surfaces. 

10. Many of the irregular forms which these fragments 
present may be referred to determinate geometric forms. 

11. These latter forms are the consequence of the rapid ac¬ 
tion of a violent fire, according to a law of the movement of 
heat in solid bodies, discovered by M. Erner.—de Phy^ 
sique, xcii. p. 159. 

4. Skull found in a Tree.^ A very precise description, ac- 
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cofMpanied by wood-cuts, is giveu in the Monthly^.Mdgofine 
Ibr September, p. 102, of a skull found in a trrot'' Thetieie 
was an ash, and was out down about two years since in 
P^ey Abbey Farm, nesur Warwick. It was supposed to be ‘ 

eiffhty years old. The skull was closely imbedd^ ip 
^e a^Hd part of the trunk, about nine feet from the gr^nd, 
a^|i^K||l discovered when^the tree was sawn up into rafters. 
I%^Eceftiif^ which the skull lay being cut out a section of 
;l^,haa3Ken made. The wood around the bone was every where fiCtly sound, except in one small place, where it is decayed, 

(fils bad no communication with the exterior at the time 
tree was cut. The grain of the wood was completely 

derangj^, and seemed to embrace the bone round which it 
had fowid. The skull is supposed to have belonged to a deer* * 
It is now in the possession of the Rev. Thomas Cottle, of 
Warwick Borough. 

IV. General Literature. 

i. ilnctenr MSS.r“M, Maio still continues to be successful in 
his search after lost works of ancient writers; he has lately found 
several parts of the books of Polybius, Diodorus, Dion Cas¬ 
sius, some frf^ments of Aristotle of Ephorus, ofTimeus, of 
Hyperides, of Demetrius, of Phalaris, &c., some parts of the 
unsown writings of Eunapius, Menander of Byzantium, Pres- 
cius, ^iiid 'of Peter the Protector. They were discovered in a 
MS. ^So^ning the harangues of the rhetorician Aristides, from 
a lai^ ,i(^lection of ancient writings made by order of Con- 
ifanti^ Porphyrogentes, of which only a small part are known 
to be extant; the writing appears to be of the eleventh century. 
M. Maio has also found writings of the Greek and Latin fathers 
prior to St. Jerome, with other valuable works. 

2. Statuary Marble.^^ome remarkably 6ne statuary aud other 
marble quarries have lately been discovered at Scravazza, in 
Tuscany, much superior to any thing of the kind at Coanara, 

Siwhich ^reaten to rival and lower the pride of the latter-men- 
tioned place. His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Tuscany 
gives great encouragement and protection both to commerce ana 
the fine arts within his dominions. 

3. Inventor of the Steam Engine.—A letter was published in 
the Oentleman*s Magazine for 1811, which Mr. Tilloch has again 
brought into notice. The writer of it refers to the Harleian MSS. 
for proof that the real inventor of the Steam Engine was Samuel 
Monand, master of the works to Charles II. Morland wrote a 
book upon the subject, in which he not only shewed the practi¬ 
cability of his plan, but even calculated the power of different 
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cylinders* The book is extant in the above collection. Tt wa* 
presentedf^o^he French king in 1683, and copies were then 
shewn' at St. Germains. The author dates his invention in 1682, 
seventeen years prior to Savtiry’^s patent. The description of the 
MS^jn which Morland explains his invention, will be found in 
iSh^proved Harleian Catalogue, <VoI. iii., No. 6771, and it is 
also pointed out in the preface to that volume. Sect. 22. 

4. Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh^—Xt is with 
pleasure that we announce the formation of a Medico-Chirur- 
gical Society in Edinburgh. The Society is formed upon the 
model of the’ Medico-Chirurgical Society of London, and has 
in view precisely similar objects. Most of medical professors 
in the university, and many of the most respectable practi¬ 
tioners in the city, have co-operated in its formation. Dr. 
Duncan, senior, has been elected its Rrst president. Its sittings 
commence in the approaching winter session. 

In addition to ordinary and honorary members, provision is 
made for the admission of coiresponding members; and it is 
hoped that many, in almost every part of the world, and 
such especially as retain a grateful recollection of the advan¬ 
tages they derived from their alma-mater, will not be backward 
in supplying interesting communications. 

Communications m£^ be transmitted to the president of the 
Society, or to either of the secretaries, according to the follow¬ 
ing addresses: 

Dr. W. P. Alison, 44, Hcriot-row, Edinburgh. 
Dr Robt. Hamilton, 3, Northumberland-strecltt Edinr. 
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THE 

Art Analym of Black and Green Te4 
; -'■;r 

The. iPolIbwing e^peritRei^, toade ib^the Iabora|p,ry of 

Royal Institution, were chiefly underta!kpt> %itK a view of iU»l^ 

certaining whether the different effects usually attributed to 

blade and green tea, are referable to any peculiar principle exist* 

in^. in the one which is not to be found in the other. They 

wfll a^sp. tend to throw some light upon the relative composition 

of teas of different prices. To ascertain the nature and extent 

of adulterations of any kind is not our present object: the vari¬ 

ous specimens submitted to examination were obtained from most 

respectable sources, and undoubtedly genuine as imported^ 

what processes the tea may be submitted to in China, or what 

i|ii^ures and additions it may there receive, arc curious and in¬ 

teresting matters of inquiry, and deserve further investigation 

than they have as yet received. 

I 

A 
I 

' One hundred parts of the finest black tea sold in the shops 

at 12s. per lb., were digested in repeated portions of boiling 

water it entirely ceased to act upon the residue; the leaves 

were then ‘and were found to have lost thirty-five per 

cent, in w^hi} ftiey retained their original colour. The in¬ 

fusion was evaporated, and yielded a dark brown transparent 

extract, very astringent, and of a nauseous bitter flavour. . 

*•. 

w; 
•» 

B 

The leaves, exhausted of all their matter soluble in water, 

were digested in alcohol, (sp, gr. 820°), to which they imparted 
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a deep brown colour, and considerable odour of tea. The 

alcohol being evaporated, yielded a resinous extract of a more 

agreeable smell and flavour than that obtained by water. The 

leaves were now colourless, and without the smallest remaining 

taste; they were dried and had sustained a further loss of twelve 

per cent. 

One hundred parts, therefore, of the finest black tea contain 

forty-seven parts of soluble matter, thirty-five of which arc 

taken up by water, and twelve by alcohol. 
I 

C 

A solution of isinglass was carefully added to the aqueous 

infusion of one hundred grains of the same black tea, as long as 

it caused a precipitate, which, being dried at a temperature not 

exceeding 212°, weighed twenty-eight grains. 

D 

The above experiments were repeated with a sample of the 

commonest black tea sold at 6s. per lb. The weight of the solu¬ 

ble matter imparted to water was precisely similar, nearly 35 

grains from 100: but the leaves, having been exhausted by 

water, only imparted six grains of soluble matter to alcohol. 

The flavour of the aqueous extract Avas nearly the same as that 

of the former two. 

E 

A variety of samples of black tea were submitted to distilla¬ 

tion with water, but the distilled water had acquired in all cases 

a very slight vegetable flavour only; it contained no appreciable 

quantity of vegetable matter, and was not obviously different 

from tea of different degrees of excellence. 

Experiments rvith Green Tea. 

A 

One hundred parts of fine green tea digested in repeated por¬ 

tions of water, sustained a loss amounting to forty-one parts ; 

the leaves being separated and dried, still retained a greenish 

brown colour. The infusion, carefully evaporated, afforded a 
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brown transparent extract, highly astringent and bitter,^ a^d 

having a peculiar flavour unlike that of the original tea. 
. #• 

B 

llie residuary leaves of tiie last experiment were transferred 

to alcohol, with which they formed a green tincture; when the 

whole of their soluble matter .was thus withdrawn, they were 

dried, and were then of a pale straw colour, brittle, and quite 

insipid. They had sustained a further loss of ten parts. 

The alcoholic solution being evaporated to dryness, yielded 

a high'y fragrant olive>coloured resinous exuact, scarcely acted 

upon by cold water, but perfectly redissoluble in alcohol* Its 

solution diluted with water became turbid, and deposited a pale 

6live-green precipitate of a slightly bitter flavour, and smelling 

vety strongly of green tea. 

One hundred parts, therefore, of the best green tea contain 

fifty-one parts of soluble matter, forty-one of which, having the 
' s * 

properties of tan and extractive, are imparted to water; and ten 

subsequently abstracted by alcohol, of a resinous nature. 

C 

An aqueous infusion of one-hundred grains of the same tea 

Was mixed with solution of isinglass; the precipitate, when ren¬ 

dered as dry as possible by a temperature not exceeding 212^, 

weighed thirty-one grains. 

D 

A series of similar experiments were made upon a very in¬ 

ferior sample of green tea, sold at 7s. per lb. This only im¬ 

parted • to water thirty-six per cent, of soluble matter; but the 

leaves, subsequently digested in alcohol, lost eleven grains; so 

that the entire soluble contents of the good and bad tea, are to 

each other as 51 to 47 ; but as far as the mere agency of water 

is concerned as 41 to 36. 

£ 

Green tea was mixed with water and submitted to slow distil¬ 

lation ; the liquid which passed over had acquired a little of the 

fragrancy of the tea, especially of the. finer samples, but not the 

P 2 
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'smalldst {ibrdou of Essential oil, or other vegetable mattdrcould 

be deteoted in it*. 

The above experiments shew that quantity of astringent 

matter precipitable by gelatine is somewhat greater in green 

than in black , tea, though the excess is by no means so great as 

the coinparative flavours of the two would lead one to expect. 

It also appears that the entire quantity of soluble matter is 

greater in green than in black tea, and that the proportion of 

extractive matter not precipitable by gelatine is greatest.in the 
* » w* 

latter. 

Sulphuric, muriatic, and acetic acids, but especially the firsts 

occasion precipitates in infusions both of black and green tca^ 

which have the properties of combinations of those acids tvith 

tan. Both the infusions also yield, as might be expected, 

abundant black precipitates with solutions of iron; and when 

mixed with acetate, or more especially with sub^cetate of lead, 

a bulky bufl'-coloured matter is separated, leaving the remain¬ 

ing fluid entirely tasteless and colourless. This precipitate was 

diflused through water, and decomposed by sulphuretted hy¬ 

drogen ; it afforded a solution of tan and extract, but not any 

trace of any peculiar principle to which certain medical effects 

of tea, especially of green tea, could be attributed. 

One property of strong infusions of tea, belonging equally to 

black and green, seemed to announce in them the presence of a 

* distilled holf-a-pound of the best aud most fragrant green tea, 

with simple water, and drew off an ounce of very odprous and pellucid 

water, free from oil, and which, on trial, shewed no signs of astribgency.** 

Lkttsom’b Natural liiatwry of the Tea Tree^ London, 1^99, 4to.' 

Some of Dr. Lettsom’s experiiUents would seem to shew that then'oxious 

effects of tea are referable to the volatile and odorous prlnclido which 

thus passes off in distillation; and he thinks that those Who sulSsr from 

them, but yet cannot omit this favourite beverage, might take it with more 

safety if previously boiled for a few minutes to dissipate the fragrant prin¬ 

ciple. In all tile forms which Du Halde relates for administering tea as a 

stomachic medicine among the Chinese, it is either ordered to be boiled 

or otherwise so prepared as to flissipate its fragrancy. 
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tdistintt^vegetablie principle; .pamely^ tbAttbey deposit,. 

cool, a brown pulverulent precipitate, which passea through 

ordinary filters, and can Only hs collected by deposition and de¬ 

cantation ; this precipitate is very slightly soluble in cold water 

of the temperature of from 50*^ downwards^'but it dissolves with 

the utmost facility in water of 100^ and Upwards, forming a pale 

brown transparent liquid, which furnished abundant precipitate 

in solutions iof isinglass, of sulphate of iron, of muriate of tin, 

and of acetate of lead; whence it may be inferred to consist of 

tannin, gallic acid, and extractive matter. 

When tea leaves have been exhausted by water repeatedly af- 

fused, the above experiments shew that alcohol is still capable 
* 

^ of extracting a considerable quantity of difficultly soluble mat¬ 

ter : this substance, again infused in boiling water dissolves with 

difficulty, furnishing a liquid which smells aud tastes strongly 

of tea, and which, were it not for the expense of the solvent and 

the trouble attending its separation, might perhaps be prodthbly 

employed. 

Though the above experiments shew that tea contains, upon 

an average, from 30 to 40 per cent, of matter soluble in boiling 

water, it is not to be supposed that so large a proportion is taken 
1 

up iu the ordinary process of making tea; on the contrary, 

from tea leaves in the state in which they are usually thrown 

away, there is still contained from 10 to 14 percent, of soluble 

matter, capable of affording a sufficiently pleasant beverage, 

though it must be granted that the most agreeable portion of the 

tea, consisting probably of the purer tannin, or astringent matter, 

and of the whole of the aroma, is taken up by the first affusion 

of hot water; and that, subsequently, the bitter and less soluble 

extractive matter are dissolved, furnishing what is usually called 

strong tea, but infinitely less agreeable than the earlier infusion. 

'Hence it is that.the real epicure in this article imitates, in some 

measure, the Chinese process of infusion; and only drinks the 

first made tea^ using a fresh, but small proportion of the leaves 

for each successive cup. 

- The following table shews the respective quantities of soluble. 
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mattee in water 4md in aleohol^ ^ weight of the preci^tate by 

iBiaglassi 'and the proportion of inert woody fibrerin'green and 

black tea of various prices; it is given, not as throwing any itn- 

portant light upon the cause of tho difieronit (lualities of tea, but 

as containiDg the resultSf of actual eaperiments; it may also per¬ 

haps save some trouble to future inquirers.. 

One Hundred putt of Tea. Soluble In 
Water. 

Soluble In 
Alcohol. 

Preci|>ita(e 
-with gvUy* 

Inert 
residue. 

Green Hyson 14s. per lb. 41. 
A 

44. 31. 56. 

Ditto 12s. 34. 43. 29. 57. 

Ditto 10s. 36. 43. 26. 57. 

Ditto 8s. '36. 42. 25. 58. 

Ditto 7s. 31. 41. 24. 59. 

Black Sou¬ 
chong 1 I2s. 35. 

1 , 

36. 28. 64. 
f 

Ditto lOs. 34. 37. 28. Oo« 

Ditto 8s. 37. 35. 28. 63. 
t 

Ditto 7s. 36. 35. 24. 64. 

Ditto 6s. 35, 31. 23. 63. 
< 

Abt. II.—On the Chart of Shetland. By J. McCulloch, 

M. D., R R. S. 

Having been lately engaged in a geological survey of the 

Shetland islands, I bad occasion to lament t|{;ie deficiency which 

British Geography labours under in the want of a map of this 

district; a want which was productive of considerable labour 

and much uncertainty, and which eventually rendered it im¬ 

possible to deduce any satisfactory conclusions respecfing the 

general direction of the strata, or the dependency and connexion 

of those of a similar nature which' were sepai'ated' by Vide in¬ 

tervals. Had even the maritime outline been tolerably correct, 

these difficulties would have been easily overcome, as the iiite- 
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rioT co]i]3i[tmi9 little iliftaat from the sea in any oart, Ihat^a. 
map oap^Ie<of answering the ends in view could have been/eonr 

str acted with-very little labour. The sea-chart of Shetland la» 

on the contrary,' not only grossly incorrect in its general geolo¬ 

gical details, but, with a very exceptions, utterly unfit for 
the purposes of naviga^on. It would be better, indeed, if no 

such chart existed; ag, except in Jthe very fe^jnstjwces which 

I shall presently point Out, a reliance on it is in danger of tempt¬ 

ing a vessel to its destruction. It has not therefore even the- 
♦ 

negative quality of being useless. 

The deficiency of the chart is not so generally known as it> 

ought to be. The name of Captain Preston, which is attached' 

it, is no less likely to mislead those who are unacquainted 

with its incorrectness, than the apparent decision with which the 
I /t 

rocks, soundings, and anchorage, are laid down; and it is too late 

to ascertain the position of a rock when a vessel is cm it, or the. 

badness of an anchorage when she is embayed on a lee ,sl|ore. 

In this respect, indeed, there is a striking constrast between 

the chart of Orkney and that of Shetland; while the excellence, 

of the former may plso have the bad effect of tempting those who. 

have navigated by it, to place the same reliance on the latter 

unaware that the survey of Orkney was conducted by M*Kenzio 

with the greatest care and anxiety, and that the chart of Shet¬ 

land is little better than a map-seller's compilation, supplying 

the want of documents with conjectures. 

To render these deficiencies better known through the medium 

of this Journal, ,ia an act of justice which public benefit claims; 

criticism is not alw|tys employed in so pure and good a cause, 

nor can our defects be remedied till they are pointed out; and 

it is by no means generally known that this part of British hy¬ 

drography is^in so imperfect a state. If it were known, it is cer¬ 

tain that the department-of our. government which ^kes charge 

of these matters, would have long ago found a remedy; as is 

proved by the laudable anxiety it has always shown to improve 

the art of navigation. The recent establishment of a light-house 
on Sumburgh-head is, indeed, an earnest of a desire to render 

the navigation of Shetland more safe than it has yet been; and 
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iti$ be hoped that it ere long, be followed^ a J^utical 

survey of all these islands ♦. 
The present chvt is stated tp have been drawn up froio the 

observation|i of Captain Presfon^'and the latitudes and longi¬ 

tudes of Admiral fiOwenom. , A repent addkion has ;beea .made 

to it, of a very accurate survey of Brassa Sound by .Captain. 

Raipage, who haaalso published a correct, chart of Balta Sound, 

which, however, is npt appended to the general chart. Some 

alterations have also been made in the original chart, down to 

1820, which are said, in the work, to be. “ considerable im- 
I 

provements." These alterations are, however, trifling, and relate 

to little else than some of the latitudes, and to a correction of 

the longitude of Brassa; a new scale having been fitted on tho'' 

old plates, and a rock added, conjecturally, to the east of Fetlar, 

as the cause of the loss of the Hound sloop, of which the place 

is, nevertheless, at this moment unknown. 

It is, however, not possible to discover from what authorities 

the chart has actually been drawn up. It is understood in Shet¬ 

land that Captain Preston did not survey the eastern coast, 

haying bepp drowned while engaged on the west side of the 

island. It is certain, from internal jevidence, that he could not 

have ‘ examined the west side throughout, as> the coast from 

Papa Stour toward the north is exceedingly incorrect. His 

* The Commissioners under whom this elegant building has been 

erected have doubtless proceeded on the best evidence in choosing this 

place, but the situation is unfortunately too high. ,ln the thick wea¬ 

ther so common in Shefland, particularly with easterly winds, this light¬ 

house must always be involved in mists and fQgs^.pnd, evep in the 

ordinary weste^^ winds, it arrests the flight of the clouds. It is tip be feared 

that the light will frequency be invisible, and particularly when it is most 

wanted } and that it will thus become, an additional, sop^e of ,danger 

rather than ^f security. There ill unfortunately no lower point, at the 

southern extremity of these islands where it could ha\ e been built, so as 

to serve the purposes of ships coming from the ea8,tward as well as th^e 

westward; hut many seamen give a preference to Moussp Island, as the 

chief want is that of a night-mark for vessels intending to make Lerwick. 

Such a light-house, together with a small light on the Nah, wquld render 

that harbour accessible even in the darkest night. 
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wcra*pr6babty' limited 

far as Scalloway; .although, even these are sO incorrectly suF-'" 
veyed, that it is prdbable the compiler had no access to his d6- 

cuments in: a compile state. - Neither has * the compiler taken 
advantage of CollinS*^'survey t-which, limited as it is, is far 
more accurate than the present ch^rt is iii the' same places; as 
any one may see who will take the trouble of comparing his 
chart of the two Burras with that which is given, and with the 
actual form of these islands *. 

It is not my intention to go through all the details of this 
chart; nor would it indeed serve any purpose, unless I could 
have accompanied it by a large copy, which the dimensions of 

V * 

^qis Journal do not admit. 1 shall therefore limit myself to a 
few observations on some of the most remarkable points, for the 

purpose of establishing the justice of this general censure; those 

who may be possessed of a copy, may follow these obseryations 
without difficulty. The enumeration of even the few particu¬ 
lars which 1 have selected for remark, will amply justify this 

general criticism; and it is hoped that it will have the effect 
which is intended, of exciting the attention of some indiyidual, 
or that of the government, to the subject; the object being, not 

to censure error or neglect, but to instigate to a remedy; Hav¬ 
ing entered almost every harbour under an excellent pilot,' I affi 
the more easily enabled to point out where the defects lie, but 

shall limit myself to the most prominentf. 
One of the most important circumstances in the navigation of 

all the groups of’islands which beset the'cOast of Shetland, is 

* Although not an advocate for monopoly, the publication of maps, or 

at least of sea-charts, on the correctness of which so many lives, and so 

much property depend, ought to be restraiued'to the hands of govern¬ 

ment. The temptStioii arismg from a little profit^ is too often an induce¬ 

ment to pttblishen to construct these' chans from imperfect and Imaginary 

documents, careless of the consequences which must result from their in¬ 

correctness, add, it is to be hoped, not aware of the fatal results whiph arc 

so often produced by their inaccuracy. 

The accurate and universal knowledge of this pilot, whose name is 

Peter Anderson, would afford great facility to any one intending to con¬ 

struct a chart of these islands; and it is an opportunity which, once lost. 
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the nature of the tideft? their strength/ or Velocilf/^^their direc* 
tion, the times of cban^, their interference, and'the currents 

urhich are formed among them.' Without' an accurate knowledge 

of this nature, the best geo^phical 'sui^y wotdd be utterly 
useless. 4f a vessel is not acquainted wkh the time of change 

in all these intricate ehannels, it will often be found impossible 

to reach the destined harbour, or to effect the intended passage; 

as the periods of ebb and flood are so* materially influenced by 

the forms of the land in many places, by the collisions of two 

floods or ebbs from diflereht quarters, or by the interference, 
perhaps, of the flood of one channel with the ebb of another. 

Not nnirequeatly also, it becomes neeessary, in slufting from 

one-.harbour to another, so to time matters as to secure a portidta" 

both of ebb and flood; since, in consequence of the currents, or 

depths of water in such harbours, or the existence of bars and 

shoals', the object may as effectually be defeated by taking too 

large or too little a portion of flie one, as by miscalculating the 

the time required to effect the passage. With a leading wind, 

or a favourable breeze, it is true, an accurate attention to the 

tides is often of litlie consequence but c^s are constantly oc* 

curring, in which, if the passage is not effected by the tide,' it 

will not be effected at all; or the vessel may be caught at sea 

in a dark night, an event which is always a source of great peril 

on coasts of this nature, or else be embayed on a lee shore stib'^ 

ject to any casual change of adverse wind, which, in these 

regions, often rise with great violence and incredible rapidity. 

Very often, security is to be ‘obtained* by taking shelter in an 

eddy, or in the still water which is often fohnd to the lee of the' 

current that sets on some island; but it is unnecessary to detkil 

all the cases, too well known to seamen, and particularly to 

those acquainted with the Scottish islands, iu which an accurate 

knowledge of the tides is'as indispensable as thet of the coasts 
and harbours themselves. 

is not easily replaced j as he is the only person in the islands who is ac- 

<iuainted with eveiy rock and harbour Jn them. I need not point out to 

surveyors how much time is saved in investigations of this nature hy such 
a coadjutor. 
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‘ In thi^ impoitant part of every sea-chart, that of Shetland » 

lamentably deficient j and it affords a strong contrast vrith that 

of Orkney/ where all these paarticulars are recorded with the 

greatest fidelity andnccui^cy; There is, in fact, in the chart of 

Shetland, »not the' el^test indication even of the direction of 
4 

the Hood, except on the west coaSt, fkr froth land, and foir a 

small space ou the eastern; in both of which it » little better 

than conjectural, and serves no useful purpose. This most es>» 

sential circumstance is not only entirely omitted in the channels 

and near the shores, where a knowledge of it is most wanted, 

but it is not even noticed on the northern extremity of these 

islands, where the violence of the tide is such as materially to 

a£[ect the plan of a vessel attempting that passage, and is ex¬ 

tremely dangerous to boats. 1 shall content myself wiffa enume< 

rating a few of the channels where the tides are most trouble^ 

some, or where the defect of this part of the chart is most likely 

to be felt. In all these cases, it must be presupposed that there 

is not a leading wind, or a sufficient breeze; and when it is stated 

that the velocity of these tides often reaches to five or six knots 

an hour, or even much more,, it will easily be understood that 

such a wind may often be wanting, particularly to deep and slow 

vessels. 

Passing over the navigation of Brassa Sound, since a pilot 

may always be obtained there, 1 shall first remark, that neither 

the anchorage of Simbister Bay in Whalsey, nor that of the 

Out-skerries, can be taken without an accurate knowledge of the 

time and dature of the tides; owing to the shallowness and in¬ 

tricacy of the channels leading to them. The same remark may 

be made on the sound of Uyea and that of Balta; particularly 

if a vessel attempts to take the latter harbonr by the northern 

passage. In shifting from the former harbour to the latter, it 

is necessary to make use of tlie latter part of the flood and the 

first of the ebb; since, without the first of these, it is difficult to 

beat out of the harbour of Uyea; and, without the last, equally 

inconvenient to beat into that of Balta. If a vessel, again, is 

desirous of going from Balta Sound to Ooup Voc, or the 

western pirts of Yell, or from Uyea harbour to the same places, 
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the'cHsot does not indicate tb^ the p^ag;e Tbiittd the'Scaw in 

the former case, or that of 'Biiimel Sound ib the latter j arc inex¬ 

pedient, or evpD, in ceirtaih 'dircdmatahoea, 'dangetoUs; and 

that it is far preferable to 
Sound. The strength of the eutteht through Co^ave Sound, 

though fat less than that of the stream whidh runs with such 

velocity through Blumel Sounds: renders it also necessary to be 

well acquainted with the' titnes of ebb and flow through that 

passage; ho less id merely sailing through it, than in attempt¬ 

ing toinake the harbour of Basta Voe. As, in leaving a har¬ 

bour, every vessel has an opportunity of ascertaining the state 

pf the tide, it is unnecessary to point out the peculiar situations 

m any of these islands, in which it is necessary to possess this 

knowledge for that purpose; but I may remark, generally, that 

with respect to the making a great proportion of them, a vessel 

may often fail in its object unless that circumstance is previously 

well known, and thus be compelled to stand out to sea again. 

In passing round Skaw, or Papel-ness in Yell or^Fedaland 

Point in North Maven, it is equally necessary to be accurately 

acquainted with the times of change; as the strength of the cur¬ 

rent is considerable in all these situations, and it is requisite to 

take advantage of the ebb and flood both, for doubling these 

headlands; but on this subject the chart gives no information. 

Tlie whole of the flood or ebb is equally required for making the 
* • 

passage from Fedaland to Hillswick, or through SwarbueVs 

Miu; or from Papa Stour to the southern harbours of \£thsting, 
or the reverse; and, in all these cases, a miscalculation of the 

time or velocity of the current, if there is a short Windsor a head 

sea, or both, may be productive of the most aerious inconve¬ 

niences. The same remarks might be extended to all the re¬ 

mainder of the western shore; but it ‘ is unnecessary to enter 
into minute detmls of cases which have occurred in my own 

experience, and which must occur to all vessels attempting this 

navigation without a well-informed pilot. *'• . 

To a stranger, attempting to make any harbour, it is essen¬ 

tially necessary to have some physical marks, or pjeturissque 

appearances, if that term may be used, by which the spot can 
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Urccogni^^djinto different po^^ions, or under that position, 

at least,, in whjLch it U inost likely to be seen. The picturesque 
represGntoti<^s, of O^sts ^ wd ^h^adl^nds in sea charts are not 

often accuii^te|y^t.€^a]Cf|Ctey?stically given and the necessity 

that every surveyor should have a facility in drawing landscape, 

is but too obvious in many better charts than, that of Shetland. 

A great aid to the judgment is afforded, in all ^the^ jcases. 

by. the mode of expressing the shores on the geographic outline; 

whether it be low and sandy, or skirted with low rocks, or con> 

sisting of cliffs of different degre^ of elevation. In the chart- 

of Shetland these circumstances seem often to have been placed 

.at random; while equal value is often given to rocky shores of a 

j^w feet in elevation, and to cliffs reaching to many hundreds. 

1*0 quote examples is but too easy. The west and cast sides of 

Fonla are laid down as if they were of the same elevation: 

Pereas, on the former side, the cliffs exceed a thousand feet 

in height, and the fatter is almost uniformly low, and, in some 

places, indeed, quite level with the seat The same error is 
found in many parts of Yell, Unst, and Fetlar; where low 
shores, and even sandy bays, are laid down as if they consisted: 

of lofty cliffs. Trestra Bay in Fetlar, and Uyea Sound in Unst, 

are remarkable examples of this error* The island of Balta is 

another: in which the high cliffs of the eastern shore, and the 

low and often sandy outline of the western, are represented by 

the same hieroglyphic. I need not enumerate other striking 

instances of the. same inaccuracy; as, to go over them in detail, 

would be to give.au analysis of the whole lengthened outline of 

this intricate and indented coast. 
♦ 

To the mere geographer, the most gross inaccuracy of the 

chart of Sbetland, consists, not only in the displacement,* 

but in the absolute omission, of many of the smaller islands; 

some of which are far fr^m being of trifling dimensions. I shall 

content myself, as before, in pointing out some of the most re- 

markabie of these; as the want of an accompanying chart on a 

large scale would render the detail of trifling particulars as un¬ 

intelligible as it would be tiresome. It will be easily understood, 

that, independently of the mere geographical defects, these 
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errors are .^.important conseqvence;m«thisjsh£ii^ as fhr as it is 

iatended for a guide to navigators; not only tending io mislead 

tbem jcospecting their position with regard: tor. any given point of 

the coasts but farther endangering the^ safety in thick wea^ 

thety by the unexpectesd'oceatriaice of land vrherethey eicpected 
fiocl Kit **1 

An island vrhick lies off’ ^demt Kess is emirely omitted;' and 

this is the* more nnpardonabloy as it is^^e southernmost point 

of all Shetland^' and. therefore sufficiuitly remarkable. Two 

small islands to the norths of Rovie Head, near Grumister, have 

also been forgotten; Hie same occurs at the entrance of Cat- 

firth Voe ;' where one of the two GlUness Islands is left out of 

the chart* The How Stack, near them, which is a green island, 

is also laid down as a naked rock. In Oure Voe there is also 

on. island omitted; and another has beCn forgotten near Hog* 
Island, not far ofi*from its entrance. At .the north end of WhalScy 

are two islands, only one of which is noticed; but the confusion 

of small islands on the eastern coast of this spot is utterly un¬ 

accountable. There are four islands where only one b tnarked: 

three of them-called; the Holms of Ibrster, and another, de¬ 

tached, of which I have lost the name. The Rumble and-the 

Grief Skerry are also utterly misplaced; the former being a mile 

or more out of its true position, to the southward, and the lat¬ 

ter appearing to have been transposed from the norUi to the 

south side of East Linga, over a space of more than three miles. 

The> Out Skerries are represented in -nearly as incorrect a 

manner; the three larger islands being either displaced or 

omitted, so as to produce the most inextricable confusion. In 

consequence of this confusion, it would be quite impossible for 

any vessel to recognise these islands, or to attisnpt to make the 

anchorage. The geologist is equally-puszled-in atlemptihg to 

reconcile the physical geography of the stratification which he' 
is examining, with the political geography which the map-mdker 

has thought fit to assign to the remote tenants of this melan¬ 

choly and stormy spot. 

To compensate for the loss of an island in one quarter, the 

same artist has conferred on Unst one which has no existence; 
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namely,.tbatoiIJcaxm, near Norwick Bay; treating as a rock 

the real Houna^. which lies at the entrance of Balta Sound. It 

would be equally difficult.to account for the assigned place of 

Hascosea, an island more than two miles in length, lying in a 

much frequented < passage, and Ibnaing. the very important 
breakwater to Basta Voe; it is moved more than a mile to the 

southward, so as no longer to pecforxn thatioffice^ ~ 

In Yell Sound, the proportions, or relative positions of nearly 

all the islands are entirely perverted, so as to render it .difficult, 

in navigating them, to know which is meant by smy one of those 

laid down in the chart This misplacement is most remarkable 

in the Brother Holm; while one of considerable size to the 

;p^rthward, called little. Holm, is omitted. Similar irregulari¬ 

ties occur in the position of the Ramna Stacks, and in that of 

Greenholm, off Fedaland Point, while one of the former is also 
A « 

omitted. As the passage round this Point of North Maven, 

which-forms the northernmost point of the mainland, lies be¬ 

tween Greenholm and the land, this error is the more inconve¬ 

nient and censurable. 
To pass over errors of less consequence in the position of 

Little Wya and Ossa Skerry, in the dimensions and position of 
that Linga which lies at the mouth of Olna Firth Voe, and in the 

omission of a smaU island at the end of Selie Ness, 1 may re¬ 

mark, that in Wisdale Voe, an island containing not less than a 

square, mile, is converted into a rock. The position assigned 
to the rocks and islands which crowd the bay, intercepted be¬ 

tween Skelda Ness and Burra, are also incorrect; but the in¬ 

convenience that might arise from this is, in a great measure, 
obviated by the chsmnels which lead into Scalloway having been 

laid down. It is for this part of the chart that the compiler 

appears to have been indebted to Captain Preston’s survey; and 

it is certainly the least exceptionable part of the work; though 

I injustice remark, that an appended chart of Valley Sound 

and Cjrructing Voe, on a larger scale,, is also very correctly laid 

down. 
Where, such errors exist in the positions of islands of such 

dimensions, and where so many are omitted, it cannot be ex- 
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peeted that there is more accuracy iu the places of ro^ev whe¬ 

ther vmbte or sunk, in which so ihany parts of tHe coasts of 

Shetland abound. It is not too much to say, that, with very 
t 

triding exceptions, die whole of them are incorrect; either by 

reason of omissions, misplacement, or characters' wrohgly ex* 

pressed. ^ It will suffice here to mention a very few of the most 

remarkable cases, as some of them will again come under notice 

in pointing ouS^the errors in laying down the harbours. How 

important it is to accurate in this part of every nautical 

chart, it is quite unnecessary to remark. If there is one circum¬ 

stance more than another which is a source of perpetual anxiety 

and distrust to a vessel attempting to make a harbour, or navi¬ 

gate a channel, it fs a doubt respecting the place, existence, and. 

chacacter of rocks; and, more particularly, of those which are 

not always visible. It does not, indeed, fall to the lot of many 

mariners to experience the anxiety that is felt by him whose 

fate it is to navigate coasts of this nature; but those- whose 

business it is to be often engaged among islands and channels 

like these, know well the hourly risk to which they are subject, 

where the space of one day alone exposes them to greater ha¬ 

zard than could be crowded into a whole life spent in navigating 

the ocean. It is not too much to say, that the circumnaviga¬ 

tion of the Shetland Islands is attended with more hazard than 

that of the globe. A correct chart would reduce that hazard to 

little or nothing; yet that is' not only wanting, but the seaman 

is exposed to the additional risk which must ever arise from the 

necessity of placing confidence in One which is grossly er¬ 
roneous. 

A number of sunk rocks are marked in this chart as lying 

near to the Noull of Eswick; whereas there is deep water here 

close in shore, with a safe passage for ships of any draught be¬ 
tween the How Stack and the land. 

Respecting the very intricate and dangerous navigation be- 

. tween Whalsey and the main laud, or that on the east side of 

this island, it is only necessary to say, that not a single rock is 

rightly indicated; the whole being such a scene of confusion in 

the chart, that it is vain to attempt to specify the errors in 
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words. ^ Xhat which was remarked respecting the islands at the 

Out Skerries, may also be observed of the rocks, which are 

equally incorrect in their positions. 

In entering Oure Voe, it is npt indicated that there is a rocky 

shoal between Ballasetfer Holm and^the southern shore, respect- 

ing which 1 had the disagreeable experipne^ having struck 
on it in nine feet water. 

A rock is laid down off Fetlar, on which the Hotmd sloop, 

as formerly remarked, was said to have been lost in 1800. 

Now the true place of this rock is not ascertained, important an 

it is; nor did our pilot believe that the place indicated was at^ 
r ' ~ " 

alt near to that* in which that vessel was wrecked; certainly, 
least, none of the fishermen, who are perpetually on this coast, 

were acquainted with the spot. Hence no vessel can approach 

Fralar from the east with any cqpfidence, and those steering 

north or south must either keep a very wide oiling, or sail clpse 

m shore. 

There is an utter confusion respecting the rocks which lie to 

the southward of Yell, of which the knowledge is exceedingly 
’ f 

important, as they lie in the way of vessels intending to pagi 

from the north through Yell Sound. As to the Ramna Stacks^ 

which were already noticed in mentioning the misplacement of 

islands, the omissions are of less consequence, as the principal 

are sufficiently conspicuous to form marks for themselves. 

There is a passage between Papa Stour and the main land. 

which would often be very convenient, as enabling ships to save 

a tide in going for St. Magnus’s Bay ; but it is so ill laid down 

^that no vessel can venture to take it. Not to prolong a part of 

the subject, however, on which it would be useless to insist fur^ 
' > 

ihcr, I shall lastly remark, that there are great doubts in the 

minds of the pilots and fishermep, respecting the true place of 

the Have de Grind rocks, which lie to the eastward of P’oula. 

Sucli a wattt of confidence, indeed, .was felt by our pilot, expe^ 

rienced as tie vfw, that he declined taking charge of the vessel, 

and tliose who have been in similar situations may judge of the 

junfeasiheks experienced in standing off and on, in a heavy sea, 

' VolT XII. Q 
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during^ a whole night on this coast, with a view of making Fpula 

in the morning. 

' ? The profusion of excellent harbours in Shetland is such, that 

CFery seaman who has experienced the want of similar r^uge 

in the channels of England, is inclined to express a childish 

regret at the waste of a commodity, as he is inclined to view it, 

wbieb, if properly distributed, might almost supply the whole 

of Europe with anchorages. Even in this profusion, however, 

is the bounty of nature shewn, as, without the refuge which 

they afford at almost every' point, it would be impossible, at 

^ least in the short clays of winter, to navigate^these coasts at all. 

»it is not possible for those who have not experienced this kind 

>of navigation, to conceive the anxiety which the coming on of 

darkness or thick weather produces in such intricate channels, 

,amid rocks and on lee-shoras, and among currents and tides, 

which prevent the pilot from forming any estimate of the vessel’s 

place* In such cases even all the harbours of Shetland are not 

too many; and yet of these there is a large proportion in which 

the compiler of the chart has placed no anchor, while in others 

he has marked stocked anchorages, where no vessel would even 

venture to stop a tide, unless in fine and summer weather. I 

shall enumerate these errors and omissions in somewhat greater 

detail, as it is a species of information which can more advan¬ 

tageously be communicated by mere words, than that which 

was attempted in most of the preceding remarks. 

The anchorage at West Voe, near Siimburgh Head, may of¬ 

ten be very convenient with an east wind, or with a wind from 

the west, when Quendal Bay would be too open. The groun^ 

is clean and good, and there is no difficulty in beating out, un¬ 

less the wind were to shift to the southward. It is far more 

spacious than is represented in the chart, owing to the western 

promontory haying been laid down of more than double its actual 

breadth, and from the omission of the island off Scant Ness. 

• The harbours immediately north of Sumburgh Head, namely, 

East Voe and the Pool, arc both exposed and shoal, nor are they 

liafe, even for the smallest class of fishing vessels, although in 
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the chart a stocked anchor is laid down in each. Levenwids, 
Sandiwick, and ^th's Voe, are almost equeJly bad; but any 

incorrectness in these is of less moment, as no vessel would 

incline to l^top in them when equally able to reach Brassa 
Sound. On the subject of that sound, the minute survey of 

Captain Ramage, lately appended to the general chart, leaves 

nothing to be desired. There is nothing to object to the several 
anchorages laid down in Catfirth, Wadbester, Laxfirth, and 

Dale's Voes, nor to those in Oune Voe, since an anchor may be 
let go in almost any part of these inlets. 

But in Whalsey the chart of the harbour is so incorrect, that^ 

' the real anchorage could not be discovered by it without the 
' aid of a pilot; so that in this respect the chart is, to say the 

least of it, useless. Tf the anchorage at the Out Skerries, which 

rhay often b^very convenient, had been properly laid down, there 

would have been no difficulty whatever in taking it, by attending 

to the tides. For want of any direction respecting these, from the 
absence of marked soundings, and from the extremely incorrect 

position given to these islands and the intermediate channels, 
« 

no vessel would now dare to enter them; although, so far from 
the harbour being ht for small vessels only, as the chart says, 

ships drawing twelve feet water and upwards may lie in it with 

the greatest safety, and may quit it with any wind, as there are 
two entrances. 

The entrance 4o Vidlon Voe is perfectly simple; and here 

the chart has very properly laid down anchors, as it has, with 

much less propriety, in Burra Voe, at the southern point of 

Yell, since that harbour is superseded by the much better and 

neighbouring one of Hamna Voe, although in neither have any 

soundings been laid down. From this part of Yell to Refirth 

Voe there is no anchorage, and, although there is fortunately 
no difficulty in entering this harbour, excepting that arising 

from its narrowness, it is extremely ill delineated in the chart, 
nor are any soundings placed in it, .so that it cannot be entered 

without the lead. * Basta Voe forms one of the finest harbours 

in Shetlsmd, or perhaps in the world; but no indication of its 
nature is given in the chart, and, as usual, it is deficient in the 

Q 2 
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•essential circumstance of soundings; so.tkat in thick weather, 
in which it was my fate to enter it, it is necessary to keep the 

lead always going. In speaking formerly of the inconectnesa 
of the islands, I remarked that this, harbour was principally 

formed by the island of Hascosea, which covers it, while, ac¬ 

cording to the chart, no vessel would venture to run for it in a 

south-east wind, to which, according to the draught, it Appears 

to be open. 

Fetlar contains no harbour, yet, for vrant of soundings in the 

^ chart, vessels might be inclined to take Trestra Bay, where the 

shoal water of this very bad place ought to haye been noticed. 

Uyea Sound is properly marked as]an anchorage, but the anchor 

is laid down too near to the shore of Unst. 

Captain Ramage’s chart of the important harbour of Balta 
Sound has supplied the deficiency of the general ehart in this 

place, but a reduced copy ought to have been added to it, as 

it i.s impossible otherwise to venture on this harbour, particularly 

by the northern passage, where the relative position of Balta 

and Unst is extremely erroneous. It has been long enough 

before the public to leave the proprietors of the ShetUiud chart 
no excuse for not having appended it to the editions sold in 

1820. 
There is no other harbour in Unst, and although an anchor 

is laid down in Cloup Voe, at the north end of Yell, it is not 

frequented. The difficulty of beating out of‘Whalfirth Voe, 

against the western swell, also renders that an inconvenient 

harbour, a circumstance of which notice ought to have been 

taken in the chart. To the southward of this, near Sandiwick, are 

two harbours where vessels may lie securely, but in neither of 
these is an anchor marked. 

It is scarcely necessary to notice the omission of anchorage 

marks in the voes to the south of Waterholm, as these har¬ 

bours are not wanted in a channel where so many others are at 
hand; but it ought to have been remarked t^at there is a very 

good and a very convenient anchorage in Urha Voe, for vessels 

^wHhsh are either employed in Yell Sound, or have not the good 

fortune of wind or tide to effect their passage through it. This 
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omission is particularly censurable, as the depth of Hagraster 

Voe niakds it inconvenient, and as there is a scarcity of good 
harbours, compared with the necessity for them, which may 

often be felt in this channel, on the east side of North Maven. 

In Hagraster Voe ho anchor at all is laid down, although, 
for a space of near eight miles, vessels may anchor almost any 

where in this very secure and quiet place, in clean and good 
ground. 

Colifirth Voe also forms a very convenient harbour for vessels 

losing the ebb tide in the channel, .yet no anchor is laid in it. 

The draught of this harbour is indeed so incorrect, that no 

vessel would be aware of its containing a smaller bay within, 

where there is always smooth water, and excellent soft holding 

ground. 

. No anchorage is marked in Burra Voe, to the northward of 
r _ 

this, or, as it is sometimes called in the country, North Ru. 

Yet it is peculiarly convenient for vessels intending to make the 

passage round North Maven, as, by taking the end of the ebb 
from it, they may ensure their passage round Fed aland Point, 

with a whole flood, to reach any of the harbours in St. Magnus’s 

Bay. Independently of this, it is laid down in such a manner 

that no vessel would expect to find a harbour in it, while a 

sunk rock in the entrance, which is not easily seen in the smooth 

and dark water of a bay, receiving so much fresh water from 

the hills, is entirely omitted. I may as well add here, that 

which more properly belongs to the examination of the coast 

outline, that there is here laid down in the chart a bay called 
Husater Voe, which has no existence, the whole coast from 

ColiBrth Voe to Bura Voe being nearly straight, instead of 

being deeply indented. 

Although an anchorage is laid down in Sand Voe, on the 

west side of North Maven, no vessel can possibly take this har¬ 

bour, unless under extreme distress. From its narrow entrance 

it is utterly impossible to beat out of it, and, from the preva- 

- lence of westerly winds, and the almost unceasing heavy swell 

from that quarter, a vessel once at anchor here might be de¬ 

tained for months. The same reasoning applies, and almost 
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in tke same .degree^ to Rona^ Voe/although the ehtr'aitce a 
mncli. wider.' difficulty of gettiog out of fheseharb^hys is 

much increased) and indeed often rendered extremely formidahlei 

by the squalls whicH blow from the surroundingbigh land, and by 

which a vessel is so often baffled in her attempts to stay, while 
the want of room to wear renders the missing of stays a very 

dangerous accident, as I have more than once experienced.' 

To avoid future repetition, I may here remark, that Ronas, Voe 

has a deep inlet nearly at right angles to the entrance, which, 

in the chart, is entirely omitted. Of Hamna Voe, on this shore, 
where an anchor is also laid down, it is only necessary to ob> 

serve that, owing to its breadth, it might be safer for the pur¬ 

pose of stopping a tide in, with a wind from the eastward, hut 

that in a westerly wind it affords no shelter whatever. 

Although an anchor is laid down at Hills wick, no vessel, 

looking at the draught on the chart, would attempt to take it, 

as the line of the coast is made nearly straight where there is a 

considerable bay. Thus, as happened to myself on getting into 
this bay, a seaman is tempted to run for Hamer’s Voe; a most 

secure harbour it is true, but out of which it is scarcely possible 

to beat against a strong west wind, from the narrowness of the 

entrance, while that attempt is also attended witli a hazard 

which nearly cost the loss of the vessel in which I sailed. I 

ought here also to remark, that there is an inlet from Hills- 

wick northwards of twe miles in depth, which is forgotten in 

the chart. This, however, is a mere question of terrestrial 

geography, as the water is too shoal for vessels. As ships may 

anchor by the lead almost any where to the west of Muckle 

Roo, the chart is here sufficiently correct, as are ihe directions 

to enter by Swarbucks Min. But there are t^o serious defici¬ 

encies in the sailing directions for Sc. Magnus’s Bay, as well as 

in the chart of that place, which require notice, more particu¬ 

larly as, for want of proper information, a Russian vessel was 

lost here not long ago, when she might probably haiPe escaped 

without much difficulty. The tallow, which formed paj^ of the 
cargo, is still picked up on the shores, being mistaken by the 

natives for spermaceti, and having undergone some chinges 
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from if^^9$jtiQii.of sea water^ which are not uninteresting to 

chei^ilts^ .Vesgels, caught in St, Manus's Bay with a westerly 

windf a^e directed to run for Swarbucks Miri. Now, if the 

wind is to the southward of west, a vessel, in attempting to 

weather Muckle Roo/may fail in this object, and become so 
deeply embayed as inevitably to go on shore on Eglisha, the 

Longhead, or Isle-burgh-ness, as that above-mentioned did. 
The direction in this case should have been, to make for HillS' 

wick or Hamer's Voe, as more to leeward, and where the en- 
< 

trance is attended with no difficulty. If once to leeward of the 
¥ 

Longhead, it would be too late, with such a sea as the westerly 
swell sets in here in a gale of wind, to attempt Hillswick, and 

equally impossible to weather Muckle Roo. It ought also to 

have been noticed in the chart, that there is no water, except 

for boats, in Rose Sound, which is, on the contrary, laid down 

as a wide channel, and without soundings, since a vessel, de¬ 

spairing of weathering the land, might make for this opening, 

where she would infallibly be lost. 

In Papa Stour no anchor is laid down in House Voe, which 

is not only a good anchorage for ships of moderate burden, 

but is absolutely necessary for the purpose of waiting the tide 

to the southward, supposing a vessel to have left the harbours 

within Swarbucks Min with the ebb. Two or three anchors, on 

the contrary, are placed in harbours at the north of Walls, 

where no vessel enters. 
The separate survey of Valley Sound and Grueting Voe are 

correct, although, in a geographical view, the latter inlet is very 
improperly contracted in its dimensions. It ought also to have 

been noticed, that no vessel can beat out of the east sound with 

a swell from tlie south-west, and that the attempt is attended 

with the greatest hazard, from the narrowness of the channel, 

and from the height of the land, which produces baffiing squalls, 

and ^from there being no room to wear in the passage, nor 

ground tp let go an anchor if a xcssel should miss stays. Of the 

perilous nature of this attempt I can also speak from experience. 

There is a stocked anchor laid dbwu in Selic Voe which ought 

npt toi^^e there, as it is almost an open harbour. In hrixel^ 
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Voe one anchor is placed; the ts, howerer^ one ifpmense^ 

h^bouf) capable of containing all the fleets of j^urppe,- but the. 

chart has neglected to notice the shoal water at the entrance^ 

.. which renders it nearly as impracticable as it is useless on this 

coast. In Wisdale Voe no anchor is marked, although there 

is an excellent anchorage near Sand, with a clean channel. 

Of both these latter bays I may further remark, that the outline 

is very incorrect; in Wisdale Voe, in particular, a deep bay 

being gratuitously placed where the shore forms a straight line. 

It is from errors of this nature that the opinion was formerly 
given, that Captain Preston’s documents could not have been 

applied to the construction of even this part of the Shetland 

chart, as such mistakes could not possibly have existed in any > 

real survey, had it even been executed by the most ordinary 

fisherman. 

No anchorage being marked in Stromness Voe, it is almost 

superfluous to say that the entrance is too narrow, as well as too 

shoal, for any vessel; but a singular omission of a geographical 

nature is here deserving of notice. This is the total omission 

of the prolongation of this voe, which reaches for nearly three 

miles into the interior country, being connected with the more 

open bay by a narrow channel, over which there is a bridge. As 

a part of the sea outline, this should have been inserted, although 

other inland lakes and objects were neglected, as appertaining 

rather to the terrestrial geography. The harbour of Scalloway 

is sufficiently well laid down, but there is a very singular mis¬ 

take in representing the two lakes of Ting wall as one, and in 

connecting them with the sea, as if they were salt lakes, where¬ 

as the southernmost is separated from it for more than a mile 

a tract of meadow-land, which certainly has not been formed 

since the chart was constructed. Anchors are laid down in 

several parts of Cliff Sound, where no seaman would think of 

anchoring, owing to the depth of water, and the squalls from 

the high land, and w'here, in fact, there is no occasion for any 

vessel to stay. A similar remark may be made on an anchor¬ 
age marked between the two*Burras, whicli can only be rc- 

qmred by the smallest class of fishing vessels, and is safe for no 
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other, while the extremely incorrtet way in which these twd 
islands are drawn, renders it nearly impossible for any stranger 

•• 

to conjectfire where the channels are, or where his position is. 

Near St.> Ninian's Isle are laid down three anchors, and it 

would be difficult to say which of these places is the worst har¬ 
bour, if indeed they at all deserve the name of harbours. In an 

east«>wind, a vessel might stop a tide under St. Ninian's ; but, 
with a wind from the west, no seaman in his senses would make 

such an attempt. I may also here observe, that the bar which 

cbnnects St. Ninian’s Island with the main land, is laid down 

in a wrong place; being nearer to the middle of the island. 

The last harbour in the circuit is Quendal Bay. Here Collins’s 

chart is more correct than that which is here reviewed; although 

deficient with respect to the point that covers the proper anchor¬ 

age under Quendal house. This is a wide and excellent bay, 

even in winds from the west; nor would there be any difficulty 

in getting to sea, should the wind shift to the southward, unless 

there was a very heavy swell; as it is sufficiently wide to enable 
a vessel to beat out without difficulty. 

It would be an endless task to go over the subject of sound¬ 

ings, and I shall therefore be content with remarking, in a 

general way, their incorrectness and deficiency. Where these 

were of most importance, they have already been noticed as 

far as is necessary for the purposes of this criticism, in the pre¬ 

ceding remarks on the harbours. 
Neither is it necessary to make any detailed remarks on the 

very few sailing directions which are appended to the chart; 

that which relates to St. Magnus’s Bay having already been ex¬ 

amined. I shall only observe in addition, that the passage 

through Cliff Sound, either into, or out of, Scalloway, is 

always inexpedient, owing to the squally nature of this bay and 
narrow channel, and the nicety required in passing the bar of 

Trondray, on which' there are only twelve feet at high water. 

"With respect to the general outline of Shetland as given in 

the chart, Tmust limit myself to a few cursory remarks on some 
of the most prominent errors which are to be seen by the cy^ 

alone ;r as I had no opportunity of making any accurate obscrv- 
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atipns by the aid of betruiftents. h(or indeed ean an^^ oorrect 

notion of the heap of errors which i$, displays, be given ia words* 
In a nautical view, this species of error is certainly Of far less 

importance than those already pointed out; yet it ia not the less 

discreditable, that so large a portion of the i^ritish doiuinious, 

remote as it may be,^ should have remained so long neglected as 

it is, but as it cannot now continue much longer. The interior. 

geography is, in fact, not merely little better, but somewhat 

worse than a blank; as that which is given is incorrect, and as 

the record of any one object only tends to mislead, by causiiig 

the traveller to suppose, that where nothing is laid down, 

nothing is therefore present. Near Sumburgh Head, it is not 

indicated that the connexion between this promontory and the 
mmn land is so slight that it is almost insulated by a tract of 

loose sand scarcely higher than the level of the sea; nor would 

the near approach of the voes on the east side to Qucndal Bay, 

be supposed, from the outline in the chart. There is no incor¬ 

rectness of much moment, as far as the objects of the chart arc 
concerned, from this point to the Naull of Eswick, where a small 

but deep inlet is entirely omitted. I may remark indeed, once 

for all, to avoid tedious repetitions, that throughout the ohart 

in general, the voes arc rarely carried to a sufficient depth within 

the land, and are often equally contracted in their lateral dimen- 
r 

sions. 

The incorrectness of the'outlines of Whalsey Island, and of 

the Out Skerries, were already mentioned in speaking of the 

anchorage in these places; but it is fair to remark, in extenua¬ 

tion of these and other errors, that Oure Voe and Vidlon Yoe 

are, on the whole, very well delineated. In Yell there is a deep 

bay at Quyon which is very slightly msQrked in the chart; but 

as it is not used as an anchorage, on account of sojpc rocks at 

the entrance, the error is of the less moment. The extraordinary 
f 

incorrectness qf the coast and the harbours immediately to the 

northwai'd of this, was already mentioned in spring of these 

harbours, and of the misplacement of Hascosea Island. 

The outline of Balta is extremely faulty, hut there ia a much 

less pardonable error bs^ in represenUng the northern passage 
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into the stmnd as a wide and cleat^pening, whereas it is verj* 

much narrowed both by the position of Balta, and by a boundary 

of low rocks. 

Of Yell, it is sufficient to say that the general outline is no less 

incorrect throughout, than are the draughts of the harbours ; 

and, on the whole of Yell Sound) Uie incorrectness of which 

was already noticed in speaking of the smaller.islands, it is 

proper to remark, that the want of an indicated tract renders 

the ehart% this place nearly useless. 

Having already observed upon the incorrect outline of the east 

side of North Maven, 1 need only here add that a singular omis-* 

sion will be found near Fedaland Point, which is indeed quite- 

unaccouqtnble, if ever any survey of this shore was made. The 

extremity^of North Maven here forms a peninsula of considera¬ 

ble dimensions, separated from the main land by a beach of 

shingle and rocks; the indentation on the east side forming a 

cove for boats, and containing a very important fishing station. 

The omission of two fresh-water lakes in this neighbourhood; 

will perhaps npt be considered of any moment; but, where some 

of these are laid down, it is a natural expectation that the whole 

should equally be found. 

On the west-side of Nortli Maven, the land under Ronas 

Hill is carried too far to the westward; and the same sort of 

incorrectness prevades the whole of this shore. Independently 

of the omissions of the two bays formerly noticed at Hillswick, 

there is a third sandy inlet on the west side of that peninsula, 

where a boundary of rocky cliffs is indicated in the chart. In the 

same manner, there' is not due value given, either to the dimen¬ 

sions or form of Hamers Voe, which, as I formerly observed, is 

a very important oWeet to vessels embayed in St. Magnus's Bay. 

Respecting the outlines from this part as far as Scalloway, the 

chief remark^, as far as the use of the chart is concerned, have 

already been anticipated in speaking of the various anchorages; 

and it would be superfluous to enter into more details respect¬ 

ing so erroneous a specimen of geography as it exhibits. Yet 

it may be remarked, that the very incorrect outline of the two 

Burras is'^articularly unpardonable; as tlic survey of Collins, 
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to which the compiler might have had access, gives a far more 

correc^t view of them. It is7ndeed diilficult to conceive how any 

one drawing them at all, could have contrived to do it so in¬ 

correctly ; as the most superficial examination by the eye, is suf¬ 

ficient to^correct the glaring errors which occur in the chart. 

The bridge which connects the two is not only omitted, but its 

place is indicated much too far to the southward. A deep bay 

on the east side of East Burra, which is reduced to almost 

nothing in the chart, is so situated and of such dimlnsions in 

nature, as to tempt a boat into it from ClifiT Sound, with the ex¬ 
pectation of finding the passage between the two islands. At 

A 

the southern extremity of each of the islands, there is also a 

peninsula separated by a low rock, in one case indeed nearly 

insulated; but these are totally omitted in the chart. 

But it is unnecessary to proceed further, and I shall therefore 

conclude these remarks on the general outlines of the Shetland 

Chart, by noticing the incorrectness of the draught of Foula, 

which the most superficial view might have given in a better 

form, and which it would require no great expense of time to 

survey with sufficient accuracy for all general purposes. 

In terminating this communication, 1 shall only add, that a 

set of the most common astronomical observations on the lati¬ 

tudes and longitudes of a few leading points, would materially 

improve this chart; and that, with the assistance of the pilot 

before-mentioned, the industry of an active person would, in 

one or two summers, supply most of the chief desiderata in the 

present imperfect documents, until a real survey of all the islands 

can be effected. It is in vain to attempt to construct such a 

chart by the ordinary operation of bpat surveying; as Uie rapi¬ 

dity and uncertainty of the currents, render it absolutely impos¬ 

sible to determine points in this manner with^any tolerable accu¬ 
racy. 1 shall therefore trespass no longer on the pjttience of the 

readers of this Journal, to most of whom the navigation pf Shet¬ 

land is, perhaps, as little interesting as thatof the Celebes or Loo 

Choo. It is sufficient to have justified, by the details already 
given, the general censure with which I commenced this com- 

munication; and its object will be fully attained if it shall either 
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induce those Who may with authority undertake it, to commence 
' * f 

this necessary work; or point out to unemployed officers it these 
times of peace, a subject, from which, if tliey do not reap profit 

or fame, they will assjy^redly acquire the thanks of many who, 
like myself, have hourly hazarded their lives during a stormy 

summer in a dangerous and anxious navigation. 

Shetlandf August, 1821. 

Art. III. Account of the Method of illuminating the Clock 
Dial on the Steeple of the Tron Church in Glasgow, 

[Wc are surprised that no attempt has yet been made to illuminate the 
dials of the Loudon steeples, more especially as gas has been conducted 
into several of our churches, and is almost always abundantly laid on 
in the vicinity, for the purpose of lighting up church>yards, atid thus 
preventing the unhallowed visitations of a class of people, who, under 
powerful patronage disgrace this metropolis and its suburbs, commonly 
called I'eswrrection men. Several of our city clocks arc, as it were, cou- 
structed fur the purpose ; such as those of St. Dunstan's in Fleet>street) of 
Bow church in Cheapside, and others which project after the like fashion. 
The Pari^ Church of St> James is also very advantageously situated for 
nocturnal illumination, one of its four sides being seen from a number 
of streets at the west end of the town. 

The following is a description of an ingenious plan successfully adopted at 
Glasgow, under the supcrintcudcuce of Messrs, John and Robert Hart. 
We understand that the hours ou the cluck-dial, which fronts a long line 
of streets, are legible at night to as great a distance as when the sun is 

directly shining upon the tower.] 

Tiie Tron steeple of Glasgow is of the Gothic order, consist¬ 
ing of a square tower surmounted with a pyramidal top ; the 

square tower terminates with a rail, or balcony, beneath which 

the clock-dial is placed. 
The oas is introduced into the bottom of the steeple and convey¬ 

ed up the wall by an iron pipe of one inch bore : this pipe passes 
within eighteen inches of the wheel-work of one of the dials, and 

a wheel, of double the diameter of the hour-wheel, is so placed 

as to be driven by it; this, of course makes one revolution in 

twenty-four hours. The hours are engraved on the rim of this 

wheel, and a moveable arm attached to it, which can be fixed 
at any hour or half-hour by means of a clamp screw upon the 

centre,' and a steady pin and holes in the rim; this arm serves 
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to disengdge a catch that holds up die hand of ibe m4in 8t<]|i- 

cock, "llo that by this means the clock shuts off the ^s in the , 

morning. A painted board with the respective months and 

hours serves to direct the person who bus the charge of to 

shift the arm as the season alters. The pipe afterwards ascends 

and branches off to the respective dials. 

The lamp is formed of a copper bowl, eighteen inches diame¬ 

ter, and of a parabolic figure, of three inches and a half focus : 

it is lined in the inside with small pieces of looking-glass, im¬ 

bedded in white paint and putty, similar to some of the reflectors 

used for light-houses; the front is enclosed witli glass. The 

burner used is a No. 3, Argand, with each alternate hole shut 

up, and equal to a No. 1, Glasgow Argand. 

The lamp, properly inclined so as to illuminate the dial, 

is suspended about seven feet from the building, above the 

centre of the dial, the bottom of the lamp is on a line with the 

top of the dial plate. From the situation of the dial it was 

necessary to fix the lamp from the balcony ; and that it might 

be easily got at, the branch is jointed so that it can be drawn 

up to the person within the rail, to be cleaned when neces¬ 

sary. It is lighted from the inside of the steeple by a flash pipe, 

or separate tube, pierced along one of its sides witli holes, and 

partially covered to protect it from the weather; so that when 

the gas is admitted and a light applied at one end, each hole 

lights the next till the flame reaches the farthest extremity, and 

thus kindles the gas issuing from the burner; the flash pipe is 

then shut. The exterior of the lamp represents' the Eagle of 

Jupiter armed with lightning, and the whole is surmounted with 

the city arms. From the cheerful appearance of this dial, it is 

likely that other clocks may likewise be lighted, where the build¬ 

ing will admit: a simpler and neater method than that which the 

peculiarities of the Tron church steeple rendered necessary, 

blight be adopted; namely, to cut a small circular window 

about two feet in diameter above the dial, from which the lamp 

might be put up and cleaned when necessary, and when lighted 

pushed forward : here a straight rod only Would be required to 

suspend it, which might be run out over a wheel having a balance 

weigRt in the inside to return it again to the window in th^mom- 
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iog. llie badk of the lam{K might be made to represent the city 

arms, or any other appropriate device. When the clock dis¬ 

engaged the gas stopcock, it might also liberate the catch that 

retains the lamp, and allow it to run in, so that the person who 

lighted it, would only have to hook up the stopcock, light the 

lamp, and push it forward into its proper situation for illuminating 

the dial; a simple folding-piece of three joints, like a foot-rule, 

would connect the lamp or lamps to the centre or main gas 

pipe. 
Description of the Plate, 

Fig. 1. is a section of part of the steeple—A, the dial and 

hands—B, the gas pipe, with C, the flash pipe branching off— 

DD, Joint on which the branch turns when drawn up—^E, stays 

for its support. 

Fig. 2. shews the means of shutting off the gas—A, the as¬ 

cending pipe and main stopcock open, with its hand upon the 

detent—B, the discharging wheel; 1, the moveable arm, 2,the 

detent—C, the hour-hand work of the dial. 

Fig. 3. Section of the reflector and burner—A, glazed cover.. 

Art. IV. On the Difference of the Functions in certain 

Nerves <f the Facet illustrated their Anatomy in the 

Inferior Animals, and by a comparison of their Uses in 

Man and Brutes, Bij 3Shaw', Esq. 

In a paper published in the last Volume of the Transactions 

of the Royal Society, Mr. Charles Bell has shewn that two sets 

of nerves, differing in structure and function, go to the face in 

man. One of these has the property of controlling the actions 

of the muscles of the moutir and nostrils in breathing, and 

of giving expression to the, features in emotion; while the 

other appears to be for the purpose of regulating the muscles 

ill mastication, and those actions which are independent of 

respiration and expression, and for bestowing sensibility on the 

skin. ' 
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Haviagb^n engaged with Mr. Bell in making iba experi- 

mentS'^biJr which these facts were proved, my attention was 

naturally called to a further observation of the condition of the 

muscles of the face in the different kinds of paralysis. The 
9s 

cases which I have examined during this inquiry, have induced 
' /I 

me to'^hope, that by following up the observations Wliich led to 

the discovery of the difference between the functions of the twd 

systems of nerves^ we shall eventually be able to ascertain, the 

cause of the variety of symptoms in paralysis. 

In one man, I could see no symptom of palsy until he laughed 

or sneezed; while in another, the features distorted by paralysis 

regained their proper balance when the actions of laughing or 

sneezing were excited. In a third, the paralysis was apparent, 

not only while the features were at rest, as in the case of com¬ 

mon palsy, but the distortion of the countenance, instead of 

being diminished, was increased to a.most unusual degree, 

when the patient laughed or sneezed. 

Before attempting to account for the variety of the symptoms 

in these cases, I propose to give a description of the nerves of 

the face, and of the changes produced on the expression in 

different animals, by cutting a branch of either set of nerves. 

Two nerves which arise from distinct parts of the brain, and 

which differ from each other in structure and function, are dis¬ 

tributed on the face in man, and on the corresponding parts in 

the greater number of mammalia. 

The one hitherto called Portio Dura of the Vllth. belongs to 

the system of Additional^ or Super added Nerves ^ and passes to 

every muscle that is in any way connected with respiration or <53?- 

pression; while the other, called the Vth, or 'Trigeminus, is one 

of the original, or symmetrical system, and goes not only to the 

same muscles, but also to the skin, and to the deeper muscles, 

whose action is principally that of mastication. 
_ _ > 

The proportion of the Facial Respiratory Nerve to the Vth, 

is greater in man, than in any other animal. If .we descend to. 

the next link in the chain of beings (the monkey,) we shall.Ilnd 

the proportion of it to be much diminished, and that of the 
* 

Vth increased. The distribution of the nerve is more compli- 
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Gated itf .the mool^ey than in the dog, its intricacy being ap* 

parently in proportion to the number of the muscles of expres¬ 

sion. From the lion, the dog, and cat, we descend to the horse, 

ass, and cow; in these animals, there is a marked difference in 

the distribution of the nerve, from that of eitlier the monkey or 

the dog, for^ excepting a few branches, which pass to the muscles 

of the external ear, and to the eyelid, the whole of the respira¬ 

tory nerve is confined to the muscles of the nostrils and side of 

the mouth, while in the carnivorous tribes it is spread in great 

profusion overthe cheeks and side of the neck. 

There are, however, some varieties in the classes of grami¬ 

nivorous animals. In the gazelle, sheep, and deer, the distri¬ 

bution of the nerve is still more simple than in the horse; 

while in the camel it is mote profuse, and is, in this respect, 

intermediate between that of the carnivorous and the gra¬ 

minivorous animals. The expression of the enraged camel 

is sufiiciently ferocious, and the manner in which he shews 

his tusks, when dying, is very similar to that of a carnivorous 

creature*. 
T 

We are told by those who have seen an elephant in a rage, 

that he is most sublime and terrific; but the anatomy of the 

^ The anatomy of the nervous system of the camel is very different 

from that of the greater number of quadrupeds. 

We had an excellent opportunity of examining it last spring, in the 

courier camel, or maherry, which was brought from the interior of Africa, 

by Captain Lyon, as a present to his Majesty. In the dissection of this 

animal we noticed many intereslhig facts, which have been overlooked 

by comparative anatomists, and particularly the difference of the distri> 

bution of the nerves of the neck and stomach, from that of the same 

nerve in the horse and ass, and from that in the greater number of rumi¬ 

nating animals. 

We found that the nerves of the neck, in their number and distribution, 

resembled those of a large bird, as the swan, &c., much more than those 

of a horse or bullock, and particularly in the spinal accessoiy, or superior 

raspi^ory'of the trunk,' being either deficient altogether, as in birds, or 

qulte'^eirent to What it is in the greater number of quadrupeds. This 

anatOBiicel fact is a strong proof of Mr. Bell being correct in the opinion 

which he baa fdrin^ of the use of this nerve. While in Paris last Sep¬ 

tember, I was told that- there was a specimen of the brain of a caraCl, id 

VoL. XII. R 
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Portio Dura leads me to suspect that the e*ptessioa,*oC r^ge, 

however terrible, must be quite difiereat from that of the feroci¬ 

ous snarl of the lion. In the face it must be in a greajt.measure 

Gondned to the contortions of the proboscis, and to the eye, 

for, excepting a few branches to the eyelids, thedistributioii of 

the nerve of respiration and expression is .confii^ almpst en¬ 

tirely to the proboscis*. 

B|. Cuvier’s coUectipn, in which the spinal accessory nerve might be seen ; 

but on examining the preparation, 1 could find no trace of iheucrve. There 

were some little filaments pointed out to me, as the origin of llie nerve, 

but to this I could not assent. If these fibres, (which, however, in the 

present state of the preparation are very obscure,) be compared with the 

origin of the spinal accessory, even in the sheep, we shall be forced to 

conclude that, if there be a nerve of this kind in the camel, it is so small 
f 

tltat the ti'uth of the opinion, as to the use of the nerve in other animals, 

cannot be affected. 

* During the last winter I often visited the Menagerie in Exeter Change, 

to study the motions and uses of the proboscis of the elephant, and this 

I had a good opportunity of doing, as the small elephant there, was so 

gentle, that be pcrniitied me to handle his trunk freely. From the great 

power which the elephant has over his trunk, as a machine, 1 was certain 

that there must be large nerves running to it, similar to thoso which sup¬ 

ply the fingers in mail; but as the proboscis forms an important part in 

the respiratory system of this animal, 1 thought that, in the dissection of 

it, there would be the most distinct proof of the accuracy or fallacy of 

Mr. Bell’s opinions on the subject of the Portio Dura. The animal dicil 

in the month of May, and, through the kindness of my friend Mr. Mayo, 

1 was enabled to make an examination of the nerves of the trunk. The 

dissection was most satisfactory, for tl.<e trunk was found to be supplied, 

not only by branches of the V'^th. pair, as described by Cuvier, but also by 

a very large branch from the Portio J)ura, 

The Portio Dura in this elephant was found emerging from the parotid 

gland, as in other mammalia. It gave off some descending branches to 

the neck, but passed from behind the jaw to the proboscis, almost as an 

entire nerve, and of the size of the sciatic nerve in man : in its course it 

had only given some small branches to the muscles of the eye, to those of 

the ear, and to a small muscle which correspondi.wHh tbepla^sma. 

Before it passed into the substance of the proboscis, it linlted With ihe 

wond division of the Vth. pair, which comes forward from tlie infra or¬ 

bital hole, in two large liranches. The two nerves being then closely 

united, passed between the layers of the muscles, which form the greater 
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if we cbmpaVa* ilie anatomy of the facial respiratory nerve* 

in the lihariatis clas'^es of birds, we shall find its distribution to 

be analogous to thalt of tlie same nerve in the different tribes of 

quadrupeds. lii the game-cock, a few branches of the nerve 

pass toUie loose skin under the jaw, which fs dilated in crow¬ 

ing, the greater numb^ being distributed on the muscles of t^ie 

neck, which causes the elevation of the feathers when he pute 

himself in an attitude for fighting. But in the duck, which, 

vfhen enraged, has little or no power of expression, the same 

nerve is not larger than a cambric thread, and passes only to 

the skin under the jaw. 

The effect upon the muscles of the face, produced by cutting 

the facial respiratory nerve, is in the ratio of, the intricacy of 

the distribution of the branches, and according to the proximity 

of the part cut, to the origin of the nerve from the brain. 

I cannot detail any examples of the effect of cutting this 

nerve in man, for, though 1 have witnessed operations where it 

was done, yet, as they occurred before I was acquainted with the 

facts now established, I did not take notes of the consequences 

which ensued. However, 1 shall presently detail cases where, 

by disease or accident, the whole nerve in some instances, and 

part of it in others, has been injured. In those cases the synip* 

toms’very nearly corresponded with lire phenomena presented, 

when the whole, or only a part, of the nerve has been divided 

in animals. 

About four months ago, I divided the left facial respira¬ 

tory nerve of the most expressive monkey I could find in the 

mass of die trunl^. Tbe Portia Dura became quickly ditniuislied in size, 

as it gave off its branches in great profusion to the muscles : but tlie Vth* 

was continued down, as a very large nerve, to nearly tbe extremity of the 

trunk; in this respect resembling the nerves to the fingers in man. On 

making sections of the proboscis, near its extremity, a great number of 

these nerves were seen in jts substance. 

A few branches of tbe Portia Dura ran to the valvular apparatns in the 

upper part of the trunk ; but this peculiar structure was supplied prin¬ 

cipally by a branch from the Vth. pair, which winded round under the 

orbit. 

#H 2 
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Menag^rb in E:(eter Change. The^ effect was imta^diatf; Us 

power of expression being’ destroyed on one side. When 

he was irritated, he snarled and showed jhi^ teeth on the tight 

side only. Dating the first month, he could not shut the 

left eye, but of late, though he is able to Close eye, he has 

so little power over the motions of the jtyelid^ that when he is 

attacked with a stick, the orbicularis muscle appears to become 

so convulsed as to render the eye useless. He then seems to 

avoid winki&g with the other eye, that he may be on his guard. 

The effect of injury to this nerve is more distinctly shewn on 

the human face. In the case of a little girl, which will be par¬ 

ticularly related in another paper, the consequence of disease 

of the right Pof^ Dura is very striking. When she laughs 

heartily, the right cheek and the same side of the mouth arc 

unmoved, while the muscles of the leftside are convulsed with 

laughter4 

If told to endeavour to laugh with the right side, she raises 

the angle of the mouth, but by an action which is evidently 

regulated by the branches of the Vth. nerve. This attempt to 

laugh gives a peculiarly droll expression to her face, and 1 

think it is the same action which amuses us so much in the face 

of the famous mimick, who invites the public to see him at home 

every spring. 

After having made the experiments on the Portio Dura of 

several animals, and observed the effect upon the human coun¬ 

tenance, where the nerve had been injured, I was so much struck 

with the resemblance in the action of son^e of the nmsclcs, to 

those of the actor alluded to, that 1 went to the Theatre to 

observe the expression of his face. Although there were evi¬ 

dent marks of paralysis of the Portio Dura, there was a con¬ 

siderable degree of expression exhibited on the same side, for 

which 1 could not at the time account. It, however, appears to 

be now explained by the state of the little girrs choek, for when 

she attempts to laugh with the right side, the expression is so 

similar, that it almost amounts to a proof that this performer 

has, by practice, gained such a power over the actions'regulated 

by the Vth., as to be able to brin^ them into a state similar to 
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that in tiatural laughter. But as this is doue through the Vth., 

instead'df the VHth., it makes the expression on one side (}ui|js 

diderent from that on the other, and consequently gives a pecn- 

liarly ludicrous appearaoce4x) the whole Countenance. 

The experiment of cutting the facial respiratory nerve was 

performed on a dog. The following is the note made a few 

days after the nerve whs cut: The dog is now quite'well, having 

suffered very little from the operation; when he fawns, the right 

side of his face is completely motionless; (the nerve of the right 

side was cut.) When I threaten to strike him, although there is 

a tremulous motion expressive of fear in all -the muscles of the 

left side of the face, the other is perfectly still; he cannot even 

close the eyelid, and instead of winking when he expects to be 

struck, the eyeball itself is turned up. When he is excited, 

there is an expression of alacrity in all the muscles of the left 

side of the face, and a brilliancy in the left eye, while die right 

is perfectly inanimate. This is shewn in an extraordiilfcry de¬ 

gree when he is fighting with another dog. 

The difference between the two ears is not so distinctly mark¬ 

ed, for though the left ear be more elevated than the right, still 

there is an expression of alacrity in the erection of both ears. 

However, at this I was not surprised, as I had found, in a 

dissection which 1 had made of a dug, previous to perfonmng the 

experiment, thati^e principal branches, which pass to the 

muscles of the ear, were so deeply situated, that to have cut 

them, would have probably endangered the animaTs life. The 

effect upon the respiratory muscles of the right nostril, was 

not so distinct as in the experiment upon the ass, (which will be 

detailed presently,) but the power of giving that peculiar twist 

to the nose, which is so distinctly seen in a pointer setting, was 

destroyed. 

This dog, in.the course of two months, perfectly recovered 

the use of all the muscles which bad been paralyzed; but this 

circumstance involvei^ the question of the re-union of nerves, 

upoti' which I sh^l not at present enter. 

T repeated the experiment on anotheyr dog in the month of 

May, and at the same time cut the infra orbital nerve of the 
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opposite «idei /Ehis^dog Ualill.ioTerjrgood heakb/stod DOvsfaCord^ 

as 'strikmg^an exam|$i^|;#te effect of cattingthe respiratory 

nerve, of one side> an44^t!k9iic]i of the Vth. of the other,, as* he 

did on the day, after tile operation ivas performed. The effects 

produced by cutting the Vth. will be detailed presently. 
A 

I cut the same nerve of a cat, as near its exit from the stylo¬ 

mastoid foramen as J could. When she was irritated, she 

afforded an excellent example of paralysis of the action of the 

muscles regulated by this respiratory nerve. She spate with 

that side only, on which the nerve was entire. Here 1 succeeded 

in paralyzing the muscles of the ear; for, while she spate, the 

ear of the side on which the nerve was entire, was pulled back, 

while the other stood erect and motionless. 

• The same experiment is easily made on the ass, or it may at 

any time be done on an ox in the slaughter'house, for while the 

animal is insensible, and dying from loss of blood, we have only 

to dividfe the nerve, as it passes from before the ear; the con¬ 

vulsed motion of the nostril of the same side will immediately 

cease. ‘ • 

The effect upoii the nostril is the most obvious symptom, 
' * ♦ 1 

when the nerve is cut in the ass’*^. If, after having cut, the right 

# 

* 1 performed this experindedt on a horse at Charentoir, at the request 

of M. &I|y^iadic, andrwith the assistauce of M. Dii||iy, Professor of Uie 

Veterinary,College there. 1 was anxious to execute the experimeut 

qi»ickly, and avoid the hemorrhage which is generally <0 tioaseqaeuee of 

seeking for tlio nerve in the middle of the parotid gland, I cut through the 

skin anterior to the jugum, in the hopes of immediately dudtog the nerve, 

A laege branch, which I supposed to lie the^ Portio DurUf was exposed, but 

on cutting it through, no paralysis of the nostril ensued. 

There was naturally a degree of incredulity on the part of those who 

were spectators, as to the fact of the actions of the nostril being paralyzed 

by cutting the Portb Dura. But on saying to the gentlemen present, 

among whom was Dr. Spurzheiin, that this being the first timeel. had 

made the experiment on a horse, I was afraid I had not cut the principal 

branch of the Portio Dura, they, with great liberality, afihtded me every 

asbibiancc. On examining the wound more particularly,'! discovered ano^ 

thcr large nerve, mid on cutting this the nostril was immediately para¬ 
lyzed. 

As I had buiuc difiiculiy in uiulerstaudiug why the result of this experi- 
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ment was at first so difTerent from those bad made in London 

on the ass, and in which the nerves are bo sitnil^fo i9ltci^6t ^e^horse, 1 
took the first opportunity of again examining the anatomy ofthc'nerre. 

1 thou (hscovered a good reason for my failure^ as a large branch which 

passes from the second division of the Vth. pair after ruuniugfora shprt 

way, parallel to to the Poriio Dum, joins with it. It was this branch 1 
I ^ 

had cut in the first part of the experiment." 

1 have since, with the assistance of my friend Mr. Cw.sar Hawkins, re- 

])catcd the experiment on the horse, and which, I am happy to say, can 

be done without giving the aniinal any pain, for the actions of the nostrils, 

and the irritability of the nerves, especially of the respiratory class, conti¬ 

nue so long after the animal is insensible, that, by cutting the PortioDura 

wc may stop the convulsions of the nostrils, and afterwards, by exciting 

tbe nerve with the galvanic forceps, exhibit the peculiar set of actions 

regulated by it. 

Tlie experiment was made in the following manner: 

As soon as the animal became insensible from losf of blood, I cut through 

the skin ov^r the jugum, so as to expose the nerves pausing down to the cheek 

and nostrils The nostrils, during this time, were in convulsive action,and 

corresponded with that of the chest. On cutting across the superior branch 

(which though principally of the Vth., had some branches of the Vllth. inter- 

miuglcd with it at 'the part cut,) scarcely any change wasffhrceived ; 

but on cutting the lower branch, which is almost entirely formed by tbe 

Portw^DurOp tte convulsive actions of the muscles moving the nostril 

imidediately ceased. When this was repeated on the other side of the 

face, the same consequences followed. On afterwards irritating the extre¬ 

mities of the nerves with the galvanic forceps, the actions of the muscles of 

the nostrils were excited when the inferior branch was touched,but litUc 

of no cflfect was produced on touching the upper (the branch of tlieVth.) 

These circumstances affofd a strong proof of the necessity of paying par¬ 

ticular attention to tbe anatomy of the nerves, before wc draw any cou- 

clusioDS from experiments upon them. 

I may, however, observe that, although there was in this instance a 

degree of culpability, all the experiments which have been made in the 

present investigation have been founded on views taken from comparative 

anatomy, and from observations made on the habits of the various classes 

of animals; by following, this plan the cxpciiinents have been seldom or 



held ta the other» he will emlff it up, ^eit cMrl ihe'noitril, 

ted have an expression in the whole of this side the ftice, as 

if he were going to sneeze, while the right wiB res&aia quite 

nmnoTed* • 

After discovering that the plexus of the Portio Dura pass¬ 

ed to the musele which moves the feathers of the neck in some 

birds, I cut the nerve of one side in a game-cock. On of^sing 

him to another cock, there was a marked difference in riie 

erection of the feathers of the two sides; but as the action of 

tlie muscles of the entire side appeared to operate on the fea¬ 

thers of the other, I attempted to cut the corresponding nerve, 

but while doing tbis^ the book, by a sudden struggle of the 

bird, became tetangled with the branches of the par vagum, and 

other nerves of the neck, which lie close upon the Portio Dura, 

and the animal immediately expired. I have not since repeated 

the experiment. 

though I have generally used the old nomenclature, Portio 

Dura of the Vth, yet I believe it to be quite an error to consider 

this nerve to be it in any way connected with tire auditory nerve. 

In the dock, the distinction between the two is most Complete, 

there not being the slightest connexion between them. Copi- 

parative anatomy would induce us rather to consider the 

Portio Dura as connected with the Vlllth., than with the 

Portio Mollis. Perhaps the name of ** Respiratory Nerve, 

to the muscles of the face,” as g^ven by Mr. Bell, is the most 

appropriate, as it is indicative of its principal functions. 

Comparative Anatomy of the Vth Pair. 

This nerve is, in every respect, different from the iacial 

respiratory nerve. The observations which have been made on 

its minute anatomy in man, and in the lower classes of animals, 

and the result of experiments, warrant, the opinioD formed by 

; v»., that the Vth pair is similar>to thp^ nerves which 

ari^ from the spinal marrow, and which^' in their origin and 

diftribntion, are so essentially different from the class of respira- 



XKU>. Jiraczai; lyfrver. vk. i 

The rudimf^t; q£ the Vtk>inay be dtecovered ia the jbwei^t 

clasaes of aidmale^ If ailBsekar of any kind project froija the he%d 

of an atumal; b«>Jt„th.^&i^tenoa of a lobatert the numtc^ehe of-a 

phoca, or the. trank of an elephant, it is a branch of the Vth 

which supplies sensibility to thejnember, and regulates the 

voluntaiy actions of its inuscles. Thus it^.mayjhe compared to 

those nerves in man, which pass to dm musclea of the nrq,^ and 

to the tips of the fingers. - , . 

But this nerve is also, in the greater number of animals, cpit' 

neeted with the organ of taste-^and consequently it is very 

large; its magnitude being in proportion to the size of the 

apparatus connected with mastication and taste. Thus, in 

the lower scale of animals, the nerve is much larger in propor¬ 

tion than in man; indeed, its size, compared to that of the 

Portia Dura, may give us a better estimate of the comparative 

degree of the power of expression, than can be deduced from any 

other fact of anatomy. A good example is afforded in the 

goose or duck. Tn the latter bird, the six branches of the Vlh, 

when laid together, form a mass equal in size to that of the 

largest nerve in a man’s arm; while all the branches of the 

Portio Dura would not form a nerve larger than a cQmmon 

sewing thread. 

In the cat, and in the bare, the branches of the Vth pass not 

only to the muscles, but also into the whiskers ; while the 

djranches of the facial respiratory nerve go past the hairs, and 

enter into the muscles, moving the tip of the nostril. It is rather 

difficult to demonstrate the nerves going into the bulb of the 

hair in these smaller animals, but it is easily done in the phoca. 

A preparation illustrative of this fact was shewn to me some 

years ago in Amsterdam, by Professor Vrolich; and in the first 

number of the Journal de Physiologic Ej^rimentale, by M. Ma- 

gendie, there is an account of les Nerfs qui se portent-aux 

mdustaches dtt Phoque,'’ by M. Audral. This fact of anatomy, 

which has been denied by some, is farther demonstrated by 

the dissection of those animals which have tufts of hair, or 



branches of the first division of’ tte Vth‘'into the bulbs* bf’ the 

hairs oTOr its efye-brdw. 

It will be unnecessary' to give more proofs from'ttnatoiiiy of 

Uic distribution and use of this nerve being diffb^t from that of 

the Portia Dura. I shall now corroborate them by mentioiiing 

the result of two experiments. 

' In the same ass, of which the ParHo Dttra, oi facial rc^ira- 

tory nerve of tlie right side, had been cut, the infra orbital 

branch of the Vth of the left side was divided. 

Upon cutting this nerve no change was produced in the action 

of the muscles moving the left nostril in respiration, and this 

could 1^ easily Observed, as the other nostril had been para*’ 

lysed, by cutting the Portio Dura of the right side; The effect, 

however, upon the muscles of the lip during feeding was very 

distinct, for although the same muscles were not paralysed in 

the act of respiration, still they were rendered incapable of mas¬ 

tication and voluntary motion, as the animal could no longer 

use this side of his lip in gathering his food*. The sensibility 

of this side was destroyed, for the animal did not start when 

it was pricked with a needle, as he did when the other was 

touched. I performed a similar experiment on a dog, which is 

still alive. When he is quiet, the nose is twisted to the 

side upon which the Vth is entire, and the Portio Dura defi¬ 

cient, but the moment he is excited, the nose is pulled to the 

other side. • 

* In an account which M. Magcndic haa given of some experiments 

similar to those detailed in this paper, which he repeated at Cltarcntoii, he 

says, Le r<!‘sultat (|ue nous avous obtenu s’accorde parfaitenieiit avec 

celui que nous venous de rapportcr, a I'exception toutefois, dc I'influcucc 

dc la section du sous orbitaire sur la mastication, induence qui n’a pas 

£t^ <ividente pour inoi.” ^ 

The idea that we had, in our experiments in England, found the power of 

mastication destroyed, must have arisen from the difficulty I found of 

expressing myself correctly in French, when discussing the results.qf the 

experiments with M. Magendie.—^I'kere is one act of mastication destroyed 

by cutting the infra orbital nerve, but to destroy the power altogether, it 



The'difiTercoee of thede»gree of. seotibility iiv thoitwo flidoi 

corresponds with that fotind in the experiment on the ass. - / 

A desciription of several different kinds of palsy will be given 

in my next conimnDication« to prove that the changes produced 

on the human conntenance in palsies, depend on the particular 

system of nerves diseased, and tliat the two systems are seldom 

or-never a&cted at the same time. It will also be sbewn^ that, 

by exciting the actions regulated by the one system-of nerves, 

the distortion caused by paralysis of the other will disappear. 

By.acknowledge of these facts, it may be expected wc shall 

not only be able to form a more correct diagnosis of the nature 

and seat of palsy than heretofore, but also to estimate die dc> 

gree of danger attending each class of symptoms. 

Albany, London, Dec. 1, 1821. 

Aut. V. Letter from Dr. Coindet, of Geneva, to the 

Editor of the Journal of Science, on the administration of 

Iodine in Scrofula*. 

When I published my second Memoir, 1 already possessed a 

great number of good observations on what I regard to be the 

complement of my discovery, that is, tlie employment of iodine 

by friction in strumous swellings, and other scrofulous affec¬ 

tions. An experience, much extended and varied since, has 

confirmed me fully in the belief that iodine is the specific of 

this class of maladies, against which we possessed only second¬ 

ary remedies, namely, those which act indirectly, whilst I find 

that this excites directly and exclusively the lymphatic system, 

whence we obtain surprising success in the above cases. 

. I prescribe apommode, consisting of hog’s-lard an ounce and 

* Thongb most of the facts communicated iu this letter have already 

appeared in our Journal, wc have uu doubt tliat our medico-cbeniical 



a'half, ivhit« wax two drachoiB, fuii^.tog^Uier, ^cl u&ited by 

trltur^on with 36 grains of hydriodtile of ](K>ta»b, er of soda. 
The siije of a bazeUnut of this ointment to be rubbed in every 
momiDg and evening, on the goitre^ ghmd, swelll^ joint, cbiwic 

tHmour, &C.., Vaxio]up;^Sect8^ result from th^ ^pnMttcb/'6^ 
of these is a Ipoal irrit^doii, or (^mppmg of the skin, an incon¬ 

venience to be avoids* If there be a chronic phlegmasia in 

the scrofula of the neck, or in any of these strumous swe^gs^ 
characterized by hardness, lancinating pains, we must stop the 
abQvatr^^ineot till, by leeches, emollient cataplasms, ipeca- 
cuan, and saline purgatives, we have paved the way for the 

success of the iodic frictions. But it happens pretty frequently 
that, in their turn, these frictions produce a sort of phlegmasia 
in the same swellings, that is, after a certain number of appli¬ 

cations the ointment developes an excitement of the lymphatics, 
characterized by hardness, pain, and extreme sensibility of the 
scrofulous glands. We then must immediately suspend all fric¬ 
tion, and[pursuo the antiphlogistic plan, sometimes very actively. 
Whether i^be that the nature of the inflammation has been mo- 
difled, or that the absorption alone has been powerfully aug¬ 
mented, the fact is, that the pains give way, and, after a few 
days, we arc surprised to And that the obstructed glands arc 
softened, smaller, and that the cure has been accelerated by 
that accidental disorder. 

It h^pens also; but much more rarely, that when the iodine 

has been prescribed inwardly, there arises a constitutional ac- 
# 

tion (agreeably to what I have stated in one of my Memoirs,) 
Vfhicki we must regard, as an iodic super-saturation of the system. 

The patient becomes pale, he takes a complexion peculiar to 
the efliccts of the iodine, he turns lean, first of all where the 
frictions are applied, especially if that be the neck, and then 

the emaciation extends over the whole body, if the frictions be 
continued. The pulse becomes occasionally frequent, but at 
the saibe time the goitres^ or scrofulous glands, dissolve during 
this action with great rapidity, so that in some cases the cure 

excites astonishment. Yet, by these means, we make die pa- 
tiei^sufrer unnecessary inconvenience and risk, injuring die 



reputaUon of this powerful medicine to no purpose. As scon 

as W0 perceive the glands, tumours, ^c. soften and subside, 

we ^pust suspend,the frictions, and resume them' after the inter- 

vjd of a^ew days.. 
I have ascertained, in a precise and :cGrtain manner, that 

the action of iodine continues some time after its administra¬ 

tion is stopped. It is therefore absurd merely to say, as I have 
heard some You have the goitre, take iodine.’* These scrofu¬ 

lous obstructions demand a careful treatment, which must be ob¬ 

served for some time, both internally and externally, with regard 

to this remedy. It, in fact, requires attention somewhat simi¬ 

lar to those which we give to corrosive sublimate, when pre¬ 

scribed in syphilitic cases. 

I continue always to prescribe iodine internally, but less 

frequently than I formerly did, because the frictions give the 

same results, without running the hazard of injuring the sto¬ 

mach ; and it is a singular fact, that half a drachm, or 36 grains, 

of hydriodatc of potash, under the form of inunction, cures or 
dissipates a goitre, or scrofulous tumours in^thc neck, in the 

very same space of time that the following solution does : Hy- 

driodate of potash or soda 36 grains, iodine 10 grains, distilled 

water 1 ounce, which arc united together. Of this solution 

10 drops are taken three times a-day at first, and then gradu¬ 

ally augmented in quantity. 
I shall be particularly obliged to you, Sir, for communicating 

this letter to my medical brethren in Great Britain; and I re¬ 

main your most obedient servant, 

Z. CoiNDET, M.D. 

Geneva^ Sej/temberf 1821. 



24e M.'Babiel on thi' Pi'ocesi 

Art. VI. Process for procuring pure Platinum^ Palladia 

uni, JViodiuin, Iridium, an4 Osmium^ the Ores of 

Platinum. By M. Babuel, CViemica/C^erof^rfire 

School <f Medicine at Paris,. , a 
* t • 

Communicated by tbe Author'^.—Witli Supplementary Remarks by tbe 

Translator, 

1. Two sorts of platinum ore occur in commerce,, one of 

which is -white and brilliant, the other is blackish coloured. 

The latter contains much more iron t than the preceding; both 

ores exist always in the form of small spangles, which vary in 

size; platinum ore is one of the most compound known; be¬ 

sides the five metals above noted, several others are found in it, 

especially two kinds of ferruginous sand, one of them aitrac- 

iible by the magnet, the other not, and which is a combination 

of the oxides of titanium and iron; there is besides chromate 

of iron, some copper, particles of gold alloyed with silver,,with 

copper, and merefiry. It contains, moreover, some sulphuret of 

lead and copper. We may hence judge of the singtilar com¬ 

plexity of thik mineral, and be ready to acknowledge that its 

exact analysis, in regard to the proportion of its constituentii, is 

nearly impossible. In order to separate the platinum,'"palla¬ 

dium, rhodium, iridium, and osinium, from each other, and the 

rest of the bodies, the following method is the one'^hich long 

experience has proved most successful. 

2. The ore is triturated in a cast-iron mortar for a consider¬ 

able time, during which a stream of water is constantly passed 

over it, to wash away the ferriferous sand, the titanite, and 

chronaate of iron, reduced to an impalpable powder. When 

the ore is very brilliant it is left to settle for afi instant; the 

* This valuable memoir derives peculiar interest from tbahtrg^ impor¬ 

tation of the above ore, daily expected from South America, in consequence 

of the negociation between M. Zea and some London merchants. 

f Rather tbe due black powder, or ore of iridium and osmium, noticed 



water n decanted off, and it is then exposed in a crucible to 

a red heat during a quarter of an hour, llie whole mercury 

is thus volatilized, when'We can readily distinguish the spangles 

of alloys of gold and copf)er by their colours. 

3. The calcined ote being introduced into a tubulated retort, 

we pour over It half its weight of nitrO-muriatic acid (aqua 

regia) composed of one part of nitric acid, at 25® Baum6 (1.210 

sp. gr.) and three parts of muriatic acid, at 18® (1.14), and heat 

the mixture for half an hour. Such acid dissolves all the gold, 

all the lead, the greater part of the copper, and a very small 

quantity of platinum, palladium, and iron, while the silver is con¬ 

verted into a chloride, which remains mingled with the ore not 

attacked. After decanting the acid liquor, the ore is thrown on 

a filter, and washed with a sufficient quantity of water. The 

filter-funnel being transferred to another vessel, the filter is to 

•be washed with a very weak water of ammonia. By this means 

we dissolve all the chloride of silver, which is recovered hy 

saturating the filtered liquor with muriatic acid. 

4. The solution which contains the gold, lead, copper, and iron, 

with a small quantity of palladium and platinum, being added to 

the water which has served for the washings, the whole is now 

evaporated to the consistence of syrup, which is diluted with 

thriqi^, its volume of water, and treated with sulphuric acid, 

drop by drop, to precipitate the lead in the state of sulphate, 

to be afterwards separated by the filter. 

5. Into the filtered liquor a solution of proto-sulphate of iron 

must be poured, which throws down the gold and pdladium in 

the metallic state. We decant the liquor, wash and dry the 

precipitated metals. The platinum remains in the liquor with 

die iron and copper. We concentrate this liquor by evapora¬ 

tion, then pour into it a sufficient quantity of a saturated soln<- 

tion of muriate of ammonia, which throws down the platihum 

in the state of ammonio-muriate. This must be washed on a 

filter and dried. 
6. The gold may be very easily separated from the palladium 

by-mclting these metals with four times their weight of silver, 



dissolvei tiie paUadmtn and silver^ leaves thego^in the 

form of a hroVm pdwder, whidi may fused into a button in a 

crlicihle. Into the nitric solution of silver and pailadiom ’ we 

pour muriatic acid, which throws down all the silvu in the 

state of chloride. The liquid freed by the filter from the chlo¬ 

ride contains only palladium. \Ve.add to it a few drops of so¬ 

lution of sabammoniac, then saturate the redundant*acid by am¬ 

monia; the whole palladium is thus precipitated/ in the state 

of an ammonia proto-submuriate of palladium, which exj^bits 

small needles, of a delicate rose colour. This salt is to be ^ 

washed on the filter, and dried. 

7. The ore of platinum which has been successively treated 

with weak nitro-muriatic acid, and then with ammoniacal water, 

to carry off the chloride of silver, is to he strongly desiccated. 

Having replaced it in the retort, we pour over it a weight equal 

to its own of nitro-muriatic acid, made in the same proportion* 

as the above, but witli this difference, that the acids ought to be 

as concentrated as possible. I employ for this purpose nitric ^ 

acid, at 40° (1.387 sp. gr.) and muriatic acid, at 23^° (1.195). 

The retort is placed on a sand-bath, with a tubulated receiver 

adapted to its neck, and it is heated moderately. A brisk 

effervescence soon arises, owing to the disengagement of much 

nitrous vapour, and a little chlorine. The action of th^hcat 

must he so modified as to produce the most beneficial effect on 

the solution, without volatilizing the acid. Finally, when the 

effervescence ceases, the fire is to be augmented till the liquid 

boils, and till no more orange nitrous fumes arc disengaged. . 

When the action of the acid is quite exhausted, we decant 

die liquid into a matrass, and pour on the portion of the ore 

not attacked the same nitro-muriatic acid, equal in quantity to 

the first. 
9 

The mixture is to be heated anew, observing the 'Same pre- 
V 

cautions as for the - preceding solution. Finally, we treat the 

ore five times in succession with the compound, aetd^ tills 

process six parts of this add are sufficient to dissolve the whole 

{datinum, palladium, and rhodium contained in the nre. 



reddish'C^ui'ed solution, theVt remains a residuum, under the 

form of a'britlianf blackish powder, which consists of an alloy 

of iridium and osmium. One part of this is a fine powder (see 

Note to paragraph 1,) and the other forms brilliant spangles. 

We shall return, in the sequel, tf|t the residuum; let us employ 

ourselves at present on the soivtion. 

9. 'We have said that all the platinum, rhodium, and palla¬ 

dium, were dissolved; but the acid also dissolves a little 

^dium and osmium, as well as the iron alloyed with the plati- 

mpm grains. During the action of the acid on the ore, at the 

same time that the nitrous gas and chlorine are evolved, there 

is volatilized a little water and muriatic acid, which carry over 

with them a notable quantity of oxide of osmium, which is con¬ 

densed in the receiver. 

10. All the successive solutions of the ore of platinum are 

united and introduced into a retort of proper capacity, to which 

the receiver containing the former condensed vapours is at¬ 

tached. The retort is now heated on a sand-bath, till its contents 

acquire the consistence of syrup.' By this means we drive off all 

the excess of the acid, which carries along with it into the re¬ 

ceiver the whole oxide of osmium which that solution contained. 

11. The product of the last distillation being saturated with 

lime, we distil over to one-half the volume. The product of 

this new distillation has an extremely penetrating odour, on 

account of the large proportion of oxide of osmium which it 

contains. It must be preserved in glass bottles, furnished 

with well-ground stoppers. 
12. The concentrated solution of platinum is to be diluted 

with from five to six times its weight of water, then filtered. 

13. The black powder which was not acted on by the nitro- 

muriatic acid, is also to be washed with water, dried, and 

kept in a phial j we shall distinguish it by the nam^ of the 

black powder. 

14. Into the filtered solution we pour a saturated solution 

of muriate of ammonia, till this ceases to occasion any pre¬ 

cipitate. In this operation there are formed ammonio-muriates 

of platinum, iridium, ritodium, and palladium. These two 



on m rrocets 

last Balt9 very soluble, remain in the. liquid vith the 

iron, but the ammonio-mnriates of platinum and.indhiin being 

yjejry sparingly soluble ,form the precipitate, which has a tawny 

or^reddish-yellow colour, of more ot; less depth, acQordlng as 
the proportion of the salt of iridjuna is. iiiore^OT.]le.ss considerable. 

When the further addition of the muriate of ammonia produces 

no more precipi^te, the whole is to be thrown' on. a filter of 

cotton, and washed with water of as great coldness as possible, 

whmb is conveniently procured by putting a bit of ice into the 

water intended for the washings. When the precipitate is suf¬ 

ficiently washed, which is recognised by the water that passes 

having merely a fmnt yellowish hue, it is to be dried. • This 

precipitate, as wc have remarked, is an ammonia-muriate of 

platinum, the pure yellow of which is altered by its mixture with 

the ammonio-muriate of iridium, which is red. 

15. This impure ammoniacal salt of platinum is calcined in 

a crucible, observing to heat the crucible at first in its upper 

part, in order to avoid the volatilization of a portion of the salt, 

without its. being decomposed. The heat is to be pushed to 

, redness, at which temperature it must be kept up for an hour. 

By this means the salts aro. decomposed, and there remains in 

the crucible only the plaUnum and iridium. To separate these 

two metals we put them into a retort, and dissolve them anew 

in the nitro-muriatic acid ; but in this case the nitric acid must 

be only at28°(1.24), and the muriatic acid at 19°(1.15). Two 

and a-half parts of this acid suffice to dissolve one of platinum 

thus reduced, without affecting the iridium. This metal re¬ 

mains at the bottom of the liquor (which is of a fine orange- 

yellow colour,) under the form of a grey powder. On filtering, 

pure iridium remains above, which is to be washed and dried. 

16. The solution of platinum must be precipitated once more 

by munate of ammonia; and the fine yellow ammonio-mu- 

riatc of platinum thus obtained, is to be reduced by strong caU 

cination in a crucible, observing the precautions already indi¬ 

cated. The pure platinum remains in the crucible, under the 

form of a greyish-coloured spongy mass, which acquires met 

Ullic lustre by friction against any hard body. 



17. As platinnin can bd fused only in small masses at a 

time, and at a flame supplied with oxygen gas, or the’compound 

flame of- oxygen and hydrogen, it cannot bo melted on the 

lafga-scale like most others. However,- chemists have suc¬ 

ceeded in forming this metal-into ingots of a very considerable 

weig^ti by uniting the particles with strong pressure at a very 

high temperature. For this purpose, a certain quantity of pla¬ 

tinum, resulting from the calcination of the triple ammoniacal 

salt, is compressed in a crucible; then more is successively in¬ 

troduced, even to the amount of 20 or 30 pounds. The cru^- 

cible is then covered, and heated to whiteness. The platinum is 

now transferred as "speedily as possible into a square steel ma¬ 

trix, (a strong hoop of steel, jointed, would answer equally well) 

and capable of opening into two pieces by means of hinges. On 

the lop of the ignited mass, a steel mandril, adapted to the 

cavity of the matrix, is to be applied, which is to be rapidly 

driven home, by three or four blows of a strong coining screw- 

press. By this powerful pressure, which the spongy platinum 

experiences at a white heat, it diminishes greatly in bulk, and 

its particles already acquire a pretty strong cohesion. The ma-. 

ti'ix, or collar, is opened, the mass of platinum is removed to 

be heated anew in a crucible to a red-white heat, at a fire acted 

on by two good bellows. It is again introduced with the utmost 

celerity into the matrix, i^cre it receives five or six blows of the 

fly-press. In the second operation, all the particles of the pla¬ 

tinum are sufficiently approximated to form a homogenous 

mass, which may be thenceforth heated, without inconvenience, 

among naked charcoal, giving it the greatest possible heat, and 

condensing, with two blows of the press, each face of the ingot. 

In thus transferring the mass of platinum successively, from the 

forge to the press about thirty times, we obtain an ingot per¬ 

fectly sound, possessed of great malleability and ductility. Pla¬ 

tinum thus made into ingots, is delivered to the workmen, who 

fashion it like gold silver; that is to say, all the pieces are 

stretched jit first under the rolling-press, and then fashioned by 

the hammer, taking care to anneal it from time to time. Thus 

are prepared, in France, the great masses of platinum, with 



which are fabricated the large alembics, destined for tfie con¬ 

centration of sulphuric acid. 

18. I'he mother-watw, from which have been precipitated 

the ammonio-muriates of platinum and iridium by. pouring: mu¬ 

riate of ammonia into the solution of crude platinum^ has a 

reddish-brown colour, .and contains all the ammohio-muriatcs 

of palladium and rhodium, as well as a certain quantity of the 

ammonio-muriates of platinum and iridium; because, as we have 

observed, these salts are not completely insoluble. It contains, 

moreover, all the iron which was alloyed with the.platinum, and 

sometimes a little copper, which has escaped the action of the 

first portion of nitro-muriatic acid which was'poured oh the ore 

to dissolve the gold. This mother-liquor is put into matrasses, 

and plates of iron are plunged into it. The iron precipitates all 

the metals (except the oxide of iron) under the fomf of a black 

powder. When the whole metallic matter is thrown down, 

which is known by the liquor assuming a green colour, the plates 

of iron are removed, after detaching from their surfaces the ad¬ 

hering powder. The liquor is decanted off, and thrown away. 

,The black precipitate must be washed several times, till the water 

employed passes off tasteless. The powder is then treated with 

weak nitric acid, which dissolves the greatest part of the Iron, 

which, by the effect of the precipitation, had been alloyed with 

these metals*, and which takes up also whatever copper may 

remain. The residuum is washed anew, and treated with nitro- 

muriatic acid, which dissolves all the platinum, palladium, rho¬ 

dium, and remains of the iron; but does not affect the iridium, 

which remains pure at the bottom of the solution in the form of 

a black powder, or metallic spangles. The iridium,' being se¬ 

parated by the filter, is then washed, dried, and united to that 

formerly Obtained (15). 

19. The liquors are now to be united, and evapbrated to 

the coni^stence of syrup, to drive off the greater part of the 
' - » ' * ' t. * 

>. 

* Or, the precipitaiion Iwd fallen in aUap with tlese inetah. 

Thc.orikinal words ore, ** fer, qiii par I'effet de la precipitation, s’etoit 



acid excess; then this is to be diluted with four or five times|it8 

weight of water, as cold as possible. Into this a solution of 

muriate of ammonia is to be poured, till it ceases to-occasion 

a precipitate. What falls is au ammonio-muriate of platinum, 

which must be separated, by filtration. The solution is tlicn 

concentrated, and allowed to cool several times in succession, 

to separate all the ammoniacal salt of platinum which it may 

contain. When the liquid is completely deprived of platinum, 

or when it yields no longer the yellow precipitate, w'c dilute it 

with five or six parts of cold water; and it ought to have a sen¬ 

sible excess of acid. This, if wanting'^ may be supplied by 

adding a little of the muriatic. We then pour into it water of 

ammonia, drop by drop, but not so much as entirely to saturate 

the acid-excess. Immediately there is formed, in the liquid, a 

^ precipitate in tlie shape of small needles, delicate and shining, 

possessing a beautiful pale rose-colour. This crystalline pre¬ 

cipitate is an ammonio-subprotomuriate of palladium. Since 

this salt is insoluble, tliere can remain none of it in the liquid. 

It may be separated by the filter, and washed with very cold 

water. By heating this salt to redness in a crucible, the palla¬ 

dium remains pure. It may be afterwards melted in a cavity of 

ignited charcoal, on which a stream of oxygen gas is made 

to play. 

20. The liquid freed from the salt of palladium, possesses a fine 

currant-red colour, derived from the ammonio-muriate of rho¬ 

dium, which it holds in solution, and which is very soluble. It con¬ 

tains, moreover, a little muriate of iron, and occasionally a little 

muriate of copper, when this metal has not been entirely diSr 

solved by the first portion of uitro-muriatic acid, which was 

made to act on the ore, as has been stated above. There are 

two modes of treating this salt, to obtain pure rhodium. The 

first consists in evaporating this liquid, at a gentle heat, to dry¬ 

ness ; and boiling the residuum several times along With abso¬ 

lute alcohol. The spirit dissolves all the muriate of iron and 

copper, with the excess of sal ammoniac, and does not affect 

the ammonio-muriate of rhodium, which remains in the form of 



salt toj^ednesB in a crucible, we., decompose it»'ai^ the rhodium 

runoios p^' tmd perfectly metallic. The second means-of ob^ 

taio^ the rhudium from the above iquid, consists in plunging 

intp it plates of iron. The rhodium wd the coj^r are preci¬ 

pitated, carrying dowa with them W little iron. ., When .tiTejy 

thing is faHen down> the li^or is decanited, the jprempitate is 
washed* and boiled with tm exeesa of strong muriatic acid, 

which dissolver aUdre iron. The liquid u new poured, pd, the 

residuum is washed with a sufficient quantity of water, and is 

next bailed several times with concentrated nitric acid, which 
dissolves all the copper. The rhodium being completely inso- 

^ble in each of these acids separately, remains under the form 

of diining pellicles, which must be washed and dried. Rho¬ 

dium being the most infusible of metals, cannot be melted but 

in small pieces, by the aid of a flame fed with oxygen gas, or by 

the compound dame of hydrogen and oxygen. (See Annotations 

infra.) 

21. Let us return to the black powder separated from the 

platinam ore, by treating it with nitro-muriatic acid. We have 

said that this black powder was an alloy of osmium and iridium. 

It is scarcely affected by any nitro-muriatic acid. It requires, 

indeed, an enormous quantity of this acid to dissolve a minute 
particle of it. The only means of attacking this alloy, is to cal¬ 

cine it with nitrate of potash. With this view, we triturate the 
black powder with twice its weight of a mixture of three parts 

of nitre and one of caustic potash, and introduce the whole 

into a silver crucible, which is to be kept at a cherry-red heat 

for half an hour. In consequence of the affinity of the potash 

for the oxides of osmium and iridium, the nitric acid of the 

nitre is decomposed, and oxidizes these metals. The crucible 
is to be withdrawn from the 6rq, allowed to cool, and cold water, 

is then poured on the materials. This dissolves the,.potash, the 

whole oxide of osmiom, and a little of ffie o^ide pf iridium. 

The whole being thrown on a filter, the oxide of.iridiumTpmains 
above, which is to be washed and dried...■.. : 

22. The filtered liquor which contains the pombyiation of pot- 
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p%t ini(7 a flask'/ aad''Saturated with nitric acid. The liquid 

then piit intb'a retort, ~to which is fitted tt tubulated globe; sur¬ 

rounded .with mbistened cloths. On distilling, the water which 

rises in vapour catrrles with It all the oxide of osmiutn. Wheh 

the liquid is two-tbii'dS'draWhbirer, the whole osmium is usually 

volatilizech 'fheliquid remaming in the retoH contains then?* 

trate of potash, and a trace of' iridiuca. The'aqueous solutioli 

of osmium is as colourless andiitnpid as disfillcd wateK f 

a itrong and peculiar Odour, extremely irritating to the hoistrils,' 

and which it fs dangerous to inhale fbr any length of time.' In 

order to obtain the osmium from this solution, it is put into' a 

matrass, and we add a little muriatic acid to acidulate it slightlj^' 

and then insert i' plate of jlure zinc. The oxide of osmiuiii is 

decomposed by the zinc, which is dissolved in the muriatic acid, 

and the osmium is predpitated to the bottoih of the liquor in 

the form of a blaicikish»blae powder. When tlie oxide of osthiuHi 

is completely decomposed, which may be recognised by the 

liquid losing its odour, we decant the fluid, pour the powder of 

osmium on a filter, wash it copiously with water, - dry it, and 

put it immediately up in a well-stopped phial. ' 

23. Tlie oxide of iridium, proceeding from the calcination oi^ 

the black powder with nitre and potash, which remained oh 

the filter, is by no means pure. It is a mixture of oxide of 

iridium, of a certain quantity of the black powder, or alloy of 

osmium and iridium, which has not been affected by the nitre, 

and a little oxide of silver, derived from the crucible. Tliis 

mixture* is to be treated with nitro-muriatio acid, which dis¬ 

solves only the oxide of iridium, converts tlie oxide of silver 

into a chloride, and does hot act on the alloy. We next filter 

and wash.' 'The unattached alloy, and the chloride of silvch, 

remain on thO' fiKeft. This residuum is to be washed with water 

cDutainiDg a little ammonia, which dissolves the chloride of 

silver; while the allt^ of osmium and iridium remains pure. 

Thie may be again calcined with the mixture of nitre and pbt- 

ash, to decompose it completely. • ' 

24/ Into the solution of iridium, Which is of a very deep red- 



liquid is.to .be evapotrated to dfyness, at a gentle best.' 'The 

Tesidpum is to be then treated with alcohol Yery highly recti¬ 

fied, which takes up the excess of sal ammoniac, atkd occa¬ 

sionally a little muriate of iron; because the alloy sotuetimes 

contains a little of this metal. When the alcohol is no longer 

coloured, the ammonio-muriate of iridium remtuns pnte. ' It is 

necessary merely to. calcine it strongly in a crucible to have 
pure iridium^ , This metal, being more infusible than rhodium, 

can be malted only, in very small quantities by the oxygen on 

charcoal, or hydrogen blow*pipe. 

Retpark$ by the Tranelator. 

The preceding process vras obligingly drawn up by M. 

Baruel, at the request of a chemical gentleman from this coun- 

try, who wished to know the actual method now practised at 
Paris, for preparing the great masses of platinum of which 

Coturi^re forms his beautiful alembics. Permission was given 

to publish the process in a work on practical chemistry, now 
in preparation; but as the period of its appearance is a little 

uncertain, it has been thought fit to give it to the world in the 

present form. Though it be fundamentally the same with that 
puWshed by M. Vauquelin in 1813, in the 88th volume of the 

Anwdes de Chimie; yet it is much superior in the clearness, 

method, and definiteness of the operations. These indeed are 

so explicit, that one of the most delicate processes of chemistry, 

is thus brought within the compass of almost every operative 

chemist. The paragraphs are here numbered, for reference in 
annotation. 

The preliminary observations in § 2, are very useful; tliey are 

not given by M. Vauquelin. M. Baruel is judicious' in pre¬ 

scribing, with M. Laugier, a retort and receiver for edndneting 

the aqua-regia solutions. In all cases where nitric or nitro- 

muriatic acid is concerned, a great wemte and annoyance are 

occasioned »by the escape of acid vapours. ^ Theidrtaybe ef- 
fectpaidfxfaved, by connecting, with a somewhat long aud u^ide 

tube, the first balloon to a second containing sr very little wal^r. 



with the retort, a pecond in the same line Connected with, the 

receiver, and a third on the top, into which a small glass tube 

proceeding from a gasometer, filled with common air, is fixed-. 

The tube which joins the two balloons, should have a slight de¬ 

clivity from the retort, and should dip at its end, into the water 

pf the second. . The outlet of this last must be closed with a 

Welter’s tube of safety. When nitrous vapours are coming over 

open the stop-cock of the gasometer, and transmit into the first 

balloon^ a moderate current of air. Its oxygen will immediately 

re-acidify the nitrous gas, which will condense in the form of 

nitric or nitrous acid, in the second receiver; while the azote 

will pass off. By M. Baruel’s arrangement, § 7 and § 9, much 

of the osmium ispreseryed ;• which by following M. Vauquelin’s 

directions is lost sight of, and dissipated. 

In § 12, M. Baruel desires us to dilute with 5 or 6 parts of 

water, the concentrated platinum solution. M. Vauquelin, says 

that ten parts of water and one of the solution in a state of 

great concentration, appear to me to be the best proportion/’ 

“ Without the precaution of dilution,” he observes, “ it would 

be very diflicult to wash the precipitate, and it would remain 

mixed with iron, and with the other metals, that happen to be 

present. It is better that the whole platinum should not be pre¬ 

cipitated, than that the precipitate should be impure; because 

the platinum remaining in solution is separated in the subsequent 

processes'.” ** Ammonio-muriate of platinum is not pure,” he 

subjoins, unless it has a lemon colour, does not become brown 

on drying, and is easily reduced to powder.” 

In a subsequent part of his interesting Memoir, M. Vauque- 

lin states,, that on treating the black metallic precipitate, <ob- 

tained by immersion of iron plates into the solution freed from 

platinum by salrammoniac,) successively with cold nitric, and 

muriatic acids, washing and drying the residuum, very acrid 

white vapours rose, which he ascertained, by heating a portion 

of the residuum in a crucible, to be a mixture of calomel and 

nauriate of copper. “ The sublimate,” adds he, “ conttuned 

likewise globules of mercury, and a? black matter, which I sup- 



faciti^, Cbtit the^bhief p^rtdf the'<^acnd'vajpout4, w2t«roii<te of 

osimtinl} %l%h was unnecessarily wasted.' '• ■' .■ - 

• -Tte note at't)Ciragraph 18, ha« its commentary in the folldw- 

itfj;''obsei^ation of M. Vauqualin. ’Tlia- mufiatic" adtS '^ni* 
{>h»5ted'after die nitrite;-contained likewise a great'deal of iron, 

some Copper‘and pilladhnta,- and'eTeii pladnumr and rhodium. 

This'shews that a pUttidh 6f dldfie last thfeh'metals is precipi¬ 

tated by, the iron ill the State of’oxide; Oiberwiae muriatic acid 

would 'Hot ^ha^^iSKsiolTed’thra. - Hiiaseems to prove likewise 

that th^ ratetididn'Precipitating combine with iron and copper, 

and'prevent them iirbln Being attacked by nitric acid, ei^en when 

employed in considerable quantity;^ The great quantity of 

oxtddof 4fott WMCb ^ed|^tes along with the 'ptatinuhi, palla¬ 

dium,'Ufid rhodium, is very remarkable.** 

The process in $15 and 116, is a refinement on the former 

methods. M. Vauquelin contents himself with the first precipi¬ 

tate of platinum by sal-ammoniac, regarding it as quite pure. 
A great master of chemical analysis, to whom this process of M. 

Ilaiuel was shewn,- remarked, that his aqua-regia contained too 

much nitric acid; Uiat if the suitable proportion of‘muriatic 

acidbe employed, then the platinum may be thrown down pure, 

at first, by sal-ammoniac; and that M. BarUel dissolvhs by his 

menstruum, a portion of iridium. 

The separation of palladium, under the Ibrm of an ammoniit- 

submuriate in § 19, is precisely Vauquelin*s method: Of this 

plan, M'; Vauquelin speaks with Complacency. This- process, 
more simple, and more exact than that of Wollaston, depends 

1. On the insolubility of ammonio-muriate of palladium, even 

in water slightly acidulous. 2. On the solubility of the muriates 

of copper and iron in alcohol, aUd the insolubility of ammonia- 

muriate of' rfaBdium in the same liquid.’* Yet the folloVing ex¬ 

tract from the same elaborate Memoir, seemS to invalidate the 

above certainty of StepUratibn. ** Now to ob^in tim vhodium,' 1 

concentrate the liquids from Which the palladidm hts 'bteen se¬ 
parated, till they crystallize totally bn cooling:' Fp^t tiic crystals 

aside to drain‘,they arefriqltently of two kinds aUd bf two colours. 



eolourV while ptbeirs^. fewer in number, are equtire prisms of a 

yellowish^^een colour. These last cure ammoQio>moriate> «f 

paiiadtum.” Thus^re see that the ammomo*mariate<o£ palla¬ 
dium has remained in^olutioii, contrary to the statement aboye. 

Dr. Wollaston'a original method of separating, rhodium from 

palladium . and platinmn. is peculiarly e)egaat > and ecomomical, 

wliile it is perfectly exact, i Into the solution, derived ttf ^the 

greater part of its platinum by sal-anunoniac, he iramerMs.a 

piece of clean zbc. This throws down all the metab in the state 

of a black powder, except the iron, which remains in the solu¬ 

tion. The copper and lead of the preeipitate, weighing fcom 

40 to 50 grains, being removed by very dilute nitric-acid, the 

remainder after being washed, was digested in dilute nitrormuri- 

atic acid, which dissolved the greater part. ** To this solution 

were added 20 grains of common salt, equal to one-filth of the 

ore employed: and when the whole had been evaporated to dry¬ 
ness with a very gentle heat, the residuum, which 1 had found 

from prior experiments would consist of the soda-muriates of 

platina, palladium, and of rhodium, was washed repeatedly with 

small quantities of alcohol, till it came oiT nearly colourless. 

There remained a triple salt of rhodium, which by these means 

is freed from all impurities*.'* From the solution of this .soda- 

murlate in water, zinc throws down the metal in a black powder, 

which may be agglutinated into a somewhat spongy metallic 

mass, by the heat of a very powerful furnace. Clarke, of 
Cambridge, is the only chemist, I believe, who has succeeded iu; 

giving to rhodium a high density, by fusion before , his osy- 

hydrogen blow-pipe. In an obliging communication to the pre¬ 

sent annotator, this gentleman states, that Dr. Wollaston’s, 
own rhodium, taken from the pure specimen he gave me, is rcUr; 
dercdpeifectly malleable before the gas blow-pipe, aud in 

malleable state, afbr being hammered, its specific gravity, (es¬ 

timated iq distilled, water, at the temperature of ’60° of Faten- 

lieit,) equals 20.03, being as htgh as thatbf ^ure hammer^, 
platinum.” Dr. Wollaston’s rhodium, fused in his own air-fur¬ 

nace, has a sperific gravity of only 9.74 by our experiments. 



JOKmanm-VH ai.t «» jttv/xss 

The separation of the salt of rhodium from tiiose of platinum 

and palladium^ as performed, by Dr. Wollaston for the iustruc- 
tion of''ius scientific friends, is one of the 'i^ost striking pheno^ 

mena of chemical analysis. He mixes the three triple salts with 

a little water, in a watch glass, and evap<»ates to. such a degree 

as leaves die mass* apparently dry, yet with as much combined 

Water as would give it the watery fusion at a higher heat. He 

pours on this a little alcohol) about spedfic gravity 0.850, and 

appliea a gentle heat Instantly after fusion, two very distinct 

and dissimilar fluid •strata are formed; a red-coloured liquid 

abovm'find an oHy-consistenced liquid- below, of a dark-brown 

colour. The former is to be immediately poured ofif. The latter 

after being washed with a little more alcohol, yields a pure soda- 

muriate of rhodium. 
The plan of separating palladium from its metallic associates 

in the platinum ore, originally invented by Dr. Wollaston, is very 
beautiful, and certainly in no respect inferior to that prescribed l)y 

M. Vauquelin. To a solution of crude platina, whether ren¬ 
dered neutral by evaporation of redundant acid, or saturated by 

addition of potash, of soda, or ammonia, by lime or magnesia, 

by mercury, by copper or by iron, and also whether the platina 

has, or has not, been precipitated from the solution by sal- 

ammoniac, it is merely necessary to add a solution of prussiate 
of mercury, for the precipitation of the palladium. Generally 

for a few seconds, and sometimes for a few minutes, there will 

be no appearance of any precipitate; but in a short time, the 
whole solution becomes slightly turbid, and a flocculent precipi¬ 

tate is gradually formed, of a pale yellowisb-white colour. This 

precipitate consists wholly of prussiate of palladium, and when 
heated will be found to yield that metal in a pure state, amount¬ 

ing to about four os five tenths per cent, upon the quantity of ore 
dissolved. 

“ The prussiate of mercury is peculiarly adapted to. the pre¬ 

cipitation of palladinm, exclusive of all other metals, on account 
of the great affinity of mercury for the prussic acid, which in 

this case prevents the precipitation of iron or cupper; but the 



quantify of palladium, for I ha\e in vain endeavoured, io 'the 

above experiment on crude platina> to obtaitx a target quantify, 

of palladium than I have stated, by using more of the prussiate 

of mercury, or to procure ‘any precipitate by tbe same means 

from a solution of pure platirta. Tbe prussiate of mercury is 

consequently a test by which the presence pf palladium may be 
detected in any of its solutions*.’* 

In paragraph 22, M. Baruel directs to saturate the potash, 

in the alkaline compound of oxide of osminro, with nitric aqid, 

and then to distil; but as the slightest excess of this acid would 

cause it to come over with the volatile oxide in the subsequent 
distillation, it seems preferable to employ sulphuric acid,P8 

enjoined by Mr. Tennant. This excellent chemist also suggested 

the collection of the oxide that rises during the solution of the 

iridium ore.- “ As a certain quantity,” he says, of this oxide 

is extricated during the solution of the iridium in marine acid, 

that part may also be obtained by distiliationf.” M. Thenard 

docs-not seem to have been aware of this fact, since he lately 

ascribes to M. Laugier the merit of the same suggestion. “ 11 

a reconnu que,dans Ic traitement de la mine de platine par I’acide 

nitro-muriatique, une partie d’osmium etait attaquee, etque 

cette partie se vaporisait avec une certaine quantited’acidej.”. 

It is hardly necessary to allude to the coarse method of the 

Marquis Ridold, described in the first volume of this Journal, 

page 259. To fuse crude platinum with half its weight of lead, 

to reduce the alloy to powder, to mix it with sulphur, toexpofje 
it to a strong heat in a covered crucible; to rc-melt,with a litUe 

lead, the brittle button first obtained, and to hammer it , at a 

white heat, upon a hot anvil, to extrude the lead, are directiops 
nearly impracticable; and useless if they could be practised; 

for the foreign metals cannot be thus separated from the pla¬ 

tinum. 

The practice in Paris of alloying the pulverulent pure plati¬ 

num with one eighth of its weight of arsenic; and qf j^^^po^ing 
the ingot of alloy to an open heat, progressively raised tawhite- 

♦ PM. Tran, 1805, page 320. fPlul, Tran. 1804, page 410. 
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ness, in order to expel the oxidized arsenic^ is, I believe,*gene¬ 

rally- abandoned. Uncertain portions of the arsenic used to lurk 
^ ^ _ 

in the platinum, and to deteriorate its valuable qualities. The 

platinum of England and-France seems to be at present equally 
pure, malleable, and ductile; and the price is nearly the same. 

I'bere is, therefore, no ground for those jealous preferences 
which the narrow-minded of both nations are apt to give to their 

labours in this respect. As they form the'most enlightened 

portion of Europe, so they should unite in the most cordial and 

generous co-operation, for the improvement of Science and the 
Arts. These reflections have been suggested by the following 

handsome remarks of M. Vauquelin, written during a period 

of national hostility “ Though Dr. Wollaston operated only 

on 1000 grains of the ore of platinum, and of course had only 
six or seven grains of the new metals at his disposal, yet he 

determined their principal properties, which does infinite honour 

to bis sagacity; for the thing appears at first view incredible. 
For my part, though I employed 60 marcs (about 39J- troy 
pounds) of crude platinum, I found it very difficult to separate 

exactly the palladium and rhodium from the platinum and the 
other metals, which exist in that ore, and especially to obtain 

them in a state of purity*.” Indeed, the most eminent men of 
the one nation are most ready to allow due merit to their rivals 

in the other. Jealous detraction is cultivated only by the 

subalterns, to lessen the sense of their own inferiority, or to 

gratify the prejudices of the great and little vulgar, whose suf¬ 
frages they court. 

Akt. VII. Contributions towards the Chemical Knowledge 

of Mineral Substances. By Me Zafe Martin Henuy 

Klaproth. 

[Continue from Page 40, of Vol. XII.] 

H Analysis of Cererit (Cerite.) 

I UECEivEn the specinfoBS employed in the following Ana¬ 

lysis from M. Geyer, of Stockholm, in the year 1788. 



' of Mtnii^ral iSubstan(es. . • 20?. 

A. - — 

1. A piece of cererit was heated to redness in- a platinum 
crucible; it lost 2 per cent, of its weight, and its original red 
colour became brown; its form remained unchanged. 

2. 100 grains in fine powder, exposed for half an hour to a 

strong red heat, lost 5 grains, and acquired a darker colour. 

B. 

100 grains mixed with 200 of carbonate of potassa, and ig¬ 

nited in a platinum crucible, shewed no tendency to fusion, but 
assumed the appearance of .a light brittle mass of an ash-grey 

colour. Being saturated and washed, the filtered alcaline 

liquor was colourless. It remained transparent when neutralized 

with nitric acid, and therefore contained no oxide of tungsten ; 
nor was any other acid present, since the solution was not af¬ 

fected by the addition of solution of silver, mercury, lead, iron, 
baryta, ^c. 

The lixiviated residue was decomposed by repeated boiling 
in nitric acid. After the separation of the silica, the nitric so¬ 
lution was supersaturated with caustic potassa, boiled, filtered, 

neutralised with muriatic acid, and mixed with carbonate of 

potassa; but nothing was thrown down, nor did it become turbid. 

C. 

a. 400 grains of the levigated fossil were digested in 4 ounces 

of boiling muriatic acid, to which i ^ ounces of nitric acid were 
afterwards added. When every thing except the silica appeared 
to be dissolved, the liquid was filtered off, and the residue, 

washed and ignited, weighed 138 grains. 

b. The excess of acid in the straw-coloured solution was then 
neutralized with liquid ammonia, taking care ,that nothing was 

thrown down; succinate of ammonia was then added, which 

caused a precipitate of succinate of iron, and which, after wash¬ 

ing and ignition, afforded 14 grains of oxide of iron. 

c. The solution, thus freed from iron, was precipitated by 
caustic ammonia; the oxide of cerium thus thrown down was 

edulcorated and ignited; it was of a brown colour; and weighed 
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(f/The l^riikinii^ (lurd'waitibiled'with'carbonatil of'pbtai^a; 

it afforded 9 grains of carbonate of lime, equal to 5 grains of pure 

Itme, 'Tiie fluid was tlien saturated Wtb nitnc acjd, anc^stedby 

pruspit^te of potassa, which ^vc slight traces of tbe'j^esehpe of" 

copper. One Hundred parts therefore of cererit contain, 

Oxide of cerium , , C c, . . . , . 64.50 ' 

i/< •.* .1- ■ • • 34.50 - ^ . 

Oxide of iron ... — b ... . 3.50 

, .a.i . • • • • *■" C? • * 

, e. . . . A 2 . . • . 5., ^ 
«y« 

98,76 

V * I» 

Properties of tht Oxide of Cerium. 

a. TlirAWh.dowo horn it^ nitric solution by arnmonia, oxide 

ofqeriMm appears, in the form of a muddy-red precipitate, which 

dries intaa transpa|ePt ^d hard mass; when ignited, it acquires 

the ®f * fionamon-hrown powder.,. ,, . . 

.jb. Carbonated ^alcali.e separate a. white carbonate, of which 

100 grains (precipitated by carbonate of ammonia) lost 23 grains 

duiingv^\ujt|ion in nitric acid; 100 grains of the same carbo¬ 

nate lost by .ignition 35 grains; hence it is composed oft . 

.Oxude of cerium ........ .i -65i 
‘-HfA.<Cind>onic a^id.; 

Water..I3r 

100 

c, 'Before the blow-pipe, oxide of cerium becomes bnlliantly 

lurhinous, witHbut fusion. With phosphate of soda it produces 

a yellow^' bcbd which becomes colourless wheii cold. Borax *’ 

produces the same appearance. ' ' ■ ’ . 

d. It undergoes no change by long-continued^^xposurc to a 

bright red heat in a charcoal crucible. . , 

' e. Bmplp^ed as an enamel, it gives a light-brown colour. 

Neiuet* caiis^c nor caibonated' alcalis dilsblve the re- 
cently precipitated oxide of cenura. 

g. Carbonate of cenum is easily soluble, in fhe acids, form- 



eolatiooa ai'e colourless, but become reddisb>purple it* coneen* 

trated. 

k. Sulphate of cerium crystallizes in truncated octoedra of a ' 

I^e amethyst colour, and very difficultly soluble. 

l. Nitrate of cerium is difficultly crystallizable and deli* 

quescent. 

A. Muriate of cerium forms prismatic crystals. Chlorine is 

evolved during the digestion of oxide of cerium in muriatic 

arid. 

l. Acetic acid scarcely acts upon oxide of cerium, but it easily 

dissolves the carbonate, forming a very soluble white salt. 

m. Sulphate of soda added to nitrate or muriate of cerium, 

forms a difficultly soluble white precipitate of subsulphate of 

cerium. This precipitate boiled in a solution of carbonate of 

soda, yields a perfectly pure carbonated oxide of cerium. 

n. Sulphurous acid dissolves oxide of cerium, and the solu¬ 

tion affords prismatic crystals of a pale amethyst colour. 

o. The neutral phosphates, tartrates, and succinates form white 

precipitates in nitrate and muriate of cerium, which are soluble 

in acids. 

p. Oxalic acid and the neutral oxalates occasion a precipi¬ 

tate in the solutions of cerium, which, unlike the former, is in¬ 

soluble in nitric and muriatic acid. • ^ 

q. Prussiate of potassa produces a white precipitate soluble 

in the acids. 

r. Tincture of galls occasions no change. 

5. Neither does sulphuretted hydrogen produce any change 

in the oxide of cerium; the precipitate occasioned in its solu- 

jtions by hydro-sulphuret of ammonia, is of the same whitish- 

yellow colour as when pure ammonia is used. 

Analysit of a compact Ore of Titanium from Arendal. 

a. 300 grains of this ore in fine powder were fused with six 

times their weight of carbonate of potassa; when cold a grey 

- porcellaneous mass was obtained, which by digestion in water 

afforded a carbonate of titanium, weighing, after having been 

washed and dried, 530 grains. 



. Pjr^s^«|e e{ ^tpsaand tioctor^ of pdte garo cha^ftcferiHie 

gi.een,^p4 precipitates in the'i^liatfc solutiop.fidithe tibove 

carbonate. ■ -.v-.' '.'' 

5. The alcaline washings of the carbonate did not become in 

the smallest degree, turbid when neutralized by stilphurib acid. 

This mineral therefore is. to be regarded as pure oxide of 

titanium. 

Analy^ of the Topaz. . 

This mineral is especially characterized by the changes which 

il undergoes when sutgected to a white heat; it then com¬ 

pletely loses its original appearance, becomes soft, dull-white, 

and opaque, and loses considerably in weight. 

[Here follows an account of the causes to which this loss of 

weight have been erroneously attributed, and to the experi¬ 

ments of Margraaf, Bergman, Wiegleb, Vauquelin, and Lowitz; 

the author also alludes to the probable existence of fluoric acid 

in the topaz, and then proceeds with his Analysis.] 

Analysis of the Saxon Topaz, Sp. gr. 3.54d. 

A. 
I 

100 parts of coarsely-powdered topaz heated till the frag- 

ment8d)egan to fuse, in a coated retort, connected with the mer- 

curib-pneumatic apparatus, afforded no gaseous matter, and 
lost little in weight. 

The same portion, heated to whiteness in a blast-furnace for 

an hour, became white and pulverulent, and lost 22 per cent, in 

weight. 

B. 

300 grains of powdered topaz, distilled to dryness with sul¬ 

phuric acid, produced a conosion in the neck of the retort, 
resembling that of fluoric acid. 

, 200 grains of powdered topaz were projected into an ounce 

of,nitre, fused in a. platinum crucible; the mixture after a time- 

cohereted. The alcaline mass was then softened in water 



satoHted by oitric acbli and filtered. Lime-water, added.io the 

filtered liquor, gave a precipitate having the characters of fluatc 

of lime. 
. f ' ' / . - • - 

D. 
’ - , '■ i ' ' ' * 

100 parts of levigated topaz were fused in a platinum cra- 

cible, with 400 parts of nitrate of baryta ■; the fused mass was 

powdered, diffused through water, and mixed with excess of 

' sulphuric acid ; the precipitate being separated, excess of am¬ 

monia was added, and the liquor was filtered off and evapo¬ 

rated to dryness ; the dry salt was wholly dissipated by heat, 

and gave no traces of a fixed alcall. 

E. 

a. 200 grains of topaz were bruised in a steel-mortar, and 

afterwards triturated as fine as possible in one of agate. The 

powder had sustained an increase of 4 grains. It was mixed 

in a silver crucible with 3 ounces of ley, (composed of equal 

parts of pure potassa and water,) evaporated to dryness, and 

ignited for an hour. The grey mass was then softened with 

water, and digested in muriatic acid, which entirely dissolved 

it, forming a clear yellow liquor. This was evaporated to dry¬ 

ness, waterVas poured upon it, and the insoluble sjiliceous 

residue thus obtained being completely washed,. dried, and 

ignited, weighed 74 grains ; deducting 4 grains derived from 

the mortar, the quantity of silica in 100 of the topaz is thus 

found to amount to 35 grains. 

b. The muriatic solution, heated to its boiling point, was 

saturated by carbonate of potassa; the edulcorated precipitate 

weighed 218 gp'ains. 

c. 109 grait)^ of this precipitate were re-dissolved in muria¬ 

tic acid, and the solution tested by oxalate of potassa, which, 

occasioned no change. It was then precipitated by caustic 

potassa, which being added in excess re-dissolved tbe .whole of 

the precipitate by the aid of heat, with the exception of a scarcely 

perceptible portion of oxide of iron. The elcalioe liquor, super- 



satnrated^’bynitvrriatie kcU ’wla;iaixMl wtth ca^twaltt 
ib^*pr^pkAe thus obtained. Iwng^^i^iolwd in 

stdphhrfe ftoifd; mid< mused with acetate ^rpsftapiajr^j^Qrded 

■n6ttii^|pd>ui-o»yiitako£a!«n., 

'i ^ di The other Aalf of? the ^precipitater it oras.'fdigB^id, in '^- 
tilled vinegar; thesolutioa tttarafeed by^6arbmiate«<tf.aniin(Mtia 
affortied » predpitotte irhicliy aiterdne 'elutiiatioBtfndi ignition, 

weighed 59i'gfaiDi^ aodihad'the proporties’^ofpuie alumit, 

ew Tfn i^faBdlr^Baming^'aftar ihe separation of the precipU 
tatt h, wAo^l^catedktoa small teilk, rendaed neutral by ma> 
'riatid dtiid,and‘inixed‘ with lime-water: a precipitate vras thus 

fiMte4dv^lmvhig< titopr^>Mties.of,^a<sfe ^ {uae?£;acted upon by 

sulphuric acid, it evolved glass-corroding fiunesirr/, •, 
llw'abdVB'OKpdtiniefitsiiufEiciently dcstonstrate Ure.existcnce 

‘'^fjitcovicitad in the topaz, without accurately determining its 

relative juropc^ion; Experiensm leads me to believe, that tlie 
loisintheeahhy constitumits does not exceeds 1 per cent; 
•beOce the deficiency of 5 per cent may be referred to fluoric 
acid, and the components of the pale yellow Saxon topaz may 

stated as follows: 

Sified... 

i A 
* ^ ‘ ' f V /*; - 

99 ^35 
Arumina .. »• • * • cf • « 

'^Fluoric apid ■ 5 
Oxide of iron. 

• 

>eeo» 099 9 9 9 A trcicCs a 

, ... 1 
i ( 

Analysis of ZoisU,from Carinthia, 

100 

Hie nieQific gravity of^ the crystoUpf this minetf^ ,u^^ in my 
aoalysis, was ,s:3^15. . 

Of WO graips inflne powdec^were mixed witii^ jt. ^s^tiOh.oi' 

250 grains of soda, and evaporated nod.fesed >i|t.i^; silv^ pru- 

cible; the mass was softened with water, and dissolved in ex- 



tidn; agfthi emporatcd. to dryoeis^^d the 
treated by>vecj( 4dute mariatic add^ Idt4S graiaa of > 

b,' The ti^dd^was mixed with cattsttoammonia^ and the pre¬ 

cipitate separated by dltration; cacbonata of aoda .was dien 

added,^ wladi'33.dgtaiuof<oarboaale offime were thrown 
down eqatvalenc to ISkd grains of:i!tmau $vw> > ' . , , < 

‘ ‘c. precipitate throwa down by canslio ammonia was 

boiled in caustic pol|msa, whijcb dissolved wi^ Use ..excep¬ 

tion d aome brown residuary matter.. .This ruudua, dissolved 
in nitric acid, and jweoipitated by anmumia,.afforded Strains 

of oxide of iron; . carbonate of ammonia, sobs^uently added 
to dm washings^ burnished an additional predpitate of carbonate 

of lime, equal to 2.6 of Zufte.^. . . •! < 

d. To obtiun the ingredient dissolved by the. caustic potlssa, 

the solution was'slightly si^imsaturated by:Sulphtmo acid,, and 

precipitated by carbonate of potasaa.; the fwecipitatn.was 

washed', and boiled in distilled ytnegar,..whidL-jbaiDgv again 
saturated-rwith ammonia, and the precipitate-washed, dried 

and ignited, gave’2Q grains of pure alumina. 

Hence 100 parts of crystallized zoisit consist of. : ■ - . . • 

Silina............. 
Alumina.......... .d.. .29 

Lime .. • e • • & 18«50) Ot 

a . • • • c 2.50 ] 
nf irnn__ __f! ..........a* . 3 
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Analyst of the foliated Augite of Carinthia, 

A. 

This ‘mineral ia difficultly fusible in small fragments; it runs 

Defore the blow-pipe into an opaque olive-coloured-slag.Its 
powder is greenish grey; heated to redness, it becomes pale- 

brown, without to^s of weight, 

P. 
ji. inn o-rsiina wp.re mixed with a solution containiox 200 of 



27(S ' Klaproth m tkH Chemical Atutiysis 

cauitic »oda, evaporated to> dryneM^- and igaited. Tbi 

ing mass ting^d'^ the vrater which-waa^affasad of a pale^gresD; 

dissolved in ttlnrlatic acid, evaporated to drynei^'and again 

treated with very dilute muriatic acid, at£fcd remained, w^ich 

after being heated red'^hot^ weighed 52.5 graina.' ’ ^ - 

b. The muriatic solution was saturated by caustic ammonia, 

which' caused a bulky brown preeifMtaie ; this being separated 

by filtration, a clear colourless' solution |ras obtained, which, 

by the addititm of carbonate of soda, yielded 16.5 grains of 

carbonate oflime, £=9 grains of Knie. 

c. The precipitate by ammonia was transferred while yet 

moist; into a boiling solution of causdc potassai a portion 

was dissolved, and the remainder collected upon a filter. Mu¬ 

riate''df-ammonia'was added toibe alealine solutioD, which 

threw down 7;26 gralnh of alumina. 

d. The remaining portion was dissolved in dilute nitro- 

muriatic acid; to this solution carbonate of soda was added, 
to throw down oJtide of iron, amounting to 16.25 grains. 

e. The residuary liquid was boiled, and completely decom¬ 

posed, with excess of carbonate of soda; carbonate of magne¬ 

sia was thus thrown down, which yielded, on ignition, -12.5' 
grains of magnesia. 

C. 

100 grains of levigated augite were fused with 500 grains 

of nitrate of baryta; the resulting mass was powdered, mixed 

with water, neutralised by sulphuric acid, and the precipitate 

thus formed separated upon a filter. The clear liquid was 

precipitated by ammonia, the precipitate removed, evaporated •' 

to dryness, and the dry salt ignited ; as this contained sul¬ 

phate of magnesia, it was again dissolved and decomposed by 

acetate of baryte; the filtered liquid was evaporated, and the 

residue ignited; there remained a blackish matter, Weighing 

1.25 grains, which was washed, to separsEte'the charcoal 
resulting from the combustion of the acetic aeid; ^tile washing ‘ 

afTorded a portion of carbonate of potassa, equivalent to 

about half a grain of poteisa. 



A^lica, 
Ma®ijBfia..^.,v,,,.<..,^-c .. 
Lime..........1— b 
Alumine ' “ 

' dxide «ifwonJ —d 
Potassa.C" ... 

» i 

52.30.; 
12.50, 

9 ; 
7.25 

16.25 
0.50' 

"oi 

Analysis qf fionchoidal Apatite, from Zillertkahl., 

The specific gravity of this miaeral is 3,190. After ignition 

it becomes colourless, without losing its transparency, or de-' 

crepitating, neiUier does it lose perceptibly in weight. Sprinkled 

upoD'hot coals, it exhibits jup phosphorescence. 

Having, by previous trials, ascertained the presence of phos¬ 

phoric acid and lime, its decomposition was efi'ected as follows : 

a. 100 grains in powder were digested in muriatic acid, 

which sobn formed a solution, a few particles of talc only re¬ 

maining, and weighing 0.75 grain. This loss on the hundred 

parts was made good by the addition of a similar weight -of thn 
pure mineral. 

b. The muriatic solution was nearly saturated with caustic 

ammonia, solution of oxalic acid was then added as long as it 

formed a precipitate of oxalate of lime, which was collected, 

washed, dried, and strongly heated in. a platinum crucible; It 

was then dissolved in muriatic acid, and thrown down by car¬ 

bonate of soda, in the state of carbonate of lime, which weighed, 

when washed and dried, 91 grains, s:50 grains of pure lime. 

c. To separate the phosphoric acid from the liquid, from 

which the lime had been abstracted by oxalic acid; it was eva¬ 

porated to dryness, and the saline residue gradually ignited in 

a platinum crucible, during which operation muriate of ammo¬ 

nia passed off in white fumes. The remainder, when cold, ap¬ 

peared as a .vitreous mass, blackened by a portion of charcoal 

derived from the decomposition of the oxalic acid. It weighed 

47.6 grains;' It dissolved in boiling water, by which I 

grtun of finely-divided charcoal was separated. 

d. The acid liquid was neutralized with ammonia, which pro- 



•MM/r \vr*^47 '\ 

and composed of phosphate of^lime, vas deposited; it'fused 

before the blow>pipe into a porcellaneous bead. 
Biidactihg’these H gtaihs, and thO 1 grain^of c<^j the weight 

nf^Hie ii>Hh4>h'oric held i‘s‘39^5. If we cpnBidet;33>e 7 ^ihs 

* Ua'decwmpb'sed phosphate as compM^ of 3.^^ of Tipie,tind 

L25 of phosphoric acid, the components the apatite 

o 
3 

obtained in this analysis are, 

Xiimo* V* £^4ir*• b ^0 
t . * c ’ d ' 3 

53.76 

f Pboaphflrieacid*d 39.50? ' ' ‘ 
• • at# • a • • 

■ a., i ‘. • 3.26) 
{ J' 

96.50 

But a small portion of phosphoric acid was probably vola¬ 
tilized by heat, so that the loss, amounting to 3.5 grains, may 

be attributed to that source, and the components of this mine¬ 
ral will dien stand thus: 

Lime.. 53.75 
Phosphoric acid *^,... 46.25 

100 

A, trace of iron and of manganese was also discovered in tliis 

apatite, but in quantity too small to be appreciated^by weight. 

^.Iha.analyus of the*Saxon apatite■ agrees with the above 
results: . it oemsists of 

' Lime... 55 
Phosphoric acid .... 45* 

V4u(|^odin*B analysis of the chrysolite, or asparagus stone of 
[$phin, ^so afibrded nearly the same proportions, namely, 

Lime.. 54.28 - 
“ ‘ Phosphoric acid.. 46.72t 

^ I Analysis of tho Columnar Brown-spar ^'-Mexico- ' 
# 

Ttiis tnincral ig among the treasareg 
by M. Von Humboldt. 

* Berg. Journ. 17fl8. 1 Band. S. ^2^8. , 
f a/otf/’. des MineSf ixsvii. p. 

imported from America 
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a: 

100 parts were Heated in a covered cnioiHle; it. decrepitated 

into a coar^ powder, lo8iD|; 5 per eept vei^tt bM^cemai^* 

ing whitf. The heat^wM increased to r^QfSf, when it lost 

]^r cent., ^di^came of a^blacldsh-girjey. t^ur. , . < 

Digested in cold and modaralely:. strong nitric acid^ it dis¬ 

solved slowly, and with sparing eflbrvdscence, forming a tran¬ 

sparent straw-coloured solution. If the acid be hfeated, it 

effervesces strongly forming a reddish-brown solution, and the 

undissolved portion of the fossil appears orange-yellow; 

when perfectly dissolved, the colour of the solution is ^ale 

reddish broWn. 

' ■ C. 
100 gruns of the coarsely-powdered mineral were 4i4VOlved 

in nitric acid, and the solution neutralized by caustic ammonia. 

A brown flocculent precipitate fell, weighing, when dry, 14 

grains; this was re-dissolved in nitro-muriatic acid, the excess 

of acid was then neutralized by soda, and the iron separated 

by succinate of ammonia. The succinate of iron yielded,-'after 

ignition, 5.5 grains of magnetic oxide of iron. Bat, 

tlie iron exists in this mineral' in the state of carbonate, the 

above result must be assumed to indicate -T.d-grains of 

nate of iron. The liquid from which the iron had been thrown 

down was heated to its boiling-point, ahd mixed with carbonate 

of soda, which gave a white precipitate, becoming 1^a{c)c 

heated, and«weighing, after ignition, 4 grains. pigest^Jn nitric 

acid, the greater portion of this precipitate was dissolved, but 

there remained a black residue, consisting of oxide of manga¬ 

nese, and weighing 1.25 grains, which I consider as equal to 2 

grains of carbonate qf manganese.. Carbonate of soda threw 

down from the remainipg.pitric solution 3.5 grains of carbonate 

of magnesia ' . 

6. The excess of ammonia, in the original solution a, was 

supersaturated by nitric acid, and carbonate of soda added to 



w 

collected) edulcorated,, end diied, weighed 49 graihs, and con- 

K'.sted of carbonate of lime. 
,q.. ISiThen the .residue liquor was h(^led)[ it became tarbid^ 

and-ft white pre^sj^Uate 'fell, the separation of , which was. com¬ 

pleted by the additioi|of a little soda.. .Washed and dried, it 

weighed 31 grains^ Dissolved in sulphuric acid and evapo¬ 

rated, it furnished crystals of jmlphate of magnesia, which 

being re^isaolved, left .4 grains of sulphate of lime, s2.5 grains 

of oarboUfitn if‘ ftmej this, being deducted, there remained 28.5 

grainO cf col^nnre e/'fnd^nesta. 
100 parts, therefore, of this mineral consist of, 

Caihonate lime.. 
» r * , 

C 6 49 1 

c 2.50] 
51.50, 

Carbonate of magnesia ., « 3.501 

c 28.5o] 
32 , 

Cai^bottate of iron •••••• a T ^ - T , 7.50 
Carbonate of manganese a. 2 

Water.... A . 5 

98 

Analysis of Dolomite. 

.{h) these analyses, Klaproth dissolved the mineral in dilute 

nitrio acid, and. samrated with caustic ammonia, which threw 

down of irqtr, when present; be then added cmrbpnate of 

ammonia, by which carbonate of lime was precipitated: and 

lastly the jqagnesiit was separated, either by boiling with car- 

brmate.t^pcmsahl br hy pxalate of potassa. The following arc 

the results.] . • . . 

> 9 

• » 

CoMimcl 
DolPirilti 
ft9UL%L 
OoihsH* 

DaroMptM* 
iBcUblflfldtt 

Apeaninem 

Con pact 
DoloSil 
Ihoa ditto. 

' t 

Antiqaa 
Mnnit* 

Tt»eAoe. 

Cafbodate of 1^4 ... 52 59 06 - 

'Carbonate of Magnesia . 35 .48. 

Oxide of Iron and of 1 
Manganese . . . . j 

T.rhe« 



^fU%4u of Anhydtke. 

A. 

A fragment of blue Anhydrite (frdm* Snlz dn the Neckar) 

weighing 300 grains, was kept red hot in emcible 

for half an hour; itbeeame soft and yeHowiiftMriiife, but lost 

no weight 

B. 
Thirty grains of the powdered mineral were boiled in* 12' 

ounces of water; 8 grains were dissoWed, but the sdutioh did 

not render nitrate of silver in the least turbid, so that it con- 
' tained no muriatic acid. 

C. 

a. 200 gruns o( pulverized anhydrite were boiled with 400 

grains of carbonate of potassa in 8 ounces of water for a quarter 

of an hour. The alcaline liquor was then filtered off, neutralized 

by muriatic acid, and mixed with muriate of baryta, as long as 

a precipitate was produced. The dry sulphate of baryta weighed 

345 grains =: 114 grains of At f sulphuric acid. 

b. The residue upon the filtre dissolved with effervescence in 

dilute nitric acid, excepting 0.5 gr^n of silica; supersaturated 

with caustic ammonia the solution gave no precipitate; it was 

therefore again rendered neutral by nitric acid, And tested with 

prussiate of potassa,'and after a while it deposited a small por-- 

tion of pmssian blue indioatutg not mote than 0.20 grain of 

oxide of iron. 

c. This being separated the solution was saturated whilst 

boiling hot, with carbonate of potassa; carbonate of lime was' 

thus thrown down, weighing when washed and dried in a gentle ' ' 

heat, 153 grains s 84 grains of Ume. This carbonate was then 

neutralized with sulphuric acid, evaporated to dryness, and ig|' 

nited; it thus afforded 198 grains of regenerated sulphate of limd. 

100 parts therefore of this blue anhydrite were resolved into 

« Xitne.42. •' 
‘ Sidphuric acid ..57. . > 

Oiudeofiron. 0.10 
, SiUca (probably adventitious) . . 0-25 



’ [ArioifieSf^ IfiH in thi Tyrol, con¬ 
tained 

' •.' ;■ «:75"' 

isiilikbuifid a^d . . ; . ; 65. ' 
"MnHiUe-^-aoda:' . /v l/^: 

97.75 

' l^csonr^pf loss ;n Uiis analysts is not adverted to.' The 

composition of sniphate of lime, deduced fron the mean oi' 

idaprbth’s Analyses of iftie Anhydrite, ag^bes exactly with the 

equiv^ents upon i)r. Wollaston's ^cafe.] 
• < < a 

ilaafystf qf Bittet ^ar J¥omHaU ih iheTyTcL - 'i' 

This spar accompanies tiie anhyi^rife described in* the' last 

paragraph, tts'domponentpalrts are . 

..Carbonate of lime . . . . . , . 68.^ 

Carbonate of magnesia . . , . 25,^0 

Carbonate of iron.  1. 

Water .  2. 

(Adhering clay) ....... 2. 

98.50 

Analysis of the Green Earth of Veri/na. 

liirs snbstance, found at Monte Baldotn the Veronese, is 

much esteemed* as a green pigment. After 1mviitg'1>edn heated 

red hot it acquires a brown colour, and additional hardness, 

losing 6 per cent, of its weight. It is not soluble in acids, nor 

do they alter its colour. 

A ' ' !i ... . : • ....... ^ 

a. 100 grains were mixed with 200 of , oaus^ pptajMa dis¬ 

solved in water, and the mixture evaporated and ignited. In this 

, case colour r^mned unchanged till the m^s^bjecame red 

hot, when it grew yellowish browi^: it was dUsqllyed in muriatic 

acid; the solution was evaporated to dryness, and'4iie residue 
being again digested in very dilute muriatic add, 53 grains of 

4^* *f* '•* • J* * ''T* . suKo, were obUinede 



liquids^ m ^^01^ ^1, frhicbtfjirfjji down P^fc o/^«Wt,Weif^i- 

ing when washed and ignited, 28 grsuas. 
• 1 i * i 

c. Aflei'iih^ septuratipn, of oxide of iroip the r^j^^jtary liquid 

was made Imiling hot, and carbonate in excess, 

which threw 4own magnum weighings grains. 

B. 
.One hundred grains were fus^ with 500 pf, nitrate Of bai^ta, 

and the residuaij mass supersaturated with dilute sulphuric 

acid., T)te precipitate being separated, the cleqr liquor was 

mixed with excess of carbonate of ammonia, iiUered, evaporated 

to dryness, and the residuum ignited in a platinum crucible. 

After the escape of the'iulphate of ammopia, there reptained 19 

grains of sulphate of potassa, equal to 10 grains of potcusa/ 

The components ^erefofe of this mineral are as : 

Silica. « • • • « ^3 

Oxide of iron . . . . . . . .28 

Magnesia. . . . . . 2 

Potassa. 

Water. • • • t • 6 
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Analysis of the Alum Stone of Tolfq. 

As this miner^d affords alum by lixiviation, sulphuric acid, 

alumina, and pqtefsa, were to be looked for amonj^ its com- 

ppnents. , ^ . 

One hundred grains were strongly heated in a coat^, glass 

retort; sulphurous acid, water, and sulphuric acid passed over, 

but there were no traces of uhcombined sulphur. The loss of 

weight iuhduinlted to 29 grains. 
'* .1 . * . - * . 

** h 

iSro hunajred grains were gently heated so as to drive off 

wafer o^Iy: the loss amounted tp 6 grains. 

a. 200 grains in fine powder were fused with twice tlieir 



4ii^Ted 4cl)), eyi^otated<^4qriM«fl,"tiedii» 

■Mitej iifcwater, andBltteced; diere mnaia^ upon the fiHw 113 

jtelati^ ,i^4ividadilnte;tw<>.equ^ portions, 

one of which WAS mixed with solatiou of mariate uf baryta; 50 
gcaajfl' of sulphate of baryta »16.5 dry nilphurU wnd were 

. .obtained. . 
c. The other half of the solution was precipitated ammonia. 

The -precipitate consisted of alumina, which when purified, edul¬ 

corated imd ignited weighed 19 grains. 

One hundred grains wme hised with 300 of lutrate of baryta; 

thb resulting mass ^ softened with water, mixed with excess 

of sulphuric acid, evaporated nearly to dryness, and then boiled 

in water and filtered; the clear liquid was neutralized by am¬ 

monia, and after the separation of the precipitate was evaporated 

to dryness and ignited, there remained 7 grains of sulphate of 

potassa = 4 of pure potassa. 

The components therefore are 

Silica . . . • 0 Cl • • . . 56.50 
Alumina . . . c . . . . 19.’ 

Sulphuric acid • 6 • • . . lti.^0 

Potassa . . . D • . 4- 

Water r B • . . . 3.' 

99.' 

^wdtftU of the Alum Slate of FreienwaleL 

■ a. ’ 1000 grains were- boiled for half an hour with 20 ounces 

of distilled water; then filtered and the residue edulcorated. 

The filtered liquid was colourless, did not change vegetable 

^ bluesr-but had a slightly vitriolic taste. ' < ' 

5.'. Half of this solution was mixed with muriate of baryta by 

whicj^ 23 gi^s of sulphate of baryta were separated; and after¬ 

wards,, pipissiate of ammonia threw down 40 grains of pmssiate 

.^■ff iron.- 

, c. The otiies half was ntixed with oxalate of potassa { it be- 



came {^aley^lov^ and moderately turl>id« the odour i^cdtaUy 

xeaultiog^ from a Ihtle oxalate of iron: r the.-.mixtvri' hfttamty 

alowly clear, and the precipitate being collected tie^^ed. after 

ignition 2.6 grains^aind4ttid. the propeituyt d -lune|!sl%kdy con* 

taminated by oxide of iron. ^ ^ 
«. _ • 

The matter therefore, aohible in vn^r, ooneists of eulphate of 

lime and sulphate of iron, the relative proportions of.irhicbmay 

be estimated as follows: 1000 parts of the ore gave 46 of Ipbate 

of. baryta =r 15.18 dry sulphuric acid, of which 7 parts satn* 

rated the 5 of lime, producing 16 parts of crystallised gypsum 

The remaining 8.18 of acid combined with 8.5 of oxide of iron 

would pro4uce 18 parts,of effloresced, sulphate of iron. 

B. 

Two hundred grains of the ore were boiled in water with 400 

of dry carbonate of soda; the filtered liquid was of a dark brown 

colour; neutralized with muriatic acid, it afiorded no trace of 

sulphuretted hydrogen: this neutral solution gradually depo¬ 

sited a bulky dark brown matter which, collected and dried, 

weighed 12 grains, and which, heated in a platinum crucible, 

burned away without any odour of sulphur, and left 1 grain of 

white alumina. 

C. 

Two hundred grains were digested in muriatic acid, during 

which not the smallest trace of sulphuretted hydrogen was per¬ 

ceived, nor was there much action; but during the gradual ad. 

dition of nitric acid, nitrous gas was evolved and the black 

colour of the ore became brovm; the filteredj solution was yellow 

and mixed with muriate of baryta furnished 54 gfaini of sul¬ 

phate of baryta (after ignition). 

D. 

a. 1000 grains of the ore recently from the mitae, were heated 

in a retort, the reicipient being connected with the pnbttnatic ap* 

paratus. 220 cubic inches of gas were evolved, having the pro¬ 

perties of a mixture of sulphuretted and carburetted hydrogen* 

h. The liquid produced weighed 133 gruns; it was yellow 



p^t.,tO;blae^.aiid prbdac«d fumes wheo brought to a 

glass rod dipped inmuriatic acid; it occasioped a bro^o pre- 

cipiCate tp splutioQ of lead; became milky when neutralized by 

murigtie add; filtered and evaporated, it left 2 grains of muriate 

ofrunmonia. 

c, v^e black residue in the retort weighed 750 grains; its 

charcoal was burned off and there remained 660 grains of a 

reddish-brown matter, so that the carbonaceous loss was 90 

grains*, 

d 132 grains of thi^lj^^ l^sidaaoa, (one fifth,) mixed with 

twice its weight of caSstio s^p^and fused, furnished a greenish- 

brown mass which, digested in water gave a pale green solu¬ 

tion ; supersaturated by muriatic acid, evaporated, and again 

digested with water acidulated by the same acid, silica remained, 

weighing, after ignition, 80 grains. 

e. 'rhe remaining liquid was saturated with carbonate of 

potassa, and the washed precipitate thus obtained boiled in 

liquid caustic potassa to abstract the alumina^ which, thrown 

down by muriate of ammonia, washed and heated, weighed 32 

grains. 

f. The brown residue, insoluble in the caustic alcaline solu¬ 

tion, was dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid, and evaporated to 

dryness; during the evaporation sulphate of lime separated, 

which was carefully collected ; it weighed rather more than 2 

grains: the dry mass was ignited and washed, and the oxide of 

iron, which then remained, being collected and mixed with oil 

and ignited became magnetic, and weighed 14.5 grains. The 

washijigB saturated, when boiling hot, with carbonate of potassa, 

yielded a slight trace of carbonate of magnesia. 

E. 

a. 200 grains of the ore were slowly distilled in a sand-heat, 

so that tw),gas was evolved; 21.5 grains of water very slight^ 

sulj^Hltpus, passed into the receiver, and an extremely thin 

.cqa|io|^^>f sqlphur was remarked in the neck^of the retort. 

.. fi. The dried ore was taken out of the retort and heated upon 

a tile; it exhaled a slight smell of sulphur, without cither smoke 



'iff ’MiMMl Sumnnces. 2Sl' 

grains He e'8tim&^ cfis^daF^cld sulphdr 
perKaps*a ffttle ' ' ' - ' ; - v- ' 

c. The rediduAni^i^a^ nifjced'#ith 200‘grains of'stdphnric atid 

and 400 of wat<^, 'and* strongly ignited f^r hMf An 

hour: it ivas then washed in water, and the filtered washings- 

were saturated with ammonia whifch threw'down half a grain of 
magnesia. . * 

rf. The Itcfuid was then evaporated to dryness; and the salihO' 

mass heated till it no longer evolved fumes ; the dry salt weighed" 

4.5 grains, and had the propel^^^f'lraii^tnre of sulphate rfhd 

muriate of potassa, the sulphate<t^iWg tro the muriate as 2 to 1. 

[It is here not verj^evident ho'^r the muriate of potassa escaped 

the action of the sulphuric acid, during the ignition in c.] 

F- 

It appears from these experiments, 

1. That there is no bitumen, but only charcoal in this alum, 

ore, since neither bituminous oil, nor smoke, nor flanic^ are^ 

produced during,its distillation and combustion. 

2. That the sulphur is not combined with iron in the state of 

pyrites, but in some peculiar combination with the carbonaceous 

matter; no pyrites is visible in the ore, and alcalis do not .ex¬ 

tract it, nor does muriatic acid evolve sulphuretted hydrogen. 

G. 

The estimation of the relative w'eights of the constituents 6f 

this ore is therefore attended with difficulty; the ingredients 

that distinguish it as an alum ore, are alumina and sulphur. 

Direct experiment gives the proportion of the former =160 lit 

1000. The proportion of sulphur may be deduced from the 

result of process C, which affords 270 grains of sulphate of 

baryta from one thousand of the ore. But'of these 270 grains, 

may be ascribed to the vitriol and gypsum, and 20 to the 

sulphate of potassa (supposing 15 parts of that salt to be con¬ 

tained in lbo6 of the ore). We must therefore subtract 66 from 

270, and tlierc remain 204 parts of sulphate of baryta, as the 

equivalent of the sulphur, of the ore. These 204 parts are equal 

to 90.75^of sulMmncaciff, ^specific erravitv 1.850)'or =28.5 of 



sulpbuTy which being deducted from the joint amount of the sul- 

phitr 'iind charcoal, amoiinthig tb 2i5 graini (hlfi) leave 196!^ 

grtdns for the weight of the charcoal. 

H. 

..AsBumiag that 1000 parts of crystallized alum yield upon 

average, when decomposed by muriate of baryta, 945 grains of 

sulphate of baryta, it follows that 1000 parts of the alum ore 

of Freieuwuld, containing 28.5 of sulphur, should produce sul¬ 

phuric acid sufficient (with the due addition of potassa) to form 

260 parts of alum, for which scarcely one-sixth part of the 

alumine in tlie ore is required. But tlie quantity of alum pro¬ 

duced at the works, falls infinitely short of this estimate in con¬ 

sequence of the very imperfect acidiheation of the sulphur. . 

I. 

Tlie following view of the components of this alum ore is sug¬ 

gested by the above experiments. 

Sulphur.G . . . . 

Carbon.G . . . . 

Alumina.D e . . - . . 

Silica.D rf ... 

Black oxide of iron (with a veryl ^ 

slight trace of manganese D/J 

Of which deduct for'the coinpo-l 

sitlon of sulphate of iron J 

Sulphate of iron ..Ac... 

Sulphate of lime ..Ac... 

Magnesia . . . . E c . . . 

Sulphajc of potassa . Ed. , . 

Muriate of potassa . Ed. . , 

Water .E o . . . 

I 8.^ 

28.A0 

196.50 

160. 

400. 

18. 

15. 

2.50 

107.50 

1012. 

Seme of the above results, however, require further investiga¬ 

tion, and the magnesia is probably in the state of sulphate in the 

ore. The excess of 1.5 per cent, in the analysis is insignificant 



Art. VIII. Deteription of an Electro-magnetieal Apparatu s 

for the Exhibition of Rotatory Motion. By M. Faraday, 

Cftem. Assist, in the Royal Institution. 

The account given in the Miscellanea of the last Journal, of 

the apparatus invented in illustration of die paper is the body 

of that Number, being short and imperfect; a plate is given in 

the present Number, presenting a section of that apparatus, 

and a view of a smaller apparatus, illustrative of the motions 

of the wire and the pole round each other. The larger appara¬ 

tus.is delineated, Fig. 1. Plate VII. on a scale of one-half. It 

consists of two glass vessels, placed side by side with their ap¬ 

pendages. In that on the left of the plate the motion of a mag¬ 

netic pole round the connecting wire of the voltaic battery is 

produced. That a current of voltaic electricity may be esta¬ 

blished through this cup, a hole is drilled at the bottom, and into 

this a copper pin is ground tight, which projects upwards a 

little way into the cup, and below is rivetted to a small round 

plate of copper, forming part of the foot of the vessel. A simi¬ 

lar plate of copper is fixed to the turned wooden base on which 

the cup is intended to stand, and a piece of strong copper wire, 

which is attached to it beneath, after proceeding down¬ 

wards a little way, turns horizontally to the left hand, and 

forms one of tlie connexions. The surfaces of these two 

plates intended to come together, are tinned and amalgamated, 

that they may remain longer clean and bright, and afford 

better contact. A small cylindrical and powerful magnet has 

one of its poles fastened to a piece of thread, which, at tho. 

other end, is attached to the copper pin at the bottom of the 

cup; and the height of the magnet and length of the thread is 

so adjusted, that when the cup is nearly filled with clean mer¬ 

cury, the free pole shall float almost upright on its surface. 

A small brass pillar rises from the stand behind the glass- 

vessels : an arm comes forward from the top of it, supporting 

at its extremity a cross wire, which at the place on the left 

hand, where it is perpendicularly? over the cup just described. 



bends downwards, and ia continued till it just dips info the 

centre of the mercurial surface. The wire is diminished in size 

fora sllOTt.distance above the surface of the mercury,'and. its 

lower extremity amalgamated, for the purpose of qnsnring good 

contact; and so also is the copper pin at tlie bottom of the cup. 

When the poles of a voltaic apparatus are connected with the 

brass pillar, and wjith the lateral copper wire, the upper pole of 

the magitet immediately rotates round the wire which dips into 

the mercury; and in one direction or the other, according as the 

connexions are made. 

The other vessel is of the form delineated in the plate. The 

stem is hollow and tubular; but, instead of being filled by a plug, 

as is the aperture in the other ye'ssel, a small copper socket is 

placed in it, and retained there by being fastened to a circular 

plate below, which is cemented to the glass foot, so that no mer¬ 

cury shall pass out by it. This plate is tinned and amalgamated 

on it!- lower surface, and stands on another plate and wire, just 

as in the former instance. A small circular bar magnet is placed 

in the socket, at any convenient height, and then mercury poured 

in until it rises so high that nothing but the projecting pole of the 

magnet is left above its surface at the centre. The forms and rela¬ 

tive positions of the magnet, socket, plate, &c. are' seen in fig. 2. 

The cross wire supported by the brass piljar is also prolonged 

on the right hand, until over the centre of the vessel ju.st de¬ 

scribed ; it then turns downwards, and descends about half an 

inch: it has its lower extremity hollowed out into a cup, the 

inner surface of which is well amalgamated. A smaller piece 

of copper wire has a spherical head fixed on to it, of such 

a size that it may play in the cup in the manner of a ball and 

socket-joint, and being well amalgamated, it, when in the cup, 

retains sufficient fluid mercury by capillary attraction to form 

an excellent contact with freedom of motion. The ball is pre¬ 

vented from falling out of the socket by a piece of fine thread, 

which, being fastened to it at the top, passes, forough a small 

hole at the summit of the cup, and is made fast on the outside 

of the thick wire. This is more minutely explained by Fig. 3, 



little way into the mercury, and its lower end is^amalgamated. 

When the connexions are so made with the pillar and right 

hand wire; that the current of electricity shall pass through tliis 

moveable wire, it immediately revolves round the pole of the 

magnet, in a direction dependant on the pole used,. and the 

manner in which the connexions are made. 

Fig. 5, is the delineation of a small apparatus, the wire in 
which^ revolves rapidly, with very little voltaic power. It con¬ 

sists of a piece of glass tube, the bottom part of which is closed 

by a cork, through which a small piece of soft iron wire passes, 

so as to project above and below the cork. A little mercury 

is then poured in, to form a channel between the iron wire and 

the glass tube. Tire upper orifice is also closed by a cork, 

through which a piece of platinum wire passes, which is termi¬ 

nated within by a loop; anotlier piece of wire hangs from this 

by a loop, and its lower end, which dips a very little way into the 

mercury, being amalgamated, it is preserved from adhering 

either to the iron wire or the glass. When a very minute vol¬ 

taic combination is connected with the upper and lower ends of 

this apparatus, and the pole of a magnet is placed in contact 

with the external end of the iron wire, the moveable wire within 

rapidly rotates round tlie magnet thus formed at the moment; 

and by changing either the connexion, or the pole of the mag¬ 

net in contact with the iron, the direction of the motion itself is ' 

changed. 
. The small apparatus in the plate is not drawn to any scale. 

It has been made so small as to produce rapid revolutions^ 

by the action of tWQ plates of zinc and copper, contmning not 

more than a square inch of surface each. 

In place of the ball and socket-joint, (fig. 3, and 4,) loops may 

be used; or the fixed wire may terminate in a small cup containing 
mercury, with its aperture upwards, and the moveable wire may 

be bent into the form of a hook, of which the extremity should 

be sharpened, and rest in the mercury on the bottom of the 

cup. 



Abt. IX. On the Atomic Weight of Silver, and on the 

Constitution of Liquid Muriatic Acitlat different Densi¬ 

ties; Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S., Professor of the 

Andersonian Institution at Glasgow, M. G. S., l^c. 

[This paper forms the introduction to an elaborate Memoir on the nature 
and manufacture Rf Chloride (Oxympriate) of Lime, and on the atomic 
weif^hts of Silver and Mangatkese, ' vrith which we have been favoured by 
Dr. Ure, and which will appear in our next Number.] 

tJpwARDS of four years ago, I published an account of a set 

of experiments, which I had made on die saturating power of 

liquid muriatic acid of 1.102, with a table of its progressive 

densities, and cotresponding acid strengths. This table was 

favourably received by the chemical world, and has since been 

adopted inttf most of our respectable treatises on Chemistry. 

Having had occasion last spring to subject muriatic acid in 

different states of dilution, to a very rigorous examination, I 

perceived small deviations in the new results, from my former 

tabular quantities, which induced me to revise the whole with 

the greatest possible care *. My first business, however, was 

to settle the prime equivalent or atomic weight of silver. For 

this purpose I revived from the washed chloride of this metal a 

portion of silver which I re-dissolved in pure nitric acid, fil¬ 

tered the solution, re-produced the chloride, and once more 

revived the silver by ignition with pure carbonate of potash. 

The metal being well boiled in distilled water, washed, and 

dried, I regarded as perfectly pure, and dissolved a known 

weight of it in a sufficient quantity of nitric Acid. The solution 

was then diluted with water, so that the silver formed one- 

twentieth of ihe whole. T hext dissolved, in some of the same 

double distilled water, 75 grains of pure sal gem, (native muriate 

of soda, which stood the tests of muriate of barytes and oxhlhte, 

and phoiqphate of ammonia,) and mixed with that solution one 

of the nitrate of silver, containing 137.5 grains of Oehtle 

* Subsecj^uent researches have not enabled me to make any improve¬ 
ment 0% my tables of Sulphuric and Nitric Acids. 1 believe them to be 
veiy near truth. 



Mjim urc vn ivu. 

agltalit)n was employed during the mixture. In 24 hours the 

supernatant liquid, having become quite limpid, was teste^, 

and found to contain redundant muriate. Small quantities of a 

very dilute solution of nitrate of silver were progressively added 

with much agitation, till the clear supernatant liquid was found 

free from every vestige of chlorine. Nor did muriate of soda 

shew in it any U’ace of silver. The total quantity of silver ex¬ 

pended to produce this effect wa, 138.75 grams. This experi¬ 

ment was repeated on different quantities, and with a variation 

in the mode of mixture, but still the same proportion obtained 

in the result. From the quantity of salt and of silver in their 

respective solutions, and from the delicacy of my balance, I 

could add either ingredient to the mixture within -j of a grain. 

In three experiifieuts, however, in which I used sea salt, re- 

crystallizcd with care in regular cubes, I obtajped anomalous 

results, in consequence of minute portions of adhering muriates 

of potash or lime. From such salt the prime equivalent of silver 

appeared to be at different times 13.f 3, 13.75, and 13.7. It 

is the tendency of the slightest admixture of these salts, or of 

sulphate of soda, to lower the apparent atomic weight of silver. 

If therefore the prime equivalent of cldoride of sodium be called 

4.5 chlorine -f3 sodium =7.5, then we must infer from tlic 

above experimeuts that the prime equivalent of silver is 13.875; 

or, taking the proportional weight of hydrogen in water as the 

radix of the equivalent scale, chloride of sodium will become 

60, and silver 111: or, in volume on Sir'H. Davy’s plan, 120 

and 222. 
Tlie same solution of silver was used for determining the 

quantity of chlorine in liquid muriatic acid, having found by 

experience that its saturation by carbonate of potash, soda, or 

lime, and evaporation of the chlorides, did not afford results pf 

the minute and consistent accuracy, required by the theory, of 

equivalents. Liquid acid having the specific gravity of 1.200, 

^as diluted with 9 times its weight of water, when its density 

at 60° Fahr. became 1.020. On this dilute acid 1 made many 

experiments with the nitrate of silver, and satisfied myself at 

last that 1000 errains of it were eauivalent to \22h CTains of 



silver, which, from the above-recited experiro^nU, rdpresen*^ 

39.675 of chlorioj^; the quantity, therefore, present in 10Q,grs« of 

acid, at the density of 1.200. If to 39.676 we add one prime 

equivalent of hydrogen 1-^=1.1021, the supi 40,7^71 wilf 

represent the corresponding quantity of muriatic acid g^s. ..flence, 

for ordinary practice, if we estimate in round numbers, the value 

of liquid acid, specific gravity 1.20, at 40 per cent, of chlorine 

and 41 of muriatic gas, we sh^U^K^thnmit no error of consequence. 

The correspondence between the above experimental results, 

and those given by Sir H. Davy in his valuable Elem^ts fif 

Chemistry, is almost exact, though the two me^ods are suffi¬ 

ciently distinct Sir H. and Mr. E. Davy found that 47.25 

grains of water at 43° Fahr. barom., 30.2 absorbed 34.8 grains 

of gas, and formed a solution of specific gravity 1.21; and the 

whole precipitated by nitrate of silver, afforded about 132 grs. 

of dry horn silver. Again 57.5 grains of water, at 44°, barom. 

being 30.1, gained nearly 38 grains by absorbing acid gas, and 

formed a solution of sflecific gravity 1.2*=. The only other 

point which they determined by experiment was for the specific 

gravity 1.114. Let us compare a little their direct experiment 

of condensing the gas in water (whose result agrees very nearly 

with mine,) with their result from chloride of silver. If 82.05 

grains of acid of 1.21 resulted from tire combination of 47.25 

water -1-34.8 acid gas, then 100 of such acid, at 43°, should 

contain just 42.41 parts, as given in their table. But if we 

calculate the acid gab present in the same 82.05 grains of li¬ 

quid acid, from the weight of horn silver which they obtained, 

we shall have a considerably different result. Naming the 

equivalent of chloride of silver, 18.376 (4.5-f 13.875) we shall 

have this proportion; 18.375 : 4.5:: 132 : 32.7 of chlorine, cor¬ 

responding to 33.225 of acid gas, instead of 34.8, as by their 

direct experiment. If, with Dr. Thomson, we call chloride 

of silver 18.25 (13.76-t-4.5), then we have the proportion 

18.25 : 4.6:: 132 : 32.648 of chlorine, or 33.462 of muriiitlc 

gas. Finally, by Dr. Wollaston’s scale, 132 grains of muriate 
\ 



of stfver are equivalent to 33.5 of the acid gas. 'iTie first num¬ 

ber makes the ^aaotity of muriatic gas, in 100 parts of acid of 

1.21, to be only 40.5; the second, 40.77; the third, 40.83, 

while the number in their table is 42.43, In like manner, when 

1 attempted to get very nice results by weighing the chloride of 

silver, I found a perceptible and fluctuating deficiency. 

From the excellent accordance which exists between Sir H. 

?;nd Mr. E. Davyds experiin^ti$ on the direct combination of 

the'acid gas and water, and my result drawn from the silver 

equivalent, I shall consider that 100 grains of acid, specific 

gravity 1.20, contain 39.675 of chlorine. That acid was mixed 

with distilled water in successive proportions, and the mixtures 

being placed in well-stopped phials, and agitated, were left to 

cool Lo 60*^ Fahr. Their specific gravities were then taken with 

every requisite care. 

The following table is the result of these experiments. Tlie 

densities marked with an asterisk are experimental, the restare 

interpolated; but the latter arc, I believe, as well as tbe for¬ 

mer, entitled to the entire confidence of practical chemists. 

Table of Muriatic Acid. 

Acid 
of l.*i0 
in 100. 

SpcciOc 
Gravity* Chlorine. Muriatic 

Gas. B Specific 
Gravity. Chlorine. 

Muriatic 
Gas. 

100* 1.2000 39.675 40.777 81 1.1641 32.136 mm 99 1.1982 39.278 40.369 80* 1.1620 31.746 mm\ 
98 1.1964 38.882 39.961 79 1.1599 31.343 32.2131 
97 1.1946 38.485 39:554 78 1.1578 30.946 
96 1.192S 38.089 39.146 77 1.1557 30.550 31.3981 
95* 1.1910 37.692 38.738 76 1.1586 30.153 
94 1.1S93 37.296 75 1.1515 29.757 30.5821 
93 1.1875 ijnmnTti 37,923 74 1.1494 29.361 msa\ 
92 1.1857 36.503' 37.616 73 1.1473 28.964 29.767 
91 1.1846 72 1.1452 28.567 29.859 
90* 1.1822 71 1.1431 28.171 28.951 
89 1.1802 BiiRTil 36.292 70* 1.1410 27.772 28.544 
88 1,1782 34.918 85.884 69 1.1389 27,376 28.186 
87. 1,1762 34.517 85.476 68 1.1369 26,979 27.728 
86 1.1741 34.121 85.068 67 1.1349 26.583 27.821 
d‘5-' i.l721 83.724 84.660 66 1,1328 26.186 26.918 
84 83.328 34.252 65 1.1308 25.789 
88 1.1681 32.931 88.84^ 64 1.1287 25.392 26.098 
82 1.1661 32.535 33.437 63 1.1267 24.996 25.690 



, . MorUlic 
(%lorlne. 

1.1247 
1.1226 
1.1206 
1.1185 
1.1164 

57 .1143 
56 1.1123 
55 1.1102 
54 1.1082 
58 1.1061 
52 1.1041 
51 1.1020 
50* 1.1000 
49 1.0080 
48 1.0060 
47 1.0939 
46 1.0919 
45 1.0899 
44 1.0879 
43 1.0859 
42 1.0S38 
41 1.0818 
40* 1.0798 
39 1.0778 
38 1.0758 
87 1.0738 
36 1.0718 
85 1.0697 
34 1.0677 
83 1.0657 
32 1.0637 

4 
4 

23.805 
23.408 
23.012 

1 
22.218 
21.822 

21.028 
20.682 
2 
19.887 

25.282 
24.874 
24.466 
24.058 

28.242 
22.834 
2 

21.611 
21.203 

Specific Mnrialle 
Gravity, Cownne. g»«. 

18.250118.757 

17.060117.534 
16.664 

16.310 
15.902 

15.077 
S 

14.284114.679 

12.697 13.049 

31 1.0617 
30*1.0597 
29 
28 
27 
26 1.0517 
25 1.0497 
24 1.0477 
23 1.045*^' 
22 1.0437' 
21 1.0417 
20* 1.0397 
19 1.0377 
18 1.0357 
17 1.0337 

1.0318 
15 1.0298 
14 1.0279 
13 1.0259 
12 1.0239 

1.0220 
10* 1.0200 

9 1.0180 
8 1.0160 

1.0140 
1.0120 
1.0100 
1,0080 
1.0060 
1.0040 
1.0020 

.712 

.816 

.919 

.522 
9.126 
8.729 
8.832 
7.935 
7.638 
7.141 
6.745 
6.348 
5.951 
5.554 
5.158 
4.762 
4.365 
3.968 
3.571 
3.174 
2.778 
2.381 
1.984 
1.588 
1.^91 
0.795 
0.397 

At the density 1.199, Mr. Dalton’s table* has 25.6 per cent. 

of real muriatk: acid by weight, equivalent to only 32.9 chlorine, 

instead of 39.47, which I believe to be the exact value. If we 

term the correct quantity 100, then Mr. Dalton’s number would 

be only 83; which is no less than 17 per cent, of defect from the 

truth. have purposely omitted in this new table the column of 

dry, or,' as it was also called, real muriatic acid;' first, because 

there is no evidence at present of the existence of any such body; 



and /ecoodly, because, though it was a convenient coLuoin for 

hnding by inspection the increase of weight which any salifiable 

base would acquire by saturation with the liquid acid, yet that 

convenience may be obtained by the following simple calcula¬ 

tion. Since the prime equivalent of chlorine is to that of the 

supposed dry muriatic acid, in the ratio of 45 to 35, or 9 to 7 ; 

if we multiply the number opposite to the given specific gravity, 
in the chlorine column, by d-j'aad divide by 7, we shall have the 

relative quantity of the^xoile muriatic acid. 

Heretofore, several chemists have, without due consideration, 

assumed the half sum, or arithmetical mean of the specific gra¬ 

vities of two substances (water and acid, for example,) to be 

truly the calculated mean; and on comparing the number thus 

obtained with the experimental specific gravity of the compound, 

they have inferred the change of volume due to chemical com¬ 

bination. It is a singular fact, that the above arithmetical mean, 

which is always gieater than the rightly computed mean, (see 

my paper on Mean Specific Gravity, in this Journal, vol. iv. 

p. 151,) happens to give in the case of liquid muriatic acid, an 

error in excess, very nearly equal to the actual increase of density. 

From this curious coincidence we derive a very simple rule for 

finding the approximate value of chlorine in the liquid acid at 

any density. Multiply the decimal part of the number repre¬ 

senting the specific gravity by 200, the product will be the chlo¬ 

rine present in 100 parts. Thus, the specific gravity is 1.0437, 

what is the quantity per cent, of chlorine ? 0,0437 x 200=8.74. 

Now the tabular number is 8.729. The sp. gravity being 1.069, 

what is the value of the chlorine in 100 parts ? 0.059 x 200= 
11.8. The table has 11.9. Towards the head qf the table this 

rule gives a slight error in excess; and towards the foot an 

equally slight error in defect, but the approximation is always 
good enough for ordinary practice,, seldom amounting to one- 

hsdf per cent. If to the number thus found for chorine we 

add ^ part^ the sum is the corresponding weight of muriatic 
« 

acid gas. 



Art. X. On an easy mid secure Method of Secret 

Correspondence. 

Sir, 

To the Editor of the Quarterly Journal. 

. Londout Dec. llth, 1821. 

The ingenioos paper on secret writing, in your last Num¬ 

ber, by Mr. Hincks, shews how little reliance can be placed on 

the methods suggested by Mr. Chenevix; and the dot-writing, 

as described in the elaborate article on Cipher, in Rees’ Cyclo- 

pcedia, is not only equally insecure, but wCuld be liable to great 

perplexity if separate keys were furnished to several correspond¬ 

ents. Ministers and Generals, however, are often obliged to 

communicate in cipher with many agents at the same time, and 

perhaps with more than one |»erson even in the same mission. 

The mode to which I am about to advert was given to me 

many years ago by my father; but whether it has ever been pub¬ 

lished I do not know. Its pretensions are simplicity, impossi¬ 

bility of detection, and the capability of multiplying its keys to* 

infinity. 

Let the key for each of the correspondents be a line of poetry, 

or the name of some memorable .person or place, that cannot be 

forgotten; and let them all be provided with a copy of the fol¬ 

lowing table: which may be printed, as it matters not into whose 

hands it falls. 

When the despatch is composed, write the key-sentence un- 

demeath the text, letter for letter, repeating it as often as it 

may be necess^. Tor example, suppose the key-sentence to 

be “ Sir Humjdiry Davy,” and the secret clause of the despatch 

to be Protract the negociation as much as possible.” These, 

when written as above directed, will stand thus: 

Prvttaet tk$ negotiation a 9 mucH g-t potiiblt. 
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Now look in the left-hand vertical column for the first letter 

of the text P, and in the upper horizontal column for the cor¬ 

responding letter of tlie key S; where these eoIu|nn8 meet A 

^ill be fouud, which write down. Proceed in the same man¬ 

ner for the representation of the next letter r, (that is, at the 

junction of the columns r aud i) which willb^z; and so on 

through the whole of the paragraph. It will then appear as 

follows: 

Hzfalmra kfh nzegkzhnudu rq puxf $a gvmexicc 

The iftVtiTted process for deciphering needs no explanation. 

T nm Sir Ar. 



Art* XI. A Translation of Rey^s Essays ofs the Cah 

cination of MitalSi 8cc. 

(CoinrouDicftted by John Ceohoe Cheldren, £sq., F. R, S.* 

Continued from pa^e 64. 

Essay XV. 

Air diminishes in weight in three ways. The balance is deceitful., 

the means of remedying that. 

I RsauME the thread of my discourse, which 1 had somewhat 

interrupted to solve the objection advanced against me, and by 

so much the better clear up this matter; and 1 say, that in 

three preceding essays; vtz., the 10th, llth, and 12th, I have 

shewn the three different ways by which air increasing in 

weight, may manifest that increase when balanced in a free and 

pure air. Now the law of contraries requires, that, by three ways, 

the reverse of the former, It may diminish in weight. These 

ways are the separation of any heavier foreign matter—its exten¬ 

sion to more ample bounds, and the abstraction of its heavier 

parts. But since the knowledge of the former throws sufficient 

light upon the latter, I omit any fuller explanation; only 

begging the reader to observe, that this increase or diminution 

of weight, of which I have spoken in the said essays, always 

refers to a portion of air compared with another of equal bulk. 

For when we do not take the volume of a substiuice into ac¬ 

count, if we examine its weight by reason, I say that nothing 

gains weight but by the addition of matter, nor loses it but by 

its subtraction—so inseparably are matter and weight united, 

as has been shewn above in the sixth essay. But if we inves¬ 

tigate the subject^by the balance, a case occurs in which, with> 

out any addition or subtraction of matter, a substance will ap¬ 

pear more or less heavy; namely, by its contraction or expan¬ 

sion. Now this was the only mode of investigation knowh to 

the ancients when they contended tliat the elements, in their 

mutual conversion into one another, increase or diminish in 



by the sole aid of nature, very expert in this operation—not that 

art is unable to increase or diminish the weight of things, di> 

lating or contracting them. Hammer a piece o^old iron for a 

considerable time; you will unite its parts and diminish its bulk, 

and then it will appear heavier when put into the balance. Like¬ 

wise, if you put a ball of feathers, closely tied up, into the 

scale, it will weigh more than when the feathers are left at their 

full size. From this I infer, what has been already cursorily 

touched on, that the balance is so fallacious, that it never indi¬ 

cates the true weight of substances, except when two portions 

of the same substance and figure, as two leaden bullgts, are 

counterpoised against each other. But two ingots, one for in¬ 

stance of gold, and the other of iron, which appear by the 

balance to be equal, are nevertheless not so—for the iron is as 

much heavier than the gold, according to reason, as the air 

which it displaces is heavier than thgt displaced by the gold, 

which difference I could shew exactly in every thing we weigh, 

and could reduce the whole to its just weight, if I had made the 

trial I have suggested above in the 7th essay. 

Essay XVI. 

Formal answer to the question. Why Tin and Lead increase in 

weight when they are calcined* ? 

I have now made the preparation ; laid as it were the founda¬ 

tions of my answer to the Sieur Burn's demand ; namely, that 

+ Note hy M. Gobet. 

John Baptist Porta, a Neapolitan gentleman, author of several works 

on Natural History and Agriculture, has recorded the same fact. 

** Plumbum pondcrosius reddere, docct Galcnus. Nam coinprobans 

plumbum particeps esse aErese substantia:, hoc affert experimeutum. Om¬ 

nium quiB novimus, uuicum plumbum, turn mole ipsd, turn pundere an- 

getur, si coudatur in tedibus subterraneis, aCrem habentibus turbidum, ita 

ut quascumque illic ponantur, celeriter si^um colligant. Turn etiain plum- 

bea statuarnm vincula, quibus earum pedes annectunlnr, sxpe uumero 

crevisse visum est, er'quffidam adeo intumuissc, ut ex lapidibus dcpeiidc- 

rent eiyst^Ji, 'modo verrucas.” (Lib. v. cap. U.)—Magia NaturaHs, 

libei vigintk_Hanovia:, 1619. 



having pat'Avoi^o»fwf« nar ounce* of fine Ef^sh' tin' in& %i 

iron rccsel^and heated it strongiy oa an open fire for six Ktmrs, 

stirnhg it orai^nally, without having added any tlungf- he‘ob¬ 

tained hoo pomm tkirteen' otmces of 'ft white caix; Whieh St 

first occasioned him great surprise, and the desire to ascertain 

whence these seven ounces of increase were derived.—Now, to 

augment the difiSiculty, I say, that we must not only inquire 

whence these seven ounces are derived, but, moreover, whence 

that-which has replaced the loss of weight, necessarily arising 

from the enlargement of volume of the tin, by its conversion 

into cahc, and from the vapours and exhalations tiiat have 

escaped. To this question, then, resting on the foundations I 

have laid, I answer, and proudly maintain, “ That this increase 

•of weight comes from the air, thickened and made heavy, and 

in some measure rendered adhesive in the vessel by the violent 

and long-continned heat^f the furnace—which air mixes with 

the calx (its union being assisted by the continual stirring), and 

attaches Itself to its smallest particles—no otherwise than as 

water, when sand is thrown into it, makes it heavier by moisten- 

iiig it, and adhering to its smallest grains.” I imagine there are 

many persons who would have been startled (effarouchees) at the 

mere statement of this answer, had I given it in the outset, that 

will now receive it willingly, being, as I may say, tamed (ap- 

pHvoisces) and rendered tractable, by the evident truth of the 

preceding essays. For doubtless they whose minds were pre¬ 

occupied with the opinion that air is absolutely light, would 

have rushed to the encounter, exclaiming, 'Why do we not ex¬ 

tract heat from cold, while from black, light from darkness, if 

from air, a thing absolutely light, we can extract so much 

weight i And they, who might have given credit to the weight 

of air, would have been unable to persuade themselves, thftt it 

could ever increase the weight of a substance Imlanced in itself. 

On this account 1 have been obliged to shew, that air is pos¬ 

sessed of weight y that it’ is proved by other investigation than 

that of the balance; and that even by that'ihstrument, a portion 

previously altered and thickened, may make its weight mani-. 



» , v< 

advanced any. thing not bearni^ fully on the subject t tocMl^ 

up which,, in hveiy point, it only remsuns to give a succinct aci- 

co^nt andfefiitattoh of the opinions whicli others have foUovred, 

hr follow; and to stHvothe objections that migiit be made to 
my answer. 

•* 

Essay XVII. 

li i$ net the disappearance of the celestial heat which OMaitatei 

' the Lead, or the death of the latter that increases its weight 

in-calcination. 

Of all, as far as I know, that have written on this question, 

Cardan is the first, who, in his fifth hook, De SubtiUtate*,s^i, 

that lead, by converaion into ceruse, or by calcination, gams 

one-thirteenth part in weight, and gives this reason for it-—The 
% V ^ * 

lead dies, for the celestial heart, which was its soul, vanishes ; 

whose presence gives it life, and renders it light; as its absence 

occasions its death, and makes it heavy. This he confirms 

by the example of animals, which become heavier after death, 

from the extinction of the celestial heat, the soul, (as he thinks), 

both of animals and all other mixed and compound bodies, 

This opinion is defective, to say no worse of it, in many re¬ 

spects. First, in attributing life to lead. Secondly, in sup> 

posing that the presence of.^the celestial heat makes it light; 

and its absence heavy. Thirdly, because it assigns the same 

reason for the iiicreased weight of lead by calcination, and of 

animals by death. There is nothing of the kind> For as to 

life, how can lead possess it, since it is a homogeneous body, 

* IMe by Jff. Gobet. 
Nam plambmn edm ib eenusam vertitur, ae uritbr, teitift dvcim& 

parte Rui pondarii augetur. Hoc fit, qnts cak>r tile dcelestb evapescit; 

ni^ certum ett, adjtci nihil, et tamen creadt: chm igitnr par ratio etiam 

in apimalibns vuleatur, qtue graviora morte flunt, quoniam exhalant* 

anim&i tecum calor etiam, ac qokqnid ab illo cst elaboratum eyaneacit: 
idaaifestum int corpora metallica, et lapidei ipsos etiam vivere.” (lib. v. 

Cardani, de SuitUitate, lib. xxi. ’PSrijiiit, 1551. 
ThiAAOtlKirahm obaervedf thata tile gains weight in burning. ^ 



W^iout jdfffer^e of parts, lkili|K>ut org^ i^.witho^auy 

vkal effect or^action i If it move dovnweTde» so does ceruse, 

wbicU’ is Mly^fits corpse; if it ^ coqUj^ (r^oificAsOy >90 is 

cemyc*« Thao ]»Qv oottld U .preserve ibUJifei under sa miUien 
of forms, that it tWff he made tQ lUMiume aod jb» oast.pff, yet 
always continuing to be lead f Qow, in the .fwmsce (which 

would- he a much greater ^woBder)^. where it may be heft in 
fusion a day, a month, or a whole year? It must have a very 

tenae^as soul to undergo sq much without being dislodged ! 

Moreovyt, all the wor)d is agreed, that friom death to life there 
is no return. Yet the chemists assure us, if we moisten the 

of lead, and mis it with water in which samphire (salicot) 

has been dissolvedt having dried it, put it in a crucible 

with a small vept, and heat strongly and quickly, that we shall 
reduce it to its original state. With regard to the celestial beat 

making bodies Jiight, Scaliger* very properly objects that the 

* Id lapide, SuquU, vita.—QuSa ubi calor, ibi anima. Ubi anima, ibi 

vita. Iptur In lapide vita. Osteude tnibi tti in lapide^caloram, et ego 

os^endam tibi calorem sine anim&. Fortasse negabis iu igne calorcm; 

animii carers non negabis. Nam quod aia, ninnem actionem ab animi pro 

Venire, si verutn est, dabia animam etiam ccrusae. Descendit enAttt. Ergo 

per terms formam, quie est ibi teme aulma, qdi movetur. Sic eoim ct 

sapisa et scribis. At ais, mortuam cerusam, quia facta est h plunibo, i quo 

calur tile ccelcstU exhalavst. Calorem huuc, inquam, osteude nobis. Nam 

calur, non nisi tactu cognosci potest, ^uidem lapidis contactu nunquaui 

pilo factus sum calidior. Effectiouem, deces, nempe descensioncin. Negu 

Ubi fieri A catore. Si enim i calorc fierei descenslo, A calore mtn fiord, 

ascensio. Exemplum verA de cerusa ridiculuin. CerusA, inquis, plunibo 

grnvior: quia calur abiit ccelcslis ille Ergo rq|luni babet levitateni, et 

erit quintum corpus cam aliis univoruin. Namque vivenlia, O! subtUis- 

siinc Phllosopliorum, non propter aulmam levia suut, sed propter calorem 

elemcntarem. Alioqui omnia tua enUa cssent levia. Quippe vivunt om¬ 

nia. Vivunt autem propter formam. Forma ilia amnui, anima iUa color. 

C.Uur ille autor leviCatit. l4via ifitur omnia, qtita mateiim forma domi* 

natur; qt omlestia potioea, atquq efficaciora. Tactu autem percipimps 

calorem elcmcntarem* Qssm in phimbo qui sentijt tactu, sentiat etiam in 
Igne frigus. At plumbum ibsiimptls partibus aeteb gravius fit. QuA de 

causA later quoqne roctus cnldo gravlor. At contra, aruado combusta 

levior fit VerA tamen ilia, atque sine controversiA viVeb At c)u» aUit 



abound in heal, ais beings the ^utee'bf U, 
tnust bi ^ht (ftM Ug^)t and donsequently linivocal (ferdi^he) 

'Vridi tho^othet'bodiee, Jiwhi^ is absurd.: N«ith«tr <ean the ‘‘ki’Ss 
of this heatT«BdM>'Ae«a -haurj, ifor 1 have ulrtody proved that 
nothing increases in wi^ght but by the addition of matter, or 
by diminution of tidume; but* here" thero is nothing of the 

kind; so that the disappearanee of >tfae heai^ ethiliot! add any 
thing, and as to its bulk, it is visibly enlarged ; thd com^^ct 

and solid snbetanbe ■ of tii0‘ lead being reduced (ttm^uiafe} 

to so many small parcels, that their number is almost infinite. 
Plants too ought to become heavy by death, the celestial beat 
being expelled : but the contrary is evident to all. ' As to the 
increased weight of animals .by death, the true cause, far re¬ 
mote from that which increases the weight of lead 'when cal¬ 

cined, is this i in the living animal its naturcd heat Subtilizes, 

dilates^ and augnients the dimensions of the humours^ the flesh, 
and every thing in it capable of dilatation—but losing this heat 
by death, th^whole on this becoming cold, contracts andi di¬ 

minishes, whence the increase of weight, as I have often said 
already. What is there like this in lead ? Thus the opinion of 
Cardan appears so frivolous, that 1 am grieved that a great 
man, and one who is justly esteemed by all the world, should 

have lately declared to me that he inclines towards it. 

que levis ; «eque cesium Ipsum. Id quod & seciindo de animA, primo ct 

secuiidu de ccslo colligi potest. Ideo cerusa friability amisso pi&gui a^eo. 

Turn qusru de te plumbum quomodo vivum sit. Namque eat excoctuin 

igui, sicutt cerusa acebTexcocta est Ignis autem destruit; ut pasumy 

quiritariSy apnd te vixerit in fodiniy in apothecis, in foiteacibus interenlp- 

tum nequit rivere. Alioquin ab igne nostro coelestis ille tuus asset gene- 

ratus/' (Exercit. d. cap. 18.) And further on, he saysy Plumbum 

quoque aiunt augescere. Calcem In fomace tectft vidimus adeb furgescerey 

ut tigua atque tegulas sustoUeret.** 

Jujs CiBs/'iScaligeriy de si«b2ttUi^Cy i'nm'oofdrtly 1599. 

[T6 be cohttku^*] 



AtuT. XIl. Procetdiifgs tlie Royal Sockty. 

Tbc Aieetiags the Royal Society were re«uto«4 OB<’niuir0'<> 
day the 8th df November, after the long vacatiOo. Atithis an^ 

the soeceeding meeting the CroonJUm lecture was read by Sit 
Bl%rard Home: it contained an account of the means which 

the efe adjusts itself to the distinct vision of near and remote 

objects. 

Thundoyt Nov. 2i. The Sakerian Lecture by Captain 

Edwhrd Sabine, was read; it conUuned an account of experi¬ 
ments to deteitnine the dip of the magnetic, needle in London 

in August 1821, wHK remarks on the instruments usually 

employed in such determinations. 

Friday, Nov. 30, being St. 'Andrew's day, the Society held 

their anniversary meeting. At this meeting the President 

announced the allotment of two of Sir Godfrey ('opiey’s pruc 

medals to J. F. W. Herscbel, Esq. and Captain Edward Sabine, 

in a very appropriate and impressive disconrs^ of which the 

following is an outline. 

The progress of discovery, said Sir Humphry, even when 

belonging to past times or distant countries, is always an 

agreeable subject of contemplation to philosophical men, but 

the pleasure derived from it is much higher when it arises 

from the exertioutof the talents of our own countrymen, when 

it has originated in our own body, and when there is' the power 

not only of acknowledging and rejoicing at it, but likewise of 
distinguishing the persons to whom it is owing, by a permanent 

mark of respect; he, therefore, had much satisfaction in announc¬ 

ing the decision of the Council of the Society, upon the present 
occasion. The President then took a review of Uie labours of 

Mr. Herschel, and more particularly of those which were con¬ 

sidered as entitling him to the present mark of distinctipn. 

He said, there was no branch of science more calculated to 

awaken our admiratiOh titan that which Mr. Herschel had so 
successfully cultivated: the sublime or transeendential geo-* 

metry not only demontfrated the powers and resources of 



Which’goveFQ tKe universe. It is, perhaps, said the President, 

the higWt'tiriamph of human intelligence, diat proceedings 

fr^ th^ cohaidcMtion of mere-unities, or points,.Jines, and 

swaces; it Should>.by gradual generslizaUons, substitutions, and 

abstractions, be able to arrive not only, at the l^nowledge of all 

possible-conditions of number and.quautity^but likewise of time$ 

andmotiont and by employing ita own pure inielleetufd creations, 

in many cases anticipate the results of observation and expe-., 

riment, and determine the movements not only of the bodies 

which form permanent parts of our system,, but Ukew^n, pf 

thoito which seem only occasionally to visit it, and which 

belong as it were to the immensity of space. 

Sir Humphry then paid an eloquent tribute, of applause to 

the zeal and success with which Mr. Herschel had pursued 

these inquiries, and proceeded to enumerate his mathematical 

communications -to the Royal Society, printed in their Trans¬ 

actions. He should not, he said, attempt an analysis of these 

papers, for thej^ required profound study; they were especially 

distinguished by the simplicity of the processes, by perspicuity 

of arrangement, and by the absence of all metaphysical 

abstractions, and they proved in the author an intimate ao. 

quaintance with the works of the great masters of analysis; 

he had not, however, limited himself to formulee, but had a 

higher claim upon the approbation of the Society in their appli¬ 

cation ; for, though as a mere exercise, the higher mathematics 

strengthen the reasoning faculties and afford intellectual 

pleasure, yet it is in enabling us to solve the physical phseno- 

mcna of the universe that they have their grandest end and 

use; in these respects, said Sir Humphry, they, are realfy 

power, and they may be compared to that power which we 

witness in the vapour of water, which passing into the free 

atmosphere, exhibits only a striking spects^le, but which ap¬ 

plied in the steam-engine, becomes the moving principle of 

the most useful and extensive uutekinery) and the soiurce of 

the most imposiaiit arts of life. 

Sir Humphry then adverted more particularly to Mr. Hers 



and tQ ^ Jna freotioal optics of his paper-on the 

, al^iratVon. of^.if^pottnd leiwes and ol:gect-gla«aeSMaDd havinig 

. s:|^^<|.,to.^C(Society the. leading features of d»ew commn^- 

cations, said that he felt convinced they could <Bot but approite 

of. the'decision of their'Council upon the grpunds he* had 

^pheady ntentionedf'aod should thetefose -not atteippt fUrther to 

expatiate upon the diligence and merits of then author/ 

In addressing Mr. Herschel personally, Sir Humphry alluded 

to sever^ suhiects . of inquiry urhich he recommended to Mr. 

Hersohel’a ^attentMHi t'he trusted tiiat he isonld continue to 

devote himself to philosophical pursuits, and that he would 

receive the medal not merely .as a mark of respect for acquire¬ 

ments already made*, hut as a pledge of future exertions in the 

cause of science, and of the Royal Society. ** Believe roe,” he 

added, you can communicate your labours to no public body 

by whom they will be better received, or through whose records 

they will be more honourably transmitted to the scientific 

world. And these pursuits, you will find not only glorious, 

but dignified, useful, and gp-atifying in every period ‘ of life; 

this, indeed, you must know best in the example of your 

illustrious father, who, full of years and of honours, must view 

your exertions with infinite pleasure, and who, in the hopes 

that his own unperishable name will be permanently connected 

in the annals of science with yours, must look forward to a 

double immortality.” 

The President then spoke of the researches of Captain 

Edwa;rd Sabine; he eulogized his industry and perseverance 

in conducting his inquiries in the Arctic Expedition, and his 

forti^de and patience in enduring the hardships and privations 

to which he was then exposed: his experiments he said, were 

principally , condueted 90 the ice of the polar sea, where the 

vessel was for severaljcionths froien up; during a considerable 

portion of the time, iie was in darkness, or only guided by a very 

doub(fuyw%bt, ,n^^ temperature of thia>.’iaeleinent spot, 
prob^^ly as cold; aa nny,l;!elonging to the northern hemisphere, 

such, that the^^ificial horizon of mercury became frozen 



303 rTQc€€mn^^ mmoyor'Ooctery, 

liav« bet^'ConilQiited wHh^s rtfach cai^'ifi^d {if^lgibn a? if file 

had be^ posseat^ of the eonve&ieoaiM had lirkuHhB 'of a Rd;^l 

pbsen'atory, ahd the advantages and tepose '6f the happi^t 

climate and sitt&Uoir. ' ' " . ' - 

Sir Humphry then^' entbred ihto 'some historical detiuh 

respecting the reiea^hee connected with* the len^ of tHe 

seconds’ pendulam in different latitudes, and iti appTfcatioh to 

' detennlne the figure of the earth. The true inveslig'atidh of 

the properties of the pendalum'^as an universal standard of 

' measdte'wae oWihg he said to the zeal and enlightened views 

of Mr<'Davies Gilbert,''who had directed all the scientiitc 

talents and idsources of the country to the object, by making it 

a question of national importance in parliament; the fortunate 

result had been the invariable pendulum contrived 'with such a 

happy spirit of invention, and examined with siich unceasing 

activity and minute accuracy, by Captain Katcr. 

“ Captain Sabine did not accompany the Arctic expedition 

now absent, because,” said the President, “ he conceived that 

he had effected all that he was capable of performing with the 

pendulum in northern latitudes, which was the great object of his 

researches in the two former voyages; but his scientific ardour had 

induced him to endeavour to complete his mvestigations, even 

to the Line; and having braved the long night and perpetual 

winter of the Polar Regions, he was now gone with the same 

laudable object to expose himself to the burning sun and con¬ 

stant summer of the Equator.” * 

In Captain Sabine's absence, the President delivered the 

medal to his brother. ** In informing him,” said Sir Humphry, 

“ of what has taken place this day, you will, I trust, state to 

him our deep Sense of his merits; his kiiowledge of this e'x- 

prestion of our opinion may, perhaps, animate him during’the 

difficult enterprise he Ims nndeftaken, for'hbfh'as altesidy shown 

how jiighly he values the praise df the Royal Society, whiih, 

witR the good''Opinion* of hU country then, has been‘HitK^rto 

the'only.reward of bis labours. Assure him How' strongly wc 

feel his tihsinterestedness and genuine love of science, and that 
• A * 
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tucceisfal accomplishment of the objects of hla^Voyafei 

will ensure to him aidditional claims upon the gratitude of all" 

loyets of science.” 

Thi Society then proceeded to the election of a Council 

and Officers for the year ensuing. On examining the' likUy the 

foUoifidg was found to be the state of the eleetionc ^ 

Iv Members qf tke>Old CbunctZ So continue ybf the ensuing Year^ 

ffir H. Iteyy, iBart. 

WUham Thomas BrandSi Esq. 

Samuel Goodenoushi Lord Bishop of Carlisle* 

Taylor Combe, Esq. 

Davies Gilbert, Esq. 

Charles Hatebetti Esq. 

J. F. W. Herschd, Esq. 
Sir Everard Home, Bart. 

John Pond, Esq. 

William Hyde Wollaston, M.D. 

Thomas Young, M.D. 
V' 

% Afent&eri of the Society chosen into the CouncAL 

George, Earl of Aberdeen. 

Matthew Baillie, M.D. 

John Barrow, Esq. 

B. C. Brodie, Esq. 

William Hamilton, Esq. 

James Ivoiy, Esq. 

Hcniy Marquis of Lansdowne. 

Alesandsr Marcet, M.D. 

Thomas Murdochy Esq. 

Sir Robert Seppings, Knt. 

3. Officers for the Year ensuing^ 

Ptmi^eni^ Sir Humphry Davy, Bart. 

Treasurer^ Davies C^bert, Esq. 

Xllaylor Combe^ Eiq. 

Thuftiitjfy JJegi 6.-^A'paper was conununicat^d by die. So¬ 

ciety for the Im|>rovement of Animal Chemistry, entitled, " Oa 
. ^ . .!‘f' 



^^jrrogreu oj xomgn : 

ixi'Xaflca^^e, a^tftr death*’’ By John Geoiige Children, £flq.<' 

F.R.S. ■/ , , 
Thursday^ Dec. 13.—paper was read, “ On the Con- 

centriip adjustment of a triple Object Glass.” By W. H. Wol¬ 

laston, M.D. and V.P.R.S. 

On the same evening acooununicatign was ajlso read, entitled, 

** On a new species of Rhinoceros, found in the interior of 

Africa; the skull of which bears a close resemblance to tlSat 

found in a fossil state in Siberia, and other Countries: by Sir 

Everard Home, Bt-, V.P.R,S.” 

Thursday, Dec.' 20.—~A paper wks read on the Electrical 

Phenomena exhibited in vacuo, by Sir H. Davy, Bart., P.R.S. 

The Society then adjourned over the Christmas Vacation, to 

meet again on Thursday, the 10th of January, 1822. 

Art. XIII. Jccount of the Progress of Foreign Science. 

The daily increasing intercourse between this country and 
foreign nations, has enabled us to extend and systematize this 
valu^le department of a scientihe jourpaL In future, the 
account of foreign science will be presented in the following 
order: 

I. Chemical Science. 1. Principles of combination. 
2. Repulsive power or caloric. 3. Simple bodies. 4. Inor¬ 
ganic compounds; acids, bases, salts, Sfc. 5. Organic com¬ 
pounds, vegetable and animal. 6. Analysis and chemical 
apparatus. 

II. Applications of Chemistry, to Medicine and the 
Arts; Agriculture, Bleaching, Dyeing, ^c. 

III. Physics ; Optics, Electricity, Magnetism, Acoustics, ^c. 

IV. Mechanics. 1. Statics, Dynamics. 2. Hydrostatics 
and Hydrodynamics. 3. Alrostatics and Pneumatics. 

V. Natural Bistoat ; Zo^^pgy, Botany, Mineralogy, Geo¬ 
logy, Meteorology. 

VI. ^Economics; or miscellaneona applications ofSeienpe to 
the ordtpairy uses of life. ... , .,, . 



ma; exUt iAona ’Number, m shall endcatoor 'to' sup^y 
aaother. ' ' 

I. Chemical Science, 

}. Pa.iKciPt>>^s or Combikation. It gisea tu pleasure 
to observe, that the accumulation of uew facta ui,&vour 
of tbe ehloridic theory first promulgated by Sir Humphry 
Davy, has at length forced soraethuag lilte an assent to 
its truth, from the ablest and most obstinate ptutisan pf the 
Preoch oxymuriatic hypo^esis, Professor jBerselius, after 
waging a war of obscure and ineffectual woids, like Piiestley 
witn Phlogiston, against the English system, says, in his late 
paper on,,ma Sulpho-cyanides: ** What I have-just, stated, both 
0n.tM,pyamd;^a in my. preceding mmuoirvtana.pm the sulpho- 
cyanides in the present, proves uiat the phenomena relative to 
these substances, fan (umrt of cxplcmatvm'only, on a theory 
quite analogous ^to, that which in these lato times has been 
adopted for.the muriates, in considering oxymuriatic gas, as a 
simple body-chldrinc. This theory becomes more general apd 
at the same time more interesting, by extending it to all the 
acids combined with water (hydrates), as well as to all the 
salts, in tlie manner proposed by M. Dulong, by considering 
the acids and the salts, as compounds of hydrogen and of metals 
combined witii the radical of the acid, and the oxygen both of 
the acid and of the base, together forming one body.” ** Tlie 
decompositions and the recompositions of water, which I have 
conjointly with' other chemists, regarded as a great obiectioii. 
against the new theory of the nature of muriatic acid, take 
pTacc with the sulpho-cyanides in a manner which le.ave8 no 
doub^of their reality; and, we may add tliatthe cyanides,.and 
especially the sulpho-cyanides, have a perfect analog.with 
the salts fqrmed by oxidized bases, and oxygenated acids: that 
is to say, formed by a combustible radical and oxygen*.” 
This Palinodia would . have been better without the errors 
tacked to it. The above view of the constitution of acids 
and salM was given long by Sir H. Davy, as may be seen 
in his ]^er, On .the analogies between the. undecompounded 
substfmqea, aiid on the constitution of acids,” published in the 
fitat yobwa^of .tills Joun^l. Thus t '* it is a simple statement 
of facts %cid is a of two 
proportions.,^ hydrog^- one of,azote, and six..of oxygen; 
aim,.aa< J .a^wed long ago the only difference between nitre 
and h^eroxymurlate of potash is, one coAt^nsira pro|)or- 
tion 0? azote^ ah4, lb.e otner a proportion of cbic^be, ’ p. 387. 
.And, with'regard to. these, decompositions and .risoomipositions, 

arc,mere Bptjfcma pohjured up. by him^f and tl^late Dr. 
I^U^ay- ^pblcghia4ieIodgeftOxyg!gin l^omp(^h, sodarlime, <^e.. 



«8 we knoW»bsp>u><|ttbitabl!e exj^imentB;(^, wWiit rieasoa fs 
there to fkocy or to assert, that on putting any of these cbtw* 
rides into water, the os^Jgen-of the lattec: displaces the chlorine, 
which goes to the liberafed hydrogen form muriatic acid ? 
In faety thti water quietly combines with a chloride as it does 
with an'oxide': s6 ^attqe ghost is entirely pf their own raisine, 
and they may lay it at their leisure. If h^tbp applied, indeed* 
then adecoihposttion'may be induced under new cirdumstancel, 
as-happras^Withsome peculiar chlorides. ^ ’• 

The jealousy of -E^lish predominance in Europeadhffirirs, 
which was- somewhat natural, and perhaps excusid>lii^ 'Hit ^a 
militayy and political, point of view during the late war, is quiih 
absurd and ludicrous, as now displayed by many eniident 
continental idfaeraists rridi regard -to tlie- theory of'che¬ 
mical equivalents, or the English atomic theory. Berzelius 
and many other philosophers, whom we could name, still con¬ 
tinue to refer all their analyses of oxides and salts to a sup¬ 
posed principle, that the oxygen in the oxides is a sub-mm- 
tiple, by a whole number, of the oxygen in the acids. Now, 
this shews a very limited and impeifect comprehension of the 
general laws of equivalent combination, as taught by Mr. 
Dalton, and as represented on Dr. Wollaston*8 scam. In fact, 
that supposed principle of Berzelius, is merely a partial add 
accidental corollary of the great system of chemical proporttona. 
'Ibus, as carbonic acid contains two atoms or proportions of 
oxygen, its combinations with protoxides will give the ratio of 
oxygen in it, to that in them, of two to one: but With ddht- 
oxides, the ratio of equal quantities. Again, as sulphuric acid 
contains 3 atoms or proportions of oxygen; its combinations 
with protoxides will furnish the ratio of oxygen in it, to that 
in these bases, of three to one; but with deutoxides, the ratio 
of 3 to 2, or i'l’ to 1. And, as nitric acid contains 5 atoms 
or proportions of oxygen, its combinations with protoxides 
will give the ratio of oxygen in it, to that in these bases, pf 5 
to 1; but with deutoxides, the ratio of 6 to 2; ot* 2^ toT : oir 
that of 1 to 0.4. Hence this partial conception and imperfect 
representation of the theory of equivalents, leads to very epp- 
fased and perplexing results,.which we altogether avoid,'by 
tracing up the ratio for every simple or comppoinl hbdy* 
directly to its plice in the general scale of proportiohs. 

We shall give an example or two flrtm a very recent and 
otherwise vety valuable paper of Berzelius, '* 4b die Compositidh 
of ' several inorganic combinations, which serve as the base 
of calculations, relative to the theory of cbemii^l proportions *.” 

Bucto^ found by h series of ve^ exact experiments, that 
the st^pWet of molybdenum contains 60 parts of metal to 40 
of sulphur: and'ii tbtd these 60 parts of metsd absofb 30 parts 

* Annales de Ckim. et de Pby»i<|«e, Tome XVII, p. 6, et seq. 



of oMgjepetftf beci^pi ;i)M^jMib , acW- 
mgJyl^eQiiiaiK^^fe IS beinii^ th^ Bulphty^ jaflid tfe^pxygeu 9f 
thaaci4,.<^.n^%spp]osous to tb^ .which we hare foopd* fpK ^e 

% acid of arsenic i. tbat|a to say, ^e eiiljghviret 
t^fDpiyhd^um Is proporticHjai to a degree of oai4atipa ii4^ior 

«jp,jici4*” Now, this proiwsj!^ jia trae no jdpuht, 
but much luysti^ed in the enunciatiop* ..The f^^phuipt of 
tooly^enomMs eridcntly a compound of onajlto^ jipetai'^ ^ 
dtoips suiphur; .bi is a bisulphuret: u^d thp -is like all the 
welhmarked metal acids.*, a compound of one atom metal + 3 
atow psygen. Hence the ratio of 4, (s=2 x i().to 3 gs fi^nd- 
by Bpchplz. . 

Ten grammes of nitrate of lead, equivalent to 6.731 oxide of 
lead, yielded of molybdate 11.068 grammes, aocordmg to Ber¬ 
zelius. He then proceeds: By a very simple calculation we 
And that the molybdate of lead, is composed of— 

Molybdic acid . 39.185 . 100.0 
Oxide of lead . 60.815 . 155.2 

Now, 155.2 parts of oxide contain 11.129 parts of oxygen, which 
are a submultiple of 50 (the quantity of oxygen absorbed by 
100 of molybdenum, in the experiments of Bucholz,) by 3; for 
11.129x3=33.387. It follows thence that, in the neutral 
molybdates, the acid contains three times as much oxygen as 
the base. It is then composed of— 

Mplybdenum . 6G.613 . 100.00 
Oxygen . 33.387 . 50.12 

Now, this marvellous prolixity -and obscurity of induction, 
might have been all saved, by referring molybdenum directly to 
its place in that general scale of equivalents of which oxygen is 
the radix, or modulus. He would also have avoided the un¬ 
warranted position with which the quotation concludes, of tlic 
acid containing three times as much oxygen as the base; for 
molybdic acid forms an insoluble precipitate with some of the 
deutoxide salts of copper, which compound consists, in all pro¬ 
bability, of an atom of acid to an ptom of base fand therefore 
the former ^11 contain a quantity of oxygen, to latter in the 
ratio of 3 to 2, and not, as he jsays, of 3 to 1. Again, when 
treating in the-same paper of the composition and the oap^ity of 
saturation of chromic acid, Berzelius says, ** It thrace follows 
that the qbromate.of lead, ought to be composed of— . 

Chromic acid 31.853,. .. . IQO.CiDO. , j- 
Oside oflead . 68.147 .. . .2iarf>aA . 

* Thtts, at to the adds of Gbiomium, Man$an^t Aaem^pSaagiUn, 
cqpsist each of one alom m^l -h 3 atoms os^ygen. Sel^c am has two 
aidmi. but its bale can hndfv be called a metal.^*' Antimoi^ add 



l^d«r,‘the he S^.9iS4 parts of bxBe'eflieia^iSiilSit'am 
oxjg6B. ‘^u atdhmr,i9ien,' expresses-capaeiiy of isatttili^' 
tion 6f the'cKtoiriic acid.*' That b to say*, tblatirei^ht of every 
base which 100 parts 6f chromic acid AeCtralize, nttfst ^contain' 
15.34'part8 of'oxy^V’ Agun, fron^ thh tiieeompositi&h ^ Si¬ 
beria^'chromate of lead, he thOs argues: '‘.The loss in diis ex¬ 
periment can bO'nothing but o^^gen’; so that 24.25'pai^ of freen oxide Of chromiam will afford, with 7.37 partif of oxyg^n^ 

1.02 parts of chromic add. Now, the oxygen contained in 
the "68.38 parts of oxide of lead is 4.9, which, mnltipfied by 

'^es a moduct of 7.35; that is to say, chromic acid, when 
it is reduced, to the state of g^een oxide, loses a quantity of Sen, equivalent to times its capacity of saturation.^ *‘Thei 

jsis” (of chromate of barytes) has then given— 

Barytes . 59.68 
Oxide of chromium . 30.43 
Loss . 9.69 

These 59.88 parts of barytes contain 6.26 parts of oxygen, and 
6.26 X H~9.39. The result of this analysis accords, there¬ 
fore, with that of the preceding experiment (on the Siberian 
chromate.) The small difference (r=0..3,) can be ascribed only 
to an error of observation, inseparable from this mode of ope-« 
rating.’' 

Now, we must confess that, though the experiments were 
judicious and accurate, and though the reasoning be ultimately 
not untrue, yet it is presented in so involved a manner as to 
create very superfluous confusion to the reader. Instead of 
hanging his rcsulte upon a little peg of a corollary to the sys- 
tein.of equivalents, why does he not assign them their due po¬ 
sition in the general fabric, so that we could at once see their 
relation to everv other chemical body, on the comprehensive i>lan of Richterf' Direct experiments shew that chromic acid 
las the equivalent weight of 6.5 on the oxygen scale (or 6.54 

by the above. synthesis of the chromate of lead ;) and that it 
contsiins 3 atoms of oxygen to one of metad, while its green 
oxide seems to consist, by the preceding experiments, of 3 atoms 
of oxygen to 2 of metal. On this point we shall say a word or 
tv|0 in its. place ; our sole object here bemg the general prin¬ 
ciples of coiabiqaRon. ;. 

M. A. le Bogef et j! A. Duma$,Pharmaciehs, have Sulnected 
a number bf bMies to a'nice hydrostatic process, in qraer to 
determine thehr 8peei& j^vity very exactly, ahd therree deduce 
a general Atomic law."' '^ey employed both adcohol and oil of 
turpentine * forth© tiquids of immersion. They justly observe 
that M. Haa^i^tz, oy employing mercury as the hydrostatic 
lihuld ih the examination of salts, tell mtb gross errors, such as 



emm which am 6jjg;mf1tad('ooftthi^f[Ifj^t 
snteiW't^ifoig^iidi clvamistty^ The aboW«*pefitti«itaH*fi'i&l^ 
gine.tha^^^.cotasideriag 1(h« qdctientt obtaihe>l‘'^"^|vitfft|f 
the atoms by the respfectire specific '^Vitiei <» 
t^bodlMf'Ibcy find Ae vtdumes of the atome -to fotiB' a ‘seriea, 
^ifb'pevVideti'tJie greater'number of* sttnplo substaiiceif AU. 
thci^‘ wa conceive tUs series to be a ttUittor of lUusion/^jCt as 
the-^drostatic experiments seem to have been excN^t^ widi 
carpi we shalh insert their first table of res»dt8< ' 

' r 'j^a . ■ ^ ' ' Dwtoitj re- 
dnfiad ip the 11 4 III mn VikfifeUiMtl 

id 
A 

tft * ' . . . . . . . 11A435^ 0.950 117 1 ■116 
»a : ;. M6.42 1650 885 8 838 
'BbraciCacid . . . . 860.65 l.SSO 880 8 838 
Arsenious acid. 1840.77 3.698 3 348 
Protoxide of copper ... . . 
Okid^ of bismuth .... 

.891.39 5.749 155 H 155 
i973.8 8.449 sas 8 

Oxide of lead ...... 8789.0 8.010 847 3 848 
Peroxide of mercury ... 2731.6 11.89 840 8 833 
Caustic lime ...... 712.06 3.08 831 8 238 
Carbonate of lime .... 
Solid carbonic acid in the car-) 
■ ' bonatCdflime.j 

1868.78 2.717 464 

116 

4 

1 

464 

116 

AhhydiroUs sutph. lime . . . 1714.38 3.960 579 5 680 
Solid sulph. acid in sulphatel 
oflinie.j 

174 H 174 

Crystallized sulph. of lime 8164.12 8.388 938 s' 988 
Alumina . . . . ... 648.38 4.200 158 H 154 
Nephelinei silicate of alumine 1838.75 3.870 378 8^ 386 
Wti[ter cryst. sulph* lime • 88 

•«> . 

. i 

SulphOt , . '. ... . . 81686 
i oo 

• • 

In Uie breCedinj^ tablci the common divisor employed by 
these ^numeh' is 116== their volume of the atom of ice- 
llieir atomic wei^ts ate biostly taken from Bcr«IiuSt, They 
seem perfectly naacqueinted with Dr. Front’s luqppy generaliza* 
tidni'Which^rebders te^ore thanprobidde that the yreightof 
all the .etonis are inul^^ of the afomie .wei^t of hydrogen, 
by a whole natober., Immed, we baye little imaseit to be sur¬ 
prised .at this ig^ranec in thesa gyntlyimy^H) wlygn.^ M».Berseliu8 



ociriirr.c 

aBd M,.D«i^; t^of^ inoftt.dlsUAguUhed chemUt* cw tbe 
CjQnUnent) in-the sequel <£ thdr late, elaborate menunr oo. the 
speciBc of some elastk fluids f, speak* of .Br. Ftout*a 
specuiati^s in the foUowingp words >->“ .Before concluding we 
shall , observe,...thatjjhe new <detenniiiatioBS, ^hiclu.we now 
piresent, d'lffiv littlq from thoro vhicb are' to be found in an 
^nonviqous memoir, * pcinted in AmaU of Philosophic 
fqiv ,NoTmber 181^, and February 1816. But. the English 
author hw made no aaperimants, and the hyix>theses,.<wlii^the 
employed to correct nis adopted numbers, being absolutely 
gratuitous .or . false, .his results , could not inspire-wy oonfl.'^ 
dence.” This we consider as a harsh and unjusUflaUe criti*^ 
cram. Can an^ thing be a better proof, that the hypotheses: 
were not gratuitous and not false, than diat ajier the progres- < 
sive investigations of five years, two French chemists, by ap>; 
plying the tnost reflnad hha rigid methods of experiment, should^ 
arrive at precisely the saine results, which the English author i 
had theoretically deduced ? 

II. Catontc.—^Theprincipal paper on this subject, which' 
has recently appeared on the Continent, is that of M. Navier, 
Professor of Practioal Mechanics in the Ecole des Fonts 
CAausseesof Paris; and it is entitled, “ Note on the Mechani-: 
cal Action of Combustibles f.” Several writers have endear 
voured to establish a comparison between the mechanical ac-' 
tions, capable of being produced by the same weight of a com-' 
bustible, employed to vaporize water, and to heat atmosphe- 
rical air. It has been advanced, that the latter process, mak- ‘ 
ing allowance for the variable causes of lots which occur in 
macbiacs, might be more advantageous than the former. Se-' 
veral artists have endeavoured to construct machines on this 
principle J. 

In the calculations presented on this question, there existe a 
cause of error, which has been remarked by M. M. Clement 
and DesormeSi In a memoir presented to the Academy of,, 
Sciences, in TSa©; but not yet printed. The authors of those 
calculations had not taken into account, the quantity of heat 
which the aiv absorbs, when it dilates, without obanging its 
temperature. Mr. Narier takes for his iwHy of heat the 
quantity necess?^ to rajse by 1® ,C., the temperature of a ki¬ 
logramme (about 24 pdnqds avoirdupois) of yrater in the liquid 
state ; tiiis^itjWstyM o/Xeqf. The number'of efej 
qrees'tf ho&t temperature of ,1 

^ jfriHa 
t _. - . 
i By far the moiJ^^rilDfenlous of ttese is tbe heated aif^U^ei for which 

a DatAnt waa. a few vears back, flnwted to Uie Rev» Mn SterlinfiTs of 

C 
avil. B. .^7. 

u tom. sv. p. 386* 



kilogiao^e <^ .9111^ of nAiob tbe rdltuno, which ^ the 
teniperatu)« 0^., under the atmospheric pressure. 0"76»?5: 
{29.9^ EofUsh^inches), has become O, he repreaenh^^ by the 
foflhsi'ing ^rmola:— ^ ’ 

• By means of these results, be seeks to establish a relation 
between the quantity of action (power) which it is possible to 
obtain, in heating and dilating the air, and the quantity of 
he^ which is consumed. When the volume of the atoospheric 
air is thus made to vary, the quantities of heat, which it ab¬ 
sorbs or disengages, are proportional to the variation of the 
specific heat So that, calling C the primitive specific heat, 
ctbe specific heat after the change of volume, we have for the 
quantity absorbed; a, (c-C), o being a constant co-eflR- 
Cient, whose value in round numbers may be stated at 1200°. 
After a train of algebraic formulee which we cannot here insert, 
he concludes, that in expending a degree of heat to warm the 
air, we cannot obtain a quantity of action which surpasses the 
elevation of a weight of 33 kilogrammes (72.8 libs.) to 
the.height of one metre; considering always 500° C. (= 
932° F.) as the highest temperature to which it can be car¬ 
ried. In treating of tlie comparative powers of heat, when 
employed in the vapour of water, he endeavours to shew, that 
there IS an advantage in producing the vapour at the highest 
possible tem]^Tature. Supposing the vapour produced under 
the pressure of 5 atmospheres; that is, let H (Uie elastic force 
of the vapour) = 3'".S (149.6 E inches), and V (corresponding 
temperature = 165° C. or 329 P *. The value in this case 
most suitable to V' (temperature of the condensed water), as 
may be found by calculation, would be less than 10° C.(50° F.) 
which has been adopted for the exterior temperature v. Sup- 
'pose, however, that ▼' = 10° C. and of consequence H' (the 
elastic force of vapohr corresponding to^V' or 10° C.) = 0*.0095. 
our formula will then give for the maximum of the quantity 
of action which it is possible to obtain, 

123300 n kilogrammes x metres; and for the mimmum 
of the corresponding expen^thre of heat; 685 degrees. 

The ratio of these two numbers bemg 180, we see that by expend¬ 
ing a degree of heat- to produce aqueous vapour, tlie' limit of 
the quantity of action which it is possible to obtain, is the ele¬ 
vation to one metre in height, of a wei^U: of .480 kilogrammes 

* TbU temperature seems to be calculated from! some erroneous fur- 
malu of the force of steam. The tsmoerature corresnondine' to five ntibo. 
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'1(36^56 Ibii" avoifitupotd), supposing^ the gMf^ted' ujl- 
'461-the ptemve of fiv^ atmospheres *. . . 
' From these results the theoretic limits of the ^uhntities of 
action which it is possible to obtain in heating air, or water, 
are nearly to each other in the proportion of 33 to IsO; or of 
1 to 5The difference is so considerable, that, notwithstand¬ 
ing the uncertainty which may exist in some of the preceding 
numerical values, the preference due to steam appears to be, in 
no respect, doubtful. 

But steam engines present always a very considerable abate- 
■ment under the theoretic maximvm of effect, now computed. 
It appears that the best steam engines, possessing the average 
power of ten horses, consume 2^ kilogrammes (5^ lbs. 
avoirdupois) of charcoal (coal?) to obtain a quantity of action, 
•equal to 28800 k. x m. Admitting that a kilogranlme'w 
charcoal consumed in the calorimeter gives 7000° of heat, we 
see that we obtain, for one degree of heal, only a quantity bf 
action £= 28800 r i -i . u- i • is. ——- - = 16.5 kilog. X met.; which is very far 

ZmU X 7000 
from the limit 180 k x m. found above. It would be im¬ 
portant to investigate and to appreciate exactly the causes- of 
this considerable loss. We hope to see many of these import¬ 
ant problems, referred to by M. Navier, treated in a clear and 
conclusive manner, in M. Clement’s new Treatise, Tbeoretical 
and Practical, on Heat, and its applications to the Arts. 

Wc are indebted to M. Navier, also, for an ingenious me¬ 
moir, in the same number of the Annalvs, on the variation of 
temperatures, which accompanies the changes in the volume of 
gases. His reasoning is founded on the experiments of M. M. 
Clement and Desormes, Delaroche, and Berard. From his for¬ 
mulae it appears, that bn reducing the volume of air to so 
that the pressure becomes 149.6 £ inches, vve can obtain an ele¬ 
vation of temperature of about 237° C. (426.6 F.) 

It further appears, from his mode of research, that the rise 
of temperature obtained by the condensation of atmospheric air, 
is susceptible of a limit, somewhat confined. The formula gives 
360° C. as the maximum, effect. As to the cold producible by 
the dilatation of air, the formula does not assign it any limit. 

M. Flaugergues, the astronomer, has made, at the Observa¬ 
tory of Viviers, a series of nice observations on the heat pro¬ 
duced by. the .sun's rays, during- the eclipse of this luminary, 

* Tlic formulW for the maximum 
' n 1 + 0.003T5 V 

0.5a 1.375 

is, 
_tl 
H' • where ir — la568 k n the 

w‘ei|;fat of the metre cube of mercury. The other formulaiy is 
» > - ^ TT ^ V — V'V 



tlie 7th of Sept^i^ber, 1820 *. . Hg ^ployed. 
. ifhe ^en^Rlm^re, describe^, ia’the Journo^ ^ 

bcuViij^^P;, tie concludes from bis obseiYati'ons>^p4,^e i^x- 
‘ equal to those calculated^ oh ^e 

thesis,' tbat the effect of the sun>beaios is prbjMrffiCMi^ to the 
'extent of surface of the portion of the disc of th0''!flih unco¬ 
vered ; ' and of consequence that this hypothesis is tfie true 
one. Whence we may infer^ that the disc of the sun is eqhally 
Vuihihous over its whole extent, and thaf one part taken near 
the centre, emanates no more rays than an .equal portion taken 
neu the border of this disc. The opposite opinion was main¬ 
tained by Bouguer; who said, that if we compare by the he- 
liometef, (an inistrument of his own invention), the sun’s centre 
to a kpdt distant from it, by -I of the diameter, the quantities of 
ffie rkys, which we receive, are in the ratio of 48 , to 3d. But 
this distinguished philosopher inggpuousty admits, thait his expe¬ 
riment contmhed difiiculties which he had not surinounted, and 
thht it, therefore, required verification. The equality of lustre 
now found by M. FlaugOrghes, over all the parts of the disc of 
the sun, shews, moreover, he thinks the incorrectness of the 
geometrical hypothesis admitted by several philosophers, that 
the portions of the surface of a body, project in all directions 
an e^ual quantity of light; for on this supposition, the lustre 
of a spherical luminous body, ought to increase from, the cen^e 
to the circumference, and become even infinite at the limti; 
which does not' take place, as we may satisfy ourselyeS, in con- 
’sidcring an iron bullet heated to whiteness; or a white paper 
‘globe exposed to the light of day. These spherical bodies 
Will appear equally luminous over their whole surface.' He 
also infers from his observations, that the opinion of M. La> 
^ace, who pretends that the sifn is sorrounded with an atmo¬ 
sphere such, that were it stripped of it, “ this lumiUUry would 
appear twelve times more brilliant,” is void of foundation. 

^ - - \ 

' ' Some remarks on the temperatuie of mines will be Found 
undef Ge<)I,ooy. -;— ■ , . 
'We shall conclude this subject for the. presen^ by ex¬ 

pressing our surprise at the ’ ignorance of the state Of English 
science,'displayed in the following introduction to a Memoir 
of M. Des|)retz, read at the Institute, 29th Noveihber, 
t819, and inserted in the 16th volume o{ Annoies dk 
Cfi^ie at de Physique, p. 105“ It' is adinit^d with Mr. 
Dalton, tk,eX\ the works on physics, that on depaitHg from the 
point of ebullition under ‘the same* pressure^ ^orffoif^eater ge¬ 
nerality, on departing from the poM wUj^e jelastic/biCCs 
arc equal, the variation in the elutic fblrdb of the'vapdur fSdr a 



6f th^ therihon^et^y r$ the same foi^l 
li4w!U%*^;, If M, Despretz will consult Mr. Dalton’^ Neiv^st^ 
of ChiMai^ \Phil(^'hy\ vbl. i. p, 20, published upwards of 
Virteeth yi^s ago, he will find that the Elnglish philosopher 
.'there aMndons wat shj^sed relation, which otherwise is 
shewn Jn a Paper on Heat, published in the Philosophical 
^ransdfiHons for 1818, not to accord with experiment. We 
hre^ thus saved the trouble of analyzing M. Despretz*s Memoir. 

ill. Simple Bodies.—In the number of Gilberts AnauUen 
for last May, Counsellor Giesse, Professor of Chemistry at 
Dorpat; communicates the account of a new metal, which, he 
thinks, he has extracted from the residuum left, on distilling to 
dryness different Varieties of English sulphuric acid. One va- 
rii^ left out;of 16 ounces, 9A grains of a white residuum, .which 
difiered from the greater pa^ of these residuums by ^e total 
absence of sulphate of lead. “ The tints of colour,*’ he says, 
“ were surprising, which the residuum exhibited, when it was 
heated slowly and repeatedly in a platinum crucible over. a 
lamp. From citron-yellow, it passed on cooling back again 
to white. At the second gradual heating, the mass appeared 
greenish yellow, then of a fine reddish yellow; and, on cool" 
ing, it pa.ssed once more through lemon-yellow to white. 
Strongly heated, a third time, it became sulphur-yellow, le¬ 
mon-yellow,* and reddish-yellow; it then fused with intumes*- 
cence, and diffused a vapour, smelling of sulphuric acid. .On 
becoming cold, the middle part was whitish; but the borders 
of a brownish hue. Though the complete series of experi¬ 
ments, which ' he meditated, were interrupted by a fit of sick¬ 
ness, yet he thinks sufiBcient have been made to satisfy him, 
that the above residuum contains a new metal, which must have 
come from the sulphur employed in manufacturing the acid. 

The appearances characteristic of the new metallic substance, 
are produced by pouring on the residuum, after it has been tho¬ 
roughly edulcorated with water, a little caustic alkaline ley. 
Immediately titer the addition of the first drops, the white co¬ 
lour becbmes ySllow, which with heat assumes a golden tinge. 
He poured muriatic acid on the inspissated heated mass, so as 
speedily to dissolve it; he then diluted and filtered the solu¬ 
tion, and poured-in sulphuretted hydrogen water, which occa¬ 
sioned a precipitate of yellow-brown flocks, of the hydro-sulphu- 
ret of the metal. After these were separated, the liquid yieldei!^ 
with ammonia, a hydro-sulphuret of iron in fiocks, whicn 
speedily bet^e dark green. 

^e metcdliq substance is susceptible, he says, pf different 
degrees of oxidation; and becomes first yellow, then passes 
into a lively brown, bluish or dark grey; and it finally changes 
tn wKifA At » nArtom ftiAO’A nf ATirli/ement; it nxhibitii mnrfi the 



ptopeitwswof anfidd, thaiLof ^ base;:B8 it 
eastlr with; drastic tlcali; but ,not< with acids, such m the 
phunc Bind muriatic. The alealine combinationa crf.thlff pew'ing^^ 

vsidei readily form double salte with acids { those with 4e 
aboseacidavare aUcrystaUizable, and when disso^edHp^the aid 
efheat^^yirid, with ammonia, a precijatate of the metaife oxide.' 

These^saline triple or qu^sople combinations,- donetalww^s 
affoid with sulphuretted hydrogen, a brownish-yellow precipi¬ 
tate ; but occasionally give one of a bluish tinge, which com- 
nmnicates its colour to the whole liquid. The hydro-sulphurets 
of this metal, readily take fire with heat, and become white. 
A simple -voltaic pair, consisting of zinc • and platinum, 
throws TOwn this new body from its solution, bluish-grey and 
with a perfect metallic lustre. The metal deposited at the pla- 
tmum wire, dissdves ia dilute nitric acid, with disengagement 
of gas. We must confess that %e above account, contmning 
die substance of the Professor’s details, seems to us very incon¬ 
clusive; and we should not be surprised to find that persulphate 
of iron is concerned in these phenomena. 

' The notice which was inserted in the Journed Of Science and 
the Arts, voh fi. p. 385, relative to the transudation'of melted 
tin through cast iron, was slightly incorrect. M. Clement, the 
author of the experiment, had formed the cylinder, of a pamp, 
oat of a copper tube, which being rather feeble, Ub wished to 
strengthen, by an outer case of cast iron. ' The interval between 
the two cylinders being filled with melted tin, this metal tr^s- 
uded on the outer surface of the cast iron, in tlic cottbn-like ef- 
fim'esccnce, which burned at the flame of a candle. This ex¬ 
periment shews the porosity of the cast iron employed, which 
we suspect must have been .of inferior quality, or ill-fimndcd. 

< 

1V..IKOROANIC ciiEMiCAt COMPOUNDS.—^The Freuch che¬ 
mists and artists have been much occupied of late in repeating 
aod varying the experiments on the alloys of steel, whidi were 
made iu our laboratory, and which are recorded In tbo niath-vo- 
ktme of Journal. M. J. B. Boussingault^ has made several, 
4n the laboratory of the school of miners at Bainte-Etienne, par- 
ticidarlyon the combination ofsilicium with platbam,‘add dwAe 
presence of silicium in steel. When platinum was placed in a 
crucible, lined vrith a paste composed of a mbtture of powdered 
charcoal, ^and a little clay, (the creuset brasque of the French 
chemisj^st always fused, m a powerful air furBaebiitttoabttUon; 
and (^jlisioD was more easy, when thejawtal was sobered with 
charc^.. It was observed that the platinum had increased a 

' Ultle in weight. The propertied of platinum thus fused, sire the 
following: h^as a greyish-white appearance; it is scarcely 



speoificgfaTit^r c^ 20.5. In the cold it yields a little nnder'th*' 
batnm^ but -it prraeiitly 4:rack6, and presents a granular fract* 
'ture. Forged at,a<herry>red, it crumbles in pieces; at a vea^ 
dull red it fiattens at-firstalightly, and then breaks. It ianot 
softened in its temper •at'the blast of afoi^e; cemented 
oxide of^manganese lor an -hour, to removeiftaiqsposed car¬ 
bon, it .TOtnained intractable. Daring die solution m die abbre 
platinum,- no trace of charcoal was perceived; -bai-.wben ;die 
process was somewhat advanced, a transparent .jelly was ob* 
served to opver the fragments of metal, and to render its soln- 
,tion very difficult. After long action of the acid, with frequent 
agitation, the platinum was at last dissolved, and a white 
powder remained, which turned out to be silica, which M. 
Boussipgault believes to have existed in a state of silicium, in 
the metal. He thinks it more than probable that this silicium 
comes from the wood-charcoal employed; for on burning it, the 
ashes yielded a notable quantity of silica, and from another ex¬ 
periment he satisfied himself that the silica was not derived 
from the crucible. Perhaps the silica, he says, may be in the 
deoxidated state in the charcoal. 5 grammes of pure platinum 
afforded 5.025 of the siliceous compound, 1 gramme of which 
yielded 0.010 of silica, being double the increase pf weight on 1 
gramme of platinum; thus indica(!tag the conversion of 0.005 cf 
silicium into 0.01 of silica, agreeably to Berzelius’s proportions. 

M. BoussingauU next examined different varieties of French 
steel, as also a specimen from Monkland near Glasgow, madn 
from Dannemora Swedish iron. His process consisted in dtSr 
serving the steel in sulphuric acid, diluted with six times its 
weight of water. The residuum, being well dried, and weighed, 
is then burned, and he infers the carbon from the loss. He con¬ 
curs in opinion with Mr. Daniell, that these residuums, as well 
as those of cast iron, contain silicium; possibly in the state of 
a persilicate of iron, as the carbon is in the state of plumbago. 
It is to be remarked, that the residuums of the wbonaceous 
steels take fire - in the platinum crucible before it is red hot; 
sometimes indeed the hand can endure the heat at which inflam¬ 
mation happens. What remained after the combustion, was 
digested with dilute muriatic acid, which dissolved the metallic 
oxides, and left the silica sensibly pure: it was-calcined, and 
weighed while hot. In this process the manner of estimating 
the carbon was far firom rigorous; but the chief object was tlm 
ailica. TW following is a tableof the results ; - 

Ires. CiSboii. SiUetqm. 

Iron of Hivff . . 99.825 traces 0.175 trace* 
' Bte^ of cementarion 99.325 0.450 0.225 trades 

. Cast steel . . . 99.442 0.333 0.225 traces 
. ' Monkland Steel . {99 375 0..500 0.125 traces 

• - pouie . . . j 



'9A time tiiatthe iron combiBeK^itirllfo^eailioinv ItHlbiiloibs 
alto a ^snuill quantity of sUicittm. Iftiiis fact, mluch at' preset - 
is lomewHat'OoubCfn!,'' vela ettabltslaed hf a-groat number of 
analytes of lAm, before and after cementation,'iJe could concme 
tbe'tttility of certain substanoes which are added to^ the charcoal ■ 
in the chrota ^ cementation*. By expoainga pare iron, which 
contained no silica, to a melting heat, in ccmtact wit^lhne wd 
clay, he^btained a portion of- die steOl of Clouet, which consist-' 
ed, by analysis, of iron 99.2 silicium 0.8. From iOO parts^ 1;6 Earts of silica wCre obtained. There was no carbon in it. This steel 

as the property of hardening with water in the usaal way, but - 
it is not trusted to by workmen. Teii grammes of slender-irOn 
nails {which yielded no residuum after solution in sulphuric) 
were fused in a Hessian crucible. The brilliant melted button 
was more difficult to hammer and to 61e than the iron employed. 
It consisted, in 100 parts of iron 99.46, silicium 0.54; which 
last yielded 1.08 of silica. 

yfe cannot therefore judge of the degree of fusion of iron 
when this operation is conducted in a Hessian crucible, since it 
seems to be sufficiently demonstrated, that at a high tempera¬ 
ture, the iron reduces the silica, combines with the silicium, and 
forms a compound more fusiUe than the metal. The same thing 
happens to platinum, when it finds silicium ready reduced; and 
if It does not fuse in a Hessian crucible like iron, it is because 
from its slight affinity for oxygen, it cannot, like iron, decompose 
silica. In a creuset brasqttC, steel melts first, then silicated pla¬ 
tinum, and lastly manganese, in the same state of copibinatioa 
with the other metals. M. Boussingault infers that pure manga¬ 
nese is more difficult of fusion, than pure platinum. 

On some Combinations of Gold, by M. 3. Javalf. The object 
of this paper is to prove by exp®*"'™®***, that M. Pelletier’s late 
notions concerning the equivalent number and combinations of 
gold are erroneous: M. Javal shews by varied resetuches on 
tile oxide of gold, obtained by adding barytes to the chloride 
of that metal, that it consists of 11.909 oxygen united to 100 
of metallic gold; a result which approaches nearly to 12.077, 
that obtained by Berzelius, by decomposing the neutral muriate 
of g^ld with mercury, and estimating from the quantity of gold 
obtained, of mercury which supplanted it, and rate of oxidation 
of mercury, tiie rate of oxidation of gold. M. Oberkampf had 
shewn that the sulphuret of gold obtained by precipitating this 
metal from the muriate, by sulphuretted hydrogen, consist of 
24.39 sulphur +100 gold. Now iilS = 1240d,. is very 
near the preceding number. ; 

The yellow crystals which. are obtained by evaporatii^ the 
I '' 

- , t i f I > 

f IB nothiai® added at Monklandto the charcoal; it maylibweVer 
contain a little ftilira. ' 
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acM' potash, was considered 
Pelletiei;. its a mere^'4ic&ctursf of the two^chlorides. By evapo^; 
rating ataixtui^ of the ibiwiateof gold and muriate of potash 
M. Javal'^dhtaiaed'^ciystalsof a fine golde&yellow, having 
form of'clongated t^nadran^lar iMdsms. -llUse crystals did 
not lose 'their colour by washing; on the contrary, they con¬ 
tinue to poileBS the cokmiing power in aTeiy high degree. M. 
Javal afterwards analysed these crystals, and fbaod them com* ^ 
posed-as follows: ’ . . ... 

Chloride of potassium -24.26 1 atom by Berselius 2d.21 > - 
of gold . . 68.64 ^ atoms . . , 68.71--*^' 

Wat^ . . . . . 7.10 2 atoms . . , . 6.08 
160.00^ • 100.00 ^ 

• i t • 

Mr. Grouvelle, (not Granville, as misprinted in the lastj 
Number of our Journal, p. 174), has published in the 4nna/«i' 
de Chimie et de Physique for last August, a paper bii some' 
compounds of chromium, and on several combinations, in 
which ($be of the elements enters only in a very small propor¬ 
tion. He says that bichromate of potash, when calcined 
strongly, mclts^ and passes to the state of neutral chromate,' 
giving lip the half of its acid whiph is decomposed, and leases ‘ 
a crystallized oxide of chromium in spangles of a magnideeht: ^ 
green colour. The neutral chromale obtained was analyzed by 
a solution of sulphurous acid, which converts it instantly into' 
sulphate of potash, sulphate and sulphite of chroniutn. The 
metallic oxide w^ precipitated by ammonia, and the sulphate 
of {lOtash evaporated. 

M. Grouvelle says, that Vauquelih, by pouring' sulphuric 
acid and potash into chromic acid, obtained a brown preci¬ 
pitate, which he regarded as an oxide bf chtomium, with 
more o^gen than the green oxide. It is not, says M. 
Grouvelle, an oxide, but a carbonate of chromium. Surely then 
it must have been a carbonate of potash which M. Vau^uelin 
employed. It dissolves, he adds, with cfferyescench in di¬ 
lute acids. .When boiled in distilled water, it is decomposed, 
and we obtain green oxide, and carbonic acid. Consequently,[ 
we must avoid washing it with hot water. ^ ' 

We can also obtain this carbonate of chromium, by 
poraring tq dryness, a mixture of liitfate of ainmonia, chromate, 
and carbonate of potesh, or , of muriate of ammonia, and ah 
alkaline nitrate, carbonate, and chromate. The matter dried 
at a gentle heat blackens. It, is to be re-dissolved in water, 
and a drop bf water of ainmonia is to be poured in,' to sepai^te 
a small quantity of carbonate of chromium, which, hei beueves, 
the nitrate of ammonia had rendered Soluble.' If it be too 
strongly heated, the excess of nitrate would re-produce some 
chromates Here it is the protoxide of azote in the nascent 



which’ (kcomposes th& chlroiftic acid; 
no icHEiger th^ poi^*^ The mixtuxe of nitre ^d^^sal^atn«' 

moniac^s as nitrate , of ammonia, hacanse a douhieMcMmm- 
1>0lttticai is'e^cted^^iit' viTtlte>of .the facUity'-'with^'iWli)^ *the 
'Wittete^ of amoioiua is ^eoilTerted ii^ gas. This douhle de^ 
comppsitkm^always happens when we heat^ aloogt^^with sal- 
aiAiisontais^ the nitrate of a metal susceptible of forsil^g a fixed 
cUertdei 'in order to obtain the protoxide of azote>^vwe may 

^ tberefbre use, instead of nitrate of ammonia, a mixture o£ mkre 
and saloammoniac, in the proportion of 3 of the former to 1 of 
the latter, lea^ng an excesaef nitres to prevent sublimation 
the sal-ammoniac. ' By; Br.: Wollaston's scale, 3 of intre at^ 
equivalent to 1.58 of sal-ammuniao; so that M. Grouvelle’s 
excess ’seems superfluously great; 2 of nitre to of sal-ammo¬ 
niac would be proportions, and, to secure intimate mix¬ 
ture, they should be dissolved together in hot-water. 

M. Grouvelle, in a short section on the chromites, offers no¬ 
thing very dehnite or satisfactory. In treating of chromate of 
lead, he says, we may obtain a reddish chromate, byen^oying 
an alcaline chromate of potash; or, if we make use of a sub- 

.acetate of lead, and a neutral chromate, boiling both together, 
a yellow precipitate is formed, which passes in a few seconds 
into a vei^ brilliant orange-red. We may procure a still deeper 
dnt, by boiling a little alcali with the red, or even with the 
yellow chromate of lead. He has analyzed, comparatively, 
the yellow chromate, the red, and the red ore of Siberia. All 
give exactly the same ratio between the acid and > the oxide. 
They are neutral chromates, only the red chromate contains a 
small quantity of alcali, which appears to him about 1 or 1 ^ per 
cent. A red chromate may be obtained, by boiling together 
chromate of potash and litharge. From some experiments he 
infers, that the alcali is combined with the oxide of lead, and 
that this combination, united to the chromate of lead> gives rise 
to the red chromate, which thus contains a little more oxide 
than the neutral chromate. A few drops of dilute, nitric acid 
deprive it immediately of its red colour, by dissolving the alcali 
and a little oxide of lead. He has found in the Siberian ore a 
•little lime, but he is not sure whether it may not have been ac¬ 
cidental. The above circumstances explain ffie fact known to 
painters, that the yellow chromate of lead mixed up with whit¬ 
ing, for painting walls, produces as great a body of colour as 
the same weight of the deep orange chromate. 

M. Grouvelle precipitated magnesia, by caustic soda puri¬ 
fied with alcohol, washed the precipitate till the water^no lon¬ 
ger reddened turmeric paper, treated it with nitric acid,. cal¬ 
cined strongly and repeatedly the compound, then washed the 
magnesia, and obtained, finally, a nitrite which, with sulphuriO 

^ a^iid^ gave well-pronounced crystals of sulphite of soda. With 



% 

potash tbs. s9me r»si^t waftwobtaioed. We must tak^ cafUr^K^ 
treat the nitrite by nitric acid, since being^very alcaUne it would 
notiuseoiibtmungucoalafc ^ 

lf wedbvaporate<the .waftbragSccef magacwta when vibe water 
ceases to$be aloaline, reduced to about ona^uarter it deposits 
a very nobble quantity of magnesia, and then reddens, turmeric 
paper. Ii^4s probable that the water decomposes the neutral 
combinatiovi formed, at the moment of precipitation, into aso> 
lubb compound, with excess of alcali, and an insolublOi com*' 
pound, with excess of base, llxe only means* therefore, of 

|sstiiaating exactly the quantity of magnesia which a solution 
"Contains, is to precipitate by phosphate of ammonia.* 

Magnesia,: treated with barytes, presents the same pheno¬ 
mena* but they are easier to ascertain. >M« G. acted on the 
compound of magnesia and barytes with a quantity of nitric 
acid, insuffident .to dissolve the whole. The re^agents indt^ 
cated both magnesia and barytes in the part dissolved^ as 
well as in the part undissolved, which proves that there was 
really a combination, for otherwise the barytes would have 
been tlie first united with the add. About 4 per cent of ba¬ 
rytes is thus associated with the magnesia. In like manner, 
oxide of copper retains a small portion of the potash, or barytes* 
employed to throw it down from its acid solutions* 

In treating of .the principles of combination at the commeUce- 
'mentof this article, we promised to return to one of Berzelius's 
speculations. We shall now bestow a word or two on it. He 
is investigating the combinations of chromium. ** Not having 
at my. disposm," says he, ** any metallic chromium, I have 
endeavoured to deduce the composition of its green oxide from 
its capacity for the acids. 1 dissolved the hydrate of chromium 
in muriatic acid; 1 evaporated this solution to dryness, and 
heated the muriate to a temperature sufficiently high to expel 
every trace of muriate of ammonia which might be present. The 
muriate- thus heated appeared under the form of a red, pulve- . 
rulent* and bulky mass; it dissolved very slowly, but without 
residuum in water. The solution was precipitated by ammonia, 
added in, .so small an excess that the liquid only re-acted 
feebly *; it was thereafter digested with this excess to remove 
the muriatic acid precipitated with the oxide, in the form of 
submuriatefcr The oxide thus obtained weighed 3.05 grains. 
The liquid, neutralized with nitric acid, and precipitated by 
nitrate of‘silver, produced 16.61 grains of muriate of silver. 
,Tlie.cxperiment has.then given, for 100 p^ts of muriatic acid 
402.8 parts of oxide of chromium, which makes'28.5'pattft of 
Oxygen in 100 parts of green oxide. If the acid contains the 
meted combined wiUi twice as much oxygen as in the gi^eii 
oxide, this last must contain 29.89 hundredths of its weight 
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ctherjha^^ thejralbof theoxyeeii^^ the r 
03^ide etficeM thfi^orthe;Mid;ee '2 ta ^4he o»desott)^i to ooiin 
tarn oidjfi>3^g|e&. finallyv of &e otade- 

tke.tatiaof 3 to its oampositioii 
ceselt ol^nedbfemranentV 

4# 4}r«^W;9lhiBtai»t sow dnneides Jdt minate'of silTer with 
Bfmieluis^ wumberfwe ihaH employ it in thoj^mina-* 
tioiS'Of t^j^yd.|MKSsagis.; ii5.di .muriate of ^er contain 2;98 
of wMt« >B«nKd^ jitiU reidcons muriatic add* which were pre- 
▼iously combined with the 3.05 of oxide of chromium. And 
2.9& 2 34.12: :3d)5U 34j9fi, m number representing, by Berze**^, ^ 
liusfS' eamertmentSi' the eipiivaleat of oxide of^clwominm, oa '^ 
Dr. Wouaston'a scale. And 2.98 ; 3.05:: 100: 102.3» pre- 
cMy^. Berselius has stated. He adds^r^ which makes 
28»&piSBt8:otox7gen in lOOparts of green hence, by 
proportion, in 3*05 p^ 0;8^^ and in 3.49, or (to bring the 
atom to rotmd nnso^rs), in 3i5 parts,. aksoet exa^y 1 of oxy« 
gen^ iShm the atetnof clwamiinn would appear to to 2.5, that 
of . to green oxide 3*5^ vad that of the acid '5.5, the latter nnm-^ 
berof which is quite discordant with that deuced from his 
experimentfon chromate of leadf, which gave 213.924 oxide of 
lead to 100 of add i • whence the latter becomes on to equira- 
lerit scale .6*64^ One of the canons ofvCombination:laid down ^ 
by Berzelius is, that 100 parts of muriatic acid neutralize U' 
quaotitv.of base,'which contains 29.4 of oxygen, asdfrom this' 
canon ms totve calculation seems to be made, f^ow,' this ^ 
proportion is^ precisely what we find by sliding IQO on :Dr; ^ 
Wollaston’s scale opposite to dry muriatic acid, for 29.4 is 
opposite to oxygen. In like manner, by sliding 100 opposite to 
each other bo^ on that instrument we may make as'ma^y 
canons as we please, but they all merge in the general system 
of equivalents. Dr. Thomson, in his account of the atomic 
theory I, says, ** According to Berzelius in order to saturate 
100 p^s of muriatic acid, a metal must be combined with 42 
parts of oxygen.” We shall not attempt to unravd to atomio 
knot. While we entertain the highest respect towards the 
Swedish chemist for his unwearied and valuable researches, we 

.cannot help thinking bis manner of viewing chemic^ propOr* 
jtions to be unaccountably perplexed and defective. ‘ We can ’ 
.moteeadly understand vlrny his partial mode of notation should 

prefelrted by many writers in France to the univ^ai' sys4 
tern, as taught by Mr. Dalton, and so clearly exhibitdt cb Dr. 
Wd&astoiiVictde, for to same reason thatvaccimliiob^WM so 
in t^cdvo^lfi that qouhtryj^because it was disdivered 1^ an 
.Sngiishiisffi^ ^ : 

We are lately indebted to Professor Berzelius cdso, for it' 
»l * *'»* * 

* Aimaie$ de ChmUetdePhyaiquem Tom. xvii. p. lo. 
t Jbid. Tuoi. xvii. p. 7. X Amais o/PhU. ii. 39. 



prett;y«lo!iig^xi|imoir,>^ o£. anal vzmg the Oi«b of 
and ooiH nespaommoai^Q of,<nidBe}.wk^ araenic' uid an^har^ 
We Bball'ifihenne aB aceount of• this for, <»ut neatt Number, in ^ 
ondep^to connect ib with ao!Da-.'meTe enttiidod obserfntiona ^ 
anaiyatsv ithapr ve hiarn m ^ Mr. 
observationa '^on^tiBihineiiloir^ Mi BonelhU) rektii^e lo the 
composition, of fthe triple .praaaiater of ^ydeocwatta^ conciemt 
a subiect too intricate and important' to be lidutty pittsed om. 
We waih therefore^ bring it under review ib we nkct Kirntber; »*' 

. - s‘ , .1 . *; • l • i ^ V‘ 1 i * ■* , * . ^ • 

^ , V. OROANtp:iCoMp.ouNns.^«^iider ihh head'ita dudl con*' 
"^^der alit.chenucal combinationa, which directly .or bdirecUy^ 
result from'vegetable and animal organization. ' ' 

M. Dive, a^thecaiy, o£ MonUde^Maraan,' baa formed prUfl^ 
siate of potasn by calcining, in a covered-cmcibie a miilnie of 
64 grammes of the dry j^owder of crude tartar^ and 6 grammes 
of pulverized .sal ammoniac. He considers that the nascent oar* 
bon of the tartar,. being presented to the nascent ammonia, dis¬ 
engaged'hrom the muriate by the potash, acts so as to form 
cyanogen; and that this action is favoured by the tempera>- 
ture, which weakena the combination of the hydrogen and azote 
iu the ammonia. The latter element being, in every point of the 
mass,, in immolate contact with particles (f Gorbon, 'easily 
unites' to it, in the requisite proportions for forming cyanogen,' 
which is immediately fixed by the potash. The same gentleman 
finds that a current of carbonic acid partially decomposes the 
neutral tartrate of potash; and he ascribes to this cause the * 

. formation of the bitartcate in the juice of the grape during dtS' 
fermentation. Accordingly, on mixing neutral tartrate'with 
fermentable, materials, he found cream of tartar in the fermented 
Ikjuor*. ‘ 

I 

, in a report made to the Institute, 15th January last, 
M. M, Theuard Berjdiollet, on M. Chevreurs 8th memoir 
on Fat Bodies, we find. the following results of their decompo¬ 
sition W ignited oxide of copper. ^ 

1. That the fat of man ana the sow contain ^arly the same 
propor jh>ns of elements; that muiton suet contains more carixiq, 
and hydrpgen; and that in the three fats the carbon is to the 
hydrbgeml>y volume, qparly as 10 to 18; which approaches 
the jCpnstitutioa of percarburetted hydrogen,. , 

',{2. stearines contajn less oxygen, and more carppsir 
and «itydrogen thau theelames; and that .the ratio of the efp* 
bon to the hydrogen in the stearines is lO’lo 18, whilst i|;^m it 
little less in the elaines. ; • 
" 3. That the sum of the weight of the saponified fat, and the 

1 

* Jmtn, dt Pkarm, Oct. 1S31* pp 4S7. 
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iwceft ptmciple^ y^hich, mre result <>f saponifieatkm'^f ,d)Cr 
leri^ UpedesW fists, is i^ri^r than 
ploy^* If recollect that the SaponificaUoil'tii^r'piacfe’^ 
pacfcO,;%iihcAit any other substance than the fht^ thbpotw; ihui 

and that there^# no disengagement of hydrogen and 
.fdEy^ny^e mustnecets^ admit &e BxadOn of ^ter in onh 
of products of the saponificatiott. COiUj^atiVt tables ^ 
a}l>4^pr<^ueta of their elements, ^heth^ in 'weight or in 
vcdume, establish these consequences; and the audiof observes, 
that, in the acidified fats, the hydrogen is to the carbon in the 
ratio of the .elhmehts of olefiant gas. When we heat gen^. 
wi& msmmcot .^eUOw oxide of lead) ^e margaric and olilm 
actdSk and'consequently the acidified fats whidi are formed 
•from the^acids, there is disengaged a quantity of water, which, 
•tis the author shews, is formed of the combination of the hydro- 
^gen of '^ese acids with the oxygen of the massicot, or which is 
•disengaged simidy by the combination of the massicot with the 
diy acidsi The author adopts the latter opinion, tie exhibits, 
in ebmparative tables, the elements of natural fhts, and the pro¬ 
ducts of their saponification, both of the margaric and oleic 
acid. There results from their comparison: 

1. That in the three margaric acids which he has examined, 
the carbon is to the hydrogen perceptibly in the proportion of 
the elements of olefiant gas. 

2. That the oxygen of the margaric acid of the sheep, is to 
the oxygen of the margaric acids of man and the hog, nearly as 
IHo U. From this observation the author proposes to name 
the margaric acid of mutton suet, margarous acid. 

‘ 3. Ihat in the oleic acids of man and the hog, there is more 
oxygen than in the margaric acid; and that' in that of sheep 
there is more than in margarous acid. * 

It is remarkable that the. composition of oleic acid is repre¬ 
sented by olefiant gas oxide of carbon. 

When potash or any other alcaline base acts bn the fats 
which have been examined, the greater part of their carbon and 
hydrogen, in a ratio very near to that of olefiant gas, retains a 
portion of .oxygen to constitute the margaric and oleic acids, 
whilst the rest of the elements of the fat, that is to say, of the 
carbon, hydrogen, and a quantity^f oxygen, which seems lesS 
by onc'half than what would be necessary to bum the hydrogeti, 

^'fOrm the street principle, by fixing prol^ly a portion of water. 
; The ^^^Mfe^ry analysis of cholesterine shews, by excess 

of why this compound produces ifU'margaric 

•1^ ^ V 

At page 389, vol. x. of this Journal^ we have given some ac¬ 
count of the chemical researches of M. M« Pelletier and Ca- 
veutou, oil cinchonine and quinine. But the mode of obtaining 
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b^ses was o^nitted ; i^e.shal|,n6v 

., ,■ ;■..: , •’’ 
7, Two kilogmines .(about 4J- pounds avoird.) of pak.otnchona^ 
^ui8ed,we^e actad^<m>y.61cfl9gr§i|nm^a (about of 
strong alc9hoI. Thu o^,^a|ioB .wtM rejp^ted four Umes., 
alcoholic tinctures we^ d^tad, and^dij^iUed, to withdraw' 
alcohol*. Care was taken to add 2 kilQgrat{t<nes of .4isti|kd 
water, in ord.er that the niattor dissolved in the s^Icohoi should 
be protected from the immediate action of the heat, after the 
s^aratibn of the alcohol. This substance, received on a filter^ 
^ich allowed ^e aqueous liquid to. pass through, w^ of-jet 
reddish colour, and > a resinous aspect. In this state it waa 
washed on the filter with water rendered slightly alcalihe by 
potash. The liquor which had passed through the filter served 
for the first washing, after having been previously alcalized. 

limpid and colourless, the matter left on the filter was wash 
with a pretty considerable body of distilled water. The snb.^ 
stance was then of a greenish-white, very fusible, soluble in 
alcohol, and crystal!izable. It was the cinchonin of Dr., Gomez. 
It possessed in diis state some of the characters of resii^fts 
snbstanqea} but, on dissolving it in an acid veiy much diluted 
with water, it deposited a considerable quantity of a fat matter of 
a green colour, which had all the characters of the ^een fat 
matter obtained for the first time by M. Lauber, by the direct 
action of ether on cinchona. We may remark, that if too strong 
an acid be employed, a great quantity of the fat matter would 
remain in solution in the liquor, and the cinchonine, which we 
should subsequently obtain, would be polluted with it. 

The acid liquor (dilute muriatic acid was employed) was of a 
golden-yellow. Evaporated, it yielded crystals soluble in alco-^ 
hoi, and in water. Its taste was very bitter. It fell down 
readily with alcaline solutions? the gallates and alcaline oxa¬ 
lates occasioned precipitates soluble in alcohol* The above 
solution was treated with pure magnesia at a moderate heat 
The mixture, after thorough cooling, was thrown upon a filter, 
and the magnesicui precipitate was washed with water. The 
first washings were yellow; but they soon became-’colourless. 
The magnesian precipitate, sufficiently washed and dried at the 
balneum piuricB, was treated three several times- with alcohol bf* 
4(X° (0,817)i» The alcobblic liquors, very bitter and sli^tly yel- 
lowishy gava by evaporation crystals in needles^ of a dirty white* 
These crystals, re-dissolved in alcohol, ^d made again to 
crystallize, gave a vei-y white and brilliant crystalline- matter. 
We may also obtain very white crystals by washing them in the 
cold witb-a little sulphuric ether. These crystals are pure ciu- 
choninq*. ^, ,. , > 

Quinine is obtained from yellow Peruvian bark, by employ- 



m 

oTcfiii* 
\eMmiiia/ llt’otuse'of a nfttiltfiil or artificial inizt^reW ci^onliie 
anduquittiiM^ orystallizatibli and ’ ether senre th 
thege ttotbodies, Qaiaine is irery soluble 1u eth^jl uUd' ddbs 
dot cryitallise *• ^ 

M. J.^Voreton, of Grenoble, has giveh the ^fbUowihg as an 
improved process t. He takes 5 kilogramme of yellow bark 
of good quality, reduced to coarse po^er. These are infused 
in water acidulated with about one nuudredth of its weigM of 
muriatic acid. After macerating 24 hours, he expresses strongly, 
and treats the matter with new acidulated water till the iMUff 
gives out no more bitterness. He then filters, wd treats the 
united infusions with an excess of pure ma^^esia. This mix¬ 
ture is boiled an instant, and then allowed to cool; The re¬ 
mainder of the process is exactly conformable to that already 
known. Thus we filter, wash the magnesian < precipitate with 
cold water, dry it, and treat it with alcohol. We obtain the 
quinine by distilling off the first portions of the alcohol, and 
evaporating the rest at a very low temperature. 

jBy this process, more simple than that formerly published, 
since we avoid preparation of the alcoholic extract, he has 
obtained from 5 kilogrammes of bark about 70 grammes of 
quiuine, instead of 45 or 50, which was all he could obtain by 
the former process. This arises, he believes, from the muriatic 
acid dissolving more easily all the quinine, when this is not en¬ 
veloped by the fat or resinous matter of the alcoholic extract. 

But the most economical and productive process is that of M. 
Henry, 6,1s X, A kilogramme of yellow bark, (cinchona cordi- 
folia) reduced into a pretty fine powder, was act^ on twice with 
beat, by a dilute sulpnuric acid, consisting of 50 or 60 grammes 
diluted with 8 kilogrammes of water for each time. Tl^ filtered 
decoctions were very bitter, and had a reddish colour, which 
assumed on cooling a yellowish tint. To discolour (blanch) 
these liquors, and saturate the acid, he employed pulverized 
quick-lime instead of the more expensive magnesia. The liquors, 
entirely deprived of colour, were passed through a cloth, and 
the precipitate which formed, was washed with a small quantity 
of water, to separate the excess of lime. The deposit (on the 
cloth,) well drained and almost cdlKpletely deprived of moisture 
for iwdve hours, ajfler having been put three-successive times to^ 
digest in alcohol of 36^ (0.837), fumtriied by distillthg off the 
alooholie liquid^ a brown viscid o^ter, becoming brittle on cool-^ 
ing. Jitv#a8 acted <m with water sharpened with sulphuric acid,'' 
and the refrigerated liquor afforded nearly 32 grammes of white ^ 

^ * AmutUi d* Chimie et de Phtfu. xv. p. 28^. 
f Ibid, xvii. p. 439. 

t «/oum. de jpharm* Jmy 1821. p. 296. 
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*akT*CT35i*|^,.,«iij^ly lotutde Ni.!ai<Ki]iol, tpltUdf in 
.^old w^tsxi .but 4nore in .boibog water; patUcuUrly if this was 
"slightly dcidutited* . consist ^of pure, gidpbate of quiniaa. 
Messrs. Pelletier and. Caventou, while.they approve of tm above 
process, consider the product as overrated, probably from M. 
Henry not haying suiHei^tly dried the sulphate obtained. The 
pure sulphate of cinchonina ought to be brilhant, crystallized* in 
.parallelipeds, very hard, and of a glassy white; the sulphate of 
quinina is on the contrary of a dull wUte, silky and flexible ; 
both should be soluble in alcohol and should burn without leav** 

any residuum'*^. 
in the Jouputl de*=Pkarmacie for last September, M. Baup, of 

Vevm, describes the crystallized, sulphate and supersulphate of 
quinina, as consisting, the first of— * 

Quinina . . 1 atom 45 
Sulphuric acid . .1 — 5 ' ’ 
Water . . .4—4.5 

54.5 
The supersulphatc consists of— 

Quinina . . 1 atom 45 
Acid . . . 2 *— 10 
Water . . 16—18 

73, 

The crystalline form of cinchonina is a rhoraboidal prism, of 
108® and 72°, terminated by a bevelment. 

M.M. Pinel, Thenard, and Hall6, in a re^rt recently made 
to the Academy of Sciences, on a Memoir oi M. Choulant, en¬ 
titled, ** Observations on the employment of the Sulphates of 
Quiniua and Cinchonia in Intermittent Fevers,'’ give the foU 
lowing conclusions: The number of cases reported by M. 
Choulant is 14; in 10 of them the cessation of the fever was 
due to the sulphate of quinina, which occurred immediately 
after either the first or the second dose; and, in the latter 
case, the paroxysm that followed the first was considerably 
milder; the efiectual doses varied from 6 to 12 grains. The 
reporters also state, that M. Double has administered the sul* 
phate of quinina in tertian quartan agues, with immediate 
and complete success, and almost always after the first doses. ^ 
The small bulk of the medicine renders its administration eai^ 
in many cases in which the bark in substance would be hiaa*. 
missible.. The red or yellow bark seems to yield the moat. 
febrifuge quinina. 

VI. Analysis and Appauatus.—In the last Number of 

« Jonm ie Pharm. July, 1821. p. 305. 
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ouf ]t69i iire'liaviW6$cnl>ed M. Berthiei^’a^ofe of 
aaaly2tnir miiierats which cc^io alkaline matter The follow- 
ing bl ibsulttf seema Ufiportant: ,•> ' %x * - • 

Silica . . 
AlOmina . . 
Potash . . . 
Lime ., . . 
Mag^nesia « . 
Oxide of iron • 
WatSr . . . 

adaltrla. 

0.6420 0.7580 0.7000 
0.1840 0.1500 0.1600 
0.1695 0.0340 0.0650 

trace 0.0120 0.0250 
... 0.0240 . . 
... ... 0.0050 
. . , 0.0150 0.0300 

0.9955 0.9870 k).9S50 

Doiuite. 

0.6550 
0.2000 
0.0910 
0.0220 

‘ Hf' 
• • • 

0.0300 
* • • 

0.6100, 
0.1920 
0.1150 

} 

# • V 

0.0160 
0.0420 
0.0200 

0.9980 0.9950 

0.6440 
0.156 4 
0.0540 
0.0120 
0.0120 
0.0430 
0 0710 

The domites from Puy de Dome, and the vitreous lava, have 
been called fekl-spar lavas 

1. Analysis of the crystallized Calamine of lambourgh (Elec¬ 
tric oxide of Zinc, Haiiy,) by Professor Berzelius. (From 
Schweigger’s Journal for last December.) * 

, Mr. Smithson first distinguished several varieties of cala* 
mine which have since formed a single species. That now^under 
consideration was by him found to consist of, silica, 25; o$ide 
of zinc, 68.3; and water, 4.2:=:97.5. 

The silica and oxide are in the equivalent proportions, but 
the water is in this respect anomalous. With a view of settling 
this point, M. Berzelius undertook a careful analysis of the 
nunerals. On redissolving in ammonia, the precipitate, by 
sttbcarbonate of soda, from the sulphuric acid solution, he se¬ 
parated completely the oxide of zinc from the lead, and found 
of the latter 0.003 parts. The following is his result: 

Silica . . . 24.9 
Oxide of zme . . 66.84 
Water . . . 7.46 
Carbonic-acid . . 0.45 
Oxide of lead . . 0.28 

99.93 

y ( 26.23 
\ot\ 66.^7 
J I 7.40 

100.00 

Repfbs^hting this compound by the formula 2 zu.^+ftq., and 
stfotri^rng the carbonate of zinc. • ', ‘ 

' ^ *X ‘I ’ * ** 

. 2. Analn>>^ of an arsenical pyrites, from Zinnwald, by Dr. du 
Mj^Qil; specific gravity, 6.064; constituents, iron 42.44, arse¬ 
nic 52,12, sulphur 2.4. 
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3. * v^iety q{ mcUacfiliie^iTiim Norway fip- gr. 
3,1, aifalyzed by Count Tcolle, gave tUica. 57.4,,lime,23.1? 
magnesia 16.74, toss 2.76, in ,100 parts. He considers it as 
r^resented by the formula C S*4- MS*; that is, a bi-silicate 
onime afsoQiated with a bi-silicate of magnesia. 

4. Ar^ysiss of, ^me northern minerals, by C. 4*Oh880n, 
Swedish ambassador at the Hague. They were undertaken at 
the invitation of Berzelius, and verified .by him. 
y Qarnct of Broddbo, sp. gr. 4.25. It fuses into a black glo- 

bulc before the blow-pipe. It consists of silica 39, alumipa 
14.3, protoxide of iron 15.44, protoxide of manganese 27.9; 
tungstate of zidc 0*6, silicate of zinc 0.5, loss 2.36 in 100. He 
represents its atomic constitution, on Berzelius's plan, by 
F S ” -1-2 Mg S -f 2 A S.; that is, 1 atom of bi-silicate of iron, 
+ 2 atoms silicate of manganese, +2 atoms silicate of alu¬ 
mina. 

MalacoUtc of Bjornmyresveden, sp. gr. 3.331. It consists of 
silica 57,28, lime 24.88, magnesia 9.12, protoxide of iron 6.04, 
protoxide of manganese 0.72, loss 1,96; or, M S’-f2 C S*, 
viewing the iron and manganese as accidental associates* 

A new mineral from Pargas, called Chondrodite (granular,) 
colour wine-yellow, occurs ingrains about the size of a pin¬ 
head, fracture small conchoidal, lustre between waxy and vitre¬ 
ous, scratches glass, sp. gr. 3.18. Dissolves in neither nitric 
nor muriatic acid; infusible before the blow-pipe, but becomes 
darker coloured; with soda it fuses into a 'bright green slag. 
With borax it readily melts, with iiitumescence, into a. bright 
greenish-yellow glass. Its constituents are, silica 38.0, mag¬ 
nesia 54, oxide of iron 5.1, alumina 1.5, potash 0.86, manga¬ 
nese a trace, loss 0.54. .Viewing the iron and the latter ar¬ 
ticles as unessential, M. d’Ohsson thinks its constitution may 
be represented by the simple foimula M S, a silicate of magne¬ 
sia. It occurs near Pargas, in Finland, inter.spersed in gra¬ 
nular limestone.—^Schweigger’s Journal Dec. 1820. 

Examination of a meteoric stone which fell in Courland, in 
the circle of Diinaberg, on the 12th July, 1820, by Theodore 
Von GrotthuS4».Between five and six o’clock in the evening, a fire¬ 
ball apparently as large as the full moon, was seen moving slowly 
from south to north. It seemed to burn with a reddish flame, 
which also followed it, like the train of aPomet, leaving in the 
distance spiral clouds, which moved very slowly, and then melted 
in air. After this meteor had described in the heavens an ^ arcl^ 
of neutly 100^, it became extipguished. In less than a minute 
afterwards there resounded from the region where the 
had vanished, a noise resembling, first, three rapid discharges 
of great guns; then a fire of musketry; and liually, a cou- 
tinuou^/rouing like thunder peals. At the same time, a stone 
fell from the'^ir, 3i German miles from the countr> palace of 

VoL. Xll. Z 
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paces from.^o husbaitdiueD) wha.vere 
inlg in tl^'who .were greatly astonished. Abont four 
werflite .mutant; in me presence of six labourers who werfv^owing 
hay the banks of tne Kolupschen lake, there fell at the sama 
timer wi^ a frightful hissing sound, a large l»dy intp^the watei^ 
dishing jiU.spr^y several fathoms intp theair>;^. Also at a third 
^^e, three wersts in the opposite direction, there ¥;as oh^ry^ 
tp faU from the air into the river l>ubna, something which.reti- 
dered its waters muddy for nearly an hour. The stone whicV 
fell in presence of the two husbandmen, penetrated a foot and a 
half into a dense, dry, clayey loam. It was so hot that the men 
when they tried to touch it, after recovering from their surprise, 
burned their hands. There was also a smell of gunpowder dif¬ 
fused round it. Its shape, when entire, resembled a rounded 
anvil, of which the narrow end was undermost. It weighed 
altogether about forty pounds. Its external characters are de¬ 
scribed by M. Grotthus, and resemble those of other meteoric 
stones. Its composition, according to bis elaborate analysis, is 
as follows : Iron 26, nickel 2, sulphur 3.5, (which bodies he re¬ 
gards as forming 31.5 of a sulphuret of iron and nickel), silica 
33.2, protoxide of iron 22, magnesia 10.8, alumina 1.3, me^ 
tallic emomium 6.7, lime 0.5, manganese a trace. His mode of 
analysis is. somewhat peculiar, and we shall perhaps advert to 
it in our next Number. He thinks the proportions of chromium 
and manganese are very difficult to determine, when pre¬ 
sent in small quantity, unless we remove the greater part of the 
iron by muriatic acid, before fusing the powder with caustic 
potash. In this way also the mass yields more readily to the 
alcali. He believes the chromium to have existed in this me- 
teoiolite in the metallic state, because had it been oxidized, it 
would have dissolved in the muriatic acid. 

The following mode of analyzing copper pyrites by Professor 
Dobereiner seems ingenious. He transmits over it a stream of 
chlorine, dried by passing previously over muriate of lime. The 
pyrites is entirely decomposed, and chlorides of sulphur, iron, 
and copper result. Op heating this mixture with a spirit lamp, 
the 6rst chloride distils over into a separate vessel, the second 
sublimes in brilliant flakes into the upper part of the retort, or 
matrass, and the cupreous proto>chloride remains at the bottom 
in the form of a cinnamon-brown semi-fused mass*. There is 
mpeh resemblance between this method and Berzelius's for ana¬ 
lyzing the ores of nickel, of which an accoqnt will be given in 
our Nnmber. We were surprised however to; perceive M.i 
Dotie^iiijer describing, as a new contrivance of htsi own,. the 
pneumato-meremrial iq)paratu8, so long ago invented by Jdr. 
I^epys; wUh which he and |dr. Allen performed their celebrated 
experiments on carbonic acid and respiration. 

Meteorolite in France.^—Ou the 15th of June last, about three 

• Gilbert's Annalen for 1821, Part 4. 
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o’clock P,M,; 'whifei ttie 'sk^ walii serene, * It yety cbn^^ideVaM 
g^lobe of fire 'seen in the air, whibh seemed to descend 
ra^dly in u’ straight line. Immediately thereafter a loud rattling 
noise and a detonation were heard, and a stone weighing 92 
kilogiraiiitnes (203 libs, avoi'rd.) fell in the Commune of Juvenas, 
department of Ard^che; According to the report of a villager 
its appearence was announced by two strong explosions, hke 
discharges of a cannon, and followed by a rumbli^ noise, which 
aftread consternation among the inhabitants. Tne stone ha4 
sunk 18 decimetres into the ground, that is, nearly 6 ieet^ It 
is also said, that some smaller stones fell on the occasion, the' 
fragment of the. great one, which was sent to the Academy of 
Sciences, has the usual external characters of meteorolites. 

II. Applications of Chemistry.—Under quinina we have 
already pointed out the medical applications of this substance. 
M. Sexullas in a memoir, of which there is a copious abstract in 
the Journal de Pharmacie for September, shews, that all the 
antimonial preparations used in medicine, except carefully crys¬ 
tallized tartar emetic, contain more or less arsenic, which origi-^ 
nally combined with the antimony in the ore, continues perti¬ 
naciously associated with it through all its modifications. He 
also proves in the same paper, tliat a very powerful pyrophorns 
is obtained,’by treating tartar emetic in the same way as the 
mixture of alum and fioiir is treated for making the pyrophorus 
of Homberg. The curious details on this subject are reserved 
for our next Journal. 

Of the severity of the French ’police Pharmaco-legale, we 
may judge, when M. L—, a respectable apothecary of Verdun 
has been recently fined 3,000 francs, for selling sulphuric acid 
to a woman, who poisoned herself with it. 

The experiments of M. Magendie having shewn that the salt, 
extracted long ago from opium by Derosnes, and which is im¬ 
properly called narcotine, produces a stupor diiTering from real 
sleep, and acts on dogs as a poison in small doses, M. Robi- 
quet conceived that he might render opium a more soothing 
medicine by depriving it of this irritating and pernicious prin¬ 
ciple. Accordingly M. Robiquet has prepared an extract of 
opium on good chemical principles, which has produced happ^ 
ejects. He macerates the opium, cut into small pieces, in water,' 
as if to obtain the alqueous extract; he filters and evaporates to' 
the consistence of a thick syrup, and treats this extract withether^ 
agitating vety frequently in a convenient vessel. He decants' 
the ethereous tinctured q%is» wh^ <mce separated, is submitted' 
to distillatioii to recover the ether. He repeats the operatrori' is-' 
loug as’he obtains crystals of ntxtcoiim-. When the emer has no 
longer any action on' the extract, he evaporates the solution, and 
the opiumts prepared. ^ As the same ether may be employed to 
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prepare ^ “new orttact of <^ufii» tWopcrationis 'ad ibefins ao 
costly as ^vMld titiiTSt si^t appear. ■ • “ ■? ^ ’ • 

** Sittiple and easy method of clearing from their 
taw^y pigment, dyeing infusions made indi Brasil woods of in^ 
feticir quality, and Of substituting them with sucd^*, foT 
true l^ernambuco, by Dr. Dingier, inanufactnring-chemist at 
Augsbourg.’" I'he watery infusions of these poqrerdye woods 
are ' to be evaporated, till from 4 kilogrammes of wood there 
remain only 12. or 15 of liquid. When this liquid is cooled, we 
must pour into it, after 12 or 18 hours, 2 kilogrammes of 
skimmed milk. After stirring this mixture well, we boil it for 
a few minutes, then pass it through a piece of thick flannel. 
The tawny colour will be tlien seen to attach itself to thecascou^ 
part of the milk, which spontaneously precipitates from this 
decoction,^ without occasioning the least loss in the quantity of 
red colour. The remaining red is of a pure tint. Perhaps this 
process might be useful with, madders, which consist of the 
same two colours. Two kilogrammes of milk are sufficient for 
6 or 8 kilogrammes of young vroods *. 

Paste for dressing Webs.—It is well known that weavers are 
obliged to work in damp shops, to prevent tlie dressing of the 
web from drying and hardening. M. Dubue has read lately a 
Memoir before the Academy of Sciences of Rouen, on the sub¬ 
ject of pastes, &c., in which ho shews that a very minute ad¬ 
dition of muriate of lime to them, renders them so retentive or 
absorbent of moisture, that webs dressed with pastes, 
may be wove in the upper aUd drier chambers of a house, as 
well as in the lower and ill-aired with the usual dressing. The 
plan is undoubtedly judicious. Muriate of lime may be had at 
a very trifling expense from those apothecaries who prepare 
water of ammonia. The waste whitening steep of the bleacher 
is merely a solution of muriate of lime. 

Agriculture,—Professor Gazzeri, of Florence, has lately pub^* 
lished an Essay on Manures, and their most useful mode of 
employment in Agriculture. To the English farmer, acquainted ^ 
with the agricultural practice of Mr. Coke, and the Treatise of 
Sir H. Davy, the above work offers little novelty; but its pre¬ 
cepts must be very useful in Italy; and, inde^, his experi¬ 
ments seem so judicious, as to deserve a brief notice in this^ 
place. ** I shall demonstrate,’* says he, ** both by reasoning 
and facts, that the previous fermentation of manures is not well 
fitted to make their substances enter into {dants during vege¬ 
tation, if that fermentation takes place at a distence from the 
soil which the manures are meant to fertilise; bat that, on < the 
contrary, the application of manures in their entire chemical 
'State is advantageous, especially if they have been subjected 

■ ' I 

* Journal Polytochnique d^Au^shourg, 
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meebkuoaH ^iritsloo, («ttch as c^ppi^g of the^suaw,, &c.) 
To ray great sittprise^ experimcats bave convinced me of two 
things; firsts Uiat the loss of useful matjter suffered during fer¬ 
mentation is much grater than 1 could have conceived; and, 
secondly, - that if the solubility of the residuum be ever so little 
increaswf. the quality ,of tliat residuum is still more deterio- 
rat^/' He placed in a copper pot a mass of horse-duug, 
weighing 40|^ libs, (of 12 ounces each}, which he surrounded 
•with.ci^se cloth, and a large body of straw, to screen it from 
the action of air and light; and it was placed in a close and co¬ 
vered situation, circumstances all unfavourable *- to fermen¬ 
tation. It consisted then of 

Water.70.37 
Fibrous matter.15.17 
Attenuated stcrcoraceous matter . 11.12 
Soluble parts.2.34 

100.00 
i 

At the end of two months it had lost 9^ pounds of its 
weight. Its proportional composition was now, water 68, 
fibres 16, attenuated organic matter 11, soluble matter 4. At 
the end of another month it had lost 3 pounds more. Some 
time afrer this, at the beginning of J uly, he opened the pot, to 
^ve the manure free access to the air, and on the 18th of that 
in6nth, being 4 from the commencement, its weight had di¬ 
minished to 22 libs. 3 ounces. The proportion of its consti¬ 
tuents, was, however, much the same. Thus, though placed in 
circumstances the most favourable to its preservation, it had 
lost in four months more than one half of its substance. 
He found that the richer animalized matter was that soonest 
dissipated. Thus the manures lose their azote, an element es¬ 
sential to the growth of wheat, as it forms a constituent of its 
gluten, without which panary fermentation does not take place. 
M. de Saussure’s experiments prove that tliesc grains do not 
derive their azote from the atmosphere. His experiments on 
the dung of fowls, cows, offer similar results. The de¬ 
composition of cow dung was found to be much slower than 
that of horses. He was surprised to find its decomposition 
accelerated by being mixed with straw. But the freer access of 
air in this case will account for the difference. In great dung ^ 
hills, the author says, that decomposition goes on more rapidly,* 
and'is more wasteful. The attenuation of the fibrous portimt- is 
thus very dearly bought. • 
‘ ' Another^ result of the author’s experiments which we dunk 
interesting that , fresh vegetable matter, such as' chopped 
straw, decomposes more rapidly into soluble manure, when 
mixed with soil in- which plants are growing, than when left in 
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. s6fcl in , no i^eg^tkm 4* .going on. Il^joyyscicdAfiippenrB 
sQonot, being jdUssolv^'by the Imng powers ofilhe vsgei^lei, 
and nvHed into their circu^tien. 
<' .We were not a little amused with the contrast in sense and 
^4(Oience, l^tween the work of the Italic Professor, andren Ofr 
,ftcial Iteport, signed by Count Dubois, Y^art, and Hericai^ 
!!de Thory, Members of the Commission of Manures of Ptnie* 
^ade to the Royal and Central Society of Agriculture, on a 
ne^ Manure proposed under the name of the Alkajuio-Vege^ 
table Poudrettes. These gallant gentlemen extol one of their 
countrywomen, Madame Vibert Dubout, patentee of the Pou- 
drettes, for her discovery and indefatigable practice of the fol¬ 
lowing operations “ After allowing the consistent ordure to 
subside, she draws off the urinous liquid into a basin, and 
leaves it in repose for fifteen or twenty days, to allow time for 
the alkaline and saline elaborations to be naturally formed. 
She then slakes or diffuses quicklime in the urines, in the pro¬ 
portion of a fifth part of the whole. At this moment the lady 
feels herself exposed to an infectious and insupportable odour, 
from the escape of various gases. At the end of eight days 
the slaked lime forms a fair or yellowish paste, soft and soapy 
to the touch, which diffuses the odour of violets. This paste 
is removed, spread on a spacious and well-eured area, covered 
•with a layer thrice its thickness of the consistent ordure, which 
had been meanwhile dried and •drained in the upper basins. 
<Qn these two primary beds others are formed .in alternate suc¬ 
cession, taking care to leave from space to space layers of 'the. 
thick matter in mutual contact, in order to facilitate their fer¬ 
mentation. In a shorter or longer time, according to the state 
of the weather, there arises in the mass a fermentation, more 
Of less active, which rises, becomes puffy, and speedily con¬ 
founds the different strata of the alternate matters. When the 
fermentation has ceased the great masses must be out down, 
intimately mixed together, piled up anew, and left to become 
Shocoughly dry. ^Finally, at the end of a certain time, a mix*?' 
ture absolutely inodorous is obtained, which is to be reduced 
into powder, by the ordinary processes, and which forms the 
new patent Poudrette of Ma^me Vibert DvbouU*^ We shall 
not stop to enumerate the marvellous virtues ascribed to. this 
spoiled manure, by the learned commissioners. That,a lady 

^should contrive, execute, and describe so abominable a process, 
^is to us id llngland not a little surprising; but that au opera¬ 
tion so uaicientific, destructive, and absurd^ should he< re¬ 
cently held forth to admiration, in the Annaks^ de tAgrumUufe 
Franfoise, is curious in the extreme, and must ^ve the World an 
odd opinion of French husbandry. 

Ill. Physics. In our next Number wc shall endeavour to 
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of the. discussions on Lights 
vbiOh* no^'-oOotipy so h^iily thd otUfntion of some leamng 
members of the Academy of Sciences.' ’ , ' 
' ' Magmiism. Coulomb determined the law of magnetic at- 
tvaclious to be inversely as *the square of die distance^ by 
making a magnetic needle vibrate, at different distances ffom 
^e magnetic pole of a bar, and counting at each station', 
the number of vibrations.' Professor HanstOen' of Christlaiia* 
has lately applied the same method, to discover if the^ absolute 
magnetic force of the earth be an uniform or variable quantity, 
fo.* any particular place on its surface. He suspends a ntag-* 
netized cylindric rod, 2 inches and long, and ■id of an 
inch diameter, by a single thread of a silk cocoon, de¬ 
pending from the top of a brass tube, fixed in the centre 
of the lid of a brass box. On either side of this vertical 
tube, the lid of -the box is formed of glass, to permit the gra¬ 
duated arcs at the bottom to be seen. I'his mode of suspension 
has also, we observe, been adopted by M. Arago, for his very 
delicate needle mounted on the Royal Observatory of Paris; 
and, it is considered by him as infinitely superior to the 
suspension on a point, whose form is liable continually to 
change by the effect of friction. Professor Hansteen sets hiS 
needle in movement by presenting to one of its poles a piece of 
iron, which is immediately withdrawn. He then counts, by a 
chronometer, the period of every ten vibrations up to 360; and he 
compares each equal portion of the whole to find the mean 

< period. Thus betakes the difference between the end of the 
first, and the end of the 300th; the end of the second^ and 
that of the 310th; and so on, till that of the 60th and the 
360th. Did not the resistance of the air gradually diminish 
the arc of the vibrations (till towards the close, it becomes only 
two degrees), the qbove measures would be equal; but in 
consequence of this resistance, the last measure of the time if 

^ found to he about of a second less than the grst. The 
^ longest period of 300 oscillations observed by M. Hansteen 

was 813.6"; this time he considers as corresponding to his 
minimum or zero of magnetic force. In fact, this observation 
was made during an aurora borealis. But the force of the 
magnetic power is inversely proportional to the squares of the 
rimes of similar vibrations of the same magnetic needle; and, if 
* T T be in two experiments, the observed times of equal vibra¬ 
tions of the same needle; and if I F denote the corresponding 
foiines of the magnetic power; then 1 : F :: T*: T*; andthui 

'* ■- . 1:1:: 813.6"; T*,hen0e 
intfai»-caB6> I s= ^813.6y 

From numerous observations of the above kind, which the 
■ ■ r 

^ In a lettoff' to Mr. Hiimker lately of Hamburg, of which an abstract 
ik given by professor GUbert, in his Annals for last July. 
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prbfessor made during the cotiTBe' of tKfe year, 4i^"dilk5wfefed 
the meap monthly* intensity of the magnetic forced The^U 
iQwing'is a table 6f the results' • .r 

" of 

8 M. 
W 

■i) 
4 

1} 
10 

. Mean 

Dcre^ber 

1.01931 
*01902 

.01915 

0.01916 

0.01929 

0.01732 
0.01912 

March i9BGt 

1.01095 
, .01010 
r.01023 
t.01136 

.01147 
r.01163 
(.01142 
.01063 

1.01081 

* H^r of 
ObMcvfttion. 

8M. 
. m 

4 A. 
7 

lOi 
Mean 

4 

April 1800. 

1;60717 
.0062^5^ 
.00879 
.00966 

1.00903 
1.00818 

'Mftjf t8«r.' 

1.0058^ 
.0054B 
.6'0i49 
.00844 

1.00740 
1.00713 

Hour of 
Obtflrralioii. 

8 M. 
m 
4A- 
7 

10^ 
Mean 

June IbSO* 

1.00407 
397 
647 
700 

1.00665 
1.00563 

Augun iBSo. 

. 1.03309 
335 
543 
510 

1.00555 
1.00468 

Septs l820. 

1.00560 
508 
708 
711 

1.00715 
1.00640 

October i820. 

1.00886 
800 
909 
953 

1.00953 
1.00900 

From these observations it follows; first, that these is a daily 
variation in the strength of the magnetic power; the minimum 
occurring between 10 to 11 A.M, the maximum between 4 and 
5 P.M. Second, that the magnetic power is subject also to a 
yearly variation in its magnitude, as appears from the mean of 
each month ; its amount is manifestly greater in winter, while 
the sun is in perigee, than in the opposite season ; in December 
and June the greatest monthly variations also take place; 
and the minimum variations occur in the two months of spring 
and autumn, when the sun is at his mean distance from the 
earth. The greatest daily variation of the magnetic power is in 
summer; the least in winter. The maximum difierence of the 
annual variation is 0.0359. 

If we denote by F the total magnetic power, by H that 
portion of this power which acts on a horizontal needle, and by 
n the magnetic inclination, then H as= F+* cos. n. Hence H 
may be variable, when the whole magnetic force F is constant, 
provided the magnetic inclination be variable. But M. HanSteen 
imagines, from researches which he made in 1820, with a dip¬ 
ping ne^le by Dollond, that he fojind the incluuition to be in 
summer about 15^ greater than in winter; and from 4' to 5' greater 
in the forenoon man in the afternoon; which would accord 
with the foregoing observations 

% 

^ On this subject Nf. Arago judiciously observes, that f^m Mr. GiTpin^s 
observations, whose accuracy is acknowledged by philosophers, there 
appears to be no appreciable diurnal variation in tlie wp, and its monthly 
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V IHiiiiig lux ftUYom, borealiil, he made a series of observa^ei^.. 
from noon to.soon without intermission, which evidently shewed 
that this meteor displays an enfeebling operation on the magiset; 
proving in this respect, the connexion between electricity and 
magnetism *7' From analogous researches he has bi^eh.led to 
infer, that the magnetic, intensity is always impaired when; the, 
moon {passes through the equator. 
: During a residence of a few days last year in Copenhagen, ^ 
M. Hansteen lodged in the round tower, which serves as an 
observatory. As he was repeating here the above-described 
observations on the vibrations of his horizontal needle, he found, 
to his great astonishment, that for 300 vibrations not less than. 
836.57'" were required: and in a garden contiguous to the 
tower, only 779" for the same number of oscillations. Thia 
tower is 126 feet high, with very thick walls, and has, builtm its 
centre or axis, a hollow cylinder, roqnd which the stair winds? 
in 7 convolutions. After he had made several observations 
below, which shewed that the mean period of 360 vibrations 
was 787", he returned to the tower, and found the following 
duration of 300 oscillations; first, aloft on the tower; then' at 
regular stages of descent to the bottom : 

Top. 1st platform 3. 4-^. 6^. bottom • 
842.37 836.57 837.3 834.43 804.07 813.0 ^ 

Not a little astonished at these results, he continued his ob¬ 
servations, and deduced at last the general result, that at the 
under end of every perpendicular body the magnetic needle 
oscillates quicker when it is placed northward of the body, or 
when it presents its south pole to it; but that it oscillates more 
slowly when placed southward of the body, so as to present its 
north pole to it. And inversely, it was found, that, at the upper 
extremity of the vertical body, the needle vibrated always slower 
on the north side, and quicker on the south side. He 
thence concludes, that every perpendicular object, of whatsoever 
matter composed, possesses at its upper end a magnetic south 
pole, and at its under end a magnetic north pole. This result 
is of such importance, that we hope some of our philosophers 
and astronomical observers, accustomed to minute precision of 
research, will verify these experiments of the learned Dane. 

From a comparison of Col. Beaufoy’s observations on the mag¬ 
netic deelmation needle, M. Arago has shewn, that, since the month 
of April, 1819, the. direction of the movements of the needle 
' j % / « 

t 

variations ate unfavourable to such an annual chauge as the Norwegian 
Profleftsor indicates. 

* Baron. Humbpldt made a similar remark some years ago at Berlin; 
but uulisas the observatious of the korlzoiital needle l>e combined with 
simultanevus observations of the dippiug-ueedlc, the variation of intensity 
cannot be held to be demonstrated. 
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hfit biecQQ^ x^ogi^de; tfei nudan anawd-tt^ount cf ini^is 
d ~ 1- 51% The total retroceasioa hotweem’I&IS aiid^i820,>^ 
a^ cpsopafispn of the moroiogidbseryiitioiiA^ ie 3'‘22" /• • 

Vtf- : *' ' BOOH watfaee*** % 4'22" 
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Ihe Board ofLos^tude of Pans iias <e9tablifibed lately^ at 
the> Obsenratory, a toagnetic needle,, exclusiydy ^consecrated 
to indicate the diun)al''«variatioos of declinattoas» Seine de^ 
rangement, from an unknown cause, having happened to^it in 
1819, it was re-mounted last February, since which tune its 
march has been regular. The observations made with it indicate 
already a retrograde movement of the needle towards the east. 
The declination of the month of February, 1821, is smaller 
by 2'Td" than that of month of February, 1820.--ilnn. de 
^him. et de Phys, xvi. p. 54. 
. We reserve several electro-magnetic notices for next quarter. 
-^We intended to have given M. Moll’s account of Colonel 
Oderhaus’s apparatus, published in the Journal de Physique for 
April last, in the form of a letter to the editor; but, as we find 
that the same letter is re-printed, with the date of June 22d, 
in the Pdin» Phil. Journal of October last, we are saved the 
trouble of transcription. 

IV. Under the science of Mechakics, the most prominent 
paper is that of M. P. S. Girard, on the uniform discharge of 
atmospherical air and carburetted hydrogen gas, through 
conducting pipes. We have no room for an analysis of it*at 
present. 

V. Natuhal History.—Baron Humboldt, in a meinoir read 
to the Institute 19th February last, 1821, entitled, “New Ob¬ 
servations on the Laws which we observe in the Distribution of 
Vegetable Forms,*' states, that we already know nearly 56,000 
species of cryptogamous and phanerogamous plants, 44,000 
insects, 2,500 fishes, 700 reptiles, 4,000 birds, and 500 species 
of mammiferee. In Europe alone, according to the researches 
of M. Humboldt and M. Valenciennes, there exist nearly 80 
mammiferse, 400 birds, and 30 reptiles. There are, of conse¬ 
quence, under this temperate boreal zone, 5 times as many 
species of birds as of mammiferm; as, in lil^ manner, there are 
in Europe 5 times as many compositse as amentaceous and co¬ 
niferous jdants; 5 times as many leguminous as thete ate of 
orc]t^4^9fM^ euphorbiaceous. The fine collections recently 
brcm^t^hbme from the Cape of Good Hope hw M. Delalande 
prove, (if we compare them with the works of M. M. Temmink 
and Levaillant,) toat in that part of the temperate austral zone, 
the mammiferse are also to the birds in the proportion of I 
to 4.3. Such an accordance between two opposite zones is 
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^ and.espedoUy tke iseptUes, hicime 
•tQUiili ihisre towa^ tha equatorial edtib tltaa the roammiferee. 
Accordiuj^ to tho disoorenee of. Cuvier oU fossil bonest 'we 
might believe,.that Uioeefiroportions have not been the same at 
all times; and that theca have disappeared, in the ancient ca¬ 
tastrophes of our planet, •many more mammlferea^than birds. 

>.We can cmnoeivaliow, ^on a given spaea of territory, the indivi¬ 
duals balonging to’diderent tribes of plants and animals may be 
nutnericttU^ limited; how, after an obsdnate struggle and long 
oscillations, a state of equilibrium comes to foe es^lished, r(t- 
Sulting from the necessities of nourishment and the habits 'of 
life: but the causes which have limited the fonm are hid under 
an impenetrable veil, which withdraws from our view whatever 
relates to the origin of things, or to the first developement of 
organic life. 

On the preponderance of certain families of plants depends 
the character of the landscape; the aspect of a smiling or ma¬ 
jestic nature. The abundance of gramineaa which f^m vast 
savannahs, that of palms and coniferse, have had a powerful 
infiuence on the social conditon of nations, on their manners, 
and the more or less rapid developement of the useful arts. 
Sometimes a single species of plants, especially among those 
styled, by M. Humboldt, socialj covers a vast extent of country. 
Such are, in the north, the heaths, and forests of pines; in 
equinoctial America, the union of cactus, croton, bambusa, and 
bratbys of the same species.—The sequel cf this wiU he given ih, 
OUT next Number, 

♦ 

Geology.—>Mr. Fox having communicated to the editors of 
the Annales de Chimie et de Physique^ in a manuscript letter, 
new determinations on^the temperature of the earth at various 
depths, these gentlemen Have published them, along with an 
extract made by M. Fourier, from his profound geometrical re¬ 
searches on heat. 

The observations were made in ten different mines; vijr.,— 
Dolcoath, United Mines, T^reskerby, Whealsquire, Ting-Tang, 
Wheal-Gprland, and Vi^eal-Uamsel fcopper-mines); CWe- 
Water (mine of tin and copper); Whesu-Unity (in the tin part 
of the mine), and Wheal-Vor (tin-mine). The following is a 
list of the temperatures observed. The numbers inscribed on 
the table are the means of particular results obtained, for each 
depth in the ten mines above-named. 

At the depth of 10 fathoms.. Temp. 50.18° F.—10.1 C. ‘ 
5i0to30 . 60.98 164 
30 to 40.   59.54 15.3 
50 to 60.62.06 16.7 
60 to 70. 63.86 17,7 

. .70 to 80... 65.84 18.8 
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90 to lOO. • 4 « ik » k 69i80 
lOO.to 110> _i._ _ 68.54 20.3 
110 to m 
120 to 130 69m . 20.9 
l^^tQ.UO 7.2.14 
150 to 160 75.02* ' V <i'23.9 

< 190 to 209 75.92 24.4 
at 230 78,44 ,26.8 
at 240 82.04 27.8 

i ^ 

. Ilk a great uumber of caBeB» the thermometer was sunk in the 
rock to the depth of 6 or 8 inches; sometimes the temperature 
of the ur or water was merely taken; generally both methods 
afforded results slightly differing from each other. The ther« 
mometer, plunged in the metallic veins, usually indicated a 
temperature of 1° to 2.8® centigrades (1.8® to 5° F.) higher tlian 
that obtained when the thermometer was plunged into the hole 
of a rock, and particularly in granite. The veins of tin are com¬ 
monly a little colder than the veins of copper. In the bottom of 
the mine of Dolcoath, at 240 fathoms of depth, there issues 
from the vein a very abundant jet of water, whose constant tem¬ 
perature is 27.8® C. (82.04® F.) What more evident proof can 
be given, says Mr. Fox, of the great heat of the intenor strata 
of me globe ? The draining-pumps of the United Mines were 
not long ago totally deranged by an accident; two galleries, 
one at 200, and the other at 190 fathoms in depth, were found 
eventually tilled with water. This state of things lasted two 
entire days. As soon as the water was 'pumped out, and be¬ 
fore the workmen descended to resume their labours, Mr. Fox 
ascertained the temperature of the two galleries; that of the 
first was 31.1® C. (87.98® F.) The thermometer in the second, 
at a depth of 190 fathoms, continued stationary at 30J8® C. 
(87.44° F.) It ought to be remarked that, in order to avoid all 
error in the observation of these temperatures, the thermometer 
had. its bulb plunged several inches under the floor of the gal¬ 
leries. Mr. Fox analyzed the waters of Dolcoath, and those 
of the United Mines^ whose temperatures are so high, and he 
found in the first only a small quantity ot muriate of lime, and 
in the others a proportion equally small of the sulphates of iron 
and of lime. Mr. Fox adds, that new experiments made^ iu 
coal-mines confirm perfectly the results obtained in the galle¬ 
ries of the mines of copper and tin. Thus in a colliery, 

At Ip fathoms depth, the temperature was 50® F. 10® C. 
‘36 . . . , 57.92 — 14.4.- 

. 90 . . 62.06— 16.7 
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sp^eaWionB'Oii tha curi<Hi« facMV 
shall gii^^someUdeonDtin the next Nvittkbef. 

The Hdllowing'Extract frum a letter Count Mercate, de¬ 
scribing the earth^oftke in Ute Isle of Zante, 29 Dec. 1820, may 
perhaps be found interesting among geological phencimena: 
“ Towards midnight/’says he> I heard a hollow and inter¬ 
rupted noise, whi^ appeared to issue from the bosom of the 
earth.' This noise resembled the sound of a drum, beat from 
time to time in a subterraneous vault. ^It was heard by the 
greater number of persons who were awake at the time. We 
passed the night in a state of horror, and at ten minutes before 
fbur o’clock in the morning a sudden blast of wind, of an extra¬ 
ordinary violence, made us imagine the end of the world ha'd 
arrived. This wind instantly subsided into a dead calm. Pre¬ 
saging the impending misfortune, I experienced an inward 
indescribable horror. In this melancholy mood I had thrown 
myself ihto bed, when 1 felt struck all at once by a horrible 
subterranean bellowing, announcing the commotion of the earth, 
which immediately ensued. I instantly rose up, but the vio¬ 
lence of the shocks made me fall back on the bed. These 
concussions were threefold; the first, of great violence, was 
vertical; the second produced an iindulatory movement; and 
the third, which was the most powerful, gave a rotatory motion. 
The most solidly-built houses could not resist the violence df 
these earthquakes. Eighty were entirely overturned, nearly 
eight hundred were horribly shattered, and the others so da¬ 
maged as to be uninhabitable without being repaired. A con¬ 
fused and sudden noise of shouts and crying announced the 
universal alarm of the population, who thought their last hour 
was come. But in the midst of so many disasters, it is re¬ 
markable that only four persons were killed, and a few others 
wounded by the ruins.” He speaks in very warm terms of the 
liberal charity of Lord Strangford, ambassador to the Porte, 
who was then in the harbour, as well as of'the Lord High Com¬ 
missioner, Sir P. Ross. 

Three or four minutes before the first shock there was seen, 
at the distance of two leagues from the promontory of Geraca, 
to the south-east of the island, a fiery meteor/ almost swim¬ 
ming oh the sea, which remained lighted for five or six mi¬ 
nutes. The following day there wa^ a meteor, which blazed 
’forth at'four o’clock in the evening, and describing in the air a 
vast parabola from east to west, fell into the sea. 

Meteorology. See Meteorolites^ under Analysis.—M. 
Vogel of Munich, while spending some days on the banks of 
the Baltic, was told that different invalids, labouring under 
wsthmas, &c., found themselves much better on sea than bn 
shore. "He then examined the air in different situations, and 
found that the sea air a league from shore, when admitted into 
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atir «YliaYt8l«!(| globe conta^g baryte* wiiKr, di^ ne^ irc^lSe 
whereaii^^ &, admit^V Mibtlar we''8li<^i 
produced immediate turbidity. Nitrate of silver in solution, 
exposed lo see air» had some chloride formed in it. Hence be 

that the atii^sphere of the Baltic, taken at. a-leagpiO frOm 
t^‘ shore, containa less carbonic acid diOn the brdinhfy atmo¬ 
sphere, and that it is probable the quantity of oarbOnier^acid di> 
Bounishes as we recede from the land. 2d, That the atm*oaphere 
of the Baltic containsnmriates in greater or less quantity *. : 

• 4 
>1 i ^ ^ 

V{, ^oKOMiC8.-r"In pulling down lately the vestry wall of 
a chttpel, pear the Lago Olaggiore, which had been built more 
than 3QO years ago, as appears by good documents, there was 
discovered, imbedded in the mortar of the wall, three eggs, 
which were found to be fresh. M. Cadet, oqe of the editors of 
the Journal de Pharmacict after relating this fact, states that 
naturalists bring from America and India birds^-eggs,' covered 
with a film of wax, which, after removing the wax with alcohol, 
may be hatched. He then talks of a man who sold eggs at the 
public market in Paris, which had been preserved upwards of a ?fear in a peculiar composition. A slight layer of carbonate of 
ime observed on these eggs induced M. Caciet to suspect that 

lime-water was the preservative composition. He afterwards 
made experiments on this point, under direction of the Council 
of Salubrity of Paris, and succeeded in keeping eggs perfectly 
sound during nine months and ten days, the period «f the ex¬ 
periments. We believe this means of preserving eggs has been 
long known to housekeepers in this country, but it is less 
practised than it deserves to be. If every fanner would cause 
the eggs of bis poultry to be put into a cask of lime-water, the 
mqpmnt they were laid, the inhabitants of London might ei^oy 
better breakfasts than they do at present. 

Umuflammable Clothes.—M. Gay-Lussac announced in the 
sitting of the Academy of Sciences, 6th Nov. 18^0, that linen 
dipped in a solution of phosphate of ammonia became incom¬ 
bustible. MM. Merat-Guillot, father and son, apothecaries at 
Anxerres, have since shewn that the acidulous phosphate of 
lime possesses the same property. In fact, linen, musUn, 
wood, P^iP^i*, straw, impregnated with a solution of salt at 
3Q? pr 35® of concentrati(m (1.26 to 1.30), and dried,, became 
absolutely uninfia9unable, and consequently unfit to communir 
cate fire. They carbonize, or char, when they are exposed to 
a very intense flame, but the carbonization does not extend be¬ 
yond the focus, of heat in which they are plunged. 

• Jovam, de Pheeneu 0«t, iStSl, p. 461* 4 
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Fumvfwgmili; or, the Iwxtwenience of the Aer and Smodkt 
London dissipated. Together with some Remedkst hum 
proposed, bg JoHtr Evelyn, £sq«^ to his sacred Mtgestie, aitd 
to the ParUament now ae^n^led. London, 1661. 

Mi 

t » 

As ^e^are not restricted to the notice of modern adentific 
books, we have selected the above scarce tract for the purpose of 
cbiaparing the grievances occasioned by the smoake of London 
160 years ago, when the metropolis was not one-sixth its pte- 
sent extent, with those which are now matter of complaint; and 
of inquiring how far the evil was then, and is now, susceptible of 
diminution, or removal. 

It is curious enough that Mr. Evelyn’s attention was called to 
the subject before us by a presumptuous smoke issuing from 
one or two, tunnels neer Northumberland-house, and not far 
from Scodand-yard,’' the very seat, if we are not misinformed, 
of the plots of our modern fumifugists; he therefore prepared 
the ** short discourse” before us, for the reformation of this 
nuisance, and in the hope of rendering ** London one. of the 
sweetest and most delicious habitations in the world, and thU' 
with little or no expensebeing amazed, he says, that wher^ 
there is so great an affluence of all things which may render the 
people of this vast city the most happy upon earth, the sordid 
and accursed avarice of some few particular persons should 
be suffered to prejudice the health and felicity of so many.” 

It is also not a little remarkable, that although Mr. Evelyn's 
Fumifugium was written before the great fire of London, many 
of the evils and nuisances, to which he adverts, are still extant, 
and in full force: a few of them, though perhaps not the most 
pressing, either have been remedied, or arc likely to be amended. 
This gloriohs and ancient city still wraps her stately head “ in 
clowds of smoake and sulphur, full of stink and darknesse,” most 
of our streets are still narro\j^ and incommodious in the very 
centre, and busiest places of intercourse,” and we still have to 
deplore the frequent wharfes and magazines of wood, coal, 
boards, and other coarse materials, most of them imploying the 
places of the noblest aspect for the situation of palaces towards 
the goodly riverat the same time we need now no longer com¬ 
plain, ** of our Streets being composed of a congestion of mis*' 
shapen and extravagant houses; of the ill and uneasy form of 
the paving under foot," nor of " the troublesome and malidbits 
disposure of the spouts and gutters overhead." 

After adverting in the first part of this essay to the transcend¬ 
ent situation of London, "built upon a sweet and most agreabic 
emineocy of gpround at th^ north side of a goodly and well-con- 



di4oit^ ,i^ivpf> tQ^d8 vbicb it bath an aspect and 
4 ^ a4yf«tege the grayolly 8^#:and 4a 

jlb^ plenb^, ,1^4 rich supply of water, every where good and 
abiindaDt, oiir author proceeds to point out ^ origimiod 

that^^** hallisb and dismall cloud of sea coale» wbtob hot 
perpetually itnoaineut over, her head (cofiditur 4n, tenAfiM 

mtum caUgi^e cailumj, but so universally mikied .with the 
otherwise wholespme and excellent air, that Iber inhabitants 
breatbe nothing but an impure and thick mist, accoa^anied, 
Vith '^'^ fuliginous and filthy vapour, which renders them^iib^ 
noxious to a thousand inconveniences, corrupting iheir Jungs^ 
aiip disordering the entire habit of their bodies.** this is a 
sttong but not exaggerated picture of the state of this monstrous 
grievance in the year 1661; and, when we reflect upon the 
gradual increase of the evil up to the present period, we cannot 
but hail the recent enactments of the legislature directed 
towards'the consumption of smoke, wishing that the subject 
may receive that serious attention which it so urgently requires. 

regret, however, that experience justifies a doubt as to the 
efficacy of mere parliamentary interference in a matter of this 
kind; whilst novelty recommends it, and the reports of Com¬ 
mittees serve as a vehicle for the publication of individual 
schemes, all goes on with eagerness and energy; but as soon as 
parliament is prorogued, and the smoke-burners out of town, we 
rc;Iapse into our pristine fuliginosity, and the pretty-behaved 
chimneys upon the river-side, which awhile seemed to have for- 
.golten their office, again evolve their wonted columns of sable 
smoke, “ belching it forth,” as Evelyn says, “from tlieirsooty 
jaws, and making the city of London more like the suburbs of 
hell, than an assembly of rational creatures ; so that tbe>.tirar 
yeller, at many miles’ distance, sooner smells than sees the [dace 
to which he repairs.’* We might quote, as a parallel instunre,,, 
the Bill for the removal of nuisances from the streets,.which ^ 
a time was sufficiently effective, and contributed 
comfort of the metropolitan pedestrian ;<;.lately,. however,'the 
beggars have resumed their ancient stationsf. the pijprementis as 
heretofore decorated with the praises of our radm^ patriots, 
written, as tl^ey should be, “ all upside down barrow-women 
vociferate the contents of their moveable maga^dnes in the most 
audacious defiance of street-keepers, constables, and acts of par¬ 
liament; hackney-coachmen quit their boxes, and carmen mount 
ffieirdrayswiffiunreserved impunity; theWhiteHorseceUarcon- 
.tinues, as heretofore, the eternal and undisturbed resort of stages 
coachmen, jews, and pickpockets; Carlile’s shop robins op^ 
for the edification and instruction of the young of both 
stalls and other peccant excrcscencies are again shootii^^^ 
s^eet corners; and, in short, every thing shews, that unimss the 
..orders of the legislature are enforced by a respectable weU- 



active by fits at^ staHs^ but ^haancii^ 
i^fid regiHii^ in^ita ^{iterations ,• all parfiamentary Wtetference ^ 

k tiiese tnattera is utteriv inefiectual,, and even mischievous; wheu? 
:aye{'Uwsara.infr{|igeavidth impunity. ^ . 

It s^peart) to returii to our subject, that in Mr. Evelyn’s 
tidbf ,brewejc«. dyers^ lime-bfumers, and salt and soap-boilell, 
were the pHimfpal nuisances; and since then» says the,editor of 
iha new'edition of the Fumfitgiumj pubtished in 1772, ^*we 
have ^ great increase of. glass-houses, foundeHcs, and sugar- 

to add to the black catalogue, at the head of which 
most be placed the fife-engines of the Water-works at. London- 
bridge and Yqrk-buildings, which leave the astonished spec¬ 
tator at ia lo 8 to determine whether they do not tend to poisqti 
and destroy more of the inhabitants by tlicir smoke, and stench, 
|han they supply with water.'' To this sooty list, what astonish¬ 
ing' additions have been made within the last thirty years, in 
and. idmut London—-how many new water companies, and 
smoke-producing manufactories have been added to the cata¬ 
logue. A newspaper cannot now be printed, nor a pound of 
meat minced for sausages, without a steam-engine: to the same 
smoky servant the druggist resorts to grind his rhubarb, and 
sift magnesia; and upon all possible occasions the service of 
the other elements is superseded by that of fire. The natural 
consequence is, that the smoke bf London, always grievous, m 
now scarcely tolerable; to select a few of Mr. Evelyn's 7niseri0s, 

it bbscures our churches, makes our palaces look old,, fouls 
our clothes, and corrupts the waters, so that even the rain and 
dew are coSaminated. It is this which scalters and strews 
about those black and smutty atoms upon all things where it 
UOmes, insinuating itself into our mostsecret cabinets and precious 
repositories; yea, though a chamber be never so closely locked 
up, men find, at their return, all things that are in it covered 
With a black soot, and all the fiirniture as full of' it as if it were 
in tha of some miller, .or a bakbris snop, where the flour 
gets mto their cupboards and boxes, though never so close and 
accurately Finally, it is this which diffuses and spreads 
a yellownewli^ uix'.n our choicest pictures and hangings; which 
does misebi^ at home, .is avernus to fowl, and kills our bees 
imd dowers. abroad, suffering nothing in our gardens to bud, 
display themselv^, or ripen.” “ Not therefore to be forgotten,” 
continues our author, after some further grumblings, “ is that 
which was by many observed; that in the year 1644, when New- 
c;astle was besieged and blocked up in our late wars, so to 

.v&rough thegreat dearth and scarcity of coals these fumous works 
were,either left off or diminished, divers gardens and onchaids, 
pla|ked eyea^in the very heart of London (as, in particular, my 

Hertford's, in the Strand; my Lord Bridge- 
water's., and some others about Barbican), were observed to 
MfoL.Xll, 2 A 
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jitiMiUG^ihe lika! either before or since, to tMr 
ment^^t it was, by the owners, rightly impute 
of co^es, and the little smoke whi^ they Utok notice to infost 
thj^ that yeare*^ 

At would Im to no purpose further to accompany oiir aufboif 
through this region of practical grievances; we shaU, therefore, 
pass on to that part of the tract relating more espe^ly to the 
^uence of London smoke upon the healdi of its inhablUmts. 
It has sometimes been argued that the fuliginous atmosphermof 
London is rather salutary than otherwise, and that, at dl events, 
it tends to counteract contagion, and disinfect the ^irr it has 
also 1)^9 contended, that the mortality of its inhabitants has 
npt.sustained an increase proportionate to their augmented num«> 

^ Wa believe it must be admitted, that-the,town has not 
bepome less healthy within the last ^ty years, but .we doubt 
whether, it is more so, which, considering the enormous supplies 
of ^water which inundate every district, Uie widening of several 
streets, the removal of many of those nests of filth and poverty 
which disgraced some of the more prominent parts of London, 
and, above all, the general amelioration of the sewers and drain- 
age, ought indisputably to have been the case. There are so 
many contingent circumstances that interfere with our estimate 
of the mortality of the inhabitants of large cities, that it is very 
dif^cult to form a just conclusion as to the efiects.of indiyiduaji 
causes; yet, viewing, the subject in this light, we cannot, 
however willing, ascribe any serious mischief to the mere 
smoke; let us, for instance, look at the mortality of #aris, which 
equals, or even exceeds, that of London, yet its inhabitants en- 

tends nearly at all times and seasons fi'om one end of that splen¬ 
did metropolis to the other; whereas here weconsider itwondrous 
clear when we can discern the Monument from Blackfriars- 
bridge, or see St. Paul’s Cross from the bottom of Ludgate-hiU. 
If. indeed we adopt the maxim, non e$t viverct sed valsj’e, vita, 
we must then concede all to the inhabitants of Paris; for who 
has not fqlt the vivifying influence of their undisturbed and 
transparent atmosphere, in which every object has a sharp and 
cleanly.outiimc> and figured to himself the magnificence of Lon¬ 
don, wpm it blessed with such a climate. To the circCmstance 
olbj^eatliiog an air thus pure and uncontaminated, smice of the 
peculiarities of the English, at Paris may posstMy bp referred; 
and the celebrity of the French cuisine among our countrymen 

not perlmps altogether independent of such a cause. I re- 
]^xl mysetf to all those, “ says Evelyn, ** who have beeq cohi* 
pellPd to breathe, the air , of other countries for some yearii, if- 



and cletfitMisse of tKeii^ spirits/espeditdly^ 'such aS fiav/liv^d 
long in Ftauce and the city of Paris.^ But Evelyn attributes 
more to thb amol^ than can urell be substantiated^ and cbnse^ 
quently often ascribes effects to its absence, which ar^ referable 
to Other causes. Although,*' says lie, “ London is tolerab^ 
free ftotn the plague, it is never clear of siOokO, which is a 
plstgOe. so many other ways, and indeed intolerable, because it 
4i!li nOl at Once but always, since still to languish is even ^tso 
than death itself. For is there, under heaven, such coughiog'and;>: 
sdufSing to be heard as in the London chur^es and asscnablieS' 
of people, where the barking and spitting is incessant and most 
ifh^rtunate. What shall I say r hine horninum pecudumgUe 
Utet.** He then goes on to inform us, that the cause of these 
effects' is thO inhalation of this ** infernal vapour/' which ittU 
tates' the windpipe, together with those multiform and curiouf 
muscles, the immediate and proper instruments of the Voice, 
which becoming rough and dry, can neither be contracted not 
dilated for its due modulation, so as by some of my friends stu¬ 
dious in music, it has been constantly observed that, coming 
out of the country into London, they lost three whole notes in 
the compass of their voice, which they never again tecCvered 
till their retreat.” 

If therefore we consider all these evils, and ** what a fuHginouS 
ctust is yeatly contracted and adheres to the sides of 6nr ordi¬ 
nary chimhtes, and then imagine if there were a canopy over 
London what a maSs of soot would stick to it which now comes 
down into tffe streets, houses, and waters, and h taken into out 
bodies,” it is certainly somewhat surprising that the means of 
prevention have not been more attentively studied; what these 
are, and to what extent the proposals for the diminution of smoke 
and of the various nuisances dependant upon it, have beeo^ Or 
are likely to be carried, we may now proceed to examine. 

Mr. Evelyn's plan, which once might have been feasible, is at 
present out of the question. It consisted in the removal of alii 
nuisance-'involving trades from London “ five or six miles down. 
the river Thames, or at the least so far as to stand behind thdt 
promontory, jutting out and securing Greenwich ft'om the pesti¬ 
lent air of Plumstead Marshes.” This is all he husto ofiert 
he then proposes gardens and plantations in and about the me^ 
tropolis, and ^ enumerates a variety of fragrant plants suited to 
<mr climate, and calculated to sweeten aild improve the air. : H 
appemfs probable that the lime trees in St. James's park itihi 
plaiited in consequence of this sliggeStioti. ^ - > 

'Among contingent metrdpolifan nuisances noticed by'lfit 
Evel^ there are two, Which to the disgrace of the present and 
tri spite of pVLt boasted amelioration and refinerimnt, sdtt Okisf hi 

'namely, bttrymg^ounds and ehamet-h^seS around- 
2 A2 



.4^ '^'horifld 
_ _ ^ 'iwr viiho¥^Hs&f dblM^i^/iiid^|»i(^detitW 

fljBiil^tkkiliVpectaclie of sk^iii' liiid skeletcms Vi^cll iliey^.fsdh' 
^ui^'Shtbit to the pasMo^r’s notice^ tttiit fCttdlQhGoml^i- 

ait; ftbd not the bir only, bttt water-allo^ for ^ere 
BtrimM cuetom of tacking* a pump to our ohiirch>^|nKi^ihill6^ 

thb weir.OT wbitih ia generally stttmoiinted by het^ of b^CHpeee 
. pi yarioib; states of jputrefMtioa aiHl' dbce^» |}iled up 4dif kept 
toother by a kind of terrace-wtdl, which ^e^enomioiSs'aoceritou^ 
lation of - human, remains renders a necesskry appenda^Momok 
pfytbeee teeming receptacles of mortality. In respeot to^u* 
:b'atkets,i»Erelyn*a complamta also hold good; the nHb of our 
siaitm^ter^ouses and the abomBiatioias of iGosent^guden, our 

Jleu^s, are ^uniliar to every ■'one>'but these are 
^k^rs 'not now immediately belbre USy.'WlUvet ikserviitg of 
pat'aid’which tlVe resouriies of science have elieWlw^ lent 

the cemeteries and markets bf Paris might especially be 
imsotbed' to as containing the elements of admirable arrange- 
inpts. 

There is another growing nttisance^ to which the foUowingpas* 
sage from the Fumifugium is not inappremriately applicable: 
We mean the gas-works, which have alreaay destrayed the smelts 
And flo^ders in the immediate'vicinity m'London^ while the 

rfif^’tfdtd establishment threatens a similar' annihik^on of 
trwes'of Isleworth and Richmond, and even promitmf'}to 

"^h^/^erO with the honest angler^s sport as high np^e rivtt as 
Ham a^ Twickenham; “ says Evelyn, <* we may nok hope 
for' so absolute a cure of all that is offenshrev at MiaM let^such' 
.Whose works are on the margent'Of the Thames, and which are, 
Indeed,, the most intolerable, be banished further off, and not 
once dare to approach that silver chanoU, which glides by her 

^stately palaces, and irrigates her welcome banks.** ' 
But it is now time to acquaint our readers with the 'recent 

. plans and proposals for the destruction of smoke*'■ premising, 
' nowevCr, that there is nothing new in them, for th^ have been 
,^.canvassed and considered with various ability and success,, by 
hlipost all our first>rate engineers, at the head of whom we place 
Hm la^ celebrated Mr. Watt, who long, ago turned his mind to this 
subject, and in onr opiniony achieved much that hM^enoaeously 
been g^en to his contemporaries and successors; indeed,, the 
great engines at the Soho manufactory^ have all along been 

tbe House of Commons, ** To inquire how fai^iit may be practica¬ 
ble to compel persons using steam-engineo and furuacesib'their 
different works, to erect them in amahner less pr^'udicfal to 
iMibiic health and public cqmfprt,**. and upon which report the 
bill of last session was founded* that no notice is taken of Mr;. 



^“ej JTO« rfw •P*c'4®piH'H,W 
bi8 W ^qfert^^ of Arjs tot 1756.*.. w 
iiey^jy ||M|]bod» of ((^onstructiDg fucoaces or jjre.placel, «ew 
cQoftisi iii«|{VWjCig.^^f^ia9ke.^^ freak jf^el mJii waytb 
ih^ (QiiipWey#ilO|^«s, togei^ with a owtont fifsh a^r 
thioughy. ovi^r, or^aiocit^ ioel wluck)ias already q^ased to smolr 

iaioieneeW bo^; Jby.wjiick.iaeaiis tko siqoWe i^d grosiselr^p^adf 
ky,.€oia^9g ip^jcloee contact wijtb, or by, being pw^bi 

near-noto the sai^l intensely hot fuel, aqdkv beibff mixed with near-noto the said intensely hot fuel, apdjby being miee^ t^th 
fhs^ cjtfTf^ offr^sh 9^ mtbur^t oif, .are consumed^ or C9nver|0|l 
into heat^- or into pure flame« free from smoke.” Mr. W^ltfs 
specificatiQiL fben goee on to describe the construction of^Me 
bre-place and dunes,aud continues thus: “ My said jpventij^ 
consists on^ in.tN tnetkod of consuming the smoke/apA'm- 
creasiqg.Uie kpa^ by causing.the smoke and ilame of the firesn 
fuel to pm through very Imt funnels, or pipes, br.\anionj|, 
through, or near fuel which is intensely hot, and 'wnich^^as 
ceased to amoke, and by mixini^ it with fresh air, when %n 'if&e 
circumstoMces** ' . L,^ 

. We do not, however, mean to claim for Mr. Watt thq orig^ai 
idea of burning smoke, by causing it.to pass through bdtfum, 
but,merely, to shew his merit, in applying a sinokc'QopfUtn|^ 

. apparatus to, furnaces of engines, and other fire-places pri^uc^ 
; large quontijtiea of black and inconvenient vapours. frat^I^, 
as our readers probably know, was a great chimney-doctpr, aiiu 
suggested a. similar means of getting rid of smoKe ui'117^5^. 
But, long before l^ranklin, i||ni|^y, in 1682, Mr, Justell read' to 
the fioyal Society, “ An j^cbuut of an engine that consuiii^ 
smoke, shewn lately at St;. Germains' fair in ParisJ.” This 
** engine,” as il^is heipi called, was merely a chafifibg-dish with 

«a.dj^cending fine, so diat the fumes and smoke qfsubstwces 
burned upon it passed downwards through the ignited fuel and 

. WOfe ui»fbat/way destroyed. In 1723, too, a Dr. Leutmahn'of 
oWirle>u|^i^gbx.4escribed iq his Vulcanus Famulans^ *j ei. s%6ye 
whieb dra^vrs dpwowards.” We thrown out thesenotices metefy 
to sbeiy^^e litA.e, originality of the contrivances of the Maj'qujs 
de phab^u^{>» ^d others who have burned their $inQk% by V 
downwara draught of air. ' 

.. ,In the^Parliameptary Report above alluded to, there are 'tWo 
inyendons % (he destruction of smoke, which appear principally 

, to have occupied the' attention of the committee, and which a&o 
profess to eccp^pb^b. that desirable object with a very c^nm' 
dsiaiii^iHiiijy of fuel. ' . . 

or patentee of one of these mvenpony he 

W ^ t muings^Minja^i 
'f\ to ^TrkiilcHst, Vot.^ ; t*hii. fratts, , » ■ „» 
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Its‘‘irar^^/'sp iis to’baaritafii a thiti _ 
the^ coaliiand perfeo^' W^ ffid Wined, 
^e Bbdke'ieit first producsd haVlii^ toS^Vdctdli^^ef^i^ 
dVer tfie‘ red-hot don dlready'coBked?ftet^'‘1^W;]g;tea^ 
of thiljiblati coi^ist in the Unifohnity of heat, aindiiii^rdpor- 
tionaW production td^tho i^k lyhich didhngine has t^jpdi^nn, 
or to t^ <|hahtity of steam ccmsubed '; the fira^brtClBi‘'^jhot 
tenured 'i die cihficers or acoriee are produci^ ih thhi'Mers; Shd 
the bora ate so little heated; that while three bbsheis of coal 
'^r hour are consuming, tbe^jf are seldom hot' enough to singe 
papef; the boilers areless injured than bjf: a^^ommon fire; and 
there is a donsiderable saving in the consum^dndf fuel. The 
disadrantageS of Mr. Brunton's plan are/ the expense of the 
apparatus; the reouisite alteration of the boiler, or rather the 

' addition of a supplementary boiler; the necessity of a moving 
power to effect the rotation of the grate; and the labour of 
breaking the coals into small pieces before they arc put into the 
hopper. Upon the last point Mr. Brunton, when questioned 
bytW Committee, replies as follows: ** No coals should be put 
on a steam-engine fire until they are small enough to pass a 

'fbree-ihch mesh; therefore, the* necessity of breaking the'coal 
to that size is advantageous; but wC have lately burned^ a spe-, 
cies of small coal in our own furnace, and also id the town of 
Birmingham, which has till noW^been regarded as perfectly 

'Weless, and as such there are thousands of tons encumbering 
die ground in the Staffordshire collieries, incapable of being 
used with effect in any other furnace, and wd have ‘ produced 
with this hitherto supposed rubbish, 70 per cent of the effect of 
saleable coal *.*’ 

How far Mr. Brunton's invention bears upon the main point 
bf our inquiry, namely, the consumption of smoke, will appear 
from the following evidence: Mr. James Scott Smith, oi the 
‘Whitechapel Distillery; says,, ** We can consnme the smoke to 
a very great extent, and although it is not completely invisible, 
yet it IS never offensive; we never have any of those dark 
volumes of smoke which are the cause of so much complaint.’' 
Mr. Brancker, of Liverpool (a sugar-refiner), also give's evi¬ 
dence ' Us to the great diminution of smoke effeOtS by Mr. 
Bnintoil's *• fire-regulator;” and'both these g|ntleiaen speak 
in terms the most unequivocal, respecting the spring of fael, 

* MmUet of JEpkkame^ -p. 1^, 
'V V 
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^ing is,going Qtuin .g (|ie liieads of the, coa« 
«eni. ^e g^nfmly^t^epvalri^ on Jbn and more tjbn ^i. 

lipon all its details; we 
jare {iret^ well and it is md^d obvif^us^ that, in any 

e8tabl^lu4e]|ta mohstrpus saving o^'all materials, b^of 
corns, lawe especiady^ would., be ejected the^personal anper- 
inteiidfsncfe or tWmasteiv.ai^ of scientific p^ons versed 
in,(hp ptmutiee of tfie con^rh; yet.we are willing to allow, ,|bat 
one gl^t merit o£ Mr. Brunton's .contrivance consists in its 
being almost independent, of the stokers and labourers; there is 
none ojf thet eternal pitching of coals into the furnace which 

-   } 11 I.wr ^ rr T '■ ■ O V 

same quantity of coals when doing tlie same work.**^ lliis is, 
indeed, a great point carried. We think it but iustice.to Mr. 
Brnnton to add,. that private Information derived from va^ous 
quarters, confirms, to a considerable extent, the extracts.,^we 
have made from the Minutes of Evidence ; we are inclined > to 
consider the saving of fuel quite as important as the consump¬ 
tion of smoke, and in that respect his pretensions seem indisj^- 
table; there is also much original ingenuity in his contrivance; 
indeed, we are not aware that a rotatory grate was ever before 
either devised^r . constructed. 

'Another very efiectual, and in some respects, preferable 
method of consuming smoke* is the invention of Messrs, Parkes, 
of Warwick. These gentlemen, who are the ^proprietors of ^n 
extensive worsted manufactory, were greatly annoyed by &e 
smoke of their engine-boilers, especially in their bleaching and 
drying ground; they have now so far efiected its consumption 
that, for about twelve hours of the day, the smoke is nearly 
invisible, and there is no soot; moreover, these desirable objects 
are accompanied, they say, by a considerable saving in tbe 
article of coals. 

tn the plan adopted* by Messrs. Parkes the boilgrs remain 
in statu quo; the fire-place is somewhat altered in shape, and 
dimensions, but the principal agent, as^ far as regards the de¬ 
struction of the smoke, is a current ofair which is admitted just 
.beyond the end of the fire-place, by means of an aperture which 
;tnay be increased or closed at pleasure, and which they call an 

..otr-voW. ; A small fire is first made to burn brightly atjsJpm 
‘ backof..the grate; coals are then filled in towards the front, 

in which direction the fire gradually spreads ; their smoke ne¬ 
cessarily passes over the clear fire, where it becomes suffici¬ 
ently heated to constitute fiame, as soon as it meets with the 



entSruig'^&t 
^iil|t^4MK'^p«tfttM8 C0D^sts>i^^^ shiitlii)^ 
tHe>ibbwt^TC^acc6m|i«(lied ;l:]^ t|ie: alteriMlis 
^ilPlKibeid^isapp^^atance > • fs . 

Hive(L;^bm'wi% brief'aodMiiGamidet^ viei? of Mes8i#t|;i^keb*#/ 
coo^iviipeer it i» obviously brefirrbble, 
o£JI(r^'BruBt<m r tt is lUuch less eoumlexi^d ebf^flv^, A)Q>dv 
vrbffio properly and assidoourfyfaMSHided a 

desthiction of siboke; bdtVod thooBier handri^-oitar. 
caafc ia in^itely.inora depfendant upoB'the parsons who^j&ianage 
the fire, and whose di^oaitiona arp generally a mixlure/of; 
i^noranes^hnd prejudice, duly tempered with the warmth»of the' 
element over wh^ch they preside-; we ahso' doubt whe^er the 
same une^ivooal testimony can be adduced m reapeot to ^the 
saving of* fuel, for this agmn is more iii the stoker's power. In 
ppkit'of origittsdity, toov Mn . Parkes must undoubtedly yie^r 
the pidm to Idci Bnmton; he is anticipated in every part^of his 
inTentmnby the words of Mr. Watt's patei^;.and> we rather think 
tbal Mr* Cbe^mi, of whose method - of coostruotiDg chimney? 
mti account wiU be found in a former. Number of this Jourmu**, 
has dlso^touehed iipon some of the most-important parts ofliis' 
contrivance We, however, by no means state this, c^inion 
with a view to detract from Mr. Parkes's merit; on the con¬ 
trary,-if he has attained that in which Mr. Watt failed, the 
nearer his means approach to those unavailingly employed by 
his. eminent predecessor, the more substantial is the sers/ice which 
lio^lu^ rendered the public, and the more piguseworthy-the 
perseyerance by which he has accomplished hts ob)ecl. *> We 
believe that Mr^Watt never affected to combine diminution in 
the consumption of fuel with the destruction of smoke, and 
that, on the contrary, with additional expense and trouble,, 
there were more coals burned; at.least this is the only cause to 
which we can refer the non-consumption of smoke, and the non- 
application of his patent, in the greater number, if not in all, 
the large engines of his erection which we have had occasion to 
Visit. * '• 

One subject seems to u$ to have been, overlooked by the ma¬ 
jority of atooke-reformers, namely, the construction, and more 
especially the height, of the furnace chimneys. By conveying 
black smoke, and other pernicious fumes into a capacious anq 
very lofty chimney, much of the noxious matters that otherwise 
escape into the atmosphere are decomposed and precipitated, or 
condensed within; we were much struck some years ago with 
the effect of a long . fiuq. and lofty chimney- attach^, tqrjthe 
ateam-engine of the Dartford Powder-mille; scarcely any smoke 
^sued’ from ite funnel, the fuliginous particles being almost 

if Vol. m. p/348. • Vr 
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the chainbera ^6f the flue; The of 
imbo engine at Paddington^'and of the'West Mid^‘ 

dli^^Wfitei^iK^s it Himittersmi^i are more tllustrati«e in<« 
stances; nrlien these ihachUiet afe at wprk^ the former prodncei 
little * smoke; the lat^r htfundafes' the nei^bouring gardens 
with* pdipetn^ shotreb^ 'of the ^Hd soot,' and is the ' greatest 

odnceiv^ie hitisancea; yet'the only'difference i's in the 
height of the iwp'chiih^t; the boilers bdeg in* all respects set 
antFtohstnicted alike. Bhsidet, if a high 'ciiimiiejr *^i^a Void 
sng^ke, It is generally vSfted away and dissipated; except under 
pttrtiCalaY circumataoces of wind and weather. ' 

As to the requisite height of a chimney for the diminution of 
nnlsanee'from dmoke, we are not prepared to give an opinion; 
it will depend very'much the circumstances of the case; '. 
from 150 to 200' feet would, we presume, in most instances^ 
p'rOve effectual; the expense of such a structure may ccrtaiidyi 
be Urged'against the proposal, but we are to recollect that one 
shSft' might receive all' the tributary Ihmes of many flues, and 
thdt% great saving' would be effected in reducing the nninbe#' 
of chimneys of 'medium height. The intolerabm nuisance of 
brewers* chimneys, to whose coppers we fear neither Parkes^ 
nor Bruntoffs inventions are applicable, would in this way Im 
greatly diminished, if not altngetner remedied. . f 

' Among other probable causes of the diminution pf smoke,^ 
we look to the employment of steam as a substitute for fires ;< 
ia Whitbread’s brewery high pressure steam is thus very ex«' 
tehsively employed, and, although they make quite smoke 
enough, it certainly has lately sustained a very perceptible 
diminution. 

« 

Lastly, we come to the most absurd portion of the 8pecula<* 
tions of theoretical smoke-burners, namely, the improvement of 
the atmosphere of the metropolis. Though some are sceptical 
upon the subject, we will admit that, if ho smoke were made 
in London for a twelvemonth, or if wood-fuel were substituted 
for coals, there might be some amelioration of the atmosphere, 
aUboUgh our locality and climate always render it turbid and 
mi^ty, independent of adventitious effluvia; it is, however, folly 
to ascribe any sensible influence upon the great mass of Lon«* 
don smoke to some few steam-engine chimneys, while every 
house is busy in the work of contamination, and every street 
yielding a proportion of filth (hr exceeding that of any single 
furnace, though less observed, because aaministered by sepa^^ 
fate vents, and in divided doses 

‘When the builders of ordinary houses shall find it worth 
Vrhife to thrh their attention to the consuthption of smoke, nod 
to display a little more common sense, as well as science, in 
the mode of warming and ventilating our dwellings; when 
architcctSy instead of confining their studies to the dimensions 
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ofiietttplea $!Dtd the tpeesurement of pynunide* 9h«m iijoiideleeod 
to> coQ9idi and Tuiit the chmnist and the phdjOBt}]]her» 
and tnbacoine acquainted with the doctrinea of Keat>aRd of 
{Kienniatica, then, and »Qt till then, may we dimina- 
tioa of the evils whi<ih form the snhiect of this .arti<de of *our 
^mal; and although we are xmt sanguine enengh to antici> 
bate the T&>appearance of orchards in the Strand, or vineyards 
m Barbican, we should thenha jaatified in looking for 4 
nf relief Oonathote nniaanoea and anils which smoke aoltcts 
upon the inhabitanta Of London. CV 

ii. One Th(mand EJcperimsnU in Chemistry, ianthiSugtratibns’o^ 
SfaturiiU Phenomena^ and practical ObsinddMns on the Maku-’ 

‘ fiechsting and Ckemkal Ptoce^tes at present parmed'tii the 
sucees^fiU miUivation of the uiefkl 'ArtSynnth numerous J?n- 

: grMngs on 'Wood and‘Copphr, By COliv Macsek^e. 
‘ ‘London, printed ^r Sir Ricnai^Phillips & Co.,‘182L Price 
' 2Ir.in boards. 

> When we consider the manifold andmarvellous changes which 
chmnistry effects on natural products, converting the dull and 
brittle stone into a brilliant metal, to whose adamantine temper 
the forests yield, and even rocks give way; turning the bland 
inflammable sulphur into a corrosive acid, which extinguishes 
flame; extracting from calcined animal bones a substance that 

' takes Are with tlm heat of the hand, and burns with exceeding 
splendour; eliminating from the ashes of a wood-fire metallic glo-‘ 

.boles, which kindle and consume by the contact of ice; or evolv¬ 
ing. from culinary salt, an aerial element, in which refractory 
metals bum, even without the aid of heat; we can readily ima¬ 
gine that, in rude and remote times, the metallurgist Vulcan 
might be worshipped as a demi-god ; that, in a more advaxiced 
state of civilization, but amid literary and scientific darkness, 
the chemical adept might be thought the elect of heaven, as 
in Egypt; or the copartner of Satan, as in Gothic Europe; 
and finmly, that in the present period of philosophical light, the 
genuine chemist should rank high in society. The wonders and 
uses, rewards and honours, which flow from chemistry, have, 
however, this unpleasant effect; they tempt multitudes of. un¬ 
hallowed and uninitiated pretenders to rush into the sanctuary 
of science; and, though they are usually soon and unceremo¬ 
niously expelled, yet they contrive tq persuade. the ignorant 
profane^ that they pos^s in their own right tpigMy,. .fecrets, 
|[hich they have in fact stolen from the very alter 

the English are allowed to surpass all. other joationfi.in 
,^eir funds of cash and credulity, and as the cbemiced wants 

wishes of their manufacturers are numerous aqd huport^t, 
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It of tete h«gmi: tp 
twfitiw of wdum; Bolomon, and fia%. 

leoaVof'oor ehemieal factories are ^ committed to 
'tlia ka(4ii ^ who, by offers of uBlimited prp- 
ffts, dasade the^tdai^k tni^of their moneyed proprietors, and 
8iippl«(iit m^’Of sound views and |iriiiciple$, wito disdida aueh 

' baife <’ methods<of delusion* • What au iustructtvebook might be 
niK^hv narcdtiu^thiE^seafe^ schemes aAd^exp^dUitre of our 
nitioiialdseaiid lijl^t cbmptoies^of variooi greait |iriii£ddd8,dye- 
Svorks, glass-houses, sugar-houses^ vitriol, olitim, emdispaa 
Isorks, &c. 

We believe ourselves warranted, from an extensive range of 
observation, in. asserting, thgt, a sum of money which woujd 

some dgnreAmid the interest of our national debt, , is an- 
nu^ly wasted by these crafty and improvident projectors who 
inlest the chemical arts of dim country. It has been too much 
the fashion of late to speak contemptuously of the arts and 
manufactures of fraace; but if our ingenious .and active neigh¬ 
bours possessed our constitution and our coal-mines, their com¬ 
petition would soon leave the British manufacturer little to boast 
of, and would compel him to have recourse, more frequently 
than at present, to the lessons of real science. We beg leave to 
hold out the following facts, as a slight check on these narrow 
prejudices, which at otfce degrade and impoverish their pos¬ 
sessors, by fostering notions of superiority on points where they 
are grossly defective. We also trust that this small expoaS may 
induce our operative and consulting chemists to study with* a 
little more industry the scientific principles of their art. 

To the manufacturer of sulphuric acid the wholesale price of 
In LotMlon. In Varii.' 

Sulphuris, per ton* •••••••••••£ 7 7 0 •••. £ 11 4 0 
Nitre... 27 0 0 .... 76 0 0 

and the wholesale price of sulphuric acid in London is 16/. Os.Od. 
and...*... • • *.in Paris.... 12/. Os.Od. 

If we estimate, for the formation of that acid, 1 part of nitre 
to 9 of sulphur, though we know some French manufacturers 
employ only 1 to 10, we have the following proportions: 

9x£ 7 7=£66 3s. 9x£ll 4s:£l00 16s. 
lx 27 05= 27.0 lx 76 Q=:. .76 0 

— • r--- 

£93 3 ^Co.t *f iO In Meb j £176 16 

Thus we see that, at the present prices, the materials in France 
cost about double what they cost in England; indeed fully-ao, 
if we ccmsider the superior quality of our nitre compared ^itk 
^^t'^ployed in France ; yef the product resulting firom these 
tnatertam is sold 26 per cent, chca^r in France than in Eng¬ 
land. * w, put our sulphuric acia mannfacturera in the same 
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(be ttrindpilea of tHib" lbrniati<]>a bf^ol^„ 9f 
pi&tpl ’aajpei^ bis' the solution of a'bbhin^al problem of fbub' 

^ - -^•- ^ ^ ^'lAS JW fi A1^ . . -_? -S v iC ■^_ ■A» .edb'diti^iiiiy w^eire four <Misllictli^'bfBbitieW are ooude^VtL 
betw^eti BttIphUroufl' acid," idttoaa lias, oxygbD,', aa^ 

' l^ow th^ affinities are mpdffib'd' ia'^a'irerv essebUbl 
mantfef, 1^5 ,^e <^uatitlty of nibr^eti present In the mmure, anid 
^e desr|e*bf Its temperature. ‘ ^us, a problem which reqdSres a 
very ci^ir b&effitcal nead to reflate, is generally left to a very 
riidi^d^l^tiye hand, or intrusted to a S]^cnlative impostbh,' 
%1ib kri^'r nothing of chemistry biit a few technical terms'. 
The cohsequenOe is, thata great pa:rt of the mate^kls of that 
mamifimtule\are sent off by such managers into' the air, in 
^is nitrons gas, to tKb' |p:bat tin- 
BpyaisC^ of the neighbouring animals and vegetables,' end the 
rnin, top b^h, of the proprietor. Drink d^p, oir tasi^ 
not,** is an adage much more applicable to the Hermetic^' Qiaa 
the Pierian spring. ’ * 

The wprk^ the title of which is prefixed to this article, s^n'd 
of whichrHhe perusal has suggested theSe preliminai^ reinarks, 
is admirably adapted to the meridian of the great tribe of clie* 
hfical dabbfers. It will furnish them, at no expenditbre of in^ 
tcltebt,’either in its author or themselves, with tha ready dmans 
nf ju^ling the public. Contemplated simply as a literary 
ohj|ect, it IS perhaps the strangest farrago which evbr issued 
fioi^ pttt press. ** There is no method in its madness.*' It is 
calculated to give the same idea of chemistry as We" shquld 
have of Homer or Milton, if the.whole of the lines of their di¬ 
vine poems were transposed and printed at random. 
such dislocations as these thousand eJCperiments exhiliit^ a'pi7 

pear evpn greater than hazard could have produced. Chanch 
Would now and then have tossed together two similar sul^ectl, 
as in a thousand rattles" of the dice-box two sirhifar* throws 
might appear in succession. 

The elaborate confusion of its parts might be aebounted 
on the hypbthOsis that the whole affair is a sort pf literai^jb^^ 
ceny; in which casO it would become neceslary ^ dt^&Ve 
I 'jf ,W_.L.  - _.4.s -,1    _* • -il ■ ? y 4, 

simolest I'Olution of the Chemical Mitlenarn. .. ..... .. 
1 

•v_^hsi ^it should have been naihed, however, alfof a fi*' 
lying add ibstnidtwe compilation firom Arahfb; 
one experiments, for we conceive the experiment of such a book 
uj^ the BHtiSirpublic much more surptisiiig^ than any chc- 
l^ai wonder which its pages display. 
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Diishment) Brfek4ane^ but of their construction aHa arrange* 
me^ it^ commimicateSfiu^ f^Snit^ We jsee^ onl^ a^arcel 
^ i^ed red figpiresi “g^wcbed wr^b fire,”pla|jgirig bbge pi^tch- 
%^d»into tha flaines, V4# ^ 

•pp^% ft»n» «:gjiMt iron pipft;with % aB*|jifeping 
wrouga a gr^tfd window^ shedding disastrojyis^. tvtdtgot on the 
V^fernal iu:ene. Tlie publishers, however, are well 'aware'th4t'a 
flaming frontispiece often helps off a very indifferentUbopk/ 
,. The authew,. if this monstrous production can be t^ed to 

sUiy individud parent, not only aisclaims aU prehensions 
tnetbodWal anrangeineDt^«but speaks with sovereign contenfpt 
of all system.^ “ Regarding the order of die work, he wo^ 
say,that»"not'with8tanaing the elaborate researches and Ingenious 
specnlations of many learned men in the severed departments 
of ^chemical science, there are yery few phenomena so perfectly 
disyeioped as, to admit of a systematic aTrangenieht[.',of the 
priDcij^s deduced from them; consequently, any a^cpipt V 
forming a system, where the foundation and otlie^ parts oi thp 
superstructure are incomplete, would prove abohiye. ft ,is for 
this reason that attempts to systematize chemistry have in eyety, 
instance been productive of failure*.** 

We cor^pratulate Mr. Colin Mackenzie on bis pei^ect eman- 
cipation from the trammels of order, and we trust that the fata 
or his disorderly experiments will in future prevent raw .hands 
from meddling with such dangerous articles as acids, alkalis,- 
crucibles, and chlorine. But his modesty is as nieritoribas 
his method. “ The author, at the commencement, perceived 
that a strict adherence to the accounts and opinions eueii q/* 
inost approved chmxctU writers would be far from satisfactoiy 
to HIM8ELV ; and wonld, in many cases, prove delusive to jiis 
readers. He likewise foresaw that, although a general reader 
might, without further inquiry, acknowledge, or allovf as true, 
every process and fact comprehended in die following multitudi¬ 
nous assemblage; some who should honour bis labours by a 
perusal might be more fastidious; aud, by calling in question 
the .truth, -of a few particular facts, processes, .or opinions, 
might be apt to pass sentence of condemnation upon the whole. 
These coasiderations, conjoined with an ardent desire, which he 
himself had^ . of becoming practically acquainted with sey^gral 
of th% chemical ajte^ induced him, on many occasions, tq if^ck 
for infor^nation at lt|i ultimately ]^nuine source, vis«, th^ liidrk- 

vShpp pf ,die artisan t.** To make this delusive promssmn 'still 
^ r ^ • 

♦ Ptcfsce.p. iv. t Idem. 
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moiedertobittf; ibe folbwifif; mim i» mAxvrk^ A>f 
pag«: ** Otv^ me the'fiuijlt)*' iaM tay Loird Judge, ** thy^'eob^ 
elusions ate but the guess-work of ittiagination> wMeh |)fUSzle 
thebtain, an# tcfMl not to solve this m^ss^tr.** . , h 

W# ^ndlnow shew» by u few quotations taken at haeard, how 
little* cemraensunite is the certainty of #i» facts to his assure 
ance, vbA how completely at vUvianee are kii detculs dnd those 
of practical chemistry, as they are ti be found in the workshop' 
of the hateHigont artisan* The volume contains 528 pages, 
distributed into 20 chapters, atid ornamented with 20 plates, 
'fbe following is the order Of his chapters*: 1st, Metallic alloys, 
under whidi We meet with the sulphufets of iron and niekel, 
and*the phosphtrrets of nickel ana cbpper. 2d, Art of coat¬ 
ing mebils, dec., with metals, 3d^ Separation Of metals, 
StCif feom their combinations. 4th, Expansion of bodies by 
heat, under which we have ebullitioit, sublimation, fusfem, and 
finally, the blow>pipe of Dr. Clarke and Mr. Hare, spread over 
ten pages. 5th, Chemical affinity, of which the first exmri- 
roent is, ** Non-affinity of steel for water the second is, 
** solution unattended by change of bulk of this we shall 
talk anon. 6th, Elective affinity. 7th, Compound, or double, 
i^ffinity. 8th, Experiments on crystallisation. 9th, Experi¬ 
ments on die discovery of certain substances in combination 
widi others, by means of tests. 10th, Preparation of gases. 
11th, Experiments on respirattpn. I2th, Experiments on com¬ 
bustion. 13th, Preparation and uses of fulminating and deto¬ 
nating compounds. 14th, Of the evolution and absorption of 
heat. 15th, Experiments on the motion of caloric, and ou 
the capacities of bodies for heat. 16th, Phosphorescence of 
mineral and animal substances. 17th, Specific gravity. IStli. 
Colouring and Bleaching. 19th, Fermentation and Distillation, 
20th, Preservatives against animal and vegetable puttefac- 
tion. 

The preceding list of the titles of his chapters will shew 
every person of the least discrimination into what cotnfuslon he 
has plunged the details of his work. But leSt we be deemed 
of the number of fastidious'’ persons, let us now see how far 

his ardent desire of becoming practically acquainted with 
the arts’* has carried liim; and wnat kind of instruction he has 
acquired in his pretended visits to its ultimately genuine 
source, the worktop of the artisan.” 

At Exp, 22, under alloy of gald and plathtim, we find the 
following stStSinent, entitled, “ Observations.” It S a cu** 
rious ekenth^QWee, that the alloy of gold add plattnUm is so-' 
luble in nitric aekt, which does not act on either of die ttletals 
in a separate state.^* There is only one thls^ which lessens a 
littfeithc curiosity of the circumstance, its beipg untrue, 

iSStp. 44. ** To make ctxsMeel, PUt 20 pktts of pure iron 



m ^ ^ of po«rder^ chalb^> 
andt^^^||i|SN>f ,pa\irdered Hessisfo orttdble^ware. Bist^ote dfo; 
whole 50 ^hat albr fusion t^e ilon may be completely covered^ 
to prevent the leaet contact with the air; now give the crucible 
a gradual’heat, and then eapoee it to a white heat Generally 
an hoar will be euffioieni to convert two poundi of iron into 
exceedingly hard steel, cap^ide*of being forged; an advantage 
not .possessed by steel in tho usual manner* (Hfiirifaiiohi.-**- 
H^e the iron is formed into a carburet^ by combmaiton with 
the carbon of the chalk and crucible powder.*' This is tho> 
whole ar^le. We should like to be told what Bnglisb artisan > 
cornmumcated this process, Or at what factory steel is thus 
made* It is CioueCs old scheme, which no £nglishmaii’'ac^ 
quamted with steel WPuLd practise. 

** 114. To obtain pure ptatinum'* Here we hate nothing 
but Kiaolfi’s preposterous process, which we trust no artisan 
in this country has ever practised. - 

** Ejcp, 120. To pr^re pure alumine. To a solution of^ 
sulphate of alumine (alum) in water, add a solution of pure 
soda, as long as a white precipitate falls down. Here the suU 
phuric acid combines with the sdda, leaving the alumine free«» 
Dry the precipitate quickly, and preserve it in a phied.** Now^^ 
as pure soda is an excellent solvent of alumine, the earth oaa*^. 
not be precipitated free'* in this way. Ammonia is the priiM 
per precipitant, and the precipitate may be dried as slowly as 
we please, after it has been thoroughly washed. Our audior 
has here contrived, in the fewest possible lines, to display ih<^ 
greatest possible ignorance of practical chemistry. 

Exp. 171. S^taiontiot attended loiih change cfbulk. In 
the chemical combination of fluids with solids, the compound 
occupies no more room than the solvent did previous to oom- 
bination. • Put some sugar, muriate of soda (Gomnmnsalt,) or 
any other salt! into an ounce of water, until no more will be 
dissolved. The solution will measure just an ounce, as the 
water did before the addition of the salt; but although thcre> 
is no increase of bulk, there is a ccmsiderable iner^se of den¬ 
sity and Specific gravity.'* - One hardly knows how to treat Such 
effrontery of falsehood, for every assertion here is contrary ^ 
the best established facts, and the plainest experiments. Water 
saturated widi common salt has a specific gravity of 1.1962, 
and contains 25.5 per cent, of salt. The 74.5 parts of water,^ 
in dissolving these 25;5 of salt, whose specific gravity it 2.0, 
would, if there Were sfo increase on the. bulk of the solvent^ 
acquire a specific gravity of 1.342«< But the real increase of bulk 
on.^ese74.5 parts of the solvedt is to 90.6 exaeUy; * 
tlmre hot a condemation •attending this exertion of chemical 
affinity, ^e^bulk 6^ the solution would be 87.912. Or, in 
round numbnfi^/dl> parts bulk or weight of Master, dissolve 
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\mxi$i ai r^r^,- 's ^ T'. * -r sc.' - ” -’sa ^-; f. ^ ^ 

* »4lS5f^5^i 
pn^iCyjuimfttk^rOf nitrlQ a^d; enenrek^^ will 
bc Ae.^jlJi^a^.^ Now ajtopV^e % 
cork ;%(E5 dp|^esQei?<je will *|o|v;ttp!Mi,4h?^e prm^ 
cif|e tpt j9iiMj$.>fX^ho^ 
tft^ 4^^I6> cenamMtfWt, greaiei; t^n ii^ti^* v ,If bisi 
witlx^|l^^9i,tbia.a|ret?^p^^ vtttl b’«lre$j^4. Observaticms^n’ 
llie'alfiUitea motion of bodies . ^Ddergoiog^ aol^ti^ docs bot 
Pilfer 6 .. , ebalbtiQO» ^Pxin botih .cases, 

tSf^presjiure is .uso4 the asccnsipn pf vappur ipnit |jtpp* 
h^fing^au^cient' i^cctiaiiicsd Cprco. to...oy;crcbipe power 

6f,lji[e,jl>pdy „wbiclv prfi8$es,.upon* it-” We* 8hfi4d.cr> ,at .reading 
exj^rtlnepV as tbe iPloreoce flask will certainly bWsjt> to tiie 

ai .the operator’s eyes. . Indeed*, the adviser 
6tl^h>a proj^t should be made liable at law for the. denizes, 
it nmltrda us of the school-boy’s attempt to extinguish a. cracker 
by puitibg it into his breechet pocket. . 

“ “jSrp. 183. Solution of tin in nitrous add, ^ ialfah 
oimoe 'of nitrous' acid, over halft.an ouuce of ^i^ulated tin 
(P^vis StannI) in a tum.bler: very little action will take place,, 
owi&h to tbe inability of both substances to present,to each other 
a safficieot surface. But if an ourice of water he added,, a very 
^d^^tporamotion will ensue, during which the tin, i)%.an,o:!ddated 

and of a yellow colour, will be seen to run ;ap,|pd d9wn’ 
ftbta jtbe bottom to the :^urface, whilst; a great quantity^,pltrous 
M U disengaged. This solution |s the TiiUite of .06.- 
iipiaJtion. The above solutions of tih, as will be spen befeefte.r*' 
are.ntuch used by dyers.” The dyeri. be pitied, whb,l?ouid 
try to make a solution of tin, iii tii-s way. In fac^ the action 
aoove described ruins the process,- and converts the tin into. an 
ioaoluble pproxide, useless to the artisan. But .this. is not all: 
common nitrous acid invariably acts with great yiolauce upon 
powdered tin^ and a tyro might seriously injure himself by 
following Mr. Mackenzie’s recipe. 

Under JSUxp. 412, we And an encomium on the virtues of 
•* Stratbpefler.. water, a very productive well, in. Ross-sbire,‘ 
Scotland the district of the Clan MaeVenaie. , This in^nal 
evidence^ has partly satisfied of the Identity pf the author, 
whose luune is on the title-page; wc once thought it merely. 
ai nom de ffuerre. 

At JSxp^ 469, p. 25I4 we find the follpwing. sapiept remarks 
** It is necessary to be ohae^ed here, that cl4orinh,.*{Uid 4}; other. 
gflises readily absorbable by water, should be received over 
fnercary, in a trough made for tho purpose of containing from 



> to (idiomte Sfypraeiictzlk chemist at Bir. Colfitt. 
Mackenzie oo^t to koow that mercury is the. very substat^ 
employed to iniitorb ih. analytic Searches ou mixed 
^sea; im4 ^^cHtal che^t of common sense^ ever 
tried to receive c^loriite'ov^ itiercary. 

** Exp. 4^ I. Jo€^ odpour. Put a stoall quantity hf iodine 
into a retort, and hold it oye^ a lamp ; when heated coneidera- 
biy (about 300®) a'Very bedtidfnl vapour/ot gas, coi^ over^ 
Which be received In jars on the pneuroatid abelf, bver 
water/’’, Qaere; is ’Mt. Mackenzie’s water also heated to 
did he ever see, or hear, of iodine as a beautiful gas standing 
over water in the pneamatic trough ? . ^ 

** Combustion is the decomposition of a body at an elevated 
temperature, with the evolution of light and heat. Some sup- 
pose combustion to be the edect of a certain degree of motie^ 
of the particles of combustible bodies; and tiiat Same is me're& 
a transparency, or luminosity, of these particles when they a)%^ 
thrown to certain distances with considerable velocity*.” One 
can hardly aifdrd to waste criticism on such pompous nonsense* 
Combustion Is known to be most vivid, when simple bodies aye, 
engaged; and when there is no decomposition, but the reverse, 
as with phosphorus and oxygen, sulphur and copper, ^c. 

“ Exp, 629. Combustibility of hydrozindc gas.** Tliis doe 
name merely signifies hydrogen procured by acting on zinc, aiiT 
usual, witli a dilute acid. 

“ Exp. 545. Tin burns brilliantly in oxygen gas. Heat s6ra^‘ 
granulated tin considerably, in a. spoon, and in diTs 
state immerse it in oxygen gas; n v*:.v beautiful combustion,' 
attended by a briiliant white light >.<!! iasiautly take place; 
when oxide of tin will be formed.” The possessor of suct/'“rf 

‘ spOon had better net try this trick, for if the tin burns, which 
wc have some doubts ahout, the i^poon would melt, thus adjlidg 
to ihe instructivencss of our author's experiment. 

“ Exp. 671. A lighted taper burns with much in 
chlorine gas.** It so happens that it is presently e xtinguisneejf.' 

Exp. 572. Combustion of charcoal powder in chlorine. Pour’ 
some dry charcoal, newly made and finely powdered, into ajaf,* 
containing chlorine gas; a very beautiful combustion will take 
place, displaying a stream of fire.” Not true. . 

** Exp.*f\9. Latent heat is necessary to preserve bodies in, 
the solid, liquid, and gaseous states.” Dr. Black imagined that 
bodies would keep very well in the solid state, without the help ] 
of latent heat. Mr. Mackenzie has discovered that they wu( 
not. ^ 

“ When bodies are mixed or combined, and the density’ pt., 
bulk becomes less than that of the fluids before mixjtuife, heat 
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wiU be'evdl^ed.*^ 
pin'n^> in^H^cs; H^’^yfSemly kttoy|>'diijttt 

when density of a hody ts^n^t^^sed by any ^neans, iti^tmlk 
and vice vei^&d/ " 

■ TPhe chapter on specifier, ^avity, is stniSed Ont wtthr common* 
place aM ilhattanged details on the att' bf swiibming, diving 
bens^/waatheis^glasses^ baiioons^, ^d air^piimps; , 

Chapter 18, entitled*^ CoZoun?)^and Bledciliny/*'contains an 
iinmerciful and unacknowledged plagiarism from‘a theoretical 
article On Dyeing, in the first supplement to the Encyctofedm 
Bfitdnnim, It can be of no service to the artisan. 

“ JSaqp. 867. Bleaching by mechns of the Oxymariatic gas” 
Towards the end of this article we have the following precious 
recipes.' “ The proportions observed when cOtton is to be 
bleached) are manganese 30 parts, common s^t 80, sulphuric 
acid 60, water 120. For Knen cloth the proportions are as 
follow : manganese 60 parts, salt 60, sulphuric acid 50, water 
50.** We should be glad to know why 30 parts of manganese 
are sufficient for 80 of common salt in the brst ckse, and 60 are 
required for 60 in the second. Nothing can place in a clearer 
light than these recipes, the irrational and dangerous empiricism 
of his pretended prescriptions for manufacturers. Again, ** Exp, 
670. To bleach by means of the sulphuret of lime.” 'fhis old 
project of Mr. Higgins, was very unfortunate. If Mr. Mac¬ 
kenzie will take the trouble of inquiring of any intelligent Irish 
linen bleacher, (and there are many who understand chemistry 
infinitely better than he does,) he will find that the linen trade 
received such a shock by the employment of sulphuret of lime," 
instead of barilla, as it did not recover in reputation for several 
years. An immense deal of cloth was ruined by this notable 
recipe. Mr. Mackenzie’s directions to bleachers remind us of' 
those of an eminent agricul^turist, (not less profoundly versed 
in practical chemistry\ to farmers, who having heard of a plan 

- for preventing the ravages of the fly in turnips, part of which 
consisted in steeping the seeds in a solution of chlorine: and 
having, moreover, heard that chlorine was produced by a mix¬ 
ture of oil of vitriol, salt, and manganese, committed the 
trifling chemical error of directing the seeds to be steeped in 
this mixture; a perfect cure, no doubt, for the fly, or any other 
evil to which the crop might have been liable. 

“ Exp. 997. Copal Varnish. Reduce to powder an ounce of pure 
carbonate of potash, and then lay it before the fire till it becomes 

, hot and dry. In this state put it into a pint of alcohol, or oil of 
turpentine. All the watery particles contained in the oil, or 
spirits, will be absorbed by the alcali; and the alcohol, or turpen¬ 
tine, will thus become pure, or highly rectified. This process is 
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SjE»|ve?Lts. Now the turpe^itine, or 
vesjs^l of f^ean dry copal, fipelt 

pouuded and ; plfifi^.the veasel in;warn water; the cop4 
wili soon be digsdWed/'''* Observations.’’ “ If the spirits of tur- 
pent^ be alca^d l^hen, the copal is dissolving, a Utile spirits 
of wine should be added; and if the spirits of wine be alcaiized 
when the copal Is dissolving, a little spirits of turpentine should 
be added; the.sediment of the varnish will, dry on^the silk in a 
few hours; the ^cker the varnish, the sooner it dries.” On diis 
occasion, as with most other of his practical recipes, Mr. Mac¬ 
kenzie has been humbugged by. the workmen to whom he has 
addressed himself. The above process is good for nothing. An 
ounce of dry carbonate of potash will not dephlegmate a pint of 
the alcohol of the shops, and the copal instead of being soon 
dissolved might remain there till dooms-day. ^ 

We presume, we have now satisfied every reader of ordinary 
intelligence, that this costly octavo is so devo^ of scichtidc 
views, and so replete with practical errors, as to render its pe¬ 
rusal useless to the student, illusory to the political economist, 
and deceitful to the artisan. Here and there, we meet with ex¬ 
tracts from respectable authors, inserted often without acknow¬ 
ledgment, and always without direct reference to the source 
whence they are immediately derived. But, in general, the book 
is a cento of obsolete and exploded operations. We close these 
remarks, flowing solely and sincerely from a wish to protect oiir 
countrymen from deception and loss, with the following sentence, 
very slightly altered from the author’s note to page 274. ** It is 
hoped that none of the experiments will be repeated through 
wantonness.” In this case, we are sure they will not be tried at 
all; for neither profit nor instructiorf can result from their repe¬ 
tition, as described by Mr. Colin Mackenzie. 

iii. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, of London, 
for the year 1821. Part IL 

In resuming our account of the Philosophical Transactions for 
the year 1821, we shall lay before our readers a brief abstract 
of the principal facts contained in the several papers published 
by the Royal Society, examining them in the order in which they 
stand in the volume. 

It 

1. An accouTkt of Experiments to determine the acceleration of the 
Pmdulum in different Latitudes. By Captain Edward Sa¬ 
bine, of the Royal Regiment of Artillery, F.R.S. de F,L.S, 

* 9 

To the merit of Captain Sabine, as an accurate and acute 
observer, we have more than once had occasion to advert; fac 
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and t ypf; l^pmijff. 
subi^l^ng ib ^T0i^'depri^^iir ai^ i^nonal j^nger,-id l^e 
disidt^&d jttropiolion OT^jfttifa1.1?nbwlel^ei -Wa^ tooije par- 

dame the «xpeditioi» to tito Ajtotic i^oiHi. (iwer> .Captoin 
Roes ip 181S, aad especially undelr Captm Pari^ in 1819 and 
lg2tjj, for the, skill arid, persevc^cc 
overobwirig. the untoward di^cuUies Wd dnjf^s^^ obsiables^ 
arising out'Of situation arid climate. 

The d^ks arid pendulums, used by Captain Sabine in the 
ire&earch^S<d^Scrib|ea iriihis phpc'r, belong to the Royat S^iety, 
and were^prepared by their direction, under the superintendence 
of Captain Kater, whose description of them is quoted by the 
author a^the commenceriient of his Communication.' Tim ex- 
perVerits werg made duriug two voyages of discovery in search 
of a North-west passage, the first in 1818, and the second in 
1819 and 1820 ; and Captain Sabine details in succession the 
ptoceedirigs at each station where an opportunity was afforded 
of landing and setting up the clocks, ana concludes by, recapi¬ 
tulating the number of vibrations made by each penomum'ifi 
the difierent latitudes in which it was tried, and by stating the 
deductioris regarding the figure of the earth, which follow from 
the accelerations thus determined. 

In the first voyage, the number of vibrations was ascertained 
at' two stations only, namely, at Gardie-house, on the island of 
Rjri^sa^ and on Waygqt or Hare Island, on the west coast of. 
Qr^nUnd, the latitude of the first being 60° 09' 42" y., and 
that of the second 70° 26' 17" y. The number of vibrations in 
n mean solar day at London being 86497.4, at Brassa they 
were 86530.507, and at Hare Island 86562.6386, giving an 
acceleration of 33.107 vibrations between London and Brassa, 
and of 32.1316 between Brassa and Hare island, m: ^.2386 
between London and Hare Island. 

Ctqitain Sabine then proceeds to detail the preliminary expe¬ 
riments relating to the pendulums, and the results of his various 
observations, made during the second more auspicious voyage 
under Captain Parry, from which it appears that at Melville 
Islfuid, in the Polar Sea, in lat. 74° 47' 12."4 y., the mean 
diurnal acceleration amounted to 74.734 vibrations. Of the 
proceedings at this station he gives a circumstantial account, 
which w^rom lay before our readers the following interesting 
details s 

* * ^ 

' ' - i'l' . < - . - / 

As soon as the harbour was dotermined in which H was purposod to’secure 
the ships for the winter, and whilst a canal was cutting to admit them 
throUgn the ice hy which it i»bs already occupied, its shores werecaraluUy 
esamined, with a view to select a sottable spot for an observatory. •, .v 

The land was found of little elevation, and generally level, except where 



^.tb^MreaUum^ 1w-tailMiyf^iii'4l«^ aand intaraiikaa 
^a Miiall atoii^/lwiii|rtb.ef 4«l>ria;Q^ tb^/|«bda|pnefocj( ot which the 

lirospaiet'or a 8|nM fi^iulii^Nhi i^i’thecltfek^taii^ oothereturahfsuniiiier. 
'Uu\vfeit^i^, aa no jMrlNk^hie.iKhatjdn cohfii be wi^ia $iii^ cUstaiioe 

fjnQoi ih^lih^, adit have been convenient, or h>deea prudent, to 
venture, one of these was oh; and it was ho^^ that by ^inkiiif|''tha 
leg^ of the stands a few inch^ into the frozen soil, alnd by eontnldheinjf the 
experiments as early in the ensuing year as the season shoald adinit»ab«^ 
might be coi^etea before the ground should beaffected by a thaw* , f 

It wuxlesirable therefore to be thoroughly prepared before the severity 
of the winter should set in ; accordingly when the Ships had been secured!,^ 
and a party of men could be spared for the occasion, an observatory house 
was commenced. The house was bnilt of the store plank and boar^ 
carried by the ships, care being taken to cut or injure them as little as 
possible: the walls were weather-boarded, lined, and filled in between with 
muss} the roof was protected by a tarpaulin covering ; it was divided into 
two rooms, whereor the inner, being designed for 4he reception of tlio 
clocks, was wanned by pipes proceeding from a stove placed iu the outer 
room ; the floors were boarded, and the walls furnished on the inside with 
Russia matting. The house was finished and the clocks moved into it 
before the end of October. ^ 
Wf any hope had been entertained of being able to do more during the 

winter uan merely to prepare fur the return of more favourable weather, 
it was ended by the severity of cold, far exceeding expectation, with which 
November set in. From this date until the close of March, the highefit 
degree registered by a thermometer, suspended in the air, was +6**^Fan^rmi^ 
heit, and in no one of these five mouths did the mean temperature Hse 
above —18^ i under such circumstances, an attempt to raise the temperer 
lure of the house, sufficiently to carry on the experiments, and to keep it 
up during their course, with the requisite steadiness and uniformi^, ‘mnyt 
have altogether failed. It may not be amiss to remark, Aat notwltbstand^ 
ing the bouse was as ^ectual for the purpose as the utmost UberaUty. ip Uia 
supply of materials, with no labour spared in their application, could pro¬ 
duce, a very little wind with so low a temperature abstracted the heat with 
such rapidity, that the influence of the stove was scarcely felt beyond it^ 
immediate vicinity; and a thermometer placed in tfiosc parts of the inner 
room where the docks would have stood, could not be kept kbove zero, 
with such fire in the stove as it would have been prudent to maintain. 

The clocks were therefore suffered to remain unpacked during the winter 
in the inner room, whilst the outer served a variety of useful pnlposes, 
which could not have been conveniently effected on board ahipi 

On the 24th of February, the matting with which the walls of the optcf 
room were covered accidentally caught fire, and notwithstanding the en¬ 
deavours of the persons who were present, the fire was communicate^ 
rapidly to the roof; it was at length fortunately extinguished by the ex:er. 
tions of the officers and men from the ships, before tlie clocks or any part 
of their apparatus bad received injury: the packing chest aloqe of one 
was slightly scorched: the only personal sufferer on the occasion was an 
artilleryman, who had accompanied me on the voyage, and who, in hi's 
anxiuty to place the iustranaents out of danger, exposed his hands iatmMiv 
ousiy, and was in consequence so severely frost-bitten, as to render neces- 
sary^he amputation of three fingers of the left hand, and two.of the right. 

Hie bouse was speedily repaired, the outer room being reduced iii size 
to M'povcb Sttfficteut to contain the stove ; and the inner roonif, which had 
scarcely been touched by the fire, remaining as before, 
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Toward lihe ^nd o£ ^ mfUtroW^ kero 
a few, degrees above |«xo for, rodid'^burs of cUi^ 
unpacked aad set up: the* flooring being removed, the legs of s^^s 
wei^ placed on slippers sunk some Inches into the frosen grptind grooves 
which were excavated by crow hare.. • . 

It may be worthy of tema'ikt, that when the boxes containing tbe tber- 
mometers' wldch dccoippeuy the clocks were opened, the merthiry was ob¬ 
served to be retired into the bidbs ahd'fii^eiilg, attboiigh thh tonperature 
of the air had out ^n so low as the froten po^DVof m^c^ry for several 
weeks. The thermometer boxes were enclosed each with the pendulom to 
to which it bcluuged« in .a stout case of oak ^ and these,were wntaioed 
in chests bolding each one clock with its apparaW complete. The ther¬ 
mometers bad been thoroughly cooled in their cases by the-long continued 
severity ai the winter; but tbe warmth had not yet ma^ its way through 
such a multiplicity of enclosures. It may be also mentioned, in proof of 
the slowness with which such a mass of solid brass as constituted the bob 
of the pendulums conforms tp the temperature of the surrounding atmo¬ 
sphere, compared with the mercury in the thermometer tubes, that several 
hours had elapsed, after the pendulums were taken out of their cases, 
(^when it is presumed they also may have been at —40°) before they ceased 
to cause a deposit of moisture from tbe air of the room, which was about 
the same number of degrees above zero: the mercury in the thcrmonictcrs, 
on the other hand, took up the temperature of the room within hiilf an 
hour after their exposure. The clocks 'were put in motion on the .?0th of 
April, and the account taken up on the 4th of May, the room having been 
kept at about tlie temperature of +45° for the preceding three days and 
nights. ^ ^ 

It was not, however, till the third week in May that the wea¬ 
ther became warm enough to commence the observations, for 
during the first fortnight strong westerly winds prevailed, and 
the observatory was occasionally buried in the drifted snow, when 
the only access to it was by digging down to tfie window of 
the room containing the clocks, and its mean temperature was 
duly 6°, instead of the desirable one of 45®, at which the expe¬ 
riments in London had been conducted. During the second 
fortnight the mean temperature was 25°; but various difficulties 
occurred, and at the end of the montli the thaw prevailed to such 
an exteUt as to oblige the abandonment of the house, before 
any satisfactory results had been obtained. 

Towards the middle of June, therefore, the clocks were set 
up in a tent, which could be occasionally heated by a stove, 
and an account of their going is given from the 30th of June 
to the 14th of July, when. it was conceived that a sufficient 
number of results had been obtained. 

From the observations, folly detailed in this paper, respecting 
the length of the seconds' pendulum at the several places of 
observations, it appears that its length at London being, as 
ascertained by Captain Kater, e= 39.13929 inches, at Brassa it 
is 39.^6929 inches, at Hare Island 39.1984 inches, and at Mel- 
tdle Island 39.207 inches. 

» ^ 

^'Captain Sabine concludes this important communication 
wHh tne following table, sbewii^ the diminution of gravity frq^ 
the pole to the equator, and the resulting ellipticity of the 
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'the preceding: observations by Capt^m 
metiod^^if^^ribed la the Transactk^s 

* * \ ^' *» » <. y 

..TV ■ r'-.. 
* t % 

Ditoiud^lon of * 
^ Gravity. 

Ellipti- 
city. 

‘ ' • ' • ’.t 
London and Brassa .... 

i , 
.0055066 

' * t > 

1 
4 

London and Hare Island . .0055082 ■V 
1 

/Brassa and Hare Island . . .0055139, 
f 

London and Melville Island .0055258 
1 

»ia,6 

2. Some Observations and Ectperimcnts on the Papyri^ found in 
the Ruim of Herculaneum. By Sir Humphry' Davys Bart. 
P.R.S. 

In this papef Sir Humphry Davy gives an account of his first 
experiments upon fragments of papyri, which induced him to 
hope that chemistry might afford assistance towards unrolling 
the MSS. He then describes tliosc in the Museum at Naples, 
and the processes carried on there, and concludes with some 
general observations on the manuscripts of the ancients. The 
following is a brief outline of the interesting contents of this 
communication: 

The papyri in question appear to consist of leaves reducji»d 
to the state of cinder, cemented by a matter soluble in certain 
liquids, and especially in muriatic and nitric ether; now, as 
chlorine, while it has a strong attraction for hydrogen, exerts 
no action upon carbonaceous substances, and as charcoal forms 
the basis of ancient writing-ink, it occurred to Sir Humphry 
that that gas might be usefully applied to destroy the adhe¬ 
siveness of the layers; he therefore tried it and somdjKpthcv 
agents, possessed of analogous properties, and his attempts were 
to accr6iin extent successful. 

The state of the Neapolitan specimens, and the general exist¬ 
ence in them of undecomposed vegetable matter, suggest some 
curious remarks i^spectitig the origin of the changes which they 
have suffered, and which have commonly been referred to tlie ac¬ 
tion of fire; the part of Herculaneum, however, in which they were 
found was not inundated by laVa, but covered by sand and asbes, 
Cemented together by the operation of water; and again, that 
fire is not necessary for the carbonization display^ by the ma¬ 
nuscripts, is inferred from the state of the wood in^tbe houses 
at Vom|mii, which is always converted into charcoal, though 
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covered' t^mnaat rntbot^^Ssbicii ibM lij|i^"liM 
tbey ItlV ftt« dfftlHiiee mils* fitoiii ibe;dmie!i^*i^ 
Vesavms. - 'Ajiama^^ the Ifoi^ilwM&iiscinpte^ therd a|e eotMT 
covered with ^'^ssy fsubillttaicm reecsaUid^v^viifn^ 
3u>liltMiiiWy« suggests; frottx^decottpositioaoCilieekm vsed 
taitifold the^^iand teow eonveiisd. into.- hriUwnt fmiosL 
charcoal, leaving phosphatelime whenhumed^twl,produc¬ 
ing at the same time no inconsiderable quantity of ammonia. 

One method only baa been adopted ^erunro^ng these l^gile 
cmis ofcarbonheml papyrus $ it^consista iB:a|:ip]ying thid aHimal 
pxembrajfe (gqldj'bea^fs* skin), by a solution of glue to ^h back 
0^ ibe ipanus^ipt, and carefotly elevating the layers by a silk 
thread,^hen-..tW glue is dry* Alcohol andedier were found 
useful auxiliaries in this operation, and great advantage was also 
dtscived from throwing warm jpdr upon ^e surface of die leaves, 
urith precautions wluch are poynUd out in ^e paper before 'us. 
The different MS3o bovrever, required very different treatment*. 

pttd,ng ibe two months that Sir H. Davy was employed iii 
these ,a7tp*riments . at Naples, he succeeded, with the assistance 
ofjthe person* attached to the Museum, in parti ally unroll mg 
twenty-three MSS., from which fragments of writing were 
obtained, and in examining about 120 others which gave no 
hopes of success: 

Iknd I should gladly have gone on with the undertaking, from the mera 
prospect of a possibility of discovering some better results, had uot the 
labour, In itself difficult and unpleasant, been made moreso, by the coii- 
duct of the penmus at the head of this department iu the Musenm. At 
first every disposition was shewn to promote my researches ; for the papyri' 
remaining nurolled were considered by them as incapable of affoiding any 
^biog tqpblo by the former methods, or, to use their own word, diipttrmii; 
and the efficacy and use of the new processes were fuUy alkiwed by the 
Syolgatori or nnrollers of the Musenm : and I was for some time permitted 
to choose and operate upon the specimens at my own pleasure. When, 
however, the Reverend Peter KlmsLet, whose seal for die pruaiotion of 
ancient literature brought him to Naples for the puvpoae of assisdug in 
dm undertaking, began to examine the fragments unrolled a jealopsy, witfi 
i^ard^his assistance, was immediately manifested; and obstacle^, which 
the kiw Interference of Sir William A’CourT was not’alw^S capable of 
removing, were soon opposed to the progress of oor inquiries ; and tlieso 
obstacles were so multiplied, and made so vexatious towards the cud of 
February, that we conceived it would be both a waste of tbe puhlic money, 
and a compromise of our own characters, to proceed. 

In respect to the date of these MSS., Sir Humphry remarks 
that, fVom the mixtOr*' of Oreek and Roman' characters, it is 
probable some of them were very ancient when buried. The 
ink with irisich they were written was a mixture of charcoal 
iklue, spd iirom'tho cMnission of tdiy mention by * Pliny of an ink 
of ^a4^ ' and irfin, it is not probaUe that it waauted up to his 
pe||lild;but that, parchment and oor present writing ink were 
fidopled together, “ for a mixture of charcoal and aolulion of 



ibe "skill; wbeireas^ tbe^ 
tlstfiianwof Ihswttikal ifjH^t^STtlvdtisolvesth&gelatine^isf 
MSS:, and tbe whole substanee kqi^s as^a morfkni/% » 

The earliest parcbm^ mantner^^ aro ^^bablv Codices 
7^eror^^dblck^Tered)iii‘tke libvekieeof MMan,.aDa of Ecfibe 
ib^^hwee, ^ma^has desUoycKl^thawegetabl&tiiatier^^ Iber ink,' 
betdolthieobf^lUfenr^ ilB'blflleic^*.; ’ > J-o >>* 

i/i.- J ' ■•w: f'. vi- , /• .;'- -•- -,''1 . ,--v -Y ' 

'T'hitVte tHM'sevei^l'tebBtMoet-fdir tiestotiBg rolonir Ctt ike letters kr an> 
(Heat MeSI.' iTIie trli^ prussUte of ^pulmb,, used' itt. the. loauiMrireeonH 

by tbe late So CoARtss Blagden,' with the aJteniatioji of 
hat'll lonnd succeEsfot, but by luaktn; a weak solutioD'of it witli a sio's^ 
f^u^tity of luudatic ddd, had by applying them to tbe lettem in their state 
of mixture with a eaineys hhir pendl, the results ure atlH better.' - 

After all, we have probably sustained lio great loss in the 
destruction of 'the Herculanean manuscripts; ho fragments of 
Greek, and very feW of Latin, poetry have beeh found ih the 
whole collection, and the sentences which have been made Out 
shew that the Works are of tbe same kind as those before ex¬ 
amined, aiid belong to the schools of the Greek Epicurean pht- 
Ibsophcfs and sophists. 

k * 

3. Observations on Naphthaline^ a peculiar substance resembtipg 
a concrete Essential Oily which is apparently produced duriny 
the decomposition of coaUtar^ by exposure to a red heat, ^ 
J. Kidd, M.D., Professor of Chemistry^ Oxford, 

* ■*. * 

This is the very singular substance of which an accounthaa 
already been given in this Journal (Vol. VIII. p. 287), but upon 
which no distinctive name had then been bestowed; the ppipst 
important deficiency in its chemical history is unforHiaately. not 
supplied by Dr. Kidd. “ With respect to the elementary con¬ 
stitution of this substance,” he says, “ I am not enabled tp giWi 
any satisfactory information.” Sf . 

4. On the Aberrations 6f Compound Lenses and Object Glasses, 
By J. F. W. Herschel, Esq. F.R.S., &c. 

d 
... - ✓ , . I / 

fit * ♦ 

.. In this elaborate and truly important paper Mr. Herschel 
presentSy under a gfeneral and uniform analysis, the whole 
theory of tbe aberrations of splierical suiiao^, and furnishes 
practical results jof easy computation to tbe artist* disentangleil 
from all aigcbrakal complexity, and applicable^ by interpolar 
tions of the simplest possible kind, to all the ordinary wancties 
of the materials on which he has to work. .. >* 
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6. An Aecmin$'^ the SSkefeiet^ JOngongiy two iHorj^ 
noeeros^ and fapir o/SWu^at^sOy ^ni to England hy^Sif Thornes 
Slaln^oi^- tBtefleSiOwernen'^ Boncoole^^ By Sit Home» 

•• • »* , < ♦ « . 

This memoir is illustrated by five plates* from drawings by 
Mr. Clift* without reference to which the details would scarcely 
be intelligible to the majority of our readers. Sir iSverard 
justly eulogizes the exertions of Sir Thomas Raffles in promote 
ing the pursuits of natural history and comparadye anatomy; 
to his actiye interference we are indebted for the account of tliat 
very singular animal* the Dugong* published in the preceding 
volume of the Philosophical Transactions i it is the only one yet 
known that grazes at the bottom of the ,sea without legs ; be¬ 
ing of the figure and form of a whale* tlie position and structure 
of its mouth enables it to browse upon the fuci and submarine 
algm like a cow in a meadow* and the whole structure of the 
masticating and digestive organs shews it to be truly herbivo¬ 
rous. It never visits land* or fresh water* but lives in shallow 

* inlets* where the water is two or three fathoms deep. Their 
usual length is eight or nine feet. But a curious and* to some* 
perhaps the most interesting part of the history of this animal 
is* that the flesh resembles young beef* being'very delicate and 
juicy; so that, as Sir Stamford* in the description of its dissec¬ 
tion, remarks, it afforded no less interest under th^ knife* 
than satisfaction on the table.’* 

6« On the Mean Density of the Earth. By Br. Charles 
Hutton* F.R.S. 

We canjiever feel satisfied that it is fair to infer the density 
of the globe from that of any protuberance upon its surface* 
and are* therefore* not inclined to acquiesce in the importance 
of Dr. Maskelyne’s researches* who aimed at ascertaining the 
mean density of the whole terraqueous globe of our planet,” 
by measuring the dimensions of an insignificant mountain in 
Scotland* and comparing its attraction on a plummet* with that 
of the whole earth on the same. Mr. Cavendish souglit tiic 
solution of this problem by another method* consisting in as¬ 
certaining the attraction on small pendulous balls* of two 
inches diameter, by larger ones of ten inches diameter* as 
compared with the attraction of the earth on the same. The 
respective merits of these two experiments admit of considerable 
discu8Si<^* and upon these it is not our intentkHt'to enter; the 

author of the paper before us is^in''faVbut of the for- 
and he bore an active share in the investigations con- 

j^^d with it; he took all the measurements upon which the 
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calctth^ODS ij^^cting tlie magnitude of the mountain were 
fouibded, and; in short, jieHW those computations re* 
corded in the Philosophical TraT^etkinB tot 1778^ and which 
employed hir daily labours during ^ greater part of two years. 
Under these circumsUmcestlbemstly complains that his name 
has been withheld, with regard to the great share he took in 
those inquiries, and that assertions haVe been attributed to him 
which are not justifi^ by any thing be has written. * From a 
review of the investimtions, he thinks it highly probable that 
the mean density of me earth is five times that of water, but 
not higher; Mr. Cavendish'has assumed the mean density 
=:5.48, a result, upon the accuracy of which Dr. Hutton has 
thrown much doubt. We do not think that the computations 
founded upon the mountain experiment, derive that verifica¬ 
tion from Mr. Playfair’s Lithological Survey which Dr. Hutton 
is inclined to insist upon, and we wish that he had deduced the- 
number 5. from more satisfactory data. When our author’s 
computation of the earth’s density was first made, the real 
density of the hill was unknown, ** it was only known that it 
Consisted chiefly of very hard and dense rocks,” much heavier 
than common stone, which is allowed to be 2^ times the density 
of water. 

I then, by way of example in applying the density, multiplied I by 
whioh produced \ or 44 for the density of the earth, on the smallest as¬ 
sumption ; till such time as wc should come to know more nearly what the 
real density of those rocks is: and therefore I must feel reason to com¬ 
plain, th." this number (44) has often been stated, rather unfturly, as my 
final conclusion for the earth’s mean density; instead of being only tlm 
very lowest limit that might be used, till we could better learn something 
on that point with more certainty. But a lithological survey of'the moun¬ 
tain being afterwards accurately made, at my earnest request, by that ex- 
celloi;' philosopher and geologist, Mr. Playfair, the result of which was 
pubiibUed in the Phiioao^ieed Transactima for the year 1811 ; I then ap¬ 
plied his mean statement of the rocks to my own calculations, which gave 
me the number 5 for the density of the earth; as 1 published in the four¬ 
teenth volume of my edition of the Philosophical Tranaactionaf and in tlM 
second volume of my Tracta. 

In concluding his paper. Dr. Hutton aiuggests that one of the 
pyramids in Egypt might profitably be employed instead of 
a mountain for this experiment; such a body, he says, ofF^s 
several advantages; its mass is sufficiently large, standing 
upon a base of about the size of the whole space of lincoln’s*' 
inn Fields, and of a height almost double of that of St. Paul’s 
Steeple. 

Then the stafion for the plummet, or senith sector, could be taken much 
nearer the centre of the mass, than on a mountain, which would give a ^rger 
quantity^ of deviation of the plummet; then the regular fimm and the 
known cotnjposition of the mass would yield great faciltties in the calcula¬ 
tion of itsattraction"; lastly, the deviation of the plummet might be oh- 
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MTved 00 idl the four sides. Should such a project take place, ^ysfl be 
bofl |o take the atetiiikia at abo^4ioe Aoitth or its altitiid'e''atbove wcNbAse^ 
tW beln^ ^ where the deviation of the plummet woold be the 
Ipreatest. Fitiafiv, ^ favourable fo^ eoph an expcrtmeut ()o .those cireil^ 
fttaocea appear, and so anxious are my wish^fbr its eDin)>ldtion and success, 
t^t.nereikpo^ fprntygM^ Me ****?!%« l-^op|d,be fH 
B&ake^ou^ in auy pArt^ ta u^rtakj^ mn^n expedkion* 

t ' • t 

7. OnCtfSs Stpai'aHon t>f Ironfiroik otJi^ Metitlt. ^ J. P. W, 
Herscnel, Esq. 

The following is Mr. Herschel’s mode of proceeding: 

The solution containing iron is to be brought to the maximum of oxi-< 
datiou, which cau be communicated to it bylx)iling with nitric acid. It 
is then to lie just neutralised vjhUt in a state of ehvtHtion^ by carbdnate of 
ammonia. The whole of the iron to the last atom is precipitated, and the 
whole of die other metals prasmit (wbieh 1 .suppose to be manganese, 
cerium, nickel, cuid cobalt), remains in solution. 

The precautions necessary to ensure success in this process are few aud 
simple. In tne first place, me solution must contain no oxide of manganese 
or eerium above the first degree of oxidation, otherwise it will be sepa¬ 
rated with the iron. It is scarcely probable in ordinary cases that any 
such should be present, the protoxides only of these metels forming salts 
of any stabili^j but should they be suspected, a short ebullition with a 
little sugar wifi reduce them to the minimum. If nitric add be now adi^d, 
the iron alone is per.oxidized, the other oxides remaining at the minimum. 
Moreover, in performing die precipitation the metallic lUMtion shoiM not 
be too concentrated, aud must be agitatetl the whole time, especially towards 
the end of the process $ aud when the acid re-action is so far diminished 
that log-wood paper is but feebly affected by it, the alcaline solution must 
be added cautiously, in small quauiities at a time, and m a dilated state.. 
If too much aleali be added, a drop or two of any acid will set pU right* 
again; but it should be well observed, as upon this the whole rigour of the 
pYOcess depends, that no inconvenience can vise from slightly surpassing 
the point (H precise neutralization, as the newfy prec^tated ear^ates of 
the ahova enumerated metals are readtiy solubht to a cerium exte$ti, in the 
ealuHons in whtcK they ore formed 0kouyh yerfeetly neutral}^ In the cases 
of cobalt and cerium, this re-dissolution of the receut precipitate formed by 
carbonate of ammonia is veiy considerable, and a solution of either of 
these metals, thus impregnated with the metallic carbonate, becomes a test 
of the presence of peroxide of iron, of a delicacy surpassing roost of the 
re-ageuta used in chemistry, the minutest trace of it being instantly thrown 
down by them from a boiling solution, provided no marked excess of acid 
be present. To be certain imwever that we have not gone too far, it is 
advisable, after separating the ferruginous precipitate, to test the clear 
liquid, while hot, with a drop of the alcaliue carbooate. If the clond which 
tins produces be clearly re«dissolvcd on agitation, weroay be sure tliat only 
iron has been separated. If otherwise, a little acid most be added, the 
liquor poured again through the filter, so as to wash the precipitate, afid 
the aeatrallaation perforniM anew. 

Such of our chemical readfits as may be concerned in the 
analysis of ferruginous compounds, will find soipe remarks 
on me subject in the observatious which fofiow the above 
ej^ct. 
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^ the de^hf^!i(to id,»it of 
being quoted at len^b m tnis Journal, at tne tfame ume they 
le%d to the demonstration of a curions and important physioloi- 
gical fact, amd upon'that, ground thn eommunicaUon bas 
bably been admitted into the Philosophical Tramaciions. 

9. Calculations of some observations of the Solar Edipse of - the 
JJth September^ 1^20^ JSjf Mr, Charles Rumker. 

The details of this paper scarcely admit of abridgment. 

to. 'An Account of the'RembaAarement of the Cube Cylinder and 
Sphere used by the late Sir George Shuckburgh Evelyn^ in 

Inquiries respecting a Standard of Weights and Measures* 
By Captain Henrj^ Kater^ F.R.S. 

Sir G. S. Evelyn's experiments, adverted to in the title of this 
paper, are detailed in the Phil. Trans, of 1798, and though he 
bestowed the greatest attention on those parts of the inquiry re<* 
lating to the weight of the solids, their measuretMnt was otA 
so accurately performed i Captain Kater therefore was anxious 
to re^investigate the latter subject, previous to the final report^ 
of the Commissioners of Weights and Measures. 

In this paper, Captain Kater describes the state of the' 
apparatus, and the means which he adopted in effecting 
their measurement. The mean result of the measurement (n 
three sides of the cube gives for its contents 124.1969 inches. ■ 

The length of the cylinder, deduced fi^om three means^ is 
5.9960 inches. 

In the original measurement of the sphere, a brass square 
was employed, the side of which was a tittle larger than the 
diameter. The sphere being properly placed and supported 
within the square, a micrometer screw, which passed tl^rough 
one of the sides of the square, was brought in contact with the 
diameter of the sphere, and the reading of the micrometer head 
noted; the sphere being then removed, a brass ruler, of known- 
Ij^Qgth, ^as put into its place, and the micrometer screw being 
brought in contact with the end of the ruler, the difference be«< 
tween its length and the diamcj^r of the sphere was obtainedy 
from which tne latter was determined. 

Captam Kater details at length the repetition of Sir Oedige^' 
measurements, Whence it appears'that the excess of the diame¬ 
ter of the sphere abovft the length of the ruler gives 0.0012281 
inches. The author then proceeded to measure the brass rnler, 



the length o^ whiehr wag found i;is:^j&063609' inchegy 
ffiasneteY I>f11%gfdiere;foc9iice>^6daeed;^ 'I13«d^64 ladhes 

Captain Kater concludes thia paper with a table, shewing foe 
dataf^^fobed h/ Sir jQt. S* Evelyn’s expenman^ and bis own 
ineasufonients, ,m>ia which it .appears foat foe iweight.Qf ' acubic 
inch of distilled water, in a vacuum, at 62°, is cpSdSldSS grs. 
of Sir Oeorge’s standard/* or 262.722 grains of foe parliameb- 
taty standard. . 

W, Ail account of Ohservatiom made with the Eight feet Astrono- 
mkal Circlef at the Observatory of Trinity^Couegef Dublin^ 
since the beginning of the year \%\%,for investigating the eff^^ 
of the Parallax and Aberration on the places of certain Fixed 
Stars: aho the comps^on of these with former observations 
for determiuxAg the effects of Lunar Nutation, By the Rev. 
John Brinkley, D.D., F.R.S. &c. 

The observations, of which an account is given in this com¬ 
munication, were instituted with a view to discover the source of 
foe diiTerences that have existed between the observations 
made at Greenwich and those at Dublin, relative to parallax. 
After a perspicuous and detailed statement of the method of 
conducting his observations. Dr. Brinkley avows his inability 
to rectify the discordancies, observing, at the same time, thol, 
as the whole extent of the difference in question is but one 
second, it may by some be considered as showing the great 
precision of modern observations. Yet, independent of the' 
interest of the question of parallax, it is important that liic 
origin of foe difference, small as it is, should be ascertained. 

12, On the Effects produced on the Fates of Chronometers by the 
Proximity of Masses of Iron, By Peter Barlow, Esq., of 
the Royal Military Academy, 

In a paper printed in the Philosophical Transactions for 1820, 
Mr. George Fisher, who accompanied *CaptaiD Buchan to the 
Arctic regions in 1818, has shewn that the rates of chronome¬ 
ters differ on board and on shore, gaining in the former, and 
losing in the latter situation; this he attributed to the magne¬ 
tic influence of the ship’s iron on the balance, and instituted va¬ 
rious experiments, which with their results are detailed in his 
.communication, to shew that magnetic influence has a ten¬ 
dency to accelerate foe motion of the time-keepers by its in¬ 
fluence on the steel part of their balances. Mr. Barlow’s in- 
^iries contained in the paper before us have led him ft different 
conclusions; he.found, as might be expected, that the proximity 
,of masses of iron influences the rates of chronometers, but so 
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far aaceleratine them, five oat of sut upon which he expe^ 
rimenbd '^ece a^uieQIy retired; and dioatceteration of the Both 
was doubtfal': he shews that much depedds upon the position of 
the balance in-regiffd td?the iron. AU these experiments prove 
that chronometerar. shtkat)^-he as. carefully’ semuded-from tl^ 
aeUoD.,df any partial mass ^of as the jeompass, itself; and 
]Mr. Barlow suggests, that as much of, the, iron of a ship is 
hidden, the best way of ascer^oingflk proper place a obro- 
nometer will be to set down a compass in the situation desigped 
for it, and to observe and compare the direction of its needle 
with that of an azimuth compass on deck, while the vessel is on 
different tacks, and if the disagreement between the two be 
considerable, to select another situation. 

V 

13. On the Peculiarities that disUnguish the Manatee of the 
West Indies^ from the Dugong cf tk^EasUlndian Seas, By 
Sir Everaro Howe, Bart, V. P, R. S. 
This is a short comparative description of the anatomy of 

these animals, illustrated by four plates from ‘the accurate pen¬ 
cil of Mr. Clift. The first of these shews the external form of 
the Manatee, which has a broader tail and greater lateral ex¬ 
tension of the ribs than the dugong; its habits of life place it 
between that animal and the hippopotamus; it has no tusk’s, 
and feeds upon plants growing at the mouths of large rivers. 
I'he second plate is a general view of the skeleton; the third, 
a representation of the stomach; and the fourth exhibits the 
peculiarities of its caecum. 

V 

14. On a new Compound of Chlorine and Carbon. By Riciiartj 

Phillips, F. R. S. E., and M. FarabaV, Chemical 
Assistant in the Royal Institution. 

This compound was accidentally found by M. Jaliea, a nitric 
acid manufacturer of Abo, in Finland, amongst ths products of 
his processes. It is a soft white tasteless solid; insoluble in 
water; volatile and inllanmiable; insoluble in acids and alcalis; 
and when raised in vapour over hot mercury, and detonated with 
excess of oxygen, chloride of mercury and carbonic acid arc 
the results. 

The analytical details of this paper prove the substance de- 
scvllx'd to consist of one portion of chlorine = 33.5 and two of 
carbon = J1.4, so that it is intermediate between the proto¬ 
chloride and perchloridc of carbon, previously dtiscribed by 
Mr. Faraday. All endeavours “to form this chloride, or to con¬ 
vert it into the other chlorides, have proved ineffectual; yet the 
smallness of the quantity of this compound in possession of the 
authors, prevented their pursuing this investigation to the ex¬ 
tent they could have desired. ■ 



»'Ttek ^tisistiiig of tta mqiitiry into ^ funcdd&s of 
iiervear of Receded by some gboieriil’obiS^^tions 6b 
tbe oerrool S}f%tem. ' ’ , . v i 
‘ If tbe -views^ which Mr.wU hsi pi^ettted iii thts oommtiitlcff- 
ison 1^ found to be correct, a very important addition ii> uh** 
doubtediy made to*tmr knowledge of anatomy; and a^part of the 
system hitherto, very imperfectly understood assumes a charac- 
ter'ttf ‘^Simplicity' hbd^ order in contrast not only with the doc> 
trines which have been taught in our schools, but also with the 
opinions Of the most celebrated foreign anatomists. 

When we speak thi^hesitatingly, we allude lo the prefhtory 
part of Ihe paper; wi^ regard to the facts and observations in 
tike body of it, there can be but one opinion—they are quite 
new to US) and lead to the knowledge of phenomena impor¬ 
tant both, in theory and practice. 

Mr. Beirs leading principle of arrangement for the nerves of 
iiie frame of ike body, is to divide them into two systems; one 
for the supply of common sensibility and the power of loco¬ 
motion, to be found in all animals which have nerves, even 
in those very low in the scale of existence—^whiie the pre¬ 
sence of the other system depends on the complication of 
the structure of the animal, being complex in proportion to 
the number of the organs of the animal economy, and to the, 
variety of functions which those organs perform. When an 
animal has no heart or concentrate organ of respiration, there will 
be none of those nerves found, which in the hi^er classes give so 
much'intricacy to the whole system; but when these organs are 
present, then new nerves are bestowed upon Mie animal, and 
these will be simple or complicated, according as the relations 
of the supemdded organs are few or many. For example, all 
animals that have a heart, lungs, and stomach, have a nerve ap¬ 
propriated to these organs, but this nerve will be found simple 
or otherwise, according to the functions performed by the viscera. 
If an animal merely breathes, the nerve will be simple in its 
distribution and in its connexions; but if the office of the lungs 
be multiplied, if they be employed in producing the natural 
cries of animals, or combine with the organs of the voice so as 
to produce articulate language, or with the organs of the face, 
so as to express emotions, then the simple respiratory nerve 
will become complicated, forming an intricate system of nerves 
for the combination of many remote parts in the acts of breath¬ 
ing. coughing, sneezing, hiccoughing, vomiting, ^c. 

This view, owing to its simplicity, is seducing enough, but its*’ 
truth must be put to the test. The author brings tbo Question ‘ 
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-^61^ dls.ttn(4}y before m in explaining the variety of functions 
'peTlfbirme^:in the face. " . ’ • 

‘ - Ihthe fifice of man, and of the higher classes of^ 
brutes, there are t¥o'distinct sets of nerves which pass to the 
same parts*^ ^ .4n«kitoaiists haive hitherto si:^posed that l^iis.two^ 
fold ^vision wa# fo^ inctnasiog .the nervous power, and for 

^securing its influence bynumeittus communic^ions in parts 
liable to jaccidept. ' But <Mr» Bell, in imposition, as far. as we 
know, to all ^anatomisto and physiologists who* 
him,, has.proved these two classes of nerves to be etiBrely dif¬ 
ferent in functions. . . m • 

By cutting across one of them he deprived the muscles of tho 
face, and' particularly of> the nostril, of all power of motion in 
consent with the act of respiratioD; but this was not the only 
effect produced, lor at the same time all that animal activity In 
the features which indicates passion, was destroyed. . But jt is 
very remarkable,, that whilst, those particular functions of 
muscles of the face were suppressed by cutting one set of nerves, 
the muscles still retained their full power when employed • in 
other, functions, as, for example, in the act of eating.. The next 
set of experiments is equally curious. Upon cutting across the 
other class of nerves, leaving that which controls me action of 
respiration entire, the sensibility of the skin and the actioji of 
the muscles in mastication were destroyed, whilst all those 
operations which we might suppose are the most delicate, as 
belonging to tiie act of breathing and expression, continued 
unimpaired. 

We need scarcely add that these experiments were made upon 
brutes, but numerous examples of injury or disease of the 
nerves of the human face prove, that the same distinction or 
classification of functions exists in the human countenance. 

We look forMuird with much interest to the promised paper 
on the Nerves of the Neck and Throat—rand shall then endelr 
vour to lay before our readers more detailed observations on 
the new views which Mr. Bell’s investigations suggest to 
physiologist, and on their probable importance in the practice 
of physic and surgery. 

xvi. Farther Researches on the Magnetic Phenornena produced 
by Electricity^ with some new Experiments on the Properties 
of electrified Bodies in their Relations to conducting Power 
and Temperature* By Sir H. Davy, Bart., P. R. S. 

This is, in our opinion, by far the most important addition to 
the discoveries ,in electro-magnetism which has been made 
since the announcement of galvo-magnetism by Oersted; it is 
a clear and perspicuous, though brief narration, of several im¬ 
portant researches! of whi(di we need not say more than that 

VoL. 2 c 
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they «ire irorthY of the Presld^tli^f the Royal So^^i^ty. Qjfl^ae 
iDq,uirie8 jthe^lollowmgis a con^ansed abstract... .; ft . ;.: 

1. Magnetic phenomena «ure the ..same, whether electricity is 
email in quantity and passing through good conductors df con- 
«demUe magnitude; whet^r the conductora ace sq, inmer- 
fect as only to carry small quantity of electricityin nqth 
cases the magnetism exhibited |8 extremely lechle.., ... 

2*'' Imperfect conducting fluids do not give poleri^.to steel 
when electricity is passed through them; but electricity passed 
through air produces this efiect. v- 

* 

Reasoning ou this phenomenon, and on the extreme Uidbilily of the 
particles of air, 1 concluded, es M. Arago had likewise done froin other 
considerations, that the voltaic current in aic wonld be affected by. the 
magneu 1 failed in my first trial, which 1 have referred to in appte to piy« 
former paper, and in other trials made since by using too weak a magnet; 
but I have lately had complete success^ and the experiment exhibits a very 
striking' phenomenon. 

3. Metals are well known to be capable of transmitting large 
quantities of electricity; and one obvious limit to this quantity is 
their fusion by the intensity of the heat thus excited, which inten¬ 
sity is, of course, in part dependant upon the medium which 
surrounds them; thus, a platinum wire becomes much less 
heated by the transmission of a certain quantity of electricity 
when suspended in air, than when in the exhausted receiver of 
an air-pump. Reasoning on this fact, it occurred to Sir 
Humphry, 

That by placing wires in a medium much denser than air, such as ether, 
alcohol, oils, or water, 1 might enable them to transmit a much higher 
charge of electricity than they could couvey without being destroyed in 
air ; and thus not only gain some new results as to the magnetic states of 
such wires, but likewise, perhaps, determine the actual limits to the powers 
of different bodies to conduct dectricity, and the relations of tlicse powers. 

A wire of platinum of three inches in length, was fused in air, by 
being made to transmit uie electricity of two batteries of ten zinc plates 
of four inches with double copper, strongly charged : a similar wire was 
placed in sulphuric ether, and the charge transmitt^ Ihrongh it. It became 
surrounded by globules of gas ; but no other change took place ; and in 
this situation it bore the discharge from twelve batteries of the same kind, 
exhibiting the same phenomena. When only about an inch of it was 
heated by this high power in ether, it made the ether boil, and became 
white hot under the globules of vapour, and tlien rapidly decomposed the 
etlicr, but it did not fuse. When oil or water was substituted lor the ether, 
the length of the wire remaining the same, it was partially covered with 
small globules of gas, but did not become red hot. 

To ascertain whether short lengths of fine wire, prevented 
from fusion by immersion in a cooling medium, transmitted the 
whole electricity of large batteries, a second independent cir¬ 
cuit was so made from tnc ends of the battery by silver wires in 
water, that the decomposition of the Water indicated the resi¬ 
duary electricity. It was thus found that an inch in length of 
platinum wire of one 220th of an inch diameter, kept cool by 
water, left a great residual charge of electricity in a combina*^ 
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bf (^Vreiye lif^fteries similaf tb' those above - in6iit»obed; 
several .trials shewed that it barely discharged six batteries** 

4^ therefore determined that there is a limit to the 
quantity of eleetricHy which wires are capable of transmitting, 

‘ it'hOcame easv to institute experiments on the different conduct* 
ing powers'of’different metallic strbstanceSy and on the relation 
of this power to the temperature, mass, surface, or length of 
the connoting body, and to the conditions of electro*magnetic 
action.' 

The leading result of these researches was, that ** the eon- 
ducting power of metallic bodies varied with the temperature, aasd 
was lower,. tn S(me inverse ratio as the temperature was higher/* 
Thus a wire of platinum of one 220th of an inch diameter, and 
three inches long, discharged the dectricity of two batteries 
when kept cool by gil; but when in air it barely discharged one 
batteiy; and some apparently paradoxical results depend upon 
this circumstance. Thus, let a fine wire of platinum be heated 
red hot in the galvanic circuit; then apply a spirit lamp to any 
part of it, so as to heat that part to whiteness; the consequence 
IS, that the rest of the wire ceases to remain red hot, in conse¬ 
quence of the bad conducting power of the white hot portion: 
again, for the converse illustration, apply a piece of ice to a 
part of the wire, and the remainder, previously only red hot, 
will now become heated to intense whiteness, in consequence of 
the improvement in conducting power occasioned in the cool 
part, enabling a larger quantity of electricity to traverse the 
wire. 

Another important fact developed in these researches relates 
to the great difference in the conducting power of different me¬ 
tals : in experiments with 6 inches of wire of ^ j inch diameter, 
silver discharged the electricity of 65 pairs of plates ; copper 
and lead that of 56; tin of 12; platinum of 11; and iron of 9; 
all the wires being kept cool by immersion in water. These 
facts lead to others connected with the magnetic energies of the 
different wires which are not a little curious. If wires of the 
different metals be placed successively in the voltaic circuit 
the best conductors become most powerfully magnetic; that is, 
they take up the largest quantity of iron filings; so that in this 
way a silver wire becomes an infinitely more powerful magnet 
than one of iron. In a powerful voltaic circuit, (the wires not 
being capable of carrying off the whole of its electricity) two 
inches of silver wire of l-30th inch diameter took up 32 grains 
of iron filings; a similar wire of copper only attracted 24 grains; 
of platinum 11; and of iron only 8-^. 
- There are various other important topics treated of in this 
paper; more especially the production of heat in various media 
by the transmission of electricity. That different wires become 
very differently heated when placed in the voltaic circuit was 
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previously demonstrated by Mr. Children in the magnificent serfes 
of estperimente which he instituted at Tunbridge with batteries 
of large plates, and of which an account is given in the Philow- 
phi^al Tfama<^n^ for the^yeai;^ 18^9 and;;l!816*j and he in¬ 
geniously referred this yariation of heat to the variable resist¬ 
ance imposed to the passage of electricity, assuming the eleva-» 
tion or temperature to be inversely proportionate to the conduct- 
ipg power^ “ The greatest, heat, however,” says Sir fi.^Clavy, 
** IS produced in air, where there is reason to suppose the least 
resistance, and as the presence of heat renders bodies worse 
conductors, another view may be taken; namely, that the ex¬ 
citation of heat occasions the imperfection of the conducting 
power. But tiU the causes of heat and of electricity are known, 
and of that peculiar constitution of matter which excites the 
one, and transmits or propagates^. the other, our reasoning on 
this subject must be inconclusive.’^ 

This is die concluding paper of the Philosophical ZVansac- 
tions for the year 1821. The hasty sketch of its contents in 
ibis and in our preceding Number will enable our readers to 
a{]^reciate the novelty and importance of the papers printed in 
this volume; and will serve, we hope, as an index of reference 

‘toils valuable and multifarious information. 
' In taking our leave of this publication we seize the opportu¬ 
nity which it suggests of congratulating the members of the 
Royal Society upon the dignified independence and exalted sta¬ 
tion to which that learned body has attained, and which it pro¬ 
mises to preserve with untarnished and even increasing splen-, 
dour. 

^ • Hie facility with which an important discovery may escape the most 
vigilant observers is brought to our recollection by the maltiplied attetnptB 
that were made during these experiments to influence the magnetic needle by 
the voltaic pile : they failed, because tfie separate poles only were presented 
to it} had the needle been at hand when the bar of platinum of sj inches 
length, and inch diameter, was ignited by this powerful apparatus, the 
whole of the phenomena might have been developed, and under circum¬ 
stances must favourable to weir investigation. 



Abt. XV. ASTRONOBilCAL AND NAUTICAL COL- 

liCTIONSl. No! VIII. 

i; Report on the present State of Ramsden*s Dividing Engine, 

By Dr. W. H. Wollaston. Published by Permission of the 

, ]3oaud OF Longitude. . . 
« % 

V 

Since the Dividing Engine belonging to the Board of Longi¬ 

tude appeared to Captain Katcr and myself, from our examina7 

tioii of the divisions made by it, to be more defective than any 

other engine examined by the same means, vre thouglit it de- 

sirable that this engine should be used a second time, 'with all 

possible care, to rc*^ividc the double cifcle constriicted for the 

purpose of this inquiry. 

Mr. Cary readily undertook to repeat the operation, with 

attention to all the precautions that appeared necessary. 
• * 

In the measurement of this second set of divisions, whiqli 1 

commenced shortly afterwards, I discovered that the divisions 

upon the outer circle, though made at the same time with those 

on the inner circle, and by the same motion of the cutting-point, 

were not coincident with them, as had beEn presumed to be the 

case in our former examination; and that it consequently became 

necessary to alter the mode of examination, which had been 

pursued under that presumption. 

It is in fact the inner circle alone that really needs to be 

measured. For, since the motion of the cutting-point in marking 

the divisions is from the centre outwards, the inner circle must 

be regarded as a more correct copy of the engine than the outer, 

of which the divisions are liable to be misplaced by any irregu¬ 

larity, given to the motion of the cutter, in its passage over the 

line of contact between the inner and outer ctrcle. In any 

examination by aliquot parte, (as by 6ths,) when any one arc on 

the outer circle has been compared with each arc of the inner 

in succession, and tlie differences measured, the sum of these 
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clifiereoces divided by their number shows the error of the 

outer arc so compared, and thence the value of eachjnner arcy 

to which it has been compared^ is ascertained. 

In this method the number of measures, really necessary to be 

taken, is the same as before, but they occasion considerably 

more trouble than so many taken in one position of the instru¬ 

ment, from the necessity of placing the circles at a new point of 

coincidence previously to each measurement. 

In my examination, however, I did not limit myself to the mere 

comparison of a single arc, but in each position I measured the 

errors of each aliquot part, so th^ in fact, the number of mea¬ 

sures actually taken, in an examination by 5ths, 6ths, 8ths, and 

9ths, was 5* + 6* + 8^ -|- 9*, the mean of which ensures greater 

accuracy in the results. The total amount of the errors on 22 

points, obtained by this'estlmate of the divisions of this circle, 

after correction for common and central error, was found to be 

78 seconds, or about 3^ seconds, on an average, for eacli 
« 

division. 

By aubsequent examination of another set of points, begin¬ 

ning from 12° (instead of 0) in the same manner, I found a total ■ 
of errors 95", or 4 J on an average; so that the mean of both exa¬ 

minations shows this engine to be liable to an error of about 

four seconds on each division. 
• 

In consequence of the discovery of a difference between the 

inner and outer circles, it became necessary to re-examine the 

circle divided by Allan, but the measurements that I have taken 

do not invalidate our former result as to the comparative merit 

of his mode of constructing his dividing engine. The total 

amount of errors, in a set of 22 points, did not exceed 42"^ 
V 

making the average error of his engine less than two seconds. 

The greatest error discovered on Allan's circle was 6) seconds, 

while the ^^est by Ramsden’s engine is as much as 11". 
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* 

T-r-fr • « « » ') 
. y 

" INNEB CIBCU. 

US) (6) (8) 
1 ' i ' * (9) 

1 

Jk k 1$ 
5L 

pk 
0 

• 
■ 45 + 1.6 +2.1 

40 
1 % -3.9 -3.9 -3.3 85 +2.0 -1.3 

43 -3.2 -3.2 -2.6 90 +2.0 - .6 

60 -2.9 -2.9 -2.3 75 + 1.9 - .4 

72 -3.2 -3.2 -2.6 63 + 1.6 -1.0 

80 -2.1 -2.1 -1.5 55 + 1.5 0 

90 -1.2 -1.2 -0.6 45 + 1.4 + .8 

120 -1.5 -1.8 -1.7 -1.1 15 + .5 -0.6 

135 -1.5 -1.5 -0.9 0 0 - .9 

144 +0.1 +07 9 - .3 + .4 

160 -1.0 -1.6 -1.0 25 - .8 -1.8 

180 -0.6 -0.6 -0.6 0 45 -1.5 -1.5 

200 -1.1 + 1.1 + 1.7 65 -1.8 - .1* 

216 + 1.7 + 1.7 81 -1.9 + .4 

225 + 1.0 + 1.0 + 1.6 90 -2.0 - .4 

240 0 -0.1- -0.1 + .5 75 -1.9 -1.4 

270 +0.9 +0.9 + I.S 45 -1.5 0 

280 + 1.6 + 1.6 + 2.2 35 + 1.1 

288 +3.4 +3.4 27 - .9 +3.1 

300 +0.3 + 0.3 + .9 15 - .5 + .4 

315 -0.9 -0.9 - .3 0 0 - .3 

320 -1.2 -1.2 - ,6 5 + .2 - .4 

m 
Greatest dj seconds: average less than 2 seconds. 



Metiod of amfitiing the lMtitude* 3m 

ii; ’ Mkthod of computing the Latitude'fr<M fifo* 
V 

Altitudes and the Time intervening, \ 

Mr. Ivory, after a candid examination of the various approxi- *. 
' . , ‘ fi 

mations that have been proposed for the solution of the problem ; 

of t^o altitudes, is disposed to think them seldom so eligible as; 

the direct computation, vvhich he has somewhat abridged by a. 

method that may be thus enunciated. (Phil. Mag. Aug- p. 84.) ^ 

Mr, Ipory's Rule, 

Putting h the greater altitude. 

h' the lesser, 

J) the mean declination, 

t the half time elapsed, reduced to angular space, 

( d the half base of the triangle A P B, 

p the perpendicular, 

y the perpendicular Z D falling from the zenith on p, 

X the portion of p between g and A B,) 

X the latitude, 

s the horary angle of the middle time, 

A = ^ (sin h — sin /i) 

B ^ ^ (sin A — sin A') 

1. Sin b £= cos J) sin t 

2. Cos p = - 
cos 6 

3. Sin y ^ 
B 

sin 6 

4. Cos X =- 
cos y cos b 

5. Sin X = cos y cos ( p ^ x) 

6. Sin » = 
COS X 

Correction for the change of declination, 

d the declination at B the greater altitude, 

X will be the true latitude, 
sin t 

ij_ (D — rf) cos s the corrected horary angle. 
^ sin t 
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' ' 'Delaubae’s Example. (A4<r> Coft. %.’'«£.)'* 

A = 42® 14' 9", A'= 16® 5'47" 

D = 8® 16' 30", d = 8® 
A*- •• I ^ 

* ^ r 

t = 22® 30' 

3ia& 672181 (1) 

sin hf 
w * 

277214 (2) 

2 A 949428 

2 B 394940 

A 474714 

B 197470 

L. cos I> 
sint 

9.906465 (3) 
9.682840 (4) 

sin b »22oi5qV' 9.678225 (5) 

L. sin b A. C. 0.421705 

B ;0.29.5501 (0) 

sin y = 31025'44" 9.71720C (10) 

L. COB y 9.931095 

cos (p—x) 9.045923 (14) 

sin X“ 48° 63'5" 9.87701S 

15' 

> ' I 

L. cos h 9.066386 (6) 

A.C. 
sinD 

0.033614 
9.158134 (7) 

cos p 81° 8'14" 9.191748 (8) 

L. cos h 0.066380 

cos y 9.931095 (11) 

9.897481 

A. C, 0.102619 
it 9.G76432 (12) 

cos X =»= 63« 3' 3" 9.778951 (13) 

.x=28 Oil 

CoilHECTiON, 

sin y 9.7172 n —rf = 90" 

cos. X A.C. 0.1821 2.073 

sin « 9.8993 186.57 = 2' 17" 

sin t A. C. 0.4172 48 63 5 

2.073 0.3165 48 60 18 

Exceeding the truth by 18" only. 

iii. Apology for the Postscript on Refraction, in answer to 

Mr. IvoRY^s Remarks. \ 

A mathematician of Mr. Tvory'a acknowll^g^d celebrity and 

transcendent attainments might naturally be expected, like the 

Midas of antiquity, to convert whatever he touches into gold: 



but if he employ his alchemical powers in converting th«t 

gold of others into brass, it would not be surprising if it should 

again be reported, as it was of old of the same Midas, that 

Auriculm dsini Mida rex hahetand that the punishment 

should be remembered even longer than the alchemy. 

Supposing for a moment that Mr. Ivory is right in condemning 

the series which has been employed for the computation of re-> 

fraction, and supposing that his observations on the series ** do 

not bear at all upon the table of refractions published in the 

Nautical Almanac for 1822 ;4t is still scarcely credible that any 

mathematician, besides Mr. Ivory, will be hardy etlough to assert 

that ** the formula and the table must both be considered as 

entirely empirical” Phil, Mag. Sept. p. 167. 

Can it possibly be believed that the most skilful empiric, even 

with the advantage of all the refined methods of empiricism that 

were cultivated by Lagrange, could ever have deduced, from a 

table of refractions only, a formula so complicated as this; 

\=zv— + + + + + 
s s* s* 

The values of B and C only are determined empirically; but was 

Euler's theory of the moon entirely empirical, because some of 

the coefficients were determined from observation only ? 

Again, the only improvement, which the author of the table 

considers as of practical importance, is the introduction of an 

accurate and convenient mode of correcting for the heights of 

the barometer and thermometer. Will Mr. Ivory call this ap¬ 

proximate correction in any degree empirical ? He may assert 

that this computation is independent of the former: but it is, at 

least, an essential part of the table: a table on which even 

Mr. Ivory has condescended to bestow the (^nditional commen¬ 

dation, that if it has a real and solid foundation, it must be 

allowed that no greater or more honourable testimony can be 

given in favour of—the French Astronomers ! ” 

The French Astronojners really stand so little in need of this 

honourable testimony, that they will probably forgive the author 

of the table if he persists in withholding it; and its claim to the 

confidence'of the public may safely be allowed to rest upon the 



acknowledged sufficiency of the French table, whjjUlr it 

agrees, in all ordinary cases, and upon its coincidence with the 

mean of 156 observations of Mr. Pond in low altitudes, as well 

w with Bradley's empirical correction ibr temperature neaf the 

horizon. 
a 

Nor would it be necessary to inquire whether Or no the series 

is capable of being employed with convenience for ah atmo*> 

sphere ofuniform temperature, in order that it may be “whispered 

into a pit" that an unjust judge has been metamorphosed. But 

the thing is really so easy, in comparison with other modes of 

computation, that it is not fair to the question to omit a further 

exemplideation of the method proposed, with the assistance of 

the subdivision of the operation into two parts, which has been 

already suggested: and the whole may be resumed with little 

difficulty, from the first elements of the problem. We shall 

have, therefore. 

X, the distance from the centre, 

yy the superincumbent weight, 

2, the density, here represented by y, 

dy =: — mydx; ^ = — jndx; hly = 
y 

u, the perpendicular to the direction, 

s r= the initial value of u, 

s s 

rn — mx. 

u = 
1 + pz 

dtt = — psdif 

— dw 

1 + py 
z=3 s psy 

dy 
ps 

dy 
djr rr: I 

my 

v s/ {— mb ) 

j dii 
dr =: — 

V 

du 
^ = V 
dr 

dx ^ dtt ^ V 

-dr., mpsydr mpsy 
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d_ ^ w^»K ^ ^ i • 1 ^ r- .ps 

tt* ;> mJu =s —• itdv 

^ ^ ij^ , t<dt<« ^ X 
dr 

X 

vdr vdr 
^ dj , ^ xdy _ 

”^P9y . mpsy^ , 
-,.Si« V , __xv 

- -- tt; or =: 
mpsp mpsy 

W 

— s 

du 

. d /* Vt^* 
j ddv du 

1? 
d^u 

7rtpV^* 

mp^^y* mp^s^y^ 
1 • « ^ 

— v; wsr V 

mp^s^y 
j* only. 

2u* 
dr^ w»*pSi*yS mp^s^y^ ^np^s^y-^ 

d = — 3dy _j_ 2udy ^ 4udu _ M\y 
'* ■'* nip^si*y^ mp^s^y^ np^s'^y^ dr^ 

d^,w 
dr* 

:3 V 2uv 4w 41/1! 
9U ̂ p*s*y* mp^s^y 3 (*3 4i 3 m^p^s^y"^ 

6u^ f _ Guv 
fnp*s*y * m'^p V*y* mp^s^y^ mp 

d !ll2 = --( 4 — 6m • ̂  18?;’ N di» 
dr* \mj^y psy Jmp'^s'Uj^ 

24u^\ dy 

p^y ) mp^s^y* 

11 f ’’ - 6s + 18v“\ f 1 
dr^ \ mps ps / ' \w*p*s*y* 
/ 28 

— 18s + 24v= > 
\ 

\nipsy psy > ' 'mp*s*y* 

6v^ 
mp^s^y^ 

*s*y* 
/ 28u 

mpsy 
— 18itu 

'S*y* mp-^s^y^ J 

We shall find no difficulty in substituting for the coefficients 

of these formulas the numerical values employed by Laplace, and 

quoted by Mr. Ivory, that isp =; .000293876 and 1=.00125254; 

= 18.168,—L = 
mp* 

1 

whence i = 3403, -i = 4.2624, ^ 

14;'J5, 
1 

i^iri3 

7Hp 

= 61826, 

»i®p’ 

1 

mp 
= 49 360 700, and 

7»*p* mrp 
210 395 000. 

, dv r’ , d’u ' 
The formulaps A y s= vr + — . y + ^ T r • * 

will then4>ecome 

VoL. XII. 2D . . 



3d4 Astronomicai CoUeUtont, 

.00029388 A y rs w r + (2.1312 - J-r*- 2417.5 S 

‘ + (2576 - 606 8* + 4 113400 v* ) !l 
’ 

+(12 273 040 2 468 000 ^ + 10 670 000 Ti 
+ ([2 046 500 - 411 333 «* + 5 260 000 . (4.262*4 - s«) 

+ (8182 000-1 234 000 8t + 7 013 200t^ 3403 

+ . . . 
In ord^r to compute the horizontal refraction in two portions 

from this formula, supposing its magnitude to be about .01, we 

may begin by taking half of this quantity> and make r r= .005, 

and r* sr .000025, s being = 1, and u = 0; we shall then have 

p £s.y .00004578 + .000001231 + .000000082 + . . . 

Now an important question is here to be considered; whether 

we are to content ourselves with simply adding together these 

terms as constituting the whole series, or whether it is justifiable 

to assume something more from analogy, or from probability, 

upon general principles, excluding all arbitrary conjectures 

depending on private reasons or imaginations. 

If we admit the propriety of interpolating a table by the me* 

thod of differences, which has seldom been called in question, it 

can hardly be denied that, with proper caution, the method of 

differences may very safely be applied to the continuation of a 

converging series. Supposing the progression to be v6ry nearly 

geometrical, it cannot be questioned that there is a probabibty, 

approaching practically to a certainty, that we shall be much 

more correct if we suppose it to continue strictly as a geome¬ 

trical progression, than if we break it off abruptly: and when the 

difference firom a geometrical progression is more considerable, 

it seems at first siglj^t natural to take the ratios pr logarithms of 

the quotients, and to continue them by means of the differences. 

But where, as in the present instance, ther4 are oidy three terms 

computed, and we have only one diflerence of these logarithms, 

the ooDtinua) employment of this difference must be erroneods, 

because it will always ultimately lead us to a diverging series, 

affording the succeeding terms too large in proportion to the 



pr^bedii^. IC we c^pujte one term onljf by thie 

approximation, ai^ euppoie the reraainder of the senes* to be¬ 

come geonietrical, there wiU be a compensation of errors, which 

for ordinary purposes, will be amply sufficient, and which may 

often save us g^eat labour in the 9omputation~of new terms. 

Thus we have 45780 

1231 
37.8, and IHl = 15;Md.37.2 : 15 

'•82 " ' ’ • ‘ 

:: 15 : 6, so that .we may safely assume 6 as the quotient of a 

geometrical progression nearly equivalent to the proposed series, 

its sum being equal to the last given term divided by 6 — 1, or 

here to .000000016, making the whole .00004711, which must 
> % 9 

undeniably be true to the last place, as far as the convergency 

of the series is concerned. From this value of p A y we have 

A y = .16031, y ts .83969, hly c= - .174842, and * = I 

-^ = 14- .174842 X .00125254 = 1.0002190; but since 
m 

a=l— Aus=l —p A y, == .99995289, we have, for the new 

value of s, ~ .9997339, and v = .02307; and proceeding 
X 

with these values to compute p A y, bn the supposition Lr:st 

.005, we have the series .00011535 + .00004079 + .00000697 

+ .00000260 + .00000071 + .00000028 -F [.00000040] 

= .00016710, instead of .00029388- .00004711 = .00024677, 

consequently .'005 is much too little, and we must multiply the 

terms by the powers of or —PZ,. and the sums WSU become 
^ .005 .005 

.000^188 and .0002802 respectively, giving by interpolation 

.00^45^. for but it will be necessary to repeat the operation 

with .rf=,.0065^.which gives us .0002453, and requires thefurther 

correci&pn of .000025 only, making the whole refrXbtion .011525 

or 39' vhich can scarcely differ above a second or two from 

the truti^ .the actually computed showing that it'must bp 

remainder being capable of a very suf- 

^i^ efitfflf4ipp> ^ Lai^ace’s, result is 39' 54",6; so that 

iqustp^hs^ly .be some nutqerical error in one of the comi^uta- 

tm.i;^; ppy tbp difference ^qes notjuise frppi the waptpf 

<»nv.Crg»uoqQfthgseries..,,, ; . 
It niay uercforunbe left <{WUh confidence ^ ,decisjqa.|e| 

•2 D 2 



every Im^airtial ^ 1wi'*"6fe^', i a 

^rinklfty,'": Miether'ot no ti^e ootivergence ^’thVsenfes^is’h^pt 

Ba^cientiy exemplified, to prove it® utility for aiiy dSi^putaticii’s 

of tihw kind that may he reqhii^d. And evenfour eubdivi- 

•ioha had been employed, or twice four, instead of two, the 

Tihoih* Of (imputation would still have been hi compa¬ 

rison with the complicated expedients that are required in other 

methods.; 
^ jr. - . ' 
iv. The. VaruiHon of the Teuferaturb of the Atmosphere 

deduced from rAe mean Refraction. 

.. The best proof that the formula, published in the Nautical 

Almanac, is not deserving of the reproach of being merely ew- 

piricalf will be found in the facility that it affords of deducing 

the actual density of the air, at a given height, from the table of 

astronomical refractions. For, by comparing the original series 

, =b» JL + f-L -S*)+ ('£i+ JJL) + ..., 
. S \ mp J 2s* \»»p mp* J 6s® 

with the expression in the'Nautical Almanac,^ p = t; L+ (2.47 
s 

f _ .+ ^ w*) — + 3600 V — + . .., we obtain 
s* s* 2 wip 

sr 2.97, 

= 3600 V, JL = *484 ®, = 1.2855, and 
mp s 

Xi + 
6 mp 6mp 

ise '537,’6 Z ; and from these values we may immediately de- 
s 

duce the diminution of the temperature in ascending, and the 

rate at which that diminution varies at different heights, without 

any hypothesis whatever respecting the constitution of the 

atmosphere. ^ . 

The number of feet, in which the temperature is depressed a 
1 ’ " 

degree of Fahrenheit, being called/I we have for the va- 
494/ 

nation of density in a foot dependent on this cauSe; but the 
Vi ^ 4* 

varialibn of the pressure p for a foot is Ly ^ 
m 

20 900000 
.■ 9 

1 

27300 
; and this, if the temperature were uniform, wqalj|,be the 



, Teny^lurt. 397 
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T!4ae (tit&jt, the o( the d^ei^y, which is aptually only 

‘ - ^Tdiettce ^ e !»£ a i = 1^ 
4i9if Ay dy f , 4^4f’i94/ 27300 

« 1 - * m/si 87300: ( 1 ,/*» 56.28: (•^) 

•=i 55.36^^X- ^ s= 248, »t the surface of the earth; and since 

f'r.r ^iandlf 
dr dr 

—u 
wc have II = -P^f~ - 

ps dz V 
537.6p; 

whence, if we neglect the higher fluxions of f, we have for {he point 

at which the density is reduced to one half, putting A z =s — 

Af = 268.8 p = .0759; and becomes 1.3614,giving/rs: 208 

feet, for the elevation correspondihg to a variation of tempera** 

turc of 1® at the supposed altitude, which would probably be 

three or four miles above the surface. But, in order to com¬ 

pute the height from the density, or from the pressure, with 

greater convenience, it will be easiest to make the fluxion of y 

constant, so that we may obtain a formula for the height as 

depending upon the indication of the barometer. Thus, since 

, aiid do: = 
__ dy da; 

: - -L. d 
da; 

• = — 

mz dy mz dy mz^ 7nz^ 

““ ^ . whence d ^ ^ 2zfdz4-z 

dy* dy2 

2zdy4-zfi^'dr A d’x" and •M 
- 2 _ (' 

■ mz^ dy* 

P 
m ^ 

* 2 . consequently Ax 
Ay ^ 

J 

V m 

d V 

2m( 

( P 1, f— —i—^ Aw*, » = 1 being the radius of the 
V6w^J w ^ iml^) ^ ^ 

Ay» 
parth; or, in feet, 

A 
20 900 000 

AW 
■“ 7^ 

A y* __ 

1970 40371 

and A j; == — 27300 Ay + 10608 Ay’ - 518 Ay*; or, if D 

be the descent of the baiometer divided by the greater height, 

// =; 27300 D «f 10608 2>^ 4- 518 D*, since Ay is negative, 

and itb square positive. Taking, for example, D = ^, we have 

H = 13650 4* 2652 4- 65 = 16367 feet, or 3.1 miles, which 

appears to be not fai from the truth: at Quito the barometer 

stands at 21.37, which gives a height of 8740 feet, instead of 



9377 8'^40of !iie 

frorik ft ix 

'nrel!')^^ thtttfi'colnpat^cfiloi^ of tiikf'feiiid it h^ibeefiSi^Jlb 

!nC2^^'{9$'a vilrfeiy'Of alibsidfeiry coirectfeba/ *ftia pfrih<^l<of 

faoNt^vdb, h i^e'T^dirctioib of height 0^the b%j^Rreteif^ 

fdt ftiid when tiiia i« ap^e#i thh reedIt of ^e4(^- 

mufCthiis^eniployed aj[>pOan( to he extremely ftoenrate. 'Te^kig, 

for example, Oenetal Roy’s obiferVadons oii’Moel BIIMo, at the 

lieigh:y)f 33(71 feet: fhe tempemture, below, 68®, tbe correOted 

heightsW'ihdbafomker 39i9i8 ^d 2T.'468i'wVb0'r6i>ar.089',' 

and ir s“ 3^06, to which addito'g^^, or 84, for the bice's^ of 

the lower barometer above 50®, we have 2390/ while General 

Roy’s computations rntdre the height 2393.'' In one of Mr. 
>• h • ' I ^ 

Great|irex’s examples, the error of this method Is 6 yards; while 

t^atbf Dr. Mask'eiyhe’s is 12. '' ’ 

It m^y not be improper to observe that the Correction of the 

refraction for temperature, as applied in the Nautical Almanac,' 

may possibly be found to agree better with the mean tem^ra- 

tures of different climates than with the occasional variations at 

the same place, which may often be less regular in'theif causes 

and extent: and there is reason to think that, in some of these 

cases, the correction of for each degree of Fahrenheit, as 

employed by Bradley, is sufficient in the immediate heighbour* 

hood of the horizon. Mr. Groombridge's observations, as pub* 

Ibhedin the Connaissance des Terns for 1821, require thc kan- 

dard temperature of the table to be supposed 50^, when com¬ 

pared with the exterior thermometer, and nO^t "48®, as thfe 

Greenwich observations seem to indicate. But it is at pfekebt 

im^ssible to expect any thing like perfect accbraby in a' deter¬ 

mination so liable to uncertainties of various kinds. ' 
^ • 5 1 i\ * ' 

i 

^>o^ ^ • I • ^ • 

w- Accotmr of aatke- Optiectt- Imfeniioits ^ Frofessof Avici. 

^ Fr<mth^Memiri dftkeJ$aiianSociefy,y^^ 

!• The first, ih iffipottancc;,'bf Mr. AmiCi’a' pafiClw is an ac¬ 

count df an tC^nantidiptic tefescope. deahtkFs ihveAtion of & 

^lescope't^'should exhibit at ohbe tWo images; d|e erect, the 
dthef inVbfted, ’ cbincidiirg M thb'akh^dh}y;‘e^ 
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it was liyvBosco^ic]^ 
that ^ an icteiilili4)|^ tt^ascopw^^witli ^hiee, lu^hrowk^ejQ^^^ 
glastea pwndoi^^B.a; mticl^ lava e£^t than \ common taUtcope of 
half the length/' so,vt^tba^ s^antage gained by the doable 

velooilii, with whieh tlha tWb image# approach each other^ ia no- 

thing .more than; nai^^llWr^btaine^ a^pomaipp u^eacope, 

with twice (W:more thaa twice the magnil^ing pow^f, aa^might 

easily bemade, / |le also showed that the telescope iau||t Ihil 

its proposed ol^t • of superseding the necessity of micrometer 

wires^fonthatrthft images, could never be made to meet m tim 
axis without having the assistance of a wire to guide the direc¬ 

tion of their motitHK. 

, Mr* Amici , observes that the optical difficulty might he 

avoided,; by employing a reflecting instead of a refracting tele* 

scope, and by combining the constructions of Gregory and Ca^ 

segrain in the same instrument; but that the weight of such a 

telescope would render it inconvenient for astronomical obser- 

vatiops. Still, however, the wires would be required, and the 
^ I 

advantage of viewing very faint stars, without the danger of ex¬ 

tinguishing their light by the Jllumination, would be lost. He 

therefore proposes to obtain a double image by reflecting half 

the rays, so that it may be formed in a simply inverted and * 

whoUy^reversed position ; and that if the plane of reflection be 

situated, for example, in that of the meridian, the images of all 

the stars in the field would meet each other at the true moment 

of their transit,, while, in the construction of Jeaurat, none of 

them, could coincide unless they were precisely in the axis of 

the tube., For this purpose he places, “ in the focus of the eye- 

{tiece next to tjlie object glass, a small rectangular isoscelea 

prism of glass, the plane opposite to the right angle passing 

through the axis of the telescope, and its edges being perpendi¬ 

cular to it, so as to intercept half of the pencils of rays belonging 

to each point of Ike object, and to form with them a reflected 

image*' depending on the tntemal, reflection of tiie base of |he 

prism*' .Tbs,instrument in.,^ form appears to be pectdiarly 

adapljpd tqyffiaobservadon of transits, though it may ^^ssibly 

reqnire dpai# modification botb> in the ai^le of th# prism, and jw 

its place witb regard to the focus of the telescope. 

m 
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8. The,Mcoiid:inem<Hr appeiars tD„€xhibtH 

to obtain novelty witboniessitiditl imptov^ ^ It far 

conatroction an achromatic teleacopc, witbowi 

and with a ainglQ rafrtiAtive medhim/’ haa hlthM> 

been believed/’ aa^a tbe authct^.^^by»jaallUaIphtlosoph^>^ 

the dispersion pC.colours is conatantj^ eamaffefcaotmg me¬ 

dium^ or that a given.,refraction, produced by the» same ddn 

atanoe, is accpmpanied by a given dispersion* But I have 

found Ural the dispersion produced by more tbaa^oiie'nefraction 

is n^il by.’j|>nyj means constant, bat varies according to the va* 

riou»iaolinatious of the incident ray.*' He dnds^ howevpr>that 

this property is really dcducible from the constant proportion of 

the 'sines, and observes in conclusion, that although the theory 

of colours has been cultivated by so many distinguished ^gthe- 

maticians and opticians, from the days of Newton to the present 

time, the property here described not only remained unknown, 

but the thing was judged impossible, until ! discovered its pract 
ticability by means of some experiments.which I was.making 

with another view. We may therefore consider this .circuinr 

stance as a striking proof, among many others, that in the pro¬ 

secution of physical science, experiment is very often, and per¬ 

haps most commonly, more successful than theory, witp regard 

to the development of all the circumstances that accompany a 

given phenomenon.^ 

Now it is well known, that Euler was aware of the differencB 

of dispersion tlmt might be obtained in this manner from the 

same refractive substance, and the author himself quotes the 

work of our countryman, Dr. Brewster, who has entered very 

fully into the investigation of the subject. The celebrated Dr. 

Brewster, ” he says, “ in his excellent Treatise on New Instru¬ 

ments, informs us, page 40Q, that he has made several attempts 

to exclude colours by means of an object glass composed of two 

Iriises of the same substance; but, his experiments were not 

crowned with the desired Huccese/^v. ? . i ■ . 

Mr. Amici, however, appears to have been considerably more 

successful in a practical point of view« He informs us;. that 

“ ^r since the year 181^, he has made telescopes'bf prisms of 

larger and smaller angles, which have fuUy answered his ex- 



aa inch‘i& leng^, a^d liidf 

aii.inch 6f Iktl# pnams of Fren(*h<§M, 

wiA angles of*46% afford** so much distinctness and^ pr^cMioh 

in the outlines of Ihe ild^age, that it except in its i^ffect IRe 

most perfect achroinailie ^operit glosses/*- ■ ' » 
i 

* "The construction of this extraordinary machine'he has not 

more'pcuptioularly/described: he has; hdwtvcr; ekplaihed the 

general principle upon which it depends, and although it may 

be apprehended that it can never be applied to instruments of 

material importance, H' really appears to have afforded him an 

elegantlittfeplaything. * * 
% 

“ Supposing, that through a prism, having its axis in a “verti¬ 

cal direction, we look at a small square object, having one df 

im sides aiso^verticsd, it is obvious, that if wc turn the edge Of 

the prism sO as-tb incline it towards the object, the image ^ill 

become an oblong rectangle, instead of a square. If we then 

,take a second prism of the same substance, and place it behind 

the former^ with it* axis horizontal, and turn it until it produces 

an equal deviation, the image will manifestly be prolonged in a 

vertical direction, and will again become a square, magnified, 

but still coloured. Now, since a coloured spectrum of a given 

extent may be produced in two different ways, that is, cither by 

turning round its axis a prism with* a small angle, in order to 

increase its refractive effect, or by making a prism of the same 

substance with a larger angle, it will be easy, without recurring 
> 4 

to the first method, which would produce a distortion of the 

image, to determine the angle to be given to a third prism, in 

order that its least refraction may produce a spectrum of cqiiEd 
♦ ■' i 

extent to that which is formed by the two combined prisms. If 
^ t 

then we place- this third prism behind the two former, in such a 

manner''that its refraction may be in the direction of the 

nal of the square, it' will correct the dispersion of the colours, 

without distorting the object, which will of course still remsun 

magnified; so that the system of these three prism? alone' will 

constitute-an' achromatic telescope consisting of a 

ttve- sulMtmpLc.a only/* 

single^reiVac- 
* « • 

V v* « 

CiiaifEOTloif of Art. V. No. VI. P. 370, Line 8 fr^m Uie ]>ottoni, Jttr “ and 
consequently to the, magnetic axis of the earth,” rtad “ and consequently to 
that ot the dipping ueeale.” 



AUT. XVj Mi$cellm$ou8 Intelligence^ 
» ' w4 * * , 

1, Mechanical SciENCB. 
T l V 

% MscttAlvxcs, the Aut^, &t. 

^1. teiterficm Messrs, l^arkinson and Frodsbam, to the Editor 
(jfthe Quatierly* Journal of Sciende and the Arts, telating to the 
Ckronometert ejnployed in the late Arctic expedition. 

Sin, 
We take the liberty to address ourselves to you in the hope 

that our :toinmumcatioa will be considered to fall within the 
plan of your Journal, which expressly concerns itself in the 
interests of science and of the arts. 

• We are the makers of the chronometers which have received 
so favourable a report in the Official Account of die late Arctic 
Expedition; confident of our workmanship, we ventured diem 
on so severe a trial at our own expense, for the purpose of ad¬ 
vancing our reputation; it will appear but reasonable, therefore, 
that we should be solicitous to possess that which we have been, 
at much pains to obtain, and on which the prosperity of our 
business depends. 

Soon after the return of the Expedition, it came to our know¬ 
ledge that a report was in circulation, and had even obtained 
credit with gentlemen distinguished in science, that we were the 
sellers only and not the makers of the chronometers which had 
borne our name, and that Mr. Molyneux, previously known as 
a workman employed in making chronometers, was the real 
maker; we lost no time in obtaining and making public 
Mr. Molyneux’s statement that lie had never even seen ffie chro¬ 
nometers in question, and at the same dme we asserted our 
own right to be considered the makers. 

We hoped that we had thus terminated all doubts especially 
as there has been no other claimant than ourselves; it was there¬ 
fore with equal surprise and concern that we read a note in the 
review of Captain Parry’s Voyage in the 49th Number of the 
Quarterly Review, expressing an opinion that neither Mr. Moly¬ 
neux nor ourselves, but some third person, (whom however the 
reviewer neither names nor specifies), was the real maker of the 
chronometers, the merits of which he was pleased to notice. 

We might reasonably have complained that an opinion, afiect- 
hig sp materially our reputation and trade, should hure been 
admitted in so respectable a work without at least more consi¬ 
deration and inquiry than had obviously been bestowed; we 
IxQwever overlooked this, and took the more moderate course of 
appealing to the right filing and justice of the Editor himself 
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in ^ letter%hi^ w6 have subjoined; requesting only that W 
might be pennittiifeld to^ffOTe'^ithec to himself, or t# the writer 
of the note, that the opinion expressed in it was wholly errone¬ 
ous. . / . ^ ; 

We have experienced the additional mortification of finding 
our appeal enlarely disregarded; our letter, which we trust was 
in all respects proper cuod respectful, hasmot received the common 
courtesy of a reply> and s^^atthsequent Number of the .Quarterkf 
Jieview has apj^ared wi^but notice or acknowledgment of 
error. 

Our motive, in desiring the publication of our letter, is to re¬ 
move the doubts which the Quarterly Review has excited to our 
prejudiebf 'and'tb ihew'that our nol having done so long since, 
nas been SolelV oecasioned by our reasonable trust in the readi^' 
ness of the ISditor himself to assist, when it should be shewn 
him that he had inconsiderately given currency to an opinion^ 
injurious to a tradesman's reputation, and altogether without 
foundation. ' 

We remain. Sir, respectfiilly, i 
Your most obedient humble servants, 

Pahkinsodt AND Froi>smam. 

Change JUley, ^thlDct., 1821. 
It t 

(copy.) 

To the Editor of the Quarterly Review* 

Sir, 

I 

Change Alley, July 1821. 

We beg leave to address you in consequence of the following 
Note in page 205 of the last Number of the Quarterly Review, 
** There is a dispute as to the real maker of these valuable 
chronometers. Mr. Molyneux, who has been long distinguished 
for the excellence of his workmanship, having set up a claim 
which is denied by Parkinson and Fr^sham. As far as we are 
able to judge from their contradictory statements, we should say 
the real operator was neither of them but some third person.** 

The chronometers in question, Nos. 228, 253, 254, and 259^ 
of our name, ivere sbnt by ourselves at our own risk and hazard 
on the Northern Expedition; our oluect was to manifest their 
goodness by a public trial under such extreme circumstances'; 
we wefb personally unknown to the gentlemen in whose hands 
we placed them, but, Us selected by the government on such an 
occasion^ we did not doubt their care and disposi^on to do jus¬ 
tice to' tuir chronometers: the report which has been published 
of their goin^ daring the voyage has, in every respect, fully 
equalled'bUT expectations. 

We hUvfi stated thus much to you, in the hope that we may 
in^rtst to inquite into the justice of a note which has gone 
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forth to thef^udice oCrour repjUtatioi^ 4i3d,,bijsii^JH* Jthroai^ 
the. wid^y^ioxteaded circuletiotji^of the Quoxt^ly R^ew f .we 
h«re eucloeed^yon the papers on which Uie fiuthor of the. note 
states that hk* opinion has beeja formed^ that the real > operator 
wasaKhher B^.^Molyneti^^nOr. purseUes.hut soma^tlnrclpeiriipp. 
M#.’ MolyneuxVaetetwwled^^ pe^var- saw the chro- 
nometefS) is decisive as. to. hWppacern iit itbem. .. if we ,kDev 
wbat^thkd perwn .canhave heeu,aiif^9aed thejni^^, we would 
tneet the >8tipp06ition*hy obtaining a denial from^the. inctividual 
himself ' > . < 

We are ready, Sir,, to give, you, or the .author of the upte^ any 
reasoiHable proof that may be required, that (with die exception 
of the springs of Nos< 253 and 254, which v^ere obtained from 
Mr« Hc^iai, whose distinct branch of the ;trade it is to supply 
Sprites toc^onometer makers, and for, which springy he received 
2f. 10s. each), the four chronometers were our own workmanship* 
made‘in our own house, under our own direction, by workmen 
whom we have instructed, and that they were all finally adjusted 
and corrected by ourselves. We have laboured unceasingly 
since our entrance into life to become good artists, and to ap¬ 
prove ourselves such to the public. The adventure of our pro¬ 
perty in the late voyage is a proof of our confidence in the ei^- 
cellence of our chronometers, and of our anxiety to establish oiir 
reputation. We cannot, therefore, but feel deeply when we see 
the credit which wc have laboured to deserve, ascribed to some 
unknown person; and when we find the encouragement to our 
business, which we were receiving from the public, withheld* in 
consequence of the promulgation of an opinion which has cer¬ 
tainly no foundation in fact. 

We hope that you will not refuse to satisfy yourself of the 
truth of this statement. 

We are, Sir, 
Your obedient servants, 

Parkinson and Frodsham. 

2. Steam Eiigines of England.—M. DupJn, whilst speaking of 
the immense mechanical force set in action by the steam engines 
of England, gives the following illustration of its amount. The 
great pyramid of Egypt required for its erection the labour of 
above 100,000 men for twenty years: but if it were required 
again to raise the stones from the quarries and place them at 
their present height, the action of the steam engines of Ei^land 
which are managed at most by 36,000 men, would be s,umcient 
to produce the effect in eighteen hours. And M,«,Di^>in.8ays, 
that ifiit were required to know how long a tifue they would 

■take to cut the stones and move them from .the quarries to the 
pyramid, a Very few;day8 would be .found sufficient. , 

- The caleulation of .M« Pupinis.as follo)vs,:. the yolunie ofthe 
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pyMmUt.' is 4,000,-000' cubic metfes^ its weighi^is abG^t 
10,^0,000 tbi«9, or 10,400*000,000 kiiograinines. -The eeutxo 
of ^avity pf die pyramid is elevated 49 metres from the baee 
4nd taking 11 mbtre^ as ^6 mekn - depth ^of the quarries, 'the 
total be%h€ Of elevsiUon^Irf-OO metlre8,'"wlneh' multiplied'’ by 
10^400,OOO^tohs gives* 6ii^fOO0^OO0 tons raised 1. metre. -^Theh 
the' total of the steam eiilgides in Bhgiand represents a'^povrer of 
>320,000 horses. * These^ehgkt^,'moved for<84liottirS/ would raise 
'862,800,000 tons-1 metre highland consequently ^75400,000 
tons in 18 hours, which surpasses the produce of labour spent 
in raising the materials of die great pyramid*; ' ' 

* * . 

3. Prize Question.—When the nozzle of a blowing machine 
is placed at a certain distance from that of the tuyere, a 
stronger current of air is obtained than when both are placed 
together, as is frequently done. This effect is produced by 
various causes dependant on the elastic nature of the fluid in 
motion, and of the surrounding atmosphere. The Society of 
Sciences and Arts at Metz have founded the following prize 
question on this experiment: ** What are the changes neces¬ 
sary to be made in the tuyere of blowing machinCSy^ to intro¬ 
duce, in the most advantageous manner, the good effect indi¬ 
cated above, or any other improvement for the rapid transmission 
of air to greater or smaller distances.” The prize is 300 francs, 
and is to be adjudged in April, 1822. 

' tv' 

4. Prize Question.—Tbe Royal Academy of Sciences of 
Toulouse has proposed as the subject of prize essays, “ A 
physico-matbematical theory of drawing and forcing-pumps, 
stating the ratio between the moving power and the quantity of 
water elevated ; attention being given to all the obstacles 
which the force has to overcome.” Among these obstacles are 
ennmerated, the weight and inertia of the column of water, its 
friction against the tubes, its contraction at the apertures of the 
valves, the weight and friction of the pistons, the weight of 
the valves, the inequality between the upper and lov^r surface 
at the moment the pressure opens them, &c.” The papers are 
to be written in Trench or Latin, and sent in before May, 1823. 
The prize is a gold medal of 500 francs value. 

* 5. Lithography.—An experiment has lately been made to 
take off impressions fVom plants by lithographic printing. A 
specimen of Sibtkorpia Europaa, which was gathered several 
years ago in Comwml, was covered with lithographic ink and 
impressed on ^ stone, from which stone several impressions were 
afterwards taken. The experiment was not so successful as 
was wished, but still promised to be beneficial in leading to 
the niealis of multiplying copies of the impressions of plants. 
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mnd;i‘^otettocttr^te, m fome lespectB, tlum a'dmwiai; caif be 
expected ^Oiht^Phil^ Mag,, Sept.»;<235. 

;*4 :' * ,5 ^ ' / 

d^\Mr€99fiiK^n of following^ method ie reconi*- 
UMidded' for Ifae presereatioii of milky either at eea .oi in i warm 
i^imatee. ^ .Fiovide pint or quart bottles^ which most be per¬ 
fectly elaaOi^aweet^ and dry; draw, the milk from the cow into 

oottlea, and as they are ^led> immediately cork^them well 
up, and. fasten the corks with packthread or wire. ' Then 
epread a little straw on the bottom of a boiler, on which place 
the bottles, with straw between them, until the boiler contains 
a sufficient quantity. Fill it up with cold water; beat the 
water, add a^ soon as it begins to boil, draw the (ire, and let 
the whole cool gradually. When quite cold, take out the 
bottles, and pack them with straw or saw-dust in hampers, 
and stow them in the coolest part of the ship, or in a cool 
place. Some years since, there was a Swedish or Danish 
vessel at Liverpool, having milk on board preserved in this 
manner; it had been carried twice to the West ladies and 
back to Denmark, and had been above eighteen months in 
the bottles: nevertheless, it was as sweet as when first milked 
from the cow.-~iVetu Monthly Mag,, 316. 
w 

7. Preservation qf Cauiiflowers,—^These vegetablea have 
been preserved two or three months by digging a trench under 
a wall, eighteen inches wide and deep, laying in the cauli- 
dowers with the stems inclined upwards, and covering the 
whole in with earth, heaping up the surface in an inclined form, 
BO that the rain should run off. 

8. Use of Larch Bark in Tanmng.--*Mr. £. Smith, from 
repeated trials made by himself and friends, strongly recom¬ 
mends the use of larch bark in tanning, not only for light calf, 
deer, or sheep's skins, but for stout hides; and states, that sole^ 
leather tanned with it, and worn against other leather tanned 
with vallonia, resisted the wear better, and did not imbibe so 
much water. He then asks whether there is any further occa* 
sion for the importation of Dutch or German bark. > 

t ^ 
* < ' 

9. Atkin's Rock.—The dangerous ledgn^ of Atkin's Rock 
has been marked and observed very accurately by Captain 
Cork, of the Barnet, from Demerara to Liverpool. Its position 
has not been determined exactly, but the Captain announces 
its situation to be precisely 50^ 5' latitude, and 12° west longi- 
.tud.e from Greenwich. 

; 10. Preservation of Fresco Painting.—A new process for 
removing frescoes from one wall to another without' in- 



m 
jurf to^.the ptdnt^f ha» been devised hy Si^or 8te£^b 
Bareoi, of Milan. The picture is’ covered with' a piBpiQred 
canvass to which it adheres, and is thus detached iiom the 
wall.' : The xmnvasa is afl^fwardt appKM to anbther wall, to 
which the painting again attaches'< itself widiout the least trtit 
bdng destroyed. • The pactibability^ of this method has be^ 
successfully pToved, ana the ii^eneer is now enmloyed in trans* 
.ierripg alavge Aresco fronts tile-^tirch ]>ella raee, at Rome. 
.Great expectations are entertained that he will be ^ble thus to 
rescue fmm destruction' the celebrated Cena of Lebnlrdo da 
Vmcv,<^Magazine of tine Arts^ 474** < 

\X, Green Paint—Gas tar, mixed with yellpw ochre, makes 
an excellent green paint, very useful fpr preserving coarse wood 
wprk or other articles. 

II. Chemical Science. 

§ Chemistry. 

1. Curious effect of Sea Water upon Cast /ro».—In a recent 
visit to Plymouth, Mr. Hatchett obtained from Mr. Whidbey, a 
portion of a cast-iron gun, which had long been immersed in 
sea water: it was incrusted to the depth of an inch with a 
substance having edl the exterior characters of impure plum¬ 
bago ; easily sectile, greasy to the touch, and leaving a black 
streak upon paper. This substance, digested in water, afforded 
a small quantity of muriate of iron, but was not otherwise 
affected. Digested in muriatic acid, a considerable portion 
was dissolved without any effervescence; and the solution had 
the properties of pure muriate of iron, with a trace of manga¬ 
nese. The insoluble portion, when collected upon a filter, 
washed, and dried, was a shining black powder, very soft and 
unctuous to the touch, and apparently pure plumbago. At 
Dr. Wollaston’s suggestion, 1 examined it for manganese: I 
deflagrated a portion of it with chlorate of potassp, dissolved 
the residue in muriatic acid, and threw down oxide of iron by 
pure ammonia; the neutral solution was Altered, and evapo¬ 
rated to dryness; the dry salt was entirely dissipated by heat, 
and gave no trace of manganese. The relative proportions of 
the component parts of this substance were, 

Oxide of irop - - 81 
Plumbago - - - 16 

Anchors, and other articles of wrought iron, when similarly 
exposed are only superficially oxidized, and exhibit no other 
peculiar appearance. There can, therefore, be little doubt that 

* U not the ** Lust Supper” of L. da Vinci already destroyed ? Ed. 



the rapid decw.^nd chauget)f,castjtfdn ’5^ 
butMt(> a, ^el^tinic^action, the plij^ha^Uioiis ia pDi^et. 
of the cast sk<^W producing an c^\e<^O^O|ive: c00ibijaatiQ|), .aided 
by iSog, the decpiopfi^itioB of tbe^ sea water;, a#d^ of 
ite^i^ecdfiffents, ,Oo^]d^iaff,the.rese9Wffltce.,o^^ .^.cru^t 
to tHai^dwct^bed byl^. Dapi|B,,A3.pro4[ttCfd.by.% 
acids up^n Vwt iro4 j;sec, Vb^llo;j^^3, p( ^ jd^raial), I cj^r, 
pei^’td dci^t a porj^h pjT f%ej?]^itited*^. 

2.'i$qmbiU'^ of Magneaa^/am %is C(a^t(0^q.t§.in ffater,—Dr. 
Fyfe has lately experimented op spj^tio.a qf rmagnesi^ and 
its cafbohsite ip water; and not only dpds tMtJlthpse sohstances 
air^'"solubld; bhi Idsd thatV as With'lime, they ar4 more soluble 
in cold thbn in hot water. The magnesia was prepared by pre¬ 
cipitation, washing, and ignition; water was then digested on it, 
and afterwards the magnesia, dissolved in the water, separated 
by cairbopate of drnmonia and phosphate of soda. In tips 
way it was ascertained, that 1 part of magnesia required 
5142 parts of water^ at' a temperature of 60?, to dissolve it ,• 
and at a temperature of 212®, 36000 parts of water. The effect 
of temperature' is so great in altering the solubility, of mag¬ 
nesia in water, that if a cold saturate,d. heated, in. a 
narrow-necked matrass, it becomes turbid on rising to212®,; 

On repeating the experiments with carbonate qf magnesia, it 
was found that 1 part required 2493 parts of water, at die tern- 
p^ature of 60^, for its solution, and 9000 parts, at the boiling 
point.—Edinlntrgk Journal, yol. y., p, 305. 

•. -K t 

3. On the Solution of Carbonate of Lime, by Mr. Dalton.-7-Mr. 
Dalton, in a paper containing remarks on the analysis of spring 
and minetal wateia, has stated some interesting circumstances 
respecting the. alkaline pfop’erties of solution of carbonate of 
ILpie. It is stated, tjiat all spring.water containing carbonate 
or super-carbonate of lime, is esscuti^ly limy or alkaline,, by 
the colour, tests. And jthis alkalinity is not deatroyed till some 
more poweAiil acid, such as the sulphuric or muriatic, is addod, 
sufficient to saturate the whole of the lime. Indeed, tfiesfis acids 
may be considered as sufficient fo.r tests of the quantity of lime 
in such waters; and nothing more is required than.to mark the 
quantity of acid necessary to neutralize the lime. . It d.ocs n^.t 
si^ify whether the water is boiled or unboiled, nor whether it 
cmitains sulphate of, liiiie along with the carbonate; it is still 
li|ny in proportion to the* quantity of carbonate of lime It con¬ 
tains. jM^reeably to. this idea, too, .1 find that the metallic 
oxid^l^^lb!ose of iron or copper, are tlirown down by common 
spVMig^atef, ju6t the same as by free lime. Notwithstanding^ 
thi§ carbonate of litne, in solution in water,.contains.twice the 
acid that chalk or limestone does. I fully expected "the super- 
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n^a «COT<jely t^ny ^miitity of, ca^ti^ic wateJt p«t 

to it. tb|« titt . Puto osji^bobidiujid: ^ater 
iic1d*t6,0^ ’ t cooW .iiot:be co&Vmeod of 

aotflally formed 
ttmg JuSie vii^t in ^ 

,, , ,, . Mbimf M W & 
three times the quantity >:df acid wa# added* It ahoiild seem, 
then, to be as lmpbesd>Ta"to ol^n a'aeut^al carbonate of Inaat 
as it is to obt^n a nctttral ca^nate ol, ammbftia, & the sei^a 
here attaehad'lo tjbe word 
Society, . ,.. ^ ^ ‘ 

4. On i^/jpAureotis Mineral WdterSf and Me Nitrogen con- 
tained in Mem.'—'The existence of nitrogen in minera} waters, bas 
freqi^ntly been ascertained, and its quantity stated^ but no very 
precise ideas have hitherto Wen puDlishea, on the cause of its 
existence in the waters^, and the attempt of M. Anglada U» per¬ 
haps,'^the first made to shew its source, and the shuaUons in 
which it may be expected. Having observed from the expe¬ 
rience. of othera and that nitrogen occurred in watei«, 
containing sulphuretted, hydrogen, he was induoed td search 
whether,h was not constantly present in such waters, and find¬ 
ing that to. be the case, reasoned and experimented upon its 
production. In many sulphuroos springs, the sources of which 
were easily arrived at, it was readily observed, that nitrogen 
either rose from the sides of the spring, or could be obtained 
without difficulty from the water; but in others, which were 
confined by pipes or conduits, it was necessary to ppen up the 
works, and get to the source. In all cases, however, sulphurous 
waters were found to contain nitrogen; and it was remarked, 
that though the water contained abundance of sulphuretted 
hydrogen^ the' gas contained none. 

M. Anglada expected by heat to obtain sulphuretted hydro¬ 
gen and csdboiyc acid gas from sulphureous water ;• but in no 
case obtained any thing except pure nitrogen gas. Guided by 
this result, he concluded that, in all the sulphureous waters ffiat 
had thus yielded him nitrogen, that gas caine from the air which 
thC'waters had taken up.in their subterraneous course, and from 
which the oxygen had been separated by the sulphur, &c. In 
order, as it were, to prove this opinion, a portion of a sul¬ 
phureous water was treated with acetate of lead, to separate all 
the sulphuretted hydrogen from it, and then boiled: it gaViU 
out more gas than oefore, and the gas was a mixture of oxy^;eki 
and hydrogen. 

The air nius furnished to waters, is given to them, M* Anglada 

voL. xn. 2 E 
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in A*®!* 
^ know Ittt^pir nothing. ^‘'C, jIh i f t-f p"' 

, ^ tn/.jbons^q^ience of this -action of Iha^fo^’wataw ot.this 
i^4 /t-^|^ns jo^etoM* tbit a ijwter ^indea)f,surpl^Rus 

^^atejr m|yc ^9,deduced from tl^ di^^aigement puronitrogen, 
q? ^^ODtaihing .ve,ry:iijftl^,<ixyg^,:^i^-fi^^ certmn gUiry apppar- 

. ^|^[.-AhgMn aisp remarir$,.jMt m many wa^ra containing 
carbonic acid) abundance of nitrogen is found^^^-and lie sug- 
gcst^i'tkat^prpbably the air, may. act in them on somk car- 
^ponaceous matters, giving rise to carbonic acid and nitro¬ 
gen at.thc same time. It is also remarked in the conclusions 
attached to this paper, and which being given above, need not 
be repeated, that the change takes place at all temperatures, and 
that if niU'Ogen is not found in eyery sulphurous water, it is in 
all thbae containing a hydro-sulphuretted alkali.—A^in. de 
C4»i»., vol. xviii. p. 113. 

^ 5. On Meteoric Iron^ and the Masses supposed tohesyLch»~^Tk the 
year 1810, whilst examining a specimen of graphite^ from Sax¬ 
ony, Mr. J. F. John discovered nickel in it, and afterwards ascer- 
minedthe presence of cobalt in a mass of iron, similar to that of 
Pallas, but found in an old collection. These circumstances'leu 
him to consider that the opinion generally entertained of some 
characters of meteoric iron, or meteorolites, were incorrect. It 
has been assumed that any stones or pieces of iron, supposed' tO 
be meteoric* and containing niekeh to the exclusion of all other 
metals, were certainly of the origin supposed. • The uncertainty 
of this test, and the remembrance that M. Laugier had disco* 
vered chromium in some aerolites, and also that the occurrence 
of this metal had been proposed as’a test of the meteoric origin of 
stones, &C., induced iVl. John again to analyze portions of the 
large masses of iron considered as meteoric, apd also 'li’ortions 
of iron -taken by the magnet from meteorolites. The following 
are the results of these analyses: 

Irpn 
Nickel. 

^^omium 
llaQganese 

• 4 « 90 
. r7.5 

2.6 
trace! 

“jand 

100 

87.5 
8.75 
1.85 

k 

loss 1.9 

100 

Iron of Hamboldt. 

9L0. 
6.5... 
2 

trace. .• 
0 . 

100 ‘ 
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'ftie m^fcohtains iroh» a little at^birc, 
traceg of cti^coal an^ of .cobalt, and perhaps of g'ulphur; Tb« 
mass t^eir 'from beneath the pavement in 1762 is evidently the 
proclUbe;6f art. Pojtyxenej^ or the bl^ck grains fbodtt in a jfer- 
ticular sort of plaqna, are simply. meUiIlic iron, vithcmtaiiy 
mixture of other metfds.\ The iron' from , Portuguese America^ 
composed of crystalliae gtedns, dn4 Which is.veryr^, coir- 
l^ins a little copper and cobalt and perhaps a trace of chitemi** 
um and manganese. This, lattbr iron was obtained frOm M. Kra*' 
senstera, and M. John found a similar kind in the mineralogioal 
collection of Zurich, whihh, according to the table, had been 
brought by M. Peterson from Kamtschatka. 

. Having pulverized some meteoric stones, and obtained the iron 
from them by means of a magnet, M. John analyzed it for the 
purpose of comparing it with the analyses already mentioned. 
The results were as mllows: 

Iron 
Nickel 
Sulphur 
Cobalt 
Chjome 

Iron from the AihroUte 
of Chatoonay* 

' 92.72 
5.5 

Of I'AigIc. 

92.72 
5.5 

Of Sienae. . 

92.73 
5.1 

0.781 Quantities too small to be weighed, 
tf ac6 J 

The conclusions drawn from these experiments are, 1. That the 
iron of meteoric stones and of the large ductile masses mentioned, 
contain the same substances; namely, iron, nickel, cobalt, 
chrome, and perhaps also manganese, as in that from EUbogen, 
2d. Iron of meteoric stones contains less nickel than the large 
masses of soft iron. 3. Iron of meteoric stones evidently con¬ 
tains sulphur; but probably not in combination with the whole of 
it, but forming magnetic pyrites disseminated through it. The 
large masses found in the earth contain no sulphur.—Ann. de 
Chim. xviii. p. 198. 

6. Teets for Arsenic.—^Dr. Porter, of the University of South 
Carolina, in observing on the tests for the detection of arsenic, 
rem&rks, that an appearance, similar to Scheele's green, is pro- 
duced by carbonate of potash, added to a solution of copper 
containing coffee, but widiont arsenic, more striking than if a 
weak solution of arsenic be used, lie also states that, in the 
production of Scheele's green by arsenic, sulphate of copper 
and carbonate of potash, chromate of potash might be substi¬ 
tuted for the arsenic ; and that the precipitate produced could' 
not be distinguished by the eye from Scheele’s green. Aljro that 
Mr. Hume’s test of the nitrate of silver (as mc^ihed in its ap¬ 
plication by Dr. Marcet,) gave, with chromate of potash, a yel¬ 
low precipitate, which, u hen placed side by side with one pro- 

2 E 2 
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diMed by> arsenic, could not'bc^^distiiigatgbed by PO|(^ir or ap* 
l^earanoe4^oin it.—SiUimaa*aiia«n'iii p* i>;..v ; 
^•' - , 

: JS'.rJQm ^m^tection o/4^a# i» Oret of 
tovikig is tbe procats of M. «^4ilas^ by nc det^ts arse¬ 
nic in anliinony. riThe antitaopy* or ^ts oxid^ is , mixed with 
cred:rarQf tartar, and betted4a a olp^ amjcibla;:. ia tlpaway 
alley' of th# antimony -ivitb potiMMuim is, ioimedv ■ TH& alloy is 
then.placed under a bell?gl^ filled with walcr> and a l^rge 
quantity of hydrogen as soon liberfUcd.^ this, when, burped in 
a^jiarrow glass jar, deposits a brown pellicle bn its sides,' if the 
antimony contains arsenic, but no pellicle is produced if arsenic 
be noi^ present. Very small quantities may be detected, in 
this way. 

. 4 . \ f W - f 

. 9.' Berzelip^ cm r/ee Oxide of Platinum and Oo/d.—After re- 
mSrk|iig bn the numbers given for the oxides of platinum by 
Mi*.' CtSper and iDr. Thomson, M. Berzelius proceeds to de¬ 
scribe the process he now adopts tO obtain these numbers,accu¬ 
rately. Tne muriate of platina and potassa being a neutral 
compound, a portion of it was well washed' and dried ;’ it 
was then anhydrous, and by heat gave off chlorine, without 
any trace of water; so that it may be concluded to be a double 
chloride of platinpm and potassium. ,x2.251 grains wclfe slowly 
heated in a epr^nt pf dry hydrogen as long as riiiiriatic’acid was 
formed. It lost .65 of a gram in weight, and the residue washed 
left .898 of platinum undissolved. It was therefore composed of 

Chlorine . .650 
Platina. . . .898 * ^ 
Chloride of potassa . .703* 

s « J 

In the. tables/of M. Berzelius the numbers are such that, if 
calculated, it will be fomid that the platinum ^contaips,twice as 
much chlorine in the above compound as the potasMpm. An 

■ atom of muriate of potassa is 186543, and 2 atoms'pf mu¬ 
riate of platina are 4201.6, so that the compound ^a^tom would 
weigh 6066.19. This would give in 2.251 grains of the sub¬ 
stance .657 chloride, .898 platina, and .696 muriate of potassa, 
wiiich is nearly accordant with the experiment above. *' 

The same results were obtained wiui the muriate of Soda and 
platinum. This salt contains I atom of muriate bf soda^ 2 atoms 
muriate of platinum, and 12 atoms of water. * i , i 
\ M. Berzelius still retains his opinion the numbergold, 
or the weight of its atom (2486.) He adds an experitnent in 
which he ^reduced it by phosphoirous, but says it is not sb pre¬ 
cise as die reduction by mei;cuTy, coasequenUy it adds qothing 
in proof of the corirectuess of tpe numbers given. M. l^lletier, 
it will be remembered, gives the number of gold as 2993. 
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M, Bendttia; ^«6cribes two muriates of gold. Thd supers 
muriate 'fl^^dily in SDiall' neediest of a pale^yel^v& 
colour; it is less soluble;in'.water dian the neutral miariatet'andf 
its. solu^n is of a. gold-yellow colour. The neutral muriate is 
cbtaidedijy iTxil^siiig the sdpw to alow hei^.. It loses 
lirst muKatic aOidt Otifd then it ««mth chknriiiBt so 
that irbegins^ to decompose ev^^^bsfofe all the free, acid « 

oC To obtain "it perfectly ifeniral^ hr must he prepared 
by adding hot xr^tei^ io the^^wto-mitflate of'gold» Vhicn isv^u 
reduced to gold and th'^'neutral tnuriaiev dts solution is of an 
intense ruby* colour; it’'yields' a reddish-brown 'Saline .mass> 
which liquifies in the air. ^ The addition of muriatic acid 
changes the colburtO yellow, and per-muriate crystallises, if 
the solution is concentrated.-ij^»«. de Chem* xviiii p, 14G. 

^ s 

9. On rendering Tissues incombustible,—M. Gay-Lussac men¬ 
tions,, as the result of his experiments on ‘the best uieans of 
rendering cloth incombustible, that solutions of muriate, sul¬ 
phate, phosphate, and borateof ammonia, with borax, and sdihe 
mixtures of these salts, were found the most effectual; in fact, 
according to lus theory on the subject, those substances which 
at the temperature of burning best shielded the 6bre from the 
air, and supplied most incombustible gas or vapour to tjie 
dame, proved to be most efficacious. 

sr 

id. Heat produced by Chlorine.—Among the obvious quali¬ 
ties of cldorme,‘pr. Sillimah mention^ the heat,it excites on 
the hand when plunged into it. The effect is equal to a tem¬ 
perature of 90® or 100°. 

11. Explosion of Chlorine and Hydrogen.—Dr. SilUman cau¬ 
tions chemists against making mixtures of chlorine and hydro¬ 
gen in large quantities without due precaution. He relates 
sottife instances in which two or three quarts of the gases • had 
been mixed, where the explosions produced on exposure to 
sunlight were instantaneous and very powerful, and one also in 
which the explosion took place by exposure of the gasqs to a 
very diffuse and dim light. 

12. OxeUic Aoid.—M. Berzelius decomposed the oxalic acid 
by first forming an oxalate of lime of determinate composition, 
as to the water it contained, and fben digested it with mu¬ 
riate of gold. The gold was reduced, and carbonic acid 
formed .4 grains of oxalate, containing 3.25 of the anhydrous 

‘ Compound, reduced 3.352 grains of metallic gold, from which 
Uie. composition of oxalic acid is deduced as 2 atoms of ca^on 

- and three atpms of oxygen, no hydrogen being present., Jl,*n® 
result was confirmed by the action of the qtiadroxwate of po- 

• tMita oii^soluiion of gold; 2 grams of it pi^ecipitate 2.05 of ihu 
metal.-'’ , . ' 
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til-3. Almdn 4pctiwiptW8<i'3fic« iSfefe.-^Aw^^ 
alum ther^'b xmt which we hate nevev seen, mentu^d by any,. 

>^t ia firam the decompoatlioir (not of clay-alate^ 
mie3H|late.We have 'beeu fr^uently presented with spethmtDS 
dviddm found in decomposed mica ^ slates, as ^rmn too towns 
of ^Preston, Watedsury^ and Huntington in > Connecticut, and 
indeed. we« hate seen but few instances, of American alum da^ 
rived front any other source. It is, asy^c are informed, so 
abundant in' some places^ that the people use it in dyeing without 
resorting to any other, supply. - We are not, aware that, this 
source of alum has been observed in other countries.—dmmcan 
Journal,' iii»|.p. 940. . 

,-14* American Hydraulic iimc.—The following is an analysis 
ni^e of an excellent hydraulic lime used in the construction 
of the great canal in the state of New York: 

Carbonic acid ■ . 35.05 
Lime • . 25. 
Silex • . 15.05 
Alumine • . 16,05 
\V ater . • . 5.03 
Oxide of iron • . 2.02 

98.2 

- It will not slake, but is pulverised, and then mixed with 
half its quantity (probably bulk) of sand. * 

§ IL Electricity, Magnetism, &c. 
1. Effects of Lightning.^ A house at Geneva, which bad plates 

of tinned iron disposed in various ways about the roof and 
other parts, was struck by lightning on the 3d of July. The 
lightning produced various effects here and there, but among 
them none Was more remarkable than that produced on 
one of the plates of tin that had been placed on the roof 
against the chimney. This.plate is pierced with two circular, 
holes, about an inch in diameter each, and four inches apart, 
^ch hole is stronglv burred, but the remarkable circumstance. 
is, that the burs of the two holes are in opposite directions, 
which, according to M. Pictet, either indicates that the electric 
fluid has passed through the plate forming one hole, has moved, 
five inches along'it, and then gone through again; pr that 

WSfiiytWo currents of fluid which moved simultaa^Qusly 
in pppm^^rections, at five inches distance from each otlxe^.. ■. 

2. Production of Magnetism,—M. Poenitz of Dresden has 
lately experimented on the production of magnetism by 
Bering, friction, &c., and has come to the conclusion, per- 
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it4#r Bot/ pscKlit^ in the^ii^n, bult^ 
gfTen to h m^enetism^f 4b6 aartW; mH'.that ther 
ittbtioiHg^v«a.v^th6i;iroD iB .iW&TaTi(»ii> mechanical prcctesee^ 
ueed^^fr, m tp Render il mq;e^euseeptible of rfeceivtug magneti^r 
ism.< ;>iOiQe; of lii$^ modes oi. gifing^ tbw' motion'^ to the particles;* • 
iS'tii^ fix $me/ei|d of^ lod of icoBTor^aleel steadily,’ placingittbe 
rodtm oily position required^** as either .perpondicurar or pairallel 
to the dip, d^c^*fM)d^ then to fiiako^'itivtbrate' by drawing >the 
fi^ eud from the axis ^oftharod*, and suddenly lettilR^%toOBe.^ 
If in<a favourable position, the iron soon acquires magnetrsm* ' 

3- Effect of Iron on the rate of C/irowomet^rs.—Mr. Bdrloar/’' 
of Woolwich, has lately made experiments on the effect of 
iron, free from any permanent magnetism, in altering the rates 
of chroBometets placed in its vicinity. Mr; Fisher had remarked* 
the difference, of rate occurring in his chronometer when on 
board and on shore, though the vessel was frozen in, and there¬ 
fore could produce no variation by its motion. He therefore 
attributed it to the magnetic action of the iron in the vessel, a 
conclusion that has been confirmed by Mr. Barlow’s experiments. 

In these experiments, various ohronometerS were placed in 
different positions near amass of unmagnctic iron, and an alte¬ 
ration in the rates of them observed. This alteration varied with 
their respective situations to the iron, but was always uniform 
in^thc same position. The effects amounted sometimes to 5"p€r 
day, and were at last traced to magnetism in the balance and 
spring of the chronometer. 

The plan suggested by Mr. Barlow, of estimating the effects 
of a ship’s metal on the compass needle, namely, by placing a 
plate ofiron in such a position, and so near to the needle, as to 
be equal in effect to the rest of the metal in the ship, is well 
known, and the return of his Majesty’s ship Leven, from a, 
voyage of sixteen months, affords proof, by the experiments 
that have been made on board; of its value.» The same plah is 
now proposed by him for ascertaining the ship-rates of enrono- 
iftOters before they go on board, by simply taking their rates on 
a certain situation, and at a proper distance, from such a plate , 
of iron. 

\ « 
' * » 

.'4. Electro^Magnetic J?6torio7i.—An ingenious little instrument 
•hasbeen invented by M. Ampere, in illustration of the rotatory 
motion of the wire round the pole of a magnet. Its advantage. 
consM’ in comprising the voltaic combination used in'itseTf. 
Suppibse a cylinder of copper, about two inches in diameter ^d 
the aame in height, and within it a smaller cylinder about half 
an inch In diameter; these are fastened together by a bottom, 

a'bole in its centre the size of the srnaller cyTincier, so 
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^-{H0ct 0f iQiim >k A^tefrediflrofft' side^^'to^ side^^like a %tiii|^^ 
' «arci!t tbe Miisl ^hmmai^r icyilQder, and from^lhd 
k.n^ a pl«<jv‘Ciffv/ii^ its tojp|« Mttjl . 
«OBimiki%fttief«tfi^.':*^ e^iadar df imad is dienc^N^cdM, 

> of %^sizs:fUlat.^1vw pMtiilt'lt tia^ygo 
'^before daMM c' a "wite, br^e fiwnff Itlib'^ IT^iiiv^d 

is a«idB9P«^ taitaib^pm sides, - aad^ia^tbe ben)i of this 
wise a iilel&3£ie .poiiitai ’fiiW,^which,'Wl^ m the little 
cttpofmeirctivif befoTedetGrib^,Sitspedds-^.i^e.eyHnder freely 

yia tlie 6o|]p(E^^b4lif» we^ asM bang pul hdo the cell, tfaeiiDc 
aod^co^^pei^ fbon-a^Itaie’ combiaa6oii^ and the two sides of 
'die'A wW^are both in die same htate^^ao. that the pole of jr small 
.eBagnetplaccid'm die cylinder, that esleft dpeO in the axis of 

K-the apparatus, makes the wire, and the dim cylinder withv it, 
moJlvr- If the apparatus be 9 or 10 inches in dianmtes, it is 
stated that there is a tendency to rotation by the action;^ the 
tenestrhd magnetism alone. •>A^» vr 

, 0, Noifi on New Eleciro’Magne^eUMQtiomf hy M. Faraday, 
f-oAt i>age 96 of this volume, 1 mentioned the expeetktibn I 
entertained of making a wire through which a current of soltaic 
electricity was passing, obey the magnetic poles of thcr aai^ in 
the way it does the poles of a bar magnet. In the lattercaie it 
rotates, in the former I expected it would vary in weights but 
the attempts 1 then made, to prove the existence of this action, 
failed* Since then I have been more successful, andtheobjCct c. 
of the present note is so far to complete that paper, hs to shew* 
in what manner the rotative force of the wtro rOubd the ter< 
restrial magnetic pole, is exerted, and what the eirectSf:|»oduced 
by it, are* * , • :• 

, Considering the magnetic*pole as a merecentseof action, the 
, existence and position of which maybe determined'^by<> well- 
known means, it ^was shewn* by many experimesds,. in the 
paper, page 74, tuat the electro-magnetic wire Would, rotate 
round the pole, without any reference to the position 'Of"'the 
Misjoining it with the opposite pole in the same bar; for some¬ 
times the axis wa^ horizontal, at other times vertical, whilst the 
rotation continued the same. It was also shewn that the wire, 
when u^uenced by the pole, moved laterally, its parts* de- 

' scrilnng cirples in planea perpendicular nearly to. the wire 
itself ^ence the wire, when strait and confined to one^int 
ahpve^ descr^ifed a^cone in its revolution, but when benft^into a 
crank, it described a cylinder s and the effect was evidendy in 
all tiases for, each point of- the wire to describe a circle ronnd 
the pole, in a plane perpendicular to* the current of electri- 

, oity through the, wire. In dispensing with the magnet, used 
ttf give these motions, and op^aUng with the terrestrial; mag- 
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. 
t» ihe>pold^iOf the ^sirtkf >pQfQts At Uast in .the 

ox ^iii whh^’tthnt' ptie'Ur/active^ Ht^4Sv evident that a 
^%tratf^'^ekhtroHDafl^ ipira» A0eet^ bv'<tlie terrestrial as 

'artifidhi«^io&/ voiild i)(in9e,.4atera:lfyiat1ri^glkl^ anglet^ to 
xcthi nfeedle; ‘that^is to siy, it would .^itdeavMir/to.Ascribe a 
? cylinder^roimd.t^ |itole, radhit^bf which maji^ft^liepreeented 
' 43^ the line of the' ^eedleprolongedr tO'the pde iMelCi Aaxthese 
'txyltnderSf or cirtleft^ would be of immensQ magfdtude^dt ivfo& 
' evident 'that' oo^ a very minute portion , of ’ them eoold^be 
’ brought within'toe; reach of experiment^ still, however^ ihbt 

portion would l:^ shfficieat to indicate their existence, inasmuch 
.at the motions taking place in the part under consideintbn, 

: must be .of the same kind, and in the same direction ^ in 
every other part* . t' 

Rimsoning thus, T presumed that an electro>magnettc wire 
should move laterally, or in a line perpendicular to the current 

' of electricity passing through H, in a plane peipendicular to the 
'dipping-needle; and the dip being here 72” 30^ that plane 

•^would form an angle with the horizon of' 17” 30", measured 
X on. the magnetic'meridian. This is not so far removed from the 

horizontal plane, but that I expected to get motions in the 
- Matter, and succeeded in‘ the following manner:—A piece'of 

‘ copper wire, about .045 Of an inch thick, end fburteen indies 
long, had an inchr at eachextremity bent at right angles, in the 
same direction, and the ends amalgamated; wire was then 
suspended horizontally, by a long silk thread, fVom the ceiling. 

‘' A basin bfdean pure mercury was placed under each extiemity 
of the wire, and raised till the ends just dipped into the metal. 
The mercury m both basins was covered by a sfa'atum of diluted 

' pure niiric acid, whtob dissolving any 51m, allowed free motion. 
*Then Connecting the mercury in one basin with one pole of 
Hare's" Calorimotor, the instrument mentioned page 74, the 

■'moment the .other pole was Connected with the other basin, the 
suspended wire moved laterally across the basins till 'it touched 

• the' sides; on breaking the connexion, the wire resumed its 
~ drst position; on restoring it, the motion was again produced. 

On changing the position of the wire, the effect still took plahe; 
and the direction of tne motion was always the same relative to 

- the wire; or rathCr to the current passing through it, being at 
righ’l angles to' it. Thus when the wire was E and thC ^ end 

. 1^ the zinc, the-^ VT end to the Copper plate, the motioh; was 
towards the north; when the connearons were reyetC^, the 
motion was towards the south. When the wire hung'N and S, 

' Ihe,-N end to the zinc plate," thle S end to the cop]^ plate, the 
rhotibn was towards the W«; when the connexions 'Were reversed, 
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iQ_4n^l^ip^i^t^;.4iiK'6CliOQi$>;« .'i''"j ’*i*# ''•'’)' ♦ .<.’..p*-&-H* O ■ %(■• 

'file ,tei]!^^<iy;». tfeiwefore, ot tb« wirte • to ye voli^sin - aAOitif^; 
round t];i« pp^^ the ^ear^ evident* and the diBW.tio%»l^^;' 
motiop .4f .preoU^y the esgond a^^hat pointed ,OBt,4ajUheiip|Me#K 
ei^peMments. , the. pjSrppiirnent alao .poi9|e^qut#^e;poi;^.^w^^ 
cap^ ourve to trav^se, and^ the*w43^riB.jWh^ that c 
pottet: is ^e3c$ried. Tho n^lrknown . eiperifnenV made by ^ 
14. Ampere, |voyea»^ that, a^wire. ring, made..lo oonduct a Gur>^ 
reiit.vot electricity4 Jf. it he. alloiyed to turn on a vertical axis, ' 
ii\oT^8jhtO<a.,plane east and west of the mastic meridian; if- 
oneh £)^8^,W horizontal axis, itmores into ^plane.perpends 
cidar fto .the:.dipping?needle. Kow if the curve he considered 
as^,a polygotfi of an infinite number of. sides, and eaoh of these, 
sid^. be'(^>mpared in succession to the atrai^t.i^ire just du-t 
sedhfid, jit will be seen that the motions given to them by. the 
terrestrial pole, or poles, are siieh as would necessarily bring 
the .polygon they form into a plane perpendicular to the-.dip- 
ping-needle; so that the traversing of the ring may be reduced, 
to the simple rotation of the wire round a pole. It is true the 
whole magnetism of the earth is concerned in producing the 
edcct, and not merely that portion which I have, for, the 
moment, supposed to respect the north pole of the earth as, ^ 
its centre of action ,* but the effect is the same, and produced > 
in, the same manner; and the introduction of the influence of the’ 
southern hemisphere, only renders the result analogous ;to the 
experiment at page 82, where two poles are concerned, instead;' 
of that at page 77, &c., where one pole only is active. 

Besides the above proof of rotation round the terrestrial 
pole, 1 have made an experiment still more striking* .^As in 
the experiment of rotation round the pole of a magnet, the pole 
is perpendicular to but a small portion of the wire, and more 
or less oblique to the rest, 1 considered it probable, that 
a wire, very delicately hung, and connected, might)be:made - 
to'rotate round the dip of the needle by the earth’% mag^ 
netism alone; the upper part being restrained to a point.in/ 
the line of the dip, the lower being made to move in a circle 
surrounding it. This result was obtained in the following man¬ 
ner : a'piece of copper-wire, about 0.018 of an inch in diameter, 
and six inches long, was well amalgamated all over, and hung by. 
a loop to another piece of the same wire, as described at page 
285, so MiJto allow very free motion, and its lower end waS; 
thrust tbl^gh a small piece of cork, to make it buoyant on 
mercury; the upper piece was connected with a thickvwir^; 
that went away to one pole of the voltaic apparatus; a glaits. 
basin, ten inches in diameter, was filled with pure clear mer-j 
cury, and a little dilute acid put^n its surfiace as before; the 
thick;wire was then hung over the centre of the glass basm|.md 



m 
mp^eable wire ha«^g^kil^t7^.eiid^ 

r^iii|?oki,t^eedrftioe of the mercury, iiMuhB an angle oitabesutdO^^ 
wi^ ,the(horizon, dmtnedia^ly the cireUit through ^e merciity 
waeo6B^etedi, thU wire began to move androtate,and continued ' 
taiU^oribe^^ionie wbtiat the isonnexioae were tnreservadvwhioh, 
Aik.>i9ei. « «• i,_ •a .« A 'a . ' 

n^dle az that m^wmch the po>wef acted that fmuned it. The di" 
rection of the motion-was, aa expected, the same lie that given 
by tlxe pole of a magnet pointing to the south. If the centre 
from which the wire hung was elevated until the inchhation of 
tlie wire was equsd to that of the dip, no motion tpok place 
when the wire was parallel to the dip; if the wire was not sd' 
much inclined as the dip, the motion in one part of the circle ca* 
pable of being described by the lower end was reversed; resolts 
that necessarily follow from the relation of the dip and^be mov^ 
ing wire, and which may easily be extended. 

1 have described the elTects above as produced by the 
north pole of the earth, assuming that pole as a centre of ac¬ 
tion, acting in a line represented by the dip of the needle. This 
has been done that the phenomena might more readily be com? 
pared with those produced by the pole of a magnet. M. Biot 
nas shewn by calculation that the magnetic poles of the earth 
may be considered as two points in the magnetic axis very near 
to each other in the centre of the globe. M. Ampere has in his 
theory a4vanced the opinion that the magnetism of the earth 
is caused by electric currents moving round its axis parallel to 
the equator. Of the consonance existing among the calcula¬ 
tion, the theory and the facts, some idea may perhaps be gained 
from what was said, page 86, on the rotation of a pole 
through^md round a wire ring. The different sides of the plane 
which pass through the ring, there described, and which may 
represent the equator in M. Ampere’s theory, accord perfectly 
with the hemispheres of the globe; and the relative position of 
the supposed points of attraction and repulsion, coincide with 
those assigned by M. Biot for the poles of the earth itself. 
Whatever, however, may be the state and arrangement of ter¬ 
restrial magneUsm, the experiments I have described bear me 
out, 1 tliink, in presuming, that in every part of the terrcs> 
trial globe an electro-magnetic wire, if left to the free action of 
terrestrial magnetism, will move in a plane (for so the small 
part we can experiment on may be considered), perpendicular 
to the dip of the needle, and in a direction perpendicular to 
tlm current of electricity passing through it. 

Reverting now to the expectation I entertained of altering the 
apparent weight of a wire, it was founded on the idea that the 
wire, pioviug towards the north- round the pole, must rise, and 
moving towards the houth must descend; inasmuch as a plane 
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m tbia »9f?^,aiMifo8tw4,P*V^ ^®®ntfj 

<;^^exip<i.t;|^ tiW mercu^ t^ Wiib^*, ,^e 
tlifett j^^4^d,tnoi ^ Before^ but 

ftL'auk^dl .^d ^elicbie l^yer*, wbi^b 'v^bw'ivdicatc' cmy ap^ 
patent ^tertfiion^Jn the weight, pf thp,wirp; the connexibni 
w^e thpp made with the voltaic inatrum^t, W1 was surprised 
,tpi |iii4lh^ th^^ire seemed to ;^Pme ^^hlei;,m; both direc* 
iipiaa|^Qi|gh.not so much Vhea. its motion was towards the 
SOuCh M^waids the north. On farther .trial it was. fqund to 
ascedd'oh ibe contacts being made^ wbathTCr. Us .j^iiitidn tbthe 
magheitic meridian, and I soon ascertained that' it did' not de* 
pepd on'the earth’s magnetism, nor on any local magnetic 'ac* 
hon of the conductors, or surrounding bodies, on the wire. 

Mme examinaiion 1 discovered the cause of this un¬ 
expected phenomenon. fAn amalgamated piecje of the thin 
copper-wire was dipped into clean mercury, having a stratum 
of vrateror dilute acid over it; this, however, was hot neces¬ 
sary, but it preserved the mercury Clean and the wire cool,: In 
this position< the cohesive attraction of the mercury raised a 
little elevation of the metal round the wire of a certain magni¬ 
tude, which tended to depress the wire by adding to its weight. 
When the mercury and the wire were connected with jthe poles 
of the voltaic apparatus, this elevation visibly diminished la 
magnitude by an apparent alteration in the cohesive attraction 
of me mercury, and a part of the force which before tended to 
depress the wire was thus removed. This alteration took place 
equally, whatever the direction in which the current was passing 
through the wire and the mercury, and the effect censed the 
moment the connexions were broken. 

Thus the cause which made the wire ascend in the former 
case was evident, and by knowing it, it was easy to construct 
an apparatus in which the ascent should be very considerable. 
A piece of copper bell-wire, about two inches long, had portions 
of the amalgamated fine copper-wire soldered on to its ends, 
and those bent downwards till parallel to each other. This 
was then hung by a silk thread from the lever, and the hne 
wire ends dipped into two cups of clean mercury. When the 
communications were completed from the voltaic instrument 
through these two cups, the wires would ^se nearly an inch out 
of the m§p?ury, and aescend again on breaking the emnmuni- 
tion. 

Thu^t appears that, when a fine amalgamated copper-wire 
dips into mercury, and a current of voltaic electricity passes 
tlirough the combination, a peculiar effect is produced at the 



fifeit tijucfies/ t!ie ifaerctatV, 

effect inclreasing%e size 6ftiici>ire, ilM^ 
iji* wiir "of Wdtti^tbirs donstruc^bn* and' lie^t 
inched square. iff Dne ^ii^ : Oii^e 
contrfuy»'iw^ large title's"'aife' salient. '" Dt ‘fiaii^s csicm 
motor ^'s *11^^ Ilie weak 
that'it woald fiately waM twd^ ihcli*^ (dfk'ire. 
Whether theeffec^is an ' a^tial dithinutibn 6f the ‘ attfiction of 
the {|aTt|cles of the niercur^, or d^ends bn sptne’other'cajasi|^ 
remains as ^et to tiib detemiffed. But in any casb itt^ ihj^h^ 
is so powerful^ that it must always he estimated in expenmeiat& 
made to determine the foi'ce'^d direction of an electro-maghe|dc 
wire, acted oh *b^Jcitelgiietlc pole/if the direction is otherwise 
than horizontal, they are observed in the way described 
in this note. Thus; at the magnetic equator, for instance, wM^ 
the apparent alteration of weight in an electro-magnetiq ^ce 
may oe expec^d to be greatest, the diminution of weight in 
its attempt to ascend would be increased by this effect, dnd'tKe 
apparently increased gravity produced by its attemjpt to de> 
scend would be diminished, or perhaps entirely counteracted. 

. 1 have received an account by letter from Paris, of an ingeni¬ 
ous apparatus (see page 415^ contrived by M. Ampere, to il¬ 
lustrate the rotetory motions described in my former paper. 
M. Ampere states that, if made of sufficient size, it will rotate 
by tbe megnetic action of the earth, and it is evident that that 
will be the case in latitudes at some distance from" the equator, 
if the rotatory wires, namely, those by which the ring of zinc is 
suspended, are ill such a position as to form an angle with a 
vertical line, larger than that formed by the direction of the 
dip. 

It is tb be remarked, that the motions mentioned in this 
^ note were produced by a single pair of plates, and therefore, 
as well as those described in the paper, page 74, are the re¬ 
verse ,of what would be produced by two or more pair of plates, 
it'khbnid be remembered also, that the north pole of the earth 

' is opposite in its powers to what 1 have called the north poles 
of needles or magnets, and similar to their south poles. 

1 may be allowed, in conclusion, to express a hope that the 
law 1 have ventured to announce, respecting the directions of 
the rotatory motions of an electro-magnctic wire, influenced by 
terrestTial magnetism, will be put to the test in different 4ti- 
'tudes; or, what is nearly the same thing, that the law laid 
down by M. Ampere, as regulating the position taken by his 
curve, namely, tnat it moves into a plane perpendicular tp the 

' dipping-needle, will be experimentally ascertained by all those 
haying the opportunity. 
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first .supposed CO be eisen resin, or mellate of iroii~; but M. M. 
de Rivero, on analyzing it, found it to be a compound of oxalic 
acid and. protoxide of iron. It was found ia small, fiat, crys- 
t^lfine^iaoe^ of a yellow colour, and similar in appearance to 
the protoxali^te of the laboratory. It was scratched by tlie 
nail. Its specific gravity was 1.3; and when rubbed, it became 
negatively electrical. All its properties agreed with those of 
ox^ate of iron, and it was distinguished ^om mellate of iron 
in, the circumstance that when decompose# by ammonia, the 
ammoniacal solution did not precipitate alum, an efiect which 
does take place with the mellate. When decomposed by am- 
m^a, protoxide of iron and oxalate of amiftonia were obr 
tained, and the elements appeared to be combined in the pro¬ 
portion of 53.86 protoxide of iron 

’ 46.14 oxalic acid. 
I • 

The name propose for this mineral is Humboldtine.—-Ann. 
de Chim., xviii., p. 207. 

^ I 
• § I. MlNEBAItOOY, MSTEORdLOOYi Ac. 

» Y'’ '' 
^^' ^Oxaiate of Iron found as a Mineral.curiotis ^sub- 

stance was found by M. Breithaupt, in friable lisrnite,^ and at 

2. Native Copper of Lake iShpenor.—Silliman^s Journal of 
Science, Vol. III., contains an account, by Mr. Schoolcraft, of 
the native copper mines on the southern shore of Lake Superior. 
The first appearances of the popper are ibuud on the head of 
the portage across Keweena-point, 270 miles beyond the Soiilt 
de St'. Mara, and continues from thence to the river Ontonagon. 
1 he copper is metallic, and occurs in the pebbles disseminated 
in particles from the size of a grain of sand to lumps of two f>ounds in weight. A strip of alluvial sand extends from the 
ake up the river two or three leagues, to which succeed high 

broken hills of a sterile aspect, .among which are the copper 
mines, at a distance of 32 miles from the lake. . One very large 
mass of native copper reposes on the west bank of the river, at 
the foot of a bank of alluvion, lying amidst blocks of granite^ 
hornblende, and other bodies peculiar to the soil of that place. 
The copper is pure and malleable, very bright, and lies in con¬ 
nection with serpentine rock, the face of which it nearly over¬ 
lays, and is also disseminated through the substance of the 
stone. The rock is of an irregular form, about. 3ft. Sin* long^, 
and SfL^in. wide; it may contain altogether about 11 cubical 
feet. The weight of metallic copper in the rock is estimated at 
22(^b., but the quantity has evidently been much diminished 
sinc^ its first discovery. 



*Mr. Schoolcraft adds, that the serpentine rock is not in i|itar 
nor is it 8dftmnd,,in. anj^partof tUe.region he visited. He 
thinks that the source of this copper, and that found in the 
region of the.Qjjt^n^^gp^ is.,the, Porcupine Mountains. These 
are situated'Sd' iniies, westward of the river, and are supposed 
to ba tiie.^ Seat' 6f extinguished Volcanoes, that have thrown 
forth these hiasses of native copper; ‘ This opinion is supported 
by the fket of the mountains being composed (as far as is 
observed) of granite, probably associated with' other primary 
rocks,and'among them serpentine; that the red sandstone- 
rock at Uieir base^ is highly inclined towards the mountains,'• 
as to be almost vertical, being apparently thrown up by the 
granite; and a^o by the height (1300 feet above the lake) of 
the peaks, their conical and rugged forms, and other appear¬ 
ances of volcanic mountains. 

•jM I 

Mr. Schoolcraft then states the occurrence of native copper 
in islands ‘on the other lakes and localities, but forming part of 
the same region. He concludes by stating it as his opinion,* 
that though thd alluvial soil along the banks of the Ontonagoh 
up to its source, and in the contiguous region, contains ve^ 
frequent, and some most extraowlinary imbedded masses' of 
copper, yet there is no body of it sufficiently extensive to 
becomfe the object of mining operations; but he thinks that a 
mineralogical survey of the rock formation skirting the Ontono- 
gon, would lead to the discovery of very valuable mines of the 
sulphuret and carbonate of copper, the working of which 
would be rendered still more advantageous by the occasional 
occurrence of masses of native copper.—American Journal^ 
Hi. 201. 

3. Mont Brasier,—^Tliere is a mountain called Mont Brasier, 
situated between Senes and Larogiie, in the Alps, which has 
been reported from time to time to emit noises auil flame. This 
report has been verified by M. Dubois-Ayme, who, when in the 
neighbourhood in 1818, examined the mountain, collected evi¬ 
dence of the flames having been seen, and himself heard deto¬ 
nation in the mountain. On examining the mountain, he found 
that in the strata of limestone that formed its sides were beds 
of pyritous chalk, marly schists, radiated sulphuret of iron, bitu¬ 
minous substances, &c., and he concludes that the flames and 
noises are produced by the accidental firing of hydrogen libe¬ 
rated by trie action of water on these substances. It is to 
be rerriarked that the detonations are most frequent when the, 
wind is in one direction,an effect probably due to the mixti|te 
that then takes place of air with the hydrogen within the cre¬ 
vices of the mountain.—Ann, de Chim.^ xviii., p. 158. 
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4. Scipitme Mazelk’s ilccoureit of ths HU^ of Monte Nv^Ot in 

^ ^ ike Year \53S. 
' ■ 

. , (To the Editor of the jQiwtrtor^ Journal ^Beiaiee,'] 

i^nAK liend you an account of the' Monte Noovo, 
extracted tfom a Description of the Environs of |faples, by 
ScipiOne Mazella, printed there in the year 1594^ fifty-six years 
aft^‘ the fonfiation of the'mountain: as the Latin description is 
quoted from an ^earlier work, it is not improbable that the 
author may havO been a contemporary, if not an eye-witness of 
the remarkable event he commemorates. 

Believe me very sincerely yours, 
AsiiHuasT Majekdie. 

Opposite to the Monte Barbaro is a laeuntain about three 
miles m circumference, and nearly of the same height as the 
Monte Barbaro: it extends on the south towards the sea, on 
the north to the Lake Aveiuus, on the west nearly‘ to the 
Sudatorio, and on the east joins the base of tba ldd^o Barbaro : 
it is called by the countt*y-pcople Monte Nuovo, because it was 
formed in the space of a day and a night. In the year 1538, 
on the 29th of September, several earthquakes having been felt 
throughout the whole district of Puzzuolo on the preceding 
days, the earth opened near Tripergola with a terrible sound 
like thunder, so that it was expected that the whole* country 
would have been destroyed: the sky was then serene, and 
from the aperture burst forth flames of fire, bearing with them 
cinders and red hot stones, with dense smoke: these stones 
were carried up into the air with such force, that it was a 
wonderful and terrible thing to contemplate. Afterwards the 
wind rose with great fury, and the cinders were dispersed on - 
all sides, and driven even into Africa. So Vast a quantity of 
stones and cinders were thrown round the chasm, as to form 
the mountain now called the Monte Nuovo. In consequence 
of this chasm, and the formation of the mountain, the castle of 
Tripergola, with a great part of the lakes Avemus and Lucrine, 
and all those antient and noble buildings which were on their 
banks, and most of the baths were overwhelmed. The cele¬ 
brated philosopher Simone Portio of Naples wrote a learned 
treatise on the burning of Tripergola, aud relative to our 
subject states as follows: “ Puteolonim regio fuit biennio 
fere magnis terremotibus agitata, ut nulla in ea superesset domu 
inte^a, qu» proximam minabatur ruinam. At die vigessimo 
septimo ct vigessimo octavo Septemb, anno 1568 perpetuis 
diebus, et noctibus terra est commota; mare passibus fere 
200 recessit quo loco Accolm ingentem piscium multitudinem 
cteperunt et aqu&e dulces erant. Die vero 29 magnus terree 
tractus, qui inter radices montis Gauri (quern Barbarum appel- 
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lant), et mare Juxta Avernum jacet, seae crigcre videbaUir, et 
montis' dUbito natoentes imitari jBgurjam. Bo ipso die hord, 
noctis 2 hie terras cumulus aperto veluti ore, maguo cum fre« 
mitu miros evomuit tgues, pumiees, lapides, cineresque fmdi tarn 
magnam copiam, ut qum adhuc extabant ^uteoioi um aedificia 
operuerit, herbas omnes texerct* arbpres freg^eret, pendentemque 
vindemiam ad $extum uaque l^ll49ra iu cmeres veiterit, aves, 
et uonnullas quadrupecles bestias iniei:eiuerit. Fugieotibus 
per teuebras Puteolaois cum uatis, et uxoribu9 magno ejulatu 
Neapolem sese recipientibu$, cinis prop^ voragineus erat siccus, 
long^ vero lutesu's, et humidus cecedit. Sed quod omiiem 
superat admirationem, mons circum earn voraginem (nunc di- 
citur mons novus) ex pumicibiis, et cinere plusquam 1000 pas- 
suum hltitudine una nocte congestus aspicitur, in quo multa in 
crant spiramenta, e quibus nunc duo supersunt, alt^um juxta 
Avernum, alterum in medio montis ; Averni magna pars operta 
cinere. Balnea.ita tot seculis celebrata, quasque tot mgris 
salutem przestabant cinere sepulta jacent, durat noc iucendium 
usq; ad WuQidlttPa Cum aliqua tamen iutercapedine.'* 

5. Fall of an Awolite at Juvinas.^^A large aerolite fell on 
the 15th June last at Juvinas^ a village in the arrondissement of 
rArgentlcre, department de I’Ard^che, respecting which some 
very accurate details have been preserved. It fell about four 
o'clock P.M., the sky being clear, and the sun shining bright; 
a continued rolling noise was heard for above three minutes, 
during which time four distinct detonations took place. I'hc 
noise was heard at Tarascon, at Nismes, and still farther off. 
A brilliant fire was seen in the air by persons, at Nismes, 
St. Thome, (a league to the west of Viviers), and Aps, a league 
fartlier off: all agree in saying it resembled a hre, burning like a 
star, and descending slowly in the N.W., and which, on disap¬ 
pearing, left a train of smoke. At first strange reports were cir¬ 
culated about the fire and the noise, but after eight or nine days, 
two countrymen of Juvinas, a village 20,600 toises to the 
N.W. of Viviers, described, that whilst working on the land 
they heard a dreadful noise, and saw an enormous mass of 
fire fall about fifty steps off from them into the ground ; tearing 
up the surface, and mpJcing much smoke. Being frightened 
they ran away, and at mstdurst not mention the circumstance; 
but after a time, other persons becoming acquainted with the fact, 
search was made in the ground where the fire descended; and, 
at the depth of five feet a large stone was discovered, weighing 
2201b., or 91 kilogrammes. The countrymen, now relieved from 
their fright, thought from its weight that it contained gold, and 
could not be dissuaded from breaking it up. Large portions 
of it were,, however, preserved. Some of the fragments are 
with Dr. Bmbri of Aubenas, others with M. Allijas, watch-maker 
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of the same place, and some whicl) had been 8«en by M. 
' Flaugergues, by whom the account is drawn up, Jt^lraged to 
Dr. Mausin. The stone appeared to be comjposed- of two 
substances. The one in largest proportion is grey,, and 
mixed with small black-shining grains. The wrface is covered 
by a thin stratum* resemblit^ a black and polish^i^ glare, 
not unlike that of the potteries. It appears to be formed of the 
black partiule before spoken of, that have been fused at the sur¬ 
face, and has been very fluid, for the smallest inequalities are 
cased by it without being filled up. The stone is moderately 
hard, is scratched by steel instruments, does not strike fire 
with steel, and is not acted on by nitric acid. 

M. Flaugergues agrees with those theorists who would consider 
this stone^as having formed a very small comet or planetary body 
which has been met in its course by the earth.—-J^ourn. de Phys. 
xcii. p. 463. 

In a further account of this aerolite given by M. L. A. D. Fir¬ 
man, it is stated that another meteoric stone a kilogramme in 
weight, was found a little distance off, and several small ones 
at Mayras, near to .Invinas. M. de Malbos, who happened to 
be at Darias when the stone fell, was looking towards the place 
where it first appeared at the time. He saw a globe of fire 
descend perpendicularly from the heavens. He shewed it to his 
workmen, and counting his pulse estimated the time between 
its appearance and the explosion that followed, at five seconds. 
He observed also the obscure vapoury trace left by the meteoro- 
lite in the air. It was not continued to the earth but ceased to 
be emitted before the stone reached the ground, and remained 
seven or eight minutes undissipated.—Journ. de Phys, xciii, p. 71. 

6. Earthquake in Cunnemura.—Upwards of one hundred 
acres of the lands of Letterbrocken, part of the property of the 
Provost of Trinity College in Joyce County, and consisting of 
prime pasture and mountain, on which a number of tenants re¬ 
sided, commenced moving and carrying with it huge rocks, im¬ 
mense masses of earth, the entire crop of wheat, oats, potatoes, 
&c., precipitated the whole into the sea and disappeared. 
Previous to its movement, a great noise was heard for some 
time, and the ground was convulsed. ;»It is supposed that the 
previous drought which had occurred, prepared the way for this 
phenomenon. Two days after, a large tract of land thickly in- 
nabited, the property of R. Martin, Esq. M. P., in the;same 
neighbourhood, was visited with alike phenomenon, but even of 
a more destructive nature; the loss of the sufferers not being 
confined to their land and crops, but their entire stock and pro¬ 
perty being swallowed up by the earthquake. These occur¬ 
rences are mentioned in the Gents. Mag, for November, from the 
Tmm Gazette, and their date given as ten days previous. 
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7. Eatihquctki at CcfcAtfs:*—The Batavian Journals of 
give an account of an earthquake very destructive in its eHects 
which took place on the 29tri of December 1820, on the south 
coast of Celebes. It did immense damage, particularly at 
Boeleekomba where the sea rose several times a prodigious 
height, and then falling again with great rapidity, alternately 
delug^ and left the shores, destroying all the plantations from 
Bontain to Boelaekomba. Many hundred persons loU their lives. 
The forts of Boelaekomba and Bontain were much damaged. 

On the 4th of January this year, another shock of an earth¬ 
quake occurred in the same neighbourhood. 

8. Mitd Volcanoes in Bogs.—A small tract of bog, called 
Forest Bog, about one mile and a half from Mount-mellick, 
situate about sixteen miles in a north-east direction from the 
Bog of Kilmaleady, has been strangely agitated for some days. 
It boils upwards, rising to a considerable height, the matter 
thrown up falling again into the basin from whence it issued. It 
has not overflown; but the people of the neighbourhood are in 
dread oT some catastrophe uccuxiiug. Tlie plieiiuiiieua resemble 
those of the mud volcanoes of America, and are probably occa* 
sioned by internal fermentation. 

9. Scottish Pearl.-^A very fine pearl was found not long since 
in the river Tay, and is supposed to be one of the finest ever 
found in Scotland. It is hardly to be surpassed either for size 
or beauty by any oriental pearl. It is in the possession of Mr. 
C. Murray, Jeweller, in Perth. 

10. Rein Veer.—Mr. Bullock has succeeded in bringing 
specimens of the Rein Deer to this country, and hopes are en¬ 
tertained that they .'may lead to the colonization of our mountain- 
forests by this animal. While on a tour in Norway he pro¬ 
cured a herd of twenty, which were destroyed by eating a 
poisonous plant which grew on a small island on which they 
were kept. He then bought a second herd of twelve, and suc¬ 
ceeded in bringing them alive and well into the Thames. Here 
however, in consequence of the custom-house officer not feeling 
authorized to allow the‘deer to be landed, eight died on board 
the vessel before permission could be obtained from the autho¬ 
rities in London. The remnant saved consists of a male and 
female, a fawn (since dead), and a male which has been cut. 
The latter is about ten hands high and propqrtionabl}r stout. 
The others are a hand or two lower. Their fur is very thick and 
fine, and delicately warm and soft. Their horns branch beauti¬ 
fully and arc covered with a short fur. The antlers of the largest 
animal are three feet in length. Their hoofs are very broad and 
flexible bptween the divisions, enabling them to clamber up pre- 
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cipiced anil hang on rocks inaccessible to others animhls* ' They 
are very swift. They seem reconciled to hay as Hood, and like 
brandy which is administered to them as a medicine.'; * ^ 

With the deer Mr. Bullock has brought a native liaplander, 
his wife and child. These beings are about four feet eight inches 
in height; the man being of the common size, the woman radier 
tall. The ghdd is about live years old.—*iVea; Mon, Mag. p. 506. 

11. First appearance of the Boa Constrictor in the Island of St. 
Vincent.—A "most singular circumstance occurred last week in 
the Charaib country, when some negroes, who were working 
near Sandy Bay, discovered an immense serpent, hitherto wholly 
unknown in any of these islands, and which was shot through 
the head by one of the party. It is supposed to be a species of, 
Boa so common on the neighbouring continent, but in what way 
it reached the shores of St. Vincent is quite unknown. Its 
entire length was between fourteen and fifteen feet, the*circum¬ 
ference of the body between three and four feet. When first 
seen it was lying in a coil, but raised itself on being roused.*— 
Royal Gazette and JSafiama Advertiser, August 1821. 

^ 11. Medicine. 

1. Salivation and Ulceration of the Gums produced by 
Hydrocyanic or Prussic Acid.—Dr. Macleod, in his experience 
with the prussic acid used as a medicine, has had occasion to 
notice three instances in which the administration of it pro¬ 
duced ulceration of the gums with salivation. In the first in¬ 
stance, the efiect was slight; in the second, it ceased with the 
discontinuance of the medicine, and returned when that was 
re-administered; in the third, the ulctTalion was very severe, 
extensive, and difficult to heal, and the soreness of the mouth 
exceedingly distressing ; the medicine was discontinued, but on 
being repeated about three mouths afterwards, the effects were 
reproduced. 

2. Preservative against Scarlet Fever.—It is announced in 
the Journal de Mcdicina Pratique of Berlin, that the Bella¬ 
donna is a preservative against this fever. The fact was first 
discovered at Lcipsig, but it has lately been confirmed by seve¬ 
ral experiments. 

« 

3. On Irritation of the Spinal Nerves.— 
[To the Editor of the Quarterly Journal qf Science.^ 

Sir—I take the liberty to submit to your notice a pathologi¬ 
cal fact, which has not, to the best of my knowledge,* been 
generally remarked, and attention to which, as far as ray own 
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experience goes, promises some diminution of those difficulties 
^th which the healing art has to contend. Most medical prac- 
titioners'tirho^have attended to the subject of spinal diseafCj 
must hafe observed that its symptoms frequently resemble .Va- 
rioiw and. dissimilar maladies, and that commonly the function 
of every bi^u is impaired whose nerves originate near the seat 
of the ffisorder. The occurrence of pain in distant parts for¬ 
cibly attracted my observation, and induced frequent examina¬ 
tions of the spinal column; and after some years* attention, I 
consider myself enabled to state, that in a great number of 
diseases, morbid symptoms may be discovered about the origins 
of the nerves which proceed to the affected parts, or of those 
spinal branches which unite with them, and that if the spine be 
examined, more or less pain will commonly be felt by the 
patient on the application of pressure about or between those 
vertebrae from which such nerves emerge. If disease is con¬ 
fined to one side of the body, or one arm or one leg, this ten¬ 
derness will be felt on the same side of the spine only ; but if 
central parts, or both sides of the body, or both arms or legs, 
are diseased, tenderness will be felt on both sides of the spine. 
This symptom has been found to attend various other affections. 
This spinal affection may perhaps be ciiiisijeied as the cofise- 
quence of diseases, but of its existence at their commencement 
any person may satisfy himself; and this circumstance, com¬ 
bined with the success which has attended the employment of 
topical applications to the tender parts about the vorteI)r{B, 
appear to indicate that the cause may exist there.' Prejudice 
sometimes operates against the idea of connexions so remote; 
but in many instances patients are surprised at the discovery of 
tenderness in a part, of whose implication in disease they had 
not the least suspicion. 

The opinion entertained by some of our Continental neigh¬ 
bours, of the importance of the spinal brain in disease, is well 
known. That many of our maladies are the sympathetic con¬ 
sequences of die operation of a distant cause, and that diseases 
apparently the most dissimilar may have one common origin, 
have been the doctrines of some of our own most eminent 
pathologists; and though the injuries inflicted on our frames 
by meclianica), and chemical agencies usually manifest their 
effects at the part where the cause has acted, we may be too 
much disposed to generalize from these premises, and to con¬ 
clude that the cause of pain, inflammation, and the other phe¬ 
nomena of disease, also exist at the fart where the symptoms 
are perceived. The records, however, of disease abound with 
cases, which, combined with daily observation, and the dis¬ 
coveries of morbid anatomy, tend to shake our confidence in 
this very natural and general inference, and to indicate that the 
cause can, and frequently does, exist very remotely from its 
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phenoii(iex\a, ^d ^t yascular fulness abo^ the prigias of 
nem^ .pan prbduc^he most formidablo s^^mptpms in ibe pai^ , 
to wHii^ tbby ace distributed! Such insumcea I heed hot euu* 
meiratei but muy be permitted to remark that they Upbear to 
corroborate the opinion, that all the degrees of morbid s^n- 
satioii, from the slightest tingling and itching to the severest 
pain, may be produced by one eomiUon cause, obstructed ^r> 
VQU8 fuactich, of which the ultimate effects are> 8pasur,',.cbh- 
vulslon, and i^alysis. 

I ath, Sir, 
Your very obedient servant, 

i)fa/me56ury, Dec. 10,1821. Richard IP. ^later. 

4. Medical Prize Queiii(m.~^The Academical Sodety of the 
Lower Loire has proposed a prize, consisting of a gold medal 
value 300 francs, for the best answer to questions iespectiug 
the yellow fever. It is required to trace its origin,*to specify its 
causes and nature; to describe state of the atmo^nerc and 
local circumstances where it prevails; to hoUfy its identity or 
otherwise with similar fevers in Europe, ^c,; to distinguish 
whether it be complicated 'wi^ any otner malady. There is 
also a second subject relating tjo fhe means for preventing its 
spreading, the proper modes of quarantine, ^c. The memoirs 
to be sent, post free, to the Secretary of the Society before the 
1 St of May, 1822. Each to bear a motto with a repetition in a 
sealed, paper, containing, as usual, the author’s name and ad¬ 
dress; 

5. Medical Prize Quesiion,'^*the Royal Society of Medicine 
at Marseilles have proposed the following questions: 1. To 
determine the structure and functions of the spinal marrow. 
2. To describe the nature, causes, symptoms, and treatment 
of the diseases by which the spinal marrow is affected. It is 
desired that clinical observations and pathological anatomy 
should be made the principal objects of the memoires. They 
may be written in Latin or French. The extent of time al¬ 
lowed is till July, 1822, and the prize a gold medal. 

IV. General Literatures 

1. CaMnet of Ancient Glass.A cabinet has been opened in 
Naples in the Studii Palace for the antique glasses found in 
Pompeii and Herculaneum. The collection contains a great 
variety of forms and colours, and proves that the ancients made 
use of glass as the modems do, both in decorating their rooms, 
and in instruments of chemistry. The cabinet also contains 
R number of cinenary urns, for the most part enclosed in vases of 
lead. 
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Ji. Lttjl^gr^phj/.--‘A work ii^ now in tjie course of puUicattoh. 
at Stutgfurdjf coAsi^Ung Of Kthq^aphic engraving by Strisner, 
from pictures the'early German masters, in the collebtioh bf 
Sulpice, BbiiBer4e';' And .other amateurs. The whole when com^ 
pleted' wfii contain 144 su^ects; these are published in quar¬ 
terly numbers in imperial folio, with descriptive, letter-press, 
written bv Boisserde. The ability of the enpaver which has 
been disjpfiaycd in another lithographic work,, that of the Munich 
Gallery, warrants the expectation of such a seriea'of plates as 
will enable those hitherto unacquainted with the peculiar 
merits of' thd ehrly painters of this school, fully to appreciate 
their exceHehce. ' ' 

* « 

3. Public Education.—A plan has been lately suggested, and 
will be acted upon at Edinburgh, for instructing by lectures and 
demonstrations, the operative mechanics of that city, in the prin¬ 
ciples of those branches of science which are useful in the various 
trades that are carried on there. Lectures on practical me¬ 
chanics and practical chemistry will be delivered twice'a-week 
during' the winter. A library has been formed, and the insti¬ 
tution is conducted by a committee of fourteen, having a clerk 
and librarian. It is much to be desired that this plan .were 
carried into execution in all the great towns of the United king¬ 
dom, where it is possible: for efficacious as private interest has 
been found to be in improving the arts, yet there is ns doubt 
that they must advance with the knowledge of the principles on 
which they are founded. 

K 

4. Statistics of Spain.—^The Spanish monarchy is composed 
of Spain and her colonies. The kingdom of Spain contains 
10,372,000 inhabitants spread over a surface of 24,661 square 
leagues. The colonies on a surface of 669,094 square leagues 
reckon 17,700,000 inhabitants distributed as follows; 

Square 
Leagues- luhabitantfl. 

New Spain .... 118,477 7,560,000 
Guatimala .... 43,089 1,200,000 
Cuba and Florida . . 115,039 592,000 
Puerto Rico & St. Domingc > 2,805 493,000 
New Grenada’ . . . 80,433 1,600,000 
Caraccas. 64,561 900,000 
Peru. 60,172 1,500,000 
Chili. 92,000 900,000 
La Plata. 144,955 1,100,000 
The Philippines . . . 13,888 1,740,000 
The Mariannes . . . 1,425 80,000 

The revenues of Spain in 1817 amounted to 620,000,000 
reals, (about 6,000,OOOL) 
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In the kingdom of Penmark there were botn in X820, 3^3 j6 
children, among whom nF€re^^,039 natoml cbildmn* "Hie number 
of dea^s waft 23,532. |4t ^penhagen the biiihs were 2,225,. 
including ^852 natural cmidren] the deaths 1,162. 

5. fiensus in A\ 

Cd&necticut .2i^^()2' 
Ke w ork 58^50 
New Jersey 211,149 
I’^^nnsylvania 602,363' 

‘ Delaware , ~ 64,270 
Maryland . 340^704 

IftiO 

261,942 
939,049 
245,^62 
810,091 
72,674 

380,346 

* ^v • 

J91& 

1,379,989 
2n/y35 

1,046,844 
72,749 

407,300 

6. Ohservatory at Abo in Pinland.^Tho emperptf^Alexander 
has erected a ma^iheent observatory at Abo, in Finland, the 
direction of whicn has been given to the celebrated astronomer 
Balbeck. 

7. Rewards for Discovery in the North.-^ln the new Longi¬ 
tude Act, which is the 58th of Coo. III. amended, it is assumed 
that no ship has gone beyond 81® of N. lat., and 113® of Wi long, 
within the arctic circle. The rewards proposed in it are^ 

.£5,000 to any subject of Great Britain, who shall reach the 
longitude of 130°, from Greenwich, within the arctic circle* 

£10,000, besides the above, for the Nortli-West paslasre into 
the Pacific. • 

£1,000 for reaching 83° of North latitude; and a simiUur sum 
for 85®, 87®, and 89®, respectively. • 

8. Convent of St. Bernard.—A subscription has been en¬ 
tered into at Geneva, to be applied to the purpose of repairing 
and warming the convent on the Grand St. Bernard. It appears, 
that its inhabitants, who are known over the whole of Europe, as 
having saved many a wanderer from destruction, amidst the 
snows and precipices of their inclement mountain, suffer severely 
in their health, from the damp and cold which prevail in their 
crazy mansion; they have, therefore, the strongest pos$ible 
claims upon the charitable traveller; and wo trust that the 
British will not be backward in lending flieir aid towards the 
alleviation of their sufferings. The Helvetic Society has con¬ 
tributed the sum of 600 francs towards efiecting the above 
objects. 

Subscriptions are received by Messrs. Decandolle and Turret- 
tin!, bankers, at Geneva. 
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delivered at ^ Royal and Russel institutions. By >Y. M. Craig, 
8vo. 14tf. " ‘ 

a New'Proc'ess in Painting, in tw6 parts.' Part 
general correspondence vvitli peculiarities of the 

Venetian l^bool. Part II. Supplementaiyr details explanatO^ of 
the process. With Miscellaneous Observations on the Arts ot the 
Sixteenth Century, 8vo. 8j. 

MfiBiczNE, AxA'feBrr, astd Surqeev. 
A Practical Treatise on Gutta Serena. By John Stevenson, 

8vo. 7r. 6d. 

A Practical In(j|uiry into the Nature and Treatment of Calculus, 
and other Diseases connected with a Deranged Operation' of the 
Urinary Organs. By W. Prout, M.D., F.R.S. 8vo. 7s, 6d. 

Miscellaneous Works of the late Robert Willan, M.D., F.K.S., 
F.A.S., comprising,, an Inquiry into the Antiquity of the 
SmalUpox, Measles,* and Scarlet Fever, now first published. Re¬ 
ports on the Diseases in London, a- new edition, &c. &c. 1 vol. 
8vo. edited by Ashley Smith, M. D., Licentiate of thc| Royal,Pol- 
Icge of Physicians of London. 

Advice to the Young Mother in the Management of Herself and ^ 
Infant j by a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, l^mo. 
3s, 6d, bds. 

A Statement of Facts tending to establish an estimate of the true 
value and present state of Vaccination; by Sir Gilbert Blane. 8vo. 

A System of Pathological and Operative Surgery, founded on 
Anatomy, and illustrated by Drawings of Diseased Structure, and 
Plans of Oj)eration. By Robert Allan, F.R.S. 8vo. Vols. I 
and II. 12s. 6d. each. 

The Parent’s Medical and Surgical Assistant, intended for the 
Use of the Heads of Families. Parochial Clergymen, and others; 
affording Familiar and Popular Directions for the Management of 
the Sudden Illnesses and Various Accidents which require a 
prompt and judicious treatment, and will not admit of the delay 
necessary for procuring regular advice. By T. A. Bromhead, 
M.D. 12mo. 4f. boards. 

A Treatise on Acupuncturation, being a Description of a Sur¬ 
gical Operation, originally peculiar to the Japanese and Chinese, 
and by them denominate Zin-King, now introduced into Euro¬ 
pean Practice, with directions for its Performance. By James Morss 
Churchill, Surgeon, post 8vo. 4^. 

Observations on those Diseases of Females which arc attended 
with Discharges. By Charles M. Clarke, royal Svo.Part II. 

Mcdicina Clcrica; or Hints tp the Clergy. Post 8vo. 4^. 

A^ 'Aecotilft 
I. Remarks oU itt 
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Supple^ient to.the Encyclopedia Brit^nica. Edited by Mac* 
vcy Napier, Esq*, F. R. S. Vol. V, Part I. 4to. 1/. 7«. 

£ncycIopBedi4,£Jdinen»i8: 01^ Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, 
and Misdelbuieous Eiteraturc. By James Mitlar, H. D. Vol, IV. 
Partlll. 8«. ,, * 

Kalogynomia : or the Laws of Female Beauty. With plates. 
8to. \L Is. ‘ . 

Politics and Political Econout. 

American Slave Trade. By Jesse Torrey, jun. With plates. 
12mo. Sj. * 

An Apology for the Freedom of the Press. By the Rev. Ro¬ 
bert HalL A.M. of Leicester. 

_ 4 

An Exposition of the Relations of the British Government with 
the Sultaun and state of Palembang, and the designs of the Ne¬ 
therlands' Government upon that Country ; with descriptive Ac¬ 
counts of Palembang, and of the Island of Banca. By Major 
W. H. Court, 8vo. 8f. 6d. boards. 

Analysis of the Talents and Character of Napoleon Buona¬ 
parte. 8 VO. 8s. 

Essays on the present false and unjust Standard of Value, 
with au Appendix. By the Rev. R. Cruttwcll, LL.B. 1;. Zd. 

Essays on the Formation and Publication of Opinions ; and on 
other subjects. 8vo. 8s. 

Hansard’s Parliamentary Debates, containing tlic proceedings 
in both Houses, from the opening of the last Session to the 
2d of April, Vol. IV, New Scries, royal 8vo. iZ. llj. 6d. 

The Restoration of National Prosperity shewn to be imme¬ 
diately practicable. By the author of Junius Idcntiticd. 8vo. 
5f. 6d. 

Topography and Antk^uities. 

BRITISH. 

An Historical Guide to Ancient and Modern Dublin. By the 
.Rev. G. W. Wright. Illustrated with 17 engravings of the prin¬ 
cipal views and buildings, and a new and accurate plan of the city, 
royal 18mo. IO5. 6d. 

New Picture of Dublin, forming a complete Guide in the Irish 
Metropolis. By John James M'Gregor. 8vo. 10s. 

A Picturesque Tour through North Wales, describing its gene¬ 
ral scenery and character. With forty coloured plates, from the 
drawings of Messrs. Turners, R. A. 4to. 51, 5s. 
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The History and Antiquities oi" the Cathedral Church of Ox¬ 
ford, with Engravings and Biographical Anecdotes. <By Johd 
Britton, F.S.A< mcdiuin 4to. }/. 4^. imperial 21, 2s. 

The History and Antiquities of the Cathedral Churches of 
Great Britain, with engravings. By J. Storcr, 4 vols. 8vo. 

The Eighth Number, which completes the Work, of Views of 
the Cathedral Churches of England and Wales, with Descriptions. 
By John Chessel Buckler. 

The History*^of Christ’s Hospital, from its earliest foundation 
by King Edward the Sixth, To which arc added, Memoirs of the 
Eminent Men educated there, and a List of the Governors. 
By J, J. Wilsoni 8vo. ^ith 4 plates, 155-. 

roRBION. 

Sketches of Upper Canada, Domestic, Local, and Charactc- 
ristief: to which arc added, Practical Details for the Information 
of Emigrants of every Class, and some KecoUcctions of the 
United States of America. By Jolni Howison, Esq. 8vo. I Os. 6d. 

Antiquities of Ionia. By the Dilettanti Society. Vol. II, folio. 
67. 07. 

\7cws of the Coliseum, engraved by W. B. Cooke and J. C, 
Alien, from the Drawings of Major Cockburn. Part I. royal folio, 
j/. JProofs ll. 10s. 

A'History of Madagascar; with an Appendix on the present 
State of llcligion in that Island. By S. Copland. 8vo. 

A History of Brazil, comprising its Geography, Commerce; 
Colonization, Aboriginal Inhabitants, &c. tScc., illustrated by 27 
plates and 2 maps. By Jamoa Henderson, 4to. 3/. 135. 6d, 

A History of Madeira, with 2/ coloured engravings, imperial 
8VO. 2/. 25. 

* * 

Voyages and Travels. 

Travels in Palestine, Ihiougli thy countries of Bashan and Gi¬ 
lead, East of the River Jordan : including a Visit to the Cities of 
Geraza and Gamain, in the Deca])olis. By J. S. Buckingham, 
Esq. with maps and plates. 4to. 3/. 135. boards. 

A Voyage of Discovery intt) the South Sea and Bhering’s 
Straits, for the purpose of finding out a North-east Passage, 
undertaken in the years 1§15, U>, 17, and 18, at the expense of 
his Highness the Chancellor of the Empire, Count Romanzoff, in 
the ship Ruric, under the command of the Lieutenant in the Rus¬ 
sian Imperial Navy, Ottii von Kotzebue, 3 vols. 8vo. 2/. 5s. bds, 

A Voyage to Africa, including a particular Narrative of an 
Embassy to one of the Interior Kingdoms, in the year, 1820. By 
William Hutton, late acting consul for Ashantcc, &c. with maps 
and plates. 8vo. 125. 
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Vol. III. of the Tour to Africa: containing a Concise Account > 
of all the Countries in that Quarter of the Globes hitlierto visited 
by Europeans; \tith the Manners and Customs of the inhabitants, 
selected from the best authors, and arranged by Catherine Uutton, 
8vo. i2s. • 

The World in Miniature, third division, being Turjtcy, in 6 
vols. 12ino. illustrated by 73 coloured engravings; comprising a 
description of the Manners, Customs, Dresses, and Character of 
its inhabitants. 2/. 2s. 

RECENTLY IMPORTED BY MESSRS. TRECTTEL AND CO. 
4 

FUENCH WORKS. 

Krusenstern, Voyage aulour du Monde, fait dans les annecs 
1S03, 4, 5, et 6, p ir les ordres dc S. M. 1. Alexandre f. Emp<i- 
rcur de Russie, sur les Vaissciiux Nadiejcda et la Neva, traduitdc 
I’aveu et avee Ics additions de I’auteur, 2 ^ols. 8vo. avec atlas in 
folio, 2/. 12f. 6V. 

Vallee, Truite dc la Science dii Dcssin ; contenant la Tlteoric 
generale dcs ombres, la perspective lineaire, la thcorie generule 
(les images d’optique, rl )a perspective a6riennc appiiquec au 
Lavis, in 4to. avec un atlas de 35 planches, 1/. 10£. 

Les Pastes universcls, ou tableaux hiatoriques, chronologiques 
et gCographiques; par M. Buret de Loiigchamps, lu-folio oblong, 
boards, with mor. back and corners, 8/. Ss. 

Voyage soutcrniin, ou description du \)lateau de Saint-Tierre de 
Maestricht et de scs vastes crypu^s. Par Ic Colonel Bory de Sainl- 
Viucent, 8vo. gs. 

T/Art dp verifier les Dates, depiiis I’anuec 177^ jusqua nor* 
jours; formant la continuation ou iroisitMiie paiiiodc'. rouvrage 
public sous cc nom. Par les Religieux In'iiedieliiis dcla C^«l- 
gregation de Saint Maure. ^blic' par Ic Clievalier de Courcelles, 
vol. 1. 8vo. lOj, 6V/. 

Vircy, Histoirc cles inoeuvs et de I'instinct dcs aniinaux, avec 
les distributions Mothodi(pics el Naturelles de loutes leurs classes; 
cours fait a I’Athencc Uoyalc dc Paris, 2 tom. 8vo. ) 8*v. 

—— Atlas des Figures d'Aniuiaux (ou tom, 3), gr. in 8vo. 
1/. 16*5. 

Georgt't, dc la Physiologic du Syslemc ueivcux, et speciale- 
ment ducerveau. Rocherches sur les maladies nerveuscs cn ge¬ 
neral, et en particulicr sur le siege, la nature, cl le traitement dp 
Physteric, dc Phypochondric, de Tcpilepsic, ct de raslhmc convul. 
bif, 2 vols. 8VO. 185. 

Jalade-Lafond, Considerations sur les hernies abdominales, sill¬ 
ies bandages hcrniaircs renixigradcs. S:c. i>cc. 2 vols. fig. 185. 
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FROM ITALY. 
Iliadis Fragmenta Antiquissima) cum picturis; item Scholia 

Vetera ad Odysscam, edente Ai>gc^lo Malo, large folio Mediolani, 
1819. 8/. 

' 4' V 

13)philse Partiuin lin^ita^um^in Ambrosianis Palimpsestis ab 
Angelo Maio repertarum Specimen. 4to. Mcdiol. 1S19* ISj. 

Shakspcarc, Tragedie, tradotte da Micbelc Lconi. Yols. I.— 
IX. 8vo. Verona, 1819*21* 2/. 5s. 

Gugliclmini, D. Della Nature de* Fiumi, Trattafo fisico*inate> 
matico, con le annot. di E. Manfredi. vol. 1. Svo. Milano, 
1821. I2s. 

Scstini, Domenico, Classes Geuerales, Scu Moneta Vetus Ur- 
bium, Populorum, ct Kegum, ordinc gcographtco ct chronoiogico, 
descripta, cd. 2da. emend, ct locupl. 4to. Florent. 1821. 1/. 

Descrivione d'alcunc Medaglic Grcche del Musco Particolarc 
di sua Altezza llcalc M. Christiano Fodcrigo, Principe Ereditario 
di Danimarca. 4to. plates. Firenze, 1821. 5s. 

Paletta, J. B. Exercilationes Pathologica*. 4to. Mcdiol, 
1820. 1/. I0.y. 

Castiglioni, Conte Carlo Ottavio, Moncte CuficUe dell* J. R. 
IMusco di Milano, with 18 plates, 4to. boards. Milano, 1819* 
67. I6v. 6V. 



INDEX. 

Ahen'ntwn of the stars, an easy method of computing, 151-154 
—of compound lenses and object-glasses, 369 

Aho^ notice of the observatory at, 432 
Acceleration of the pendulum in different latitudes, notice of 

experiments for determining, 363- 367 
Aerolite, fall of, at Juvinas, account of, 425-426 
Air rendered heavier by the separation of its lighter parts, 54- 

56—-thickened by 6re, 61-64—proof that it diminishes in 
weight, 294, 295 

Air-pump, successful application of, to the impregnating of 
substances with fluids, 168 

Allan^s dividing-engine, specimens of examination of, 385, 386 
results of his measures, 388 

Alcaline minerals, analysis of, 169-171 
Alloys of steel, experiments on different, 316-318 
.dfum found in decomposed mica-slate, 414 
Alum-slate of Freienwald, analysis of, 278-282 
Alum-stone of Tolfa, angilysis of, 277, 278 
America, census of, 432 
Amici (Prof.) account of some optical inventions by, 398-401 
Analyses (chemical) of ferro-arseuical sulphuret of copper, 30- 

32—of an antimonial sulphuret of copper, 32-34—of a cu¬ 
preous sulphuret of lead and antimony, 34-36—of tlu; sul- 
phurct of copper and bismuth, 36-37—of the blue iron ore of 
Eckartsberg, 38—of granular chromic iron ore, 39, 40—of 
alcaliuc minerals, 169-171—tabic of their results, 328_of 
black and green tea, 201-20(>—of ccrerit, or cerite, 262-264 
—of the oxide of cerium, 264, 265—of a compact ore of Ti¬ 
tanium from Arendal, 265, 266—of the topaz, 266—particu¬ 
larly that of Saxony, 2G6-2G8—of zoisit from Carinthia, 208, 
269—of the foliated augitc of Carinthia, 269, 270—of con- 
choidal apatite, 271, 272—of the columnar brown spar of 
Mexico, 272-274—of dolomite, 274—of anhydrite, 275—of 
bitter spar from the Tyrol, 276—of the Green Varth of Verona, 
276—of the alum-stone of Tolfa, 277—and of IhVcienwald, 
278-282—of the crystallized calamine of Limbourg, 328—of 
an arsenical pyrites, 328—of the garnet of Broddbo, 329—of 
malacolitc, 329—of meteoric stones, 329-331—of choiidro- 
dite, 329—of copper pyrites, 331 

^Anhydrite, analysis of, 275-276. 
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Animals, remarkable fact in breeding, 126, 127 * 
Antimony and lead, analysis a cupreous sulphuret of, 34-36^ 

—compounds of^ 171, we detection of arsenic in 
the ores of, 412 

Apatite (concboidal), ai^ysts of, from Zillertliahl, 271,' 272 ‘ 
Apograph, notice of, 169 
Arsenic, test for, 411’—on the detection of, in ores of antimony, 

412 ^ 
Art, notice of remains of in a limestone formation, 191 
Astronomical and Nautical Collections, 137-161—381-401 
A thins*s rock, position of, 406 ^ 
Atmosphere of the Baltic Sea, temperature of, 341,042—the 

variation of the temperature of the atmosphere, deduced from 
the mean refraction, 396-398 

Augite (foliated) of Carinthia, analysis of, 269-271 

B 
Bacon’s (Lord) system of ciphers, remarks on, 24, 25 
Balance, observations on the construction of, 40, 41 ' 
Balloons, coal-ghs first ap}4ied to the infjatipn. of, 

114—account of his ascent fromTortsea, 115>-j^servd|ijbns 
and experiments made by him during his voyage, 116—re¬ 
marks thereon, 117, 118 

Baltic Sea, observations on atmosphere of, 341, 342 
Barlov) (Peter, Esq.), on the eilbcts produced on the ra^es of - 

chronometers by the proximity of rnalses of iron, 374, 375 
Baruel (M.), process by,forprocuiiu«:: pure platinum, palladium, 

rhodium, iridium, and osmium, fioin the ores of platimitn, 
246-256 —remarks thereon, 256-262 

Bell (Charles, Es(p), on a new arrangement of the nerves, 37)6f^« - 
377 ^ 

Belladonna, a preservative against scarlet fevers, 428 
Bellevue (M. Fleuriaiide), observations of, on mcteoiDrfes, 192 
Bernard (convent of notice of subscriptions, 432 
Berthier (M.), on the analysis of alkaline minerals, 169-171-i-^’ 

on the alloys of chromium, iron, and steel, 173,174—table 
of his results, 328 

Berzelius (Professor), on the compounds of molybdenum, chro¬ 
mium, tungsten, antimony, <i'c., 171, 172—on oxide of chro¬ 
mium, 172, 178—rcluctontly acknowledges Sir Humphry ^ 
Davy’s chloi4dic theory, 306, 307—abstract of his paper 
several inorganic combinations, which serve as the base^ of 
calculations relative to tlie theory of chemical proportidhs, 
307-310—remarks thereon, 321-323—analysis of the crystal¬ 
lized calamine of lainbourg, 328—on the oxide of platinum 
and gold, 412—decompositions of oxalic acid by, 413 

Bismuth and copper, chemical analysis of a sulphuret of, 36, 6,41 



INDEX. 

Jikiir (William, Esq.), remarks on his system of secret writing 
by ciphers, 25-27 

Bteaching'‘Powder, analysis of, 175' 
Boa-’Con^nctor, killed at the island of St.Vincent, notice of, 428 
Bonssingault (M.), experiments of, on alloys' of steel, 31li-318 
Brain, microscopical observations on, 128 
lirasier (Mont), notice of, 423 
Brazil Woods (inferior), process for improving the d^'c of, 332 
Brinkley (Rev. Professor), on an easy method of co^mpnting the 

aberration of the stars, 151-154—notice of his observations 
ArT investigating the effects of the parallax and aberration of 
the placc» of certain fixed stars, 374 

Brown Spar of Mexico, analysis of, 272-274 
Brugnatelli (Dr.), account of a new salifiable base, 177, 178 
Brunton (Mr.), notice of his contrivance for consuming smoke, 

350—its aavantages, 350, 351 " 

Caloric, observations and experiments on, ,311-314 
C'ar6o2j,and Chlorine, on two new compounds of, 129, 130— 

expet^ents on another new compound of, 'di r* 
Car5o»afc^,i^jyiagnesia,. solubility of^.fe >vatCT, 408—on the 

sol tskion of ike" carbonate dfliine^-iioiV/., 409 • 
Car^Mre^ of Nickel, how procured, 173 
Cary (Mr.), notice of his cxaminalioa nf Ramsden’s dividins- 

enffinc' .381-.384—results of his measures-.387 
Cavlifiowers^ hint for the presei^ ili mi «»f. 400 
Celebes, Jioticc of an oartlujiiake on tin- coast nl‘. 
Census of America, 432 

(ceritc), analy.sis of, 262-204 
properties of the oxide of, 264, 26 > 

'.7 and hydrogen, on the aeriform compounds of, J.3.3, l:u 
miscellaneous intelligence in, l♦>^>-J87, 107- 

422—f^ljijgress of on the continent, 3(V}-.3't2—reinarks on 
chemical"' ittpirics, 354, 

C/tc«eufj:’s (Mr.) ciphers, for societ wriliiig, remarks on, 22-24 
CAj/drc);. (J.G.) translation of Roy’s c'^says oa llie calcimilion 

^metals, &c. 54-64, 204-290 
Chimneys, importance of atlending lo ilio consfructioji of, es])c- 

cially for furnaces, .‘).02~.3.'i 1 
^^jj^ilorino, on the use of, in hydropliolua, 100—new compound 

it and of carbon, .'i?.*)—^Ircar. produced by it, 413—cxplo- 
"^lon of, and of hvdrogtMj, tbirL 

Cho7tdro(iiie, analysis of, 329 
Chromium, on the compounds of, 17 1. 172 —oxide of, 172— 

alloys of, with iron and steel, 173. 171—on various com¬ 
pounds of, 317-319 

Chronometers, effects of the proximity of masses of iron on 
V V thg rates of, 374,41.5—on the chronometers used in the Arctic 

ilH^ition, 402-404 
. XII. 2 G 
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Cinchoninef process for obtaining^ 325 • 
Ciphers, for secret writing, remarks on, 21—on Mr. Chcnevix’s, 

22-24, 28—Lord Bacon’s, 24, 25—Mr. Blair’s, 25-27—spe¬ 
cimens of some ciphers by the Rev. Edward Hincks, 29 

Clock, the daily rate and error of, at one time of the day, being 
known, a table to find its corresponding error throughout the 
day, 155-166 

Clock-dial of the Tron Church at Glasgow, account of the illu¬ 
mination of, by gas, 229-231 

Coal-g.as, successfully applied to the inflation of balloons, 
114,115] 

Coindet Z.), on the use of iodiufe in medicine, 187-189— 
particularly in scrofula, 243-245 

Colchester, description of an ancient sphinx found at, 1-17 
Com6inat}07r (chemical), principles of, 306-311 • 
Combustibles, experiments on the mechanical action of, 311-313 
Combustion of ether, products of, 64-74 
Comets, on determining the equations of, 137-149—correction 

of the elements of an orbit of, that has been determined, 
149-151 

Compass-nacdlr, best kind of steel and form for, 132 
Copper, analysis of ferro-arsenioal sulplmret of, from Freiberg, 

30-32-!i-of an antimonial sulphiiret of copper from Kapnik, 
32, 33, 34—of a cupreous sulphurct of lead and antimony, 
from Claiisthal in the Jlai tz, 31, 35, 36—of the sulphuret of 
copper and bismuth, 36, 37—eftects of copper on vegetation, 
178—of a copper pyrites, 330—account of the native 
copper mines on Lake Superior, 422 

Correspondence (secret), easy method of, 292, 293 
Cumaneana, notice of an cavth(piake at, 426 
CunobcUn, a British *^monarch, remarks on some coins of, 6-8, 

12, 13 
Cyanogen, on the combination of oxides with, 175-177 

JDaZ/on(Mr.) observations of on the solution of carbonate of 
lime, 408,409 

Daniell (J. F. Esq.) inquiry (with experiments) into the nature of 
the products of the slow combustion of ether, 64-74—meteo¬ 
rological observations by, for one year, 97-111—comparative 
remarks (with three tables) on the weather and seasons of the 
years 1819-20 and 1820-21, 111-114—illustrative remarks 
on Mr. Green’s aerial voyage, 117-118 

Davy (Sir Humphry) observations of on the magnetic pheno¬ 
mena produced by electricity, 126—iiis discourse on awarding 
Sir Godfrey Copley’s prize medals, 300-304—his chloridic 
Theory reluctantly acknowledged by foreign chemists, 306- 
307—notice of his observations and experiments on the papyri 
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t)f Herculaneum, 367-369—and of his further researches on 
the magnetic phenomena produced by electricity, with some 
new experiments on the properties of electrified bodies in their 
relations to conducting power and temperature, 377-380 

Davy (Dr. John) on the urinary organs and urine of two species 
of rana, 130-131 

Density of the earth, remarks on the mean, 370-372 
Dive (M.) notice of his formation of Prussian potash, 323 
Dividing Engine of Ramsden, report on the present state of, 

381-388 

Doleremer (Professor) analysis of copper pyrites by, 330 
DoUond (Mr. G.) account of a micrometer made of rock crystal, 

131-132 
Duboui (Madame), notice of the alcalino-vegetablc poudrettes 

of, 334 
Ditgongy an herbivorous animal from Sumatra, notice of, 370— 

peculiarities that distinguish it from the Manatee of the West 
Indies, 375 

% 

Earth {Green) of V'erona, analysis of, 276, 277—temperature 
of the earth at various depllis, 338, 339—remarks on its 
mean density, 370-372 

Earthquake in the island of Zante, account of, 341—in Cuma* 
neana, 426—on the coast of ilu- island of Olebes, 427 

progress of public cOueaiion at, 431 
EggSy singular preservation of, 312 
ElectricityyOn the magnetic phenomena produced by, 74,126,416 

—relation of a remarkable electrical [du'iiomcnon, 182, 183— 
observations on Voltaic electricity, 183, 184—contact in vol¬ 
taic electricity, 185—magnetism produced by electricity, 
185, 186—notice of clectro-magnetic instruments invented 
by M. do la Rive, 184, 185—of a new oicctro-ruagm tic ap¬ 
paratus, constructed under Mr. Faraday’s direction, for the 
exhibition of rotatory motion, 186, 187, 283-285—of Sir 
Humphry Davy’s researches on the magnetic phimomena 
produced by electricity, and of his cxpeiiineuts on the 
ties of electrified bodies in tiicir relations to coiidue*tiiig 
power and temperaiun?, 377-380 

Electro^magnctical motwnSy 74, 186, 415, 416 
EpilepsyyOn the use of nitrate of silver in, 189, 190 
Equations of Comets, on the determination of, 137-149 
EthcTy inquiries and experiments on the products of the slow 

combustion of, 64 
Evelyn (Sir G. S.) notice of the re-mcasurcmcnt of the cube, 

cylinder, and sphere used by, in his inquiries respecting a 
standard of weights and measures, 373 

Evelyn (John) analysis of the Fumifugium ol, 343-348 
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Facial Nerves, on the di^rence of the functions,, in certain, 
illustrated by their anatomy in the inferior animals, and by 

'a comparison of their uses in roan and brutes, ^3il-240— , 
comparative anatomy of the fifth pair of facial'nerves^'240-243 

Faraday (Mr.) experiments and observations on some hew elec- 
tro-'magnefical motions, and on |be theory of^ma^etism, 74, 
96, 416, 421—on two new compounds of chlorine mf>d car¬ 
bon^ and on a new compound of iodine, carb<rfl-,’andhy4ro-/ 
gen, 129, 130—account of a new apparatus for the exhibi^on 
of rotatory magnetic motion, 186, I87,283f28i5 

Fat bodies, results of the decomposition of by ighii 
copper, 323-324 ^ 

Fire, by. its heat, can thicken homogeneous bodies, 56,' ► 
can thicken water, 58-60—and air, 61-64 

Flaugergiies, (M.) observations of on the heat ol^thei^^fwn'e' 
rays during the solar eclipse of September 7, 1820, ,.^l3,3^ 

Fossz/-6ones discovered at Plymouth, 124, 125, 133 
France, economy of the chemists of, compared .lyith of 

the English chemists, 355,356 . 
Fresco painting, a new prowess for the preservation 

407 

Garnet, analysis of, 329 
Gas-tar, useful green paint made IVom, 407 
Gases from oil and coal, experiments on, 135, 136—successful 

application of gas to the illumination of the clock-dial of the 
Tron Church at (Ikisgow, 229—231 

r7az;:rn(Professor) abstractor his essay on manures, 332, 334 
Gem, ancient, representing tKdipus oxponndiug the enigma of 

the Sphinx, 11, 12 
Giessc (M.) acconiit of a supposed new niclaJ /Voiii the resi¬ 

duum of sulphuric acid, 315, 316. 
Glasgow, account of the mode of illuminating the clock-dial on 

the steeple of the Tron Church at, 229-231. 
Gold, experiments on some* combinations of, .'318, 319 
Greew (Mr.) ascent of in a balloon from Portsca, 115—obser¬ 

vations and (Experiments made by him during his aerial 
voyage, 116—remarks thereon, 117, 118 

Grouvellc, (M.) on the combinations of oxides with chlorine, 
iodine, and cyanogen, 174-177—on various compounds of 
chromium, 319-321 

Gums, salivation and ulceration of, prodiu'cd by hydro-cyanic 
acid, 428 

Haitsleen, (Prolessor) expcmm nts of, for di'terminiug the law of 
magnetic attraction, 335-337 

Hastings, (Dr. Charles) observatiims of, on the division of the 
eighth pair of nerves, Oi'! 

*
*
 r

*
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Jifij/i (E. W. A. Esq.) description of an ancient monument 
found at Colchester, representing the Theban Sphinx, 1-17 

llcatj laws of the propagation of, 180—observations on the 
heat of die sun’s rays during the solar eclipse of September 
7, 1820, 313, 314 , 

Henry, (I))c.> on the atiriform compounds of charcoal and hydro¬ 
gen, 134, 135—experiigsepts on the gases obtained from oil 
and coal, 135 

Hetmlaineurtt','riQt\c.Q.^ of Sir Humphry Davy’s observations and 
experiments on the Papyri of, 307-369 

'V. Esq.) Sir Godfrey Copley’s gold medal 
l^iwaWedT^ 30t)—Sir Humphry Davy’s address to him on 

'^e occasion, 300-302—on the aberration of compound lenses 
ihd object-glasses, 369—on the separation of iron from 

er js&tals, 372 
V. Edward) observations of on secret writing, 21 — 

• on Mr. Chenevix’s cipher, 22-24, 28—on Lord 
, 24, 25—on Mr. Blair’s, 25-27—specimens of 

ersj 29 
SiP^verard) observations on the rete mucosum of the 

&8 ^Sl defence against the solar rays, 125, 126—micro- 
leal observations on the brain and nerves, 4'c, 127-129— 

notice of his account of the Dugong, ^c. 370, and of the 
pcculiaritic'S that distinguish it from the Manatee of the 
West-Indics, 375 

Humboldt (Baron), observations of on tlie causes affecting the 
distribution of vegetable forms, 33S, 339 

Ifufion (Dr.), notice of his remarks on tiu* jucan density of the 
earth, 370-372 

Hydraulic Litnc, analysis of, 114 
Hudrocijanic Acid, salivation and ulcoralion of the gums pro¬ 

duced by, 428 
Hydrogen and Carbon, on llic aerifoitn compounds of, 133, 13d 

—explosion of, and of chlorine, 413 
Hydrophobia, on the use of chlorine in, 190 

Insects (luminous), on the phosphorescence of, 181, 182 
Iodine, on the combinations of oxides with, 175, 176—on the 

use of, 111 medicine, 187-189 
Iron ore, analysis of granular chromic, 39, 40—of blue iron ore, 

38—alloys of Iron, chromium, and steel, 173, 174—on the 
separation of it, from other metals, 372—effects of the. prox¬ 
imity of musses of on the rates of chronometers, 374—curious 
effect of sea water on east-iron, 407—effect of iron on the 
rate of chronometers, 415—oxalate of, found as a mineral, 422 

Irritation of tlie spinal nerves, remarks on, 428-430 
Ivory (Mr.), account of his method of comimting the latitude 

from two altitudes, and ilic time intervening, 389, 390—apo- 
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logy for the postscript on refraction, in answer to his remark^ 
390-396 

Javal (M.)f experiments of on some combinations of gold, 
318,319 # 

Kater (Capt. Henry), observations of on the construction of a 
balance, 40, 41—on tire comparison of various British stand- 
ards of linear measure, 130—on the best kind of steel, and 
form for a compass needle, 13‘2—notice respecting a volcanic 
appearance in the moon, 133—and of his account of the re- 
measurement of the cube cylinder and sphere, used by the 
late Sir George Shuckbiirgh Evelyn, in his inquiries concern¬ 
ing a standard of weights and measures, 393 

Klaproth (Martin Henry), contributions of towards the chemical 
knowledge of mineral substances, 29—analysis of the ferro- 
arsenical sulphurct of copper, 29-31—of an antimonial sul- 
phuret of copper, 32-34—of a cupreous sulphuret of lead 
and antimony, 34-36—of the sulphuret of bismuth and cop¬ 
per, 36, 37—of the blue iron ore of Eckartsberg, 38—of 
granular chromic iron ore from Stcinnark, 39, 40—of cererit, 
262-264—of the oxide of cei ium, 264, 266—of a compact ore 
of titanium from Arcndal, 266, 266—of the lopaz, 266—par¬ 
ticularly the Saxon topaz, 266-2(58—of zoisit, from Carinthia, 
268, 2(39— of the foliated angitc of C'arinthia, 269, 270—of 
conchoidal apatite, from /illcrthahl, 271.272—of the co¬ 
lumnar brown-spar of Mexico, 272-274—of dolomite, 274— 
of anhydrite, 27.6—of tl>c giecii earth of Verona,* 276— 
of the alum stone of Tolfa, 277—and of that of Freienwald, 
277-282 

Larch-trecj use. of in tanning, 406 
Latitude, method of computing, from two altitudes and the time 

intervening, 380, 390 
J^end, and antimony, analy.'^is of a cupreous sulphuret of, 34- 

36—its increase of weight, in calcination, accounted for, 295- 
297—on the disappearance of the celestial heat in, 297-299. 

Liffhtning, clfects of, 414 
literature, mhcvW’ancous intelligence in, 193, 194,;430-432 
JAthogruphtj, application ol‘ to the taking of iin[)rcssions from 

plants, 406—progress of, at Munich, 431 
London, evds resulting to the inhabitants of, from smoke, .343— 

stale of them in the seventeenth century, 343, 344—in the 
eighteenth century, 345—and at the present time, 346— 
remedy suggested for, 347—account of various expedients, 
for consuming smoke, 348-054 
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^ac CuUoch (Dr.) observations of on the varieties and forma¬ 
tion of pitrhstone, 41-50—synopsis of its varieties, 51_ 
simple pitchstone, 51—porphyritic, 52—concretionary-sphe¬ 
roidal pearlstoae, 52, 53—amygdaloidal, 53--ou the defects 
of the existing charts of the Shetland isles, 206-229 

Mackenzie (Colin) review of One Thousand Chemical Expcri- 
wenisby, 354—strictures on his want of order, 356-358—spe¬ 
cimens of his incorrectness, 358-363 

MaddcT-lahe^ notice of a newly invented one, 169 , 
Maqncsia and its carbonate, solubility of, in water, 407 
Matfnetic AtiractionSf experiments for determining the law of, 

335-338 
Magnetism, observations on some new electro-raagnetical mo¬ 

tions, and on the theory of, 74-96—magnetic phenomena 
produced by electricity, 126—magnetism produced by 
electricity, 185,186—production of magnetism, 414—electro¬ 
magnetic rotation, 415—note oil some new clecUo-magnetical 
motions, 416-421. Electricity*) 

Maio (Signor) notice of ancient MSS. discovered by, 193 
Malacolitc, analyses of, 329 
Manatee, how distinguished from the dugong, 375 
Manures, abstract of a dissertation on, 332, 333—notice cf the 

alkalino-vcgetablupoudiettos of Madame Diibout, 334 
Mechanical Science, miscellaneous intelligence in, 168, 169, 

402-407 
Medicine, on the use of iodine in, 187, 188—of nitraic of 

silver, 189—of chlorine, 190 
Medico-Chirurgteal Society, notice of tlic ftirmation of, 194 
Meteoric Stones, analyses of, 329-331, 410, 411 
Meteorolites, ohscYXiitlons on, 192 
Meteorological Observations for one year, 97-111—remarks 

(witli tables) on the weather and seasons of the years 
1819-20 and 1820-21, 111-114 

Micrometer, made of rock crystal, account of, 131, 132 
Milk, hint for the preservation of, 406 
Mineral Substance, new, notice of, 191—analysis of, see 

Analysis. 
Muiereil Waters, on the .sulphureous nitrogen in, 409, 4J0 
Miscellaneous hitc/lajcnrr in Sci'.'nce and tlie Arts, 168-194, 

402-432 
Molybdenum, on the conipouncN of, i/l, 172 
Monte Nuovo, account of the riso of in 1588, 424, 425 
Moon, notice of a volcanic ap[)earance in, 133 
Morland (Mr. Samuel) the inventor of the steam-engine, 193, 

194 
Mud Volcanos in bogs, notice ol', 427 
Muriatic Acid, on the consututiim or at 

287-291 

dill’eieiil densities, 
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NaplcSj notice of a cabinet of ancient glass at, 430 • 
Natural Historyy miscellaneous intelligence in, 187-103, 42‘2- 

430 ,1,-, 
Navier (M ) experiments and observations oii the mechanical 

action of combustibles^^3'H.-*3i3 
iV<?|5fro, observations on the rete mucosum of, 125, J2G 
Nervasy additional facts relating to the division of the eighth 

pair of, 19,20,96—microscopical observations on, 127-129 
—on ,the difference of the functions in certain nerves of the 
face, illustrated by their anatomy in lire inferior animals, and 
by a comparison of their uses in man and brutes, 231-240-— 
comparative anatomy of the fifth pair of facial norvesj 240- 
243—new arrangement of the nervous system by Mr, B(dl, 
376, 377—on the irritation of the spinal nerves, 428-430 

Nickel, on the carburet of, 173 
Nitrate of silver, on the use of, in epilepsy, 180 
Nitrogen of sulphureous mineral waters, ohservation.. on, 409, 

410 
North, rewards fur discov»Ty in, 432 

(Edipvs, expounding tfie enigma of the Sphinx, description of an 
uneient gem, representing, 11, 12 

Others (Dr. W.; cs.say on comets, traiislated, 137—on sSome 
oipiations of the first and soeoinl order, which Imv*' been pro¬ 
posed for dctciminijjg tin; eipialious of eonn.'ts, 137-149_ 
ccflrrccliuii of the * I'MiSfuls uf an orbit whi(4i has been deler- 

Opuini, iinj)H)ved foi cxli acting il icsall of, 331 
ijpltcrtl htvrnhons of ProTi ssm’ Amici, account of, 398-401 
OxabxU of iron, i'omid 5i.< u mnu'ral, 422 
OxaH’.' nc.itl, dcM'omposilioii of. 413 
O.viflcSy combinations of, with chlorine, iodine, and cyanogen 

I7.'>-I77—of platinum wifh trold, 42 

Pat/<7 (green), fo*' co.irsn wood-work, 407 

Papyri of Herculaneum, notice of, Sir Humphry Davy's cv- 
periments and observations on, 367-369 

Parfics (Messrs.) notice of the contrivance of, for consuming 
smoke, 351—remarks thereon, 3.52 

Parhnson and F rot Is ham, (Messrs.) observations of on thf 
ehrononicters used on the Arctic expedition, 402-404 

Pearl, beautiful Scottish, notici*. of, 427 
Pendulum, account of Captain Sabine’s experiments for deter¬ 

mining the acceleration of, in different latiludc.s, 363-367 
Philip (Dr. A. I'. W.) additional facts by, relative to the di\i' 

siou of the eighth pair of nerves, 17-20 
Philosophical Trunsactions of tin- Royal Society of f.ondon, an 

analysis of, 125-13t>, 3()3-3H0 



Pfiosphorescefice of wounds, remarks on, 180—and of luminous 
insects, 181, 182 

Pictet (Professor) thoughts by, on voltaic electricity, 183, 184 
Pitekstone, observations on the formation and varieties of, 41-50 

—synopsis of its varieties, 51^—«imple pitchstOne, tbid.—por- 
phyritic, 52--concretionary spheroidal pearlston^, j52, 53 
—amygdaloidal, containing imbedded nodules of another mi¬ 
neral, 53 . 

Plants, observations on the distribution of, 338, 330—impres¬ 
sions of taken by Lithography, 405 

Platinum, process for procuring pure platinum, palladium, rho¬ 
dium, iridium, and osmium, from the ores of, 246-256—re¬ 
marks thereon, 256-262—on the oxide of, with gold, 412 

Police (Pharmaco-legale), severity of, 331 
Preservation of milk, directions for, 406—of cauliflowers, 406 

—and of fresco-painting, ibid. 407 
Prize Questions, by the Society of Apothecaries at Paris, 179, 

180—by the Academic Society of Nantes. 190—by the So¬ 
ciety of Sciences and Arts at Menlz, 405—by the iloyal Aca¬ 
demy of Sciences of Toulouse, 40x'i—by the Academical So¬ 
ciety of the Lower Loire, 430—by the Hoyal Society of 
Medicine at Marseilles, 430 

Propagation of heat, laws of, 180 
Prussic Acid, salivation and ulceration of the gums produced 

by, 428 
Publications select lists of, 195-43.3 

Quinine, process for obtaining, —its use in iiiteimit- 
tent fevers, 327 

Iiamsdcn*s dividing engine, report on the present state of, 381- 
388 

liana, on the urinary organs and urine of two species of, 
130, 131 

Rein-deer, successfully brought to England, 427 
Rete Mucosum of the Negro, observations on, 125, J26 
Reifs Essays on the calcination of metals, <5kc., translated, .54-64, 

294-299 
Ridolfi (Marquess), notice of the improvement of Woulfe’s ap¬ 

paratus, by, 179 
Hive (M. de la), notice of electro-magnetic instruments, in¬ 

vented by, 184, 186 
Royal Society of London, proceedings of, 119, 300-305—plan 

for re-uniling under it the various existing scientific socie- 
• ties of London, 122, 123—analysis of the Transactions of the 

Royal Society, 125-136, 363-380—list of its council and 
olficers, 304 

VoL. XII. 2 H 
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Skbine, (Captain Edward) Sir Godfrey Copley's prize meda^ 
awarded to, 300—Sir Humphry Davy's address on the occa¬ 
sion, 302-304—account of his experiments for ^terminiug the 
acceleration of the pendulum iti different laiitudes, 36'3-367 

Salifiable base, account of anew one, 177,178 
Salt, on the contamination of, for manufactories, 169 
Scarlet Fever, preservative against, 428 
Scrofula, on the use of iodine in, 243-245 
Sea Water, curious effect of on cast iron, 407 
Secret Writing, remarks on, by means of ciphers 21-29—easy 

and secure method of, 292, 293 
Sementini, (11 Cavalier) observations of, on the use of nitrate of 

silver in medicine, 189, 190 
Shaw, (John Esq.) observations of, on the difference of the 

functions in certain nerves of the face, illustrated by their 
anatomy in the inferior animals, and by a comparison of 
their uses in man and brutes, 231-240—compaiativc anatomy 
of the fifth pair of nerves, 240-243 

ShcfMmd (Isles), remarks on the chart of, 206-220 
Skips, account of u new adhesive lining for the sheathing of, 

168, 169 
S/lrer, on the use of nitrate of, in epilepsy, 180,' 190—experi¬ 

ments and observations on the atomic weight of, 286-288 
Skull of a deer, found in a tree, notice of, 103 
Smoke, pernicious ellects of, to the inhabitants of London, in the 

seventeenth century, 343, 344—in the eighteenth century, 
345—and at the present time, 346—remedy suggested fo’’, 
347— aee.oimt of various expedients for consuining smoke, 
348- 354 

Socu'fics (Seientifie) proceedings of. The Royal Society of 
l.(jn(loii, IJO—300*30.')—remarks on the inconvenicncies re¬ 
sulting from tlio division and subdivision of tlie scientific es¬ 
tablishments of I.ondon, 120-124 

South (.lames, I'jsq.) the clock's daily rate and error at one time of 
the day being known, a table to iind its corresponding rate 
and error ihroughont the day, 155-16G 

Spani^ statistics of, 431, 432 
Spar (brown) of IVTexico, analysis of, 272-274—and of bitter 

spar, from the Tyrol, 276 
Sphni.c, ancient, discovered at Colchester, I—its dimensions,*!—• 

reasons for thinking it to be of lloinau wokmanship, in 
Britain, 3-5—description of a hroiuc sphinx, 5—the Colches¬ 
ter sphinx not older tlian the time of the first Claudiui^^6— 
though the respect for the sphinx may be traced to the time of 
Augustus, (i-S—tliis sphinx probably placed in the pro-nao§, 
or vestibule of the temple of Claudius, U) —instances,from an¬ 
tiquity, of sphinxes represented as having completed the de¬ 
struction of their victims, 11-13—probable circumstances that 
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% have preserved the Colchester sphinx, 14, 16—remark on the 
engravings of it, 16-17 

Spmal nerve?, on the irritation of, 428-430 
SlarSy easy rhediod of computing the aberration of, 151-164 
Statuary Marble quarries, notice of newly discovered, in Tus¬ 

cany, 193 ' ; 
Steain-cngincs of England, power of, 404 
Htedy alloys of, with chromium and iron, 173| 174—experiments 

on various alloys of, 316-318 * 
Succinic Acidj process for obtaining, 179 
SulphurctSy analyses of ferro-arseiiical snlphuret of copper, 

30-32—‘of an antimonial sulphurrt of copjxjr, 32-34—of acu • 
preous sulpliuret of lead and antimony, 34-36—of the sul- 
phuret of bismuth and copper, 36, 37 

Sulphuric Acidy account of a supposed new metal from the resi¬ 
duum of, 315, 316—cause of its high price in England, con- 
lrasU‘d with that manufactured in France, 365, 356 

SvUy observations on tlie heat produced by the rays of, during 
the solar eclipse of September 7, 1820, 313,314 

Superior (Lake) account of the native copper mines of, 422,423 

Tanuuujy use of the larch tree lu, 406 
Teuy black, analysis of, 201, 202—and of green lea, 202—le- 

marks thereon, 204, 205—table of soluble matter in, 206 
Tempernture of the earth at various depths, 339, 310 
7V.s7, for arsenic, 411 

y liihh* for reducing sidereal to mean, 167 
Tiny inci’eased weight of, wlicn calcined, accounted for, 296 

227 
7'issuc^, how rendered incombustible, 413 
Tit intumy analysis of a compact ore of, from Arciidal, 266, 266 
J'opaz of Saxony, analysis of, 266-268 
Tungsfniy on some compounds of, 171, 172 

Ure (Dr.) experiments and observations of, on the. atoinu 
'v<‘ight of silver, and on the constitution ol lupiid iniiuaiu- 
acid at diflereilh densities, 286-291 

VcijUdiiQUy cflocts of copper on, 17S 
Veroitay analysis ofthe green earth of, 270, 277 
Voh'^nk appearances in the moon, notice of, 13.3 
Vtifrnnocs of mud in hogs, probable origin ot, 427 

.hclncifyy ohseivations on, 183, 184—contact in, i^*» 

Watery ihirkened by Hre, 68-60 
Waif. (Mr.), contrivance of, tor eou.'suining snioki:, 349 
Wenvingy improvement in t'lie sabihrily of, X.Vl 
Whidbeu Uoaeph, i‘^ct.)y account •>f fossil bones found at PJv- 

moiitli, 124-133 ‘ 
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WoUaiton (Rev. Mr.), table, shewing the acceleration of side-* 
real on mean and solar time, 167 

Wollaston (Dr.), report on the preschi state of Raipsdcu's di¬ 
viding engine, 381-388 ’ - 

^ Wowi (Bi^r. WilliamJ, notice of the adhesive pcl^ invented by, 
.• 'Rll lining the sheathing of ships, J68, 169 ^’5' 

^ppara#Mv, improvement of, 179 
IFbttnds, on the phosphorescence of, 180 
Writing^ (.Secret) by means of ciphers, remarks Ott, 

eaay'and secure method of, ‘292, 293 

I OMION; 

i'UlMhn \\\ WIM.JAM CLOWl.S, 












